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Prologue
The Gentile Heart
When Jesus commissioned me to learn the heart of the Gentiles, he was making the best
of a bad situation. Neither Jesus nor my parents wanted me to go on my odyssey, which I refer
to now as “Jude’s Folly,” but I had been relentless on my insistence to venture forth on my own.
They finally gave up on me and let me go. So, to put a good face on it for my parents, Jesus
gave me my commission. What I didn’t know then was how important this assignment would
turn out to be. One day, in fact, it would serve me well when I became a disciple of Jesus and
then Paul. What did I learn? To begin with, in the most human way, Gentiles are similar to
Jews: they can be kind, honest, deceitful, and mean. They are, like Jews, capable of great evil.
Where they differ from Jews is in their capricious and carefree attitude when killing their foes.
Their proscriptions against murder are not based upon moral imperatives as in our religion.
There are no Ten Commandments for Gentiles and only the most vague notion of heaven and
hell. I accepted these traits as human if not sinful traits. What drove me to despair at times was
their attitude toward our religion. The major reasons for their dislike and distrust was the very
nature of our God. The Jewish God, after all, was invisible and unforgiving. He was distant and
mysterious. Pagans, of course, were also critical of their own gods. Though superstitious, they
appeared to have little or no belief at all. Despite their contempt for their own religions,
however, they at least knew what their gods looked like. All the Roman and Greek gods, except
the unknown god, looked like mortal men and women. The Egyptian pantheon was filled with
all manner of animal and bird headed gods. It also seemed inconceivable to Gentiles that we had
only one deity to worship when they had a choice between hundreds of gods.
My biggest mistake was when I attempted to explain God. The Lord is, after all,
unknowable and appears to be, himself, capricious. This became evident to them when, during
our campfire conversations, I told them about my people’s heroes. When, during our fireside
chats, I told stories about our scriptural heroes, they had mixed feelings. On the one hand, they
could admire a brave man like King David, and yet used the example of Joshua’s murder of
women and children during his conquest of Canaan as a reason for flatly not accepting our harsh
god. Other reasons, along with God’s invisibility and apparent meanness, were our religions
restrictions on food and demand for circumcision. One of their favorite meats was pork, and
they ate, with relish, a list of nasty, unscaled, crawling things. The very notion of mutilating
their private part was likewise repugnant to them. So I gave up finally in my effort to share with
them what I believed. Every once in awhile I would slip and quote a passage, but I tried very
hard to fit in with my Gentile friends.
As I have recorded in my third volume, the Lord gave me strength I didn’t know I had.
During one point in our journey, I was able, in a dream state, to kill six men who attacked our
camp. In the end, though, I was never completely accepted by most of the men. I was, in the
words of Apollo and Ajax, “that wet-behind-the-ears-Jew.” I could never shake this label off.
Through great hardships, which included being captured by bandits and placed on the slave
auction block, I saw the very worst of the Gentiles before being rescued by a rich Pharisee.
What struck me as ironic was that the man who liberated me considered me tainted because of
my association with the desert bandits, yet most of the Gentiles I had known accepted my Jewish
eccentricities. They joked about it with me but never condemned me as my Pharisee benefactor
had. In hindsight, as I look back, I realize I had learned something very important about the
Gentile mind. They had no fixed, preconceived notions about religion. They could, with the
right message, be reached. Jesus knew this. I sensed even then, long before I set forth as an
iii

apostle, that Gentiles were looking for something to fill a void in their lives. I saw it in their eyes
when I told them about our belief that there was an afterlife for the faithful, the one thing about
my religion I knew the least about. Their gods of stone and wood had failed them, and yet the
god of the Torah and as related by the prophets seemed impossible for them to understand.
When the simple message of the Way was presented to them, they would have no religious
baggage to sift through, as did the Jews. They would flock to Jesus message of redemption and
promise of paradise. On my journey to Antioch, however, I would never have believed such a
thing. They were the most uncouth and undisciplined people I had ever met. I could not have
believed that some of them would remain friends with me for the rest of my life and four of them
would one day become followers of the Way.
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Part I
The Road North
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Chapter One
The Galilean Fort

I raised a trembling hand to shield my eyes from the sun, holding fast on the reigns as I
watched Jesus, my father, and their two Roman escorts, Rubrius and Dracho, depart. Doubts
crept into my mind as I gave them a final salute. What was I doing? I might not see my family
for a long time! Silhouetted in the afternoon light, Jesus, Papa and the two Romans rippled as
heat chimeras, vanishing as phantoms in the rising dust. Blowing over me in the warm, Galilean
breeze that moment were memories of my family and home: from those important reflections of
childhood until this morning when I bid everyone farewell. Foremost in my recollections was
Jesus, my oldest brother, the one vote of confidence I took with me now. Jesus had gone on his
own journey and understood my desire to see the world. The Roman presence in Nazareth and
Jesus’ letters during his trip with Joseph of Arimathea had wetted my appetite for adventure.
This was, of course, quite different than Jesus’ trip. He had been on a sightseeing tour with his
benefactor and was protected by Joseph’s personal guards. I was enlisting in the army, not
boarding a galley for Rome. Though I was recommend by Cornelius, the Commander of the
Galilean Cohort, I would make my journey alone. For the first time in my life, I was on my own.
I would be, like Moses among the Midianites, a stranger in a strange land. It was both an
exhilarating and terrifying experience. I knew I wanted to use my writing and memory skills in
the army; I just wasn’t certain how. I couldn’t be a regular soldier, of course. I was, after all, a
Jew. My weapon, I promised Papa, would be my pen. But what would I do? Would I write
letters for Roman officers, assist in ordering supplies, and be able to use my knowledge of Latin,
Greek, and Aramaic as an interpreter as well as a scribe? What if they handed me a shield and
sword and ordered me to fight? I had no guarantee in writing for what I was supposed to do. All
I had was Cornelius’ high opinion of me, which I hoped preceded me to my new post. Cornelius
was certain his friend would jump at the chance to use my talents, but I wasn’t so sure. I was, in
addition to being Jew, only eighteen years old. I had no immediate proof of my excellent
memory, language ability, and writing skills. Jesus had an advocate in Joseph of Arimathea for
his genius. His reputation was well known by soldiers in the Galilean Cohort. All I had was my
quick wit and tongue. I would be alone—a Jew among pagan soldiers, with no other sponsor but
myself.
“Chin up!” I told myself, blinking away a tear.
Jerking my reigns sharply, I nudged my mule, turned toward the fort, and trotted slowly
away from my life. The fort now loomed ominously ahead as an unclean and fearful place. The
more I considered what I was doing, in fact, the more this seemed to be a plunge into the
unknown. Every member of my family except Jesus thought I was insane. Papa had tried to
make a carpenter out of me and Samuel, a close friend of the family, thought I might use my
knowledge to become a Pharisee, like himself. Instead of choosing a comfortable and safe path,
however, I was abandoning a peaceful life in Nazareth for adventure in the Gentile world.
Jesus had given me his blessing before I set forth. When all else was considered—both
good and bad—this should have been enough. Through him I knew that God was on my side.
This is what I wanted to believe. So why was I hesitating? Where was my faith?
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Pulling back increasingly on the reigns, I slowed my beast to a walk, the slowest motion
possible for a mule or horse without standing still. Inching forward imperceptibly, I closed my
eyes, gritted my teeth, and gathered up my resolve. It seemed as if I had turned my back on
everything that was right and holy, and yet I felt strength in Jesus words: “Learn the heart of the
Gentiles.” It was as if he had given me an important assignment and, as I repeated the words
over and over, helped make up my mind.
“Onward Mule!” I kicked him gently, until the he broke into a cantor. The mule bolted
forward indecisively, so I kicked him again until he got it right. Soon, I found myself galloping
to the fort, my resolve in tact and heart hammering in my chest. With hindsight, I can say that
my experience during my journey toughened me up physically and mentally for the real test as a
member of the twelve. During these last few moments of freedom I kept telling myself I was
doing the right thing. Had not Jesus given me his approval and said this was part of God’s plan?
On the other hand, a voice in my head reminded me that I was a Jew and those were Gentiles
behind those walls. Between my first day inside the compound and the day I returned home
would be a gap that seemed as large as the Great Sea. When I arrived finally at the perimeter, I
looked back dejectedly over the stretch covered by my short, dusty ride. The riders had
disappeared below a rise, replaced by empty desert. I might as well have been on the other side
of the world. I felt abandoned and bereft of logic and reason. Strangely enough I also felt an
irrational excitement, not unlike some of my foolish exploits in the past, only magnified a
hundredfold. “All right Jude, make up your mind!” I muttered, still tempted to gallop away from
the fort. This wasn’t a childish prank or an exercise in youthful daring-do. This was a one-way
leap into the unknown. There was no turning back this time when I entered through that great
wooden gate.
What had moved me this far were Jesus words. What stopped me cold was the shrill cry
of a sentry from the parapet of the wall, the age old: “Who goes there? State your business!” At
least he didn’t say, “State you business, Jew!” as I heard the legionnaires challenge the people in
my town. Papa once told me that the garrison had been built by the legionnaires themselves, and
that the same soldiers who were fierce warriors were fairly good carpenters and road builders
during and after the march. I would soon find out if I would even be admitted into this dreadful
place.
“Judah bar Joseph,” it spilled out of my mouth. Oh why did I say that? I thought,
grabbing my mouth. “Jesus is wrong,” I whispered to myself, “sometimes you must lie.”
The sentry muttered an oath to himself then. By the thud-thud sound I heard as his head
disappeared, I knew he was coming down to unlatch the gate. I knew it was coming. “A Jew,
are you?” He spat the words. “What brings one of your kind to the garrison? You lost lad?”
“I was sent by the prefect Cornelius at Sepphoris.” I answered in a small voice, indeed
feeling lost this hour.
I could see the sentry looking through a peephole in the gate. It reminded me of a jackal
peeking through the brush. There was laughter (more jackals) and someone shouting in the
distance, “Who is it? What does he want?” My heart beat very loud. What gave me spiritual
comfort again, though little physical strength as they conversed in Latin to each other, were
Jesus’ cryptic words, “Learn the heart of the Gentiles”—whatever that meant. Surely, knowing
my brother’s powers, this had to be some sort of key to my future. During this most trying
period, however, when I heard the rusty hinges and saw a crack of daylight increase slowly as
several legionnaires opened the great gate, I wondered again if I was making a big mistake.
When the gate was open just enough for me to squeeze inside, the sentry snapped “Not quite yet
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lad. You said you were sent by our commander, but what’s your business in the garrison. I
could see that you were alone out there, but, after the last disturbance in Galilee, we don’t trust
Jews. Let me ask you—how do I say it? —Ah yes, a test question.”
“Good grief,” I groaned.
“What color are the prefects eyes?” He began. “You must’ve been close enough for that.”
“Brown, like most everyone else,” I grew irritated.
“That was too easy,” a friend interrupted, “give him something hard.”
A muted conversation followed. I took the opportunity in my agitated state of mind to
make water on the wall. This would have been considered an insult in their rustic minds, but
better the wall than in my pants. A new voice, I had not heard before called out “What are the
names of Cornelius’ adjutant and first centurion?”
“Servitus and Longinus.” I heaved a sigh. “Listen,” I announced, out of breath, “I’m
suppose to accompany the military courier and three veterans to the imperial cohort in Antioch.
We were to leave the following morning. I’m to report for duty with Commander Aurelian, who
is a friend of Cornelius. Surely Rubrius or Dracho told you that.”
“Told you so-Told you so,” blared a singsong voice, “it’s that fellow Rubrius told us
about—the smart mouth Jew!”
“Castor, go fetch that scurvy courier,” he called to another. “Come inside lad,” he
directed as the gate finally opened far enough for me to enter.
Running back to grab my mule’s reigns, I waited, as the porthole grew larger, before
leading him in. Surrounding me with smirks on their bristly faces were seven typical Roman
soldiers, running the gamut from short to tall, thin to portly, and square jawed to chubby jowled
men. In spite of their day-old whiskers, they all wore clean, tidy uniforms, and otherwise had the
short cropped hair of the legionnaire. Because our guards back in Nazareth were always on duty,
I had never seen the casual side of soldiers. They didn’t look like the fierce warriors who
conquered the Carthaginians and Greeks. Of course neither did the guards in Nazareth.
“My name’s Decimus, the optio on watch,” my host reached out to grip my forearm.
“Those two guards, Rubrius and Dracho, don’t like you very much, but I trust the commander’s
judgment.”
“Thank you sir,” I replied, dizzy with relief. “I don’t think any of these men are going to
like me very much.”
“Well,” he said with a shrug, “you’re a Jew,” as if that explained everything. “Your mule
will be taken to the stables by Flaccus.” He motioned impatiently to an attendant. “He’ll take you
to your quarters with a numbered tag showing where you can find him the next day.”
“My quarters?” I brightened. “I’ll have a quarters?”
Decimus threw his head back and gave me a hearty laugh. I was not sure what this meant
until, Castor, who, I noted with surprise, walked with a slight limp, returned with what was one
of the dirtiest and smelliest Romans I would ever meet.
“Judah-bar-what’s-it,” Castor made the introductions, “this lowlife Syrian dog is Abzug,
who carries our dispatches. Ho-ho, you two’re made for each other!”
Though Decimus frowned, the legionnaires now gathered to see the new recruit,
guffawed and made ribald jokes I shall not repeat. What temporarily saved me from the
continued heckling was the appearance of the three veterans that would be accompanying Abzug
and me to Antioch. Castor didn’t bother giving their names. What I learned had a chilling effect
upon me. I was tempted once again to admit this was all a mistake and run for the gate, until
Decimus stepped in to say his piece.
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Because of their long service, Castor explained discreetly, the veterans were being
cashiered from the legion rather than being severely punished for murdering Jewish prisoners
that lie wounded on the ground. Their act of vengeance had occurred after a band of Galileans
had earlier ambushed and killed some of their friends.
“Now wait a minute men,” Decimus replied half seriously, “you’ve only given the lad
half the story about our veterans. The other half is that the men they killed weren’t just any
Jews, they were murdering, thieving Jews. Now everyone knows that most Jews are a cowardly,
loud-mouthed lot, not really much a threat to Rome.” “Are you a cowardly, loud-mouthed Jew?”
He asked, giving me a nudge. “Unless you want trouble with those veterans,” he whispered from
the corner of his mouth, “the answer’s ‘yes.’”
“Yes!” I grinned stupidly.
This brought mirth from everyone, including the veterans. Before leading us all back to
our ‘quarters,’ Decimus introduced the three veterans as Geta, Langulus, and Caesarius. Geta
looked very old. He had a crotchety manner about him and a permanent frown etched into his
face. Langulus, however, a younger man, was dark complexioned, with a slight slant to his large
black eyes. He didn’t look Roman at all. Nor did Caesarius, who, like my sisters, was fair like a
Greek, his gray hairs still sporting many blond curls. Caesarius appeared old in the way his
stony face broke into a crooked grin and the way he cackled instead of guffawing like most men.
I couldn’t imagine why these men hadn’t been pensioned off long ago. All of them, I imagined,
were tough old nuts. When we began walking, after Decimus’ prod, I wondered if Langulus was
not being discharged because of his wounds, for, unlike Castor’s minor limp—also probably a
war wound, he held a crutch in one hand and used it clumsily for his one bad leg.
“Are you all right sir?” I asked, reaching out to assist.”
Recoiling as if I was an unclean thing, he spat, “Don’t touch me, you stinking Jew! You
people are a curse on Rome. You just stay on your side of the tent!”
“A tent?” I replied, shaken by his response. “….We’re quartered in a tent?”
Just as the words left my mouth, we turned a sharp corner around the prefect’s quarters,
and lo and behold, I beheld, angling down a slight hill, a sea of goatskin tents, thousands of
idling troops, glaring, snickering, or displaying disbelieving frowns at us as we passed. All
around this tent city century banners fluttered and sentries glared down from the parapets as we
walked through a gauntlet of contempt. It appeared, in fact, that Rubrius and Dracho had
poisoned the well, but I was not the only object of their disgust. Decimus told me matter-offactly, as he glanced back, that the veterans, my tent-mates, were being moved for their own
safety. They had proven themselves in the past in many battles as brave men, but they had
disgraced the Galilean Cohort by their rash acts. Gratus, the governor, had personally
reprimanded the Cohort during the inspection this morning. In a loud, good-natured voice,
Decimus confided to me discreetly, Gratus had reminded Cornelius’ men that such lapses of
behavior brought shame upon the Emperor and Rome. Geta, Langulus, and Caesarius could
have retired here in Galilee in a peaceful plot of land, but instead they were returning to an
imperial city where they will be set free to make it on their own. They were too old and, in
Langullus case, debilitated, to be gladiators or personal guards. More likely they would join the
unemployed dregs in town or wind up begging at the city gate. I shuddered when I recalled the
ordeal Michael, my childhood friend, must have gone through as a vagabond in Jerusalem. It
appeared as though Abzug, the courier, was also universally disliked. As Decimus explained
with a shrug, the Romans also hated Syrian auxilia, especially if they were cheats and thieves.
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When we arrived at our destination, the most dilapidated tent in the compound, I slapped
my forehead, muttering in disbelief.
“Am I being punished,” I called out to the heavens. “Will I survive tonight?”
“Awe, this is just the beginning.” Geta winked toothlessly. “Wait until they serve dinner.
We get the scraps and leavings. I’ve lost a lot of weight in the past few weeks.”
“Don’t listen to that old fool. It’s not that bad,” said Decimus, shoving me gently into the
tent. “I won’t let anyone abuse you. Just keep your mouth shut and stay out of sight until
tomorrow morning. That shouldn’t be so hard.”
“I wanted to see an army camp,” I muttered unhappily. “Do I have to stay inside this
smelly tent?”
“Stay put, you damn fool,” the optio jerked his thumb. “You can check out your next
post, not this one. That province hasn’t suffered because of Jewish rebels, like ours. Just to be
safe, I’m posting a couple of guards to keep you men from being lynched.”
Without another word, Decimus swaggered off, humming under his breath, leaving me
alone in the shadowy tent. Four pairs of hostile eyes glared at me as I set down my pack and
attempted to make communication.
“I can see why these fine fellows are mad at me, but not you,” I first addressed the
Syrian.
“Grrrrrh!” Abzug made an animal-like sound.
“So,” I turned next to Geta, the oldest, “why do you hate Jews. We’re not all bad. I have
many Roman friends. My brother Jesus and my Papa get along with Gentiles too.”
“Don’t label me, you whelp,” Geta fumed. “I’m a Roman, no damn Gentile. Bad enough
we’re being cashiered. Now we gotta take a long a wet-behind-the-ears Jew!”
My shoulders slumped. I sat closest to the flaps, looking out of the tent. “I-I’m sorry,” I
tried thinking of a clever reply. “…. I had no idea Romans hated us quite so much. I promise to
take care of myself. If you wish, I won’t make a peep.”
“Shut up!” Abzug, took a swipe at me.
Suddenly my back stiffened, my nostrils flared, and I jumped to my feet. “What’s wrong
with that man?” I asked challengingly. “He’s not in trouble. You veterans are. Why does he
hate me so?”
“He’s in charge of us,” Caesarius explained calmly, “which means he’s responsible for
your neck.” “Truth is,” he gave Abzug a warning look, “he’s a cowardly snake. They’re giving
him the boot, too. If Langullus wasn’t disabled, he’d be leading us. They think Geta and I are
addled with age after our exploits, but I’m not afraid of that man.”
“I’m sorry about your wound sir,” I tried to show Langullus great respect. “How did it
happen? Was it a sword thrust, spear or maybe an arrow?”
“All of the above.” Caesarius smiled ruefully. “Langullus is lucky to be alive.”
“Can someone shut up that Jew?” Langullus wrung his crutch. “He’s just making matters
worse!”
I clamped my mouth with both hands, in a symbolic gesture, bowed and exited the tent.
At that point, I didn’t care that I was in harm’s way. In so many words, Jesus told me God
would protect me. “All right Lord,” I cried, searching the cloudless sky, “here I am, Jesus’
brother. How about a helping hand? I need you now Lord. I’m suppose to learn the Gentile’s
heart.”
“Is that youth mad?” Some in the next tent shouted.
“Get in here boy!” Caesarius demanded hoarsely. “You wanna get lynched?”
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With great speed for his advanced age, he scurried out, grabbed my collar, and pulled me
back into the tent.
“What’s the matter with you?” He wrung a bony finger at me. “You’re in greater danger
out there than in here with us. I won’t let Abzug, Geta, or Langullus harm you. Decimus
promised you as much. Be patient. For Zeus sake, be silent. In a little while we’ll get our
rations. If you need to use the cloaca, don’t. Go to the side of the tent, near the wall—quickly
and without prissiness. I know you Jews have laws about cleanliness. Well, forget it here. Your
god doesn’t want you dead, with your throat slit. You’ll have the whole desert on our trip to crap
and piss in the proper way.”
I laughed hysterically at this thought. Except for Caesarius tolerant smile, however, there
was no mirth in this tent. I knew that he, and perhaps Decimus, were my only advocates. In a
few moments two soldiers in light armored uniforms arrived and stuck their heads into our tent—
one on each side, two beefy jowled fellows with big hands.
“Humph, is there a problem here?” One of the guards grunted.
“Where were you?” snapped Geta. “You’re supposed to protect us!”
“We wouldn’t have had to if that Jew hadn’t shown up,” snorted the second guard.
“Well, he’s one of us now,” Caesarius said, motioning for me to sit down. “Come here
lad. Lay out your bedroll beside mine. I don’t want one of them soldiers pulling you through the
tent flaps or Abzug sticking a dagger between your ribs.”
I didn’t know what to say to all this. I lay on my bedroll awhile, biting my fists, pushing
back a scream, listening to Caesarius threaten the other three if they tried to do me harm. I
wasn’t worried that much about Geta, except for his foul smell. (I hadn’t learned his true
feelings yet.) After watching Langullus, for that matter, I felt mostly pity for this man. His
wounds were not completely healed. It was Abzug, the imperial courier, who worried me the
most. He was, I began to suspect, on a one-way trip to Antioch, himself. I couldn’t believe this
man was in charge of our tent. He was unbalanced. He growled like a beast at me. Silently, I
thanked the Lord that at least one of my tent-mates was civil. In spite of the smell of unwashed
bodies and garlic, I managed, with a dose of Caesarius resinous Greek wine, to take a short nap.
A short dream soon played in my head. My family and all my friends, the living and the
dead, were there. Jesus, my parents, brothers and sisters, Nehemiah, Michael, Uriah, Tabitha,
and, of all people, Reuben sat around the table chatting unintelligibly as dream images often do.
Also appearing was Samuel and his chamberlain, Mordechai, Ezra, my father’s best friend, and
his family, and many of the townsfolk who had shunned us in the past. This was, of course,
another dreamscape. None of it was real. It was one of my God-given gifts, a phenomena Jesus
called a lucid dream in which the dreamer knew he was asleep. In such a state I could dispel
confusing, troubling, and fearful images, and even manipulate the content and direction of the
plot. For a while, as I slept in that smelly tent, I played along with my images, even tweaking
Mordechai’s beard. As I listened to my images, feeling homesick and filled with doubt, I
realized I had failed all of the people I loved—Papa, Mama, Samuel, Tabitha, my brothers,
everyone except Jesus who thought I was doing God’s will...What if Jesus was wrong this time?
I wondered. What if I was doing a very foolish and dangerous thing? It was a disturbing thought
that added to my feeling of gloom. The room in my dreamscape grew dark that moment, the
figures around the table becoming shadows against as an eerie transcendent light. Suddenly, as
Papa leaned across the table, I heard him say succinctly “wake up you stupid Jew!” For a brief
moment, forgetting I was aware of my dream, I wondered why Papa would be calling me that
name, until slipping passed the cloak of sleep I opened my eyes to see Geta glaring down at me.
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“The two guards are waiting to escort us,” Caesarius called over his shoulder. “Let’s go
get some food.”
“I can’t wait to put this nightmare behind me,” I mumbled as Geta and Caesarius yanked
me to my feet. Abzug lurched out of the tent first, followed by the hobbling Langullus, who was
helped along by the guards. The remaining veterans assisted me as if I was addled in the head,
which I partially was, the romantic dream I had of service to Rome dashed to bits by these
boorish men.
“There-there old friend,” one of our guards murmured to Langullus, “you shouldn’t be
making that trip.”
“Are you serious?” Geta muttered testily. “You think he has a choice?”
“Unhand me, I can walk on my own,” grumbled Langullus.
“Be silent, all of you,” barked the second guard, “let’s not draw attention to ourselves!”
Heads were poking out of tents and voices rang out as the camp was alerted to our
presence.
“You men almost got us decimated my the governor!” A voice blared.
“Got them folks in Sepphoris mad at us for killing them Jews, they did,” a conversation
started up. “It’s ridiculous! You’d think they killed Romans citizens by all that fuss.”
“Well, I feel sorry for Langullus.” A third man replied. “Look at him! Poor bastard can
barely walk. Geta and Caesarius aren’t bad fellahs either. By Zeus they spent their whole lives
in the legions and look what it got’em. Next time I kill me a Jew, I’ll make sure it looks like an
accident. Maybe they should’ve buried them before fleeing the scene.”
I held my breath, hoping they would pay me no mind. There appeared to be mixed
opinions about the veterans. The Jews killed by them, I gathered, belonged to band of
insurrectionists—a word used for anyone defying Rome. Fleetingly, I wondered if that included
members of Abbas’ old gang, which included his son. That was a long time ago. The last time I
saw Adam, the bandit’s son, I was only twelve years old. It seemed more likely that it was a new
group of bandits and thieves. While such thoughts played in my mind, we passed through a
gauntlet of idle men, whose voices brought me crashing back to earth:
“Geta, Caesarius—tough luck men. I just didn’t get caught…. Poor devils. Lost their
pension I hear…. Hah, they’re lucky they didn’t get strung up…. They’re heroes, that’s what
they are—killed themselves some murdering Jews…. I don’t feel sorry for them. They got us
into a mess of trouble. Thanks to those old fools, the Governor will have his eye on us. We’ll be
lucky he doesn’t replace us and send our cohort east.”
“That one there.” An elderly soldier stepped forth and pointed at me. “He’s the Jew they
brought in. Let’s string him up.”
“Back off Galleo,” one of our guards said sarcastically. “This man has business with
Aurelian. You men—all of you—back off and leave us be. They’re going to get some food and
head back to their tent. Make way or so help me you’ll get the flat of my sword!”
With that said, our small group made its way through a mixed gathering of friends and
foes for the veterans in our midst. At one point, as we approached the mess table, where the
cook and his attendants were bringing out a simmering pot and other victuals that looked
suspiciously like unsanctified food, I was certain that they would pull me out of the procession
and string me up. When a detail of armored legionnaires galloped suddenly into the fort,
however, there was only a smattering of jeers. I couldn’t see who they were, only hear the
familiar clatter, but I hoped it was Longinus or Cornelius arriving on the scene. Our guards
handed the cook a piece of paper which, Caesarius explained to me under his breath, was an
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order from the watch to serve us before the others to prevent us from being harassed. The
unseen legionnaires, I suspect, had much to do with the silence falling over the troops. I have
never seen so many glares focused on so few. One young man walked up to Abzug and pointed
accusingly at the courier. Our guards walked over as he shouted and shoved him off the path,
but not before he said his piece.
“That man is worse than the old men or Jew. He’s a thief. No one could prove it; he’s
too clever for that, but that’s why the commander is sending him off. He’s a damnable auxiliary
—not one of us. Those thieving Syrians are worse than Jews!”
“Aye!” Several legionnaires agreed.
“You men better watch you backs and sleep with one eye open,” the cook advised, as he
ladled out a strange looking stew.
I was not sure of the meat. With a wicked gleam in his eye, an attendant told me it was a
hyena they killed that day, though it looked very much like lamb with pieces of fowl thrown in
the pot. When we had our plates and cups (filled with Greek wine) and two loafs of freshly
baked bread, which the guards tore chunks from and distributed amongst us, we were led back to
our tents. In the spontaneous gesture of kindness I often saw in Roman soldiers, we found seven
fold-up stools waiting for us when we returned. There was no explanation given by our guards,
though I was sure they had ordered someone to place them in our tent. While the five tent-mates
congregated inside the tent, the two guards sat on their stools outside, eating their food.
“I’m Jude,” I said to one of them, through a mouthful of stew, “what’s your name?”
“Aulus, and that fellow’s Vesto,” the guard pointed at his friend.
“We already knew your name,” said Vesto, wolfing down his stew. “Jude’s short for
Judah, everyone knows that—a Jew name. You better change it quick lad. Jews aren’t popular
in this army. It could get you killed.”
“Now Vesto,” Aulus said good-naturedly, “he’s just a youth, about my age when I joined
up. We got all kinds in the auxilia. That’s probably were they’ll put him so he can be with his
own kind.”
Own kind? What did that mean, I chewed on his words. Vesto had given me a friendly
warning and Aulus had insulted me in a kindly way—personality patterns I was already learning
to accept as a member of a despised sect.
“Thank you,” I murmured politely, sipping my wine.
To break the silence that followed, Caesarius explained a few customs to me. The wine
we received in our mugs was only served at the evening meal during peacetime, which was
normally all the time in this post. Extra wine rations were given to soldiers coming back from a
work detail, skirmish, or after some notable act. Secondly, to my relief, pork—the scandal of we
Jews—was not readily available in Galilee, so the meat, as I had hoped, was lamb purchased
from the shepherds near Nazareth and Nain. What the cohort in Antioch would be serving, he
added slyly, was another matter. Pork, of course, was Rome’s favorite meat, but lamb, as well as
goat and cattle, were much more common fare in the provinces. I realized, with growing
surprise, that Caesarius was a relatively educated man—the cagey sort, not at all like most the
boorish soldiers I had met. More importantly, he didn’t treat me with contempt for being a Jew.
“You understand things very well,” I tried to frame the words. “You’re not filled with
hate.”
“I don’t hate Jews,” he answered quickly, “but I hate bandits and thieves. It was thieves
and cutthroats who killed Lucius and Gravus, my best friends. They just happen to be Jews. If
Syrians or Greeks had done it, I’d’ve killed them too.”
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“Speak for yourself Caesarius,” Langullus snarled.
“Goes for me too,” spat Geta. “I was there when Judah, the Galilean, his namesake ran
amuck in Galilee. Those people will never forgive us for crucifying all them Jews.
“Yeah,” sneered Langullus, “we helped string up Abbas’ band too. He wasn’t a
insurrectionist, just a bandit. This last bunch reminded more me of Judah’s men. Unlike Abbas
and the other bandit chiefs, they killed Romans for sport, yet those locals were upset when we
strung them up.”
“It’s true.” Caesarius looked squarely at me. “Galilee isn’t like the other provinces. We
protect your people from their enemies, allow them to have their own priesthood, and magistrates
and yet they feel defiled if we enter their homes. They spit on our charity and good faith. Most
of them treat us with contempt. They curse us behind our backs.” “And yet,” he added
thoughtfully, patting my bowed head. “I’ve met a few good Jews—not all of them are bad.”
“Well, I hate them all,” gnashed Geta, “—their snobbery and high and mighty ways—
everything about those stuck-up, prissy Jews.”
“Ho-ho,” snickered Aulus, “don’t hold back Geta, tell us how you feel.”
“You and Caesarius where posted here during the rebellion,” murmured Vesto. “How old
are you?”
“That’s not that long ago,” Geta made a face. “Caesarius is older than me. You young
whelps don’t know what the real legion was like. I served with Tiberius when he was a great
general. Caesarius rode with Germanicus—another great leader!”
“Not all of us think like Geta,” Vesto winked at me. “Rome’s a big empire. There’s room
for all sorts of people in it—even Jews.”
“I don’t hate Jews,” Abzug offered matter-of-factly. “The Romans have treated Syrian
auxilia like bastard offspring since I was a boy. This assignment, if you want to call it that, is the
end of my dealings with Rome. We’re quits, Rome and I. They’re retiring you old men, but
they’re cashiering me—all because of a bunch of accusations that can’t be proven, just an excuse
to finally give me the boot.” “You wanna know whom I hate,” he looked up at our guards, and
then turned to wink at me. “I hate Roman officers, non-coms too, they’re the ones who singled
me out. I have nothing against honest Jews. That Cornelius, Longinus, and Decimus never liked
me. They wanted a Roman or Greek courier, someone clean shaven, without a funny-sounding
name—”
“Watch your mouth Abzug,” Vesto gripped his wrist, “those are good men you’re
accusing.”
Closing one eye as he focused on the wizened little man, Aulus added his caution:
“Simmer down Abzug. I’m Roman, so is Vesto and the old men. You can’t blame us all for
what the officers do.”
“You’re not listening,” Abzug replied in a singsong voice. “I said officers and non-coms,
like that bootlicker Decimus. He’d turn on his grandmother to please the prefect.”
“That’s enough, you Syrian dog,” Vesto hissed. “Decimus is my friend. He’s the one
sending you off to save your hide. He convinced Longinus to recognize your service. I don’t
know why the other men think you’re a thief, but you say one more word about those men and
I’ll cut out your lying tongue.”
On that note, Abzug pulled out an extra flask to supplement his ration and quickly got
himself drunk. As we finished up our dinners, I exchanged polite conversation with the Romans,
as was my custom. I was baffled by the contradictions in these men but didn’t know how to put
it into words. My wine was taking effect. Caesarius had spoken in friendship to me. Geta
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carried the most hatred for my people and me. Perhaps, I thought, sharing some of Abzug’s
extra rations, I should distrust Geta the most.
“My father once told me that our people were descendents of Noah’s son Shem,” Abzug
murmured wryly. “That makes us related, doesn’t it? Tell me the truth, if you saw a Syrian and
Jew walking toward you from the field, could you tell them apart?”
“No, I suppose not,” I scratched my head dreamily, “especially if they’re wearing a
uniform and helmet.”
I was very drunk.
“He’s addled in the head,” Aulus explained, rising to his feet. “We shall be replaced by
two night guards and so forth—four hour shifts, until morning comes. Get on the road to
Antioch as soon as you can.” “Take care of this Jew boy.” He added patting my head. “I don’t
think he’s like the rest.”
“Change your name lad,” Vesto bent over and whispered earnestly. “Ol’ Abzug’s right
about one thing: you can’t tell a Syrian from a Jew, even a lot of Romans and Greeks. You must
blend into the army. Get rid of your food prohibitions. It’ll be a dead give-away.” “Blend in!”
he repeated, his fist coming to his chest.”
“Blend in!” Aulus echoed his salute. “Don’t trust Abzug and Geta,” he added in a
murmur. “Caesarius and, in spite of his bitterness, Langullus, are honorable men. Make sure you
sleep between them and ride with them at your back.”
By now Geta and Abzug had retreated to each side of the tent, too drunk to respond.
With Aulus and Vesto’s words swimming in my head, I rolled over on my side and fell asleep. I
recalled waking up to make water on the wall, hearing snoring and seeing a guard pop in every
once in awhile to make sure we were all right. Once I staggered out to vomit on the ground.
Fortunately it was very late and no one caught sight of me. The remainder of the night I lay in a
black sleep, awakening in torment the next morning.
“Wake up that Jew,” were the first words I heard, this time from a surly guard, who
shook the tent so hard, several stakes popped out and we thought it would cave in. I looked
around the tent and saw sluggish movement among my tent-mates. A new pair of guards, quite
unlike Aulus and Vesto were rousing us from drunken sleep, waiting impatiently as we gathered
our gear, prodding us with their small whips, and herding us like sheep to the mess line before
the camp awakened.
“It’s still dark,” I groaned. “What’s the hurry?”
The first guard held a lamp up to my face. “They want you out of here before dawn.
Move it or I’ll give you my whip.”
“What happened to the flat of your sword?” grumbled Abzug. “Were not cattle, Roman,
we have rights.”
“No, you’re not cattle, your sheep,” he said, brandishing the whip in front of his face. “So
help me, you Syrian pig, I’ll use this on your hide.”
“Our night guards called me a dog.” Abzug giggled foolishly. “Now I’m a pig. Which
animal is more accursed to the Jews?”
I know he was directing his question to me. As promised, the guard gave him a few light
strokes.
“Neither animal is accursed,” Caesarius said with a yawn, “but we are. I hope we don’t
hit the trail in the dark.”
“Oh Lord,” I moaned miserably, “this has to be a dream.”
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“It’s not a dream, half-wit,” the guard prodded me with his whip. “Keep moving or I’ll
cram this up your rear.”
“Shut up Numerius,” a second guard growled. “Talk in whispers if you must. You men
don’t talk at all.”
“I heard about you two,” Geta cackled, “Numerius and Sallust. You’re close to getting
cashiered yourselves.”
“You filthy old man!” cried Sallust, raising his whip.
Just that moment, however, a shadow lurched out onto our path. When Numerius held up
his lamp, I gasped in disbelief. There stood Longinus, hands on hips, his steel jaw set, in full
dress, as if he had just climbed off his mount.
“I’ll take over from here men,” he dismissed our guards.
Without argument, against this menacing figure, Numerius and Sallust slipped into the
shadows, themselves, leaving our small group in good hands.
“Thank you sir,” the veterans said almost in unison.
Abzug bowed his head as if to a deity, as I tried thinking of something clever to say. I
wanted to run to the centurion and fall down at his feet, but I stood my ground, weaving under
the effect of wine and lack of sleep.
“Jude,” he called in recognition, “step forth. Let me see what these bastards did to you.”
I stepped forth obediently. Longinus, who was not a man of strong emotion, uttered a
faint gasp.
“Have you been drinking lad?” He gave me a sharp appraisal.
“Yes sir,” I answered, dropping my head.
“It’s my fault,” Caesarius spoke up quickly.
“Shut up, you,” Longinus pointed accusingly at the veteran, “he’s responsible for himself.
You just worry about yourself.”
“I don’t know how it happened,” I replied lamely. “I lost all my common sense. I-I’ve
shamed my parents and lost my self-respect.”
“Well,” Longinus said, placing a heavy hand on my shoulder, “You’ve shamed no one.
Who could blame you? Aulus told me that they gave you a rough time. I’m sure these scurvy
dogs didn’t help.”
“Caesarius isn’t so bad,” I looked back at my friend. “He’s treated me with respect.”
“With Caesarius as your friend, you don’t need enemies,” Longinus gave me a chilling
warning. “He’s a murderer. Those Jews had surrendered. They were unarmed. I don’t care
what some of his friends said.”
I wanted to argue with him and tell him what Caesarius had said to me, but all I could
muster up was “All right. . . .What shall I do?”
“All of you,” he announced, his arms sweeping wide, “shall grab some bread and cheese
from the mess, climb on your mounts, and follow a special detail out of Galilee—out of harm’s
way, until your safely on the highway to Antioch.”
“Praise the gods,” Geta wrung his hands joyfully, “we’re delivered from bandits.”
“At least until we reach the sea.” Caesarius nodded quizzically.
“Let’s move on men.” Longinus waved impatiently.
As I waited my turn to grab food and water from the mess table, I felt Longinus presence
again. I turned to stare into those predator eyes that belied a noble spirit. I felt strength in them
that seemed contagious. Though my goal was to be a scribe and interpreter, I wanted to be like
this man. He, more than even the handsome Cornelius, was the kind of soldier I wanted to be.
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“The prefect sends his best wishes,” he gripped my forearm. “I’m sorry about the
reception you got yesterday. There’s a spy among his staff—the governor’s nephew, that young
dandy Clevus you saw at headquarters. In spite of his concern about Rome’s image in Galilee,
Governor Gratus thinks Cornelius is too soft on the Jews. The prefect is greatly stressed over
this business with Caesarius and the others. So am I. The governor, that two-face hypocrite,
wanted them publicly beheaded for the benefit of the magistrates in the surrounding towns, but
we couldn’t execute those men when there were so many other bloody swords that day. Their
service to Rome had been exemplary until then. They were just too slow. After all, they’re old
men, and Langullus almost died. But here you are Jude, a mere stripling, just starting in your
service to Rome. Only three other Jews have commanded such respect in Cornelius and my
eyes: Jesus, your parents, and you. If all of Galilee had your family’s character, the Romans and
Jews might live in peace.”
“Peace be upon you Longinus,” I said in a constricted voice. “I’ll do my best to make you
proud.”
“For right now,” the centurion dismissed my heartfelt gesture, “stay alive. Keep your
head and practice common sense. These virtues are all you’ll need.”
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Chapter Two
On the Trail

That morning in Galilee I was filled with such mixed emotions I could scarcely speak.
To make matters worse I suffered from the effects of the cheap, Greek wine given to me by
Caesarius and Abzug after guzzling down the camp ration. I knew Papa must have felt that way
often enough. Now it was my turn. There was one last salute between Longinus and Decimus,
the optio I met at the gate, and several hand picked men, two of which I was delighted to see
were Aulus and Vesto, the guards that had watched over us during the first shift. The remaining
members of the escort, Decimus explained in his introduction as we mustered bleary-eyed by the
main gate, were handpicked auxilia—the type of soldiers I would probably become when I
arrived at my post. They were a fearsome-looking bunch, diverse in appearance yet uniformly
contemptuous of us, even Decimus, though the optio was the leader of our group. The most
imposing auxiliary was Ajax, a Macedonian with black hair and contrasting blue eyes. Though
his expression seemed frozen in a permanent snarl, he might have been considered handsome
had it not been for the jagged scar on his cheek. The next unfriendly face introduced to us was a
dark skinned, shaven-headed Egyptian named, inappropriately enough, Apollo. This evil eyed
man was, with the possible exception of Ajax, the scariest member of the auxilia. The third and
fourth members, Rufus and Enrod, were tall and muscular, clearly the strongest, though not the
meanest-looking, of the group. Tow-headed and fair complexioned, they were, I would find out
later, identical twin brothers, except for Rufus’ moustache, which was worn by most warriors in
Gaul. The remaining two escorts, Ibrim, a small, slightly built little man with gold earrings, and
Fronto, a large, portly Thracian with a distinctive red beard, were also intimidating. When the
unfriendly veterans and courier were lumped into this group, I was left with only Caesarius and
the three Roman guards as friends.
Of the nine guards escorting us through Galilee, the square-jawed, ruddy-faced Decimus
was the only one who looked the part. The beefy jowled, slightly overweight Aulus and Vesto,
didn’t inspire confidence in me as did Decimus nor did the auxilia, who, in their rag-tag
costumes, didn’t look like Roman soldiers at all. It seemed clear to me, by the fuss given to our
small group of outcasts, that the desire to get the veterans out of Galilee had been Cornelius’
main concern. Whereas the veterans were exiled murderers, Abzug had been thrown into the
plan at the last minute because of something he did in the fort. Considering the ambivalent
attitude of the prefect, I was probably just an after thought, but it didn’t matter now. Decimus
and his friends, if not the auxilia, understood why I was here. Though I had suffered contempt
like the others, I had done nothing wrong. I was not being cashiered out of the legion or exiled
from the province because I was a murderer or thief. I was joining, not leaving, the army.
Notwithstanding the capable Decimus, himself, it could be that the remainder of the guards
because they, not regular army, were given this assignment, were considered expendable,
themselves. A motley assortment of soldiers, who hadn’t volunteered, were being sent into
harm’s way to protect criminals and, in the words of Apollo, one “wet-behind-the-ears Jew.”
None of them could be very happy about this, especially the auxilia, and yet, I had great hopes in
this diverse blend of warriors protecting us now.
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My hope was tempered with doubt and driven by prayer. One, almost unheard statement,
would comfort me on our journey. Longinus had already said goodbye to me, but I heard him
tell Decimus to take good care of me. Nothing was said about taking care of the other
“outcasts,” who were leaving the fort in disgrace. I remembered hearing the optios introducing
the auxilia to us then Longinus final words. Now, as we departed in single file, my head
hammered so loudly I could barely hear Decimus talking to me as I followed him out the gate.
The sun had just begun to brim the horizon, but we rode in shadows until breaking from the
fort’s looming shade. At that point, during that magical time Jesus and I shared, called first light,
I looked out on the highway to Jerusalem. We would, I learned later, be taking the highway
leading to Antioch when we reached the fork in the road. The adventure I had always wanted
and prayed for had begun. It would be a long road, and I wouldn’t see my family for a very long
time.
“Stay behind me lad,” Decimus was patiently directing. “Keep your legs firmly against
the mule like that and wrap the reigns around your knuckles,” “like that,” he reached over to
assist.
“You shouldn’t have drunk all that wine.” Aulus, who road behind me a moment, uttered
a sour laugh. “Many good men have been destroyed by the vine.”
“Like father like son, they say,” Vesto chimed.
“Now Vesto,” scolded Aulus, “Longinus is fond of that carpenter fellow. He was in his
cups yesterday. You can’t blame him. A Jew’s son running off to join the legions. Ho! I’d get
drunk too.”
Decimus turned in the saddle and barked, “That’s enough. You’re talking like he’s not
even here. “Are you all right Judah?” His tone softened. “Can you hold on for another couple of
hours until we reach Jotapata?”
I nodded indecisively, gripping my reigns tightly as he instructed me to avoid falling off
my mount. Aulus rode up and down the line now, as Decimus’ second-in-command, barking
orders: “Ride two by two—auxilia in front and back, veterans in the middle. Jude rides next to
Vesto or me. Look lively men. We don’t want that Jew-hating Geta anywhere near Jude. Keep
your eyes on Abzug, too. We should’ve taken away his sword. I don’t trust that jackal. If he so
much as sneezes, run him through!”
“Now I’m a jackal,” I heard Abzug mutter to himself. “I won’t hurt the Jew. Thanks to
his friendship with Longinus, we’re traveling under guard.”
“We might as well be prisoners,” grumbled Langullus. “I wanted to go to Sepphoris. I
know people there, but they’re making me leave the province altogether. I have no place to go.”
“Langullus,” Decimus called back irritably, “I’m aware of your wounds. You were a
good soldier until being caught with that bunch. All of you veterans could’ve been executed, but
you were spared. Abzug is just a low-life thief, but you men embarrassed the legions. You
made our prefect look bad.”
“I’m not a thief,” Abzug protested. “I won that stuff fair and square.”
“Crassus said you cheated,” Ajax’s deep voice blared from the rear.
“Crassus lied.”
“You think so?” shouted a fourth guard, I would later recognize as Apollo. “What about
Flavius, Arrius, and Salvia? You think they’re liars too?”
“They’re all poor losers,” the courier grew agitated. “I’m being drummed out because of
a game of toss.”
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“You’re a lying sneak!” Aulus concluded. “You’d steal the coins off your mother’s eyes
before the boatman rows her to Styx!”
No one could match this insult. As I reflect upon Aulus’ words, I’m impressed with his
understanding of Virgil’s hell. The guards roared with laughter until Decimus turned in his
saddle and shouted “Silence! We’re on the road now. Save the levity for when we make camp.”
Aulus flashed me a smile as he rode by, murmuring. “I feel sorry for Judah, for being
stuck in this group.”
“My name’s not Judah,” I bristled, “it’s Jude.”
“Change the name, before you play the game,” he gave me a clever quip.
Vesto added his own comment, which is too foul for me to record. In this rustic’s mind
my circumcised member was going to become a liability when my tent-mates caught sight of it.
I had never even considered this a problem until that moment. Now I not only had to worry
about food prohibitions but I had to hide my private parts when I undressed.
I wanted to stuff my fingers in my ears and utter la-la-la-la as I did as a child, but I knew
their conversation would, like every thing else in my life, be branded in my skull.
******
Decimus explained the route we would take almost as an afterthought, as if it was but a
trifling matter. After reaching the fork in the road, we would take the highway to Antioch.
Abzug and the three veterans groaned in despair. The six additional guards remained silent
except one lone voice that I would later identify as Ibrim, who called out mockingly, “The Jinns
will soon be dancing on our bones.” Even I, who had not traveled further than Jerusalem or
Sepphoris, knew this would be a long, dangerous journey. From what I gathered listening to
Aulus, it was much more complicated than Decimus description. It was a long, winding road to
the sea, followed by a rocky, coastal route to the next fort. Though Galilee had reportedly been
pacified, at least officially, no one could predict when a band of cutthroats might appear on the
road. Marches through this province usually included a century of men or more. Considering
Langullus’ injuries and my lack of experience, we had only twelve able-bodied sword arms.
Before any of the veterans could argue about our itinerary, Decimus explained—perhaps for the
auxilia and my benefit—that it had been decided by Gratus, himself, as a punishment for
disgracing the eagles, that these three villains must be escorted out of the province, on pain of
death never to return.
“…. But I haven’t disgraced anyone,” I said after a long pause.
“Hah,” he snorted, “you think Gratus doesn’t know you’re a Jew? His nephew Clevus
reports everything Cornelius does. Fact is, because of your desire to join the Galilean Cohort,
they wanted you out too.”
“What about me?” growled Abzug. “Why am I lumped into this group? Those stingy
bastards can’t afford to give us ship’s passage from Tyre? I was carrying the mail before Gratus
arrived. I’ve never had to travel that far. Why is he punishing me?”
“Because, you’re a no-account thief?” Ajax called from the rear.
“All right everyone,” Decimus clipped sternly, “keep it down. From now on, until we
arrive in Jotapata, no more outbursts. If you’ve got something important to say, whisper!”
“I’ll pay my own passage,” grumbled the courier.
“Me too!” whined Geta. “My bones can’t take another long trip.”
“Psst, he said whisper!” Aulus galloped past, flicking them with his whip.
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******
For several hours we traveled through a bandits’ domain—desert, flat lands, vultures and
crows flying overhead, and an occasional oasis in the distance to contrast the desolation on each
side. It was a false image, I knew, for the landscape was not much different than that
surrounding the lonely hills of Nazareth, my beloved town. Men, not nature, had made this a
hostile zone, only recently purged by the Galilean cohort. I wondered fleetingly, as I dozed in
my saddle, if my old friend Adam was now dead. Was he one of the Jewish captives who
suffered Roman wrath or had that wily fox escaped? Though he shared my oldest brother’s
name, I would always think of him as Adam, the name he gave us when my family took him in.
So quickly had this youth shown us his true nature when he thought I had stolen his gold. Adam
(or Jesus bar Abbas) was probably no better than the average thief, but could he have been a
murderer like the veterans, who killed my fellow Jews? He had cursed me once and threatened
my life, and yet I hoped he was safe. I also hoped that Caesarius wasn’t as bad a man as
Longinus claimed. Other than the capricious will of the guards, he was my only friend.
Before reaching Jotapata, our first camp, we stopped near the village of Cana to rest, eat
our rations, and water our horses and mules. One day this town would witness Jesus’ first
important miracle when he turned water into wine, but from a distance, tucked away in an oasis
of myrtles and oak, it seemed small and insignificant. It was, we were told, one of the towns
considered unfriendly by the prefect. To avoid a confrontation, we would take our break at a
distance from Cana. A handful of townsmen, that included a very old man with a long white
beard, watched with hostility as a motley band of strangers shared a noon meal. This village
elder, who left the shadow of a large tree and stood glaring in the sunlight, typified the mood of
Galileans toward the occupiers. In a strange way, as I compared the carefree movements of the
soldiers with the smoldering hatred in the elder’s eyes, I could understand Rome’s resentment of
the Jews. They so often thought of themselves as protectors, giving our people freedoms other
captive nations didn’t have. Notwithstanding my own decision to join up, no Jew could be
conscripted into the army, nor, as other peoples, did they have to pay homage to Caesar or allow
non-Jews of any kind into their home. Already, as Jesus wanted, I was beginning to understand
the heart of the Gentiles, but I could also understand, after seeing the intolerance and
ruthlessness of soldiers, why the Jews likewise hated them. Longinus was one of the Romans
who longed for true peace between Romans and Jews. He thought I shared my brothers and
parents’ nobility of heart. I wondered, though, if my heart might not be hardened by this
experience. There was no telling what calamities might lie ahead.
“Judah,” a voice interrupted my thoughts, “it’s time to go.”
It was Caesarius. The kindliness of his face belied his bloody deed. For his age, I
marveled at the agile way he pulled me to my feet. Geta was a bit on the crotchety side.
Langullus was badly lamed. Caesarius, the oldest of the veterans, was a spry and vibrant old
man. Yet he was a Jew-killer, I thought, as he helped me onto my mule. Despite the rule that
guards would be interspersed among the riders, Caesarius rode alongside of me for a while,
chatting about the old days, when he rode with Tiberius and then young Germanicus and fought
real, not peacekeeping, wars. In the near distance the elder began shouting and shaking his staff.
What he said sounded similar to something I once heard Rabbi Aaron say in the synagogue, but
it was misquoted with revisions added to the prophet Daniel’s words.
“Thus sayeth the Lord,” the old man bellowed in a wavering voice. “Three beasts ruled
Israel: Egypt, Babylon, and Greece. Rome—the fourth beast is the last. Before our Messiah
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returns, the last beast will have devoured the whole earth, but a day of reckoning will occur,
when the Deliverer smites him and drives him from our land!”
“Humph, that’s us,” Decimus grunted, turning in his saddle. “You’re a Jew, so tell me,
why’s that old man calling us beasts? Why do they hate us so much? If it wasn’t for some of
your bandit leaders and insurrectionists, Romans and Jews could live in peace. ”
“He’s quoting from Daniel,” I explained as delicately as possible. “The part about the
Messiah is his own revelation. Evidently he’s some kind of sage. It’s true that many bandit
leaders are murderers and thieves, but Judah, the Galilean, my namesake, fought Roman tyranny.
He ignited something in my people which old men like that village elder are unlikely to forget.
Compared to some of the stuff I heard my brothers say about Romans, what the elder said was
really quite tame. But there’s no mention of Romans in the Torah. They don’t even mention
their predecessors the Greeks. You both came too late to be included in prophecy. According to
Isaiah, a savior will deliver us from the Gentiles—period! That’s pretty much all he says.”
“Hah!” Decimus tossed his head back and laughed. “We’d probably have strung him up
too!”
“Well, I’m no damned Gentile,” Geta grumbled.
“Me neither.” Langullus gave him a nod.
“But you’re beasts,” taunted Aulus, playfully swatting them both with his whip.
“Damn seditionists—all of them.” Geta cried, wringing his fist. “Rome’s been too
tolerant with these troublesome Jews.”
“Well,” Vesto spat, “at least they’re not murderers. I don’t fancy sticking my necks out
for the likes of you.”
“This Jew boy we got with us,” Aulus said, giving me a swat, “is the best of the lot.”
I nodded dubiously at Aulus compliment. Caesarius’ blue eyes twinkled with mirth. The
six auxilia had snarled at us as we ate our noon meal. They had obviously not wanted this detail
and would, I feared, remain hostile toward us throughout our trip. So far neither Caesarius nor I
had any idea whether or not we would be escorted all the way to our destination or just out of
Galilee into the less dangerous climate of the north. When I brought this matter up to Decimus,
he reassured us that the auxilia had been instructed to accompany us all the way.
“Will that be enough?” I spoke discreetly. “Some of those robber bands are quite large.”
“I know,” Decimus said, rubbing the stubble on his chin, “but Cornelius doesn’t have
men to spare. The fact is, Jude, we need more than one legion in this province. One cohort in
Galilee for that matter is not enough. We’re spread too thinly. If a bunch of troublemakers
attacked us right now, we’d be wiped out,” “like that,” he added, snapping his fingers. “That’s
why we ride two-by-two, so we don’t get picked off.”
“They should’ve given us more men.” Aulus shook his head. “Ten guards, three burned
out veterans, and one wet-behind-the-ears lad just aren’t enough.”
“It’s enough,” grunted Vesto, “we’ll be out of Galilee pretty soon.”
“Until then,” Decimus continued, looking around the group, “Abzug and the guards ride
defensively: bows slung over shoulders and arrows ready, lances close by, and sword sheathed
but ready in the saddle.”
“Are any of you veterans hiding swords?” Aulus studied their frightened faces. “This is
not a trick question. You’re all damn fools if you’re not.”
At that point, to my amazement, all three of the veterans, with sheepish grins, exhibited
their swords. Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto nodded with approval. In spite of their surliness, the
auxilia, who, in fact, also carried bows and quivers, were a welcome sight after Decimus’ words.
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I was also surprised to find that among the Roman guards there was at least one more bow
between them, which Aulus produced reluctantly from a large pouch.
“I was hoping I wouldn’t have to use this,” he said, displaying the weapon.
“What about him?” Abzug sneered at me. “He’s still dressed like a Jew.”
“He’ll get fitted properly at his new post,” teased Vesto. “I can just see little Judah,
marching around in his boots and helmet. A proper soldier he’ll be, if we don’t get ambushed on
the way.”
“I-I brought my knife,” I responded belatedly. “I wanted to bring Papa’s sword, but it’s a
family heirloom.”
“Ho-ho,” Aulus teased, “he wanted to bring Papa’s sword. Papa, indeed. Priceless, he is
Decimus. I’m growing fond of this lad, but we gotta find him a proper sword.” “Any of you
auxilia have an extra sword?” He looked around the group.
The auxilia remained silent. A thought came to me that moment that we were at the
mercy of those six hardened men. Decimus barked out another order as we dawdled on the road.
“All right, look lively men, pay attention. Remain two by two until we leave Galilee. You, Ajax
and Apollo, at the end stay alert. Aulus, Vesto, and Abzug will take turns watching our front,
rear, and flanks.”
As we doubled up on the road, I found myself next to Decimus, at the head of the
procession, which was much better than being at the end of the march with no one at my back.
“I can’t believe you didn’t bring something Judah.” The optio looked at me in disbelief.
“Why didn’t you, in fact, borrow a sword from someone before you left?”
“I dunno,” I shrugged, “I thought they’d give me one at the fort. After the reception I
got, I forgot to ask.”
“They?” Decimus frowned. “Whose they? After all the unrest we’ve had, they’re not
gonna give you a sword. You should never have broadcasted the fact that you’re a Jew. You,
like most Jews, are peaceable enough, but some of you people are fanatics. A lad about your age
stepped forth one day and killed Longinus’ brother.”
“As a people, are we judged by a few bad Galileans?” I grew defensive. “I rode in on a
mule. I’m still riding a mule, not a fine stallion, without a sword or shield, with only my wits—”
“Even so,” he held up his hand, “you’ve come at a bad time. It would have been better if
you had given the sentry a Roman or Greek name or at least waited awhile until all this died
down. Cornelius is under great pressure after Gratus’ review. If those veterans weren’t being
shipped out of the province, he would have sent you home to Nazareth. This was handled very
badly. You don’t deserve being in this crowd.”
Aulus galloped up that moment after scouting ahead, announcing blithely. “Don’t worry.
He’ll be all right when he leaves Galilee and arrives at his new post. From what I understand,
he’s supposed to be a scribe. No one expects him to carry a sword.”
“Yes-yes, my pen is my weapon,” I blurted, nodding my head.
“What?” Decimus mouth dropped. “Are you daft?”
Vesto now raced up from the rear, causing a great cloud of dust. “Ho-ho, did I hear him
correctly? His pen’s his weapon. Is he serious?”
“Aulus, you know better than that,” Decimus scolded affably. “No one marches without a
sword.”
“I was joking.” Aulus tapped me playfully with his whip. “Everyone knows that!”
Geta, who rode behind me, replied quickly, “No they don’t. Judah doesn’t. His
weapon’s the sword.”
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All twelve men, including Caesarius, laughed. In good humor, reaching across my saddle
to rustle my hair, Vesto seemed to sum up their opinion of me: “For a smart Jew, you sure are
dumb!”
I was close to weeping at this point yet flashed Decimus a brave smile.
“All right, that’s enough. Keep your voices down,” Decimus ordered crisply. “Judah, pay
them no mind. You’ve got your whole life to prove yourself.” “Abzug,” he called out irritably,
“you got an extra gladius in your saddle. I saw it. Let him borrow it until you reach Antioch.
All right?”
“Why didn’t they send a larger group of men,” protested Abzug. “A sword will be
wasted in that boy’s hand. Fourteen under equipped legionnaires and auxilia isn’t enough,
Decimus. Do the prefect and first centurion want to get us all killed?”
“No,” Decimus answered, shaking his head, “he’s short-handed, at least that’s what he
said. Gratus would’ve had those veterans killed. I guess we’re lucky to have them.”
“I don’t think so, ” Vesto disagreed. “They could’ve sent regulars, not that bunch of
auxilia. Some of our men were sympathetic to Caesarius, Geta, and Langullus. If nothing else,
they would’ve volunteered to get extra pay. That’s why I volunteered. I expected to ride with a
substantial number of regulars, like us. There’s nothing happening in Galilee, Decimus. There’s
plenty of men to spare,” “but no,” he added with disgust, “they couldn’t spare a company of
idlers. They sent six auxilia: Ajax and his friends!”
“Aye,” Aulus replied with distaste, “and they didn’t volunteer. They were ordered to go
by Longinus or else!”
“I never heard that.” Decimus frowned. “You actually heard Longinus say that?”
“Well, not exactly.” Aulus shrugged. “I saw him wring his finger at them. He was
whispering but plenty mad.”
“It’s the same as it was with them.” Vesto pointed at Caesarius, Geta, Langulus, and
Abzug. “Here’s your pay, there’s the road. The Galilean Cohort doesn’t want you anymore.
Look at the way they’re glaring at us back there. They didn’t want this assignment.” “They’re
being punished just like them.” He motioned to Abzug and the veterans.
“Aye,” Aulus replied with distaste, “because they’re doing it against their will, I don’t
trust that bunch, Decimus, especially that damn Egyptian and Greek!”
“Well we’re doing this against our will,” grumbled Langullus.
“I didn’t hear anything about those men being cashiered.” Decimus raised an eyebrow.
“According to Longinus, as far as cavalry go, they’re the best. I would’ve preferred regulars,
myself. They serve Rome. Mercenaries too often serve themselves.”
“Exactly,” spat Vesto, “that’s why I don’t trust’em. I wouldn’t have volunteered if I
knew they were coming.” “Right?” He looked at Aulus
“Right!” Aulus agreed.
“That goes for me.” Abzug folded his arms.
“Aulus, Vesto, Abzug,” Decimus exhaled wearily, “enough! You’re scaring Judah.
Let’s give’em a chance. We have no other choice. We need those men, and they need us. You
men worry too much. Those auxilia get paid only when they deliver us safety to the next fort.
Money makes men loyal. As mercenaries, if not loyal Romans, they know how it works.”
I found it strange that the Abzug was lumped in with the Romans. He was a courier, not
even a soldier, and a Syrian, which was almost as bad as being a Jew, but he was also, like us,
afraid of the auxilia. For a moment, as the Romans, Abzug, and I turned in our saddles, we
followed Decimus finger to the six auxilia sitting sullenly on their mounts. Decimus’ hand
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quickly shifted to a thumbs up then was brought sharply to his cuirass in salute. Though Ajax
and Apollo continued to glare at us, the other four auxilia returned Decimus’ gesture, Ibrim
adding a flurry with his hand and bowing his head. I had seen the Arab shepherds near Nazareth
do this many times. Jesus told me that this was an ancient form of respect practiced by the
Israelites and other descendents of Abraham. I was hopeful that the respect in Decimus’ words,
when he singled these men out again, would help transform these reluctant warriors from
brooding participants to active members of our group.
The auxilia, who had sat on their mounts out of earshot from us, closed ranks with us as
Decimus directed, so that there was an auxilia beside each one of us, while Aulus and Vesto
continued riding up and down our procession, scouting ahead and watching our rear. I felt
greatly honored, but also somewhat frightened that Rufus, the big Gaul with the moustache rode
next to me and directly behind me protecting my back was none other Ajax, the Greek next to
my friend Caesarius. You couldn’t beat that! Before we reached the town of Jotapata, which
Decimus claimed was safely out of the worst part of Galilee, I would begin in guarded language
to explain to the pagan Rufus what the worship of the invisible god entailed. During his odyssey
with Joseph of Aramithea, Jesus had attempted on a much higher level to penetrate his own
guards’ thick skulls only to fail. As I recalled Jesus letters to our family and our long talks, I saw
a similarity between the auxilia, which represented different peoples and provinces in the empire
and Joseph’s four guards I had seen at Jesus’ send-off party and Samuel the Pharisee’s house.
Our guards were not as big as the Nubians, Loftus and Suburra, and the Syrians, Glychon and
Tycho, in Jesus’ adventure, but they were fierce-looking fellows, especially Ajax and the two
Gauls, one of whom, Rufus, who by appearance at least, seemed to be the fiercest of them all.
“So tell me,” he began in a muted yet deep voice, “do you Jews really mutilate your
privates to please your invisible god.”
I winced at his crudeness but found this opening a perfect chance to explain what I
believed. Decimus allowed us to talk discreetly as long as we kept our voices low and, in fact,
appeared to be listening to me, as he rode beside the Egyptian, who despite his sinister
appearance was at this very moment bragging to the optio about his beautiful Greek wife. Two
important conversations now distracted Decimus: a discussion of Judaism, as I interpreted it for
Rufus, and a description of the lovely Arsinoe in the crude language of the march.
“What you call mutilation,” I began carefully, “is a ritual separating us from Gentiles.”
“It’s stupid,” snorted Rufus. “I can’t accept such a demanding god.”
“I can’t either,” I confessed, carefully selecting my words, “It’s a painful custom—a
barrier to men like yourself.”
“What?” Rufus leaned forward in disbelief. “You’re a Jew, aren’t you? You admit that
your god is wrong?”
“I’m a Jew, just not a very good Jew,” I replied, recoiling at his words. “God’s not wrong
because of the interpretations of men. There was a time when our people didn’t practice
mutilation, before Abraham, during the time of Noah and his descendents.”
As I recounted the history of my people, as I understood it, from Creation through the
Flood, and the re-peopling of the world in which one group of nomads kept a covenant with their
Creator, Rufus expression of incredulity softened to what seemed gradual acceptance. Jesus had
advised me once on how to read a man or woman’s expression. Beware of someone who smiles
too much, he cautioned, or a listener who laughs slyly or giggles continually. These were the
reactions of fools, cowards, or deceitful men. Learn to judge facial expressions to discover
whether my words are being mocked, deeply thought out, or taken at face value. A frown
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doesn’t necessarily mean anger, in fact, it implies illumination. When the eyebrows raise at the
same time this is, of course, an expression of surprise, associated with both disbelief and
illumination. One eyebrow raised, however, is a sign of irritation, often preceding the moment
when both eyebrows plunged down to indicate disapproval. When your words embarrass or
make a listener feel uncomfortable, he might also show other expressions: puffed up cheeks,
double-upped fists, stomping feet, or he might just storm away. Fear not, Jesus had said,
inclining his head, this reaction isn’t necessarily bad. It also might mean he’s in denial. The
clearest and most truthful expressions, Jesus counseled, are in the eyes. They are the windows of
the soul. It’s difficult for men hide the truth there. A gaze reflects emotion: anger, love, hatred,
illumination, and faith, by bursts of light or, in an evil or insane person, the lack thereof. The
worst indicator of emotion is when someone refuses to look you in the eye. Beware of shiftyeyed men, Jesus warned, raising two-fingers, and staring into space. If a man can’t look you in
the eye, you must not trust him, but neither should you write him off. There are some—tax
collectors, merchants, and timid fellows—who are always on guard. For these men, listen to the
tone and rise and fall of their voice. For, as the eyes are the windows of the soul, the voice is the
door wherefore the listener must discern his motive. Always speak plainly and unambiguously
and look for these traits in the listener. A man’s tone, though not as trust-worthy as his
expression, says much about his frame of mind.
Unfortunately, as I looked into Rufus’ expressionless face and pale eyes, I saw none of
the indicators Jesus alerted me to, nor could I tell what a squint meant or fathom the meaning of
chin or head scratching and the countless facial ticks and bodily jerks of my traveling
companions. Did his rules even apply to Gentiles? Perhaps they only applied to Jews. The sun
was shining in the faces of those behind me. Those in front had their backs to me, and the faces
beside me caught daytime shadows and, in some cases, weren’t paying attention at all. And yet,
as I thought about Jesus request, that I learn the heart of the Gentiles, I also wondered if he had
not been thinking of the normal stock of men, standing or sitting and looking at me face to face,
not on the road, lulled by the motion of a horse or mule. Here on the outskirts of Galilee, as we
traveled north, I listened to my youthful, untested voice, and realized that I was, the captain of
Jesus ship might have said, charting unknown waters. This was a diverse collection of pagan and
barbarian men.
By now the Egyptian, who had stopped talking about the vaulting curves and
mischievous antics of his wife and Decimus, as well as the two scouts, Aulus and Vesto, moved
their mounts in more closely in order to hear my tale. It seemed, by the sudden silence, that the
entire squad was listening to my account, even those facing the opposite way. So far I had been
talking in generalities about my faith—our covenant with God, the Ten Commandments, which
outlined our basic laws, the Creation and my understanding of original sin, which Jesus
explained was at the heart of our belief. I realized that moment I couldn’t hold their interest if I
tried to explained what I didn’t completely understand myself. Suddenly, I at least understood
Rufus expression. I was putting him to sleep!
“Where is this god? He yawned (a gesture Jesus didn’t have to explain). “Does he have a
name?”
“Everywhere,” I replied lamely “We call him Yahweh, but He told Moses he didn’t have
a name. He’s like the wind. You can’t see him, you can feel him; he’s just there.
“He’s invisible and doesn’t have a name?” Aulus looked at me in disbelief.
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“How could one god, whom you can’t see, create all this?” Ibrim turned in his saddle.
“Look at the sky and the earth.” “Hah!” He raised his arms. “My people have a thousand gods,
none of whom could perform such a feat. It’s much too vast!”
“It’s just plain impossible,” Geta snarled, “especially when it happened in six days. We
can barely build a fort in a week or make a road in a month. And that part about the talking
snake is just plain silly. What fools would eat from a tree at the suggestion of a serpent, if it
means death. I can’t accept this Judah. Your holy scrolls were written by raving lunatics,
particularly that part about the burning bush. Why would your god appear to Moses that way?
Zues, Jupiter, and Mars—those are what god’s look like. After creating the heavens and earth,
they left us alone as they should, without a bunch of silly laws.”
“Yes, Judah,” Caesarius said thoughtfully, “your god has great power, but he was unfair
in his treatment of Adam and Eve, the first man and woman, for simply eating a piece of fruit,
and harsh for making such laws. What man does not covet his neighbor’s wife? What fool will
not lie to save his neck or kill in anger if provoked. And what god expects children to honor
parents that beat them and, many times, sell them into slavery to pay their bills. There are
exceptions to all sins, Judah, even murder and theft. Would you not steal the very sacrifice on an
alter to save your life?”
“Why yes, of course,” I immediately disarmed him. “Our greatest king, David, ate the
offering from the temple. He wasn’t struck dead. God gave him permission. There are
exceptions. As far as the Creation is concerned, no one knows how long His days are. Jesus said
as much himself. There is much that I don’t agree with in our holy scrolls. I was merely telling
you about what I’ve read. Was the Torah not written by mortal and fallible men? Our Lord gave
us the same freewill he gave Adam and Eve, to chose right or wrong. Because of their sin, God
condemned Eve to the pain of childbirth and Adam to lifelong toil.” “Thanks to their sin,” I
added as an afterthought, “the first parents, begat Cain, Abel, and Seth. From Seth’s offspring,
came all the peoples of earth!”
I was trying to explain my religion and nothing more. I hadn’t intended to preach to
them; it just came out that way. Expecting censure by the optio, I was surprised to see a
collective nod of approval ripple through the ranks, expressed by Decimus, himself:
“You have the gift of speech Judah. As a soldier in battle, you thought quickly. I’ve
heard Longinus speak of Jesus. He’s not closed minded like your rabbis and priests. You have
an open mind too. This will be important when you reach Antioch. Life is full of exceptions,”
he added with a nod. “You’re proof of that!”
“Aye,” Aulus said, reaching over to slap my shoulder, “that a Jew wants to join the
legions is the greatest exception of them all.”
I decided, heresy stoking my spirit, to maintain this line of thought. There would be no
more talk to these rustics about matters such as the Ten Commandments. I would not dredge up
all the points of our law, such as circumcision and dietary rule and the monotonous rituals that
I’ve never liked and concentrate instead upon the great forces of Judaism, including the battles of
Joshua to capture the Promised Land and the triumphs of David over King Saul. Since I
disapproved of our God’s harshness and caprice, myself, my heresy was worsened by hypocrisy,
by including Joshua’s murderous conquest of Canaan. During my interpretation of the faith
existing for both Jew and Gentile in the Roman world, I was careful not to preach again, since I
was in no position for such a task. Nevertheless, as careful as I treaded, I saw resentment in
some of their faces. For most of them the subtleties of my religion fell on deaf ears. I had been
wise to de-emphasize matters I scarcely accepted myself. Now, by showing them my forefathers
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deeds, I was introducing to them the Chosen People—the Jews, a conquered people, despised in
some quarters for their stubborn faith.
My words at this early stage of self-realization and illumination were more a defense of
what I thought was the most interesting (if not the best) part of my faith. Though I was careful
not to delve into spiritual matters, the majesty of God burned through. Ironically, without
knowing it then, I was following the tactics of Paul the missionary, a onetime Pharisee and
persecutor of followers of the Way. Though I would not be able to read his important writings
for many years, I would one day hear him revert to such methods. In order to arouse Gentile
interest, he would relate an interesting episode from the Bible, such as the Great Flood, God
smiting the Egyptians with seven plagues, and the conquest of the Promised Land. This time,
during my account, I noticed frowns and cocked eyebrows—facial expression indicating
irritation and disbelief. I was merely giving them the most interesting stories from the Torah.
The history of my people was a testament of God’s power and dominion over the earth. The
implications were quite clear, especially after the Flood and when the Red Sea swallowed up the
Egyptian army: the Hebrew god was god. This claim, in itself, was difficult for Gentiles to
accept. Shaking their unwashed heads, they muttered to themselves, as we rode two-two down
the road.
For a few moments, I searched my mind for another epoch conquest between God’s
Chosen and the Gentiles. I had a nearly perfect memory. There were many historical events
crammed in my head, just for the picking. Most of them, however, lacked the military
characteristics of Joshua, Gideon, and David or the sensational aspects of Moses, Jonah, and
Samson. I expanded upon on a few passages, but found my voice fading in my parched lungs. I
thought my traveling companions had lost interest in me that moment, until, with a mixture of
interest and amusement, the thirteen men gathered around me on the highway. With a sneer,
Apollo asked me why Jews mutilated their private parts. Not wanting to go there again, I
shrugged my shoulders. When Ajax, Fronto, Ibrim, and the others persisted on the terrible
custom of circumcision, our restricted diet, and our people’s peculiar ways, I was, as a fisherman
might have said, in deep water. Answering most of the questions, “Does it hurt?” and “I How
much do they cut off?” were easy to answer, but the question “Why would my God require such
a dreadful thing?” was difficult for me to answer. They simply couldn’t accept the fact that
circumcision was the Chosen People’s covenant with God. What kind of God required such a
painful mutilation? “Before Abraham, my people were uncircumcised,” I answered carefully.
“In a sense, we were all Gentiles.” This might not have satisfied them completely but put an end
to the subject of circumcision. The questions of “Why don’t you like pork?” and “What would
you eat if you were starving?” required a more evasive answer. I was forced to downplay our
food laws as I did with circumcision by reminding them of David stealing sacrificial offerings
from the temple and Jesus telling me once that, if it’s the will of God, a starving Jew, like David,
can break the rules.
“What is the will of God?” Langullus frowned. “How do you know?”
“It’s a feeling,” I tried to explain, “... like the effects of strong wine, without the headache
afterwards, just a feeling of peace.”
“That makes sense,” both Caesarius and Rufus remarked at the same time.
I had escaped answering ‘yes or no’ to the last question. Suddenly, as I looked around at
the group, I realized I had connected with these Gentiles. By using common things, as Paul
would do, I had introduced a word Jesus tried explaining to the Nazarenes, by alluding to strong
wine. As I look back, I realized I had felt it that moment: grace, the Spirit of the Lord. I still
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can’t comprehend this term; one must feel it, not understand it, for that is the essence of belief.
My traveling companions might have felt it, but I doubted whether they would ever understand
it. They looked at me with the same mixed emotions of curiosity and humor. The Gentile mind
had trouble grasping the fine points of religion, and yet I was surprised to discover how much
they understood our peculiarities. The inquisitiveness about our food restrictions and our lack of
foreskins made me wonder how widespread this understanding was among Gentiles. The ritual
of circumcision, our dietary laws, and the belief that our God was invisible seemed
insurmountable even when I told them I didn’t believe that God placed ritual and law over faith
and devotion and it didn’t matter how one pictured God. My mistake was admitting that no one
had ever seen Him. This made Him invisible to these simple men, and the fact that God told
Moses he had no name almost robbed him of his identity entirely in some of their minds.
“Interesting stories Jude,” replied the optio, “I’m not sure how much of it’s true. Most
history is written by the conquerors who can write what they please. You are, I heard it said, a
stiff-necked people. But I’ve seen too many crucified Jews to believe that you’re chosen.
Chosen for what? You, like the Syrians, Egyptians, Greeks, Gauls, and all the others in the
empire, are a conquered people. One day, I suspect, Rome will be conquered too. It’s the way
of things, Jude. No one stays on top. The fact that you people don’t eat pork, my favorite meat,
doesn’t bother me. The Egyptians eat all manner of disgusting foods they relish that I wouldn’t
touch. That your God is invisible, though, I find troubling. This doesn’t make sense. Did you
not say that he walked in Eden? That implies that he was a man, but does not tell us who he is,
for he has no name. A proper god should have a likeness, like Zeus or Jupiter, maybe Mars. He
should have a proper name too.”
“I just remembered,” I bolted in my saddle. “Jesus came across a pedestal in Greece that
was inscribed: To the Unknown God. That proves that all men seek a universal God.”
I couldn’t believe I had blurted such a foolish thing. Decimus shook his head vigorously,
replying, “Jesus’ discovery only serves to prove that he’s invisible with no name. What kind of
God is that? Those wily Greeks added that pedestal just to be safe. Who knows which god is the
most important or powerful? Who cares?”
“Makes you think,” muttered Vesto as he galloped away.
“It’s nonsense,” spat Apollo, glaring back at me, as he kicked his horse. “No name, no
body means no god. Phittt! He doesn’t exist.”
“Now that’s just plain stupid.” Rufus shook his head at Apollo. “You think a god needs a
piece of carved stone to exist. You Egyptians worship everything—crocodiles, cats, and bugs.
Disgusting—all of it. I don’t believe in anything but this,” he cried, holding up his sword. “With
this Alexander and Caesar called themselves gods. They were hopeless fools too.”
“Well, I think Jude will make a fine scribe with stories like that,” Aulus reached over to
ruffle my hair.
“My thoughts too!” I heard Caesarius exclaim.
“All right, lets keep it down,” Decimus called out good-naturedly. “No more loud
outbursts!”
Our brief, unplanned stop on the road to Antioch ended. Instead of feeling frustrated
about my attempts at explaining and defending my faith as I could have been, I took this
discussion as proof that Decimus and the others were at least thinking about it. That moment
when I likened grace to strong wine elicited reaction in their eyes. I could see why Jesus thought
that the eyes were the windows of the soul. In a half-hearted way, Rufus had even defended my
position, though I don’t think any of these men, including the Gaul, took me seriously yet. “Who
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does this little wet-behind-the-ears Jew think he is?” Geta had grumbled to Langullus. Already,
though, most of them appear to have accepted my people’s history, if not its religion, by showing
interest in some of the lively stories of Joshua, Gideon, and David. The problem was, of course,
I was in no position to press the issue by quoting my brother Jesus’ words. Though I had
memorized his wisdom and wit, I scarcely understood all of it. I also felt unworthy to preach it
to others. How could I explain the Living Word and those other concepts Jesus taught me when
I was still grappling with them myself? It was enough that I had, as a slip of the tongue, shared
with my fellow soldiers Jesus’ notion of the Universal God. During my second day as a recruit I
had begun what would become a pattern that would give me strength in the days ahead: keeping
alive the memories of my brother and family’s faith.
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Chapter Three
The First Camp

When we were less than a day’s ride from Ptolemais, we were forced to stop near a small
village not on Decimus’ map. No one even knew its name. It was, the optio confessed, not
Jotapata, which was supposed to be our next stop. The map he used made it seem as if Jotapata
sat on the main highway, when in fact, upon closer inspection, it was located off a small side
road, winding through the hills. Because it was unthinkable to travel at night, especially in
Galilee, it was time to set up camp. The collapse of night came so quickly, in fact, we barely had
time to set up our four tents. Already, we could smell the sea, which brought more protests from
Geta that we were not taking a ship to Antioch instead of this road. The rocky, northern
highway, we were told, was even worse, and yet I looked forward to this phase. Beyond the
distant hills, sat Mare Nostrum—the Great Sea! Two of the ships in which Jesus had sailed were
struck by storms and nearly sank, and yet he loved the sea. For Papa, who visited Joppa as a
young man, the memory of Galilee’s seacoast always brought a smile to his face. My fellow
travelers, however, were filled with misgivings—not for the sea, itself, but the route. On the one
hand, they looked forward to stopping at seaside towns such as Ptolemais for the food, wine, and
women (or so they thought). On the other hand, the northern road was not merely a bumpy ride,
Decimus confided in me, but bandits might lurk in the nearby hills. Later I would learn that it
was, indeed, a bumpy ride but far safer than the desert route we would eventually take. Because
we had to rely on imperial stores and stables, the imperial way station, not Ptolemais, would be
our third stop. Considering the concern Decimus had to get us to Antioch in a timely manner, we
would probably not stop at the port city for very long.
Though night was falling fast, Decimus sent Aulus and Vesto into the village to alert the
town magistrate or headman of our presence, which was required during the march. If we had
been a full cohort or a century at the very least, we might have required them to provide us with
food and wine and even quarters, but we were greatly outnumbered and depended upon the good
will of the townsfolk. Of course, if we had been a hundred or more in number we would have
gone the extra distance to Ptolemais, in the first place, and not worried about traveling in the
dark. As it was, because of the recent unrest in Galilee, which included even Ptolemais, one
fourth of us would stand guard and patrol the perimeter while the remainder slept. To my shame,
I was ordered straightaway into a tent—the exception to the plan.
“Look, Judah, this is the way it’s going to be.” Aulus wagged a finger. “Right now you
wouldn’t know what end of the sword to hold. Tomorrow, when we’re out of harm’s way, Vesto
and I will begin showing you a few tricks, maybe even give you some practice with the bow.”
“All right.” I nodded indecisively. “I’d like that. . . . Do I have to sleep in the same tent
with Geta and Abzug?”
“No,” he said from the corner of his mouth, “we’re keeping the exiles in one tent until we
reach Antioch. They had a choice back there: leave Galilee” “or else,” he made a cutting motion
at his throat. “All their friends, their women too, were in Sepphoris. With the exception of the
courier, there’s no future for the veterans up ahead. I suspect Abzug will try to join up with the
Antioch Cohort. For your sake I hope he doesn’t. He’s no damn good.” “For now,” he said,
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pointing to the tent, “get your pallet ready. Vesto and me are going into town to scrounge up
some more food. Those bastards didn’t give us very many provisions.”
As Aulus gave me a shove, the words spilled out of my mouth “Why did Cornelius do
this? He was my family’s friend. He sends me off into the unknown with a handful of guards,
some of whom might hate me. I wanted to be in the Galilean Cohort. I barely even heard of that
place were going to. What if they don’t like me either?”
“Don’t judge the rest of us because of that Syrian dog and those broken down old men.”
Aulus looked unwaveringly into my eyes. “I think some of these men like you. I know Decimus,
Vesto, and I do.” “One thing you must learn in this life, Jude,” he said in a muted voice, “you
may or may not know whom your friends and enemies are all the time. When in doubt, always
watch your back. Tonight and during our trip north Decimus, Vesto, and I will watch your back,
At each stage in your life you must learn to pick friends you can trust, who will watch your back.
Be alert, not just in enemy territory but everywhere, especially in the saddle. You saw how
Vesto and I kept riding up and down the line. Enemies are all around, be they armies or
cutthroat bandits like the ones we crucified not far from your town. ” “Trust no one but your
closest friends,” he added, as I laid out my bedroll. “An enemy is better than a fair-weather
friend.”
“Are you my friend?” I looked from the shadows at his shadowy frame.
“Yes, of course,” he said, uttering a weary laugh.
The silhouetted outline of the Roman, with the sun setting behind him, added a sinister
note to what he had just said. Decimus, Aulus, and possibly Vesto I could count on as allies, if
not friends. In spite of the fact that Longinus and Decimus distrusted him, Caesarius had been
the first to befriend me. I didn’t trust any of the auxilia yet, but I saw something in Rufus’ eyes,
I would one day recognize as a “seed.” Though blank-faced at times, the Gaul had listened the
most intently and had even defended me against the Egyptian’s criticism. I had made a good
effort today in the discussion of my beliefs without moralizing, and shown them I had an open
mind, but now I must prove myself to them. Whether this would be as a soldier or just a
campmate, I wasn’t sure. After all, despite Aulus desire to teach me to fight like a Roman, my
goal was to be a scribe. I was glad I had people I could trust, who would watch my back.
Because of my excellent memory, I would remember Aulus’ words, but it seemed premature for
him to be giving me advice on survival when I had not yet learned to use the gladius, pylon or
bow. I wanted to be a scribe, but a nagging fear was taking a hold of me that I would soon
appreciate Aulus guidance. As Decimus, himself, had said earlier, “no one marches without a
sword,” which implied to me that everyone who serves must be prepared to fight. It made sense
to me. On the march, when the enemy attacked, there could be no cowards. My quill wouldn’t
save me from an arrow shaft or cold iron. With these thoughts in my mind, I shared a few swigs
of wine with Rufus as we sat around the bonfire and finished up the gruel and cold lamb foraged
by Aulus and Vesto in place of the dried beef and biscuits provided by the fort. Rufus wanted to
talk more about my strange god. One day, after serving as a disciple for Paul, he would return to
his native land and preach to the Gauls. I couldn’t have believed that my casual conversation
had planted the seed, but that night he remained politely skeptical as I explained to him a passage
I remember Isaiah saying. The other listeners were not quite so polite.
“So,” he said, shrugging his shoulders, “this prophet believed that your Jew savior was
also meant for Romans and Gauls. How come the rest of your holy scrolls don’t? Some of it’s
farfetched but very entertaining. I admire that Joshua for his fighting skills, but like most of your
warriors he spent a lot of time killing pagans like me.”
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“Yes, Jude,” sneered Geta, “your god is bloodthirsty. I remember listening to one of
those men we crucified. He claimed your deliverer was going to destroy all Gentiles and will
burn up the Roman conquerors in a special fire.”
“The man was obviously deranged.” I bristled at the thought. “The Prophet Isaiah says no
such thing.”
“But you can’t argue with your entire history,” Langullus suddenly found his voice. “All
your fine words can’t hide the fact that your god tried to wipe us out!”
“Now, Langullus, my friend,” Caesarius said in a kindly voice, “I know that leg’s hurting
you, but you’re not listening. You’re not either Geta. Neither of you like Judah. Not one person
among you has understood this youth. Why even an old atheist like me knows he’s talking about
a brand new god. I heard one of those poor devils we hung up call upon him. . . . They call him
the Messiah.”
A prickling at the back of my neck followed what I now know was a premonition of
things to come. At the time, though, my mind associated Caesarius’ incredible insight to current
scripture. Rabbi Aaron had talked about the warrior Messiah while Jesus had once talked about
a spiritual, suffering Messiah. The notion was not new to me, but coming from the old veteran’s
cracked lips it seemed delightfully novel. My fondness for the old man swelled greatly that
moment.
“I thought the Jews had only one god.” Rufus frowned thoughtfully. “Our people have
many hundreds of gods, some good and some bad. Perhaps this Messiah is coming, as you say,
for all peoples?”
A light I had not seen before shined from his blue eyes. Without thinking twice, I replied
in a constricted voice, “You have said it”—Jesus special words. I could see Jesus in my mind’s
eye sitting in the kitchen as he always did staring out the window at the night. I almost felt his
presence then as the words escaped my lips, “My oldest brother believes the Deliverer will come
to save men’s souls, not change the physical world.”
“Ah but will he save your people from the Roman yoke,” Abzug asked, staring into the
fire. “What good is a savior if he doesn’t make things right here on earth. Who knows what the
soul is? Can you see it? Can you feel it? Does it even exist?”
“I know what a soul is,” Apollo looked at the Syrian in disbelief. “All men have souls, as
do all beasts. Any fool knows that. ”
“Your people wrap cats and crocodiles up in linen and build temples to them.” Caesarius
shook his head and offered me his flask.
This was a heady conversation for pagans. I took a long swallow, wiped my mouth on
my sleeve, and said something that sounded like pure heresy but endeared me to my friends.
“Men wrote the history of my people. The Lord interprets it in their hearts. My brother
believes that the Deliverer comes on behalf of the universal God—for all men throughout all the
ages. I don’t believe mutilation of the privates or food laws are as important as faith. I pray that
someday those pigheaded Pharisees and rabbis will drop those restrictions and embrace the
Gentiles as I plan to do.”
“Will you eat pork?” Abzug snarled.
“If I’m starving,” I confessed light-headedly.
“What about snails.” Geta giggled stupidly. “They’re delicious if properly spiced. I bet
you won’t eat those.”
“If properly spiced.” I said, feeling the effects of the wine.
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“I think Judah’s becoming drunk.” Rufus laughed, slapping my back so hard I almost fell
off the log.
Several us were, in fact, getting tipsy on the wine smuggled out of the fort, and yet most
of these men, even the standoffish Ajax, Ibrim, and Fronto, nodded with approval at my short
speech. The subjects of the Deliverer, souls, and the universal god seemed too fantastic for their
rustic minds. Looking back upon these special moments, however, I know I had planted a few
more seeds. From this day forward, through the many trials of travel, I would hear mocking
referral to the invisible and universal god and occasionally a question such as the one that Rufus
posed, but nothing more significant than Caesarius perception of the Messiah.
******
As I lay between two of my Roman protectors, I wished Caesarius had been assigned to
my tent. Since he befriended me at the fort, I had never felt intimidated in his presence. Though
they were pleasant enough fellows, themselves, Aulus and Vesto immediately fell asleep, as did
Fronto, whose massive frame seemed to take up half of the tent. I had never minded sharing my
sleeping quarters with my brothers and my friend Uriah, but these were big smelly, noisy men,
who snored, thrashed about restlessly, and occasionally made wind. Next time I turn in, I
promised myself, I would get properly drunk. After attempting the mental exercise Jesus had
taught me after saying my prayer—clear my head of worries, place myself in my favorite place
and think of happy thoughts, I found my body rising weightlessly up as it had so often in the
past. I had been envisioning myself in the hills in back of my house, riding a big white horse,
but then I found myself looking down at my tent-mates, floating out the tent flap over the
smoldering fire and over the head of Ajax, one of the guards who volunteered for the first watch.
Though I knew I was dreaming, I saw Ajax look up and wave at me. Through the forest of oak
and olive trees I continued to float, until I reached a town I didn’t recognize at first, yet looked
suspiciously familiar to Nazareth’s peaceful layout. It was, I understood by now, a lucid dream
in which I knew I was asleep and had some control of my actions. Unfortunately, I couldn’t
control the snatches of revelation drifting into my dream. In the past I had experienced dreadful
imagery—dark, demon-like forms amongst shadowy scenery mixed in with familiar people and
places. This time, after recognizing my hometown of Nazareth, I was dismayed to find myself
drifting on and on, over the mountains and deserts, heading southwards to another familiar place:
Jerusalem. I looked down, exhilarated at the experience, but worried about the substance of my
dream. Below me, riding on a white donkey, was none other than my brother Jesus, sitting
sidesaddle and looking uncomfortable at the adulation of the crowd. Behind him, followed a
ragtag assortment of men I had never seen before. Though all of the men were unshaven and
wearing similar Galilean cloth, I discerned, in utter amazement, the face of my brother James…
and me!
Why would this wondrous scene fill me with dread? I had this gnawing feeling that
something dark and terrible was at the end of this parade. What could it possibly mean? The
parade, itself, made absolutely no sense to me, and yet I knew somehow that there was a greater
meaning in this scene. When I tried to soar down like a bird to get closer to Jesus, the crowd,
and my brother’s twelve friends, I found my body moving higher and higher, until I was far
above Jerusalem and could barely make out the tiny ant-sized people moving through the gate.
Night fell, as it had in nightmares before. As I descended closer and closer to the darkened city,
I could see the silhouettes of three crosses on a distant hill. I remembered dreaming of the
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crosses three times before and, filled with the greatest foreboding, found myself screaming “No,
no, no, no!”
A face loomed in my dream. Behind the face a lamp appeared to float in the dark.
Voices intruded “Shut him up!” “What’s the matter with that lad?” I awakened with Aulus and
Vesto looking down at me, hearing the grumbling of several irritated men. As the scales of sleep
fell from my eyes, I felt Aulus raising me up gently into a sitting position, and then plying me
with wine.
“There-there,” he said, patting my head, “you just had a nightmare. No wonder after
what you went through in the fort.”
“Whew!” Vesto grinned down at me. “You woke up the entire camp!”
The lamp, which Decimus held overhead, cast an eerie light on their faces. Also
crowding into the tent were Caesarius and Fronto. As the veteran looked in with quiet concern,
the big, odorous Thracian stood there cursing me under his breath. I politely declined another
mouthful of wine, this being the cure-all for a soldier’s ills. By now the four sentries had arrived
on the scene. Ajax, like Fronto, was quite agitated.
“Hey, what’s going on?” He called in a muted voice.
“It’s that damned Jew,” Apollo grumbled outside the tent. “Can you believe it? He had a
bad dream!”
“Well,” growled Ibrim in high pitched voice, “I thought someone was getting knifed!”
“Let’s keep it down!” Decimus barked. “Back to bed—all you. Sentries back on watch!”
Abzug, Geta, and Langullus took this opportunity to mock and reprimand me.
“Stupid Jew,” Langullus hissed in the background, “scared me to death.”
“Poor little Jude,” Abzug taunted from the entrance. “He misses his mother’s teat.”
“He-he-he.” Geta stuck his head through the flap. “I heard his Mama’s a real looker.
Those Jew winches have really big teats.”
“I said get back in your tent,” Decimus ordered through clinched teeth, “now!”
Caesarius looked in the tent one more time with Rufus and his brother Enrod standing
motionlessly in the background before Aulus and Vesto shooed them away.
“You gotta control that kind’ve thing,” snorted Decimus. “We clear on this Judah?”
“Yes, I’m sorry,” I mumbled, shuddering at my experience.
Decimus disappeared with his lamp. The tent was plunged into darkness again, except
for the Thracians cold, hazel eyes.
“Ibrim’s right,” he murmured faintly, “your possessed with a Jinn.”
“Shut up!” snapped Aulus, his shadowy head plunging through the flaps. “You all right
lad?” He called back to me.
“I’m all right,” I replied huskily. “I haven’t had a dream like that for a long time.”
“Tell me about it tomorrow,” he tried to sound cheerful. “If that stinking Thracian lays a
hand on you, he’ll answer to me!”
I said nothing more that night as I tried following Jesus’ advice. This time, as he
suggested, I would place myself in a pleasant place but this time it would be in the company of
soldiers as I sat around a fire. I had made a complete fool of myself tonight, and yet I had been
reminded who my potential friends might be. I had not completely earned their friendship, but I
had three soldiers and one veteran, who would protect me from the others. Already, though it
mystified me greatly, I had gained Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto’s favor. For some reason,
Caesarius had taken me under his wing. Rufus, and to my surprise, his look-alike brother Enrod
had been concerned about my welfare, which I tallied, as I drifted back to sleep, included all of
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the army regulars, two of the auxilia, and the most important of the exiles. I had no illusions
about Geta and Langullus. I almost didn’t count Abzug. He had no friends among any of the
groups, and, seemed to be, even more than me, a marked man. The remaining auxilia, however,
worried me very much, especially the Thracian. I understood Decimus practical plan of
distributing the men in the four different tents, but why did he have to put Fronto in mine?
That night, though I tried to have pleasant thoughts, I fell asleep once again with dark
thoughts swirling in my head. What did that strange scene in my last dream mean? Why would
Jesus be in the company of twelve other men? . . . And what did those awful crosses have to do
with the first scene?
******
After being rudely awakened, I looked around the empty tent, wondering where I was. I
had just had another nightmare that was so nonsensical all I could remember were patches of the
dream—angry faces and violent motions in which veterans and auxilia cursed and threatened me,
but nothing like the clear-cut visions I had before.
Suddenly Decimus poked his head through the tent flap and barked testily “Jude, I told
you to get up. It’s time to muster!” I sprang up, rubbed my eyes, and staggered out of the tent.
My head was hammering as it had the previous morning, but this time I had more time to gain
my bearings. The entire company of men gathered around the smoldering fire pit as Decimus
explained the next phase of our journey. It was quite simple: after a hearty breakfast, we would
pass through Ptolemais and head north on the road to Antioch. Nothing was said about actually
stopping at Ptolemais, which sat overlooking the Great Sea. Though we understood Decimus’
caution, grunts of disapproval followed his announcement. We knew it was important to reach
the imperial station at Ecdippa for supplies and fresh mounts and there was unrest even in that
remote corner of Galilee, but we hoped to visit the seaside town. For different reasons, of
course, since I had no desire to “go whoring” as Ajax and Apollo wanted, I prayed that we might
stop. Jesus had mentioned the city of Ptolemais during one of our walks in the hills of Nazareth.
Older than Jerusalem and the Hebrew towns of Judea and Galilee, it had originally been a
Canaanite port, spared by Joshua’s army, and then given to the tribe of Zedekiah, before
becoming a Greek city and being renamed during the reign of Ptolemy II. Joseph of Arimathea,
Jesus’ benefactor, must have told him about Ptolemais, because Jesus had never mentioned it in
his letters. My desire to begin seeing the world and its history was further stimulated by my
memory of Jesus’ words. And yet I trusted the old soldier’s instincts. My main concern was to
get to our destination and resolve the issue of my future. With the exception of my Roman
protectors, Caesarius, and the two Gauls, I felt uncomfortable among these men.
We were a rag-tag, motley bunch of travelers I noted fleetingly as I glanced around the
group. Though Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto wore the cuirass and greaves of the legionnaire, all
the other men, including myself, wore an assortment of dress, in every color of the spectrum,
including a strange looking red cap that Apollo wore to hide his bald head. Had it not been for
the Roman escorts in our midst, we might have been mistaken for a band of cutthroats and
thieves. Giving weight to my impression was an event occurring before our morning meal. The
veterans, who wore dirty tunics and torn pants, were ordered to prepare our meal, which included
a lamb the auxilia had poached from a nearby herd. I found this act distasteful, especially after
hearing from Caesarius that a shepherd had been roughed up by Ajax and his men. The auxilia,
of course, denied this claim, and the regulars with the veterans’ approval appeared to have let the
matter drop. I showed the only sign of dissension, which I prudently kept to myself, in spite of
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the expression on my face. I couldn’t control my plunging eyebrows and curl of my lip.
Caesarius, who was assigned the task of stirring a gruel Geta and Langullus had dreamed up,
picked up on my facial expression, studying me a moment as I stood there gazing into the pot.
“Don’t worry lad,” he cackled, raising up the ladle, “it’s not pork. It’s not that lamb
either. They’re still skinning and gutting that poor beast. This is just dried beef, lentils, a
sprinkle of spices—a good Roman stew!”
With a frown playing on his face, Decimus placed a hand on my shoulder and studied me
a moment. Aulus, who appeared, on my other side gave me a crooked smile. At Decimus
insistence now, he and Aulus, led me into the woods for a friendly chat. At first we talked about
last night’s dream as Aulus had promised last night. When I began recounting my dream to them
—drifting out of the tent, flying over the land until I reached Jerusalem, however, Decimus
shook his head in disbelief and Aulus began chuckling to himself, until I came to the point where
I saw Jesus riding on a white donkey and then the three crosses, and Aulus stopped laughing and
the expression of Decimus’ face changed from curious to grave.
“I heard about your brother at the fort,” Aulus said thoughtfully. “Some of the men think
he’s a magician or sorcerer. Others think he’s a demigod, like Hercules, a man touched by the
gods. Your dream of him riding on a donkey and those crosses doesn’t make sense. Nailed to a
cross is a criminal’s death, like those Jews we strung up in Galilee. These events must be
unrelated. Surely, your brother is intended for great things.”
Though Aulus had spoken heresy, I nodded indecisively, “Yes, of course. I know he’ll
be a great teacher or leader. I just don’t understand why I have these dreams. It started when I
was just a child.”
“No offense, Judah,” Decimus replied, shaking his head, “I can’t explain your dream, but
you’re still a child. You’ve been sheltered in a small town all your life. Until you march with
the legions awhile or draw blood, you’ll remain a lamb among wolves. Because of the latest
incident in Galilee, being a Jewish soldier is the last thing you want to be. Your people have
been protected and pampered by Augustus and Tiberius and we’re aware of this—all Roman
soldiers in the empire, not just the cohort in Galilee where the latest insurrection occurred.
Except for you, Judah, you’re the only Jew I know who wanted to join up. Your people are
exempt from serving in the legions, unlike other provinces when levies are raised. You don’t eat
our foods or pay homage to our gods. You’re defiled if we enter your homes. Even in Antioch,
where the Jews behave themselves, your still going to find soldiers who hate Jews. I heard that
the Jews of Antioch are Roman citizens because it’s an imperial province, but do you think
they’d invite even the prefect into their homes?”
“My parents invited Cornelius into our house,” I piped. “They’ve never been prejudiced
against anyone, be they Gentile or Jew.”
“Yes, I’ve heard about their hospitality,” Decimus pursed his lips, “but they’re an
exception. You’re an exception. After listening to you to talk to my men, I’ve grown to like
you, Judah—”
“Jude,” I corrected gently. “Judah rebelled against Rome. I don’t go by that name.”
“All right, very well,” he cocked an eyebrow, “Jude, but it still sounds Jewish.”
“Say!” Aulus snapped a finger. “If I was you, the first thing I’d do before I arrived at my
post would be to change my name.”
“That’s fine, indeed,” Decimus waved irritably, “but he has to fit in. How do I say it,
Jude? You have to talk their talk and walk their walk. You can’t act prissy about foods and
contamination, like Jews. I saw that look on your face after they roughed up that shepherd. It
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wasn’t right, a lot of things aren’t right, but you mustn’t show it. You’re gonna see a lot of
things that’ll make you wanna puke. You gotta toughen up and look the part. We gotta find you
some non-Jewish clothes and get you a proper name.”
“What do you suggest?” I asked, light-headedly. “I can make myself look like a soldier.
If I practice, I can learn to talk and walk and even fight like a Roman, but isn’t it illegal to
change my name?”
“No, it’s not illegal, if no one knows what your name was in the first place.”
“What do you suggest?” I frowned.
“How about Julius, that has a good sound to it?”
“No.”
“Gaius. That’s a good name.”
“Good grief.”
“You don’t have to pick one at once. Do Roman names offend you?”
“I need an acceptable name. Those names sound silly when attached to me.”
“How about a Greek name. I know some Greeks.”
“I dunno,” I shrugged, “it has to feel right. Something that goes with Jude, which by the
way is a Romanized name.”
“Sound it out. The very name sounds Jewish. One of our auxiliaries back at the fort, a
nice fellow, is Greek. What’s his name, Aulus?”
“Let’s see, he goes by Tadio or is it Taddius...No, I got it, his names Thaddeus Marcellus.
He was once a slave, that’s where the Marcellus comes from. It was his master’s name.”
As if Jesus, himself, had prodded me then, the words rolled off my tongue. “Taddai is a
Jewish name. Thaddeus might be the Gentile form of the word.” “The Lord must have spoken
to you, Aulus,” I exclaimed. “I would accept such a name.”
“But you need at least two names,” Decimus eyebrows knit. “I know how your people’s
names go. You can’t be called Thaddeus bar Joseph, though Joseph is your father’s name. Even
those scurvy auxilia have two Roman sounding names.”
“How about Thaddeus Julius,” suggested Aulus. “That’s close.”
“Well, I was hoping to keep at least a piece of my name.”
“I’ve got it. If I had a name like Jude and Judah, I’d add a Roman ending to it, like
Decimus and my name—an ‘us’ at the end.”
“You mean like Judius. That sounds like Judea.”
“Your making this more difficult than it should be.” Aulus frowned. “Add something to it
—anything. We must have us a Roman by the time we reach the fort in Antioch.”
“All you have to do is add ‘aius’ to it.” Decimus dark eyes twinkled. “It’s so simple, lad.
Thaddeus Judaius. You can even add your fathers name in there if you wish: Thaddeus Judaius
Josephus” “We’ll still call you Jude,” he added with a wink. “That makes good sense.”
“All right,” I said with resignation. “I think Jesus would approve of that name.”
“And why not,” Aulus pursed his lips, “Jes-us—that sounds like a Gentile name too.”
“It’s really Yeshua, like my names is really Judah.”
“You see how it works, lad?” Decimus ruffled my hair. “Jesus doesn’t sound anything
like Yeshua, but your name—Jude or Judah—is almost unchanged.”
I had underestimated these rude fellows completely. Unlike some of the guards I knew in
Nazareth, they weren’t stupid. Perhaps they were selected purposely for this assignment, and it
wasn’t a punishment as I originally thought.
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“All right, Thaddeus,” Decimus pointed in the direction of the camp. “That settled, let’s
head back to camp. When we arrive at headquarters in Antioch, we’ll introduce you as Thaddeus
Judaicus Josephus, and leave it at that. Later, if need be, you might explain to the prefect that
you were forced, because of circumstances, to change your name. If it doesn’t come up, mums
the word. You’re not lying that way. Liars are punished severely in the legions. Many people
with funny names change them. Abzug’s an exception. Most of us have good, solid names.
You can go back to Judah bar Joseph when you retire one day.” “Frankly, Jude—I mean
Thaddeus,” he added thoughtfully, “I think you’re a brave young man, but you’re going to have
to change a lot more than your name. There may come a time when your friends will discover
your secret.” “You know what I mean.” He pointed to my crotch. “By then I hope you’ll have
proven yourself. Remember: you must walk like us and talk like us. Even though auxilia are a
motley lot, you must try to look like a soldier, and you must eat our food and not be squeamish
about what you see. If you try your best to fit in, chances are you’ll succeed. Also, it wouldn’t
hurt to act the part—feel it, not just look the part. Learn to swear properly and tell a dirty joke
once in awhile, and remember your new name. If you slip, when asked by a sentry “who goes
there?” and say Jude instead of Thaddeus it’ll be hard to explain. We’ll practice on our march,
all right?”
“All right.” I blinked, in a daze over what I had just agreed to. “...I want to do this right.
It won’t be easy, but you’ve made it seem so logical. It’s really a matter of common sense.”
“Right, that’s the spirit.” The optio slapped my back.
“You keep in step with ol’ Decimus and me.” Aulus tweaked my cheek. “And you won’t
go wrong.”
“You both sound so educated,” I commented as we walked back to camp. “I’m very
impressed.”
“I read a lot, when I can,” Decimus replied. “Because of my father’s republican
sentiments, Augustus had him cashiered. Our family fled to Syria, where I ended up joining the
legions. The shadow of my father’s deeds has been dogging me ever sense.”
“Did you go to school?” I asked artlessly.
“Of course lad, not all us are uneducated bumpkins. I can read Greek as well as Latin.
My father sent me to the collegia in Alexandria” “Tell’em your story Aulus,” he jerked his
thumb. “It’s better than mine.”
“Well, it’s a long story,” Aulus shrugged. “I’m what Decimus calls an under-achiever.
The truth is, I ran away to join the legions. It was either that or be sold into slavery for my
family’s debts.”
“That’s terrible!” I shook my head.
“No, it was good for me.” He replied thoughtfully. “I started a new life. Unfortunately, I
made a lot of mistakes. I was once an optio, myself, like Decimus, until I was busted down a
notch. Ho-ho, I won’t go into that. I will say, thanks to Longinus, I didn’t lose my head. He
keeps me on for special assignments like this because I speak your people’s language and can
read maps. Now Vesto, my partner, is dumb as an ox. He tags along because of his ability as a
scout. Some folks have a natural talent for such things. It has nothing to do with intelligence.
It’s the sort of talent a wolf or jackal has. It’s nice finding someone with your smarts. Those
stories you told were interesting. And they call us Romans bloodthirsty! Your god reminds me
of some of those Syrian deities. Please explain to me why your god would make his warriors kill
innocent children and wipe out every living thing. Even during our worst campaigns we at least
gave them the option of being slaves.”
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“I don’t know,” I confessed. “I don’t know why I recited those passages. I never liked
them. I guess I was just showing off.”
“You admit he’s a devil god?” Aulus frowned in disbelief.
“No, he’s not a devil.” I explained carefully. “Our holy books were written by mortal
men. Hopefully, they exaggerated.... Another thought just came to me, too: what if God didn’t
tell Joshua or Gideon to slaughter the innocents. What if they just thought he did? After all, we
can’t blame God for everything.”
“Humph, I remember a word you people use.” Decimus pursed his lips. “That sounds like
heresy, Thaddeus. Good. All soldiers are heretics. I’m proud of you. Not only do you question
your cruel god, but we Romans do to. It’s all right to kill barbarians and sometimes put innocent
children to the sword, but when god tells us to do it, that makes it perverse. It’s no longer merely
cruel; it’s evil. We Romans warriors are not evil, but we’re occasionally cruel, and we’re
frequently irreverent. Few sensible soldiers take the old gods seriously. Oh, they’re a
superstitious lot and wear amulets around their necks and sometime listen to an augury or two,
but that’s the end of it. In order to fit in with a bunch of uncouth, foul-mouthed soldiers, you
must put aside your religion or at least pretend to do so and never preach to or scold them like
your religious leaders often do.”
I had just received through the mouth of this hardnosed Rome important instructions that
I tucked away safely in my mind. Not for a moment did I doubt that he spoke for most if not all
soldiers I would meet, and yet I was somewhat saddened by the truth in his words. I must, I
decided those moments, fit in quickly. In Decimus’ words “I must talk the talk and walk the
walk.” When I arrived in Antioch, I would hide my Jewish background by keeping my mouth
shut. Perhaps, in Antioch, if I kept my “secret” from my tent-mates, I might be able to hide this
fact altogether. My biggest hope, of course, was that I would be able to use my wits and ability
with languages, which would give me a special status at the fort. I didn’t fancy sleeping in a tent
with smelly, uncouth men. Decimus and Aulus implied that I would be just another soldier, but I
joined up to be a scribe. The pen must be my weapon, not the sword!
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Chapter Four
Romans Versus Auxilia

When we emerged from the woods, breakfast was ready and the camp had been struck.
We would, Decimus announced unceremoniously, be marching after our morning meal. There
was only so much daylight and he wanted to reach the imperial way station before we had to
forage for more supplies. That it was all done so automatically when the optio was not around
was an example of military discipline, and yet, if time was of the essence as Decimus stated, our
pending feast was a waste of time. The lamb illegally slaughtered by his men, was being cooked
over a roaring fire instead of being slowly cooked as was proper with spices and herbs. Many of
us saw the folly in this enterprise. Not only had they roughed up a shepherd and stolen his
property, we must wait until it was cooked while he ran to report us to magistrates in town.
Perhaps, I reasoned, that was why we must leave so soon. The truth was it was more serious
than what I suspected.
Casually, as the moment of our feast approached and we listened nervously for the
approach of magistrates, I shared my thoughts with Caesarius. It was as if I had forgotten
everything Decimus and Aulus had told me. While I talked discreetly with him, the auxilia and
other veterans eyed me suspiciously. Abzug was being scolded for some infraction by Decimus,
Aulus, and Vesto, which drew the others attention away from him.
“So, Caesarius,” I began after he stoked the fire, “the stolen lamb is about ready?”
“I suppose,” he said with a shrug. “It was foolish of those men. Decimus appointed me to
this task. I know how to cook gruel and make stew, but there’s not enough time to do this right.”
“Will it even be done?” I wrinkled my nose.
“Scorched meat is better than no meat,” he answered in a singsong voice.
“Caesarius,” the words blurted out of my mouth, “Decimus is worried that we might have
to forage for food. Does that mean we’ll hunt and fish or, like the theft of the lamb, plunder
local villagers of their food?”
Caesarius’ eyebrows shot up, he laughed, and slapped his knee. Decimus had just
scolded me for this. Here I was showing off my squeamishness again, not once but twice—first
with my concern for the pilfered lamb and then when I questioned Decimus motives.
Fortunately, no one else heard me. Caesarius didn’t even respond to my question, so I let it drop
and changed the subject entirely. The smirk he gave me instead of a smile was difficult for me to
define, so I talked about something else, hoping he wouldn’t bring it up.
“What will you do when we reach Antioch?” I asked nervously. “Do you have a place to
live? Are there relatives there?”
“I will be forced into banditry or have to beg for alms.” He frowned severely. “What do
you care, Jude, you’re going to be a scribe?”
“Thaddeus,” I corrected impishly. “Decimus and Aulus suggested that I change my
name.”
“Oh, they did, did they?” Caesarius grumbled. “Can you re-grow your foreskin and learn
to eat pork? What will you do when they put a sword in your hand and tell you to fight?”
“I plan on using my skills,” I explained matter-of-factly. “I won’t kill another man unless
it’s self-defense.”
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“Listen lad,” he took a fatherly tone, “those are fine words, but they’re nonsense. You
can’t control what you know nothing about. You only know Cornelius, Longinus, and those
three regulars, which are not representative of the rank and file men. You’re lucky that we’re
taking you away from Galilee. Those other men would never accept you as one of them. They
know who you are. When you go to your new post, I hope you get what you want, but the
prefect there doesn’t know you. His men don’t know you. This is both a blessing and a curse.
On the one hand, with a new identity you can learn to adapt. On the other hand, what you adapt
to might not be what you want. What if the new commander is not as impressed with your
talents as were Cornelius and the first centurion? What if, after you swear in, they give you
weapons and assign you to a century?” “My advice to you,” he said raising a finger, “is tell him
exactly what Cornelius told you.” “By the way,” he interrupted himself, “what did he tell you?
Is it in writing that you’re going to be a scribe or interpreter?”
“No, not exactly,” I answered, my heart sinking into my chest. “The letter is kind of
vague. He recommended me to Aurelian. It’s up to me to present my case.”
“So,” Caesarius frowned, “he didn’t actually write, ‘Aurelian make my friend Jude a
scribe?’”
“Uh-uh.” I sighed, shaking my head. “I thought when I visited him at his headquarters he
might give me the job, but when Jesus, my father, and I talked to him in Sepphoris he told us he
already had a scribe. That’s why he’s sending me to the imperial cohort in Antioch. He believes
that when I arrive there Aurelian might put me to work.”
“In deed,” Caesarius snorted, “digging latrines, working on roads or carrying a sword like
everyone else. You’re quite naive if you’re depending on a lame-brain bargain like that!”
“Oh merciful Lord,” I groaned.
“Not so loud,” he shushed. “I know Decimus and Aulus gave you a lecture. You stand
out like a peacock, lad. I figured that’s why they took you into the woods. No more outbursts
like that. Those words, ‘Oh merciful Lord,’ don’t mean anything here. You’re a Roman soldier
now,” “that is,” he leaned forward to whisper, “when you swear in at the fort. Do you want
that?”
“No.” I shook my head sadly. “I want to see the world and use my skills—not this.
Frankly, I’m beginning to think I made a big mistake.”
“Did Decimus or Aulus discuss this with you?” he asked thoughtfully.
“Uh huh.” I nodded. “I don’t think they believed I’ll be a scribe either.” “I’m such a
fool.” My face dropped into my hands. “Everyone tried to stop me, but I wouldn’t listen.”
“There there, none of that,” he growled, pulling away my hand. “Take it like a man. In
the dead of night, slip away if you must. Right now it’s legal; you haven’t sworn in. Don’t let
those jackals see you cry. Better yet, wait until you reach Antioch and find a rich merchant who
needs your skills. You won’t have to go home.”
“You’re a good friend.” My eyes brightened. “You’re not judgmental like most of the
men.”
As Ajax, Apollo, Fronto, Ibrim, and the two Gauls swaggered up to the fire, Caesarius
and I moved aside. We watched, in quiet disgust, as the impatient auxilia helped themselves to
the half cooked meat. Abzug stood by the fire, sword in hand sawing off chunks of flesh.
Caesarius shook his head, as did the regulars and veterans in our group. The auxilia were, after
all, in the minds of both Roman and Jew alike, barbarians. With child-like greediness, as I
reflect upon it, Rufus and his brother Enrod, were the biggest pigs of them all. Ajax and Ibrim
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took their fair share, as did Apollo, the Egyptian, who managed to find the bloodiest piece, which
he ate with gusto.
“Is it permitted for a Jew to eat blood?” He displayed his yellow teeth. “How about pig
guts. I lo-o-ove that!”
“Pay him no mind.” Caesarius muttered, rising up to expect the lamb. “This is still raw,”
he called out for my benefit, “you men are going to get sick. I told you we didn’t have enough
time.”
“He’s right.” Decimus looked at the auxilia in disbelief. “I would’ve waited awhile for it
to be cooked properly.
“Begging your pardon sir,” Ajax said, looking menacingly over his chunk of meat, “we
best be on the road soon.”
“Yes.” Apollo nodded. “That shepherd was roughed up pretty good.”
“What do you mean?” Aulus sprang to his feet. “I thought you just wrestled the lamb out
of his hands. What did you do to him?”
“We did it,” Ajax motioned to all of the auxilia. “It was an accident. He shouldn’t have
pulled a sword. I ran him through after he drew his knife.”
“You murdering scum!” Decimus flew into a rage.
Quickly restraining him was Vesto and the veterans nearby. Caesarius joined ranks with
them, while I hung timidly on the sidelines as an invisible line, roughly dividing in my mind
Romans from barbarians, was drawn in the camp. Clearly, when considering the age and
infirmity of the veterans and Abzug’s untrustworthiness, Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto might not
stand a chance against the fierce-looking Ajax, Apollo, Rufus, and Enrod. Ibrim, with his trusty
bow and arsenal of knives, acting as their spokesman, walked up to Decimus, bowed politely,
and gave a short speech.
“If anyone, I, not you, should resent the murder of one of my people. After all we offered
to pay for the lamb.” “Here is the pouch of coins,” he added jingling the bag, “—my own
money. That foolish man would have hacked me to death if Ajax hadn’t stuck him. We’re
sorry, Decimus, but it was self-defense. What else could we do?”
“Oh, you crafty, silky-tongued rogue,” Caesarius spat angrily. “You almost had me
believing your lie. It’s a good thing we’re not near Sepphoris or Damascus or there might be
magistrates here. You could get us all into a whole lot of trouble!”
This was probably an exaggeration. I doubted very much that magistrates would make a
fuss over a shepherd. They were, because of their heathen manners, a despised group, whether
they were Edomites, Syrians, or Arabs. I remembered those moments how the Romans in
Nazareth roughed up our own shepherds. I was certain that Regulus, the optio of our sector in
Nazareth, would have dealt with them the same way. An argument followed between Decimus
and Apollo, who, charging forward wildly, elbowed Caesarius out of the way, to confront the
leader of our group.
The optio stepped forward, his arms folded and jaw set.
“You let that bloodthirsty fellow speak for you?” Apollo snarled. “He points the finger of
guilt at us? That’s laughable. Why, if it hadn’t been for he and his cohorts, we wouldn’t be
guarding that Jew!”
“Do you want to draw you sword?” Decimus murmured through clinched teeth. “If not,
stand back, or so help me defend yourself!”
Ajax stepped forward now, sword drawn, as Apollo shrank away in fear. Decimus meant
business. The Greek was a head taller than the aging Roman, heavily muscled, with the most
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fierce-looking face of the auxilia. The only one bigger than Ajax was the Thracian, who looked
upon the confrontation with mirth. I feared for Decimus greatly. Vesto placed an arm in front of
Aulus and Langullus, who wanted to assist their outmatched leader. There was, I sensed, a code
of honor here. Caesarius ran over to me and pulled me aside. I was, after all, partially at the
center of this feud. It seemed as if all my wild fancies had been reduced to utter folly this
moment. Almost at the outset of my adventure, my Galilean background had drawn criticism
and resentment from members of our group. Now there was a good chance that Decimus our
leader would be killed by the big Greek. It was a lucky thing for us that the Thracian was not
involved in this. At least the largest, if not the most fearsome of the auxilia, he would have made
short work of the optio, and yet he stood by, grinning like an ape at the potential encounter.
“Come with me, lad,” Caesarius said from the corner of his mouth. “Don’t gawk. If their
side wins this argument, it might go hard on you and me too. What was Longinus thinking
sending that pack of cutthroats along as protection?”
Geta was right behind us, his eyes wide with fear, muttering. “This is not good, not good
at all!”
“Better Ajax than that elephant, Fronto.” Abzug suddenly appeared. “I wouldn’t be a bit
surprised if the whole bunch attacked us if Decimus gets the best of him. We can’t win!”
“I thought you’d turn on us.” Geta patted his shoulder. “Where’s your bow. I heard
you’re an excellent marksman. You shot three men, in three draws.”
“Hah, another camp legend.” Abzug replied irritably. “Until that trumped up charge, I
was a courier. I learned a few tricks once, but I was never a marksman, and, contrary to what
those lying bastards said at the fort, I’m not a thief.”
A troop of unlikely allies ran into the woods, Caesarius suggesting that we keep on
running if the auxilia overpowered our men. I wondered if I had been wrong about Abzug.
Though not a brave men, he had remained loyal to the regulars. Of course, he had no choice. He
had been cashiered from the legion. Geta and Caesarius also had no choice. We had been
thrown together by diverse circumstance, but now we were united by our fear for a common
enemy. It seemed as though Geta’s prejudice toward me had evaporated in reality. Though
Longinus had warned me about Caesarius, this old veteran was the first in our group to befriend
me. I was surprised to discover that Geta and Caesarius were as big of cowards as me. I
couldn’t blame Abzug; he was, by his own account, a courier, not a soldier, but Geta and
Caesarius were soldiers. This action said little for their character. Of course, I was no one to
talk.
I kept looking back as we scurried up the trail, wondering what was going to happen to
Decimus, Aulus, Vesto, and Langullus. Caesarius led us to a rock he had spied from camp.
Jutting up above the treetops, it provided the four of us a perfect vantage point of the action
below. Decimus and Ajax stood facing each other. In back of him stood Aulus and Vesto, with
Langullus nearby, while the other five auxilia stood at the Greek’s back. The regulars were
outnumbered because of our retreat. Caesarius drew a deep breath and exhaled in despair. Geta
must have made the same silent decision. Both men looked at each other a moment then began
trotting down the trail. Abzug followed at a distance, as I stood watching them depart, and then
I, too, retraced my steps back to the camp.
“Are we insane?” Abzug muttered aloud.
“There’s nowhere else to go.” Caesarius announced. “We must standby Decimus, even if
we stand on the other side of the camp. Even if we escape into the hills, those other men will
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track us down. You, Jude,” he added looking back at me, “don’t want to get off on the wrong
foot with that man.”
Caesarius, Geta, and Abzug drew their gladiuses. Abzug handed me a long curved knife
he had tucked in his belt, as I if knew what to do with it.
“I left my bow in my saddle,” he groaned. “What a fool!”
“Pshaw!” Geta shook his head. “Even if you picked Ajax off, it wouldn’t help the others.
Yet if we don’t stand by them, our lives in the legions means nothing.”
“Let’s hurry,” Caesarius motioned impatiently, “before he looks back and sees us gone.”
“Yea thou I walk through the shadow of death the Lord is with me...” I prayed, as I fell
back further and further on the trail.
When they reached the camp, I broke into a trot to catch up. We stood behind the fire as
we had before, and, through the flames and smoke, witnessed a remarkable thing. For a few
moments, it appeared as if Ajax was ignoring the counsel of Rufus, Enrod, and Fronto. It
seemed, by his facial expression and posture, as if he was ready to attack. Before he could
finally pull his sword out and do battle with the optio, however, Fronto tossed his cup aside,
moved forward and placed his monstrous hulk between the two men.
“Decimus,” he spoke to the optio first, “your words that Ajax killed the shepherd moved
us very much, but being right isn’t worth losing your life. I was there, it made me sick, but the
shepherd did go for his knife, which was an excuse for the Greek to run him through.” “And you,
Ajax,” he turned to his friend, “might not fair well either. If he doesn’t kill you, his friend will,
and then the rest of us will end up murdering the regulars and veterans to cover up the deed. It
won’t be just a dead Roman optio and shepherd. We’ll be wanted men.” “That’s not going to
happen,” He jammed a huge finger into Ajax’s chest. “I won’t let you make me a criminal. This
isn’t worth being hunted down and nailed to a cross!” “What say you men?” He looked back at
the others. “We’re in the pay of Rome. Shall we break camp and get back on the road?”
“That’s a great idea.” Caesarius clapped his hands.
“I second it,” Geta cried.
“Well, I have no argument with Decimus,” Rufus said, looking across the fire. “It’s our
duty to protect Jude and that Syrian cheat, even those criminals who murdered the Jews. I say
let’s move on—the sooner we arrive in Antioch, the sooner we get paid!”
Caesarius, Geta, and Abzug bristled at his words, but heaved sighs of relief.
“Oh, thank you God!” I whispered to myself.
The Gaul and his brother Enrod, who supported Fronto’s statement, were without guile.
Apollo, who had slinked away from violence as we had, glared with hatred at me, as did
Langullus, who, I would learn later, spotted us fleeing through the trees. Decimus and the other
two regulars had been too absorbed with the confrontation, but Ibrim looked at us slyly, as did
Fronto, who, looking past me at the other three, cast them a disgusted look.
“I can live with that,” Caesarius whispered to me. “They don’t like us anyhow.”
“I’m not worried about Fronto, Ajax, or Ibrim.” I said from the corner of my mouth. “It’s
that Egyptian I’m afraid of. He seems addled in the head.”
“I’ve yet met one who wasn’t,” Caesarius snarled.
“I don’t trust any of them,” agreed Geta. “They’re a dirty, despicable lot.”
“Jesus met some good Egyptians,” I replied. “He believes that all men in all lands are
equal in the eyes of God.”
“Nonsense,” grumbled Abzug. “Good Egyptians? Where?”
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“He met them in the Great Museum in Alexandria.” I drew from my memory. “They
treated Jesus and his friends with great courtesy.”
I felt light-headed with relief, as I chatted with Abzug and the two veterans. I can recall
this sensation many times in my life when I had just escaped danger or unpleasantness. My heart
was beating so loudly I could scarcely hear my own voice, as I told them about Jesus’ travels to
Egypt, Greece, Rome, Gaul, and Cyrene. It didn’t matter what I was saying. It was a flurry of
words that, as always, calmed my feelings of hysteria and panic. Ajax and Apollo stood with
their arms folded glaring at us. Decimus walked slowly toward us, hands on hips, frowning
severely and shaking his head.
“You, you, and you!” he jabbed his finger in the air. “Get over here!” “I don’t blame
Jude. He doesn’t know any better. But you three,” he growled, pointing at Caesarius, Geta, and
Abzug as they stood before him, “are cowards. I can maybe understand Abzug—he’s not a
soldier, but I’ve seen you in battle Caesarius and Geta. Why did you run like frightened lambs?”
“I wanted to get Jude out of harm’s way,” Caesarius replied promptly.
“Were you trying to get Jude out of harm’s way too?” Decimus turned his gaze to Geta.
“Yes, of course,” Geta answered, nodding vigorously.
“I know what you’ll say,” he snarled at Abzug, “but not you Jude Thaddeus,” he uttered
my future name. “You seem unhappy with this lie. Why do you hang your head? Are you
ashamed that you ran?”
“No!” My head jerked up. “I didn’t know what else to do. I haven’t learned to fight.”
“You’ll note sir,” I quickly pointed out, “we came back. These men were concerned for my
welfare. We’re sorry we ran. I assure you Decimus, it won’t happen again!”
I had spoken for the others. They agreed wholeheartedly by nodding their heads, yet
remained silent as Decimus thought about what I said. The auxilia, as Caesarius claimed, didn’t
like them anyhow, so it didn’t matter when they retreated to one end of the camp, grumbling
under their breaths. What did seem to matter to them was the expression on the regulars’ faces.
Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto were disgusted by their behavior. Langullus now looked at them
with utter contempt. Caesarius and Geta were visibly shaken by this, and even Abzug hung his
head in shame. To our great surprise, however, Decimus let the matter drop. Placing one palm
on his fingertips to signal “that’s enough!” he motioned to our horses and mules, as if to say,
“Let’s get going!” Within the hour, we had loaded the pack mules, saddled up, and were sitting
on our mounts. No one dared to speak aloud. All I heard were grumbles and whispers, mostly
from the auxilia. As I reflect upon these moments, I remember that Ajax, Fronto, Ibrim, Apollo,
Rufus, and Enrod were a mixed bag of emotions. Ibrim and Fronto seemed amused with our
discomfort. Apollo’s eyes smoldered with resentment, while Ajax’s quiet gaze was filled with
hate—after todays encounter clearly the most dangerous member of the group. I don’t know
how Rufus and his brother Enrod felt about the others, but they smiled favorably at me. Later
Decimus might have said something more about the subject to Caesarius, Geta, and Abzug, but I
never caught wind of it. He had never liked any of these men, especially Abzug, but, as
circumstances unfolded, they would give me begrudging respect for my quick response. My
defense that we quickly returned to the scene, were sorry, and would not repeat our mistake
apparently diffused the optio’s wrath. For his part, Caesarius excuse that he wanted to get me
out of harm’s way had been quick thinking. Though it might have been self-serving, I believe
his concern was genuine. Geta and Abzug had no love for me, so they had no such excuse.
Perhaps, the optio expected nothing more from the disgraced soldiers and crafty courier, but I
was afraid, as we rode away, that I had lost his respect.
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“Uh,...Decimus!” I called nervously through cupped hands.
“Yes, Thaddeus,” he responded wearily, “do you wish to confess your sins?”
It seemed as if the optio was being sarcastic. I would never take him for a religious man.
I don’t remember anyone confessing to a priest or rabbi, and yet the thought shook me, as
Decimus turned his horse and trotted back to me.
“Please sir,” the words poured from my mouth, “I’m young and inexperienced. It won’t
happen again. Give me a sword, and I’ll be prepared next time. I had no weapon, only my wits
—”
“Calm down, Thaddeus.” He raised a hand. “I was joking. You’re young.” “I didn’t
expect much from those rascals either.” He jerked his thumb. “They’ve been cashiered out of the
legions.” “You, however,” he murmured, bending forth in the saddle, “are going to be a fine
soldier. Aulus and I will see to that!”
“In all do respects,” I responded politely, “what does that mean? I’m going to be a scribe
and interpreter, am I not?”
I expected Decimus to be angry, but instead he broke into laughter. After he shared my
response to Aulus, Aulus begin laughing too, and then, hearing their exchange, several of the
others chuckled to themselves. I wondered those moments how serious the optio and his friend
had been about my transformation in the army if they could mock me in such a way, but I kept it
to myself, displaying a cheerful grin.
“You know something lad,” Ajax called back in mirth, “the day they make you a scribe,
it’ll snow in Egypt, and the Jews in Antioch will build a temple to Zeus.” “It’s not going to
happen.” He looked back, curling his lip. “You, a wet-behind-the-ears Jew, who doesn’t know
one end of the sword from the other, think Aurelian is going to promote you on the spot above
everyone else?”
“That’s enough Ajax,” barked Aulus. “You watch your tongue!”
“What does he mean?” I muttered to Decimus when he appeared alongside of me.
“Cornelius told me—”
“Enough with what Cornelius said,” he whispered discreetly. “Aulus and I will do our
best to train you with the sword and bow. We’re your friends. I’ve even begun calling you by
your new name. But you must decide before we reach Antioch what you’re going to do. Are
you going to trust our prefect’s word or the whim of a prefect who knows nothing about you
except that you’re a Jew? Do you want to throw away your life to join the legions, or would you
like to return to Galilee with Aulus, Vesto, and I when we complete our mission? No one will
blame you for that.”
“Could I wait and see what Aurelian’s response will be when I’m introduced to him?” I
posed the question.
Decimus gave me a searching look. “Thaddeus, you seem to think the prefect will even
see you. You have no idea how a cohort is run? A centurion will swear you in, unless you back
down. That’ll be the end of it until your training begins. You tell them your ambition to be a
scribe and he’ll show you the gate. There’s no privilege characters in the legion, not on hearsay
from a previous commander no matter who he is.”
“Really?” I cocked an eyebrow. “What if I show them the letter he sent my father?
Cornelius wrote it, himself.”
“Humph, lemme see that.” Decimus reached out impatiently.
“All right,” I said, after fumbling in my saddlebag, “I have it here.”
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After studying it a moment, he thrust it back to me, snorting, “He said that you would
make a fine scribe and interpreter, that’s all. He recommended you to join the Antioch cohort,
but he made you no offer of a job.” “To make matters worse, Thaddeus,” he added, rubbing his
jaw, “the governor’s attitude made that letter null and void. Gratus hates Jews. He stationed his
nephew in our cohort to spy on Cornelius. The prefect’s hands were tied. The truth is, of course,
we already have a scribe. Regardless of this fact, you had no future there. You really think
there’s going to be a vacancy in the next fort?”
“Well,” I said, hopefully, “If not a scribe, I can be an interpreter.”
“Thaddeus,” Decimus looked at me in disbelief, “what in Jupiter’s name is that?”
“Someone who can speak different languages,” I answered pertly.
“Yes-yes, I know that,” he waved irritably, “but do they? There are many men who speak
different languages. When a commander needs such a fellow, he reaches down into the ranks,
usually from auxilia who speak the enemy’s tongue. This is true for scribes, who are often
selected from Alexandrian Greeks. Ajax, a Greek, himself, was correct there, a prefect doesn’t
promote one on the spot—that wouldn’t be fair.”
“But I know several languages.” I explained shortly. “I have a quick wit and can
memorize anything—words, directions, facts—in a flash.
“Humph, that’s very impressive, Thaddeus,” the optio pursed his lips, “but there’s no
such job as an interpreter in the legions. We hire locals for that. The first person we’ll run into
in Antioch will be a centurion, who, when Aulus, Veto, and I leave, will try to swear you in.”
“All right,” I responded in desperation, “I understand the dangers. I’ll try to explain my
talents to Aurelian. He might find a position for me if I state my case.”
“If he sees you at all.” Decimus exhaled thoughtfully. “That’ll be your moment of truth.
I’m impressed with you lad, I really am, and he might be impressed to, if you are allowed to see
him.”
“Yes,” I said obligingly, “if he won’t see me, I’ll take that as a sign, and go home, but I
must try!”
“Fair enough.” Decimus set his jaw. “Aulus and I will wait until you make up your
mind.” “Give me your word,” he added reaching out to grip my forearm, “that if the prefect
refuses to see you or laughs at your offer, you’ll return with us to Galilee.”
“I promise,” I swore, moved by his gesture. “Until then you and Aulus can teach me how
to defend myself with a sword.”
“Indeed,” he replied, giving my shoulder a pat, “no matter what, Thaddeus, we’ll make a
fine soldier out of you yet!”
******
With the same reservations that I had for myself, Decimus and Aulus would attempt to
make me fit for the army. I wondered if the optio expected too much of me. It was true that I
loved adventure. I had many dreams in which I rode on a fine white horse, clad in armor with a
gladius clutched in my fist. For my brothers, friends, and myself, the hills of Nazareth had been
one great playground in which we brandished crude weapons and played war-like games. In
spite of my roughneck games and marksmanship with make-believe swords and spears, however,
I wasn’t a warrior. My dreams were flights of pure fantasy. I was meant to be a man of words,
not weapons. I wanted to travel the world, not fight barbarians or mingle with these unwashed,
uncouth men. So far on our journey I hadn’t shown the mettle required for the army. Normally,
I had an excellent memory, learned quickly, and displayed a clever tongue. Yet I trembled like a
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child around this group. At times, after the confrontation between Decimus and Ajax, I grew
mute and lost my nerve. I knew that Rufus and Enrod favored me, but Langullus didn’t, and
Ajax and Apollo hated my guts. I could not be certain of the mysterious Ibrim or lumbering
Fronto. I had a hunch that these men, like most of the auxilia, had dark, unsavory pasts. Except
for Decimus, Aulus, and Caesarius who were worried about my survival, the other members of
our group, who didn’t despise me, treated me like an oddity. Geta and Abzug thought I was
addled in the head. A Jew, who wanted to join the legions—how strange was that? I was, if
nothing else, good for a few laughs.
I hadn’t lived up to my dreams. At the first sign of danger, in bad company, I made a
cowardly exit, which said much for my resolve, yet I had no other choice. Had I stayed put and
not followed those men into the woods, I would have deprived them of their excuse for
cowardice and been left with no friends at all. Most of them—regular and auxilia alike, with the
qualified exceptions of Decimus, Aulus, and Caesarius (a Jew-killer), were uncouth, foulmouthed men and pagans to boot. Try as I may, when I joined in, I found their crude humor
toward me and general actions repulsive. If a mere two days of travel with this bunch irked me
this much, I shuddered at what lie ahead when I was surrounded by hundreds of like-minded
men. Perhaps, I told myself, as the optio rode away, his fears were justified. I just wasn’t suited
for army life. When I had the chance at the fort, I should have turned around and gone home.
These thoughts I carried with me on the road to Antioch, not knowing that God and dumb
luck would change my fate. I wouldn’t have imagined such a possibility. Not long after leaving
our camp, Caesarius, Geta, Abzug, and I were assailed by jeers and jibes from our fellow
travelers. It didn’t bother me at first, since we were mocked as a group. It almost didn’t seem
personal. My cohorts knew better. I was, after all, only a Jew. What did bother me, after
listening to them berate us awhile was, in fact, how little they expected of me. I kept telling
myself that it didn’t matter. I was not cut out for this. If Aurelian wouldn’t hire me as a scribe, I
would join Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto and return home. I tried to shut out their mutterings. The
confrontation following the killing of the shepherd had shaken all of us. Unfortunately, unlike
many crises, it didn’t unite our group; it seemed to polarize us: the regulars versus the auxilia. I
couldn’t even be certain about Rufus and Enrod after today.
Not far from Ptolemais, as we reached a likely spot to rest, Decimus galloped toward me,
whistling through two fingers. “Thaddeus,” he barked sternly, “come!” I followed him a ways as
the auxiliaries rode into a clearing. Aulus, followed by Caesarius and Geta, trotted up to us with
expectant looks on their faces. Aulus was only irritated, but the veterans were visibly frightened.
Racing up in a cloud of dust, Abzug reported what was on all of our minds.
“Apollo and Ajax are getting those men riled up. I don’t like what he’s saying to that big
dumb Thracian and those Gauls.”
“I caught wind of it,” Aulus snorted. “They didn’t like this assignment—none of them
did. It’s that Egyptian dog and Greek pig I’m worried about.”
Pulling off his helmet and running his hand through his greying hair, Decimus studied the
men in the clearing. Inexplicably, Langullus sat moodily on his horse several cubits away from
us, as if he wasn’t sure which side to pick.
“I think Ajax wanted to challenge me,” Decimus said grimly. “If it wasn’t for Fronto and
those two Gauls, I think he would’ve attacked me. You gotta give Fronto credit for standing
between us. I think I’ll have a little talk with him and those Gauls, Ibrim too.” “You go chat
with Langullus,” he motioned to Aulus. “The rest of you stay together. Be friendly.” “Geta and
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Abzug stop frowning at those men. We’re outnumbered. You veterans are obviously not
spoiling for a fight, so the only sword arms we got are Aulus, Vesto, and me.”
The prospects for a peaceful trip had grown dim these hours. As Caesarius, Geta, Abzug,
and I—the four outcasts—dismounted a safe distance from the auxilia, we tied our reins to
overhanging branches and drank from a bubbling brook. The Jordan, I recalled, was a muddy
river. There were few fast-running streams in Galilee except after rain or during the cold season.
Forgetting my plight a few moments, I followed the others, scooped water up in my hands,
slurped it with delight, and then splashed it over my face. Together, in the shadow of the trees,
we watched the optio and Fronto, arms folded, in quiet conversation. Aulus, Vesto, and
Langullus sat in heated debate still on their mounts. Ibrim was nowhere in sight. Rufus and
Enrod, after listening a few moments, dashed like children into the water. Ajax and Apollo,
further down the winding stream, took advantage of the creek themselves. As Aulus, Vesto, and
Langullus rode over, dismounted, and joined Decimus and Fronto’s discussion, Rufus and Enrod
were called politely by the optio. In the distance, the Greek and Egyptian emerged as two
menacing shadows in the morning shade.
“What do you suppose they’re talking about?” I asked, shielding my eyes from the sun.
Abzug appraised them a few more seconds. “Decimus is talking sense to Fronto and
those Gauls. It looks peaceable enough. Look at the way they’re carrying on.”
Geta heaved a sigh of relief. “Yeah, laughing like hyenas—probably at us.”
“More importantly,” Caesarius remarked, pointing to the clearing, “are the thoughts of
those men.”
A collective gasp rose from our group as Ajax and Apollo swaggered toward the others.
Though unlikely allies, both men had been forced by the optio to back down. They had no use
for the veterans or myself nor did they like Roman regulars, in general. Because they were
forced against their will into this special mission, they blamed the four outcasts, especially me
for the assignment. Despite their frowns, snarls, and unfriendly words, however, it was, as Jesus
pointed out, the eyes that gave men away. If a gaze reflected emotion, Ajax and Apollo shared
one thing in common: they had cold, cruel eyes. Apollo’s eyes smoldered with hatred. Ajax
gaze was more difficult to gauge. He was ill tempered and quarrelsome, clearly the most
fearsome man I had ever seen, and yet I was more afraid of the Egyptian than the Greek. Jesus
also said that a coward was more dangerous than a brave man. During his confrontation with
Decimus, Apollo had slinked away like a jackal. He had been no match for the optio, but I was
certain that Ajax would have cut the optio down. Whereas the Greek fought bravely face to face,
the Egyptian was more likely to knife him in the back. For this reason, he was a greater threat.
Moving from the opposite side of the clearing, even more slowly than Ajax and Apollo,
Caesarius, Geta, Abzug, and I cupped our ears to hear the discussion. Had the optio made peace
with Fronto and the others? Would he be able to win Ajax and Apollo over too? Where was
Ibrim now? Perhaps he had abandoned the mission. Hopefully, Ajax and Apollo would make
such a decision. We didn’t need any more trouble before reaching Antioch, especially me. We
could no longer trust them, not after this morning. As it was, I would have to be guarded night
and day against the Egyptian’s wiles. If Ajax killed Decimus and Aulus, I would have to flee for
my life. The Roman guards were my protectors, and it was, for a young man alone in Northern
Galilee, a long way home. I was trapped. Doubt filled me as I watched Ajax and Apollo
approach. What was I thinking? I asked myself. What was I doing with this mismatched team?
The Greek had that look in his eyes as Apollo walked behind him. “What is this?” He
snarled at Decimus. “Have you turned them on us? Is that what you did to save your skin?”
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“Why don’t you and I settle this right now?” He placed a hand on his gladius. “If it hadn’t of
been for my friends—”
“You shut up! There’ll be none of that,” Fronto held out a hand, “You’ve been listening
to that scurvy rat.” He jerked his thumb at Apollo. “You’re good with the sword, Ajax, but
you’ve always been weak-brained. You kill an imperial officer, you’ll be hunted down like a
dog.” “You listen to me, you reckless fool,” he said, shaking a fist, “I’m not afraid of you, if the
others are. The rest of us here, don’t want any part of this, so settle down” “—both of you,” he
added, glaring at Apollo.
“I say we send the Egyptian packing,” Vesto stepped forth. “He vowed to Ibrim that’ll he
kill Thaddeus, the first chance he gets. I heard him say it last night. He’s no good. Let’s give
him the boot!”
“Aye!” Rufus cried
“The boot!” Enrod echoed his sentiment.
“Yes-yes,” I said, wringing my hands, “the boot, the boot!”
“Is that true?” Decimus gave Apollo a fierce look. “Did you threaten to kill that lad?”
Apollo blanched, yet managed a crooked smile. “I was joking.” “I thought your name
was Jude,” he gave me a curious look.
“He’s one of us now!” Aulus said challengingly.
Suddenly, the mood changed from confrontation to alarm as Ibrim galloped up on his
black stead.
“It’s Ibrim,” cried Vesto, “riding like the Furies!”
“Where have you been?” Decimus asked accusingly.
“We got company,” Ibrim he shouted, out of breath, “.... It’s the kinsmen of that shepherd
we killed. I saw one of them at their camp.”
“How far away?” Decimus expression changed to fear.
“Several leagues,” Ibrim called back, as he ran to drink from the stream. “I was scouting
back a ways and spotted them from a rise, riding on donkeys and mules. They won’t catch up to
us on those mounts, but we better make dust!”
“How many of them?” Decimus asked, climbing onto his horse.
“Quite a few. I think the man we killed was a chief or notable of some kind. Riding with
them are men in armor. They might be magistrates.”
“We can take them easily,” Langullus protested. “Those fools will be riding into an
ambush.”
“No, no more killing, unless we have to,” Aulus barked. “If those other men are, in fact,
local magistrates, that could get messy. We’ve had enough trouble with Jews.”
“This argument will have to wait,” Decimus cried, raising his hand and pointing to the
road. “Everyone mount and ride like the Furies. We’ll not stop, until we have the high ground.
They want to follow us to Ptolemais, then we’ve got cause.”
“Aye!” we cried unanimously.
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Chapter Five
The Imperial Way Station

That smell of the sea reminded us of how close we were to the coast. Suddenly,
Ptolemais, a glistening white city with sparkling columns of marble, loomed in our vision.
Unfortunately, it would be brief glimpse for our band. Time was of the essence for us. We had
to reach the way station before nightfall. After several leagues without incident, our fears
seemed unjustified. We stopped at the port city just long enough to water our horses, but to most
of the men’s disappointment, Decimus forbade them from enjoying the wine and women of the
town. According to the optio, we could only get provisions at imperial way stations. Though we
no longer feared being ambushed by the shepherd’s relatives, a second reason for not dallying
was, in fact, the necessity of arriving at the way station before dark. The specific threat, which
we had magnified in our minds, had faded gradually after each mile, but this did not lessen the
general danger of riding at night. There were still pitfalls, both man-made and natural lurking in
the shadows. Who knows, Aulus pointed out, as the men grumbled, whether or not bandits
roamed these parts?
“Take heart men,” he consoled them, “Tyre, our next stop after the way station, is an
even bigger town.
“Yes,” Caesarius called out drolly, “with more wine and women.”
“And more whores,” Apollo called lecherously from the rear.
Since our journey began, I had never seen such cooperation. We paused just long enough
to allow our horses to drink their fill of water and munch a spell on the grasses growing on the
outskirts of town. Then, after snacking on a few morsels of cheese and stale bread, we climbed
back onto our mounts. Now that we had begun traveling the coastal route, we once again rode
two-by-twos to protect ourselves against being picked off, the three Roman regulars in charge
riding up and down the line, precariously close to the edge. The fact that we were close to the
Great Sea was a hallow fact now. According to Decimus and Aulus, the worst part of our
journey lie ahead. Those silly shepherds weren’t the only ones we had to worry about. We
were riding through rough country. We didn’t want to be on this road when it was dark. At
points, there’s a sheer drop to the shoreline below. While at other points, the road veered inland,
climbing up shadowy canyons carved into the hills. Now that we’re leaving Galilee, we still had
to worry about bandits.
For the first miles of this leg of our journey, few words were spoken. All of us seemed
wrapped up in our thoughts. According to Decimus, a change of mounts would be necessary at
the imperial way station. We must, however, make sure we weren’t being followed. “If they
follow us to our camp,” he announced grimly, “they’ll regret it!” As far as the dead shepherd
was concerned, it was, Ibrim reminded the optio, our word against theirs. No one argued this
point, though it seemed like cold-blooded murder to me. For a few moments, Decimus, who
must have felt responsible for this lapse, discussed the killing of the shepherd with Ibrim.
“Did you see his wounds?” I heard him ask as Ibrim explained the grisly discovery.
“No, he just looked dead,” Ibrim replied.
“You didn’t see his wounds?” Decimus said in disbelief. “What if he was just
unconscious?”
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“Oh, he wasn’t unconscious.” Ibrim uttered a nervous laugh. “He was dead!”
“Are you certain we can outrun them?” Aulus asked, looking back from his saddle.
“Yes,” Ibrim reassured him, “they had a few horses but mostly slow-moving donkeys and
mules. It’s a matter of honor for the man’s family. They must at least try.”
“Perhaps,” Aulus said, turning his mount and riding carefully back to Ibrim, “unless
you’re leading us into a trap.”
“Why would I do that?” he asked indignantly. “You think because they’re my people, I
would stoop to such treachery.”
“Yes!” Rufus and Enrod chimed.
“No, that doesn’t make sense,” Decimus came to Ibrim’s defense. “He’s been straight
forward from the beginning. He’s a money-grubbing rascal, but there’s no profit in such an
enterprise. He’d get himself killed.” “Right, Ibrim?” He gave him a studied look.
It was a veiled threat. The scout tossed back his head and laughed. “Yes, my friend,” he
looked around with mirth, “I would have to be insane!”
“All right, on the subject of insanity,” Aulus pointed to Apollo and Ajax, “what about
them? They’re not right in the head.”
“They’d better behave himself,” Decimus barked. “I don’t need any more trouble. We
have to get along!”
After this warning, Decimus rode alongside of me a moment to gauge my frame of mind.
I assured him that I was quite fit, which was a lie. I told him that I looked forward to learning
the use of the gladius and bow and how to pitch the tent and build a fire as was fitting for a
legionnaire (which were also untrue). I was, Jesus had always told me, an unconvincing liar, and
yet Decimus, who seemed to accept my subterfuge, nodded curtly and galloped away. I had
masked my feelings quite well that moment. I was actually on the verge of bawling and had to
bite my fist. The others had fallen silent again, murmuring quietly amongst themselves as we
were led further and further north. We could still smell the sea, but the road had curved away
from the shoreline. With rows of trees on each side of us, we looked nervously left and ride,
fearful of an attack on our flanks. The one improvement in our travel was that the road had
widened and we no longer rode next to a cliff.
As Vesto guarded our rear, both Decimus and Aulus took turns galloping up and down
the line of riders. On a trip to Sepphoris with my family, our Roman guards assigned to us by
Longinus had done the same thing, but with much less enthusiasm. The purpose of this action
was to keep an eye on us, check the surrounding terrain, make sure we kept the line tight and
rode two-by-two, and herd in stragglers in the group. Ibrim reassured us that the shepherds and
magistrates would not catch up with us if we kept a fast pace, but the natural fear of men on the
march, Caesarius had told me, was that we might be ambushed by unseen enemies lurking
somewhere ahead.
Because of the distance we had to cover, we moved quickly toward our destination,
stopping just long enough to let the horses and ourselves rest a spell and drink at a stream along
the way. Meanwhile, Ibrim, our self-appointed scout, frequently rode south to check on our
pursuers. Each time he returned he would claim that he saw no sign of them. “All is well!” he
cried, grinning crookedly. There seemed to be no logical reason for him to be doing this other
than for our welfare. Weary from the long, bumpy, dusty ride, we wanted to believe Ibrim’s
reassurances, but each time we stopped to rest and eat a hasty meal of stale bread, wild berries or
plumbs we expected an attack by the angry shepherds or magistrates. The wily little scout had
appeared devious at times. He talked constantly, using far too many words to answer simple
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questions, and he smiled far too much, a trait Jesus warned me to watch. His small pupils had a
crafty look when he spoke (another indicator of deviousness), his eyebrows moving like bushy
caterpillars over his eyes. All those times he galloped south, we wondered why he took this risk
—a lone rider in the outland of Galilee. Aulus had offered to act as scout, until Ibrim convinced
Decimus he was the man for the job. He would always return in a cloud of dust, jabbering
enthusiastically, his smalls hands jerking this way and that as he reported in.
******
Upon arriving at the provincial milestone, we knew we were close. The imperial way
station sat a few leagues inland near the town of Ecdippa. As we rode in single file, we caught
sight of what appeared, from a distance, to be soldiers encamped near the station. It would seem
that this group of soldiers might provide us with added protection if our pursuers caught up with
us, though this seemed unlikely now. Frankly, as I consider this leg of our journey, I believe the
threat of an attack had been greatly exaggerated, worsened by Ibrim, himself, whom the Romans
suspected of collusion with his countrymen. At this stage of our journey we had, in effect, left
Galilee and entered the province of Syria. Both Decimus and Ibrim were doubtful that the
shepherds would come this far. Still, at least in my mind, there was that nagging doubt....
Somewhere ahead in our journey had the shifty-eyed Ibrim, in the pay of his countrymen, set a
trap? Except for the altercation between Decimus and Ajax, our journey so far had been
extraordinarily quiet. Considering the dangers possible for Roman soldiers in this land, it had
been too quiet! Not withstanding those silly shepherds, there had been no sighting of bandits or
insurrectionists on the road. There had not been so much as one argument in our group after
Decimus’ warning to Ajax and Apollo. After leaving Cana, it had become a peaceful and
uneventful trip—almost too good to believe. Now, suddenly, we could see Roman eagles flying
above the way station’s roof. As we climbed off our mounts and hitched them to various plants
growing around the building, four unshaven, unkempt guards swaggered out to inspect our
travelworn group. A fifth soldier exited the door and trotted past his men, pointing irritably at
the sign.
“Can’t anybody read?” he cried. “The hitching posts are behind the station, in front of the
stables. Those other fellows made the same mistake.”
“I’m sorry sir,” Decimus apologized. “I should’ve known better. Most of my men can’t
read.”
“That sign is awfully small,” Aulus snapped. “I can barely read it.”
In sloppy Latin, which only the Romans and myself understood, it read when standing up
close: Please dismount in back and check in with the duty officer. The crudely written words
were also misspelled and faded by sunlight and weather. Decimus handed the officer a small
scroll, which Aulus told me later was an imperial requisition, equal to money. We removed our
reins from their improvised hitching posts and walked our horses around the station, the officer
in charge of the way station running ahead to direct us to the stables.
“Come-come.” He whistled and snapped his fingers. “Wait in line for an attendant.
When you receive your new mounts, please walk them into the meadow near the turmae but not
too close. That’s a surly bunch out there—all of them are auxilia, not a Roman in the bunch.”
“I’m a Roman,” grumbled Ajax, “what the hell is a Roman, if not soldiers like us.”
“Yeah, it should be automatic,” Fronto growled. “They made those damn people in
Antioch and Tarsus Romans—most of them Greeks too. If you join the infantry, you’re a
citizen. If you join the cavalry, you’re still an outsider. It doesn’t make sense.”
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“What’s a turmae?” I whispered to Aulus.
“Thirty-two men,” he answered, patting his horse, “give or take one or two.”
“That’s much smaller than a cohort,” I prattled light-headedly, “but what does Fronto and
Ajax mean that the infantry are all citizens. Does that mean I’ll become a citizen if I join up—”
“Yes-yes,” Aulus waved impatiently, “those other men could’ve been gone regular if they
swore in. You’re not like them, Thaddeus. They’re nothing but paid mercenaries. You will, if
you join up, be a legionnaire—a regular like Aulus, Vesto, and me. I’ll break down the legion
for you later. The important thing is to make camp. Hopefully, we can make friends with those
men.”
“Why shouldn’t we?” I replied artlessly. “Aren’t they soldiers like us.”
“Weren’t you listening, Thaddeus,” Aulus clipped under his breath, “The turmae aren’t
Romans; they’re auxilia, like our guards. They’re no better than Ajax and his friends. The
Roman use those kind’ve men as cavalry, but its citizen army—the legionnaires and real soldiers
—move on foot.”
“Oh, my Lord,” I groaned.
This was not good news for me. I had always imagined myself on a horse—a mounted
scribe at that, not tramping along in a cohort with a sixty-pound pack on my back. I was too
tired to mentally process this information. At that point, I felt Caesarius tap my shoulder.
“What am I doing here?” I muttered, staring into space.
“Getting a new mount,” he said from the corner of his mouth, “a fresh horse to replace
that mule. Are you all right Jude?”
“Thaddeus, that’s his new name,” Aulus corrected, looking back at me. “When the
attendant writes down your name, you say “Thaddeus Judaius Josephus.” “I’ll make sure they
give you a proper horse!”
“I-I’m fine,” I murmured to Caesarius, “just a little tired.”
Remembering Moses words “I’m a stranger in a stranger land,” I had one of those lightheaded sensations where everything is brilliant and voices are loud. I knew I was growing faint.
This had happened to me in childhood, but it had not happened to me for quite some time.
“You sure they won’t just give him another mule?” asked Geta. “I heard horses are scarce
in these parts.”
“I’ll try to get at least get Thaddeus a mare or a larger mule,” Aulus reconsidered. “I hope
they give me something better than this sway-backed nag.”
Please God, I thought fearfully, don’t let me pass out in front of these men. As I listened
to the men chatter amongst themselves, the loudness and brilliance faded like those first
moments after awakening from a dream. My dizziness passed, but in its wake, the dark, heavy
reality set in. I felt suddenly sad that I would be losing my faithful mule. Though I had always
dreamed of riding a white stallion, I had grown found of this quiet, gentle beast.
“I’m sorry,” I whispered, patting his neck, “you’re a fine fellow, but you need rest.”
“Thaddeus,” Decimus called, as he walked past, “are you talking to that mule?
I nodded faintly, grinning foolishly as he stopped.
“You mustn’t get attached like that,” he scolded. “That’s not a pet; it’s a beast of burden.
Only officers keep their mounts.”
Alas, I thought, my hand resting on its neck, another revelation—no white stallion, an
endless series of horses or, if I am forced to join the infantry, no horse at all.
Uncharacteristically it seemed, the optio reached out and patted the mule’s nose before moving
to the head of the line.
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“Is anyone in there?” he barked, rapping on the stable gate.
There was no response behind the doors.
“They must be having lunch,” suggested Vesto.
“Humph,” Decimus snorted, “or napping.” “Hey,” he shouted, pounding the gate, “we
need fresh mounts. We haven’t all day!”
“It’s awfully quiet in there.” Abzug pressed his ear to the wood.
“Hah!” Geta gnashed his teeth. “These damn station guards are always napping or at
lunch.
“It’s always the same,” Langullus squinted in pain. “They’re the laziest bunch of misfits
in the army. I never met one that wasn’t half drunk!”
While Rufus, Enrod, Caesarius, and I patiently waited our turn, Ajax swore a loud oath,
Ibrim angrily socked his little fist, and Apollo made a face and spat—the universal gesture of
contempt. Decimus grumbled under his breath, straightened his shoulders and began walking
toward the front of the station. “All right,” he called discreetly, “keep it down. Be patient men.
We need their help. I’m going back to the office and talk to the optio—if there even is an optio.
There’s no excused for this delay, none at all!”
Inexplicably, we had to wait in the hot sun for the stable attendants to arrive. Whether or
not they were being deliberately rude or, as Vesto suggested, out to lunch, we might never know.
Though some of the men were grumbling about our treatment, the remainder of us were smiling
with relief. We were off that bumpy, dusty road. Though we would be getting fresh mounts, I
felt suddenly sad, another emotion I failed to keep to myself. My assigned mount had not been
the great white horse I had dreamed of in my youth, but I had grown found of him. I had, just for
good luck, given him a name: Gladius—the Roman’s most important weapon. I hoped he would
be treated well. When the stable doors opened and it was my turn, I also wondered, as I watched
an attendant lead him away, how my mule fared back in Sepphoris. The poor beast had
obviously been shuffled into a pin with the rest of them. In my state of mind I hadn’t even
thought about it until I was on the road. Except for officers, as Decimus pointed out, soldiers
were allowed little sentiment for their mounts. This revelation had shaken me greatly. Jesus
love of animals had rubbed off on me. He once told me that God loves all living things and
keeps his eye on the least of His creation. I recalled the sparrow Jesus had healed when he was a
child. My favorite animal, of course was the horse, but the sparrow came to mind when I was
handed the reins. It was, in accord with my luck so far, assigned another mule. This was fine
with me. Gladius looked back at me, his large, dark moist eyes causing my voice to catch in my
throat. I said goodbye and waved foolishly, as he was led into an enclosure with the other horses
and mules. I understood that it was necessary to obtain fresh mounts. It was a lifesaver for worn
out horses and mules, but it still seemed cruel for Gladius not to have a proper master.
Momentarily, as I led him behind the others, I studied my new mule, reflecting upon my
plight. He looked almost the same as the last mule. I decided that moment I would name him
Gladius too and, in the future, I decided resolutely, if I was assigned horses or mule, give them
all this name. It seemed logical to me, in spite of the odds, that a scribe would ride, not walk,
during the march. Where would such a non-combatant fit into the military framework of the
army if not in the saddle—surely not on foot! And yet it dawned on me, as I hitched my mount
to one of the posts near our new camp, that I had an opportunity my parents, brothers and sisters
would never have. I could become a Roman citizen. This, of course, didn’t mean I would ride a
horse or, for that matter, become a scribe. After hearing what Aulus said about Roman citizen
soldiers fighting on foot that would no longer be my concern, unless I became like them.
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My eyes now travelled to the auxilia in our midst. It was true, I thought, feeling that
familiar dizziness. The only way I could see myself in armor and helmet and on my great white
stead was in the cavalry, which meant I would remain like all auxilia, an outsider. The
exception, I had gathered, were the special mounted non-coms, such as Decimus, the officers I
knew in Nazareth and elsewhere, men with special assignments like Aulus and Vesto, and, I
continued to hope, a Roman scribe. Everyone else it seemed, who comprised the cavalry or
delivered correspondence for the empire were a rabble, held in contempt by legionnaires. When
I looked out across the meadow and saw that band of bristly-faced, unwashed men next to our
camp, I could not imagine them being horsemen, no matter what they were called. I had enough
trouble accepting our own cavalrymen as legitimate fighting men.
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Chapter Six
Around the Campfire

Decimus had walked over to talk to the leader of the cavalry camped nearby. When he
returned, he was frowning with irritation but said nothing about his reception. Fronto suggested
that they might be mutineers. Rarely, in fact, I learned from Caesarius, would such horseman be
on the road unless they were on a specific mission. These idlers, Caesarius pointed out, were
faraway from the nearest Roman fort. What were they doing out here in the middle of nowhere,
without a Roman officer in charge? Not one of them wore the helmet of an optio nor was there
the standards of their cohort or legion displayed in their camp. Even our small, informal group
had brought along the Galilean cohort’s flag with Rome’s eagle on top of the pole and planted it
immediately in our camp.
“You think they’re from Antioch?” I asked, as we unpacked the mules.
“I don’t know,” Caesarius shuddered. “I hope Fronto’s wrong, and they’re actually
cavalry.”
“What did they say to you?” We heard Aulus ask Decimus.
The optio muttered something we couldn’t hear. When Ajax asked him the same
question, Decimus raised his palms, as if to say, “I don’t know!”
Ajax’s eyes widened disbelief. “They wouldn’t even talk to you?”
“I couldn’t understand them. They were all pretty drunk.”
“Are you serious?” Langullus’ mouth dropped. “You should report them to Aurelian.
That’s no way for cavalrymen to act.”
“If they’re cavalrymen.” Ajax sneered.
“Mutineers.” Fronto folded his arms. “I’ve seen those kind before.”
“Well, it’s not very professional.” Langullus grumbled. “Where’s the discipline? They’re
up to no good.”
“I think Fronto’s right,” Geta grumbled, “they’re mutineers!”
“All right,” Decimus said, clapping his hands, “enough fear mongering. We can take
care of ourselves. Let’s finish unloading our gear.” “You, Rufus and Enrod,” he snapped his
fingers, “fetch water from the station well—first to the horses then our flasks. Aulus, you pick
the first watch, while we set up camp.”
“Abzug,” Aulus barked, “grab a lance and shield.” “You lads,” he pointed to the Gauls,
“join Abzug when you’ve finished your chore. Fronto, Ajax and Apollo will take the midnight
watch. I’ll take the morning patrol with Ibrim and one of the vets. Langullus, you bring Abzug,
Rufus, and Enrod something to eat when our food arrives.”
That evening I agreed, in a fit of nervous energy, to learn outdoors lore. Aulus had
remembered my promise yesterday as we began setting up camp and took the time now to teach
me how to raise a tent and pound tent pegs into the ground. He then showed me how to prepare
my sleeping area with a pack shovel in order to lay my pallet over a soft bed of moss and dried
leaves. After preparing my quarters, he instructed me in the building and tending a fire, which
included finding the best kindling and the proper way to heft an axe. This time there was no
carcass crackling on a crude spit. The officer on duty brought the optio’s requisitioned food and
a large jug of wine. Our meal this time was salt pork, moldy bread, and overripe figs. It required
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no labor on our parts, but caused understandable grumbling in our group. Nevertheless,
according to Caesarius, who acted as cook before, this was normal meal at military outposts, one
of the main reasons hungry soldiers were forced to forage and often pillage on the march.
That night, as the sun set, and the men ate their frugal meal, which I barely touched, we
sat around the fire, sharing the resinous wine included with our food. The only sustenance I
would have that night would be the bread and fruit, which I inspected carefully before putting in
my mouth. I took a long swig from the jug, myself, after wiping its end with my sleeve. The
warm rush of spirits was enough to dull my wits, but not dampen my hunger. Yet the cheap,
military stock was sufficient to loosen all our lips, including mine.
“I was tempted to eat the pork.” I confessed to Aulus. “Perhaps Longinus is right: I must
learn to eat forbidden food. What will I do if they eat pig in Antioch and all sorts of creepy
things? God doesn’t want me to starve, does he? Didn’t King David eat sacred offerings in the
temple? Am I better than a king of the Jews?”
“Thaddeus, shut up!” Aulus whispered from the corner of his mouth. “We talked about
this before. They get the point. You should’ve kept that to yourself!”
“What’s he talking about?” asked Fronto. “What king of the Jews?”
“Is this another story?” Ajax frowned.
“Jew talk,” growled Geta. “You should’ve heard him back at the fort.”
“Na-a-a,” Caesarius voice slurred, “he’s talkin’ about pork. Jews don’t eat pigs, but he’s
gonna try it next time.” “Right lad?” He elbowed me in the ribs. “You’re gonna show those
priests!”
“Well,...I guess so,” I answered, feeling Aulus’ glare. “My brother once said ‘When in
Rome do as the Romans do.’”
“Good for you, lad!” Caesarius cackled, slapping his knee. “You’ll make a good Roman
yet. Nothing like a good, suckling pig!”
“Well,...I dunno,” I said, blushing foolishly, “if I have to. I’d have to be awfully
hungry.”
“Thaddeus, shut-up!” Aulus lost his patience. “How much of that jug did you drink?” He
eyed me suspiciously.
“Lo-o-ots!” I said, slack-jawed.
“No more wine for him,” he scolded, looking around at the group.
As if to change the subject, Decimus stood up and held his palms to the flames. Ibrim,
always a shadowy figure, stood on the opposite side of the pit warming his hands too. In many
ways, the little scout was as frightening as Ajax and Apollo.
The optio stared into the darkness, perhaps worrying about the unfriendly cavalrymen
nearby. Subtly, he looked back and cocked an eyebrow at me,
“What did we talk about, huh?” he whispered as I felt his scrutiny.
“Too much wine.” Aulus shook his head.
“Sorry,” I murmured contritely, rising to my feet, “...I should’ve known better.”
Feeling small and insignificant in their gaze, I stood beside the optio, blinking stupidly at
the fire. I could hear some of them snickering in the circle. As I stood there on wobbly legs, I
wondered again fleetingly why I was here with these rude men. They weren’t my people. I
didn’t belong in this crowd.
“Yes, indeed,” Decimus changed the subject, “there’s nothing like a good fire to warm
the spirits.”
“Aye, and nothing like wine to let those spirits loose,” offered Ibrim, laughing to himself.
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“They say the gods speak to us from the flames,” Decimus muttered fancifully.
“Someday Thaddeus, you might be asked to burn incense to our gods....You can’t live in two
worlds: Roman and Jew.”
“Jews can’t be a soldier—period!” Langullus grumbled under his breath.
“Ah, but Jude’s going to be a scribe.” Geta snickered.
“Thaddeus, his name’s Thaddeus,” corrected Aulus, “and he’ll do just fine!”
I was confused at this point: was I Thaddeus or was I Jude? Many of them, perhaps
mockingly, called me Judah, the name I hated the most. Suddenly, I felt very sick. Before I
made an even bigger fool of myself in front of their eyes, I staggered into the shadows, bent
down and vomited what little food was left in my stomach. Everyone laughed aloud that
moment. Though I was embarrassed, I realized that my purge was taken as a matter of course.
When I was finished, the laughter died down as I walked back into the light.
“Ho-ho, now he’s a proper Roman,” Fronto announce genially. “I’ve been there many
times myself.”
“You feel better, lad?” Geta tried to sound amiable.
Decimus motioned for me to sit down. “The wine the station officer gave us isn’t fit for
pigs. We gotta find Thaddeus some good Greek wine—none of that Syrian swell.”
“I prefer Roman wine,” commented Langullus, with a burp.
“Hah, you’d drink fermented piss,” Geta snickered. “When’s the last time you had
Roman wine?”
“You think that’s funny,” growled Langullus. “Shall I tell them what you did in
Alexandria, Geta? It’s much worse than drinking piss.”
“He was joking, Langullus,” Decimus said quietly. “You’ve all had too much too drink.”
“Let’s talk about something else.” Aulus slapped his knees. “I think we’re also a bit
nervous. It’s been a trying day.”
“Hey, anyone know a good story?” Caesarius looked around the circle. “That Jude’s got
some good stories. What a blood-thirsty fellow was that Joshua and Gideon—”
“Yes, he was merciless,” Fronto nodded thoughtfully, “he didn’t take prisoners. Even
killed women, children too.” “You’re God is hard-hearted,” he added, looking across the fire at
me. “Zeus might rape a virgin now and then, but he never wiped out entire peoples.”
“Wha-at?” My jaw dropped.
“Well,” Decimus leaned down and whispered in my ear, “what do you expect? Stop
talking about your invisible god. No one understands him!”
“I don’t think Thaddeus will be telling any stories tonight,” observed Aulus as I listened
to Decimus’ rebuke. Though falling asleep, I had been jolted awake by Fronto’s statement,
giggling hysterically at the bursts of air in my ear as the optio made his point. “Hey, snap out of
it!” Aulus reached over and mussed my hair.
“Leave Jude alone,” teased Geta. “It’s been a trying day for him. He’s homesick. He
misses mother’s teat.”
“Oh, I heard about them Jew winches.” Ibrim rubbed his hands. “They’re better than
Greeks.”
“That’s enough,” Decimus looked down irritably at Geta. “No more wine for you. You
either Thaddeus.” “And you, Ibrim,” he pointed, “I never heard you talk that way.” “All of you,”
he raised his voice. “We’ll celebrate when we put this cursed journey behind us.” “Where’s that
jug?” He searched the circle.” “Come on Fronto, Ajax, and Apollo. You’ve got the next watch.”
“Hand it over,” he said, motioning with his hand, “we gotta keep our wits.”
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After Fronto pushed forward the jug, Decimus shook it, stared at him in disbelief, and
then turned it upside down to demonstrate its emptiness.
His voice dripped with sarcasm now: “You auxilia take nothing serious. How’re you
gonna stay awake on watch?”
“They’re no damn good,” Aulus whispered to me. “You stay away from them Thaddeus,
you hear me, especially that Egyptian.”
“Yes sir.” I swallowed, scratching my head.
Fronto, who feared no man, stood up, bowed comically, and then sat back down. Turning
with disgust from the Thracian to the veterans, Decimus barked wearily, “You men decide which
one of you will accompany me and Aulus on the next watch after those auxiliaries take their turn.
You stay in the tent, Thaddeus.”
“I don’t like going to sleep with those animals nearby,” muttered Caesarius.
“Which animals?” I asked discreetly. “Our neighbors or them?”
“Both.” His Adam’s apple move up and down.
Caesarius, like myself, was frightened. Apollo looked over the fire that moment, an eerie
reflection in his bird-of-prey eyes. When confronting Decimus during our stopover at Cana, he
had backed away prudently, but it was difficult to see fear in the Egyptian’s stony expression. I
wasn’t sure what emotion I saw in Apollo then. He seemed to be frowning and smiling at the
same time.
“We’ve been lucky so far,” he announced, staring into the flames. “There’s been no
bandits, no ambushes, no sign of those shepherds. But I’ll be glad when we reach Antioch and
are reassigned. Antioch is civilized like Alexandria, Athens, and Rome. It’ll be good to have a
fresh start.”
“Reassigned? Fresh start?” Ibrim looked down at Fronto. “What does he mean?”
Obviously not privy to this information, Ibrim bent over so Fronto could whisper into his
ear. In his tipsy state, the Thracian, whispered loudly, in a slurred voice, “It’s true. It’s better
than being cashiered!”
“Why does Cornelius want to cut you loose?” Decimus studied the Egyptian. “All it says
in the orders is ‘When the you arrive at Aurelian’s headquarters, ask the prefect to reassign
Apollo, Ajax and Ibrim.’ It says nothing about Fronto or the two Gauls.” “Are you three men in
some kind of trouble back at the fort?”
“No, uh-uh,” said Ajax, shaking his head. “I had no desire to leave Galilee. I’ve spent
most of my life there.”
“Me neither!” Ibrim stomped his foot. “My people live near Nazareth and Sepphoris.”
“What about you?” Aulus looked across the flames at Apollo. “Why do you want to leave
Sepphoris? The discipline is much tougher in an imperial cohort.”
“I think I explained my reasons.” His lip curled. “I don’t know why Ajax, Ibrim and me
are written on that scroll.”
“Well,” Decimus snarled, “it looks like you men did something for the prefect to write
that down. The implications are clear to me: you men are persona non grata in Galilee. I know
that you’re a hothead Ajax, but you’ve always been a good cavalrymen, and you Ibrim are a
good scout. But you Apollo are another matter. I’ve never seen you do anything but climb on
and off your horse and stay as far away from battle as possible. The question is ‘what could you
three men have done to be singled out like this’?”
“I think you know what happened.” Aulus looked at Fronto. “Why don’t you give us your
account?”
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Strangely enough, both Ajax and Ibrim nodded at him to go ahead. There was a look of
resignation on Apollo’s face, which struck me as peculiar too. He seemed to take his potential
reassignment and the optio’s rebuke for granted. In spite of his unsavory reputation, there was a
strange, unsettling dignity about this man.
“When we were chasing those bandits,” Fronto began with a flicker of remorse, “I
remember Apollo running down one of them with a lance. Ajax also made sport of him, until
Ibrim finished him off with his bow. There were others. We should’ve stopped them. At first
they were just tormenting the runners. It caught on with the cavalry. It wasn’t as bad as what
those veterans did. These men weren’t captured yet. They were running like fair game, at least
that’s how Ajax saw it. At first, Rufus, Enrod, and I followed the other auxilia’s example. We
stopped short of killing them, unless they turned and fought back, but those three went too far.
They must’ve been drunk. I’ve never seen Ajax do anything like that. The rest of us were just
playing with’em until they surrendered, but Ibrim used them for target practice and Apollo and
Ajax spiked’em like pigs on the run.”
It was a chilling account that I thought would bring immediate rebuke from Decimus and
Aulus. I was shocked at everyone’s response. Fronto sighed. Ajax shrugged as if to say “so
what?” As Ibrim pulled out a small flask, his own private stock, and took a swig of strong
spirits, Caesarius and Geta laughed at Apollo’s discomfort. Aulus began toying with him now.
“Stuck’em like pigs, huh?” he snarled. “You enjoy that? You do a lot of scouting, but I
never saw you chase an armed horseman or enemy with sword and shield. Yet you found time to
kill fleeing men. That wasn’t very brave Apollo.”
Apollo smirked, his lip curling again into a snarl. “Who cares? They were murdering
Jews!”
That response, if any, should have brought forth a stern rebuke, but the point wasn’t even
argued. I noted how Aulus taunted the Egyptian for general cowardice, not merely the one
event. He went on, as Geta and Caesarius listened with amusement, to criticize Apollo for his
laziness at the fort, dereliction of duty in the field, and bad behavior on this trip. In a delayed
reaction, the optio, who had slipped out momentarily to check on the men on watch, returned just
as Fronto was giving his account and commented on the main issue but in a light-hearted mood,
aimed at both the auxiliaries and veterans, glossing over the murder of unarmed Jews.
“I just heard about that little chase,” he replied light-heartedly, looking around the group.
“It’s not as bad as what veterans did, but things did get out of hand. If only you veterans had
been more discreet. You didn’t even try to hide it, you were so angry. I guess Cornelius has a
soft heart for Jews.” “You men,” he directed his voice at the auxilia, “were stupid, but you didn’t
break any rules. After all, they were running, and they might escape.” “But you, Ajax,” he
added, wringing his finger, “got us into a fix at Cana. I could have your neck for killing that
shepherd. That should never have happened. I take some responsibility for it. For both of our
sakes, we’ll keep this to ourselves. Let’s just hope we don’t run into those shepherds on the
way.”
“Oh, I don’t think we will,” Ibrim shook his head. “They’re angry, not stupid!”
“How can you be so sure?” Geta asked anxiously. “We’re really exposed out here!”
“Have you forgotten?” Langullus pointed into the darkness. “There’s cavalrymen next to
us? They wouldn’t dare!”
“I dunno,” Caesarius reminded him, “our neighbors don’t seem very friendly.”
Those moments around the campfire I witnessed the callousness of soldiers. During the
discussion of Ajax, Apollo and Ibrim’s murder of the Jews, they had ignored my presence. It
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was, in Decimus own words, acceptable to kill running Jews. The Roman legionnaires who
patrolled Nazareth had been no better than Decimus and Aulus, but I never felt as intimidated as
I did now as I mingled with these men as a potential soldier myself. They had no respect for me
or my people. Even Caesarius had mocked my beliefs. How would I ever fit in? Not knowing
what the night might bring, I was comforted in the knowledge that I still had the choice not to
join the cohort. As the group murmured amongst themselves, Decimus and Aulus spoke in
muted voices, as Vesto listened in. Apollo and Ajax sat in stony silence. No one had seemed in
a hurry to turn in, and yet finally, there was the faint rumble of snoring around the campfire. The
voices of men in the other camp had also died down, until, at one point, the only sound I heard
except the bark of jackals and hoot of a distant owl, was the voice of the Romans discussing the
journey ahead. Finally, as I sat on the log, impatient to climb into my pallet and sleep off this
trying day, the optio stood up, clapped his hands and called out in sharp voice: “All right men,
let’s get some sleep. We’ll rise at dawn. We have a long day tomorrow, so let’s get some rest!”
This time Caesarius and Geta, and, when he returned from watch, Abzug shared a tent
with me, instead of that smelly Fronto, who had seemed to take up half of the tent. The entire
tent, in fact, was crammed with the veterans and Syrian courier, who would arrive later when we
were asleep. The only one I felt uncomfortable with this time was Langullus, who was in a surly
mood again.
Almost immediately, as the tent flap shut, he turned on us, gnashing his teeth, “What
happened today? You ran like frightened sheep!”
“Calm down, Langullus,” spat Geta, “we’re not diehards like you. Have you forgotten
that we’re been cashiered and are leaving the legions in disgrace?”
“We’re still soldiers,” he shot back, “and still men. A Roman soldier doesn’t run from a
fight. Those filthy auxilia were ready to carve us up.”
“No,” I took issue, “that’s an exaggeration. Rufus and Enrod are all right. Ajax was the
only threat, and I think Apollo’s far more dangerous than he.”
“You shut up, Jew!” Langullus growled.
“You embittered man,” Caesarius snarled, “you’re a fool for standing up for the eagles.
After being crippled in battle then given the boot, why should you give a fig about the legions?”
In the dim light of our lamp, Langullus looked bereft of his senses as he lunged at
Caesarius. Perhaps it was the wine too. As I cowered at one end of the tent, Geta restrained him
by encircling him with his arms. Caesarius had re-sheathed his dagger and was looking squarely
into to Langullus’ scarlet face, as I crawled back into the light.
“You try that again, Langullus, and I’ll slit your throat,” he vowed, slipping out of the
tent.
“Where are you going?” called Geta. “We must settle this issue. There’s bad blood in
this tent. Langullus isn’t right in the head.”
“Relax,” the old veteran called back in a hushed voice, “I’m going to make water. The
only bad blood in there is in Langullus’ veins.”
“I’ll be glad when Abzug returns from his watch,” I whispered in a trembling voice. “I
don’t trust him. I don’t trust Apollo either. I’ll be glad when I learn how to use a sword.”
“Langullus,” Geta said pushing me back into the darkness, “leave the lad alone. You’ve
had too much wine. Your mind’s not working right.”
Suddenly, as it might be expected, the optio charged over, with Aulus on his heels, sword
drawn and swearing under his breath.
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“Is Thaddeus all right?” he asked, poking his head between the flaps. “So help me,
Langullus, if you so much as breathe on that lad, I’ll run you through.”
“Humph, I thought his name was Judah,” Langullus replied quirkily. “Why do you call
him Thaddeus? Have you adopted this lad?”
“No, but he’s one of us.” He glared at Langullus. “Get a hold of yourself man. Cornelius
made note of your exemplary service. If you behave, you might be given light duty at the fort.
You keep this up, and—phffft!—you’re out, begging on the street!” “Come with me,” he
motioned impatiently at him, “I’m keeping an eye on you until we reach Antioch. Grab your
gear and put it in Aulus’ and my tent.” “Thaddeus, you come too,” he ordered, as Langullus
hobbled out. “I was going to teach you to use the gladius tomorrow, but it can’t wait. You gotta
learn to use this now! There’s only a few basic thrusts and slicing motions.” “Here,” he said,
handing me the weapon, “I have another one. Hold it like this.”
As I followed him into the firelight, he positioned the sword in my hand.
“Please,” I implored, “I’ll sleep in your tent. Let Langullus stay here. I’d be more clearheaded in the morning.”
“Don’t argue, Thaddeus.” He wrung his finger. “You’ll feel much worse in the morning
after drinking wine. You stand there by the fire, like I said. I’ll be right there.”
I could scarcely believe what the optio had in mind.
“Decimus,” Aulus came to my defense, “the lad’s tipsy. This can wait till the next stop.”
Not wanting me to overhear, he stomped over to Aulus, and whispered heatedly to him,
too loudly for me not to hear, “I don’t trust these men around that Jew, especially Apollo and
Langullus. I don’t trust Ibrim either. His countrymen might still be on our trail.” “And them,”
he said, pointing in the direction of the next camp, “let’s not forget that bunch. I don’t like the
attitude of those men, Aulus. Everyone’s afraid to go to sleep tonight. No one wants to turn in.
There’s a chance that lad might have to stand and fight!”
Decimus must have been tipsy, himself, to be that indiscreet. Aulus cast a sympathetic
look my way but raised his palms in resignation. Standing by the bonfire, ineptly clutching his
sword, I felt lost and alone—bereft of all that I held dear. I had few allies in this group and not
many trustworthy friends. I couldn’t count on Caesarius, for he had lost his nerve as a soldier,
nor could I be sure yet of the Gauls. Since Vesto rarely talked to me, all I could really count on
were Decimus and Aulus. Without them, I was on my own. Nazareth and Sepphoris might as
well been on the other side of the world. A twinge of excitement and the realization that I had
the optio, himself, as one of my protectors, counterbalanced my fear. I had been loaned his
sword. I was going to learn how to use it this very night. If we were attacked, I could defend
myself. It didn’t matter that I ran like a jackal in Cana; thanks to Decimus I had a Roman name
and a gladius to stab my foes. A hysterical giggle escaped my thought. The thought of a reprisal
was also offset by strong drink. I was, despite my purge, still drunk, it was dark, and I had
trouble just standing on my feet. How did the optio expect me to learn swordplay under these
conditions? Was this, after all his fine words, merely a cruel joke to demonstrate the foolishness
of my quest to be a Jewish soldier/scribe? Why couldn’t Decimus do, as Aulus suggested, and
wait until our next stop?
That moment Decimus’ face loomed suddenly in front of my eyes. I gasped, jumped
back startled out of my wits, dropping my gladius. Through clinched teeth, the optio told me to
pick it up, crouch down in a fighting stance, and hold firmly on the handle of the sword.
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“Listen, Thaddeus,” he instructed sternly, “we’ll cover the method of Roman sword play
in detail during our journey. I’m going to teach you the basics of defense and attack.
Concentrate on these simple instructions.”
“Yes sir,” I gulped, looking around at the audience gathering to watch.
“Oh how precious,” Ajax guffawed. “Our leader’s teaching the Jew the arts of war.”
“This is I gotta see!” Apollo poked his head out of the tent.
“No, that’s a wrestlers stance,” Fronto called out instructively.
“Get back into you tents,” barked Aulus, “all of you!”
I remembered how my father had once wielded his large curved sword, a family
heirloom, dating back to his ancestor King David. He had been tipsy too, and looked foolish like
me. I dug back into my memory and recalled a scene where Roman guards, with drawn swords,
had dispersed a crowd of hecklers in Nazareth, but I had never seen soldiers actually fight with
swords. So I tried to do exactly what Decimus asked. I bent forward, my arms hanging loosely
as I gripped the gladius, legs stationed wide apart in what I recalled as a warlike stance.
“That’s a start,” Decimus murmured, “but look at my hand, not my face. While you’re
looking at my face, I can run you through.”
I marveled as the sword was tossed from hand to hand and his legs moved apart, right one
forward, then left one forward, continually adjusting his stance.
“Is that what all attackers do?” I asked fearfully.
“No, but you must learn to shift your position,” he explained, parrying forward, over my
head and slicing the air on each side of me to demonstrate his attack. “I heard you have a
remarkable memory. Did you store away all those moves?”
I nodded numbly, not knowing what next to expect.
“The slight of hand I did—hand to hand—is only done when you don’t have a shield. I
just wanted to show how effective this would be.” “Aulus,” he interrupted himself, “hand me that
extra shield. Bring me mine too.”
After showing me how to grip the handle inside the shield and position my shield arm,
Decimus showed me how to hold it in front of me when the enemy approached.
“In battle your shield is almost as important as your sword,” he explained, raising my
sword arm, with the blade pointed straight up. “This is the correct advance of the soldier until
reaching the enemies line. When an enemy or attacker approaches, you fall into the crouch.”
“Thank you,” I muttered, “now where’s my helmet?”
Aulus handed me his helmet, but it was too large. Caesarius, who was emerging from the
trees that moment, quickly ran into the tent. Before he could loan me his, however, Ibrim, of all
people, walked over and set his strange-looking peaked helmet on my head. Though I felt
ritually defiled by this, I thanked him too, feeling quite beside myself at this point.
“Now you’re properly attired.” Decimus stood back and studied me. “But you might not
have either your helmet or shield when you’re attacked. It’s your sword that matters most in
combat. Remember that. The most important movements of your feet and stations of the sword
are what I want you to memorize this evening. I know you can do it. You’re not that drunk.
First there’s a forward movement of the leg, while holding the sword and shield. We’ll practice
with the shield and helmet, but concentrate mostly on the gladius.”
“All right,” I said light-headedly. “What next?”
“This!” he cried. In one, subtle movement, he knocked the sword out of my hand.
“Uh oh,” Fronto said with a snicker.
“Hold the sword more tightly,” Caesarius counseled, “Never loosen your grip.”
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“He’s right.” Decimus sighed, as I picked up my sword and resumed my crouch.
“Now thrust forward,” he commanded, “and bring your elbow back in one smooth
motion. Aim at the enemy’s belly. You’re hitting my shield now, but if you’re lucky in a fight,
you’ll find a break between his body and shield. That’s it: forward and backward. Now raise
your arm at an angle and make a slicing motion to come down on you enemies neck. That’s it—
you don’t really want to cut off my head.” “Now put the shield and helmet aside,” he ordered
crisply. “I must give you the basics of sword-fighting.”
“Wasn’t that what we were doing?” I asked in tremulous voice. “That sounds dangerous
sir. What if I stab you?”
“Stand back and defend yourself!” he growled dramatically. “Follow my movements:
thrust, slice, and clank my sword to get the feel of metal against metal.”
For several moments, as he described each motion, we clanked swords, which reminded
me of the childhood games my brothers and I played in the hills of Nazareth, but with wooden
swords. After gently demonstrating how to knock a weapon out of someone’s hand again by
hitting the hilt sharply and jarring my knuckles, I tried it myself, Decimus exaggerating the
response and letting his weapon fall to the ground. Then, after practicing this maneuver a few
times, I was shown how to fend off a downward slicing motion or forward thrust by the exact
opposite movement for the slice (slicing up) and a sideward movement to fend off a thrust. Back
and forth, up and down, and to the side our swords clanked and swished in the air. Throughout
my training, my excellent memory, which Jesus saw as one of my great gifts, stored away the
movements of the sword, feet, and shield, until at one point when I was so exhausted I thought I
would drop, Decimus barked “Enough!”
Our audience had stood around the fire pit or peeked through the tent flaps watching this
event. With the fire as a backdrop, our shadows were thrown against the surrounding green and
camp. The golden light on the optio’s chiseled features made him look like a fearsome foe. The
same effect, I’m sure, had made me look like a buffoon. The three sentries had moved in close
enough to witness our mock duel, Aulus smiled with approval, and Decimus looked upon me for
the first time since this odyssey began with a look of respect, rather than pity or concern.
Backing up suddenly and giving me a curt bow, Decimus signaled the end of our session.
I knew that there would be more in the future, and I dreaded the experience. Though the optio
and his friend appreciated my efforts, the other men broke into giggles afterwards. I could hear
them inside their tents. Even Caesarius, who offered advice during my training, cracked a smile
as I stood there delirious with fatigue. Decimus eyed him threateningly.
“Now, with the exception of the second watch, we shall all get some sleep,” he called out
sternly. “Thaddeus, return Ibrim’s helmet but take the sword and shield into your tent. The
barbarians we fight don’t need helmets. For now, until we get protection for your head, your
sword and shield will have to do. Sleep with your sword next to your pallet. Never sleep with
your back to the tent. Face the goatskin with your hand on the hilt.” “This is true for all of you.”
He looked around the camp. “The second watch will relieve Rufus, Enrod, and Abzug within the
hour. “Get as much rest as possible when you can—if you can—until we arrive in Tyre. I want
no more infighting and arguing. We may not all be friends but we’re colleagues under the
eagles. A greater enemy lies out there. The most important thing for us is to put this province
behind us and be ready to fight as a unit if we’re attacked. We break camp at dawn. Get some
sleep!”
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Chapter Seven
The Lucid Dream

Immediately, after rinsing my face in the water provided for our tent, I sat my shield
aside, tucked my gladius by the goatskin, and crawled into my pallet. I didn’t even bother
unfastening the muddy boots from my feet. Geta was already asleep. Caesarius murmured
sleepily “I’m proud of you lad.” I muttered my appreciation as I lay down my head. In a short
while I expected Abzug to return from his watch. I hoped he wouldn’t wake us up. As a
comforting blanket in my mind came the thought of my great white horse. I wondered fleetingly,
as I had earlier in the evening, whether or not I would have another lucid dream. If so, I hoped it
would be a pleasant one. I was so exhausted I might just drift into the black sleep. The sick
feeling I had after drinking so much wine had faded and was replaced by sore joints, an aching
back, and dull pain in my head. I could scarcely concentrate on my horse or place myself in the
desired dreamscape, and yet I managed at least to visualize my steed. I had, after so many years
of dreaming about him, never given him a name. He was simply the “great white horse”—a
larger than life version of other horses I had seen among the Romans riding through my town.
Since I had named both of my mules, it seemed only fitting that he have a fine name. What shall
it be, I wondered, as I resisted sleep? Thunder? Lightning? ...How about Storm—that’s a great
name?
Because of the threats around me, I was fearful of falling asleep. Due to the dark,
foreboding stimuli experienced, I expected a nightmare. In that period in my life in which I
suffered strange, unsettling dreams, Jesus taught me how to ‘awaken’ in my dreamscape in order
to dispel my dream, even control it and change its plot. Seldom did I have a normal nightmare or
dream, but never in my life would I experience a dreamscape as I had that night at the imperial
way station. I had a series of prophetic nightmares, where I saw crosses, angry mobs, and the
devil, himself, and was able to dispel them and awaken from the dream. It was not easy at first.
Each night, following Jesus’ instructions, I would concentrate upon something I loved very much
in the world. For a long time this was my great white horse, which I would ride freely in my
dream, until the imagery became muddled as it so often did, then turn into what I know now was
a vision of things to come. If I fell asleep and floated into a dreamscape where I was riding my
white horse and then, as so often happened, drifted into a prophetic nightmare, I would know I
was merely sleeping. This would allow me to manipulate my dream imagery, until I decided to
wake up. When that moment came, I would slip into the corridor of wakefulness, drifting swiftly
back to the world. I fought the temptation to dream of Tabitha this way. Jesus scolded me when
I did this once. I’m still tempted now when I recall this lovely girl. The important fact, which
made me more fortunate than other sleepers suffering nightmares, was the fact that I knew I was
asleep. I could control this shadowy world. What I couldn’t control were the apparent
revelations that appeared in my head. I had been so exhausted last night I scarcely remembered
what I dreamed. That evening at the way station, while suffering the effects of wine, I prayed for
a pleasant dream. It could even be a silly dream—one of those silly, unfinished and fragmented
plots that could be pieced together like a puzzle. That would be all right, I thought, drifting off
to sleep. Anything was better than those thought-provoking nightmares experienced in the past.
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I would, of course, prefer dreaming of my great white horse...or, God forgive me, Tabitha, my
special friend.
That night, as I listened to the murmurs of the camp, trying to focus on Tabitha and my
horse, I tumbled finally into slumber, but this time I found myself landing in a very dark place. I
could barely see my mount below me. Ahead of me someone, I assumed to be another rider,
held a torch overhead, my only guide in the blackness, leading me on and on, until the phantom
horseman and I broke through a silhouette of trees into a familiar scene.
“Not again!” I groaned.
“Behold the Lamb of God,” whispered the phantom, “who takes away the sins of the
world.”
I understand now what that meant. It meant nothing then, but I knew at once that I was
asleep. Once again, I was having a lucid dream. Calmly, mounted on my trusty horse, which I
named Storm, I sat it out, curious about the outcome of the dream. According to the disciple
Philip, John the Baptist, had cried “Behold the Lamb of God!” when Jesus arrived at the river’s
edge. At this time in my life, as in previous dreamscapes (which I realize now were revelations),
the three crosses made no sense at all. What Lamb of God is this? I asked myself gazing at the
scene. “All I see are three crosses. They’re in shadows. Who are those men? Where’s the Lamb
of God?”
The crucified men remained, as the audience below, shadows against an unfriendly sky.
Unlike previous nightmares, the onlookers were silent. There was no cursing or wailing.
Because they were mere shades, I couldn’t distinguish any of my previous dream world figures.
Once, in one dream of the crosses, I saw my mother and the disciple John, whom I wouldn’t
recognize until I met him in the flesh. Was my mother out there again? I wondered fleetingly. I
couldn’t tell. That the clouds might break and light fall upon the setting caused me to shudder.
Perish the thought! I really didn’t want to know. An unsettling calm pervaded the scene, and it
was eerily quiet. All I could hear for several moments was my own breathing. The shadowy
shapes seemed to be frozen in time. I saw no movement whatsoever, except from the darkly clad
figure beside me. Pointing a long skeletal finger to the crosses, his icy voice blew finally into
my ear, “You have ears but can’t hear and eyes that can’t see. You have a mind, and are
ignorant of the truth. You’re not ready for the truth Thaddeus Judaicus. Your heart is both
Roman and Jew. How can you serve two masters and see the truth. You belong to Caesar, not
Christ!”
“Who?” I asked. “My name’s not Thaddeus Judaicus. I don’t care what Aulus says. I’ve
never heard of this Christ. My heart’s not Roman, it’s Jew. I belong to no one but my parents
and my people. I might just leave this bunch and go home. I want no part of their world!”
“You can’t go home!” the specter shrilled. It’s you who set forth on this road. You have
a mission, Thaddeus Judaicus: Learn the heart of the Gentiles.”
“No, no, no,” I shouted, drawing back on the reins. “I shall awaken now. Storm, take me
back. It’s time to get out of this silly dream.”
“Go, Thaddeus Judaicus,” the specter’s voice howled like the wind, “back to the Roman
world. You can’t escape!”
This time I had no torch to led me. I road into pitch-blackness, my stallion as my guide,
until I reached a clearing in the woods. Climbing off my horse, I bid him goodbye, standing
there a moment I patted his nose and whispered endearments. The light of the bonfire shone in
the horse’s black eyes as he backed away, reared up on his hind legs, then, after neighing shrilly,
galloped into the shadows whence he had come. As I walked back to the encampment, I drew
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my sword impulsively, and quickened my pace. Suddenly, after I reached the center of camp
and looked around for my tent, several dark bodies moved out of the woods. The thought that I
was dreaming gave me great power then. During episodes before, I had dallied with Tabitha in
my dreams. I had taken great risks other times or done mischief to people I didn’t like. Now,
once more, I would have some fun before awakening, but this time with my sword.
“All right, you cowards,” I whooped, “I’m ready for you. I know all the moves. Stand
down or face the Reaper!”
For several moments, I battled what I thought were dream images. As the first man
approached, he looked suspiciously like one of the cavalrymen encamped near our group.
Unlike the Romans, the cavalrymen, like our auxilia, wore an assortment of costumes. The
stranger took two swipes at me with a long curved sword similar to the heirloom owned by my
father. I felt it slice the wind near my ear, but I wasn’t afraid. I was invincible now. In one
lucid dream, I had as a child, I jumped off a cliff in Nazareth’s hills and flew like a bird, and,
knowing I was safely asleep once, I walked up to a surly Roman sentry and with my dream
sword, after a short duel, chased him way. This time the make-believe warrior was more
persistent and swiped at me again and again, each time his blade bouncing off my shield and,
with a wide sideswipe, barely missing my head. Before this sudden encounter, I don’t even
remember grabbing up my shield or sword. Normally, as I road my white stallion, I carried a
spear, my cape fluttering in the breeze, but there was no horse, spear or cape this time—just my
sword and shield, mysteriously present in my hands. A second, third, and forth stranger came at
me now from all sides. In a flurry only possible in dreamscapes I lounged forward and, as the
first attacker raised his sword over his head to split my skull, ran him through, immediately
turning to slash the second man in the neck as he attempted to backstab me with a knife. I heard
voices now in my dream, muffled at first, but recognizable as the camp was filled with invaders.
“By the gods, we’re under attack!” Aulus cried.
“Where’s Thaddeus?” Caesarius sounded frantic. “He’s not in the tent.”
“Over here,” I shouted blithely.
After this point everything moved quickly and violently in our camp. Someone must of
dispatched one of my attackers, for I found myself face-to-face with one lone, axe-wielding,
scar-faced giant, who would have chopped me to pieces if an arrow hadn’t brought him down. It
was Ibrim’s missile. Unphased by this close call, I sought out a new opponent. I could see all of
my campmates now. Even Caesarius, Geta, and Abzug, who, like me, had behaved cowardly
before, were forced to stand and fight. Had I not been certain I was still asleep, I would have
been terrified at this point. Instead, I struck down one attacker after another, one time picking up
a spear and throwing at an ugly brute cornering Langullus in front of a tree. Fronto, Ajax,
Apollo, Rufus, Enrod, Aulus, and the optio were all pared off with opponents, desperately
fighting for their lives. Casearius and Geta had been running to assist Langullus when I tossed
the spear. Meanwhile, Abzug and Ibrim, with short horsemen bows in their hands, fired arrows
at our foes. Tilting the battle in our favor, were several of the Roman soldiers from the station
who joined the fight. It all happened in such a fantastic fashion I was convinced it was a dream.
Ibrim gave a startled shout now, “It’s the Jew. I thought I was seeing things. He’s
fighting like the Furies.”
“I see him.” Apollo yelled in the distance. “All this time I thought he was a coward.”
“By Jupiter,” Fronto declared, “It’s him all right: Jude Thaddeus. Saved up his courage,
he did!”
“I’m Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper,” I cried jubilantly, chasing after a foe.
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“We whipped’em,” Aulus announced. “We got’em on the run.” “Stop lad,” he called to
me, “you’ll run right into an ambush!”
“Yes, let’em go,” Decimus said, out of breath. “...I can’t believe my eyes. You must’ve
killed five or six men. If you hadn’t jumped in like that, they would’ve murdered us in our tents.
To say I’m proud of you is an understatement.” “Now simmer down,” he ordered, grabbing me
from behind. “You’re in a state, we call ‘frenzy’ in battle. Wake up, drop you sword and shield.
There, that’s better.”
All of this, of course, I considered part of my dream. Decimus, in fact, had just told me
to wake up. Even though I thought I was asleep, I was polite to my superiors and did what I was
told. As our adversaries rode off into the night, I could hear exclamations and expletives erupt
all around me, both praise and denial. Impossible, several of them said, shaking their heads.
Was this not the Jew, who wanted to be a scribe—the same coward who ran like a jackal into the
woods and trembled at the least sound? Yet here he was, they admitted begrudgingly, a
champion. I knew better, of course. I would awaken in the morning the same frightened Jew.
Yet, all around me, was the proof—ten dead attackers, over half of them credited to my sword.
Many of the invaders had, in fact, only been wounded. Rufus’ brother Enrod had also been
injured and one of the station guards had been killed. All of my campmates, including the
wounded Gaul stood around me, as I sat on a log by the fire, murmuring with awe or disbelief,
but I was just very tired.
“He’s a natural warrior,” declared Aulus. “He just didn’t know it until he was put to test.”
“Aye,” Caesarius stepped forward, “he was an inspiration. He saved my life.”
“Mine too,” Langullus grumbled. “I don’t remember Decimus showing him how to throw
a spear.”
“I didn’t.” Decimus frowned thoughtfully. “I just showed him the basics.”
“Well,” Ajax grinned, “he remembered every one of them and then some!”
“He’s a natural,” Aulus repeated. “Looked like a gladiator the way he handled that
sword.”
Fronto wrinkled his nose. “How very strange. You gave yourself a gladiator’s name too:
Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper. Is that what you want us to call you?”
“Sure, why not,” I yawned. “Decimus and Aulus gave me my Roman name. I added the
last part. Reaper’s short for Grim Reaper, our religion’s Angel of Death. I was dreaming about
him tonight. He said strange things to me I don’t understand.”
“Well, I like the name,” Decimus rustled my hair. “We’ll call you the Reaper, for short.”
“I don’t care what he calls himself,” Langullus reached down to grip my shoulder. “He
saved my skin. Transfixed that blackheart on a tree,” “but tell me lad,” his voice crackled, “who
was that strange man in your dream?”
“Oh that was him—the real Angel of Death. I have had those dreams frequently—off and
on. Sometimes a whole month will pass without my visions, and then—bam! (I socked my
palm) I have a mind boggler like tonight. I wanted Jesus to interpret my dreams for me, but he
was afraid to...They’re prophetic, he believes...I’m not so sure.”
Langullus looked back at the others. “He’s either mad, touched by the gods or very
brave.”
“No,” I said, smiling crookedly, “I’m just asleep.”
No one questioned my words; I was, after all, a peculiar sort, and yet I had, in one burst
of emotion, won them over. The duty officer approached Decimus less amiably that moment.
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“One of my men is dead,” he complained bitterly. “We’re short-handed now. When you
arrive at your fort, please ask Aurelian to send a few replacements. This station needs more than
ten men.”
“I’m sorry this happened.” The optio sighed, gripping his forearm. “I sensed those men
were trouble when I laid eyes on them. One of our men will need a physician in the next town,
but we’re going to reach Antioch before the end of the week. I will ask the prefect to send you a
lot more than one or two replacements. You need at least twenty soldiers at this station.”
The officer and his men disappeared into the darkness. For a few more moments, as I
basked in their adulation, I expected I would awaken any moment, but I didn’t. I tried pinching
myself, and this failed. This seemed troubling.
“All right,” I heaved a sigh, “this has been fun, now I must wake up.” “Wake up
Thaddeus Judaicus, the Angel of Death calls.”
“What’s he talking about?” Abzug’s face loomed in front of mine. “You all right, lad?
You put on quite a show.”
“I know,” I piped, stretching as if I was ready for a nap, “now I’m going to lie down and
wake up. I’ve done this before.”
“You’re acting like a sleepwalker.” Aulus muttered, gazing into my face. “All this
must’ve addled your brains.”
“He thinks he’s asleep,” observed Langullus. “How very peculiar.”
“Did he take a knock on the head?” asked Caesarius.
“Lemme see,” Decimus probed my scalp. “No knots, cuts, or bruises. Matter of fact,
there isn’t a scratch on him.”
“He’s falling asleep,” Geta commented drolly. “He is a sleepwalker.”
“I’m worried about him,” Caesarius shook me gently. “He might be in shock. I’ve never
heard of anyone’s personality changing that drastically. The lad wants to sleep.”
“All right, let’s put him to bed. ” Aulus reached down, with Caesarius help, and pulled
me to my feet.
Several men, who I once saw as enemies, reached out to steady me as I took a few steps.
“Listen up men.” Decimus called through cupped hands. “Enrod has a nasty cut, so we’ve
got to find him a physician in the next town. There’s no moon tonight. It’s too risky to be on the
road, but we’re gonna be on it before dawn. Caesarius and Geta, make sure Thaddeus Judaicus,
the Reaper, stays on his pallet for a few hours sleep. Those men who stood watch should catch a
few winks themselves. You too Langullus; you don’t look so good. Ibrim claims to know a little
about wounds. He will stay with Enrod in one tent, while the rest of us stand watch and start
packing our gear. Except for our young warrior, I don’t think any of us will be getting much
sleep.”
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Chapter Eight
The Reluctant Hero

I had mixed feelings about myself when I awakened the next morning. The first thing I
heard when I peered blurry-eyed and slack-jawed around the tent after being roused was Aulus
shouting “Rise and face your destiny Thaddeus Judaicus! When word of this gets out, you’ll
become a legend at the fort!” In my state of mind it almost sounded like a taunt. It was still
dark. A lamp was held close to my face, as Caesarius and Geta helped me out of the tent. I
knew at once that it had been real—all of it, at least the second half of the supposed dream when
I rode out of the first half of the dream into my new life as the “Reaper.” It hit me very hard that
I had killed all those men, and yet I was overwhelmed with the goodwill aimed at me after this
exploit. Due to my nearly perfect memory, I remembered the enter episode from the actual
nightmare to the portion I thought was a dream. I was now Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper.
How could I ever live up to such a name? I had killed a half dozen men and felt only fear at this
point. After all, I reasoned, I thought I was asleep. It had also been self-defense. Had I been
awake I would have ran like the Furies into the woods. Because of my uncanny ability to
awaken inside my dreams, I had gotten things all mixed up and wound up being a hero instead.
I was still a coward, of course, but this time I was simply afraid of telling the truth.
That’s where my mixed feelings came in. What kind of fool would I have been to tell the truth
after the reception I received? They wouldn’t understand it if I told them I thought I was asleep.
How could I explain to them that I believed it was a lucid dream that I could alter if I wished
and, after killing all those men, I didn’t believe it was real? If Jesus hadn’t explained this
phenomenon to me, I wouldn’t have believed such a thing, myself, nor, if I heard that excuse
from someone else, would I accept such a tale. By playing out my fantasies, I had killed six
men, which almost made it murder. Had not my brother Jesus once said to me “you can commit
a sin even by simply thinking evil toward someone?” and look at my sin? I had blood on my
hands. What would he think if he learned of what I had done? On the other hand, I was no
longer an outcast among my fellow travelers. I no longer had to worry about my back. I was
considered a hero by men who once hated me, and most of them would probably become my
friends. I wondered if my brothers James, Joseph, and Simon would be proud of me now. After
all, I had saved the camp from ambush and slaughter. This was certainly a good beginning for
my career in the legion. Yet, despite my fame, there was definitely a downside. I would have to
live up to the legend of Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, if what Aulus said was true. When I
arrived at the fort in Antioch, the word would get out to the men, and I would be expected to act
the part. If I continued the masquerade, which was what it was, the lie might catch up with me
when I was put to the test.
What should I do? I asked myself as we struck camp. Should I tell them all I thought I
was dreaming and it was all a big mistake? If I explained what really happened, which would be
difficult to do, I would become, at the very least, an outcast. They might even think I was
insane. Trapped by circumstance, I would, of course, choose the safer option and, for the time
being, play the role. The less said the better. Hopefully, I could intrigue the prefect with my
gifts and prevent exposing myself in battle by displaying my talents as a scribe and interpreter
instead of a soldier. Otherwise, I decided, as I climbed onto my mule and joined the others on
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the road, I would have to return with Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto to Galilee and give up my
dreams. This would be cold comfort for me, but far better than living a lie, unless, of course, no
one found out. Everything depended on how I was received in Antioch. Could I obtain a
position as a scribe and not have to prove myself as a soldier or would they turn me over to a
centurion for swearing in when I arrived at the fort? If I couldn’t present my qualifications to the
prefect, I must bow out politely. I wanted to believe that my powers of persuasion were strong
enough to convince Aurelian of my talents once I was received in his headquarters. I had no
desire to play the part of Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper for all those men. Before that happened,
I would make a quick exit. There were worse things than living in Nazareth the rest of my life,
… being dead was one of them.
******
Perhaps it was my youthful foolishness that caused my spirits to rise during the remainder
of our journey. Knowing the consequences of what I did at the imperial station should have
shaken me much more than it did, and yet I was feeling much better about myself. After all, I
hadn’t wanted this acclaim. It wasn’t my fault that men had attacked our camp, and I thought I
was still asleep. I had almost convinced myself of these facts, which is why I joined in the
friendly banter of the group and had accepted my nickname as the Reaper. What spoiled my
reverie during the trip were the words of my oldest brother: “If you commit a crime in your
heart, you have sinned in the eyes of God.” Had he been in my dreamscape, Jesus would have
seen murder in my heart. Though I saved the others by my quick action, it had been done
playfully and deliberately with no thought of danger in my dream. Added to my sin as murderer,
therefore, was the lesser but more dangerous sin of lying. I was letting Decimus and the others
think I was a “natural,” as Aulus called it. I had not pressed the point that I was dreaming, which
I suggested last night. Jesus would, of course, also consider this course to be foolish—the sort of
fabrication that would lead me further and further down a road to destruction. At the end of the
road—the fort at Antioch, I had a very important decision to make: stay or leave. It was as
simple as that, such an uncomplicated choice, in fact, I should have felt relieved, but at I rode
north alongside of Caesarius, the old veteran brought me down to earth.
At first it seemed as if he had read my mind. “Thaddeus,” he called discreetly, “what if
the prefect won’t see you? They might just try to swear you in.”
“Huh?” I blinked. “That would be bad, very bad,” I mumbled repeatedly, shaking my
head.
It had been like a splash of cold water in my face. Caesarius reached over in his saddle
and shook my sleeve, counseling sternly, “If Aurelian doesn’t need your services, you mustn’t
dally. It could become a snare for you. They always need men. The legion is no place for you!”
“You don’t think I should be a soldier?” I asked in a tremulous voice.
“No, I don’t,” his voice softened. “It’s not what you want. You want to be a scribe, not a
soldier. I can’t explain what happened last night, but it wasn’t normal. You might not be so
lucky next time.”
“Was it just luck?” I glanced up at the sky. “It happened so quickly,...like in a dream.”
Looking around self-consciously, he laughed softly to himself. “Well, I know one thing
lad, your God’s watching out for you. I might even call it a miracle in the way you dodged all
those swords!”
“I’m glad you’re my friend,” I replied, sighing with relief. “My weapon’s the pen, not the
sword. If the prefect doesn’t give me what I want, I’m going home. I won’t dally.”
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“Good!” Caesarius nodded with approval. “No more heroics unless someone has your
back!”
A hysterical laugh escaped my throat. Caesarius sensed something unnatural about my
bravery. I suspected, though I couldn’t be certain, that he thought it was a fluke. I wondered if
the others felt the same way. When they called me Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, I detected a
note of sarcasm in the title, especially from Apollo and Ajax, who also called me the Angel of
Death. I particularly deplored that title. At least Thaddeus Judaicus, without the epithet,
sounded like a Roman name. What I dreaded most, when I looked ahead, was the possibility that
the auxilia, themselves, might put me to the test. I knew, of course, that Decimus, Aulus, Vesto,
Caesarius, and probably Rufus would have protected me before last night, but what if they
believed I was a natural warrior as Aulus exclaimed. After my display of courage, would they
let their guard down, thinking that I could take care of myself? On the other hand, I half hoped,
what if they were being sarcastic too? If everyone thought last night was, in fact, a fluke, I could
go back to being the “wet-behind-the-ears Jew,” and perhaps this might all die down and not
become a legend as Aulus warned.
What gave me hope were the exaggerated compliments given to me by Aulus, though I
knew he was my friend. Calling me a natural warrior and telling me that I would become a
legend at the fort had a chilling effect on me at first, but then I noticed a twinkle in his eyes when
he extolled my feat, as if he was relating a tall tale. Though most of my traveling companions
were simply curious when they asked questioned about last night, Langullus, Apollo, and Ajax
continued to snarl disbelievingly at me. Fronto teased me good-naturedly, giving me his own
nickname (“Little Jew-boy warrior”) and Ibrim suggested half-seriously that I might be
possessed by a Jinn.
******
On the ride to Tyre, our next stop, we pulled off the road near a small town to water our
horses and snack on dried fish, local plumbs, and the biscuits that were the mainstay of soldiers
on the march. As I feared, I was taunted by Apollo and Ajax unmercifully and given my first
test. I had deliberately placed the sword loaned to me in my saddlebag to avoid such a challenge.
The Egyptian noted this oversight as he studied my belt.
“You’ve been quiet after last night,” he said, handing me his gladius. “The fact is,
Thaddeus Judaicus, you killed six men. Show us some of your moves—particularly how you
dueled three men at the same time, that backward thrust that killed one attacker, and how you
tossed that spear and saved Langullus’ life.”
“Yes, Angel of Death,” Ajax grinned mischievously, “teach us the art of killing without
fear or mercy. Demonstrate for us your god-like strength.”
I was picking plums with Caesarius and Rufus when the challenge came. Though
wounded, with his arm in a sling, Enrod, was sitting beneath the plum tree, enjoying the fruit
offered to him. Naturally, I froze in my tracks as if I was in imminent danger, which I might be
in if I took hold of Apollo’s sword. Geta, Langullus, Fronto, and Ibrim joined my antagonists to
form a wide circle around us. Even Enrod hobbled over for the event. While the two Gauls
stood there expectantly, waiting for my next move, Caesarius, though frightened, himself, stood
directly in front of me, waving off the Egyptian’s sword.
“Thaddeus doesn’t enjoy killing,” his voice shook. “Why do you tease him? Leave him
alone!”
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Delicately gripping the blade, Apollo once more presented his sword, handle forward as
before, only to have it swatted out of his hand. Picking up the weapon, he looked menacingly at
the veteran, then, with the gladius in the palms of his hands, presented it to me as an offering,
bowing his head. This time, Caesarius seemed intimidated by the Egyptian’s glare. For a
moment, impressed by Apollo’s gesture, which I had once seen in Joseph of Arimathea’s guards,
I almost took the gladius. I wasn’t sure what I was suppose to do with it this time. Should I
move it around in a flurry of sword strokes or, would I have a mock duel with one of the auxilia
to show my expertise? Caesarius was more afraid for me than for himself, but he stood alone
against the group. Even Rufus and Enrod, whom I thought were my friends, seemed to be
waiting anxiously for my next feat. Withdrawing my hand after it had inched forth, I looked
around helplessly for Decimus and Aulus. Where are you? My mind cried out.
Suddenly, as if he heard my thoughts, Decimus hollered in the distance, “You two, get
away from him. I know your game!” “Did you hear me Apollo?” he shouted, racing to the
scene. “Put that sword back in its scabbard. Thaddeus has nothing to prove!”
Aulus, not far behind, barked out orders. “All of you, back away. Take care of your
mounts. All them must be watered. After they graze in the field, brush them down, and check
their hooves. We want to reach Tyre by tonight.”
“What did I tell you about leaving Thaddeus alone?” Decimus glared at Apollo.
“We just wanted an example of his powers.” The Egyptian said mockingly. “The way he
took care of that fellow in back of him—sphit-sphit—was marvelous.”
“Go-a-way!” Decimus roared in his face.
“Why can’t the lad act on his own?” Ajax stepped forward slowly. “After what he did last
night, we’re all curious. I especially admire the way he threw that spear.”
“Here,” Fronto said good-naturedly, “take mine.”
The Thracian handed me his spear. I touched the shaft, recoiling at the thought.
Decimus pulled me aside before I could change my mind. “What’s the matter with you?” he
searched my face. My moment of truth had come and gone. Instead of taking a chance, I was
displaying timidity, even cowardice in front of the optio. Fortunately for me that moment, a
troubling specter emerged from the trees: Abzug, the courier, a young goat slung over one
shoulder, his quiver of arrows clutched in his hand.
“Ho-ho,” he cried airily, “I’d like to see our hero fire my bow”
Approaching us with his prize, the courier glanced sheepishly at the optio, who was
greatly agitated. To my benefit, the subject shifted instantly to Abzug, who had found us some
fresh “game.” Both curses and laughter erupted from the men. Decimus surged forward,
confronting him immediately as he strolled up to the group.
“Greats shade of Caesar!” he found his voice. Jabbing a finger into Abzug’s chest, he
growled through clinched teeth. “Did anyone see you kill that unfortunate beast? That could’ve
been some villager’s pet!”
“He was roaming freely,” Abzug explained calmly. “That means he’s fair game. I saw no
one around, so I fired an arrow. It was a lucky shot. No one’s the wiser. We have fresh meat
tonight.”
“You fool,” Aulus scolded. “We don’t need more trouble with the locals. The Syrians
value goats more than their sheep. This could become another incident!”
“How do you know you weren’t spotted?” Decimus looked around self-consciously at the
landscape. “There’s a town right over that hill—Syrians, not Jews. We can’t prepare and eat that
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goat. What were you thinking? What if they come looking for it and see us cooking it on a spit?
They might go for the magistrates. We don’t know how those people will react!”
As if the current crisis mattered little, Fronto placed his lance in my hand. “Go ahead,”
he coaxed, “give it a toss.”
“Yes,” Ajax said, rubbing his hands, “give it a toss.”
Decimus wanted to throttle Abzug but lost his focus when he looked over and saw
Fronto, Ajax, Apollo, and Ibrim surrounding me again. The auxilia were not only testing me but
challenging the optio too. To avoid another confrontation, Decimus tried to hold his temper, but
he felt no such inhibition around Abzug, who had left the previous fort in disgrace.
“Get rid of it—immediately,” he poked his chest. “There’s plenty of jackals around here.”
He glanced at the trio with a snarl. “They’ll take care of it!”
Abzug smiled wanly at the double meaning, backing away with his kill. Goat meat was
normally tough, but this one was young. We had eaten sparsely today, and yet I was conflicted
about what he had done. On the one hand I felt sorry for the beast. On the other hand, it would
taste really good. Decimus, however, would have none of it. He was furious with the Syrian’s
actions. Once again, we might be in trouble with the locals. Because his attention was divided
between Abzug and the auxilia, I felt momentarily cornered. Decimus and Aulus had tried to
protect me, as had Caesarius. Now, as Fronto and Ajax stood silently, arms folded, waiting for
me to prove myself, it was up to me. If I refused to throw the spear, it would seem timid if not
spineless. If I threw it and missed the mark, I would look like a bumbling fool. None of my
options were good. What decided the issue was the voice of Ibrim as he played down the event.
“Don’t worry, Thaddeus Judaicus, no one, not even Caesar could duplicate last night’s shot.”
“Humph, that’s true enough,” I replied giddily, reaching for the spear.
“Thaddeus, you have nothing to prove.” The optio waved his hands irritably. “Everyone
—see to your mounts. Let’s put this stop behind us. Enrod needs medical treatment. I’m
sending Aulus over that hill to find a physician. If we can’t find one, we’ll be leaving soon. You
men must be ready.” “No more games!” He looked at Ajax and Apollo.
“Decimus, wait a moment,” I heard Aulus mutter tactfully to the optio, “we might as well
take the goat with us. The deed’s done. It would be a terrible waste to leave it out for jackals or
wild dogs.”
“We’ll have to leave soon.” Decimus sighed wearily. “The question is, is there a
physician in that village?”
“I don’t think so.” Aulus shrugged his shoulders. “There might be someone practicing
folk medicine, but I doubt we’ll find such a man.”
Enrod spoke up that moment, “Ibrim’s herbs have made the swelling go down. I’ll be all
right until our next stop.”
Rufus looked at his brother with concern as he and Geta propped him up. Thoughts of
my mother flashed through my mind. From the many potions gathered from her garden and
Nazareth’s rolling hills, she had created an apothecary of medicines. I had seen them work on
Samuel, the Pharisee and Joachim, our town’s rabbi. Along with Jesus powers of prayer, her
efforts saved my friend Uriah’s life. I was certain Mama could heal Enrod too. This time she
wouldn’t even need Jesus’ help. It was a clean slash to the arm, not a near-mortal wound as the
one Reuben had received and been brought back by my mother from the brink of death. As I
was warmed by these reflections, Fronto had whispered what my target would be: a solitary oak
standing in the meadow. “Hit it squarely in the trunk.” He winked. “You should be able to do
that.”
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Exhaling heavily, I wiped my brow, took a deep breath, raised the weapon over my head,
and aiming carefully, released the spear. Everyone stood there, mouths agape, watching the
missile arc over the meadow and, very quickly, strike dead center in the trunk of the tree. As
Fronto’s lance quivered in the trunk, I felt arms slapping my shoulders, including, to my surprise,
Ajax and Langullus. Silently the three Roman regulars, Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto, had
watched the exhibition. During that interval, to their surprise, I had once more become the
center of attraction. Until our horses were ready and the men climbed onto their mounts, I just
stood there, watching Fronto retrieve his lance.
“I never would’ve believed it,” Ajax had muttered, walking away. “He did it again. The
Jew hit it dead center!”
Fronto handed me his lance that moment. “Here,” he said amiably, “I have another one.
This one’s yours.”
I had no idea where I would stow it on my saddle, but I took the weapon graciously, with
a slight bow. Decimus, Aulus, and Caesarius smiled at me, shaking their heads. Ibrim held up a
handful of dust and let it blow away in the wind. “You are filled with a great spirit!” he declared
climbing onto his horse. Abzug covered his kill with a blanket and tied it one of the mules. He
promised to prepare it himself at our next stop. One reason this was allowed, I learned later, was
to hide the evidence. This is how Decimus justified changing his mind. Everyone lined up
cheerfully on their mounts, two-by-two, as he directed, with Caesarius once more riding next to
me, and Rufus and his wounded brother behind. Finally, the optio called out, “Let’s get on the
road. Keep in formation. Hopefully we’ll reach the imperial station near Tyre before sunset.
For Enrod’s sake, we shall move quickly. If we make good time, Abzug will prepare the goat for
us near the next town.”
Aulus galloped down the line of riders to inspect the ranks. As he rode passed me, he
called out for my benefit. “Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper—the legend lives on!”
“What have I done?” I groaned.
“I’m sorry, lad,” Caesarius spoke kindheartedly, “but you should’ve missed that throw.
You don’t want to be a legend. Your weapon is the pen!”
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Chapter Nine
The Falling Sickness

At Ptolemais, I had, for the first time in my life, seen Mare Nostrum from afar, and then a
ways further, as we turned north, glimpsed snatches of its emerald surface. On our way to the
first imperial way station, however, as the road curved inland, the hills of Lebanon blocked our
view. As I write these lines, I remember a bard’s verse: “The sea, the sea, yon I see lost horizon
in reverie.” It was a poem written to a lost love, and yet, as I think about that moment, it
captured the mood. One day a ship would, as a method of travel, become as important to me as a
horse and Roman road. During this period in my life, the lure of the ocean had already fastened
itself in my imagination. Jesus, during his travels with Joseph of Arimathea, told my family and
me about the Great Sea. I envisioned it many times in my mind, and I couldn’t wait until I saw it
again.
Earlier, on the map Decimus showed us, the first imperial way station near the town of
Ecdippa appeared to sit by the shoreline, but it was actually a league or more inland. Alas, until
we reached Tyre, this would be true for Acre and other wayside stops as well. Yet, on the way
north, as we followed the Roman highway, the familiar smell of sea grew strong. I was
reminded once again why I wanted to see the world. The notion of being a passenger on a ship,
like the ones Jesus sailed in, swam in my thoughts. Though we were close to a beach, rows of
trees hid the view of the Great Sea, so that I saw patches of blue here and there, an occasional sea
gull flying overhead, until my dulled senses were awakened, my nostrils intoxicated by the salty
air and smell of cedar and pine. I wondered if the others felt the same way. What a grand sight
it was for me—my second glimpse of Mare Nostrum as the Romans called it, as the shoreline
came momentarily in view: a rocky panorama bisected by ragged white breakers that divided the
land from the sea. We were, the optio reminded us, still in Syria, and Acre, the town we were
approaching had, as Ptolamais, no substantial Roman presence. Its citizens, Decimus explained,
were under the jurisdiction of the governor and protection of the garrison at Tyre, but that was
over a half days ride from this town. The fact was, there was, as at many stops in our journey, no
official Roman protection for several leagues. Instead of hostile Jews we might find hostile
Syrians. It all depended on how we behaved ourselves. We were guests, the optio admonished;
we must act the part. The difference this time was that it wasn’t a village on the other side of a
hill. We would be riding directly into the seaside town. Instead of hostile Jews we might
encounter hostile Syrians, many of whom loved strangers, especially Romans, no better than
Jews.
Fortunately, we would arrive in Tyre without serious incident. Perhaps the one exception
might have been an event that challenged the misconception of my prowess as a Thaddeus, the
Reaper. At our stop in Acre, our purpose was simply to water and feed our horses and, during a
brief rest, eat a frugal meal. Out of earshot from the optio, members of the auxilia insisted that I
test my skills. Ajax suggested I shoot the bow and Apollo offered me his knife. With the spear
he gave me, Fronto good-naturedly egged me on, and Ibrim offered to teach me how to use the
sling. Since this was the weapon David used to bring down Goliath, great pressure was brought
on me by Ibrim. As a one-time shepherd of Galilee, he had learned enough of my people’s
history to make sport of me. After a rock toss to decide what weapon to use, it was agreed that I
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would toss the dagger. The rope to the wooden pale sitting on the community well was cut and
the pail was placed as my target on a tree stump nearby. This mischief had occurred, as it had
before, when Decimus and Aulus were absent. While we watered our horses, they left with the
wounded Enrod to find a local physician in town. During this interval, Apollo taught me how to
hold the dagger and aim it at the pail. He insisted that this would be an easy task for Thaddeus,
the Reaper. Bored after the long ride, everyone cheered this diversion. Though disappointed
with the choice of weapons, Fronto and Ajax, as well as Abzug and Langullus, lined up with
their own knives waiting for their turns. A handful of townsfolk watched from afar, glaring with
displeasure at the rowdy men. Caesarius tried pulling me away from Apollo’s clutches, but
everyone else, including Vesto, offered encouragement. Caught off guard with the absence of
my protectors and overwhelmed by the group’s enthusiasm, I followed Apollo’s instructions to
hold the tip of the knife and raise it just so, certain that my weapon would go whistling past the
mark.
Luck (or was it God’s design?) could carry me only so far. Time was suspended for me,
the world fell silent as I prepared to throw. Where were Decimus and Aulus? I thought
frantically. I was on the verge to tell everyone the truth: I was not a hero; I was a coward. What
was taking them so long? Then, before the knife left my fingertips, I heard the shrill voice of the
optio and Aulus cursing in a loud voice: “There at again—testing the poor lad. Pausing as a
statue, I looked to the heavens, muttering thank you, thank you, thank you!” “Thaddeus,”
Decimus barked, “put down that weapon!” “I told you to watch him,” he scolded Vesto. “That
jug was attached to the well’s rope. It’s a communal well. I leave you men for one moment.
This is how you behave?”
“We’re just havin’ some fun,” grumbled Ajax.
“How’re you feeling?” Rufus approached his brother with concern.
“A trifling matter,” Enrod waved with his free hand. “Ol’ Ibrim’s potion worked. The
physician just changed the dressing. I was already on the mend.” “Thank you,” he said, bowing
to the scout. “I’m in your debt.”
“It was my pleasure,” Ibrim returned his bow.
“Thaddeus, did you hear me.” Decimus asked, standing in my line of fire.
Frozen in mid-air those seconds, the dagger fell to the ground as Rufus inspected his
brother’s bandaged hand and sling. My moment of glory had passed.
“I told you it was fluke,” Apollo grumbled.
“Yeah,” snarled the Greek, “he must’ve been sleep-walking.”
“Awe, he could’ve done it,” Fronto slapped my shoulder. “He has the eye.”
“Not a chance,” scoffed Geta. “A knife is much harder than a spear.”
“Even I couldn’t do that,” Ibrim snorted. “That’s a tricky toss. I tell you, the proper
weapon for a Jewish boy is a sling.”
“Enough with the weapons,” growled Decimus. “We must reach Tyre by nightfall.
Enrod’s on the mend, our mounts are rested. Let’s eat our noonday meal and hit the road.”
I sighed loudly, which brought on more snickers from Ajax, Apollo, and Langullus, who,
in spite of his fine words, appeared to resent my saving his life. Begrudgingly, Geta seemed to
have accepted me in the group, as had Abzug and Fronto. Like my friend Caesarius, the Gauls
appeared to have accepted me from the beginning. It seemed obvious to me that Ibrim, who
began teasing me again with his offer to teach me the sling, shared Apollo, Ajax, and Langullus’
prejudice. When Decimus saw the sling in Ibrim’s fist, he charged forth and yanked it out of his
hand.
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“Enough, I say!” he cried, tossing it aside.
“A thousand pardons.” Ibrim bobbed his head. “No offense intended.”
As Decimus looked around the group, Ibrim retrieved his sling, giving me a wink as he
tucked it into his shirt. We were given only a few moments to eat our snack of moldy bread
before climbing into our saddles. Aulus and Vesto had already mounted their horses. Before
mounting his stallion, the optio looked with great irritation around at the group.
“You men expect Thaddeus to work miracles? I don’t know what happened at the
imperial station. Maybe Geta was right, and Jude was sleepwalking. But this nonsense stops
right now. The fact is Thaddeus wants to be a scribe. Marksmenship is only part of being a
soldier. He needs more training. Let’s not rush matters. Give him time. He’s just a lad.”
“Sounds fair to me.” Abzug nodded.
“Yes,” Fronto agreed, “even a natural needs growing.”
Geta frowned thoughtfully. Rufus and Enrod grinned. Ibrim stepped forward impishly,
munching his bread, a sly look on his face.
“A scribe, eh?” He cackled. “That’s a noble profession. A soldier scribe’s even better.”
“Bah!” Apollo and Ajax grumbled under the breaths.
Caesarius stood on the right side of me. Rufus, his arm on his brother’s shoulder, stood
on my left. Along with Decimus and Aulus, these men would remain my closest companions in
the days ahead. Now that everyone had finished his snack and the subject of my marksmanship
had been squelched, Decimus, astride his horse, gave the order to proceed. After we climbed
sluggishly onto our mounts, the three Roman regulars shepherded us back into formation and
onto the road. Caesarius came alongside of me that moment, reached over to pat my thigh,
announcing for my benefit, “The sooner we get on the road the better!”
“Aye.” Rufus turned in the saddle and nodded. “I like Tyre. That’s a real city. You’ll
like it, too, Thaddeus. They have Greek, even Falernian wine, and all kinds of fine food.”
Murmurs of approval followed this declaration. Caesarius gave me quiet counsel again,
scolding me for not saying no to Apollo in the first place. Once again he reminded me that I
should make up my mind before we reach Antioch on whether I wanted to risk being sworn into
the legions and live up to the legend of Thaddeus the Reaper or accompany Decimus, Aulus and
Vesto back to the fort. Because we were in a more gentle climate, Decimus allowed us to chatter
freely, even exchange friendly banter (usually aimed at me), if we kept our voices low. This
was, I would learn, the normal routine for soldiers on the march. There couldn’t be dissension in
the ranks. More importantly, voices were carried in the wind. In Galilee we had been worried
about bandits and insurrectionist, but in Syria our only concern were the occasional gang of
brigands. This close to the ocean, the sound of the sea blowing through the trees and scream of
the gulls drowned out our chatter. In fact, I could scarcely hear their conversations. Caesarius
leaned over in the saddle as he talked to interpret their mood. My actions by the well had
confused some of them, he explained. It was not so much the fact that I hadn’t tossed the
dagger; it was the look on my face: fear and indecision. As I cupped my ear to hear them discuss
my timidity—nay cowardice, Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto rode up and down the line of
horsemen, keeping the line tight, in two-by-two formation, with a wary eye on Apollo, Ajax, and
Ibrim. After riding ahead to scout out the road, Vesto galloped back to say that all was well—the
road was clear. This gesture or ritual would have meant little in Galilee where a bandit might
lurk behind every hill and stand of trees. It seemed on close inspection as he rode past, that
Vesto was tipsy. Like my father, I had also acquired a taste for the vine and was thankful and
relieved when Caesarius pulled out a flask of wine from his vest and offered me a drink.
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“Here,” he whispered discreetly, “you need this.”
“You’re a true friend,” I said, gulping it down and passing it quickly back.
Just that moment Aulus galloped by, saying nothing as he looked my way. After a short
while, Caesarius let me have another swig. This time, to his dismay, I guzzled it down greedily.
My head swam, and I smiled foolishly at myself. I was, if I wasn’t careful, on the road to
becoming a drunk. This hour had been stressful for me. My miraculous state at the imperial
station had been given a name by none other than Geta, my onetime critic. I had been a
sleepwalker. My ambition, which Ibrim had defined for me, was to be a soldier scribe. Both of
these definitions were illogical abstractions to me. There was no such thing as a soldier scribe,
and I was still grappling with the miracle at our last camp. Whether or not members of our group
accepted either of these definitions would not be settled at this stage in our journey. We had not
traveled that far to our destination, and yet I had become a legend only to prove at Acre my
cowardice when put to the test.
******
During our journey to Tyre, we encountered a herd of sheep crossing the highway and a
suspicious band of horseman riding in the opposite direction, but nothing more serious until our
next stop. The sheep, who appeared suddenly from a grove of trees, spooked the horses and
mules, and when the men rode past us, we kept our hands on our swords. Then, as I listened to
the chatter of the men, and reflected upon the events of the past two days, I began feeling lightheaded. I wondered at first if it might be the wine, but the sensation I experienced seemed to be
set off by the commotion around me. During the short period when we watered our horses and
let them forage in a farmer’s field of wheat, Ajax brought up Geta’s suggestion that I had been
sleepwalking when I killed those men, which was very close to the truth. The Greek seemed
happy to dispel my feat. Apollo, however, disagreed, claiming to have seen children and adults
sleepwalking, which I was not doing when I slew those men. Often, he pointed out, such
sleepers moved aimlessly forward, their eyes closed, stumbling stiff-leggedly, bumping into
things, having no control over the dream they found themselves in. When they awakened they
had no memory of their dream. Rufus, Enrod, and Abzug disagreed with Ajax’s assessment too.
A sleepwalker could not have used the sword as I did or have thrown a spear as I had done,
Rufus argued. Langullus was living testament to that. My eyes had been wide open, Abzug
reminded Ajax, and I didn’t stumble. I fought like a gladiator.
Though I kept silent, I nodded mutely, recoiling at this characterization. Apollo, Rufus,
Enrod, and Abzug were correct, and yet part of me wished Geta was right. I had seen my
brother Simon sleepwalk before, and it was nothing like my experience at the station. When the
Greek reminded them of the expression on my face and how easily I tumbled back into slumber,
this caused Geta to nod. Had I known I was awake, Ajax insisted, I would have panicked and
been killed outright. This was true, of course, which made half of Ajax’s argument true. I
wasn’t certain if Geta really believed I was sleepwalking and I was uncertain what Langullus
believed, but I saw Fronto and Ibrim shake their heads and frown at Ajax’s insistence I did it in
my sleep. The truth was I hadn’t behaved like a sleepwalker. I knew, recalling with perfect
clarity, what I had done. Normally, I was a coward. I had killed all those men playfully, like a
child’s pretend game. A cold shudder shot down my back with this reminder. The dizzy feeling
had come over me after we pulled off the road worsened. Caesarius reached over and steadied
me as I climbed off my saddle and joined the others at the farmer’s well. Patiently waiting for
their turns, the optio and his men watched the horses and mules. Now, as we stood around the
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well drinking our fill, I found the argument about me unbearable. Ajax was pointing out how
illogical it was that a wet-behind-the-ears Jew could have done such a thing unless he had been
asleep. Ibrim returned to his earlier belief that I had been possessed by a jinn, while most of the
others, including Apollo, called it a miracle. According to the Egyptian, almost mockingly, “A
god, perhaps the great Zeus, himself, known to be perverse when it came to interfering in human
destiny, gave him power.” Only Fronto thought I might be a “natural,” with a killer instinct born
of necessity that few men had.
I liked none of these alternatives. If I was, as Fronto believed, “blessed” with this gift, I
was cursed because I had to prove it again and again. I certainly wasn’t, as Apollo claimed,
empowered by a pagan god. On the other hand, if I didn’t live up to the legend, I would be
branded a coward. My dreams of travel and adventure would be over. I would have to go home
and follow my father’s trade. Caesarius, more concerned with my comportment, gripped my
shoulder, muttering a curse at them, as he led me away.
“Jude…Thaddeus,” his voice broke in, “are you all right?”
“He looks pale,” said Enrod, surging forward, with his good arm, gripping my waste.
Rufus, Abzug, Fronto, and Geta surrounded me, as I was guided to a tree stump by the
road. Decimus and Aulus, who had been busy with the horses, ran over finally, as I began to
collapse. A phenomena was overtaking me which I had not felt sense I was a child. My parents
had hoped that I had outgrown it, but I sensed with great dread that it was coming on again. The
world spun around my head, voices grew faint, and faces grew dim, yet for a moment I felt much
better as I sat on the stump. Decimus was asking Ajax if he were jealous of me. Why did he try
to debunk what he saw with his own eyes?
“Ajax—all of you,” he said hoarsely. “I wished Thaddeus had never had to do such a
thing, but if he hadn’t, we might all be dead.” Looking around the group, he again demanded
silence on the subject of my prowess with the spear and sword. “You especially,” he pointed at
Ajax. “Your hatred of Thaddeus has blinded you,” “and I don’t believe in the gods, Apollo,” he
turned to the Egyptian. “Whatever happened back there at the imperial station can’t be explained.
Let’s leave it at that!”
At that point, Ajax exploded in anger at Decimus “high and mighty” ways, but the words
were garbled as I slumped forward finally onto the ground. I would never know what was said
next, but I would find out later as I came to what happened to me, which was the worst time for
such an event. My father had warned me that this condition might return, and that I might fall
off my horse and injure myself or collapse at a most embarrassing time. Fortunately for me, only
a portion of his prophecy came true. I had not been on my horse and had only a short ways to
fall. Caesarius and Rufus gave me the details of what occurred when I was fully conscious.
Before this point, after I was rolled over and a piece of wood stuffed between my teeth, I began
to awaken from this state. I caught snatches of their reaction and heard great concern from my
friends after I pitched face forward and tumbled onto my face, twitching and foaming at the
mouth.
“You see, I told you,” exclaimed Apollo, “he’s touched by the gods.”
“Perhaps it’s an evil jinn,” Ibrim suggested.
“Or he’s mad,” Ajax sneered.
“Nonsense,” Decimus said, with great irritation, brushing their looming faces away, “I’ve
seen this before. The lad’s ill. Can’t you men see that?”
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In less than a moment, it was over. My eyes were open and my body floated below my
audience. Brushing them away impatiently, Aulus’ beefy jowls and flushed face loomed over
me as he pulled the stick from my mouth.
“It’s the falling sickness,” Caesarius said almost reverently. “Caesar had it. Many great
warriors had it. This points to great things.”
“Well,” Vesto decided, clucking his tongue, “this explains his great feat.”
“Vesto!” Aulus scolded, wiping my face. “I expected that from them, not you. All of
this has been too much for him. We’ll never be able to explain what happened back there, but
this puts an end to his soldiering.”
“But Caesar had it,” my friend was adamant. “I tell you, it portends great things!”
“It’s true!” Apollo looked around the group for agreement. “They made Caesar a god. In
my people’s civilization this was one proof of divinity. This changes everything in my eyes.”
“That might’ve worked for Caesar and Pharaoh.” Decimus sighed with resolution. “It
won’t work for a Galilean Jew. With such an affliction, Thaddeus can never join the legion. He
would be in harm’s way. Most soldiers are superstitious, but they don’t understand the falling
sickness. I don’t understand it either. I wouldn’t wish that on anyone, Caesarius, even you.
What would happen if your pet is marching along on his hoped for steed and he tumbles off and
breaks his head. How would Aurelian act if, during Thaddeus’ interview, he had such a fit? We
have a long way to go, men. This isn’t good!”
By now, the fog of my falling sickness had cleared enough for comprehension. The full
impact of Decimus words crashed in on me jolting me into a sitting position. In my weakened
state I began weeping copiously. It was over, I thought, my face buried in my hands: my dreams,
my ambition, my future as a scribe and interpreter. I would go home and learn to be a carpenter
like my father. My fate seemed sealed.
“Now look what you did.” Caesarius sat down to comfort me. “You could’ve waited until
he was stronger for that news!”
“Hah,” scoffed Decimus, “you thought he should go back too. Until that miracle, most of
you did. I don’t want him to get himself killed. I know how this might be received by the first
centurion in Antioch and the prefect. They’ll send him home. If he doesn’t return with Aulus,
Vesto and me and waits there hoping he’ll become a scribe, he’ll be cast out alone.”
“We want the same things,” Aulus murmured thoughtfully to Caesarius. “He’s still a
youth, barely old enough to hold a sword. He has his whole life ahead of him.” “Thaddeus,” he
said, pulling my hands away, “not everyone has to join the army. You can still be a scribe. This
friend of your brother you told us about, Joseph of Arimathea, might give you employment.”
“I...I tried so hard.” I simpered. “Why did this have to happen now?”
“Cry baby,” Langullus muttered. “Take it like a man!”
“Shut your scurvy mouth!” Vesto growled.
“Listen...I remember a young man,” Geta remarked, gazing into the distance. “Every time
he got really upset, he had the falling sickness, like Thaddeus here. There’s nothing divine about
it. I’ve grown to like Thaddeus for his goodness, not his expertise with the sword or spear. At
first, because of his holier-than-thou air, I despised him. Now, I trust him. He has a kind heart.
I don’t think he would ever betray or slight a friend. Trust, like truth, is hard to find.”
“Aye!” Rufus, Enrod, and Fronto chimed.
“Well,” Abzug studied my face, “maybe there’s a cure. I’ve heard about a place where
they cure almost any disease or malady—a Greek island. I visited it once.”
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“You mean Kos?” Decimus made a face. “Charlatans—all of them. A good physician is
hard to find. You sure won’t find any in the legions. They wouldn’t know what to do with
Thaddeus’ problem.”
“It’s more than that,” Ajax said with finality, “it’s his manners. The fort’s no place for
Thaddeus. If this happens there, they’ll torment him. He won’t last a week. It’s not his fault,
Decimus. He’s not cut out for it. Before he’s sworn in, he should return home!”
Vesto gave him a cynical look. “I thought you hated him. Do you really care?”
“I don’t hate Thaddeus,” Ajax scowled. “I didn’t like him, perhaps. I sill find him hard to
take, but I think I understand him now. It’s a Jewish thing. They’re a high-strung people those
Jews. They’re always in revolt. When we captured that band of Judah, the Galilean’s, they wept
and gnashed their teeth, but they were still a brave lot to challenge Rome.”
“I’m a coward.” I said in a whisper. “I never wanted to be a hero or legend. I just want to
be a scribe and see the world.”
“Humph, you don’t need the army for that,” grunted Langullus. “Join the navy. They’ll
take any warm body with arms.”
This surly, embittered man had given me an alternative to the legion. I muttered my
thanks.
“One thing, though” he added, pointing to my tearstained face, “you mustn’t do that.
You must take it like a man—soldier or sailor. They’ll toss you overboard.”
“Bah! I would never join the navy.” Apollo made a face.
Vesto shook his head vigorously. “That was bad advice, Langullus. A Roman galley
would destroy Thaddeus.”
“Yes, Langullus,” chided Aulus, “that’s no an alternative, none at all. You want him
rowing a galley or swabbing a deck. What if his ship sinks? There are a lot of dangers at sea.
He’s safer in the legions than on a stinkin’ boat!” “Thaddeus,” he said, giving me a kindly look,
“what’s wrong with being a carpenter? The swordplay and spear toss back there showed great
promise but you don’t have to follow it through. Any one of those cashiered veterans would
trade places with you. I might myself, if I could find myself a Jewish wench.”
“True enough,” agreed Langullus. “We just don’t understand you. We killed so many of
you people it doesn’t seem natural having you in our group. Why in the name of Jupiter and
Mars do you want to join us?”
“He told you.” Decimus grew impatient. “He wants to be a scribe.”
“Aye,” Caesarius jumped in, “he wants to see the world. His weapon is the pen, not the
sword. ”
“What a waste!” grumbled Apollo.
“It must’ve have been a fluke.” Ajax shook his head.
“Fluke, nothing,” blared Fronto. “He killed six men, he did, and hit that tree dead center.
How do you explain that?”
“We can’t,” the optio grunted, “no one can. Get over it.” “Listen up men,” he shouted,
clapping his hands, “mount up and move out. We must reach Tyre before nightfall.”
Caesarius and Rufus helped me climb shakily onto my mule. Everyone fell quickly into
double file, following the optio back onto the highway leading us north. A strange quiet fell over
the riders, as if something momentous had happened. I also sensed disappointment in the group.
As the optio led our small band, Aulus rode up and down the ranks, and Vesto galloped ahead to
inspect the road, each man sitting on his horse or mule chewing on his thoughts. Caesarius, who
like most of my traveling companions, had my best interest at heart, broke the silence. Bending
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over to check my pallor, he whispered discreetly, “You are special Thaddeus Judaicus, that I
know.” A moment later, as I thought about what he said, I shook my head, uttering, “I’m not
special, Caesarius. I’m a fool chasing a dream.”
“Fool you may be,” replied Rufus, “but you’re not a coward. You might be afraid of
failing, but in battle you fight without fear.”
That was an accident, I thought, shaking my head. I froze back there during my test
because I was afraid—period! I almost blurted out loudly that moment “I thought I was asleep at
the imperial camp when I killed those men. I’m not invincible. I’m a coward!” It would be
much better if they believed Geta’s original statement that I was sleepwalking. It had already
been established by Ajax and my own experience that sleepwalkers move mindlessly forward,
trapped in their dreams. If I tried to explain that I thought I was acting out my fantasies in a
lucid dream, some of them, who know what this phenomenon is, would know for certain I was a
coward. Coming from Apollo, who had been last on my list of friends, his statement on my
behalf seemed ludicrous, and yet from the back of the company of riders, in a loud clear voice,
he spoke many of their minds when he declared, “Like Caesar, Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, is
touched by the gods!”
“Aye!” Abzug, Ibrim, Rufus, and Enrod heartily agreed.
“He’s a natural, I tell you,” came Fronto’s refrain.
“That doesn’t mean he has to throw his life away,” Aulus exclaimed. “There might be
greater things in store for Thaddeus than the army. He could be a merchant’s scribe or anything
he wants. Why join the legions?”
“Because,” the words leaped foolishly out of my mouth, “Jesus said it was my destiny. I
can’t fail him. I won’t fail him. After all my fine words to my family and friends, I must not
fail. I cannot fail!”
“Then you’re a fool,” Aulus spat, “if a wet-behind-the-ears Jew like you thinks he won’t
fail. I’ve failed, every one of these men have failed at something in their lives. By the Fates, our
Emperor, that miserable bugger Tiberius, is the biggest failure of them all!”
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Chapter Ten
Stopover In Tyre

It was a long, dusty ride. To our disappointment, much of the highway had been cut by
the Roman engineers purposely through the flat farmlands to avoid the range of hills skirting the
shore. This made the highway several leagues from the sea and it still turned out to be a bumpy,
unfriendly trip. After a relatively fast pace, our mounts were slowed by an increasing rise in the
terrain. When we reached the hills of Lebanon, there were cedars and pines, interspersed with
olive and oak trees. Both the Romans and the auxilia were on guard for local bandits, who might
be lurking in the groves. At least in Galilee, where the land was flat and open we could see the
terrain around us, but the dark patchwork of trees allowed for little visibility. It made everyone
jumpy and irritable. After an hour of riding through the forest, however, the hills grew barren of
trees, which, Caesarius explained to me, had been deforested since ancient times. I remember
Jesus telling me about Hiram, a pagan ally of King David, who ruled Tyre. It was essentially,
with the exception of a few stone buildings, a city of wood. The Tyrhenian economy was
bolstered by the need for lumber to build the first temple in Jerusalem. Now the hills
surrounding this ancient kingdom were almost barren of trees. In an effort to bolster my spirits, I
shared the story of King David with Caesarius and Rufus who broke ranks a few times to ride
next to us. I sensed the other men were listening to me chatter. With the gradual disappearance
of the trees, the spirit of the men rose. Though it seemed stupid to me to sacrifice the beauty of
the land, I agreed with Decimus and Aulus that a desert was much safer than a forest to travel
through. In a relatively short period of time I was able to tell them all I knew about David, my
people’s great king, including his seduction of Bathsheba, which interested Apollo and Ajax very
much, embellishing the tale to maintain their interest. Caesarius, Rufus, and Vesto asked me
many questions. The issue of my miraculous feat, my cowardly follow-up later, and my falling
sickness were not brought up. Decimus was in no mood for more dissention, and everyone was
travel-weary and eager to make camp at our next stop.
“Tell me,” piped Apollo, “how different is King David from other bad rulers?”
“He wasn’t a bad ruler,” I bristled, “he was a great king, but he was just weak at times.
“Weak, he calls it?” Ajax laughed mockingly. “You told us that he sent his loyal subject
to his death to steal his wife.”
“Many men have done the same,” Apollo seemed to defend David at first, “that’s not
weakness. Though evil, it takes great courage to kill a man. I think it’s impressive the way he
rose up from a shepherd to become King of the Jews. The way he slew that big fellow with a
sling and saved the day is incredible. But he caused the deaths of many men who got in his way
afterwards, and yet that other king, Saul, whom he turned against, lost his throne for showing
mercy to his enemies. Instead of punishing David for his crimes, your god killed his newborn
son!”
“Yes, indeed,” agreed Vesto, “David reminds me of that Herod, a dreadful fellow. I like
your stories Thaddeus; they’re entertaining, but your god is mean-spirited. Those tales I heard
you telling the men after we left Sepphoris—how your god tested poor Job and that murderous
Joshua are worse than anything Jupiter or Zeus did on earth.”
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“Aye,” Aulus snorted, looked back with a frown, “your god is no better than that babykilling Baal.”
Such candor was typical of pagans, especially Romans, but I was unprepared for this
feedback. How could I defend men like Joshua or explain why God allowed Satan to muddle in
our affairs. Quoting a later friend, I had opened a Pandora’s box. Soon, as Aulus expanded upon
his insult, Langullus jumped into the discussion, followed by Geta, and Ibrim.
“That story you told us about Joshua slaughtering children and women,” Langullus began
thoughtfully, after breaking ranks and trotting up to my place in line. “What was that, Thaddeus?
It was all because they worshipped different gods. And what about that flood, huh? You’re
telling us, he destroyed the whole world because of one city of wicked men and woman? What
about the victims in other places, the children, and all those innocent animals?” “That’s just
plane awful!” he spat.
“Hey,” Caesarius said, snapping his fingers, “that sounded like a story a Babylonian
merchant told me, only it was about a fellow named Gilgamesh. In this case, their gods sent a
flood to drown the world, because it was too noisy and kept them awake at night.”
Everyone broke into laughter at this nonsense. Later, of course, I would hear the story of
Gilgamesh, myself, from a sage and use it to show how capricious were the old gods. Right
now, I’m recording what other men thought of the Jewish god. I don’t defend His methods in
this volume nor do I condemn them. After all, the Lord was dealing with a stiff-necked people.
Nevertheless, this is hindsight. As we approached Tyre, I found myself at a loss for words in my
effort to defend my god. Just that moment, Ibrim was telling everything that he was more like
demon, if he killed innocent people, and they were all agreeing with him, even Caesarius. It
made me feel bad, but how could I explain the nature of God when I scarcely understood him
myself?
“Listen men,” Geta, who rode next to Rufus, called out, clapping his hands, “all this
rubbish about a flood and Thaddeus’ god is no different than the devil-gods of Syria and Egypt.
I don’t believe a real god would do such things. Of course, I don’t believe in the gods, so it
doesn’t matter to me. They’re nothing but stone or wood. It’s rubbish. Leave poor Thaddeus
alone!”
“You don’t understand,” I blurted to Geta, turning around in my saddle. “All of this that I
told you is His effort to forge our people into a nation. Now, I truly believe, like my brother
Jesus, that He’s a different deity—universal, the one and only god—”
“Thaddeus,” Decimus voice rang out, galloping back and shaking his fist, “I thought we
talked about this. Enough already!” Raising his hand for silence then pointing north and south,
he called out in a hoarse voice. “Everyone get back into formation. Ride two-by-two. Keep the
noise down!”
“He’s right,” Caesarius murmured to me, “you should’ve kept that to yourself.”
It seemed fitting that Apollo, my greatest critic, a man I had been most afraid of because
of his devious personality, had spoken his mind first. Perhaps, I thought, his recent praise of my
prowess as a killer of men was a form of mockery, like the compliments of most of my
newfound friends. Now, with my religion to use against me, it seems as if they were all showing
their true feelings. Decimus had warned me about talking about my religion. Why had I opened
my big mouth? Fortunately, my last outburst about the universal god had gone over their heads,
but damage was still done. Because of my lapse, I found myself defending my god, in fact
preaching to them, something the optio had expressly forbidden. I was troubled by all this
conversation, especially since I had brought it upon myself. Mostly, I regretted making the optio
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angry. Now even Caesarius was mocking me, and Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto looked at me with
contempt.
In muted conversation, as the Decimus led our procession, the men chatted back and forth
still animated by the topic stifled by the optio. Portions of this discourse drifted back to me. I
heard my name slandered at times and occasionally a blasphemous reference to my god by
Apollo, Ajax, Langullus, and Ibrim. Joining into the exchange more good-naturedly were Rufus
and Enrod, who glanced self-consciously back at me as they laughed at my expense. In the back
of the procession, I heard Fronto, who had given me the spear, admit to Aulus, that it must have
been a fluke. Either I was asleep as Geta suggested or, as Ibrim kept insisting, I had been
possessed by a jinn. I remained on the verge of tears as their discussions continued. If I were to
sum up the mood at that point, I might conclude that I was, in the final analysis, the bunt of their
jokes: that strange, “wet-behind-the-ears” Jew-boy, who killed six men. It had to be a fluke,
Ajax and now Fronto also believed. Because of my timid actions at our last stop, the sleepwalking theory propounded off-handedly by Geta appeared to be catching on. I heard Abzug and
him discussing this issue, looking back disdainfully at me.
Before long, however, as we approached our destination, the bantering ceased. Silence
once more fell over the group. Hunger and exhaustion had set in. By the salty smell and
appearance of sea birds, we knew we were close. Then quite suddenly, after riding up and over a
high hill, we looked down at the curve of the road and saw Tyre, sitting like jewel by the sea.
The sun was setting in the west, and we barely had enough time to arrive at the imperial station
on the outskirts of town before dark. Though our destination was not far away, we had to move
slowly because of the glare of sunlight and sharp gradient. This effect had a mixed reaction
among the men, particularly those in front. We could not focus on the road, let alone on the rider
in front. The great orange ball of light was so brilliant, in fact, we were forced to shield our eyes.
It was difficult to manage our mounts and blot this out. How could you guide your mount with
closed eyes? In my present state of mind it was especially unsettling, especially after I had drank
so much wine and made a mockery of my faith.
“What a pretty sight!” cried Vesto.
“Aye,” Decimus called back,“but blinding. Jupiter’s ghost, that’s bright.”
“Single file this time; follow the horse in front,” Aulus called through cupped hands.
Aulus command caused hysterical laughter in the group. Following his instructions,
which weren’t easy, conversation once again broke out in the ranks. Ibrim suggested this might
be an evil omen. Apollo disagreed, reminding us that Egyptians once worshipped the setting
sun. This caused Ajax to snicker sarcastically. Vesto, Aulus, Rufus, Enrod, and Fronto also
praised the spectacular sunset, while Geta, Abzug, and Decimus, like myself, were greatly
annoyed. Abzug announced that he would ride backward to avoid the glare, which under normal
circumstances should have been a humorous sight. Balanced precariously a moment, as he faced
south, he caused the riders behind him, except myself, to scoff at his foolishness. Until we
arrived below the hill behind a stand of trees, sunset was unbearable, even for its advocates.
Good-naturedly, with the tap of his whip, Aulus ordered the courier to face front. Everything in
front of my sensitive eyes were dark bodies against the brilliant ball of fire. The last blaze of
dusk was the worst—a radiating flare, until deepening shadows fell over our assembly.
Out of nowhere it seemed, trees loomed again in our path. Darkness, aided by forests of
cedars and oaks on each side of us, fell on Tyre. Stunned by night’s appearance, the procession
lapsed into silence. This was fine with me. I had enough of their ridicule. Fears of ambush and
other unseen dangers filled their superstitious minds. I wasn’t superstitious and had played in the
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forests of Nazareth through my childhood. Jesus, my oldest brother, who often sat by the kitchen
window looking out at the night, believed it was a special time. If he was not meditating at his
favorite place in our house in the evening, he was roaming outside in the darkness in prayer. I
never saw him sleep. These thought comforted but also troubled me. Even at that point in my
life I was unsure of his divinity. What I did have in the way of understanding of my father’s
religion was taught to me by my mother but given inspiration by Jesus’ whose nature hikes and
casual sermons were the foundation of my faith. All the reading I had done at school hadn’t
helped me one bit to understand my god. Knowledge was not enough nor were clever words.
I wondered now where I would wind up if I died: Paradise or Gahenna. Jesus believed
that when good, faithful people died, they would go straight to heaven. I wondered how he
would interpret me killing those six men. Since I thought I was asleep, slaying those bad men
shouldn’t count, especially since I helped save everyone’s life. Under the circumstances, my
current love of wine should also not count. Papa was a good man, and loved the vine. If only
my childish pranks and misadventures were held against me, I should be in good shape. I had
nothing to fear. As I considered the road ahead, however, I had a chilling feeling that trouble lie
ahead…. Would I survive my folly? Jesus had told me not to tempt God.
As we approached the imperial way station near Tyre, I remember Jesus’ last words to
me as I bid him goodbye in Sepphoris, “Learn the heart of the Gentiles,” and my father
counseling me to accept failure if it means I will have a foolish death. Papa’s advice had made
sound sense during my journey. After all, my objective had been to become a scribe in order to
earn a living and see the world, not risk my neck fighting barbarians in order to reach my goal.
Jesus commission therefore made less sense to me. I understood enough of Gentile peculiarities
and how they thought about the world. Most of what I learned so far about them wasn’t
pleasing. They were rude, uncouth, unpredictable men. Although I thought I was dreaming at
the time, this business of killing six men weighed heavily on my conscience, and yet most of
them had been amused by what I did. They either explained it away as a fluke or outright
miracle or grappled with Geta’s suggestion that I had been sleepwalking, which was actually the
closest to the truth. Even now, after what happened near Ecdippa and all my efforts to fit in,
none of them, even Caesarius and my Roman protectors, took me seriously. My attack of the
falling sickness had only increased their doubts.
The truth was I was, by definition, a coward. Why should I risk my life to live up to a
legend? Was I also a fool? I wasn’t Thaddeus, the Reaper. I, was, like it or not, Judah bar
Joseph. My parents and brother had been against me becoming an imperial scribe. In spite of
Jesus’ blessing, he was concerned that my experience would change me and I might, as a soldier
with a sword, use it on Roman subjects, such as my own people. He reminded me before I rode
away that I had a special purpose in this world. Knowing Jesus mind, I was certain that it wasn’t
simply to learn the Gentile’s mind. My brother was talking about a distant future. What it was I
didn’t know. After my miracle at the first imperial station, however, I shouldn’t worry. Perhaps
it wasn’t my fate to die before my time. Seen another way, as an obedient son, it was my duty to
live. To take any more foolish chances would, as Jesus warned, be tempting the Lord. These
thoughts were like a warm blanket pulled over me. I was also comforted by the wine Rufus and
Caesarius shared with me….What did it matter that I was a “wet-behind-the-ears Jew?”
“Torches!” Decimus called to Vesto. “Pull out your kit and try lighting two before we’re
plunged into Styx.”
“Aye,” Vesto hollered, “very poetic sir. I got four in my saddlebag, but that won’t be an
easy task. I’ll have to climb off my mount and catch up later.”
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“We’ll wait,” Decimus reined in his horse “At ease men!” he barked. “Give him a hand
Aulus. Please hurry. We don’t want to ride into the station in the dark. Just to be safe, light all
four—one in front and one in back. Give Ibrim and me one too.”
I couldn’t understand why Ibrim had become our scout, when Abzug had been an
imperial courier for so many years, but the Syrian was quite happy to be left alone. Riding one
horse-link in front me, he glanced back frequently. I was surprised to see concern on his
scraggly face. Caesarius, who rode beside me, was also concerned about my well being, as was
most of our band. Despite the sympathy generated by my sickness and breakdown, there was
always one tease in the group.
“Thaddeus, this reminds me of an ambush in Galilee,” Ajax called through cupped the
hands.
“Yes,” Enrod looked back with wide unblinking eyes, “those murdering Jews. I just hope
there’s a little sunlight left beyond those trees.”
“There’ll be no ambush,” Decimus barked, “stow that talk. Vesto, Aulus where are those
torches?”
The two Romans walked up holding burning sticks smeared with pitch in each hand.
Decimus reached down and gripped one and Ibrim rode up and grabbed the other as Aulus and
Vesto climbed onto their mounts with torch in hand.
“Ibrim,” Decimus clipped, “ride ahead and warn the imperial stationmaster that we’re
coming. Aulus you guard the rear with Vesto—always a weak point. You men stay alert.
Rufus, I need your sword arm. You ride with me.”
“So, you are worried.” Rufus frowned.
“I’m just taking precautions.” The optio replied reassuringly. “We’ll be out of this soon.”
“What about Super-Jew,” Apollo called from the rear. “He killed six men. Let him ride
in front.”
“Aye,” hooted Ajax, “he did it in his sleep!”
“The Reaper’s fearless!” chimed Fronto.
“He kills without mercy!” Enrod looked back with a grin.
“Zip, zap, zip!” Abzug made a flurry with his hands.
Fronto, Enrod, and Abzug might have been half-serious, and I expected Ajax to sound
off, but the Egyptian, whom I suspected of insincerity, was back in true form.
“Don’t worry,” Caesarius said from the corner of his mouth, “your god will protect you.
After what I’ve seen, I believe this. You have nothing to fear. Because of you, he will protect
us all!”
I handed the flask back to the old veteran, unsure whether it was the strong wine that
made him say such a thing, just glad that I still had one friend.
******
From the dark hallow of trees, we emerged during the last glimmer of sunset, riding
through fields of wheat past farm houses, arriving onto the grounds of the imperial station on the
outskirts of Tyre, moments before the collapse of night. The torchlight of Decimus, Aulus, and
Vesto led us up to the shadowy, unfriendly outline of the building. The light in the window and
the silhouette of a man against the lamp’s glow indicated that he was looking out into the night,
waiting for us. Ibrim was supposed to have informed the guards on duty of our imminent arrival.
Riding out with his torch, he confirmed this fact in a loud voice.
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“The optio in charge is waiting inside. He didn’t believe I’m acting as a Roman scout,
until I gave your names. He doesn’t much care for auxilia, but he’s heard of Caesarius. They
used to be friends. Because we arrived so late, he’s in a surly mood. His attendants will give us
our provisions tonight, but said nothing about exchanging mounts. This is a small station. He’s
waiting to talk to you Decimus. He said the rest of us could make camp in the forest. I scouted
out the area. This time there aren’t any neighbors like that bunch at Ecdippa to contend with.”
“Good work Ibrim,” Decimus said with relief. “He’ll be wanting to see my requisition.
“Aulus,” he called out, “take the men to the first fire ring and begin making camp. I’ll try to find
feed for the horses and mules. For right now, water and secure the beasts, get a fire going, and
arrange the tents close by as we did before.” “We can’t loosen our guard, men,” he added,
scanning the procession. “You Vesto,” he added, “gather up some wood for the pit. The rest of
you pick the watch and make camp. Caesarius, Thaddeus come with me. You can help me carry
the stores.”
The optio strided ahead of us without looking back, still holding his torch.
“I wonder who the station optio is,” Caesarius muttered apprehensively.
“Is Decimus angry with me?” I murmured back, feeling the veteran’s restraining arm.
“Shush,” Caesarius whispered sharply, “it’s behind us. Don’t put thoughts into his head.”
At first, Decimus rapped politely on the oaken door. There was a grumbling inside, so he
called politely, while knocking, “This is Decimus, optio from the Galilean cohort with orders
from Cornelius its prefect!” When this failed, he pounded impatiently on the oaken door,
shouting irritably “Hello, I know you’re in there. This is official imperial business!” Finally, the
door opened, a shaft of light and shadowy hulk appeared in the doorway, and a gruff voice
replied, “Where is that scurvy Caesarius? I heard he killed himself some Jews.”
I bristled at this outburst. The optio whistled under his breath. A giant of man lumbered
out, embraced the old man, raising him off the ground.
“Brutus!” Caesarius gasped. “I thought you were dead. Why haven’t you retired?”
“Brutus, his name’s Brutus?” muttered Decimus. “...I’m sorry,” he gathered his wits.
“We arrived later than I planned. It has been a long ride.”
“Come inside Decimus,” he motioned with one large hand. “You too,” he added,
frowning down at me.
“This is Thaddeus Judaicus, a new recruit,” Decimus introduced me, gripping the man’s
forearm in respect.
“Humph!” Brutus grunted, glancing back at Decimus. “Lemme see those papers. Hmm,
on your way to Antioch, are you? Auxilia, three cashiered veterans, and—ho, ho, a wet-behindthe-ears Jew.” “You’re not a prisoner?” He tweaked my nose gently. “Don’t worry. It’s none of
my business. I got a bunch of misfits working for me. Why, you’re nothing but a boy.”
“He’s not a boy.” Caesarius said, giving me a nudge. “What we witnessed back on the
road—”
“Caesarius,” Decimus interrupted, “that’s enough. Leave it be.”
“Ye-es, Caesarius,” I was taken back, “I’m surprised at you!”
“Must be the wine,” he replied contritely, “I should know better.”
Decimus dismissed Caesarius with a withering stair. “Where in that document does it say
he’s a Jew?” He looked squarely at Brutus. “His name’s Thaddeus Judaicus. That’s a Roman
name.”
“Really?” he said slyly. “Pronounce it out, friend. I may look like a rustic, but I made the
connection. Thaddeus might be Roman, not Jew-day-icus.”
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“Are you calling me a liar?” Decimus glowered.
“Sir,” Caesarius said from the corner of his mouth, “stand down. He’s twice your size.
Brutus has had too much wine.”
“Humph!” Brutus snorted, ignoring the optio but eying me with suspicion. “It’s none of
my business. I am curious, though, as to why my friend Caesarius and two other veterans are
being transported to Antioch. Have they been cashiered?”
Decimus folded his arms and tapped his foot, managing, with a shake of his head, to hold
his tongue. Caesarius looked at me apologetically as Brutus glanced back at the scroll then down
at me. I hoped he was sincere and would really drop the subject. I might even feel sorry for this
man. In spite of his immense size, he looked beaten down, weary, and unhappy with his plight.
He must have been as tall as Goliath, I thought, looking up at him. Yet his hair was white and he
had mottled skin like Caesarius. Like all the veterans, he moved slowly, hunched over—a battle
hardened soldier, now a crotchety old man. Not for a moment, however, would I have
underestimated this fellow. Judging by his silence, Decimus must have thought so too as Brutus
studied the scroll. We were at his mercy. We were exhausted and needed our rations, and I
could see Decimus’ jaws tighten and eyes narrow to slits as the big fellow took another long and
abandoned swig.
Finally, the station optio nodded, handed the document back, then reaching toward the
small table on which a jug and several mugs surrounding it sat, shakily gripped the neck of the
jug and poured us all a cup of wine. I still felt the effects of Caesarius and Rufus’ wine, but I
took the cup graciously with a bow. Decimus and Caesarius seemed also reluctant but didn’t
hesitant to sip from their mugs. The wine tasted sour and resinous. Like the rations at the last
station, it was standard legionary wine.
“For your information,” Decimus explained, after clearing his throat, “your friend
Caesarius and the other two veterans in our group are retiring. That document says nothing
about them being cashiered. It’s not my concern why the prefect is sending them north.
“Are some of the others on this list retiring too?” Brutus emphasized the word.
“No, they’re being reassigned like the rest of the auxilia. Why aren’t you retired sir?”
Decimus asked as Brutus gulped down his wine. “You are fa-a-a-r past the age of service.”
“I am retired,” he answered sourly. “You think I can afford to live on the imperial dole?”
“I would hope so.” Decimus’ jaws tightened again. “We need good, solid soldiers
manning our outposts.”
That was another insult and yet it seemed to go over Brutus’ head. Decimus was very
irritated at this point. Caesarius, like me, was anxious to get our food and wine and get our optio
away from this man.
“Psst, sir, let’s get our rations and leave,” he tried being discreet. “The men are waiting at
the camp. They’re hungry and tired.”
“Oh yes, the rations,” Brutus cocked an eyebrow, “I may be old, but I have excellent
hearing.”
Reaching past Decimus, who instinctively gripped the hilt of his sword, he ruffled
Caesarius matted hair. I jumped back with a faint yelp. Decimus rolled his eyes, straightened
his shoulders, and pointed to the requisition. Our optio had escaped death while confronting the
wily Ajax, as well as those moments when we were attacked by that band of men at the last
station. Silently, I thanked God that he held his temper in check. I also thanked God that Brutus
was a drunk. When we entered the room, it was obvious that the station optio was in his cups.
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This explained his rude behavior, but not his suspicions. Fortunately, he would probably
continue drinking, until he fell down in drunken stupor, but not before he gave us our supplies.
“You have read the document,” Decimus voice rose progressively. “It was written by our
prefect. Plee-ease, my men have to eat. We must rest up for the journey to Antioch. Give us
our rations now!”
In a loud, uncouth voice, Brutus shouted “Uric, you lazy German, get in here!”
“Where are the other guards?” Decimus’ eyebrow plunged. “Is that man regular army? I
hope you send attendants to tend to my men.”
Brutus chuckled with amusement. “We’re short handed thanks to cutbacks here in the
north. Spread thin we are. Everyone’s being sent to Galilee because of those unruly Jews or to
the frontier to protect Rome. Tyre has its own magistrate and guards. For a while, I thought they
might close our station. Truth is, I think they forgot about us. I’m surprised you men didn’t take
ship from Caesarea to reach Antioch. Fact is, aside from that German—the best of the lot, I only
have five men. One of them’s so crippled he can barely walk.”
“What?” Decimus mouth dropped. “That’s outrageous! A station needs protection.
You’re in the forest, man. I heard the emperor was sending most of his legions west to protect
Rome against Germans, but in Galilee we’re spread thin too. An imperial station should have at
least twenty able-bodied soldiers to guard travelers. I noticed at the last station they were
undermanned, but nothing like this.”
Ulric, a big burly redheaded fellow with a full beard, arrived with a large sack on his
shoulder. Already reeking with a wine and garlic, the room immediately stank of body odor.
“There’s more sir,” he said out of breath, setting down his load. “I woke Menalek and
Plato up. They’ll give us a hand too.”
“That’s fine, fine indeed.” The station optio clapped his shoulder. “Give’em some spirits
too and some of the Syrian cheese.
Ulric scurried back down the corridor, shouting out the other men’s names.
“Menalek and Plato?” grumbled Decimus. “You worry about Thaddeus’ name? That
man smells like he hasn’t bathed in weeks. What kind of station are you running here, Brutus?”
“In answer to your question,” he snarled down at him. “I do what I can with what I have,
which isn’t much. For your information, Ulric is a barbarian. All of them are barbarians, except
poor Prospectus. He was retired, like me.” “Now out you go.” He made scooting motions. “My
men will bring your rations to your camp.”
Sighing with relief, Decimus motioned us silently to follow him. When we were outside,
he light-heartedly scolded Caesarius for almost bringing up the subject Thaddeus, the Reaper.
For me, he saved the lecture until last.
“That episode will follow Thaddeus like a curse,” he began, with a chuckle. “I’m
surprise you, of all people, Caesarius, brought that up. I brought you along because Ibrim said
you two were friends. Ho-ho, that was a mistake! Tell me the truth, do you really know that
man?”
“Well,” sighed Caesarius, “I know him, but I’d hardly call him a friend. He was a loud
mouth bully when I served Germanicus. I was afraid of him. Everyone was. He’s alone now,
like most bully’s are in the end.”
“Well,” Decimus’ tone softened, “I’ve been watching you, Caesarius. You have
Thaddeus’ best interests at heart. I heard you tried to protect him a couple of times. I can’t
explain the murdering rampage you and the others went on. It just doesn’t fit in with the
cowardly old man I see now...but I appreciate you watching over the lad. I can’t say the same
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for some of those auxilia, but there’s still good in you. I saw it on the road and in camp. I hope
those bastards in Antioch give you a fair deal.”
On that note, he looked past the astonished Caesarius, directing his voice at me. “As for
you, young man,” he chided good-naturedly, “I want you to stop talking about that god of yours.
You can’t help your reputation as Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper. That’s bad enough. Those
men don’t understand it. I don’t understand it. But your stories about your god are making you
a laughing stock. You have nothing to live up to, certainly not to that bloodthirsty Joshua or
David. You’re eighteen years old, with your whole life ahead of you. The next time that jackal
Apollo or anyone else tempts you to toss a knife or other weapon, tell them no. Explain to them
that you have much to learn. Leave it at that. Walk away, Thaddeus. That takes courage too.”
******
Upon arriving in the camp, Decimus complimented Aulus on spurring the men on. The
optio mood had changed after parting with that obnoxious man, an amiability born of weariness.
The goatskin tents were already up and, thanks to Vesto and the men assigned to find firewood,
most of which was stored near the station, a fire had been started in preparation for the evening
meal. Aulus offered to serve the first watch and Rufus and Ibrim also magnanimously
volunteered. This didn’t prevent them from sharing our meal. Until late into the night, as it
turned out, there was no one guarding the camp. The spirits were high, especially when, to our
delight, the eccentric, bad-tempered Brutus sent out an assortment of dried meat, bread, dates,
cheese, and a generous amount of wine.
Caesarius status had changed dramatically tonight. Aside from Rufus and Enrod’s
attitude toward me that was often capricious, the old veteran had made friends with me from the
very beginning and had never wavered in his fatherly defense of me when the other men taunted
and teased me. Because of this, Decimus attitude had changed toward Caesarius. I hoped Aulus
and Vesto would mellow toward him too. After the men had sat awhile eating, drinking, and
swapping tales, the optio ambled up to the fire ring. At first it seemed as if he might give us a
serious speech.
“Listen up,” he called though cupped hands, “I’ve something to say.”
Everyone, including myself, had begun gorging immediately on the rations left by Ulric,
Menalek, and Plato, who dumped them out unceremoniously on the ground. A second sack
filled with flasks of wine was set down more easily yet attacked with more gusto. Apollo, Ajax,
Fronto, and Rufus seemed to be already drunk as they sat on the logs eating their food and
listening to Decimus speech. I sat between Caesarius and Enrod who, with his arm in a sling and
balanced for hours upon his horse, was exhausted and needed special care. Ibrim inspected his
wound, sprinkled some of his medicine on it then wound it back up. There seemed to be a
sinister quality in him, yet Ibrim had shown kindness to the Gaul. Since Caesarius, Enrod, and I
had been too slow to grab our share of the wine, Rufus and Abzug unselfishly provided us with
portions of their own private stock.
When everyone was settled around the fire and had stopped chattering back and forth, the
optio held up his hands cheerfully and began his speech. Although he might have been lightheaded after drinking wine, he didn’t sound drunk. As he took an occasional swig, there was
only a slight slur in his words, a few pauses, and a giggle or two, nothing more. I thought he
might just be exhausted from the long journey.
“I want no more talk about Jude—I mean Thaddeus’—feats with weapons. What
happened at the last station is beyond understanding. Ho-ho, it gives me a headache just thinking
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about it. So let’s put it behind us. It’s unfair to test him now. He’s only eighteen years old. I
was nineteen when I joined the legions. I was much more green than him. On the subject of his
god, please be patient with him. I’ve instructed him again to keep his religion to himself. He’s
said many outrageous things; some of them might be true, others are stories written by halfcrazed prophets in the desert who had too much sun...or too much wine. All Jews are passionate
about their god. It makes them crazy. Ho-ho, we’ve killed enough of them! My own dear
mother was a follower of the goddess Artemis. I grew sick of her preaching, but I held my
tongue. The statue of that goddess had eighteen teats on her chest and was as ugly as sin, but my
mother worshiped her, as did many of our neighbors and friends. At least Thaddeus’ god’s
invisible and you don’t have to look at him. I find his stories hard to believe but entertaining,
and it’s natural for young men to carry on and try to impress their friends. I was quite talkative
myself until I joined the legions.... Be patient men, and give him time. He wants to be a scribe,
not a soldier. His weapon will be the quell!”
I was quite certain Decimus had made matters worse, and yet part of me was moved by
his light-hearted effort on my behalf. I would learn from my tent-mates later that Ibrim had
given the optio spirits from his private stock, which he guzzled down before approaching the
fire. When he was finished with an otherwise coherent speech, he let out a belch, laughed,
bowed foolishly, and told his audience a ribald joke that I can’t repeat. In spite of an undertone
of mockery I detected in his speech, I understood the optio. I had noticed such careless behavior
in my father when he was in his cups. It had been the first time I had seen Decimus tipsy. After
all the pressure on him to deliver this unruly band to its destination, I didn’t blame him. What
did it matter was that he ridiculed my religion and made a mockery of my feat. I won’t repeat
their blasphemies about my god, but there were different theories circulating among the men
about my prowess with the sword and spear—I had been sleep-walking, I was possessed by a
jinn, it was a fluke, but only God, himself, knew the reason for what happened at our last camp.
I thought I was beginning to understand these rustic pagans, but they were a mystery to me.
Since Jesus could not change my mind, he wanted me to learn about the Gentiles, but only God
knew the heart of men.
I had begun to seriously doubt my mission. Oh, how I wanted to be home with my
family in the sane world of Nazareth! These were not my people. They were strangers. I was in
a strange land. What was I doing so far from home? Unlike Moses, I hadn’t been commissioned
by God. A voice hadn’t come into my head, commanding me to go forth. I had no prophetic
dream to interpret as such. Only Jesus’ words, “Learn the heart of the Gentiles,” kept me going.
One day I would understand what this meant. So far in my odyssey, I had learned many things
about Gentiles, much of it wasn’t good, but I had stayed alive. Except for Enrod’s wound, we
survived an attack, escaped angry shepherds, and avoided a mutiny in our group. Because of me,
Caesarius believed, God watched over us. Perhaps he was right. How else I explain the miracle
at Ecdippa? For the time being, I thought grimly, I appeared to be safe among this rabble, but
tomorrow might bring more danger for our band. I could deal with the abuse from my traveling
companions much more than fear of unseen foes. Words, in jest or anger, could be sloughed off,
but not arrows and swords.
Though Decimus tried to be fair minded and had been protective of me, in the end he was
still a Roman, reaching middle age, who had lost his ardor for the legions and might, in the end,
fall in love with the grape. He had little respect for Jews and other peoples. I didn’t take
offense, of course, because he had little respect for “barbarian” auxilia too. I noticed that,
during the right conditions, all men lapsed into drunkenness. That night, as we encamped near
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the city of Tyre it appeared to be the right conditions, so I drank Rufus’ Greek wine, a marked
improvement over that legionary swell, and became thoroughly tipsy myself. I wouldn’t have
admitted it then, but I, too, was on the road to becoming a drunk. Yet the men approved of my
state of mind that night. It was a proper way for a soldier to act. Because Decimus had allowed
the men to continue heckling me about my religion and, due to his inattentiveness, allowed them
to tempt me to use my alleged skills, I wondered how serious he was about protecting me from
their wiles. Contrary to his speech, which, because he was tipsy, might not count, Apollo, Ajax,
and the others couldn’t help making fun of me in my drunken state. I remembered very little
about this before I staggered to my tent and tumbled onto my pallet. I had too much wine this
time to dream properly. All I could recall when I awakened the next morning were leering faces,
shadowy figures around the fire, ribald humor, which included jokes about my privates, and then,
at an indeterminate point, blackness, as if I had fallen into the dark sleep.
******
As if echoing down a long shadowy tunnel, Aulus gruff voice was the first thing I heard.
“Thaddeus...Thaddeus Judaicus...Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper,” he said playfully,
giving me a shake. “Had quite a night, did you. You’ll make a fine soldier yet. You fight like a
Roman and now you drink like a Roman. It’s time to muster. We’ll be heading out within the
hour.”
“Give’em some of Ibrim’s smelling salts, that’ll wake up him up!” Decimus called goodnaturedly from the distance.
“I should’ve stopped him,” Caesarius muttered with concern. “He was having such a
good time. He wants to fit in, but all they do is tease him.”
“Yes, that’s true enough.” Aulus chuckled. “Everyone was in their cups last night.”
I studied their faces. A third and fourth face loomed overhead: Decimus and Geta (one of
my tent mates).
“Hmm, he doesn’t look good,” Aulus toned changed. “Are you all right lad?” he asked,
raising me up. “We must get you on your horse.”
“How much did he drink?” The optio frowned, elbowing between Geta and Caesarius.
“I lost track,” confessed Caesarius, “but that stuff Rufus had in his saddle bags was pretty
strong.”
“Humph!” Geta snarled. “That’s not even wine. It’s something he bought from Ibrim.”
“Well,” Decimus said with a shrug, “I drank it, and it didn’t hurt me.”
“It’s how much that matters.” Caesarius shook his head.
“How much of that did you drink?” Decimus asked, as Aulus and Caesarius helped me to
my feet. “I took a few swallows and—whew—I was light-headed!”
“I-I don’t remember,” I stammered. “I mostly drank Rufus and Abzug’s wine.”
Aulus and Geta laughed softly.
“Ho, no wonder he doesn’t remember!” hooted Langullus.
“You young fool,” Caesarius growled into my ear.
It felt as if a drum was being beaten on each side of my head. I bent over a moment in
the throws of a dry heave. Releasing me in disgust, Aulus let me pitch forward. The men broke
into laughter as I lie on my face. Rolling over onto my back, I was jerked to a standing position.
“Lo, our great hero!” Apollo announced mockingly. “Can’t hold his spirits. It’s a wonder
he didn’t wet his pants.”
“Look at him,” Ajax said with contempt, “he’s a mess!”
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“You shouldn’t have given him that stuff I sold you,” Ibrim scolded Rufus. “It’s not for
children. Not even grown men can drink more than a thimble without getting tipsy.”
Unflinchingly, Caesarius managed to clean me up after he and Aulus sat me down on a
log. Rufus, who had been drunk himself, felt bad about giving me a flask of Ibrims’ spirits, but
no one blamed him. Everyone, including the old veteran, agreed that it was my own fault. No
one made me guzzle it down.
“Make sure he eats something and makes water before he climbs onto his horse,”
instructed Decimus as he inspected the camp.
Except for the tent I slept in, the camp had been struck. The men had eaten their morning
meal, and done their business. The pack mules were almost loaded, and were in an orderly line
behind our mounts. I had slept almost right until the moment of departure. All that was left was
the folding of the tent I slept in and getting me in shape for travel. Through bleary eyes, I could
see the men as shadows in the morning shade, giggling and pointing at me as I was tidied up. I
was ordered sharply by Aulus to get back up on my wobbly legs, this time to make water in the
bushes. Sounds were magnified, the earth continued to reel around me, and the very thought of
suffering the bumpy ride north made me want to weep.
The last thing done for me before I was placed on my mule was the offering of bread and
figs by Caesarius, which I ate with great effort. Rufus mumbled an apology to me as I sat on my
mule that didn’t sound very sincere. The esteem held for me by the group, if it was ever there,
had fallen since our stop at Acre. The memory of me falling down on the ground and foaming at
the mouth, added to the way I handled my spirits last night reinforced the image of a bumbling
youth. I could hear it, and I could feel it. After last night and the way I acted the following
morning, I was certain I done further damage to my reputation in the group. When we were
finally on the road, Caesarius road moodily beside me. Rufus glanced back with a smirk but said
nothing, as the remainder of the procession broke into murmurs, and Aulus rode past flicking his
whip.
******
Before continuing our journey, we stopped in Tyre to buy some Greek and Roman wine
in place of the swell we had been drinking on the trip. Decimus had promised we would make
this detour, but because of the ill repute lately of Roman soldiers and auxilia in Lebanon, the
optio had decided to make our visit brief. This didn’t prevent Rufus and the others from
enjoying a tour through the main street. There were many pagan temples in this Gentile city,
including one to Artemis, the multi-teated goddess Decimus had told us about. Though Decimus
denied this, Apollo claimed they had naked priestesses roaming through the shrine. The men
were forbidden to get drunk this early in the morning, but it didn’t stop them from sampling
Syrian beer and stuffing themselves on stuffed dates and candied meats. The visitations were
made in shifts. Because I was not feeling well, I volunteered to stay with Aulus, Caesarius, and
Enrod to watch the horses and mules. We would get our chance, Aulus explained, when the
others returned. For his part, Enrod was on the mend, but was in no shape to keep up with his
brother and the other men. Caesarius wanted to keep an eye on me, Decimus trusted no one else
but Aulus to take the first watch, and I had no desire to explore this pagan city.
As the other men were herded by Decimus back to their mounts, he motioned to us.
“All right, thanks for watching the animals,” he called jovially. “It’s your turn.”
“I just want to buy a bag of sweets,” Aulus said, patting his hoarse and handing Rufus the
reins. “Come on, let’s make it quick,” he called back to Caesarius, Enrod, and me.
“I’ll stay here,” replied Enrod. “Rufus brought me back some stuff.”
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“Are you all right lad,” Aulus studied him a moment.
“I’m fine.” He waved. “The infection’s gone, but riding my horse with one arm is tiring
me out.”
Decimus watched the other men a moment, laughing and slapping each other’s backs as
they climbed onto their mounts. Despite his orders, all of them were obviously tipsy. Apollo
and Ajax were downright drunk.
“What about you?” Aulus turned to us. “You want to do a little shopping.” “Don’t worry,
Thaddeus,” he winked. “Apollo made that up about the temple. You can buy Syrian beer or
Greek wine.”
Caesarius shook his head. “No, I asked Geta to bring us some wine and dates.”
“You go on, Caesarius,” I said hoarsely. “I’ll wait here. I’ve had enough wine. Rufus
will share his dates and sweet meats with me.”
Rufus, who had just handed Enrod a bag of treats, raised an eyebrow but said nothing.
Enrod held out the bag to me, as his brother walked away. I took a few dates to be polite, but
refused the jar of beer Abzug brought to me.
“You’re very kind,” I sighed, “but I’ve done enough drinking.”
Enrod took the beer, guzzling it down quickly before I changed my mind. Caesarius
slipped away quietly that moment with Aulus, returning in barely more than an hour, with bags
of candies, each of them holding large flasks of wine in their free hands. Decimus now ordered
us to water the horses and mules and suggested that the men visit the communal cloaca before
we depart. Worried that the men might heckle me about my circumcised member, Caesarius
joined me as I stood making water into the abyss below.
“Your god is very cruel,” he commented, looking down at my penis, “I would never
allow anyone to do that to me. Did it hurt?”
I could smell beer on Caesarius’ breath, so I wasn’t surprised he was being so rude.
Apollo and Ajax were always rude to me, and because they had disobeyed Decimus and drank
beer and wine, were especially so.
“Hey, lemme see,” Ajax peeked over the partition. “I heard Jew men have tiny
members.”
“Stop it.” Caesarius stomped his foot. “Why can’t you leave him alone?”
Apollo walked right up to me as I hastily returned it to my pants. “How much do they cut
off?” he asked with a giggle. “Oh, by the gods, it’s a monster. The mighty Reaper has a mighty
shaft!”
“You foul, disgusting pigs!” cried Caesarius.
Decimus appeared suddenly, drawn by the commotion. “All right, you two,” he said
through clinched teeth, “it’s time to leave. Get on your mounts! That goes for you Thaddeus
and Caesarius. We must reach the next station by dark.”
Caesarius was more upset about Apollo and Ajax’s words than me. “What does it matter
what that Egyptian and his cohort say?” I asked, as Decimus steered us back to the group.
The rest of the men only joked with me about my lapse in judgment last night, not my
mutilated member. I took their teasing in good spirits, even managing a bow. Caesarius,
however, was silent, as he led me to my mule. Decimus had failed to control his men again. He
had been able to reason with the veterans, but he had little control over the unruly auxilia. It
seemed very stupid to me to drink this early in the day, especially after last night, but the men
were overwhelmed by the wine shops and beer stands along the main avenue of town. The optio
himself, whom Aulus rebuked for getting tipsy, had disobeyed his own order. According to
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Decimus, when he was being scolded by Aulus, Syrian beer spoiled, which was the reason the
men did not save it and guzzled it down. Most of them had tried to follow the optio’s
instructions about the wine, too, but it had been too tempting not to sample the spirits purchased
in Tyre. Decimus had, in fact, set a bad example, but was becoming well liked by the men. His
attitude about these foreign cavalrymen had mellowed. It would be difficult for everyone in the
saddle on the dusty road with the sun beating down upon them, but at least we had a large store
of wine, sweetmeats, and dates. Fronto lumbered over to me, in high spirits, lifted me up, as
Caesarius braced me from the other side, and sat me in my saddle. The old veteran gave me a
crooked smile as he mounted his mule. Rufus and Enrod glanced back at me with light-hearted
grins.
I could hear Geta say whimsically to Langullus, “cheer up, we’re half-way there. After a
long day’s ride, we got ourselves plenty of spirits. I bought us a bag of Syrian nuts and those
pomegranate chews you like.”
“You two sound like an old married couple,” Vesto teased. “Those pomegranate chews
you like,” he mimicked playfully. “I hope you two aren’t in the same tent.”
Langullus’ reply was, “Shut your filthy mouth, you Roman dog!”
Vesto pulled his gladius out and whacked him lightly on the head, boasting. “If anyone
else had said that Langullus I’d run him through.”
We knew the Roman guard had been teasing the veteran, but according to Ibrim, our selfappointed physician, Langullus old wounds were bothering him and he was in a bad mood. This
banter brought guffaws from everyone in the procession, including Ibrim. Aulus who, as usual,
positioned himself in back of the procession, as the optio rode ahead, galloped back, flicking his
whip, and swearing an oath, as our laughter grew out of control.
“By the gods, Decimus” he cried, “We should never have agreed to this stop. We have
many leagues ahead of us. These men all sound like their drunk!”
“Calm down, Aulus,” Decimus called back genially, “I watched them in town. They
didn’t drink nearly as much as last night. They’re tired and anxious about what lies ahead. So
am I. In such a state a drop of spirits can make men giddy. At the fort in Antioch some of them
will be turned away or cashiered. Others might face discipline or be reassigned to a new outfit.
Only you ,Vesto, and, I hope for his sake, young Thaddeus will return to Galilee.” “For the rest
of you,” he announced ruefully, “this will be a one-way trip.”
On this sobering note, the laughter ceased and silence fell over the procession as the optio
raised his arm and, pointing due north, motioned us on. Without further delay, we continued on
our journey.
“Why couldn’t Cornelius have told us this at the fort?” the Egyptian complained bitterly,
as Vesto trotted past.
“Don’t worry, Apollo” Vesto hooted, “the imperial cohort’s axe is sharp. It won’t hurt
much.”
“That’s quite enough,” snapped the optio. “If there’s punishment, it will be nasty chores,
extra duty, or expulsion from the legion. No one’s getting beheaded or flogged.”
“Oh I feel much better,” Apollo replied sarcastically. “We’ll get nasty chores, be forced
into banditry or starve!”
“Yes, Decimus, my friend,” Ibrim said with concern, “this is not good news, not good at
all.”
“Why didn’t the prefect punish us, himself?” Ajax groaned. “Aurelian might make
examples of us.”
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“He won’t do that,” Rufus mumbled to Enrod, “...will he?”
At this point, as Tyre faded in the distance, the other men broke into excited discussion.
Caesarius and I listened calmly. Though the veterans already new what was in store for them,
Rufus, Enrod, and Fronto also protested the prefect’s postponement. Abzug, I understood had
merely been an undesirable at the fort and was lumped in with the veteran’s group. Caesarius
had explained to me earlier that Geta, Langullus, and he would simply be cashiered and turned
out of the fort. Apollo, Ajax and Ibrim, however, were uncertain about their fate. Would they
simply be disciplined and be allowed to stay in the legion, as Decimus suggested, or would they
be cashiered, too, for what they did.
“Listen up men,” Decimus spoke through cupped hands, “stop fretting. Cornelius did his
best for you. He didn’t report your actions up the ladder but merely made recommendations.
He’s had his hands full with the governor. Gratus is unhappy about his sympathy for the Jews.
Cornelius has a soft heart, and when he considered the veterans and auxilia actions, he decided to
defer judgment to Aurelian, but the details have been left out... Had Gratus found out about the
incidents in Sepphoris, he would had all of your heads.”
After Decimus honesty, a feeling of doom fell over riders, which the optio’s words failed
to dispel. What had he meant by ‘recommendations’ and ‘details left out?’ The unpredictable
nature of my enterprise had been left even more in doubt by his words. Like my comrades, I felt
betrayed by the prefect’s actions. In my case it was not because he deferred judgment to
Aurelian; it was because he had, out of carelessness or stupidity, sent me ahead into the
unknown. Questions swam in my head as Caesarius chatted with me...What awaited me at the
new fort? Had this all been a great waste of time? I had killed six men and was turning into a
drunk. I had suffered abuse, blasphemy, and ridicule by many of these men. Already, the trip
had tainted me as a Jew and scrambled my thoughts. Who was I now, Jude or Thaddeus, Judah
bar Joseph or Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper? The longer I stayed with these men, the less I
worried about contamination and the more I cared about survival. Jesus wanted me to learn
about Gentiles. Though feeling like an outsider, I was learning it first hand. I had eaten unclean
food, drank to excess, and not bathed in days. After this foolishness ended—if I was still alive, I
would be contaminated bodily and spiritually. I was becoming more like a Gentile each day.
“Jude, Jude, I was talking to you.” Caesarius was jerking my sleeve. “....You’ve got that
look on your face. Are you going to be sick?”
“Don’t call me Jude,” I recoiled, shaking my head to dispel my thoughts. “.…My name’s
Thaddeus Judaicus. That was my old life.”
“Rubbish!” spat Caesarius. “You might have to play their games, but you’re Judah bar
Joseph. I heard that your father’s a fine man, and your mother’s a saint.” “One day,” he added
dreamily, in almost a whisper, “I want to meet that brother of yours. I’ve believe he gave you
great powers. How else could you awaken in your dream and kill six men?”
“I have blood on my hands,” I cried, fighting back tears. “I can never go back!”
After my outburst, the old man fell silent. Rufus and Enrod turned in their saddles, and
Aulus studied me as he galloped past.
“Listen to me,” he said discreetly. “Pay attention, Jude. Any man in this group, including
myself, would trade places with you. You have your whole life ahead of you. You must go
home. This is no life for a Jew. When we arrive in Antioch, return with Decimus, Aulus, and
Vesto. I wish I could go back!”
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Part II
Dangerous Passage
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Chapter Eleven
Sudden Detour

After Caesarius admonition to me about returning home, we both lapsed into silence, as
had the other men after hearing Decimus’ warning about the new fort. Ironically, I, the greatest
coward in the group, was unafraid of our destination. I was afraid of the journey, itself, not our
arrival at the fort. I was, after all, not in trouble like the others. The only concern for me when
our journey ended was being forced to go home. When I considered the dangers we had faced so
far and those still ahead of us on the road, failure seemed much better than death.
For several hours, the only sounds to be heard were the clop of the horses and mules
hooves and an occasional cry of sea gulls flying overhead as the road swerved seaward and we
could once again see the distant whitecaps of the Great Sea. Waves lapped on the beach below,
an endless white rim of sand stretching out on the shoreline, appearing and disappearing from
view, as the road rose and fell, behind stands of cedars, cypress, and oaks. The rocking motion
of the mule below me and the faint warm sea breeze caressing my face lulled me into a stupor. It
was an uncomfortable ride at times, as we negotiated the narrow road. For the infirmed
Langullus and Enrod, who was still on the mend, the torment of travel was especially bad. I
thought about what Caesarius had said about going home. Both Decimus and Aulus had said the
same thing. The optio’s warning to the auxilia, I sensed, might be a prod to get them all to
behave. If it was true that Cornelius deferred judgment to avoid executing those men, why
hadn’t he mentioned this before? In fact, I remember him questioning Apollo about the reason
he and the others were being transferred to the new fort. This transfer sounded very much like
punishment to me. With the exception of the Egyptian, who sloughed off his disgrace, the men
resented this action. After hearing the general contempt my traveling mates had for Jews, I
found it hard to believe that even Apollo, Ajax, and Ibrim, the biggest culprits, would suffer
more punishment than expulsion from the Galilean fort.
Last night’s strong drink made the long, sweaty ride much worse for me. After what they
drank again this morning, I could imagine how the others felt. My stomach was still queasy. My
very thoughts made my head hurt. I relished the thought of slumber those moments—just a few
winks, but if I fell asleep I might tumble out of my saddle and break my head. Following the
advice Caesarius had given me earlier, I wound the reins around my wrists and kept my heels
pressed against the mule. As it had happened repeatedly on our journey, the road swerved inland
away from the sea, to avoid the rocky coast, but then returned to the narrow, precarious ledge,
forcing us once again to ride single file. Suddenly, jarring us from torpor, we heard shouts in the
distance. Aulus, who had ridden ahead to find a rest stop, was the bearer of grave news.
“Decimus,” he called out in gasps, “…there’s been a landslide…. The road’s impassable.
It’ll take weeks to clear. I don’t know when it happened. We’re damn lucky we weren’t caught
in it.”
The optio let fly a series of curses, shouted, “Halt!” and climbed angrily off his mount.
“You know what this means, Aulus?” he gnashed his teeth. “Unless we go back, we have to go
inland.”
“You mean that new road?” Vesto muttered in disbelief.
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“Aye,” Decimus mopped his face and spat, “the desert route. I know nothing about that
road. It’s not on my map. The only city I’ve heard about in that area is Raphana. We’ll have to
rely on milestones.”
“I’ve heard about the road,” Caesarius exclaimed wearily, “and Raphana sits off of it, in
the foothills of Lebanon.” “By the way,” he said for the benefit of everyone, “all main roads
lead back to the sea.”
“Rap-han-a” Ibrim sounded out the word. “I’ve heard of this town. It’s much further than
our destination. Are their even way stations on that route?”
“I dunno,” Decimus exhaled glumly, “but we have no choice.” “Let’s hope we passed a
side road back there.” Searching the line of riders, he asked expectantly,“Did any of you see a
milestone? If not a milestone, an unmarked detour—anything?”
Decimus gazed out at the sea a moment before climbing back onto his horse. Except for
murmurs of disappointment, most of the men were silent. Then a memory flashed into my mind.
I stirred on my mule, befuddled by exhaustion. With a ragged sigh, I mumbled wearily, “I saw it
—a little stone with the word ‘east’on it. The paint on the milestone looked brand new.
“How far back?” Ajax perked up. “A short distance, a long distance? How long ago?
Where did the sun set in the sky?”
“It wasn’t too far.” I yawned. “I didn’t think much of it. It’s near the last grove of trees.”
“I never saw nuthin’,” Apollo grumbled. “You sure this wasn’t another one of your
dreams?”
“Thaddeus has a good memory,” Caesarius came to my defense. “If he said he saw it, he
saw it!”
“Think Thaddeus.” Caesarius reached over shakily to pat my arm. “Where was the
sun?”
“There!” I motioned irritably.
Knowing it was not long ago, I had pointed to where the sun now sat in the sky. Sighs of
relief were uttered down the line. Looking back from my mount, I could see Geta nodding to
Langulus. Fronto called out cheerily, “That’s not long ago. It’s just a little ways.”
“All right,” Decimus barked, “about face, rein in your mounts—carefully men. We’re
heading south.”
“You better be right!” I heard Apollo growled.
For a few moments, shielding his eyes from the sun, the optio searched for a place to turn
around. “How Roman engineers were able to carve out such narrow, unfriendly routes is
puzzling,” he muttered aloud. “Considering the danger and discomfort, a more important
question is, “Why?”
We would soon get the answer when we began traveling inland. Though the matter had
been decided, the men were filled with misgivings. Murmurs of protest were muttered back and
forth, even by Aulus’ men.
“I dunno about this,” Vesto said, as he skirted the cliff. “None of us like the coastal road,
but at least we have rest stops and towns along the way. We don’t have a map of the desert. It’s
a desolate, forsaken land.”
“Vesto’s right.” Aulus called to Decimus. “Where are we going to get good and water?
We’re heading into the unknown. Are there imperial way stations there?”
“Well, there has to be,” Decimus answered indecisively. “It’s a new road, but or
engineers built it, so there has to be way stations. At least it’ll be on flat ground. This bumpy
road’s dangerous. It’s hard on our men.”
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“There’s oasis—islands of palms and acacias,” Caesarius replied in a gravelly voice. “I
remember my optio talking about that route. The Syrian Desert is strewn with oasis filled with
date palms and wells. I heard nothing about way stations, though. We should double-back at
that last town and requisition supplies.”
“Humph, Caesarius is right. You men have any money left?” Decimus scanned the
group.
This caused more grumbling among the men. Setting examples for the group, Decimus,
Aulus, and Vesto poured coins into the optio’s helmet. Guiding his horse down the line,
Decimus received donations from everyone, including me. I gave him all of the coins my father
gave to me. What need had I of money if my bones bleaching in the desert. Without delay,
Decimus ordered Aulus and Ibrim to ride back and buy food and wine, while we plodded more
slowly south. First, however, the line of riders, which had been straggling over the narrow,
rocky coastline, moved to a wide stretch in the road, before turning around. Awakened by the
crisis at hand, our line tightened smartly. As our path again widened, when the road shifted
inland, we again road in pairs, looking more like a Roman detachment than ragtag rabble. No
one thanked me for remembering the detour. Most of the men had wanted to travel by sea, and
the thought of riding into the unknown, as Aulus put it, filled them with doubts. And yet, in spite
of our misgivings, a sense of purpose, even excitement filled us, as we waited at the milestone
for Aulus and Ibrim to return. No one could have known about the peril waiting for us in the
desert. We had to trust the optio’s decision. We had no other choice. After loading up the
mules with supplies and resting a spell, we chattered nervously amongst ourselves, as we turned
out mounts east.
“This couldn’t be any worse than that coast!” Aulus exclaimed.
“Aye,” Decimus tried sounding cheerful now, “for a change we’ll have a smooth ride and
not worry about bandits ahead.”
“Or falling to our deaths,” snorted Vesto. “It’s good thing they cut that alternate route. I
almost slipped off myself!”
******
Just a short while ago Aulus and Vesto had shown great uncertainty about the new route.
The three Romans had put a good face on matters. Everyone appeared to agree with their
assessments, as we followed Decimus’ into the unknown. For a short while, all was well.
Passing through a rocky corridor, we discussed the matter with each other. Caesarius and I
agreed that this might be good thing. The road had been hard on his tired bones. Both Langullus
and Enrod were suffering from wounds, and there was always the danger of falling off a cliff and
having our brains dashed on the shoreline below. I reminded him of the barren land on which
Nazareth, my hometown, sat like an oasis. Gradually, the stark canyon gave way to rolling hills
dotted with bushes and scrub oak. Finally, after being swallowed up again in the shadowy
foliage of trees, I listened to the frightened murmurs of the men. Once again, the fear of bandits
resurfaced in the ranks. Thoughts of men lurking in the forest, ready to ambush them any
moment and the age-old terror of the unknown filled their rustic heads. Those moments, I
recalled the trees behind my home and those days my brothers and friends romped in the hills. I
could never be afraid of the cool, dense groves of olive, oak, and pomegranate trees.
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Chapter Twelve
Desert Attack

After a short while, in which I must have fallen asleep, I opened my eyes and looked up
with a start as we arrived on the edge of a great wasteland, blinded by the relentless sun. We
were, Decimus explained, in a corridor of the Syrian Desert. In the distance, on the seaside of
the corridor sat the mountains of Lebanon, their distant, verdant hills making our path look that
much more desolate. To our right were barren, lifeless hills. Looking back at his startled men,
as if this remarkable event was but a trifling matter, Decimus announced our immediate
destination: “We have arrived at our most desolate location. Cheer up, men. This route’s better
for our rear ends, backs, and our poor horses and mules. That coastal route was dangerous.
There were many pitfalls ahead, both natural and man-made. In the flatlands we can see our
enemies. They can’t jump out of nowhere and ambush us like they did by the sea. The next
major city is Raphana. Keep your eyes open. Many of you are falling asleep.”
“Raphana,” I found my voice, “Jesus never mentioned that town.”
“Why would he?” murmured Caesarius drowsily. “I’ve heard about that hell-hole. Those
people hate Romans more than do the Jews.”
“How far away’s Raphana?” moaned Geta. “It’s really hot here, like we just rode into a
furnace.”
“This is a furnace,” grumbled Rufus, “and there’s no imperial way station until we reach
Raphana.”
“Yes, there’s a station there,” Decimus replied irresolutely. “There has to be. Surely,
there’s one near a major town.”
“You mean you don’t know?” Aulus blurted. “We’re low on coins, Decimus. Our
supplies will only go so far.”
In a hushed voice, Decimus chided his second-in-command.
“Our leader doesn’t have a clue.” Abzug groaned.
“Oh, this is just great,” Apollo muttered to Ajax, “no station and no protection from
bandits. Why did the Romans build this link of the highway so far civilization?”
“There’s no bandits in the desert,” scoffed Ajax. “There’s no trees, hills or bushes to hide
in. We have a much better chance of dying of thirst!”
“That’ll be enough of that.” Decimus, cried, galloping up in a cloud of dust.” “Shame on
you!” he scolded them. “We’ve just started this leg of the journey and already you two are
bellyaching. I want no more of that kind’ve talk!” “I warned you men,” he replied sternly,
riding up and down the line. “You shouldn’t have drunk beer and wine. Alas, I did so myself.
We couldn’t stay on the coastal route; it’s worse than I remembered. Now here we are on the
edge of the Syrian Desert. This will be the longest but, considering the flat road and oases with
water and date palms, not the worst lap of our trip. We might even travel faster and save time.
Let’s try to keep our spirits up. We have brought extra water, but drink sparingly from your
flasks. Unless I’m mistaken, there’s wells spaced out at intervals in this land, but no streams by
the road.”
“There may not be bandits in this desert,” grumbled Caesarius, “but there are Nabs!”
“You mean Arabs?” I frowned, conscious of my family’s neighbors in Nazareth.
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“We call’em Nabs,” Ajax grumbled, “like Ibrim here!” He pointed at the scout.
“I’m not a Nab,” Ibrim said indignantly. “Not all desert people are Nabs. Some of my
kinsmen are farmers and live in villages.”
“Our neighbors near Nazareth are Arabs,” I said thoughtfully, “They’re harmless
enough.”
“Yes,” replied Geta, “I’ve heard about them—a band of shepherds.”
“Hah!” Ibrim tossed his head. “They’re still thieves. Most of my people are thieves too.”
“Yes,” Caesarius nodded wearily, “but I’m not talking about peaceful shepherds or
farmers. I’m talking about people who hate us—all of us, even you Ibrim. As some of you may
know, Petra, the capital of these barbarous people, is a sworn enemy of Rome. Petra acts as a
base for their murderous bands, which thrive on raiding and pillage.”
“They’re not the same as my neighbors,” I insisted. “Odeh’s band are mere shepherds and
petty thieves.”
“Listen, lad,” Ibrim said wryly, turning in his saddle, “I don’t know about this Odeh, but
all desert people can be bandits and pillagers. My tribe, the Badu, came from Arabia Felix—a
Roman province. Rome controls that region, but trust me, Thaddeus, they’ll never conquer it.
They’re savages. I pity the Romans stationed there. Nomads, whether Nabs, Edomites, or Badu,
move like phantoms in the desert. The Arabs are just the worst. It’s true that all desert people
aren’t thieving nomads, but all of them, regardless of what they’re called, can also become
bandits.”
Coincidentally that moment a cloud of dust rose up in the distance. Immediately, Ibrim
called attention to this threat. “Decimus,” he sounded the alarm, “look what you brought us to!”
“What? Where are you pointing?” The optio shielded his eyes from the sun.
“There sir,” he pointed a shaky finger, “like the jinn, waiting for wayfarers to plunder.”
At first, it didn’t register in our minds. None of us were really in shape for the long haul.
The sudden rise in temperature had caught us all off guard, and we had just started this part of
our journey with many leagues to go. Now another crisis, like the one at Ecdippa, loomed in the
horizon. Caesarius words seemed almost prophetic. Though many of the other men had not put
a name to this threat, in the distance, a band of camel driving nomads rippled as a heat chimera
over the desert sand.
“Draw you weapons men,” ordered the optio, “they’re coming right at us.”
“They probably want our horses and mules,” Aulus uttered in a frightened voice.
“Or our heads!” Decimus replied. “So far they’re moving slowly toward us on those
filthy beasts. We don’t won’t them to attack us. So make no unfriendly moves. They have the
advantage: they outnumber us and have their backs to the sun.” “Ibrim speak to these men in
their barbarous tongue,” he ordered him, “but keep your bow handy. That goes for all of you
carrying that weapon. Fronto, don’t show your spear; that would be an unfriendly gesture. Just
hold it ready on your right side. The rest of you stay on your mounts. Don’t panic. These
people are like wolves or wild dogs. They attack frightened prey.”
“We’re not animals,” protested Ibrim, “I’m certainly not!”
“Humph, maybe you’re not,” Geta announced, “you’re a Galilean, but I’ve heard about
those desert people. Horses and mules are faster than camels. I say we make a run for it before
its too late.”
Decimus rode up and gave him his whip. “You would say that!” he shrilled, lashing out
several times. “I saw you and those other cut and ran in Cana. That’s behind us, Geta. You’re
still a Roman legionnaire. Act like it!”
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“Yes, Geta,” Aulus called out hoarsely. “Do you know what would happen if we tried to
escape? Our horses might outrun them, but not the mules carrying our supplies. We’d perish on
the desert without our pack animals.”
“That’s right Aulus,” Vesto said, his own eyes wide with fear, “before they take them
from us, we’ll have to stand and fight.”
“Thaddeus,” the optio looked squarely into my eyes, “remember what I taught you? Do
you remember what the Reaper did?”
“Ye-es, I guess. It’s like a dream,” I answered, fingering the hilt of my sword, “only this
time I’m awake, it’s not a dream, and I know it!”
“What does he mean?” Rufus muttered to Enrod.
“I told you he was sleep-walking,” Geta cried hysterically, “it must’ve been a fluke.
We’re all going to die and become shades. The Hebrew god is going to punish us for killing all
those Jews.”
“Calm down.” Caesarius looked back, waving his hands. “You mustn’t show those
savages fear.”
A hysterical laugh escaped my parched throat when I thought of what Geta had said.
Langullus was even more terrified than Geta. “Oh, Curse you Decimus,” he wailed. “Curse the
Galilean Cohort. A special curse for Cornelius for sending us north. I live all these years, get
myself wounded, then cashiered, only to wind up a pile of bones in this gods-forsaken, dungheap place.”
“Shut up! Shut up!” The optio stuck them both soundly with his whip. “So help me if
you don’t shut up, I’ll run you through, myself!”
The desert warriors had stopped on the slope of the dune facing us, apparently, by their
laughter, enjoying this scene. All fourteen of us turned on our mounts, Geta and Langullus
included, to face our potential attackers. I was certain that moment that I would, like the others,
in fact, meet the Angel of Death, and yet a strange calm fell over me. Though in my current state
it could have been delirium, a voice inside of me seemed to say, “Fear not, Jude it’s not your
time. Because of you, the others live!”
Suddenly, in an action that caused us to unsheathe our swords, one of the warriors
climbed off his camel and began walking toward us. Almost immediately, as Decimus gestured
frantically, we put away our swords.
“This is a trick.…What’s that fellow up to?.…What do we do now?” the men murmured
amongst themselves.
“Silence!” Aulus whispered shrilly. “That’s a gesture of peace. One of us must go out
and parley with that man.”
“Who would you suggest?” Vesto frowned.
Decimus turned to Ibrim, who, clutching his bow in one hand and quiver in the other, was
poised for action. “It’s time, Ibrim,” he spoke gravely. “Prove your loyalty. You’re the only
who can communicate with those men.”
“I will go,” he said in a trembling voice, “but I might not come back. I may speak their
tongue, Decimus, but I’m not one of them. My family were farmers and herdsmen, not bandits.
Those men might see me as just another Roman soldier.”
I had seen the Romans dismount whenever diplomacy was needed with townsmen. It
was, as Aulus said, a gesture of peace. Nevertheless, with this bunch it looked foolhardy to me.
Straightening his shoulders after handing the optio his bow and quiver, Ibrim stepped forward
bravely to meet the advancing rider about halfway between the two groups. We couldn’t hear
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their conversation, but the man pointed our way. Ibrim shook his head. He pointed again, this
time shouting at the scout when Ibrim held up his hands in dismissal. Whatever the man was
asking was unacceptable to our friend.
“Uh oh,” Rufus heaved a sigh, “he’s not long for this world.”
“It’s a nomad’s custom to parley,” Caesarius said with an air of authority. “I’ve seen this
before: in Arabia and Perea. They probably want our mules and supplies. They’ll kill Ibrim then
attack us if they don’t get what they want.”
After only few moments of pent-up silence, Caesarius words proved to be prophetic
again. Turning on his heel, Ibrim began running toward us. Pandemonium broke among our
ranks. The men were torn between fleeing on their mounts and standing firm to meet the
inevitable charge. The nomad leader screamed at Ibrim, and a second man brought his beast
forward with a lance raised to spear the fleeing man. Anticipating this turn of events, Abzug was
ready. Lifting his bow, he took careful aim, and let fly an arrow. Meanwhile, even before the
missile hit its mark, Aulus, Vesto, and the optio unfastened their shields from their horses,
assumed a warlike pose, and Decimus shouted boldly, “For the eagles, for the empire, for
Rome!”
Halting as Ibrim scuttled into our ranks, we witnessed what seemed like another miracle.
The man brandishing the lance was hit squarely between the eyes, an incredible shot even for
Abzug, who had mastered the bow. Our esteem for the normally spineless Abzug soared that
moment as the little scout was handed his own bow and arrows by the optio. Tumbling off his
camel, the dead warrior lie there on the sand, as the leader looked down at him then shouted an
oath. At that point, after he climbed back onto his beast, he raised his fists and led his men in the
expected charge. Slowed by the powdery sand, their beasts moved as if in slow motion toward
us.
“We can defeat them!” Vesto cried.
“Really,” Apollo looked at him in disbelief, “they’re on camels. They have the elevation
on us. They’ll stick us like pigs.”
“Come on you cowards!” Aulus lurched forward on his horse.
“Yes, listen to me men,” Decimus tried rallying his troops, “those fools are fighting with
lances, not bows. That’s all right if you’re on foot, but they’re struggling in that dune. We have
swifter mounts. Let’s not wait for them to reach the road were they have equal footing. With
our bows and swords, we can circle around them and pick them off!”
Gripped with terror, I giggled foolishly at the sight of the slow-moving beasts. The other
men followed the optio’s example and surged forward. Caesarius also gave his mule the whip,
yet hesitated briefly to give me much needed advice.
“Jude,” he called me by my proper name, “this time your not sleep-walking: stay put with
the pack animals or flee!”
None of these choices were agreeable that instant, yet a feeling of well being I had
experienced before flooded over me. Through me, I sensed, the Lord had protected us in
Ecdippa. It was the only logical explanation. Perhaps He had been doing this all along. Unlike
the last time, I had to force myself against my nature to play the hero. This time, instead of
running into the hills as I had done in Cana, I galloped ahead of the others, emitting my own
warlike cry, “Onward, for the Lord of Jews and Gentiles and for Rome!”
As the nomads became bogged down in the fine-grained sand, the camels panicked, as
the horsemen circled the hill. The three veterans, who, like me, rode slower moving mules, were
not enthusiastic about this enterprise. Caesarius, Rufus, Enrod, and the three Roman guards
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shouted at me to no avail. Like the “crazies,” those German warriors I would learn about in the
legions, who ran madly into an enemy host, I lost my head completely, screaming and whooping
as if I was bereft of my senses. My plan was to shock the enemy and instill fear in their
superstitious minds. Had not Ibrim believed I was possessed by a jinn? As Abzug, Ibrim, and
Rufus shot arrows at the beleaguered warriors, Fronto let loose with a javelin, hitting one of them
squarely in the chest. Meanwhile the Romans and other auxilia took sword swipes at the camels’
legs as they rode past, easily dodging the clumsy efforts of the lancers, throwing the gangly
beasts into absolute frenzy. Considering the panic of the animals, my own puny actions had no
effect whatsoever on our adversaries, yet I did something that I would later regret. When several
of the warriors were thrown off their camels and the others, still precariously balanced on their
mounts, were taken by their hysterical beasts in all different directions, the Romans, veterans and
most of the auxilia dismounted and attacked the disoriented men, while Ibrim, Abzug, and Rufus
chased after the others with their bows. Rufus, who was not a marksman with this weapon,
missed his targets entirely, but Ibrim and Abzug each boasted of three kills. During the lop-sided
melee, several of the warriors managed to escape, but the remainder were butchered on the spot.
The leader of this band threw his lance aside and fought bravely with a curved sword, much like
the ancient relic my father had once shown my brothers and me, but it was too unwieldy against
the shield and jabbing gladius that was thrust directly into his stomach. Unfortunately, as Vesto
gave the fatal stab, one of the lancers, who broke away from the slaughter, turned and caught the
burly warrior directly in his bull neck. Everyone was too busy to notice but me. I had grown
found all my protectors, including this man. I finally dismounted, hoarse from my caterwauling,
uttering a fearful, throaty cry: “Death to barbarians!” What caused me to go berserk and actually
run after Vesto’s assassin, however, was the sight of Rufus’ wounded brother Enrod lying dead
in the sand, a broken shaft in his chest.
“By the Fates,” cried Aulus, “they killed Vesto. They got Enrod too.”
“Eeeeeeeeeeeeh!” I shrieked, charging after my prey.
Caesarius, I would learn later, had joined the slaughter reluctantly this time, calling
frantically through cupped hands, “Jude, Jude, let him go! I told you to stay behind. You’re
going to get yourself killed.”
“What’s that young fool doing?” Geta shouted. “Hey, Jude, let the bastard go!”
“He’s gone mad this time,” observed Decimus in a constricted voice. “We never
should’ve brought him along.”
Catching up with the robed figure, who, after throwing his lance, was virtually
weaponless and for some reason unable to draw his knife or sword, I looked at him with every
intention of running him through.
“Lo the, Reaper—this time wide-awake,” Apollo hooted, his own sword dripping with
blood.
“Thaddeus,” wailed Rufus, “don’t let him get away. He killed my brother!”
“Kill him, kill the swine!” shrieked Ajax.
A voice in me that hadn’t been there before when I had been in my dream world blared in
my head: “You’re not asleep. This is murder. Let him live!”
I began praying feverishly for God to get me out of this dilemma. Inexplicably, the man
had stopped running and just looked at me with an expressionless stare. Suddenly, as if in
answer to my prayers, he crumpled limply onto the sand. There was an arrow shaft in his neck
that had broken off during the battle. He had what our people called the death stare. He was
already dead.
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“Thank you Lord!” I cried.
Bending down I did as my mother often did with a patient and checked his pulse. It had
stopped. Out of habit, for I had been taught reverence for the dead, I shut his eyelids, lightheadedly murmured the Shema “Hear oh Israel, the Lord is one,...”, stabbed the ground next to
him to make it look good, then, on second thought, plunged the sword into his stomach to bloody
my sword. Through the grime and dark tanned skin, I discovered, with a gasp, that he was just a
youth, younger even than me. The defilement of stabbing the corpse and the fact he was but a
boy gave me pause, yet I cried out for my comrades’ benefit, “Try to pull a knife on me, you
filthy barbarian. I send you to the shades!”
I had ended my reverence to God with a pagan imprecation but I felt exhilarated. The
taint of my actions was nothing compared to how I would feel if I had murdered the youth in
cold blood. I had survived another attack. The Lord was with me. I had been delivered from
committing a terrible dead. Unfortunately, I couldn’t share this feeling with the other men; after
the deaths of Vesto and Enrod, they wouldn’t understand. I must, as the Greek actors say, play
the part: Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper. With a fierce look on my face, clutching my gladius as
it dripped on the sand, I managed a smile for them, though I felt no kinship with this group.
Decimus and Aulus, who knelt down sadly on each side of their dead comrade, I’m sure, had
killed out of self-defense, whereas the auxilia had savagely hacked their enemies to pieces. It
was a horrible sight. To keep from vomiting, I closed my eyes or looked down at the sand.
Beyond these two groups, having returned to the horses and mules, were Caesarius, Geta, and
Langullus. At such a distance I couldn’t read their expressions, but I had glanced over at them
often enough to know that they had merely gone through the motions. I doubted very much if
there was even blood on their swords.
Rufus held up the head of a man. “This pig killed my brother. May he burn in everlasting
torment.”
Rufus had thought my opponent had killed his brother, too. Looking down at the bloodspattered arena of death, Apollo cackled madly, tossing a second trophy into a pile of severed
heads. Fronto, Ibrim, and Abzug, who had felled the fleeing men for sport, also brought back
such horrors, bringing the total of the trophies to sixteen. Decimus and Aulus, in their grief, had
let the men run amuck. Two of our dead comrades lay side by side, a Roman issue blanket on
each of them. The impact of their deaths, which had triggered barbarian fury among the auxilia,
affected the rest of us differently. The optio quietly grieved as he sat there beside his friend,
staring in shock at the unmoving shapes. Aulus stood over him, his hand resting on his shoulder,
also grieving, his lip curled in disgust. I was horrified by the carnage, but Decimus, Aulus, and
the veterans were more outraged by what happened afterwards. For all the horror they had
witnessed and inflicted themselves upon the enemy, the actions of the auxilia were viewed by
Roman standards as overkill and unprofessional conduct for soldiers.
Rufus approached that moment, his hands bloodied, tears in his eyes as he knelt beside
his twin brother. I could scarcely believe they were dead: the carefree, coarse, good-natured
Roman and the quiet, polite-mannered Gaul. I couldn’t help asking God why Apollo or Ajax
hadn’t been struck down instead. Jesus had always said that God’s ways are mysterious, but this
seemed downright unjust.
“Do you feel better?” Aulus asked, as the Gaul wiped his hands on his tunic.
Rufus grunted. There was even blood splattered on his face. This friendly, happy-golucky young man had, like the rest of them, turned into a ruthless killer. The only adversary with
his head still attached was the youth struck down by an arrow—my supposed victim. Perhaps
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they expected me to follow their example and cut his head off too, but the very thought of doing
such a nasty thing sickened me. While everyone’s attention was focused on the decapitated men
and grisly pile of heads, I dropped my sword as if it was a foul thing and stood apart for several
moments.
“I will kill as many of those jackals as I can before we reach Raphana!” Rufus vowed.
“You will do no such thing!” Aulus retorted. “I’m sorry Enrod was killed, but this isn’t
Galilee or the gentle hills of Lebanon. That kind of talk will get us all killed.”
Decimus blinked, his sense of duty awakened. “We’re all sorry lad. In his condition
Enrod should not have joined the fight. He was a brave man. You too must continue to be
brave.” Rising to his feet, he announced in a hoarse voice, “I’m not sure how many of those
fellows escaped. Rome has never been able to tame this desert. I hope the defilement of their
dead doesn’t bring down the wrath of the entire tribe.” “Fronto, Ibrim, Abzug” he gave them a
studied look, “I see you also brought gifts.” “Was it necessary to cut off their heads?” His glance
swept over the men. “Ajax even disemboweled one. It was only necessary to kill them, you
fools. This isn’t the Roman way. We’re not savages!”
“They deserved it!” Rufus screamed.
“Hah!” Apollo held up a head. “They all did!”
“We shouldn’t have let the others get away.” Ajax said, scanning the horizon. “We
should’ve killed them all!
“Awe, we got enough of them,” Fronto laughed nervously. “Ibrim and I got six of’em.”
“Why did you men do this?” I asked, trying not to look down. “It’s disgusting. It’s
wrong!”
“That pig gutted one of them.” Geta pointed accusingly at Ajax.
Caesarius walked up then, alongside of the other veterans, intoning, “In the nomad’s
mind what they did is dishonorable. To separate the head from he body is the greatest insult.
You may have spooked this bunch, for they are very superstitious, but on flat ground, face-toface, with swords in hand, they’re ferocious fighters. You men don’t want that! We Romans
have never conquered the desert people, especially those in the south. I’m no one to talk. In
anger I killed unarmed Jews. But this is the desert; these aren’t quarrelsome Jews. They’re
nomads, who you killed for sport, like Apollo, Ajax, and Ibrim who shot down those fleeing
Jews—”
“Shut up you coward.” Ajax charged forward. “You ran from the fight. If we depended
on you three we’d all be dead!”
“Halt, stand down you murdering dog,” Aulus said through clinched teeth. “I saw Geta,
Caesarius and Langullus with their swords. This was nothing but a butchering site.”
Then it happened. Ajax finally crossed the line: “You want to cross swords me you
broken down bag of wind. I think it’s about time we auxilia put you Romans in your place!”
Fronto, Ibrim, and Apollo shook their heads, but Decimus and Abzug took up defensive
positions on each of Aulus. Though I protested weakly, Caesarius pulled me away by the edge
of my tunic, until I was standing with Geta, Langullus, and himself, praying silently that the
other auxilia stayed put.
Fronto lumbered over and spread out his huge hands. “Stop this Ajax. We’re not
criminals. I don’t want to be a wanted man because you lost your head.”
“We all lost our heads,” Abzug said contritely. “It seemed right at the time, but Caesarius
and Decimus are right. This is a mess. Now we must bury these men and the bodies of our
friends.”
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“Did you really kill that man?” Caesarius whispered into my ear.
“No,” I murmured, “he was already dead when I plunged in my sword.”
“That’s what I thought,” he sighed raggedly. “Tell no one about this. Decimus and Aulus
wouldn’t care, but the other men won’t understand. You made quite a show, but it was a little
excessive, don’t you think?”
“Yes,” I confessed contritely, though I suppressed a smile.
Geta and Langullus were still too shaken to notice our secrecy. When it appeared as if
Ajax might take on all three men, Langullus staggered out from behind the mules, dazed,
clutching his sword.
“I’ve been a coward,” he said, heaving his shoulders, “we’ve all been cowards.”
“Get back here, you damn fool!” Geta cried, reaching out grab his tunic. “Ajax’s not
going to fight. It’s three to one.”
This sounded reasonable to me, and yet Ajax was pumped up with anger now. The big
Thracian stood his ground, glaring at the Greek. When Rufus, who had been standing in
morning above his dead brother stepped forth to join Ajax, however, the odds changed
drastically. Even though Abzug had made a fantastic shot in bringing down Ibrim’s potential
assassin, the three men facing Ajax and Rufus were no match for the fierce auxilia, unless Fronto
planned to act.
“We have to join them now.” Langullus motioned to us. “Come, Fronto won’t go against
his kind. If they kill those men, they’ll kill us too. Let’s make a united front!”
“Oh, by the fates,” Geta groaned, “he’s right. There’s no way out. Let’s go Thaddeus.
You’re no coward, and neither are we!”
I should have been encouraged to hear Geta, one of my greatest critics, say such a thing,
but it wasn’t true. I doubt very much that he even meant it. He and Langullus, like me, were
terrified. Nevertheless, the miracle at Ecdippa, hitting that tree with Fronto’s spear dead center,
and the spectacle I just made of myself on the dune had sealed my fate. I had a reputation to live
up to. I was Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper. I was also a damn fool! Retrieving the spear
Fronto had given me, I hefted it shakily over my shoulder, my gladius clutched in my other hand.
Geta and Langullus had fetched their shields and clutched their swords as legionnaires marching
into battle. Slowly at first, they quickened their steps, as if to get this business over with.
Recalling the Psalmist, I muttered his words feverishly while I trotted after them: “Yea,
though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me;
thy rod and thy staff they comfort me...” Suddenly I found myself in Decimus’ group, now
greatly outnumbering our adversaries. The optio and Aulus, like Caesarius, Geta, and Langullus
stood in the classical legionnaire stance (shields held high and gladius in the stabbing position),
Abzug now brandished one of the dead men’s curved swords—a trophy of victory, and my plan
was to throw the lance at one of them then race in and stab the other with my sword. Even with
the odds in our favor and the other auxilia not supporting Ajax and Rufus, we knew that these
men were formidable foes. Of the two, in fact, I feared Enrod’s twin brother the most. As
unbalanced as it seemed, his motive was his honor—to avenge his dead brother, whereas the
Greek, who had been put in his place before by Decimus, was merely upset. Neither of them, of
course, was right in his head. What changed everything completely was so totally unexpected
that Geta and I broke into hysterical laughter. Ajax’s mouth dropped in disbelief as the big
Thracian stepped forward finally, sword and captured lance in each hand, followed by Ibrim who
raised his bow, arrow ready, aiming it squarely at Rufus, while Apollo arrived behind Ajax,
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lance pointed at his back, a dagger clutched in the other. Taking the cue, Geta, Langullus, and I
changed our positions, until the ten of us surrounded the two men.
“All right,” the optio heaved a pent-up sigh, “I think this has gone on long enough. Ajax,
you might be a murdering dog, but you’re not a fool. Even your cohort Apollo has turned
against you. Before you move a fraction, Ibrim will send an arrow straight into your black heart.
As far you, Rufus, Ibrim was smart to single you out. You’re in shock by your brother’s death.
In your frame of mind, you’re the most dangerous. Even if he misses, though, our swords will
finish you off. He wants to live. We all want to make it out of this desert alive.”
“I’ll stick you Rufus, so help me,” swore Aulus. “Drop your gladius. We need as many
men as possible to get out of here. We need your sword arm. Please, don’t make us kill you!”
“Yes, Rufus, we all lost our heads,” Fronto said, the lance poised squarely him. “Enrod
was a good man, and is this moment in the Elysian Fields. Unless you stand down, you’ll be
joining him soon.”
Abzug, whose curved weapon was raised over his head and aimed at Ajax, directed his
voice to the Greek. “I will cut you in two. Lower you sword, you idiot. Decimus isn’t your
enemy. They were your enemies, but they’re dead. There’s a lot more of them out there too.
Let’s concentrate on them!”
Ajax was the first to give up his war-like stance. Placing his weapon in its sheath, he
stomped defiantly over to the horses and mules and sulked. Rufus, however, remained poised to
make a sword thrust, until Geta knocked him unconscious with a club. This strange-looking
weapon had belonged to one of our adversaries and joined other foreign weapons (swords,
lances, and daggers) collected that day. For the remainder of the day, everyone obeyed Decimus
without question. He had, using short, gruff commands, shepherded his small band back into
action, coaxing, threatening, and reminding us of the dangers of dawdling in this forsaken land.
We were, as Langullus hoped for, a united front as we had been after leaving the Galilean fort,
and yet there remained a trace of malice in the Greek’s eyes and a note of remorse in Fronto,
Abzug, and Ibrim’s voices. Rufus was inconsolable. When we tried to talk to him, he hissed at
us like a cat. Langullus, whose injuries had never properly healed, appeared to be suffering from
the heat. Apollo, as before, had an inscrutable expression on his dark face, impossible to read,
while Geta and Caesarius, like myself, wore looks of relief and were just thankful to be alive. In
spite of the mood of some of the men, we worked as a team under Decimus and Aulus’ direction.
After heaping sand over the dead men with Roman issue shovels, which took us almost
an hour, we climbed wearily back onto our mounts and continued our ride north. Already, this
was turning out to be the most difficult leg of our journey. With the sun high in the cloudless
sky, the temperature soared, and yet we had to move quickly. The desert was no place to be at
night with nomads lurking about. There was no place to bury poor Vesto and Enrod in the sand
on each side of the road. We were forced to ride on a ways with them strapped onto mules in
search of an oasis to bury our friends. According to Caesarius, Decimus, and Ibrim, these
patches of greenery were common in the Syrian and Arabian deserts. Of course, what was most
important to us was whether theses oases would provide water for us and our horses and mules.
Decimus explained to us that Roman engineers took these life-saving features into consideration
when building Rome’s roads. If a spring wasn’t present, they would dig a well, and all Roman
highways eventually passed a town. Until, we actually found such a rest stop, however, this was
mere, unfounded, hearsay. Raphana was many leagues away. So far, Decimus decision to take
this road seemed like an ongoing disaster. He had led us into harm’s way. Two men were dead.
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Everyone was dispirited after the attack. Along with hunger and exhaustion, we were fearful of
dying of thirst.
Almost as important as these concerns, was the welfare of our horses and mules, without
whom we would be as good as dead. We had a limited supply of water for them, and the supply
of oats to feed them was running low. We needed pasturage. Above all, we needed water. I had
grown fond of my mule, as I had for my previous mounts, and thought of him as a pet. I felt
sorry him, as I did all the beasts, but at least they had a chance. If Decimus was wrong, we
might all—man and beast alike—die of thirst. If the desert warriors wiped us out, they would
take the horses and mules as contraband. Our unburied bodies would become bleached bones on
the sand. Following our first skirmish, this seemed to be a definite possibility. There, ahead in
the horizon or like phantoms at corner of our eyes, imagined or real, were the distant specks of
nomads atop the dunes. At times, the wind would pick up and blow the fine sand into our eyes,
reminding us of our folly. Most of the men had their own way in dealing with these particles, by
either tying cloth around their faces, pulling a blanket over their heads, or, like myself, riding
with their head down much of the trip with eyes closed, relying on the mount in front to guide
them on. Finally, it appeared, as Decimus kept promising it would: an oasis, far ahead our
straggling procession, glowing like a chimera by the road.
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Chapter Thirteen
The First Oasis

Everyone had been on guard, constantly scanning the surrounding dunes for the dark
shapes of men on their ungainly beasts. We were jumpy and on edge as we traveled north. Now,
with this vision in our sight, we cheered hoarsely. Before we arrived at this paradise in the
middle of nowhere, in expectation of a possible ambush, Decimus sent Ibrim ahead to skirt the
tree line and check for nomad tents. We had been fortunate so far or, less likely, as Abzug
suggested, had frightened them all away. Ibrim must have regretted volunteering to be our scout,
yet he rode off without a word. When he returned, he couldn’t promise that there weren’t
nomads inside the oasis, only that it was quiet and appeared uninhabited. For several moments,
as it grew larger and larger, we rode silently, wishing our mounts could move faster. Among
other things, this small parcel of land, which sat on a small hill, provided us with the advantage
in case we were attacked.... That is, Caesarius cautioned, if they weren’t already there.
When we arrived on the edge of the oasis, our first concern was our horses and mules.
After watering them sparingly with the large water flagons draped over their saddles, we let them
forage on the grass in a nearby meadow now that the supply of oats was so low. After gobbling
down our own provisions, and, as Decimus insisted, drinking only a few swallows from our
flasks, our next order of business was the internment of our two friends. No one, including the
animals, had been surfeited nor had our thirst been slacked. Wearily, we gathered together rocks
we could find and left a pile over each grave. It seemed unfair to bury Vesto and Enrod in such
an isolated place. Even though it was peaceful, quiet, and cooler here, they would be forgotten.
No one would visit their graves. Caesarius and Aulus carved their names on the trunks of palm
trees nearby, Decimus said a few words, and told us to rest a spell before getting back on the
road. Silently, I prayed for my fallen comrades, wondering if it was true, as the Pharisees and
rabbis thought, that infidels went to Gahenna instead of Paradise or, as Decimus suggested, the
Elysian Fields.
Aulus and most the auxilia rode ahead to inspect the interior of the oasis, while the
remainder of us stood watch upon the horizon. Where we had prudently paused, there were
mostly bushes, acacias, and stunted palms. No one expected that we might find a well or other
water source. Soon, however, we heard cheers in the distance. Apollo appeared at edge of the
tree line, waving his red cap. By a stroke of good luck, the oasis proved to have an active spring
and, as we also hoped, countless date palms with their fruit lying on the ground. More
importantly, as Decimus and Aulus suspected, there were no nomads inside the oasis. Many
times, Caesarius explained to me, travelers were forced to dig into the ground or eat a quantity of
dates and any other fruit available for moisture, which often bound one up or turned his bowels
to water. Now, after being so frugal with our flask, we could drink our fill and rinse off the
grime of travel. What struck me as unclean was the fact that men and animals drank from the
same bubbling pond, and yet I drank alongside of my mule. Decimus instructed us to fill as
many flasks as we could. As was their nature, Ajax and Apollo jumped in and splashed around
like children. I sat beside the water, dangling my feet, feeling at peace again but also very tired.
While our animals continued to munch on the grasses on the ground, Fronto and Ibrim stood
guard at one end of the oasis and the Greek and Egyptian patrolled the remainder of the refuge.
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After eating handfuls of ripe dates, an action, we would later regret, we were, as Decimus
promised earlier, allowed a spell in the shadows of the trees, listening to the bubbling spring and
contemplating on the journey ahead. At this point, I sat in a shady area, thanking the Lord for
protecting us on my behalf. This notion had grown stronger in my mind with each mile. How
else could I explain it? Of course, the Lord didn’t protect two of our companions. Jesus had told
me that His ways were mysterious. I couldn’t believe that it was, as Caesarius said fatalistically,
just their time. Why these good men and not Apollo, Ajax, or Ibrim? All I knew was that at the
first imperial station I had, in what I thought was a dream state, saved my fellow travelers—good
and bad, from a massacre. Now, once again, I had escaped death. We had all escaped death at
the hands of a savage people, who had simply been tricked by a Roman ploy. Was the Lord
protecting my companions and myself and would he continue to do so? Had this all been some
kind of test for me by my unknowable god, the others being carried along by blind fate? Or was
this, as Ajax claimed before, another fluke. With these thoughts swimming in my head, I closed
my eyes and fell into a deep, untroubled sleep. I awakened from my nap to the voice of
Decimus, who was shaking me sternly, “Thaddeus, we have only so much daylight. It’s time to
go!”
“I-I’m sorry I fell asleep,” I said, struggling to my feet.
“Stay with the group Jude,” he chided. “We have to be extra careful from now: no
wandering off or daydreaming on your mule. Are you all right lad?”
“Yes.” I nodded.
After being robbed of needed sleep, I felt as if I was in a daze.
“Listen,” he said from the corner of his mouth. “I want no more of that nonsense I saw on
the dune. What was that, Jude? The men think you’re addled in the head. You have nothing
more to prove!”
Guiding me by my elbow through the trees like an invalid, he questioned me about killing
the nomad, worried that this deed, which was done to an unarmed man, would further addle my
mind. He didn’t scold me for this act, since he had cut down a few himself. Nevertheless, I told
him the truth (the man had already been dead before I stabbed him.) He laughed heartily,
replying within earshot of the other men idling in the shade, “You were still quite brave
Thaddeus in leading that charge.”
As I climbed onto my mule, I was surprised that no one criticized me for my tardiness.
Rufus sat moodily below an acacia tree, staring into space, until Aulus gently roused him with
the tip of his whip. Apollo, Ajax, Fronto, Ibrim, Abzug, and the veterans were already mounted
with anxious looks on their faces. Geta’s report of seeing a stranger in the distance had shaken
them. As Geta remarked later, “if you see one mounted warrior, another must not be far away.”
Everyone was reluctant to leave our refuge. Decimus reminded us that there were probably
countless oases on this road. Unfortunately, we had to travel an indeterminate distance to reach
the next stop. Between now and then, we were at the mercy of nomads roaming the dunes.
******
There were, in fact, several sightings of nomads in the distance. They appeared and
reappeared as heat chimeras, reminding Ibrim of jinns, in the way they skirted the sand. Jinns,
he reminded us, could be either good or bad spirits. So far, Geta pointed out, they had proven to
be bad. I wanted to ask the optio if these outriders posed a threat, but thought better of it.
Instead I tried to make conversation with Caesarius about his service for Rome. The old man,
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however, was close-mouth this time, perhaps because he was worried about poor Rufus or what
lie ahead. Because of the great expanse between our procession and the potential foes ahead,
Decimus allowed us to talk freely, even though, as Aulus cautioned, voices traveled in the wind.
While our scout chattered with Fronto about the difference between the Galilean ‘Nabs’ and the
men slaughtered back on the dune, I heard Abzug explain to Aulus the difference between his
own people, the Syrians and the Arabs, who worshiped stones, animals and trees. The Syrian
deities, we were informed, though more advanced than Arab gods and goddesses, worshipped
Baal and Astarte who demanded sacrifice of children and women to prostrate themselves in
temple rites. Ibrim, however, admitted that the religion of his people in Galilee was no better
than the primitive jinn-people of the sand. Unlike some of the shepherds living near my home in
Nazareth, who claimed to worship the Most High, Ibrim was just another pagan like my other
traveling companions. He boasted to Abzug that the Arabs, his father’s people, had a thousand
gods, more than any other people, even the Egyptians. Apollo, like many Alexandrian
Egyptians, had married a Greek woman and worshiped Olympian gods, and yet he took issue
with Ibrim’s claim. Egypt, he bragged, had ten thousand gods and demigods, many of them
animals, such crocodiles, monkeys, and cats, and the list was still growing. When the Greeks
and then the Romans conquered Egypt, their gods and goddesses were also added to Egypt’s
pantheon.
At this point, the discussion took an interesting turn. Ajax, who was a rustic Greek and
the son of slaves, commented from the back of the march: “What does it matter how many gods
men store up. They’re made of wood and stone.”
“Aye,” agreed Abzug, “they’re not real, none of them—even that bugger Zeus.”
“It’s so simple.” Geta went them one better. “The gods didn’t make man; man made the
gods.”
“And if they existed at all,” observed Fronto, “why’re innocent people murdered and half
the empire enslaved?”
“Bah,” Langullus grumbled, “you miss the point—all of you. The gods have nothing to
do with it. It’s in man’s nature to do horrible things!”
I was actually impressed with their views. What Ajax, Abzug, Geta, Fronto, and
Langullus said was true. Manufactured by men, the pagan gods offered their worshipers nothing:
neither blessings nor moral guidelines. According to the rabbi in synagogue school, our god
watched over the faithful and offered them eternal life. Jesus often talked about this on our
walks. Most of the Galilean Jews believed this, including the strict Pharisees in my town. I
wanted to share my thoughts with them, and yet as I opened my mouth, I felt a sharp nudge.
“Psst, psst!” Caesarius whispered. Placing a finger before his lips when I looked his way, he
murmured sternly. “Hush, I know you’re tempted, but you stay out of this. They don’t
understand your harsh, invisible god!”
Perking up my ears, I heard Ibrim mention, in a mocking tone, the deification of Julius by
Emperor Augustus and the fact that Tiberius had also made Augustus a god. Caesarius poked
me again, as Apollo explained Egyptian’s ancient practice of Pharaoh worship in which the
priests made kings into gods. Though Apollo, like Ibrim, was attempting to make a point, Ajax
scoffed at these examples of men’s’ folly, declaring, “Men can’t make themselves gods. I
watched some of those self-made gods. Rufus told me what Caesar did to their people: he
murdered half of them in order to conquer Gaul. The Romans in Galilee told me about Augustus
too. No one knows how many of his own citizens he killed to get to the throne. Romans claim
to be civilized. Hah! I’ve watched their priests stick their hands into the guts of dead sheep and
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pigs slaughtered by the hundreds to foretell the future. How sick is that? It’s all lies and
trickery. If I had my way, I’d burn all of the Roman, Greek, Egyptian, and Syrian gods and let
men think for themselves.”
“Did you hear that?” I whispered to Caesarius. “That sums it up—the Gentile yearning
for faith!”
Caesarius frowned severely at me. In total agreement, in progressively louder voices, the
men rebuked their homeland’s gods, but the loudest voice was the Greek, who lumped his native
Greek pantheon into the same group as Rome’s cold, lifeless gods.
“All right men,” Decimus announced with a chuckle, “we get the point. We have an
issue with our gods, but what you said about Caesar and Augustus was an exaggeration, Ajax,
and a bit treasonous I might add. Rome lives by tradition, which includes reverence for its gods.
It’s our duty to respect them. At least we don’t offer our children up in sacrifice as did the
Syrians or burn men in wicker cages like the Gauls. Caesar and Augustus put a stop to these
practices, and I commend them. I don’t like priests and holy men. Most of them are liars and
thieves. Yet we Romans leave other people’s religions alone, even the Jews, though we had to
kill many of them.” “Who knows?” He raised his hands to the heavens. “I don’t know if there’s a
first cause as that Greek fellow Plato once said or, if the gods listen to men at all, but I hope our
friends, Vesto and Enrod, find the Elysian Fields Virgil promised. It would be nice not to
wander the earth as a shade and not suffer the torment of the Greek hell, but we won’t find out
until we’re dead.”
There it was again, I thought, clapping my hands, the Gentile yearning for faith!
“Keep silent Thaddeus.” Caesarius murmured discreetly. “You wanted to learn how
pagans think about their religions. They already know about yours. Listen and learn!”
“Yes,” I replied sincerely, “I’m learning the Gentile mind.”
Illumination is the word Jesus would have used, for I saw most clearly the weakness in
pagan religion and how divorced their gods were from mortal lives. Though they avoided the
subject, they had all been affected by the incident on the dune. They had, like myself, seen their
own mortality and were troubled about the deaths of their friends. They made a mockery of their
false gods and played the atheists, but I had seen their superstition on the road and at camp. I
understood those moments clearly—that unsaid undercurrent: the desire for a righteous god, the
need for a solid, understandable faith with laws and principles, and an after life—the reward for
being good and faithful, which none of their religions had.
Decimus, who reined in his horse, gave me a warning look similar to Caesarius’ scowl as
Apollo began toying with me from the rear of the procession.
“What about you Thaddeus?” he called through cupped hands. “Your religion has only
one invisible god. How puny is that?”
“He has no room to talk,” Ajax huffed. “I remember his tales about Joshua and those
other fellows murdering thousands of men, woman, and children, even their sheep, goats, and
cows.”
“Bah!” Langullus grumbled. “Those are stories to frighten children, told by old men,
fearing death, especially that story about Moses parting the sea.”
I raised my hand, as I had done in synagogue school to get the rabbi’s attention. I was
offended this time by Langullus’ characterization of our sacred scriptures. Perhaps to keep me
silent, Caesarius came to my defense.
“Thaddeus doesn’t have to defend his god,” he snapped irritably. “His god may be cruel,
prevent men from eating pork and shell fish, and make them mutilate their members, but at least
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he expects them to behave and treat their neighbors well. I can’t explain that business with
Joshua—it’s dreadful, but his god has given his subjects rules to follow, expects a woman to be
virtuous, and even protects slaves.” “If I were forced to pick a deity,” he announced, looking
around at the riders, “I might choose his invisible god.”
I wasn’t sure if Caesarius even meant his last words, especially after casting aspersions
against my god and religion, but he had deflected Apollo’s question and saved me from
responding to the Egyptian’s taunt.
Decimus look back at the horsemen. “We know what Thaddeus believes. We’ve heard
his stories. I have a problem with his god’s prejudice. With the exception of Thaddeus, all the
Jews I’ve known have rejected our ways. Even though we protect them, they refuse to provide
conscripts for our legions. With the exception of putting criminals to death Jews rule
themselves. Though we respect their strange religion, they spit on our gods. We defile them if
we enter their homes. Yet Rome forgives these stiff-necked people. At least they don’t roast
men in wicker cages, as did the Gauls or burn innocent children as Syrian priests once did.
Rome has stopped most of these fowl practices. We protect Jews from their neighbors and leave
them alone. It doesn’t matter what a man believes, just so he behaves himself and doesn’t inflict
it on anyone else. We let Jews live apart as long as they pay their taxes. Religion, whether it’s
from the Druids we wiped out, those filthy Syrian priests, or the Jews we killed in Galilee,
requires order—that’s all,” “or else!” he added, socking his fist.
Though addressing the group as a whole, he had been speaking especially to me. In his
blunt speech, so typical of Romans and the Gentiles in general, it summed up his thoughts on the
subject. He turned in his saddle and gave me a nod of approval for holding my tongue. In spite
of his insensitive wording, he had, in his own way, defended my faith. From this point on, I
must do as Caesarius counseled on this issue: keep my mouth shut.
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Chapter Fourteen
The Men in Black

The conversation of religion died down completely after the optio’s short speech, not
because of his words, but because of the nomads appearing suddenly in our path. A thin line of
darkly clad nomads sat on each side of the highway, a lone rider, perhaps the leader, positioned
in the middle of the road. They just sat there on their mounts, blocking our passage—still
shadows in the sunlight, waiting for our next move. After reining in our mounts, we studied the
dark shapes, whispering fearfully back and forth. They were horseman, not camel riders. Unlike
the previous nomads atop their beasts, these warriors had the advantage of speed and agility we
had. Decimus and Aulus had thought we might reach Raphana late tomorrow, but our recent
battle on the dune made that impossible. We would, Decimus believed, arrive at another oasis
soon. Unfortunately, for the past hour, there had been none in sight. Here we were again in the
middle of nowhere. Before we reached an oasis to prepare for a possible attack, we were caught
once again out in the open. While we sat pondering our fate, the new band of nomads began
galloping our way.
As if we didn’t already know, Decimus bellowed, “These are different foes. They’re
mounted warriors, fortunately a smaller band than the first. Like the last bunch, they want our
horses and mules. Our best bet is ride up the nearest hill, so we can position ourselves. Those of
you with bows move quickly ahead of us to give us as much cover as you can.”
The five men with bows—Ibrim, Abzug, Aulus, Rufus, and Fronto (who handed me his
spear) galloped ahead as Caesarius and I led the slower moving mules by their reins up the slope.
I had strapped a lance to my saddle after the last battle, hoping I would not have to use this
weapon. Now, thanks to the big Thracian, I had two of them.
“What am I suppose to do with this?” I turned wide-eyed and terrified to Caesarius. “I
can scarcely manage the one I have!”
“Here,” he said, reaching out as we detoured off the road, “gimme one.”
“Maybe they want to parley,” Geta cried out hopefully.
“We’ll soon find out!” shouted Decimus. “You there Thaddeus and Caesarius,” he
barked, “take the pack animals down the other side of the hill. Some of them will yell and
scream in order to distract us, as others swoop in and first try to steal our mules. I’ve seen this
tactic before. The remainder of you, Apollo, Ajax, Geta, and Langullus, must engage these
fellows. They’re not on camels. I’m sorry. We won’t be able to flank them this time. We’ll
have to fight them face-to-face.”
“We’re dead men,” Geta groaned.
“You die only once, my friend,” Langullus seemed filled with a strange calm. “The fainthearted die thousand deaths waiting for the end.… I will kill as many of those jackals as possible
before I die.”
Caesarius and I barely had enough time to find cover on the other side of the hill before
they fell upon us. As I fumbled with the lance strapped to my mule, Caesarius handed me the
reins that had been tied together and charged ahead with his lance. After a short soul-searching
moment I realized that Langullus was right. We could only die once. Stealing myself with the
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Psalmist’s words, I tied the reigns to a sun-bleached acacia bush, retrieved my spear, pulled out
my gladius with my free hand, and ran screaming up the hill, “Aaaaaaaaah! Eeeeeeeeh!”
At a sweeping glance, almost exactly as Decimus had promised, I saw more than half of
the nomads attacking the mounted Romans, veterans, and auxilia, while a smaller number
galloped over the hill in hopes of snatching away Vesto and Enrod’s horses and the pack mules.
Expertly, as before, Abzug brought down the first warrior with an arrow in the chest, and Ibrim
placed an arrow in the second man’s throat. These shots, done on horseback, were impressive
feats, but the most stunning exploit was accomplished by our leader Decimus. At a great
disadvantage with his small stabbing sword and compact shield, he raced toward one of the
nomads who, swinging his curved sword, was ready to lop off Langullus’ exposed head. The old
veteran was barely able to manage his sword, shield, and mount, as he galloped into the fray.
Decimus, who was able to manage this feat, charged the back of the nomad, ran him threw, and
ordered Langullus to leave the hill. Langullus, however, seeing a spear on the ground, tossed his
shield and gladius aside, climbed off his mule (a foolish act) and brandished it at an advancing
Nomad, who, knocking the lance aside, reached down and ran him through. Following this
tragic event, was a close call for Aulus, whose arm was nearly hacked off by one of the blades.
Almost unmanned by the saber swinging horseman, Aulus regained his courage and retreating to
a safe distance, pulled out his bow, set an arrow in place, aimed, shot and missed the nomad, an
action that slowed the man down enough for Apollo to come alongside of him, with a captured
sword, and strike him down. Sheathing his gladius and pulling the saber out of the man’s hand
before he fell off his horse, Decimus charged one of the horsemen who were swinging his curved
sword menacingly at Geta, catching him squarely on the head. Barely escaping death, Geta drew
back his reins in horror as the attacker fell mortally wounded onto the ground. By now it was
evident to me as I watched this contest that using the large, curved blade was difficult even for
our adversaries while in the saddle and, conversely, using the Roman gladius proved to be almost
suicidal against such a sword. Decimus was only able to hit his target from behind, and Geta’s
effort to use shield and short sword almost cost him his life.
At this point, I watched Rufus ride suddenly into the fray. I don’t know where he had
been up until now. He had been acting strangely since his brothers’ death. Now, bereft of his
senses, he fired his bow as Aulus had from his mount with little more success. After one arrow,
then another flew over the enemy’s head, he threw down his bow, climbed off his horse, and,
following Fronto’s example, ran ahead waving one of the dead nomad’s swords. Bringing the
mighty saber down upon a unhorsed nomad’s head, he split his skull almost in two then
confronted a horseman with a spear found lying on the ground, who immediately galloped away.
Of all the soldiers on the hill, the Thracian giant was the most fierce-looking warrior. A fourth
and fifth nomad, who saw him racing toward them to protect Rufus’ back, also fled. Meanwhile,
the remaining ten warriors circled Decimus, Aulus, Ajax, Apollo, and Geta, thrusting their spears
menacingly at the men. Though the spear points were deflected by their shields, this action was
wearing down their quarry. Abzug and Ibrim continued to fire off arrows at them, rarely hitting
the moving targets. Soon, at this rate, our archers would be out of missiles. While Abzug
emptied his quiver, Ibrim boldly ran around retrieving arrows spent in the sand. Completely
vulnerable on the ground, Ibrim climbed back on his mount and rode away a safe distance to
Abzug’s firing line. Rufus and Fronto remounted, brandishing lances and swords in each hand.
Until then Caesarius, like me, had been a bystander. Since it had been demonstrated that
a Roman gladius and shield was no match for a nomad’s slashing sword, Caesarius began doing
what Rufus, Fronto, Ajax, and Apollo were doing and rode around the engaged fighters nipping
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at their backs, staying just out of range of the deadly swords. This action turned several of the
lancers away from the encircled men. One of them had a wound on the cheek but managed to
escape. Because of the inequality in weaponry, Geta was nearly a casualty himself during the
antics of their adversaries, until, jumping off his horse and stumbling on the ground, he picked
up discarded spear and, without a second thought, tossed it at one of the attackers. To my
surprise, the normally cowardly veteran’s aim was true. The target rode away, with the lance
protruding on each side of his arm. Ajax finished off another rider unhorsed by Ibrim’s arrow,
with a stabbing thrust. I expected the huge Thracian and most of the others to comport
themselves well, but I could scarcely believe how Fronto tossed his spear, picked up the dead
man’s fallen weapon and, still on foot, went to engage a mounted warrior, who reared up his
horse, that kicked threateningly at his face, then galloped away. Three of the warriors who
appeared to flee earlier now rode back waving their deadly blades. Geta, dazed and weaponless,
clipped by a slashing saber, staggered away to collapse on the ground. Geta, like Langullus and
Enrod earlier, had not been up to such a mêlée. Seriously wounded now, he tried rising to his
feet and was finished off by a horseman’s lance. Looking back numbly as I sat on my mule, I
watched another trio of mounted nomads struggling to untie the reins I tied to the bush. Little
did they know, Jesus had taught my brothers and I how to tie Gordian knots, which were almost
impossible to unfasten. It was difficult for the nomads’ large, unwieldy weapons to slash the
knot fastened to the branches. To help facilitate their efforts, they climbed off their horses and
tackled the job in earnest.
After playing the coward this hour, I saw my chance. There was no time to dally. The
pack animals must not be taken. I must stop them before they steal our precious mules. Hefting
my spear, raising it up carefully, and throwing it with all my strength, I watched it pierce a
nomad’s back, emerging halfway through the other side. After this it was a blur of motion. I had
only a gladius in my hand afterwards, and yet I caught the second man squarely in the skull
dropping him at once. The first and second members of the trio had fallen dead, but I was forced
now to fight a dismounted warrior face to face, my small weapon against his great sword.
Waving it wildly in the air as I clutched my shield, I prayed and swore several oaths, frantically
dodging the slicing blade. I was almost certain that I would be struck down, but remembered
Langullus words, “you can only die once,” so I made my stand. When, after receiving a glancing
blow on my shield and nearly being unhorsed, I rode up and down the hill to avoid a deathblow,
feeling that strange calm I had experience back on the dune. “Lord God, protect me!” I cried
out. What brought down the rider, however, was the arrival and quick thinking action of
Decimus, one of my human protectors, who with a captured sword engaged the warrior in a
spectacular duel.
By now the battle on the hill was over. The surviving nomads escaped to fight another
day. The remnant of our band sat on their mounts watching the action on the slope. They hadn’t
seen me throw my spear and hit the first horse thief nor did they see my crack the second man’s
skull. All they saw as they galloped down the hill was the optio’s coming to my rescue, but the
aftermath must have appeared obvious to them. There were two dead men lying in the
immediate vicinity, as Decimus dueled the third man. I gathered my wits, reached down to cut
the branch holding the reins, and, gripping the Gordian knot holding the reins together, led the
mules and two horses a safe distance away. Looking back at the valiant Roman, I said another
prayer. The two large blades clanked against each other repeatedly until Ibrim took it upon
himself to bring Decimus’ adversary down. Falling off his horse and onto the soft dirt, he rolled
over, the arrow protruding from his stomach, and was given a deathblow by Decimus’ sword.
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Setting the unfamiliar weapon aside, he exchanged it for his gladius, which he quickly sheathed,
then, fastening his helmet to his saddle, wearily handed over to me the reins to his horse. The
Romans, like the auxilia, in fact, followed his example, dismounted, and walked around stabbing
and hacking with lances and swords the men lying on the hill to make sure they were dead, but
also to vent their anger for their fallen friends. Fronto, Abzug and Ibrim were just angry that the
two veterans had fallen and kicked, poked, and stabbed a few, but the Egyptian, Greek, and Gaul
went about the task with malicious glee. Disgusted with this anticlimax after such brave action
by the men, Decimus and Aulus demanded that they stop defiling the dead.
“Ah, Decimus,” cried Apollo, “you fought fight like the Reaper!”
Raising up a decapitated head, he threw it down with a thud, and then, as if it was a ball,
kicked it across the ground. Not to be outdone, Rufus, still enraged by his brother’s death, tossed
the head he had cut off high into the air, swatting it playfully with his sword as it fell to earth.
This excess sickened the Romans and me. Noting the others actions, Fronto and Ibrim withdrew
their weapons sheepishly and returned them to their sheaths. While the Egyptian and Gaul stood
by the road with bloody swords, Ajax raised, not one, but two bloody trophies up by their hair,
exclaiming dementedly, “Look at these two rogues—they don’t look so fierce now.”
“Yes, well done—all of us,” Apollo cried. “Decimus, you split his head almost in two. I
prefer cutting off the blackhearts’ heads.” “Phitt-phitt,” he cackled madly, waving the nomad’s
blade in the air, “they cut clean and quickly. They make fine swords!”
Rufus threw up another severed head and kicked it this time in mid-flight.
“You men stop this at once!” barked Aulus. “Now we have to clean up another mess.”
“All of you,” Decimus called hoarsely, “catch your breath, drink, eat a handful of dates to
gain your strength, then dig a long trench beside the hill, as you did before, to bury these men.
We must be on the road and settled at our next stop soon!”
“Aulus,” I heard the optio mutter discreetly, “those men may or may not be back with
reinforcements, but there could be others ahead. We have to hurry. Out of no sense of
reverence, we must, as we did before, bury these bodies to hide the evidence, especially those
headless men, but if it looks like its going to take too long, we’ll have to stop and get back on the
road.”
On foot now, while I was left to watch their horses along with the mules, they pulled their
shovels from their saddles and, after Decimus used a lance to probe for the softest soil, the
difficult task began at a likely spot. I stood there in the sunlight, sweating, weary to the marrow
of my bones, wondering how I had managed to kill those two men. It must have been the will of
God that spared my life and lessened the mortality of our men. It had to be Him, I thought,
looking up at the sky. So it must be true as Jesus said: I have a mission. Could it be that Jesus
believed my decision to join the legion and become a scribe was God’s plan? However strange
that was, the Lord was with me. Because of me, though we lost Vesto, Enrod, Langullus, and
Geta, it still seemed like a miracle. Once again, against fierce desert nomads, we hadn’t been
massacred.
While everyone else was digging the trench, they cast Apollo and Ajax looks of disdain
and contempt. Rufus, who was not himself, had only our pity. Fronto and Ibrim frowned at me,
too, as I seemed to dawdle, concerned that I wasn’t doing my share.
“Someone had to watch the animals,” the optio clipped. “He’s done enough.” “That’s
right men,” he called out, “like the last time—just enough depth for a row of bodies. We’ll pile
rocks on it afterwards like before. We’ll bury Geta and Langullus when we stop for the night.”
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“Where were you Thaddeus?” Ajax asked me accusingly as I stood wrapped in my
thoughts, “you weren’t on the hill. Why didn’t you help us out?”
“I did,” I said in a small voice.
“Oh, how so?” Ibrim frowned
“He guarded our mules. That was his job,” Caesarius announced in my defense.
“But he was sitting on his horse,” Apollo observed. “I saw him ride away. We needed his
sword!”
“No,” Aulus shook his head, “he didn’t run; he did as he was told.”
“He did more than that,” Decimus said, raising his fist to his chest. “Before you men
caught sight of it, it was over. I salute him. He killed two of these black robed fiends while
guarding the mules, one with a lance, the other with his sword. I saw it with my own eyes.”
“Thaddeus, you rascal,” Fronto cried, “was it the spear I gave you?”
“I’m not sure,” I answered, scratching my head, “it all happened so fast.”
The men murmured with awe and disbelief amongst themselves. The Greek and
Egyptian stood in the background, as Caesarius, Fronto, Abzug, Ibrim, and Rufus dropped their
shovels, rushed forward, patted my shoulder, gripped my forearm, and rustled my hair. Decimus
and Aulus stood back, with arms folded, smiling at me with satisfaction. Indeed, with my new
name and the skills taught me by my protectors, they had helped keep me alive. Though he was
an eyewitness, the optio could scarcely believe I had killed two more men. Aulus laughed
heartily as the big Thracian lifted me up into the air. Eventually, not to look small-minded
amongst the group, Ajax and Apollo congratulated me, the Egyptian complimenting me on my
mastery of the lance.
It appeared on the surface, at least, that I had won them all. In good humor, Decimus
asked the men to finish the trench and bury the dead nomads. After we climbed aboard our
mounts, we resumed our journey in search of the next oasis, keeping a wary eye in all directions
for the men in black. Concerned about our safety but also about our thirsty horses and mules,
Decimus rode up and down the procession, urging us to make haste to our next stop. Perhaps
because they were as exhausted as me or were worried about being ambushed by more nomads,
no one spoke until we reached our next stop. It was the first time our group had been so quiet. I
was almost convinced of my feeling that God was watching over me. I had, with His guidance,
helped save the men at Ecdippa, and here in the Syrian Desert I saved our mules and horses from
being stolen and killed two more men. God must have a purpose for me, but I was still not sure
what it was.
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Chapter Fifteen
The Second Oasis

We arrived at the second oasis without another incident, and yet the relatively short
distance from out last battle and our next stop took a toll on the men’s nerves. In spite of its
desolation, the desert was proving to be a dangerous place. Danger lurked in the horizon and
behind each dune. No one spoke a word. I could see fear and apprehension on everyone’s face.
This time, because of my illumination, I didn’t include myself in this group. This time I wasn’t
afraid. I couldn’t shake the conviction that God had a purpose for me. I even attempted, in my
light-headed state of mind, to console a few of the others as we began setting up camp. Decimus
and Aulus both scolded me for my airs. Using my logic against me, the optio asked me why my
god had not spared Vesto, Enrod, Geta, and Langullus. Caesarius, who had lost two of his
friends to the nomads and was afraid that he might be next, thought it pretentious that I gave
credit to the Jewish god. His rebuke stung me most of all. The big test, everyone believed,
would be tonight. “We’ll see about your invisible god!” Abzug jeered.
There were several questions in our minds. Who were these men clad in dark with veils
over their mouths, some on camels, others riding fleet-footed horses, brandishing spears, bows,
and large two-handed swords? Would they attack us this evening or, were they like many
peoples, too superstitious to fight at night. This seemed unlikely to us. It didn’t stop those
cavalrymen from attacking us in Ecdippa. If so, would a larger band of nomads attack us this
time? Even if they don’t attack at night, we still have to ride a long distance to Raphana in the
coming days. So it was that in spite our relative good fortune, we were, as we rode into the
second oasis, plunged into gloom.
Our depression, a mixture of fear, weariness, and sadness for our dead comrades, was
relieved somewhat as we explored the forest of palms and acacias and discovered another
bubbling spring. As several of us explored the oasis, it stretched on endlessly through a forest
palms an acacias. There was, in addition to date palms, grasses for our horses and mules. As we
moved further into the interior, the ground arose progressively, over an outcrop of ancient rock.
To our astonishment, on the top of the hillock, sat the ruins of fort.
“Look!” Ajax pointed excitedly. “Those are bricks. That looks like walls.”
“Thank you Lord.” I cried, running up the slope. “This is perfect against attack!”
“A fort in the middle of nowhere,” Rufus mumbled with awe. “Who would’ve guessed?”
“It has promise,” Ibrim said thoughtfully, “but it looks awfully old and crumbly.”
“It’s in pretty bad shape,” observed Apollo. “There’s no shade up there. Most of wall
has been breeched.”
“I wonder who built it,” I said, raising up a brick. “It doesn’t look Greek or Roman. You
think the desert people built this?” I looked Ibrim.
“Thaddeus, my young friend?” Ibrim laughed wryly. “You people think I’m an expert on
these nomads, but I’m a Galilean, like you. My ancestors, like my family, live in tents, as do all
desert people. I don’t think the men in black built this fort. I bet it’s much older.”
“Aye,” Abzug said, fingering a crumbling brick. “Apollo’s right, it’s in bad shape.”
“Let’s go tell Decimus,” I squealed with delight. “We’ll let him decide!”
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When we told the other men about our discovery, there was a mixed reaction. Our own
vote had been taken: Ajax, Rufus, and my enthusiasm against Apollo and Abzug’s doubt.
Whereas the Egyptian and Syrian saw it as a hot, uncomfortable place to camp, Aulus and
Caesarius were worried about its location. It might be to well hidden, they argued, which would
allow nomads to sneak up on us unawares. Decimus and Fronto, however, disagreed. The
Thracian thought it was better than being on the fringe of the oasis, where attackers could spot us
from afar. The best defense against unseen forces, Decimus said tutorials, is to be invisible. In
our case, against potentially superior forces, it would be much better not to be seen at all. Sight
unseen, therefore, the optio, who had the last word, decided that we would fortify our discovery
with palm and acacia logs.
******
After leaving me to watch the horses and mules and Abzug and the weary veteran to
stand watch, Decimus followed the others back to the ruins. When they returned, after Decimus’
inspection, I could see disappointment on most of the other men’s faces, as they considered the
task ahead, but resignation in his dark eyes. It was true, as several of them believed; it was in
bad shape. Aside from a few crumbling walls and the remnants of an ancient building inside its
boundaries, it would not, as it stood, offer much protection against attack. Nevertheless, after
hastily taking care of the animals, eating handfuls of bread and dates, then burying Geta and
Langullus inside the ruins, we went about the task of fortifying our position with palm and acacia
trunks around the perimeter of the walls, packing sand and dirt in the recesses of the logs. Our
wall was about the height of Fronto in the portion facing the trail through the trees and was
reduced gradually as it disappeared into the dense underbrush, which we tried to clear. Without
being able to use fire—the usual Roman method of clearing brush, an action that would alert
nomads of our presence, we had to use our shovels and swords. It was a filthy, exhaustive task
that, because of thorns and sharp twigs, rent our clothes and scratched our skins.
When we were finished we had created the “Fortress of Palms,” as Ibrim dubbed it, and
felt some satisfaction in our efforts. Not only were we encircled with cut logs atop the mud
bricks; at various sectors of our fort, the men sank makeshift poles into the earth, tying saplings
crosswise and draping palm leaves on them to create shady nooks. Apollo and Ajax had been
resentful of my last task as guardian of the animals, but now, with the horses and mules enclosed
safely inside the fort, I had a chance to show them all how hard I could work. At home in
Nazareth working beneath my father as a carpenter’s assistant, I had been lazy and willful, but
under the optio’s watchful eye, I moved in a flurry of shoveling and hacking as we cleared the
brush around the back wall and then, as Fronto used a nomad sword to cut down additional
saplings for lean-tos, followed safely behind him shoveling away the debris. I vowed those
moments never to be caught in a place where I had to do this kind of chore again. My arms, legs,
back, neck, and head ached. I trembled with fatigue, barely able to shovel the last few cubits,
until, when Decimus called a halt, I collapsed on the ground with the others, as a second group of
men, who had been guarding our stronghold, took over and finished clearing the less overgrown
sides of the wall. Poor Fronto fell immediately asleep. It would take both the burly Romans to
cut the logs now. Caesarius and Abzug had been given guard duty during the first shift and
would help Decimus and Aulus finish clearing the brush from the walls. I wondered fleetingly
those moments, as Apollo and Ajax wearily patrolled the perimeter, if Caesarius would survive
our trip. He was too old for such hard work. This was a miserable, god-forsaken land.
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Lying beneath a lean-to alongside my friend I regretted my decision. I had no business
being here. I was a carpenter’s son. I wasn’t a warrior. This was a fool’s errand. I was, I
thought giddily, as I guzzled water from my flask, too young to throw my life away, and yet here
I was with this bunch: Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, scarcely knowing my own name. I don’t
remember falling asleep this time. Suddenly, in broad daylight, I found myself in the same oasis
(or so it seemed), awakening from another nap, though I was really in a lucid dream. The only
fear I had for these strange experiences was the message, not the scenes. Because of the current
crisis in the desert, I was therefore apprehensive. I looked around at the fortress we had built of
palm and acacia trunks, knowing that almost everyone was asleep. Glancing to my left, I saw a
great horde of darkly clad warriors climbing over the wall, with sabers held high. Through their
keffiyehs, their black eyes gleamed with hate. When I tried to shout a warning to my friends, my
throat seemed paralyzed, so I ran around the stronghold in an attempt to physically awaken the
sleeping men by nudges and pokes. Before long, as I stood there gazing in horror, the desert
nomads rushed upon them. Swarming into the fortress like jackals, they butchered the
slumbering men. With visions of the slaughter I had witnessed today, I saw this reenacted upon
Decimus, Allus, and the others, all cut down one by one as they stood their ground or tried to
flee. Then, as the killers withdrew, I was left with a vision that was not an abstract prediction of
things to come but a message that meant life or death.
When I awakened, Aulus was nudging me with his boot, and Apollo was standing over
me, a smirk on his tanned face, the glimmer of the setting sun giving the men, fort, and trees
around me an eerie, unearthly glow. I knew for certain, because of aches and pains, that I was
awake. Sweating partly from the sweltering heat, I sat there beneath the lean-to thankful that it
was just a dream.
“Get up Thaddeus, night is ending,” Aulus’ voice faded as he continued rousing the other
men, “those blackhearts must be superstitious. We’re going to have a quick meal. We’ll be on
the road before sunrise.”
“My-my,” the Egyptian said wryly. “You look frightened Thaddeus. Did you have a bad
dream?”
The prophecy came straight into my head that moment: “They’re going to attack at
daybreak or soon after. We can’t wait until sunup. We must leave now in the darkness.”
“How do you know this?” Apollo frowned severely. “Did that come from another one of
your dreams?”
“Yes, Thaddeus,” Decimus chided, “shame on you for sounding the alarm. Early this
evening, you were telling us how safe we were going to be. Did you have a nightmare lad? Is
that all this is?”
“I-I had a vision,” I struggled. “I saw something terrible.” “Please believe me,” I cried,
rising shakily to my feet. “These nomads are angry at us. Apollo, Ajax, and Rufus shouldn’t
have beheaded those men. Maybe they found them. When the sun is up, they’ll attack.”
“Pick up and leave?” Aulus scratched his head. “After all this?” His arms swept the new
fort.
“It’s not a bad idea,” Ibrim stepped forward. “The desert people are afraid of the jinn and
won’t attack at night. I’ve had my doubts about Thaddeus, but after Ecdippa I trust his dreams.
We have enough time to get ourselves ready and be on the road.”
Caesarius joined Ibrim’s vote of confidence by simply nodding his head. Rufus spoke his
first words since the last attack: “Thaddeus once saved our lives. Why would he lie?”
“We built this silly fort for nothing,” Abzug groaned.
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“I think I sprained my back.” Fronto shook his head.
“It’s not for nothing,” Decimus snorted, “they could attack at any time. We had to be
ready.”
“They won’t attack,” I shook my head emphatically, “until daylight and then it won’t
matter, since we’ll be outnumbered. Time is running out.”
I could scarcely believe it. Most of them were accepting my vision. Its message had
been simple. I had added pure logic to my argument. My dream had said nothing about the
desert spirits. Perhaps, I thought with a shudder, the desert nomads here didn’t believe in the
jinn. I looked around and could see doubt on everyone’s faces, then gradual agreement. Even
Decimus, the author of our labor, nodded faintly. Apollo and Ajax scowled in disbelief, yet also
managed a nod. It seemed like an exercise in futility to all of us, especially since it weakened us
physically and dampened our spirits. For all we knew, they might not come at all. We had cut
down numerous trees and reshaped the ruined fort into an impressive stronghold. Unfortunately,
it had been a waste of time. Now, we had to race against time in order to put distance between
our selves and the nomads in case they decided to attack.
“How many hours do we have left?” Caesarius asked calmly.
“Quite a few,” Aulus pursed his lips. “The men have only been asleep for a few hours. I
haven’t slept a wink. How are we ever going to stay awake?”
“That’s were Aulus’ whip comes in handy,” Decimus replied half-seriously. “More
important, men, is your common sense. Strap you selves onto your saddles. I’ll show you how.
I think this is the worst of it. Eat what’s left our rations then prepare your mounts.”
“That sounds reasonable,” Aulus raised an eyebrow, “but who’ll keep you awake?”
Lackluster laughter rippled through our group. There was nothing humorous about our
predicament. I scarcely remember striking camp, climbing onto my mule, and entering the road
north. Decimus instructed us to fasten one hand to the saddle, keeping the other free to hold the
reins. Of course, this method hadn’t helped poor Enrod very much. The Gaul had been worn out
after holding his reins with one hand, which is one reason why he was so easily killed. Rufus
had recovered slightly from his addled state of mind, and showed us the Gaulish method to keep
a rider awake. This alternate method involved, brining the rope under the saddle and around the
rider’s waste, which would cause the horse or mule discomfort. Aulus had brought extra rope
along for the tents, but some of us agreed that this would be too great an irritation and burden for
the exhausted animals. Other than just letting the sleepy rider drop off his mount, there were no
other choices. While half of the men tried the Gaulish method, the other half, including myself,
relied on the old way. Off we went, ten weary travelers, strangers in a strange land, Decimus
leading the way with torchlight, with only the moon, partially hidden by clouds, to light the road.
If the nomads overcame their fear of the jinn, we would be slaughtered like sheep.
By the time we reached a sudden patch of greenery off the road, we had traveled many
miles. Decimus took a quick head count, as we filed into the oasis.
“Now what do we do?” Abzug asked in despair.
“We die of thirst and become bleached bones,” cried Apollo, “all because of Thaddeus’
silly dream.”
“We should’ve stayed where we were at,” groaned Ajax. “What good is that stupid fort?
What a waste of valuable time!”
“Oh, someone will use it,” Aulus shrugged. “It’ll make it a nice stronghold for those
desert folk.”
“It could’ve been a trap too, right Thaddeus?” Rufus gave me a nudge.
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I wasn’t sure if the Gaul was being sarcastic. The other men were serious. Abzug cursed
me under his breath. Ibrim and Fronto wouldn’t even look at me. As Decimus and Aulus
explored the oasis, Caesarius placed his hand on my shoulder and guided me to a tree. While the
sun rose and filled the small grove with light, one by one the grumbling men fell asleep. I slept
what seemed like another dreamless nap. Jesus had once explained to me that it’s impossible not
to dream and that you simply don’t remember the experience. All I know is that, I awakened
with Caesarius shaking me rudely, and could hear Aulus calling hoarsely through cupped hands,
“We found a well! We found a well!”
Like children, oblivious of our poor horses and mules, we frantically followed the sound
of Aulus’ voice. Through a tangle of rushes, acacia saplings and overhanging palm fronds, we
navigated, arriving in a corner of the oasis where to our surprise there was, in fact, a well built of
dressed stones, with a wooden arch and bucket, and date and pomegranate trees nearby.
Looking up at the sky, I wondered if this wasn’t another one of God’s gifts. I kept silent
for the time being, just thankful we could fill our flasks. Decimus scolded us for not bringing
along the horses and mules. Though ready to collapse, myself, I volunteered to go back, which
shamed many of the others into assisting me in leading the animals to the well. Very cleverly,
Decimus and Aulus, at Caesarius suggestion, dug a long trough near the well, lined it with palm
fronds, so the thirsty animals could line up for a drink. Meanwhile, we filled our flasks, drank
our fill, topped them off, and then congregated around the well for a frugal meal.
“It seems impossible,” I said, selecting my words carefully, “to find such a thing in such
a desolate place!”
“It’s not a nomad well,” Decimus concluded. “It’s built too well. I’ve seen such masonry
in the major cities, never in the desert.”
“Aren’t the desert people protective of their wells?” Apollo asked, peeling a
pomegranate. “This is a nice place for an ambush. We wouldn’t stand a chance.”
“Too late to worry now,” snorted the optio. “This isn’t a nomad well; it’s Roman. The
engineers must have built this.” Wiping his stubbled chin, he looked down into the well, adding
thoughtfully, “There’s also a hospitality rule about the wayfarer. Isn’t that right Ibrim? Don’t
your people welcome the stranger in their midst. Why did those men in black act the way they
did?”
“Humph,” Ibrim grunted, as he sharpened his dagger, “something caused their ire. The
hospitality rule only applies when you enter a camp or village. I’m not sure it includes wells in
the desert, but I agree with you Decimus. This has to be Roman well. It’s certainly not one of
ours.”
“Yes,” Aulus agreed, “it’s very strange, very strange indeed.”
“It’s miracle,” I blurted, “like the incident at Ecdippa and the other things happening to
us!”
“What things?” Ajax sneered. “You mean our two battles we fought in which four of our
men died?”
“Yes, Thaddeus,” Abzug jumped in, “we can’t explain what happened at Ecdippa, but the
remainder of this trip hasn’t seen any miracles. Those two battles we fought in which four of us
were killed certainly weren’t miracles, nor was that exercise at the last oasis in which we used up
our time and strength. Your god isn’t only invisible, he doesn’t make sense!”
“Enough!” Decimus raised his hands amiably. “Who can blame Thaddeus for his belief?
It’s a miracle, if you ask me, that he’s still alive.” “Think of it,” he added, standing up and
looking around the group, “a wet-behind-the-ears Jew, who killed six men after the short training
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period I gave him, also alerted the camp, preventing the rest of us from being slaughtered,
survived two more battles, in which he killed three more men, and now, driven by a dream sent
by his god, we leave our stronghold and find a Roman well.”
Had the optio been making fun of me? I wasn’t sure. If so, Aulus, Caesarius, and
Fronto, nodded in agreement.
“Perhaps to save you,” Caesarius spoke considerately, “your god has watched over us. I
just don’t understand why he wasn’t watching a little more closely. Langullus, Geta, Enrod, and
Vesto are dead and we came very close to meeting the shades ourselves.”
“It’s like I said,” persisted Abzug, “he doesn’t make sense. He allows men like that
Joshua fellow to destroy their enemies, which include innocent women and children, yet allows
those vermin to almost wipe us out.”
“What about that flood Thaddeus told us about?” Apollo snapped his fingers. “He wiped
out the entire world! Who, I ask you, deserves such punishment? Not only does he allow
Pharaoh to enslave his people, he forces them to wander the desert for forty years and become
the footstool of Babylon, Greece, and Rome.”
“Good grief,” I groaned, “how did you remember all that?”
“You stepped into again!” Decimus wagged a finger. “You’ll never learn!”
“I’m sorry,” I exhaled resignedly. “The truth is Apollo, your doubts are my doubts. I’ve
often wondered why God is so mysterious. I’ve never liked the story about the flood and Joshua.
I much prefer readings from the Psalmist and the Prophets.”
“Now there’s that word God again,” Ajax pursed his lips. “Not the gods, but God. What
makes you think there’s only one god?”
“He’s right Thaddeus,” Ibrim said placing the dagger he had sharpening back into its
scabbard. “My people have thousands of deities, both good and bad—not one tyrant god. I much
prefer the Greek and Roman’s gods they are more civilized. Zeus or Jupiter might come down
and rape a virgin now and then but they would never wipe out entire peoples.”
After all that had happened, I was still the wet-behind-the-ears Jew with a strange god.
Nothing had really changed, and yet I was filled with the illogical notion that I had planted the
seed. Apollo’s memory, like Caesarius sharp wit, surprised me. Nevertheless they were died-inthe-wool pagans. This would be hard to change.
“What did you expect?” Caesarius whispered. “No miracle, real or imagined, will
penetrate our thick skulls. Your invisible god is unknowable. You said so yourself. You can
tell us stories about your religion, but you can’t explain him. You should never have told those
men those stories from your holy scrolls. They will use them against you whenever you bring
this subject up.” “A lesson to be learned,” he murmured, patting my knee. “.... Next time the urge
comes upon you to talk about your god, remember these moments. You have been scolded many
times, and yet make the same mistake again and again.”
While he chided me, the other men were dolled out more snacks from our stores. Abzug
and Ibrim were given the first watch. Decimus and Aulus had slept little for the past two days
and, like the remainder of us, curled up on the ground without making camp and fell soundly
asleep. I was greatly troubled as I drifted off into slumber.
As I slept, I dreamed I was back in Nazareth, walking beside Jesus in the hills. After
awhile of hiking to my brother’s favorite spot to a cliff overlooking the Galilean plain, he held
out his arms as if to encompass the whole world, shouting in a booming voice the words of
Isaiah, prophet of the Messiah:
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“And in that day there shall be a root of Jesse, who shall stand as a banner to his people.
The Gentiles will seek him, and his resting place will be glorious. Thus sayeth the Lord, ‘Behold,
my servant whom I uphold, my elect one in whom my soul delights! I’ve put my spirit upon
him, and he’ll bring forth justice to the Gentiles. You shall raise up the tribes of Jacob and
restore the remnant of Israel. I will give you as a light to the Gentiles, that you will be my
salvation to the ends of the earth!’”
Even in my dream it didn’t occur to me that he was talking about himself, his
resurrection, and impact upon the world. He was Jesus, my big brother, and that was a distant
time. Someday I would learn the truth. I would never have believed I would play such a part in
his plans. For the time being, I was that wet-behind-the-ears Jew, tagging along with a band of
rough-talking, ill-mannered Romans and auxilia soldiers on what had turned out to be a perilous
road. Even then, in my dream, which I sensed was prophetic, I stood beside my brother without
a clue.
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Chapter Sixteen
The Men in White

As I slept by the well dreaming I was back in Nazareth and listening to Jesus quote
Isaiah’s prophecy, my dreamscape darkened and I found myself wandering alone in the hills of
Nazareth with only the moon to light my path. Suddenly, I awakened with a shadowy figure
looking down at me. The sun was behind the stranger’s back. At first I thought it might be
Decimus or Aulus rousing me from slumber, but then I heard a low, discreet whisper. Whoever
it was, was speaking in Aramaic, the common tongue of Galilee and Syria. I sat up groggily,
looked around, still cloaked in sleep, realizing that the other men were still asleep. It was a
desert nomad! There were, in fact, a large number of desert warriors wearing white robes and
pants mulling silently in the clearing, physical opposites of the darkly clad men encountered
back on the road. By the time I had convinced myself that this was not another dream, the other
men had been roused by the tip of spears and kick of boots into sitting positions. We were
greatly outnumbered and totally disarmed. No one dare move in fear of being slaughtered on the
spot. Another stranger, standing over me, turned around, and whistled loudly. That moment, six
more of his cohorts brought the frightened Apollo and Ajax into the clearing and forced them to
sit down. Now all of the surviving travelers to Antioch were present and accounted for.
“These stupid Romans,” the first man was saying. “Had we been desert bandits, these
fools would all be dead!” “Listen you fools,” he blared through cupped hands, “you’re
trespassing in the land of the Kafar.” “Up, up, up!” he clapped his hands.
All of us rose shakily to our feet.
“You’re not Nabataeans?” Decimus asked in a trembling voice.
“You people call us that,” he snarled menacingly, “but that’s a Greek name that includes
many tribes. I’m Abinadad, of the Kafar. Your people might have built that road, but we have
no treaty with Rome.” Walking over to the well, he jabbed a finger at it, announcing to everyone,
“This is a Kafar well. You Roman dogs killed our kinsmen and have no your rights to our water.
You should have taken the narrow road by the sea. Why shouldn’t we claim Roman blood?”
“Those men in black were your kinsmen?” Aulus asked in tremulous voice.
“No,” he spat, signaling to a tribesman, “bring in Khalif and Habib.”
At that point, two dead men were dragged into the center of the clearing with arrows in
their chests. Caesarius whispered something to me then. I dare not look into my friend’s face,
knowing his expression would mirror my own. Terror paralyzed my throat. I couldn’t believe
the Lord would desert us now, yet I felt abandoned by God.
“You were on watch,” Decimus looked over at Apollo, “speak!”
“Lies! Ajax and I had nothing to do with that!” Apollo shrieked. “You think we’re
foolish enough to fire on those men?”
“Yes,” Abinadad shook his fist in the Egyptian’s face, “and I have proof. We’re at peace
with most of the desert peoples. We’re not at peace with Rome. Those are Roman arrows in my
men!”
“Impossible!” Ajax cried frantically. “We were fleeing the men in black. We’ve been
here for hours. Apollo and I were on watch, and we saw no one approaching, until you rode up
making this charge.”
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“This was done before your reached the oasis,” Abinadad shouted accusingly. “We found
our men on road. Only you Romans are stupid enough to mistake Kafar for Badu. We don’t
even speak the same tongue. This has happened before. Last month, one of my brothers I sent
for supplies was killed in Raphana by one of you pigs. You people think all desert people are the
same!”
Ibrim became the latest hero in our group, brushing aside the spear, and stepping forth
boldly to inspect the shaft, nock, and fletching of the missiles in the dead Nabataens chests.
“These aren’t Roman arrows.” He looked challengingly at Abinadad. “These are Badu.”
“How do you know that?” Abinadad knelt down, himself, to inspect the arrows.
“Because I’m a Badu,” he answered coolly. “I’m a Roman scout now. Look,” he said,
pointing to each part of the arrow, “the fletching, shaft, and nock for Badu arrows are primitive.
Let me show you the ones issued to us by the Romans at our fort.”
When he scurried over to his saddlebag on his horse in the nearby field, several warriors
followed him. At this point, knowing full well that Ibrim’s fast thinking might prevent the
Nabataen leader from putting us all to death, we silently cheered the little scout as he presented
the irrefutable evidence to him. The tall, darkly tanned nomad, studied the features familiar to us
—precise fletching and a nearly perfect shaft. The nock of the arrow instead of being a crude
vee at the butt of the missile was smoothly sanded for the string, which was a much finer twine
in the Roman bow. The most telling proof was the bow itself, a sturdy composite weapon unlike
the small, curved single wood weapon used by most Badu archers.
“Humph,” grunted Abinadad, “so it’s the Badu. Why would they attack us? What are
they doing this far north? It’s madness. This will be more than a serious feud; it’ll be war!”
Without so much as a nod, he pivoted sharply and stormed away. Decimus had frowned
at the prospect of bloodletting between these tribes. He would, I imagined, report this altercation
in this oasis and the possibility of war between Nabataens and Arabian nomads. Like the rest of
us, however, he kept his tongue, visibly relieved that these rude barbarians were filing out of the
clearing.
“We should tell Aurelian about this,” Aulus muttered to the optio. “Those two dead men
are a tribal matter, but that murder in Raphana might create problems for Rome. I’ve heard
about their blood feuds. Now they’ll be up and arms with us. He can’t blame us personally,
Decimus, but let’s clear out before he changes his mind.”
“Aye,” Decimus exhaled his words, “we’re at their mercy now. I never even heard of the
Kafar. They looked like Nabs to me, until their leader spoke Latin, as did some of his men.
They’re different than those men in black. It appears as though Rome has a new enemy: the
Kafar. I’m sure that’s not the first one of his kind killed in a town; that was just an excuse. It’s
the imperial road bothering the nomads—at least that bunch. We’ve learned something
important, Aulus. These folk are a warlike people, anxious to fight—all of them, not just the
Nabs. I don’t care what they call themselves. Here in the desert, though, were the blood feud’s
in force, they were given evidence that Apollo and Ajax didn’t kill their men. It should’ve been
evident to Abinadad, by the way our men are dressed, that most of them aren’t even Romans.”
“Thank you,” he added, looking across the clearing at Ibrim. “That fellow frightened the rest of
us, but you acted quickly and probably saved our lives.”
“I merely kept my head,” he replied, touching his forehead and waving his hand. “We
are safe for the time being, but I agree with Aulus. The sooner we leave, the better. Of course,
considering the desert people’s dread of the dark, we shouldn’t venture out in daylight. We can
rest up until late into the night, then, with torches lit, head north. Hopefully, at the next oasis,
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we’ll reach the territory of a friendly tribe. We might even make it to Raphana before too long—
anything to put distance between this hostile land and ourselves. I don’t trust Abinadad. He has
a grudge to bear!”
“Aye!” Aulus and the optio agreed.
Decimus ran a trembling hand through his hair. Looking around the group, he exclaimed
huskily, “I’m sorry men. For all its problems, the coast was better than this. Like you, I’m not
familiar with the desert. This is a new road but an old, forbidden land. Rome has never been
able to control its tribes. Look what I brought you too. Four of us are dead. We’re low on
supplies. I barely know were we are. Had I the foresight to see what lie ahead, I would’ve
waited for that road to be cleared or taken us back to the fort. But I’m not a prophet; I’m a mere
man. Vesto, Enrod, Geta, and Langullus would be alive if we hadn’t taken this route.”
“It’s not your fault,” Aulus patted his back. “Who would’ve expected this kind of
reception? None of us knew about this land. Even if we had a map of it, it couldn’t predict
what’s going to happen on the road. In Galilee there was danger from our own auxilia. We
didn’t know if our veterans would even make it on the coastal route. With that avalanche, the
matter seemed decided.” “ So here we are,” he said, glancing at me, “strangers in a strange land.”
The optio had been badly shaken by our experience. I walked over to pat his shoulder, as
did Ibrim—the hero of the day. Caesarius, who had gradually rose in the optio’s esteem, quickly
offered support too, as did the others, though more reluctantly. No one could blame Decimus for
his decision to take what seemed to be our only option. Aulus was right. For a short while, we
discussed this crisis. Something had stirred up the men in black. We might never know what it
was. Now, thanks to a drunken Roman, the men in white had been stirred up too. Once again, as
Aulus and Ibrim suggested, we had to get on the road at night with the moonlit sky to light our
path.
“The stars are not present,” observed Aulus, “it’ll be difficult to know the hours.”
“There’s still a moon breaking through the clouds,” Decimus said, pointing to the sky.
“Let’s eat, forage for more grass for our mounts, and take turns getting some rest. This time,
until we see the waning moon, the watch will be half on and half off. Then we pack up, light the
torches, and get on the road.”
Decimus walked over to Caesarius, physically separating him from the group. “You
don’t look good. Rest old man. They should never have made you and Langullus make this long
trip.”
“I’m all right,” Caesarius replied quickly. “Like the others, I’m just tired.”
“Men,” Decimus called out hoarsely, “we need to keep our wits about us. Sleep with
your hand on your sword. For those of you with bow a quiver, keep it at your side. Rufus,
Abzug, Fronto, Aulus, and I will take the first watch. Ibrim—you, Caesarius and the lad, and
you Apollo and Ajax, who’ve been on watch, get some sleep. Rufus, Fronto, Aulus and I will
patrol the oasis. Abzug—you look after the horses and mules. Keep them secure and quiet.
Feed the poor beasts as much of the local weeds and grass as you can find. Rufus—if you see a
man in white or black in the distance, keep your head. Alert the camp. That goes without saying
for the rest of you on watch. Keep your eye on these men, Aulus, especially the Gaul. I will
keep an eye on all of us, awake and asleep.”
So much had happened to our small band in the last few days. Like Decimus, I was
worried about Caesarius. The deaths of his two friends and our long, eventful journey had taken
their toll. He moved like a crotchety old men, which he was, and yet he had seemed to age
progressively since we left the fort. There was a noticeable limp in his step I hadn’t noticed
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before. His hands trembled constantly from fear or ill health, and there was a splotchy pallor to
his wrinkly face and dark rings under his bloodshot eyes. These were, the thought stabbed me,
the signs I had seen in Aunt Elizabeth before she died. There was, I reflected upon my aunt, the
same look of death in Caesarius’ vacant gaze.
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Chapter Seventeen
Voice in the Desert

That hour, as I lie down next to my friend, I prayed for Caesarius’ health, the safety of
our shrinking band, and a speedy arrival at Antioch were I would join the legions or return home.
As I slept, I dreamed I was back in Nazareth again, this time alone, walking on the path that
leads to Jesus’ favorite spot. As I looked out upon the plain of Galilee, I heard a voice shout “Be
strong, keep your courage, and remember that you’re faith will shield you, no matter what you
see or hear. Fear not Judah bar Joseph: tonight your real journey begins!”
Jolted by these troubling words, I looked up at the darkening sky and ran down the trail,
filled with foreboding. When I awakened, sweating in the humid heat, I expected our camp to be
overrun by nomads and utter chaos all around, but the surrounding scene was peaceful, though
uncomfortably warm, and the sun was just setting behind a distant hill. Despite this calm, I knew
what was going to happen. Rising up quickly and bracing myself on the side of the well, I tried
not to awaken poor Caesarius or the other sleeping men. Just that moment, however, as I
decided what to do—alarm the entire camp or talk discreetly to the optio, Decimus walked up to
me, a tired smile on his face.
“Look at the workmanship,” he whispered, inspecting the wooden rim and stone base. “I
assumed this was Roman. Now I’m certain!”
“Really?” I sighed, glancing at the well. I could care less at this point. Decimus was
exhausted. His hands trembled as he placed them the rim. Following his fingers to a small
inscription not readily apparent, I saw Roman numerals and the S.P.Q.R. seen on Roman
standards. This struck me as absurd. In the Kafar’s oasis it was quite out of place.
“That look familiar, lad?”
“Yes,” I tried sounding enthusiastic. “The numerals indicate the date, and the letters stand
for Senatus Populusque Romanus: the Senate and the Roman people.”
“Right!” he slapped my shoulder. “You amaze me Thaddeus. With the greatest
optimism, it was built by Roman engineers when this highway was made.” “That proves,” he
said, leading me out of earshot of the sleepers, “Abinadad’s claim was false. This station
belongs to Rome. It’s beside the point, of course. We have to leave soon, but that inscription
proves that Nabataen dog was lying.”
“Sir...Decimus,” I stammered, “I had another dream...”
“Now, Thaddeus,” he groaned, “no more of this—”
“A voice warned me that something dreadful is going to happen...”
“Thaddeus, please—”
“It’s going to happen tomorrow...”
“Tomorrow?” the optio laughed sourly. “We’re going to be on the road tomorrow,
putting distance between ourselves and those jackals after traveling in the night. We know
there’s danger, Thaddeus. We don’t need your god to tell us that.” “What will be, will be,” he
added, spreading his palms. “Your last prediction made good sense to Aulus and me, but the
other men resent your predictions. After doing all that work back there then winding up on the
outs with the men in white, we’re no better off than before. Calling everything that happens a
miracle doesn’t help. To most of the men Thaddeus, it appears as if your god is stingy with his
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miracles. Why are there four dead men now? Who would’ve guessed we’d be attacked crossing
the desert? I made a terrible decision, yet your god was silent. When that rockslide forced us to
travel the desert, why didn’t he give us a sign? Where was your god then?”
“It’s not all or none, Decimus,” I argued gently. “God is unknowable. More often he lets
us make our own decisions. Though I find it hard to believe, myself, I heard a voice this time
and plain, unambiguous words. We must not wait until the waning moon; we must leave in the
early evening to allow us time to arrive at safer ground.”
The optio looked at me in disbelief. “Are you daffed? Those men are exhausted. I’m
exhausted. We need some sleep. You need some sleep. You’re not thinking correctly,
Thaddeus. Stop having these foolish dreams. I believe events, both good and bad, are caused by
men, not the gods. If your god is so helpful, why’re you a conquered people? You Jews have
remained under the boot of one nation after another. What has your all-powerful god ever done
for the Jews? I can’t explain your so-called miracles. Strange things have happened to you that
you think were caused by your god. All I know is that I can’t trust him. Now you’re telling me
that we face another disaster? When will it stop, Thaddeus? What your telling me now, if I
choose to believe it, is hopeless. We can’t make it through the desert in our present shape. What
was the point of even telling me this?”
“I’m sorry,” I said, hanging my head, “I was just trying to help. I wish He’d leave me
alone.”
“Your invisible god really gave you this message?” Decimus raised an eyebrow.
“Yes.” I shrugged my shoulders. “I’ve had visions for many years, but this time a voice
spoke plainly to me.”
I struck me that moment that he half believed me. He had lodged a complaint about God;
he never said he didn’t believe him. Like most soldiers, he was just superstitious enough to also
accept half of the truth, but was too stubborn to acknowledge my invisible and unknowable god.
Had my god sat on a pedestal and been carved in stone, with a proper name like Jupiter or Baal,
it would make more sense to his logical mind. I had tried. I had failed. The voice promised me
I would survive tomorrow’s attack. What worried me was what might happen to the others
during the noise and carnage that followed. That evening, after I had shared our rations of bread
and dates with Caesarius, Rufus, and Ibrim, I relieved Abzug of his watch, taking my turn
watching the horses and mules. Meanwhile, Ibrim, Rufus, and the ailing Caesarius patrolled the
oasis’ perimeter. Decimus, after all was said and done, turned out to be just another typical hardbitten Roman soldier. I was torn by what I knew and his fatalistic response. I was also worried
about Caesarius. I prayed those hours for our group, but it wouldn’t change God’s will. My
efforts to convince the optio this time had been unsuccessful...It was now up to the Lord.
******
During the long hours, I paced back and forth on my watch, taking time to water the
horses and pack animals and give them all as much grass I could forage from the forest meadow.
Jesus had taught me how special were all of God’s creatures. I cringed, as he did, at the thought
of the temple sacrifices, and I had always had special compassion for horses and mules. As I
caressed my own mule, I was reminded how much more difficult this journey was for him, and
yet the horses and mules might be better off if the nomads did, in fact, raid us tonight. They
would be sold to merchants or used in the desert people’s camps. At least they would be
properly watered and fed and wouldn’t wind up becoming bleached bones in the sand. Rufus
and Ibrim, who patrolled the perimeter, checked on me a few times during my watch. We
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chatted a spell about the journey so far and our prospects for survival. Though there was a note
of humor in Ibrim’s tone, the Gaul was deadly serious. Rufus, like Decimus, was fatalistic. “No
one could know the future,” he had said grimly, “not men nor the gods.” For Ibrim, it depended
upon the whim of the jinns. I felt worse after their visit, realizing that everyone in our group
probably shared their mood. It might have dulled my wits, but I could have used a flask of wine
during my watch. As I waited for the waning moon, numb with fear and indecision, I was
surprised to hear Decimus voice: “Up, rise, get on your feet. We must put distance between
ourselves and this place!”
My words seemed to have had an effect upon the optio! I tried not to make eye contact
with him and appear to gloat, but I was greatly relieved by this news, and I ran to discuss it with
Caesarius. In a way I was filled with misgivings. For the old man, who needed more rest, this
was bad news. Everyone would be irritable. If they found out this was my idea, I would fall
even lower in their esteem. We would be riding in the darkness again, guided by torchlight into
unknown country with the possibility of running into more nomads up ahead.
“Are we in danger?” I heard Abzug ask.
“I didn’t say that.” Decimus replied.
“Why can’t we wait for the moon?” Fronto asked groggily. “It’ll be many hours until
sunrise. Those buggers are afraid of the dark.”
“Precisely,” Decimus clapped his hands. “We’ll have the jump on those superstitious
dogs. Get your heads straight, make water, and be in your the saddles within the hour.”
“You forget,” I heard Aulus say, as I searched for Caesarius, “most of these men are
superstitious too. It makes it that much harder for them to ride in the night.”
“It’s fear of the jinn,” explained Ibrim. “The jinn commit mischief at night.”
“It’s not the jinn,” Aulus snapped, “and it’s not the gods, it’s men!”
“There are no gods,” grumbled Rufus.
“Caesarius!” I called through cupped hands.
“Keep it down, Thaddeus,” scolded Decimus, “let’s not push our luck.”
When I found Caesarius, he was already by his mule, brushing the animal with palm
bark. For a man who killed many men, most recently Jews, I was moved by this gesture. His
reputation belied the gentle soul I had come to know. I was heartened to see him up and about,
ready for another lap. He had lost much weight, his face looked haggard and his hands trembled
continually, and yet the gleam in his eyes was encouraging. The old veteran appeared to have
one last surge of energy, which I prayed would last him until we reached Raphana. When we
were safe in that city, I would try to talk him into staying put, not that he would listen. After all,
who would hire a broken down old soldier. He would, as in Antioch, unless he could obtain a
menial job, be forced to begging. I didn’t envy him for his future. He was my friend. I just
wanted him to live.
“Are you all right?” I placed a hand on his shoulder.
“Good as expected,” he grunted, as I helped him onto his mule. “Are you ready to travel,
Thaddeus?” he asked, settling into his saddle.
“Ready as ever.” I smiled bravely. “We’re traveling in the middle of the night.”
“Did you eat something lad? We’re not stopping for awhile.”
“Yes, I ate. It didn’t stay down.”
“Did you fill your flask?”
“Uh huh, two of them”
“Did you make water and do your business?”
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“Several times.” I laughed, climbing onto my mule. “Too many dates and dried fruit.”
“You’re scared Thaddeus; we’re all scared.”
As he went down the list of traveling necessities—sword, dagger, shovel, and blanket...
the other men were climbing onto to their mounts and being asked the same question by
Decimus. Rufus and Abzug appeared suddenly in front of me, wide-eyed, tightly clutching their
reins. Behind Caesarius and me were Apollo and Ajax, grumbling under their breaths, while
Front and Ibrim, bringing up the rear, sat quietly on their mounts, and Aulus and the optio, both
holding torches, rode at the head of the procession but as our journey began north, took turns
riding in the front and in the back of the procession. Everyone had double-strapped their reins on
one hand in case they fell asleep during the trip. Because the moonlight was brighter than
expected, a third and fourth torch were not yet needed. Looking back at the dark silhouette of
the palms, myrtle, and acacia trees, I shuddered at the prospect of encountering those men again.
That idyllic refuge belied the dangers of the desert. To allay our fears, the optio talked in a low
voice to the men.
Fronto asked a question on all our minds, “Why are the desert people angry with the
Romans? It couldn’t just because of a couple of dead men; it has to be something more serious.”
“I don’t know,” Decimus chose his words carefully, “it might be that murder in Raphana,
but that wouldn’t explain why they attacked us the way they did. It seems to be all of them now.
Frankly, I think the Roman highway cut through this desert was a big mistake. The desert people
are very independent. They’ve never knuckled under to Roman rule.”
As Decimus held his torch, the glow on his beefy jowls and sparkling dark eyes,
reminded me of the Romans I saw riding through Nazareth past my home. The torchlight made
Decimus and Aulus look fierce and other-wordly. I wondered if this was how those poor
Canaanites felt when Joshua and his warriors used this ruse. A change had already begun in me
in spite of my recent actions and words. After killing all those men, righteous kill or not, I knew
I could do it again. Apollo had told me that each time you killed a man it was easier the next
time. Apollo had been right, and so had Aulus, who told me not to attempt to wound a man, for
a wounded foe was sometimes more dangerous than one whole. You must kill him before he
kills you, he had said with great conviction. Joshua, Gideon, and David had learned this, and
they grew to be fearless in battle. The Lord was with them. Though I would never compare
myself to our people’s heroes, I knew that the Lord was with me too...so far!
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Chapter Eighteen
Dark Domain

It was the most difficult leg of the journey for me so far. I was certain the other men felt
the same. I could imagine how hard it was for Decimus and Aulus to ride back and forth in order
to shepherd us along. During this monotonous lap of our trip, the two Romans coaxed and
threatened us. I noticed that Rufus and Abzug continued to nod off, until feeling Aulus’ whip.
“Hold onto your reins,” he called softly, “ride high in your saddles, keep yours heels pressed
against their bellies. Occasionally, I would hear the optio or Aulus bark “Wake up!” and “Grab
your reins!” Once Caesarius, in spite of his frail condition, bent over and nudged me awake, and
Apollo let me have it with the hilt of his sword. Aulus suggested that we keep each other alert
by talking, just so we kept it down. I cursed the Egyptian but later thanked him for the rap on the
back of my head. Though, as a rule, desert folk weren’t night fighters, none of us was sure of
this fact. We discussed this a spell, wanting more reassurance. If the Gauls and Germans were
known to attack at night, Rufus pointed out, why not the desert people on certain occasions.
Ibrim reminded us that it was their fear of the jinn. The spirits of the night were always evil and
tormented travelers like us. This caused Rufus to laugh sourly, and brought on questions by
Apollo and Abzug about my god. The Egyptian was teasing when he asked me if God would
protect us against the jinn. Abzug was more concerned with us being attacked by men.
“Have you prayed for our safety?” he asked, turning in his saddle. “He didn’t protect
Vesto, Enrod, Geta, and Langullus. Why should he save us?”
“I don’t speak for God,” I said, biting my lip.
“You were doing quite well before,” taunted Ajax. “You’d think he could protect a small
band of travelers after all those other miracles he performed. Do you really believe your god
flooded the world, blasted two cities to cinders, and parted the Red Sea?”
“So it’s written.” I answered lamely.
“Nonsense,” sneered Apollo. “No god can do that, not even yours.”
“I’m not so sure,” observed Ibrim. “He might be a powerful god. My people were once
called Ishmaelites—sons of Abraham too, who believed in the same god. Our legends speak of
such wonders, but we Badu worship primitive idols. Hubal, our chief god, has a golden hand.”
Ibrim talked incessantly when he was nervous or frightened. In the next breath he was
back talking about the jinn. At that time in my association with him, he seemed uncertain of
what he believed. Rufus looked back at me that moment as Ibrim chattered, sighing deeply. “I
want to trust your god. I no longer share my people’s dark beliefs. I thought I might try
worshiping Mithra, but it sickened me to be drenched with bull’s blood.”
If I were to explain to him my religion, I might have to explain our own blood sacrifice.
This would probably sicken him too. I could tell him the comfort of knowing that a righteous
person who paid homage to God would have eternal life. Jesus had told me this, but he told me
to learn the heart of the Gentiles. I was warned by the optio not to discuss my religion anymore.
What came out of my mouth, therefore, was a spur of the moment compromise that didn’t preach
nor leave me open for ridicule.
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“I believe what the Egyptians and many Romans believe: we live our lives, treat others
well, and pray in our own way, and, though sometimes our loved ones die, we meet them in the
afterlife, in what is called Paradise or the Elysian Fields.”
“Well said,” Aulus noted, “you’re sounding more like a Roman every day.”
“My brother once told me about a pedestal in both Greece and Rome,” I spoke carefully.
“It’s empty and yet the inscription below is to an unknown god, who’s universal. Jesus believes
that all people everywhere rich or poor are concerned about the hereafter and are looking for a
just god, who rewards good deeds.”
Caesarius whispered that moment, “Careful, tread lightly.”
“I thought your god was only for the Jews.” Apollo tried bating me. “Are pagans
included by this universal god? Why are your people so selfish with your god?”
“He’s not a Jewish god, He is god!” I wanted to say, but that would be preaching, so
instead I answered ambiguously as Jesus often did:
“It’s as I’ve said!” I exhaled severely. “I’m not speaking for the Jews. I speak for myself.
I like to believe I will one day see my loved ones and friends when I die. You can believe as you
wish.”
“So, you’re saying I will see my brother Enrod and my parents in this afterlife?” Rufus,
his voice was tinged with disbelief, summarized. “You believe as the Egyptian and Romans do
about the Elysian Fields. That’s very strange.”
“The Egyptians don’t call it the Elysian Fields.” Apollo exclaimed tritely. “They call it
Aaru, which means Field of Reeds, and you must be embalmed to go there.”
“How quaint,” Aulus chortled, “the word is field, always a peaceful place. That makes
sense.”
“It’s donkey droppings,” Ajax snorted. “You eat, drink, live, and die—end of story.”
“Well,” Decimus said wearily, “most of that story about the Elysian Fields was written by
Virgil, a poet and friend of Augustus, who only paid lip-service to the old gods.”
“Who knows?” Abzug glanced back. “What is written on a scroll isn’t proof. I’m
familiar with Virgil. He wrote it, like the Jews wrote their tales. The Elysian Fields are made up
too.”
“I can’t win.” I muttered to Caesarius. “Even when I try to hold my tongue, they pry it
out of me.”
“You did much better.” He whispered, reaching over and patting my shoulder. “I can tell
that Aulus and optio think so too. Next time, though, don’t offer so much information. I’ve
learned one thing in my life: the less you say, the better. You claim that you don’t expect others
to share your belief, so why belabor the issue?”
I nodded silently and returned his pat. Decimus and Aulus had said as much. After all I
had been through, I felt blessed those moments that I had made friends among these rough
mannered men, most of all for the friendship I had with Caesarius. He was like a father figure to
me. Decimus and Aulus weren’t like any Romans I had ever known. It seemed to me, by their
recent overtures, that Rufus, Ibrim, Fronto, and even Abzug were also my friends. Even Apollo
and Ajax no longer seemed to hate me. Their efforts at taunting and teasing had grown
increasingly sporadic after that day at Ecdippa. Perhaps, I dared to hope, the worst was behind
us. After awhile, as I was wrapped in my thoughts, the natural result became drowsiness. The
rocking motion of my mule, hum of the desert breeze, and silence absorbing our group, caused
my head to droop further and further. For a few moments, I fell asleep. Fortunately for me, I
had done like the other men, and wrapped one of the reins around my wrist. Unfortunately for
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Caesarius, who also fell asleep on the mule beside me, both Decimus and Aulus were having
trouble holding their torches to light the way. Ibrim and Fronto took their turns as torchbearers,
as the Romans rested their worn arms. No longer were the tired men prodded by the bark of the
optio or sting of Aulus’ whip. Because Ibrim and Fronto were also totally exhausted, they were
also inattentive and didn’t notice the lagging pace of the procession or the sudden thud on the
sand. These reflections, of course, are written in retrospect, since I heard and saw nothing,
except, after another mile of slogging along the highway, sudden shouting in the distance.
Ibrim and Fronto voices echoed into a dark dreamscape similar to the landscape
confronting me before. I looked forward and saw Rufus and Abzug looking back with dismay.
Decimus and Aulus galloped toward the torchlight down the road. I was groggy as were the
other men, and it was like awakening into a nightmare. We were, because the crisis, stopped
dead in our tracks. Finally, as I looked around me, I noticed what should have been obvious
from the beginning. Caesarius place next to me had been vacated, and his saddle was empty. He
had fallen off his mule, I heard Ibrim explaining almost apologetically, as if it was his fault.
Fronto must have felt the same way, but I blamed myself. Forgetting my manly airs I had earned
in battle, I broke down into sobs as the implications of the empty saddle set in.
“Why weren’t you watching us?” Rufus screamed.
“Yes, Ibrim,” Abzug cried, “it was your turn. You and Fronto were suppose to keep us
awake!”
Forgetting the rule of silence completely, Decimus shouted in the distance,“Light more
torches. Thaddeus and Abzug stay with the animals. The rest of you bring your torches with
you.”
“I’m going too,” I howled, “this is my fault. He was my friend. I should’ve been
watching him.”
“You’ll do as your told,” Abzug reached out and gripped my wrist. “This is no one’s
fault. We’re only human. Now climb off your mule and help me control the horses and mules.”
I obeyed the wizened little courier without further protest, praying feverishly as I waited
for the others to return. As before in the open country, we tied all the reins to a single line,
Abzug murmuring soothingly to the mounts as I prayed. I insisted on holding the torch as we
watched the horses and mules, as both a beacon and mooring to my faith.
“Where are you?” I called out, scanning the sky. “I’ve been patient, Lord. I trusted you.
Why didn’t you protect my friend?”
“Shut up, you fool,” spat Abzug. “There’s nothing up there but darkness! How can you
blame or give credit to your god?”
As the riders approached, the torch lit procession grew in our field of view, until it
appeared as if their mission might have failed. Decimus and Aulus had brought Caesarius mule
with them to place his body on when he was found. The optio rode up, followed by Aulus, Ibrim
Ajax, Apollo, and Rufus but no riderless mount in tow.
“You can’t give up!” I wailed. “He’s out there alone. He’ll die in the desert, Decimus.
We have to find him before it’s too late!”
“He’s not alone,” Fronto called out gruffly in the distance, “he’s dead!” As he rode into
view, the reins of Caesarius mule clutched in one huge hand, the men’s’ torchlight cast an eerie
light on the body tied to the mule. Even in the dim light, the seven men were visibly upset.
“I heard some of you blaming Ibrim and Fronto, but I take full blame for this,” the optio
announced brokenly. “I am but a man. For me also this trip has taken its toll. I should have been
watching that old man instead of napping in the saddle. The truth is, he was probably dead
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before he hit the ground. I’m just thankful the men on watch sounded the alarm before we rode
much further.”
As suddenly as they became villains, Ibrim and Fronto were now heroes. I couldn’t
blame them or anyone else for what I had been dreading all along. Caesarius’ health had been
sinking progressively in the past two days. With little more said, we regrouped, gave our mounts
a kick, and continued on our way. Into the empty space next to me, Aulus and, at times,
Decimus, shifted as we plodded along, perhaps to keep an eye on me or just to fill the void. We
rode until first light, seeing the shadowy outline of another patch of greenery silhouetted against
the rising sun. No one spoke this time. We simply rode into the oasis, dismounted, and let the
horses and mules mull around awhile looking for grass, until Aulus had the presence of mind to
search for a water source.
So far we had found water at each stop along the road. If not Roman engineers, the Lord
had made sure of this. Silently, numb with fatigue and despair, I asked Him to bless us once
again with a well or spring. My prayers seemed to have worked Aulus found a spring bubbling
in the center of the oasis. After the men refreshed themselves at the spring, Decimus divided us
up into two work details on behalf of the horses and mules, both diggers and foragers, and
supervised the men while Aulus patrolled the oasis as we worked. Fronto, Apollo, and Ajax dug
a trench and lined it with palm leaves as before. I volunteered to help dig the water trough, but,
as Abzug, Ibrim, and Rufus gathered wild grass and leaves for fodder, Decimus first had me
secure the animals with my Gordian knot. After securing the horses and mules to one single
palm, Abzug and I stood watch over them to make sure none of them broke their tether and
wandered away. During the courier and my watch, most of the other men dropped down limply
from exhaustion. The burial of poor Caesarius was almost an afterthought. When the optio
awakened the napping Apollo and Ajax and asked them to help Aulus and him dig a grave, I
insisted on volunteering for this too. The old man had been my friend. I knew I would miss him
greatly in the coming days. The trough had been a shallow ditch in the ground. Digging deeply
into the hard root bound soil was a much more laborious task for bone weary men. As it had
been for Vesto, Enrod, Geta, and Langullus, there was little ceremony when we buried our
friend. If Fronto and Rufus hadn’t offered to help finish the hole, it would have been a shallow
grave. As it was, we piled a few stones over the mound of dirt, I scratched his name onto a
nearby tree, and we had barely taken the time to cram a few morsels of bread into our mouths
before most of us were sound asleep.
This time there would be no prophetic dreams. My head was absent of voices and images
as I drifted into slumber. Without the old man beside me I felt alone and forgotten by the Lord.
I wondered those moments where Caesarius was now. Viewed by the Roman mind, he might be
in the Elysian Fields or Tartarus, the equivalent of the Jewish hell. He had murdered my own
people and, as a soldier, killed other men, and yet I found him to be a kind and gentle man. In
spite of his typical Roman skepticism, I hoped my faith had rubbed off on him. Throughout my
people’s history, Gentiles who believed in our god were called god-fearers or, if they were men
like King Darius, who ruled the Jews justly, righteous Gentiles. Was paradise only for Jews? I
could not even call Caesarius a god-fearer but I hoped one day I would see him there. During
my journey, my views about my faith, already heretical, were greatly influenced by the people
and events on the road. Already, I had begun to understand the Gentiles’ stubborn minds. They
were not like the Jews I had known in Nazareth, whose religion had unshakable moral precepts
in which everything was either black and white or right or wrong.
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When I thought about it, I was reminded that I had been predisposed to heresy. Looking
back, I realize that in struggling with Jesus’ divinity, my family had grown apart from other
Nazarenes. They were not like other Jews. We had always been on the outs with our neighbors,
who tended to judge us by Jesus’ eccentricities and the constant stream of orphans and outcasts
invited into our house, and yet my parents tried to educate my brothers and me as proper, godfearing boys. Nevertheless, the reason I was here and not still a carpenter’s apprentice in
Nazareth was my parents and Jesus open-mindedness. Had they been typical Jews, they would
never have let me go.
Unable to maintain this train of thought, I joined my fellow travelers in slumber. I don’t
know who the unfortunate men were who stood watch over us or whether there was any watch at
all, but the hours that slipped by seemed like a mere instant in time before I was rudely
awakened once again by Aulus’ boot.
“Get up Thaddeus,” he snapped, “it’s time to go!”
“Apollo, Ajax, Rufus, Abzug, Ibrim,” he continued down the line, “it’s time to get on the
road!”
Decimus called from the center of the oasis where the animals were tethered: “Move’em
out, Aulus. Get those men on their feet!”
I shielded my eyes from the sun streaming through the trees, watching Aulus’ shadowy
hulk rousing the sleepers, giving each man his boot.
“It’s still daylight,” I protested,“we must travel in the dark!”
Looking back at me, Aulus explained for my benefit and also the rest of the men. “Listen
men, I know you’re beaten down, but Decimus and I believe we’re not far from Raphana and the
next station. There might even be friendlies in these parts. We’re almost out of rations, and we
need a change of horses and mules. We can’t wait until night. We should reach Raphana by
evening, maybe sooner. Regardless, we have no choice.”
“Thaddeus is right,” Apollo objected, “we were led to believe we’re safe traveling at
night. Everyone’s hungry and exhausted. Now, all of a sudden, we’re low of rations and we
have to get on the road. What makes you think the natives in these parts are anymore friendly
than the ones before?”
“Aye, Aulus, my thoughts exactly,” Ajax said, while making water on a tree. “There’s
food here. We’ve our bows. I saw birds flying overhead. We could eat one of the mules. I
think we should wait until it’s dark.”
“No Ajax.” Fronto shook his head, running a hand through his disheveled hair. “I’d like
to put this desert behind us, too, but in Raphana we could buy wine and eat hot food.”
Fronto and the Romans were outnumbered this time. The optio had no map of the
desert. There was therefore no foundation optimism. For the remainder of us, who understand
this all too well, fear was as persuasive as empty stomachs and parched throats. There was a
feeling of impotent mutiny in the air. All of us wanted foremost to put the desert behind us but
not in the daytime, until this hellish land was behind us. Because the facts seemed plain enough,
we wanted to wait. As Ibrim insisted, “Let the jinn protect us!”
The Greek now clenched his fists and stomped his foot, cursing Rome and Cornelius for
his fate. “I had a bad feeling about this road. Look at us, men, we’re a sorry lot: five dead and
the rest soon to be shades!”
“Please Ajax,” Aulus pleaded, “don’t give us anymore trouble.”
“He’s right,” Apollo grumbled, “we never signed up for this!”
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“Signed?” Ibrim scowled. “You had no choice, Apollo—none of us did. Rome doesn’t
care what happens to us.”
“Aye.” Rufus shook his head. “We were given the boot!
We stood there a moment with our arms folded, brooding at the thought of the long, hot
ride, which might result in us being massacred on the road. There were two reasons for waiting
until the night: we were exhausted and it was safer in the dark. On the other hand, as Aulus
pointed out, we were low on food and required fresh mounts. We needed a while to recuperate
and provide forage for our beasts, but out of the desert—in a safe place. We understood that it
was a gamble. Though we might, as the Romans believed, be out of the worst part, nowhere was
it safe in this nomad’s domain.
“Let’s go!” the optio appeared suddenly in our midst, clapping his hands. “Everyone get
on your mounts.”
“I’m staying put!” Ajax swore to Apollo, kicking up a cloud of dust.
“Get in your saddles!” Decimus pointed.
“We’ve been brought out hear to die!” Abzug exclaimed, as he approached his horse. “If
the desert people don’t get us, we’re going to starve.”
“Shut up!” Decimus shook his fist. “You too!” He looked back at Ajax and Apollo.
“Shame on you, Abzug and Ajax,” Fronto scolded, as he settled heavily in his saddle.
“We’re all frightened and tired. We’re low on rations; we’re not out of them. The optio is doing
the best he can. It’s not his fault we’re here. Keep your head, men. You only die once. Fear is
many deaths—slow and painful.”
Ibrim said to me as he climbed onto his mount,“He’s right, Thaddeus. We don’t need
that kind of talk.”
“I know,” I said from the corner of my mouth. “I just hope this isn’t a mistake!”
Abzug giggled hysterically and Ajax spat on the ground, but, in spite of my own doubts,
Fronto’s words made good sense. It’s true you only die once. Hadn’t Langullus said the same
thing? I was surprised and annoyed by Fronto’s wit. I was just as terrified as Abzug and as
angry as the Greek and Egyptian, yet I managed to hold my tongue, clear my head momentarily,
and stare straight ahead. Caesarius had taught me this trick. For a while, I moved in a daze,
dreading the ride ahead because of what I knew. The voice in the desert reassured me I would be
safe but not the others.
As I reached for my saddle horn, a strong hand fell on my shoulder. I heard Decimus say
gently to me, “Thaddeus, we have a spare horses now. Would you like to ride Vesto’s mare?”
“No thank you,” I answered dully. “I’ve grown attached to my mule.”
Decimus gave a weary chuckle as he walked on away. “You grow attached to all of your
mules”
“Right now,” Ajax exclaimed, “mule sounds mighty tasty.”
“Ho-ho,” Ibrim managed to laugh, “If we must eat pack animals, I prefer camel. Mules
are much too tough.”
“I’d eat horse if I had to,” Apollo snorted. “Once when I was on patrol in Egypt, I ate a
dog.”
“I would rather starve.” I made a face.
“They wouldn’t really eat mules,” Rufus looked back with a tired smile, “but don’t ever
say never. When you’re starving, you’ll eat practically anything, even dog.”
“Not me.” I grumbled. “I would never eat my mule. What kind’ve person eats dogs?”
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“Hah!” Abzug turned in his saddle and sneered. “You’re so high and mighty. Just wait
until you haven’t eaten for a while. You don’t know what hunger is!”
“All right men,” Decimus barked, galloping past with his whip in hand, “we’re not going
to starve. We have a few rations. We should arrive at Raphana by sundown where there’s food,
wine, and Romans guarding the town. No more of this talk. Thaddeus, why don’t you tell us a
story? Nothing preachy, just give us a tale. How about that King David fellow, the one who
brought down the giant with the sling?”
“Ah, an excellent weapon,” Ibrim sighed wistfully. “I must teach Thaddeus how to
master that!”
“Are you serious?” I looked at Decimus in disbelief.
Abzug was losing his grip. So was I. I was in no mood to defend my religion again. A
mysterious voice had warned me earlier. I wished the voice would say something like, “Don’t
worry Jude, I was just joking, everything is going to be all right,” but that wasn’t going to
happen. Like my other supposed visions, I had dreamed it. Whether it was, like the others,
actual prophecy I didn’t know. When I had asked Jesus about my other nightmares, he looked
up to the sky, asking God why these images were in my head. I couldn’t have imagined then
how many of my visions would come true.
Looking askance at the space now occupied by Ibrim, I heaved a broken sigh as we put
distance between our refuge and ourselves. Caesarius, my faithful riding companions, was dead.
Probably at Decimus insistence, Ibrim rode alongside of me, making small talk for my benefit.
His chatter, though irritable at times, served to distract my thoughts. In spite of Ibrim’s efforts at
levity, I knew that he was afraid, like everyone else. He spoke quickly, his voice rising up a
notch, especially when he talked about the jinn, a capricious force he blamed for almost
everything. For my benefit, he claimed that the desert spirits were dangerous only when you
believed in them, yet in almost the same breath insisted they were more dangerous at night.
After Apollo, Ajax, and Abzug’s complaints to the Romans, I would not admit my doubts about
this undertaking to Decimus and Aulus. What was the use? We were running out of food and
needed a change of horses and mules, and what if there were desert tribes who did, in fact, attack
at night? As the men waited for my story to begin, I found my own voice finally and, in a
quivering voice, told them about David, King of the Jews.
From a young shepherd anointed by the prophet Samuel to be King of Israel, I related, in
plain language, everything Jesus, my father, and Rabbis Gamaliel and Aaron told me and what I
read, myself, about this man. During his childhood and death, he lived a checkered life. The
part about David slaying the giant Goliath didn’t raise their spirits as much as it had the last time
I told the story nor any of the events during the rise of his popularity over King Saul, but when I
arrived at the part where David, as King, had his trusted friend Uriah murdered in order to steal
his wife the men stirred in their saddles. Decimus and Aulus laughed. Fronto, Ibrim, and Rufus
chuckled and Ajax exclaimed, “You see there, Thaddeus. One of your greatest kings is an
adulterer and murderer. Too many of your Jew heroes are flawed. Some of them are mass
murderers!”
“You’re no one to talk,” chided Fronto, “you and Apollo hunted them down for sport.”
“Well,” Ajax said indignantly, “we didn’t murder innocent children like Joshua. I never
killed a man to steal his wife.”
“Hah!” Aulus pointed to Decimus. “You were going to kill him!”
“Now-now, let’s not bring that up.” The optio waved. “Those things happened in the past.
From here on out, men, let’s pull together. Let’s keep our heads!”
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As we rode in silence for a few moments, I waited for their chatter to cease before I
continued.
“Tell me the truth, Thaddeus,” Apollo observed cagily. “Caesarius, Geta, and Langullus
killed Jewish prisoners. I find that more than coincidental that they’re dead. Did your vengeful
god strike them down?”
“No,” I bristled with irritation, “I can’t explain why they did such an awful thing, but
God had nothing to do with their deaths.”
“Yes,” Rufus stirred, “how do you explain the deaths of Vesto and my brother? They
were good men!”
“Caesarius repented in his own way,” I shrugged. “He was my friend and treated me like
his son. Ajax was right to question the acts of our Jewish patriarchs and kings, but right for the
wrong reasons. Rather than use this as example of how flawed is my faith, I would praise the
authors of our holy scrolls. They portrayed men, not saints, who thought they were acting on
behalf of God. I haven’t told you men about Ruth and the prophets, who changed Israel by
peaceful example, in a bloodless way, because it would sound like preaching. I’m not supposed
to do that anymore. Sometimes I wish you men would tell me your own stories. You all come
from different lands: Rome, Egypt, Greece, Syria, Thrace, and Gaul...I’ve never been to them or
heard about their customs and religions. Ibrim, you’re practically my neighbor in Galilee.
Apollo’s ancestors built the great pyramids of Egypt. And Rufus, did you know that my brother
once visited your mysterious land?”
Silence followed my suggestion. It was as if I had thrown a wet blanket over the band.
At least, I had stifled my urge to preach. How could I know the heart of the Gentile unless I they
spoke their minds? I might not ever visit their countries. This would be the next best thing.
Unfortunately, soldiers were tight-lipped about their pasts. Caesarius had told me practically
nothing about his life.
“Humph,” grumbled Ajax, “my parents lived in Tarsus. They were slaves. I’ve never
even been to Greece. What’s there to tell?”
“At least you had parents,” scoffed Rufus “Why do you call Gaul mysterious, Thaddeus?
It was a hellhole for my brother and I. I look to the future not the past. History is mostly lies.”
Ibrim patted my arm condescendingly. “My people were once Hebrews, until Father
Abraham cast out Ishmael. We’ve been pagans ever since.”
Looking back from his horse, Abzug frowned thoughtfully. “Rufus is right, Thaddeus.
It’s all lies, whether Roman, Egyptian, Syrian, Greek, or Jew. I don’t even know for sure where
my people came from. My father was Persian, my mother was a Syrian slave, and I ran away to
join up. I have no history but the legions. Now, after being given the boot, I don’t even have
that.”
“What about you Apollo?” teased Fronto. “I bet you have an interesting tale.”
“What about yourself?” the Egyptian countered. “Where is Thrace? Is there even such a
place?”
“I suppose so,” Fronto drawled, “but I don’t remember much. My mother and I were
sold into slavery. Like Abzug I ran away and joined the army. End of story.”
“Well, I don’t want to talk about my past,” Apollo grunted. “Most of you didn’t have
parents or you lost them along the way. You’re lucky. I ran away from mine. I’m half Greek
and half Egyptian. Neither half is worth camel droppings.”
“Thaddeus, my friend.” Ibrim stroked his beard. “Why do you think men join the
legions? There’s no where else to go!”
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That ended it. I remembered Decimus and Aulus telling me briefly about their pasts.
After the reception I got from the others, however, I dare not go there now. The optio turned his
horse around and rode back to me, as Aulus guarded our rear.
“You see what just happened?” He reached out to slap my leg.
“Yes,” I exhaled resignedly, “I made them all feel bad.”
“That might be true,” he winked slyly, “but you diverted their minds. You gave them
something else to think about other than the road. I think it was a fine story. This time you
didn’t give them a sermon about your invisible god, someone they will never understand. You
talked about a man who was flesh and blood like them. You admitted your religion is flawed.
I’m beginning to like your god.”
I wanted to pursue this topic, but I bit my lip. The Romans were the most difficult
members of the group to understand. It seemed impossible to read their minds. This subject was
closed. The riders, including myself, turned their attention back to the road. Though the men
had not opened up, I had learned much more about how they thought. I could understand why
Apollo and Ajax were the way they were. I felt sorry them. All of them, even the Romans,
probably had a checkered past like King David. After all the men I had killed, I had a checkered
past too.
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Chapter Nineteen
One Last Battle

For several miles in the relentless desert heat, our small band moved slowly and steadily
north. Intermittent grumbling by some of the men, followed by gloomy silence then sudden
angry outbursts was the pattern. We were thirsty, hungry, and tired, but we couldn’t stop. Our
immediate goal, which was ill defined, was Raphana. Few of us had even heard of it, let along
visited this desert town. Finally, in the distance, we could see the foothills of mountains, which,
Decimus found encouraging. It meant, or so he believed, that there could be trees and water
there. Since Raphana was further than expected, we might even stop there for the night, if we
could find water and shade. We spotted nomads in the far distance, but they were moving away
not toward us. It now seemed that they were the least of our concerns. By the time we reached
the foothills, the tight legionary formation of two-by-two had degenerated into a straggling line
of sweating, half-delirious men, strung out over a wide stretch of the road. In spite of our
predicament, Decimus and Aulus attempted unsuccessfully several times to tighten up the
procession and force us back into formation, but the long hours of shepherding this motley band
then watching over us as we slept had taken its toll on them. Practically leaderless, as the optio
and his lieutenant wilted in their saddles, we drifted northward like tumbleweeds, guided by the
rider in front toward the distant hills.
Had we been attacked then we would have been annihilated. We could have been picked
off by archers one-by-one and no one would have the wiser. In spite of our predicament, I found
the strength a few times to check on our pack animals. Caesarius once told me that they were a
hardier breed than horses, and yet I feared that both the pack animals and our poor mounts were
ready to collapse. Aulus had the presence of mind, after my last inspection, to grab my reins and
bring me forward, after I succumbed to the heat and began straggling far behind the line of
riders. Finally, as one of those rippling mirage tricking the eyes, it appeared: the hills at the edge
of the desert. Ibrim, who believed in the jinns, had explained this phenomenon to us earlier, and
distrusted what he saw.
“It...could...be...a...trap,” he rasped, “...a sand devil...careful, my friends.”
No one paid much attention to Ibrim. In their last gasp of energy, they whipped their
horses and raced toward the trees. On my plodding mount, I could barely keep up. I hadn’t the
heart to whip my poor mule. Turning back that moment, I gasped at the sight of the pack
animals trailing pitifully behind.
“The mules,” I gasped, “we must tend to the mules.”
“You tend to them!” Apollo cried.
“There’s a well,” Ajax screamed, out of breath, “...It’s there in the trees!”
“Slow down men,” Aulus cautioned, “your horses are worn out too.”
We could scarcely believe our good luck. Once again, we found a Roman well. The men
acted like children. Even Aulus lost his head. Through it all, though, soon after we drank our
fill, Decimus and I struggled with the bucket after it was detached from its rope, and, moving
back and forth from the well, watered each of the horses and mules. No one had the energy to
dig a water trench this time. I volunteered again to find the animals forage. There was wild
wheat growing in the meadow near the rocky foothills. We led the beasts into the meadow and
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tethered them to bushes so they might graze, while the men drank their fill and lounged limply
around the well. What little food we had left was doled out by Decimus. After waking up Aulus
and shoving a moldy hunk of bread into his hand, he ordered him to join him on the first watch.
I asked the optio if I could stay with the horses and mules. I could barely keep awake, yet I
managed a prayer of thankfulness that the poor beasts would eat their fill. Sitting with my back
against a rock, I tried to focus on the horses and mules, but found my head drooping lower and
lower, until I slipped once again into that dark place called sleep. I slept for an indeterminate
period of time, a shadowy dreamscape playing in my head. Into the darkness came a shrill voice
sounding the alarm: “Rise, prepare yourself. When they come, keep your head. You will be
tested sorely, Jude, but the Lord is with you. Wake up—they’re here!”
Standing up, with sword drawn and jaw set, I scanned the meadow for marauders.
Though I could see nothing, I heard a great commotion in the center of the forest: shouts,
screams, and the clatter of swords—unmistakable sounds of battle. From everything I had heard
about the desert people, I knew they probably wanted to steal our horses and mules. Feeling
great responsibility for our animals, my first concern was protecting them from the thieving
horseman raiding our camp. I stood my ground, waiting for them to get past Decimus and his
men. As the first horseman galloped into the meadow, lance held shoulder level, ready to throw
it when he got in range, it seemed it might be over quickly for me. The voice had promised me
that I would survive, but it had said nothing about the others. The appearance of the warrior
seemed to signal the slaughter of my comrades. It would take another miracle to save me from
this man, let alone my friends. Vaulting over the rock I had rested against, I barely escaped the
first thrust of his lance. Without a bow or spear myself, I had to think fast. This wasn’t easy in
my present condition and state of mind. When he raced toward me again, a thought came to me
in pure desperation: I would take his weapon. There was nothing else I could do. Dodging the
next thrust after switching to the other side of the rock, I grabbed the shaft and held on to it with
all my strength. He swore at me as I hung on it, and rode around in circles in an effort to
dislodge me from the lance. To my dismay, some of the animals panicked during the commotion
and broke their tethers. A second and third rider entered the meadow as I wrestled the lance out
of his hands. As the first man rode away before I had a chance to throw his lance, the second
and third man immediately went after the horses and mules. This was what they wanted in the
first place. Their one-tracked minds helped save my life. What also helped, as a fourth
horseman galloped into the meadow, rushing toward me with bow raised and arrow notched, was
Abzug’s marksmanship. Though he had shown cowardice on our last ride, his aim was precise.
The rider rolled back over the rump of his horse, an arrow in his chest, his sword falling to the
ground. Hefting the curved sword, I ran over to the men attempting to untie our animals and
swung it wildly. They thought my action humorous at first. Instead of killing me outright with a
lance or sword swipe, they rode around me in circles taunting me, as a fifth rider, chased by
Fronto, also swinging one of the nomads swords, swooped up the jointly tied reins of several of
the beasts and began to ride away. Whooping crazily, my antagonists followed behind the first
horse thief, deftly cutting the Gordian knot to divvy out the reins. I struck one warrior in the leg
as I held the big sword in both hands yet was unable to unhorse him. The next close call for me
followed as I staggered around looking for the gladius I had foolishly dropped on the ground.
The curved blade was too big and unwieldy for me. I was angry that our horses and mules were
being stolen and my inability to do anything but act like a buffoon. To my delight, Fronto
brought down one of the horse thieves with the first horseman’s discarded spear, while the others
continued unimpeded to lead the animals away. Picking his sword back up afterwards, Fronto
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joined Apollo and Ajax, who stood back to back swinging and slicing at a trio circling horsemen,
who thrust at them viciously, until finally one of them hit Ajax squarely in the heart. Abzug and
Ibrim, who had been busily firing off arrows at the horseman, many of which whistled past their
marks, paused with looks of shock. Apollo gave a wounded cry. Tossing aside the unwieldy
weapon, the Egyptian showed a streak of bravery not yet seen. Grabbing the very lance that had
just stabbed his arm, he pulled the rider from his horse by his weapon and, pulling out his
dagger, slit the man’s throat. From there, he found another man nearly unhorsed that I had
wounded with my sword, pulled him off his mount and slit his throat too. Meanwhile, Rufus had
also acted courageously by vaulting forward and physically pulling one man from his horse after
he tossed his lance. Instead of using his knife as Apollo, however, he raised up a curved sword
and cut off the man’s screaming head. The horror surrounding me had numbed my fears.
Another man thundered into the meadow that moment, galloping toward Fronto to spike his
back. Fortunately for the Thracian, however, one of Ibrim’s arrows hit its target. Unable to find
my own gladius in the wheat, I ran over, pulled Ajax’s sword from its sheath and went on the
attack. Mostly, I just made a lot of noise, as I ran around waving the blade. The mêlée had
moved quickly to the meadow when it became apparent to the others as it had to me, that they
wanted the horses and mules. This wasn’t a “Roman-killing” mission by angry nomads as our
other encounters had been. Until Ajax’s death, most of my friends had still been alive, now
Apollo had been wounded, and to my dismay Decimus had been wounded too. With his arm
slung over Aulus’ shoulder he was being ushered to safety by his faithful friend. Wordlessly, it
had been understood that we could not lose our mounts and pack animals. This far from the
nearest city with more hostiles in the vicinity, might prove to be a death sentence for us, and it
was evident to all of us that this band of nomads had been on a raid to capture our horses and
mules. Unlike the men in black and the men in white, as we nicknamed them, these fellows were
dressed in colorful tunics and pants that were probably taken from the dead men they had
robbed. They were mounted and we were on foot and outnumbered us at least two to one. Now
many of them were angry with us for killing their tribesmen and paused to do battle with us as
we attempted to keep our horses and mules.
In retrospect, I think the Romans and auxilia should have given up much sooner before
retreating to a hillside cave. Aulus and the seriously injured optio were already there. My
mistake was standing on the slope to watch them finally capture my frightened mule. “Goodbye
Gladius,” I called out, as Rufus tried tugging at my arm. For me the delay proved to be even
more serious as I lagged first behind the Gaul and then the Thracian, who, scratched up badly
himself, assisted the limping Apollo, as Abzug and Ibrim gave them cover by firing their
remaining arrows over our heads. This time the missiles flew wildly, clattering on the rocks at
horseman attempted the climb. Fortunately, for the fleeing men, the attackers’ horses couldn’t
navigate the slope. Unfortunately for me, I had waited too long to escape the pursuit. Suddenly
from a distance, a loop of rope, which was called a laquerari by the Romans, was thrown around
my shoulders, quickly tightening around my arms so that the horsemen below was able to drag
me mercilessly down the hill. To my added misfortune, our two archers finally ran out of
arrows. With impunity, as his friends cheered him below, the horseman pulled me in like a fish.
That moment, I didn’t care what the voice in the desert had told me. Either God had abandoned
me or my luck had just run out. Scraped and bruised, I tried holding onto small boulders or the
bushes growing on the slope but to no avail. Then, for a brief moment, help was again on the
way. Of all the people to come to my aid during this crisis, Abzug dropped his useless bow and,
pulling out his dagger, scrambled down the rock-strewn hill in an effort to cut the line. I glanced
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back that moment to see Apollo, Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim look on in shock as a lancer struck
him down and the rider pull me free of a bush. Abzug lie dying with a spear in his stomach,
bringing the death toll on our journey to seven. Now I was being captured by desert people,
which left only five men left in the cave.
Swooping over with a net now, they threw it over me, and then, swiftly and expertly,
wrapped the rope around both me and the netting, picked me up rudely, and fastened me
facedown on one of the stolen mules. Light-headed and hysterical, I realized it was, in fact, my
mule. Perhaps it was my imagination but it seemed as if he realized it was me slung over his
back. His frightened whinnying immediately ceased, he turned his head, and nudged my side.
That strange calm came over me as it had before during a crisis. I couldn’t see my comrades
with my face pressed against the back of my mule, but I could imagine their sorrow. Some of
them had tried to save me. One of them had paid with his life. Vesto, Enrod, Geta, Langullus,
Caesarius, Ajax, and now Abzug were dead. Decimus and Apollo had been wounded, and the
six survivors were now stranded without food or mounts. I managed short prayers for their
safety and that the optio and Egyptian wouldn’t die too. After the voice’s last two messages, it
remained silent now. I understood, from listening to my friends, what my capture meant. Like
the horses and mules stolen, I was a victim of the desert peoples’ raid. The animals, of course,
were more fortunate than me. The mules would probably be used as beasts of burden for them
and the horses likely sold to a caravan passing through. Their lives couldn’t be any worse than
before, but what was happening to me those moments seemed worse than death. If they didn’t
take me somewhere and torture me to death, they would haul me back to their camp, brand me,
then sell me at a slave auction in some far off place.
I yearned for the voice once heard in my despair. Both times it had give me ominous
warnings, but its promise had been true: at least I was alive. As the nomads carted me into the
desert, my ribcage ached and legs and arms burned from the cuts and lacerations received during
my capture, but the worst wounds were in my mind. I felt completely cutoff and alone. Blind
fate or my own stupidity must have led me to this end. Now, as I began that more terrible
journey, I felt abandoned by God. Perhaps, I had just run out of luck.
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Chapter Twenty
Bandits’ Booty

Face down on the saddle, unable to move anything but my head, I tried unsuccessfully to
see if my captors were on the cobbled concrete Roman highway or were on a different road
heading into an unknown land. Through the mesh of the net covering my face, I studied the
ground, which was difficult in the noonday shadows. When I raised my head, all I could see
were sand dunes, which was not unusual in the desert. If we were still on the Roman highway
heading west or south, we might remain in the boundaries of the empire. If, on the other hand,
the nomads took one of the caravan routes, our destination might be Persia or Arabia, outside the
boundaries of Rome. This would have dire implications for a Jewish youth. At least they had
not pulled off the road somewhere and tortured or sacrificed me to their pagan gods.
“Voice—where are you?” I cried mutely. “Is this what God has planned for me?”
Despite the rocking motion of the mule and ceaseless chatter of my captors, I dozed off
from my misery, but was jerked awake by a bump in the road. My cheeks, chest, stomach, and
legs were soaked with the sweat of the mule. With the perspiration pouring into my eyes it was
becoming difficult to focus on the ground. Along with the noon hour shadow below, I had to
contend with the dust thrown up by the horses and mules.
“Where am I voice?” I whispered deliriously. “Please explain why I was netted like a fish
and tied face down on the back of a mule. Where you speaking on behalf of God or am I losing
my mind?”
Already before my abduction, I had switched between talking to the voice who appeared
recently to me and the Lord as if they were two different spirits. After all, I assumed the voice
was talking on behalf of God. Visions had haunted my dreams or so I thought for many years,
speaking enigmatically, showing me nonsensical and silly things. Some of the visions seemed to
happen when I was wide-awake, and, during my journey to Antioch. At no time, was the voice
or previous vision concerned with my mission as Jesus saw it. The vision I had at Ecdippa, after
lapsing into my dream of the crosses, had led me recklessly into a second dreamscape or so I
thought where I slew six men in defense of my comrades. The voice, however, had only been
concerned with my safety and cared not a wit about the other men. None of my dreams had
anything to do with the goal Jesus had set for me. That was my folly. Now that I had plenty of
time to think about it, I realized that my oldest brother had merely humored me in my
foolishness. “Since you’ve decided this course of action,” I remember him saying, “learn the
heart of the Gentiles.” It was never a mission from the Lord, Himself, as he made it seem, which
made me wonder if Jesus had really been speaking on behalf of God. I had felt some comfort,
even excitement in my first vision of the journey, especially when it appeared as if I was
invincible to my foes. Yet I wasn’t invincible. I had been foolish and just very lucky, and my
mission, if that was what it was, had been a fool’s errand. My own ambition, blessed as it was
by Jesus and my father, had dealt falsely with me. I had failed! Light-headedly, the thought
flittered through my mind that the voice in the desert hadn’t been from the Lord at all—it was
really a jinn. I laughed hysterically then wept bitterly. After an indeterminate period of time, I
grew delirious.
“Where are you?” I cried in a parched throat. “Why have you forsaken me?”
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Now that I had reached the bottom of despair, the voice remained silent. Perhaps the
Lord, I thought grimly, was simply testing me to the limit of my endurance. If nothing else, I
prayed, keep me in Roman territory. Is that asking so much? I didn’t want to wind up a personal
slave to one of these desert men or, worse, become a eunuch in a Persian court. All my studies
and natural inquisitiveness about the world had become a curse to me those hours. My
imagination ran wild. As time dragged on, I prayed deliriously for deliverance. When the
daytime shadows shifted with the afternoon sun and the dust cleared enough for me to see the
ground, I got my answer. The road below was not a Roman highway; it was a caravan trail. My
captors were traveling north. What my eyes beheld was so terrible I sobbed uncontrollably until
one of the men struck me with a whip.
“Shut up, you Roman pig!” he said in a guttural voice.
“Oh, is he crying?” a second man taunted. “Does he want his mother’s teat?”
“We should’ve made an example of him to those fellows in the cave,” declared a third
man angrily. “We have to bury four of our men. One of them, my brother Yassif, was
beheaded.”
“Hah, Uthman, can you blame them?” A fourth man laughed. “We wanted their horses
and mules. Half dead from weariness, hunger and thirst, those men were beaten by the desert,
yet they made a stand. I would fight someone trying to steal my animals too.”
“Hamid is right,” a fifth man exclaimed. “How many bleached bones have we seen in the
sand, both man and beast? We’re lucky to find so many horses and mules. Now we have
something more valuable than those beasts—a youth, barely a man. On the block he’ll bring a
fine sum!”
I wished those moments I couldn’t understand these men. They spoke a dialect of
Aramean similar to Galilean. For a brief moment, I thought I had an advocate in Hamid. He
seemed sympathetic to our plight, but then the fifth man reminded me of my fate: I was going to
be a slave. From this revelation until we stopped that evening at their camp, I was beyond
normal grief. I had been horrified with the news, but now I was numbed by shock. One of them
cut my bindings and, while I was still trapped in my net, jerked me rudely off the mule. This
action caused Hamid to stomp angrily to the scene.
“Awud, you idiot!” the fierce-looking nomad with a patch on one eye roared. “Are you
trying to damage this slave? He’s not worth camel piss if you break an arm or leg.”
“I’m sorry, Hamid,” Awud bowed apologetically. “Those pigs killed my cousin Akhman,
slit his throat.”
Pulling off the net and extending his hand, Hamid said in a gruff voice, “You all right? I
won’t let those jackals hurt you. I’ll get you something to eat.”
The tone of the man, who had every intention of selling me as a slave, belied his motives.
For the time being at least, in his own uncouth way, he treated me well. The first thing he did to
show me any civility was to splash a pale of well water over my sweating frame. An old woman,
at his prodding, brought me a dish filled with lentils and a piece of meat, he identified
immediately as boar. Boar was, I understood, another name for pig. This, my friend Ibrim once
explained to me, was the favorite meat of wealthy nomads tired of lamb of fowl. Hamid had
therefore treated me as he would an honored guest. As I glanced around the goatskin tents and
men, women, and children, I realized I was in a tribal settlement. It was, I recalled, the custom
of nomadic people to be charitable to strangers, but all I saw in these folks was hostility. A few
of the women even walked up and spat in the dust in front of my feet as I sat on a folding chair
gobbling down my food. This action, Ibrim also told me, was a grave insult to visitors. Yet,
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through it all, Hamid and several of his men stood guard around me so that I could dine in peace.
Another woman, in abject submission to the tribal leader, even placed a flask of wine in my
hand, bowing politely as she backed away. I immediately tilted it up and guzzled it down as
quickly as I could, my intention to get blindly drunk in order to blot out thoughts of my pending
fate.
Hamid growled at the men and women giving me threatening looks, standing over me
possessively with arms folded as I drank to oblivion. Drunk I would be easier to watch. I could
think of no other reason for their kindness after the barbaric treatment doled out to me today.
Only Hamid and his friends were interested in keeping me alive. Though treating me
courteously when ordered to, the other inhabitants of the settlement hated me on sight. The
custom of hospitality to strangers passed down to Jews and their kinsmen by our mutual
forefathers did not apply here. These people identified me as Roman, a people not welcome in
this land. Perhaps the Roman conquerors had mistreated these people. It seemed evident, after
my experience with the men in black and men in white, that all of the desert people were up and
arms with them now. Ironically, I wasn’t even Roman nor, for that matter, had been most
members of Decimus’ band. The most obvious difference between my current treatment and the
ancient custom of hospitality was the manner in which I was brought into their camp. I had
been, from the moment I was captured, a slave. I was not a visitor. I was, like the stolen horses
and mules, their property. My only satisfaction was the fact that I was not dead. In this
knowledge there was hope. I would live, I told myself, scanning the cloudless sky. If I wanted
to, I would eat pork and do what I must to survive. I didn’t need a voice or vision, and I didn’t
need God! I had been frightened. Now I was angry.… I was also very drunk.
******
I don’t remember what happened next. After almost emptying my flask, I finally passed
out, awakening in the dark chained to a post on the outskirts of the camp. My head felt as if it
might explode and I felt deathly sick. In retrospect it seems strange to me that my captors
allowed me to become so intoxicated. It might have killed me if I hadn’t vomited all over
myself.
“Ah, the Roman pig is awake,” a voice rang out. “He puked out his guts.”
“Clean him off, Uthman,” Hamid ordered crisply. “In a few hours it will be fist light. I
want to get past the Roman frontier and on the road to Ecbatana before mid-day. That fancy
outfit we nabbed will make him more presentable. Let’s get him out of those filthy clothes!”
Another pale of water was tossed onto to me, causing me to gasp. Nothing, however
could have jolted me more than what Hamid had just said. I had heard about Ecbatana from my
friends. I was being taken to a slave auction in Persia. Despite my will to live, I wondered if I
might not have been better off if I had been killed in front of the cave as Abzug had been, instead
of being sold as a slave. My only option at this point was to somehow escape on the way to
Ecbatana. Otherwise, I faced a fate worse than death.
Hamid threw a pelt over me to lessen the morning chill, but I felt nothing those hours. As
I waited for first light, I was physically and mentally numb. When the sun began its ascent, the
heat would rise progressively, the chilled desert would be warmed, and the dust and sand would
blow into my eyes and mouth. Jesus once told me to take each day at a time. Tomorrow would
take care of itself. This sounded like rubbish as I sat chained to a post. Idly, feeling strangely
tranquil a moment, I studied the night sky. The one saving quality about the desert so similar to
Galilee was its canopy of stars. How could something so beautiful look down upon this desolate
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land? What part of the firmament did heaven sit? Was this just fiction for gullible minds? I
wondered those moments, glancing abstractedly at the guard taking his turn to watch over me, if
it was possible that the sacred scrolls might have been written by delusional men. I had been
sheltered in Nazareth all my life sharing in my family’s simple faith, walking in the shadow of
my saintly brother, trusting what Jesus, my father, and the synagogue school had taught me about
the law and the prophets, but now everything had changed. The short time I spent with the men
of the Galilean Cohort had changed my world. On the day my journey began, Jesus suggested
that I learn the heart of Gentiles. I understand now what he meant. What I learned in the
company of soldiers was illuminating, but not inspiring. They were crude and capricious
fellows. Some of them displayed a cruel streak toward me. For much of our journey north I had
felt like an outsider. Even after that night I slew six men, I was considered an oddity. Some
thought I was sleepwalking or momentarily possessed by a spirit, which Ibrim called a jinn,
while most of them shrugged it off as a fluke. The battles we fought after that, in which I
showed hesitation yet managed to kill two more men, proved that it was not just a fluke.
Perhaps, I had killed those other men in my sleep, but I had been wide-awake in the desert. I
knew I could fight. I could kill to save my life and the lives of my friends. With Caesarius,
Decimus, and Aulus help I began to fit into the group. I learned not to wince at the men’s crude
humor and not question what I ate. It had been difficult being the wet-behind-the-ears Jew. In
spite of everything I did and no matter how hard I tried, that fact never seemed to change.
Nevertheless, I had grown found of this bunch. Now they were gone, and I was alone. I
mourned for the men killed in the desert and those poor fellows who sought refuge in the cave.
Decimus had been seriously wounded and might already be dead. The desert had claimed seven
of his men, and, because the others were without horses or food, it might claim them too. Of all
my friends, who died during the journey, I grieved for Caesarius the most. He had been like a
father to me. Though he hadn’t died in battle, his death was the saddest of them all. He was an
old man in poor health when we began our trip to Antioch. The rigors of the journey had worn
him out and squeezed out his last ounce of energy, until there was only a shell of a man.
In the past two days, I had been warned of this event. The details hadn’t been there. In
fact, the voice spoke in generalities, but the message had been clear: I would suffer and yet I
would survive. Where was the Lord now? I wondered. How was I to keep my faith when the
world around was in chaos? Why had God allowed my friend Caesarius and the other men to
die? Why was he allowing a band of dirty nomads to hold me captive in order to sell me as a
slave?
Finally, as I sat contemplating my fate, I dozed off. When I opened my eyes, the first
rays of sunlight waxed in the horizon. I heard two voices in succession, the first one in my mind
and the second directly overhead, as someone unlocked the shackles on my wrists.
“Jude, Jude, God hasn’t forsaken you,” the voice chided, “don’t forsake Him!”
“Up, up, it’s time to go!” Uthman growled, jerking me to my feet. “Gotta get you
into your new get-up—real pretty-like. We can’t have you looking like a Roman pig!”
“Uthman,” Hamid called from a distance, “bring him to Saida’s tent. I want his wounds
dressed and him in that outfit quickly. We must be on the road to Ecbatana before sunrise. That
wind might kick up at the pass. It’s important we make it through before dark.”
With no more said, I was ushered rudely into a smelly goatskin tent where the toothless
hag Saida stood holding my new clothes. The two men immediately stripped off my clothes,
leaving me shivering with embarrassment in only a loincloth as the old women prodded and
nudged me into a colorful pair of pants, fancy tunic, and silver threaded turban. I must have
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looked like a clown, but at that point I no longer cared. For the time being, I was alive and
valuable property to Hamid and his men. I wasn’t dead nor would I be starving as my friends,
now stranded without horses and food. After a hasty breakfast of goat cheese, bread, and well
water, I was overjoyed to be placed back on my mule. Such a simple, yet fortuitous thing in my
state of mind caused me to break down as I bent over to embrace my old friend.
“Gladius,” I cried, “old faithful friend—it’s you!
“He’s crying again,” Uthman complained. “The bastard’s lucky to be alive!”
“There now,” the one-eyed bandit patted my knee, “we’ll find you a nice, fat merchant
who’ll treat you good.”
The words escaped my mouth, “I don’t want to be a eunuch. I heard about what those
Persians do to slaves.”
Uthman and Hamid laughed heartily. The hag cackled with glee.
“Ho-ho, why would they cut off your balls?” Hamid wiped his good eye. “Only royalty
do such things. You just better hope they don’t make you a gladiator. That was pretty
impressive swordplay back there. Your best chances are to keep your mouth shut and pray
you’re a house slave.”
“A house slave?” my voice croaked. “Is that good…or bad?”
“Good,” Hamid waved a bejeweled hand, “at least better than being trained for the arena
or turned into a eunuch to guard a prince’s harem.” “Don’t worry,” he said, motioning for the
procession to begin, “my guess is that you’ll serve a rich merchant or magistrate. By the way,
the worst slaveholders are the Romans. They would make a gladiator of you for sure!”
To make sure I wouldn’t try to escape, which I had hoped to do, Awud, the meanest of
the lot, tied my writs to the horn of my saddle and placed a rope around my neck. This meant he
would jerk me along, I would have no control over my mule, and, if I tried to break free, be
strangled as he dragged me along the ground. To impress upon me the importance of not
budging, he struck me in the leg with his whip, and growled through clenched teeth, “Stay put,
you Roman pig!”
It was still somewhat dark when our caravan of stolen horses and pack mules, and sundry
goods taken from murdered travelers headed east. I learned, as we detoured onto a caravan road,
that these cutthroats had their eye out for more booty from other unwary travelers. Akhmid, a
portly fellow, sporting a turban similar to my own, discussed such a prospect to Hamid. Because
they had sold the last batch of Arabian camels, they needed more of these animals to auction off
in Ecbatana. This would be the most ideal goal, Hamid agreed. What was most desirable
objective, however, Uthman reminded his leader, was human cargo, like the Roman pig. I was
thankful that these nomads preferred horses over camels for their own use. I shuddered at the
thought of myself balanced on one of those animals in my getup like some oriental potentate, a
prime target during one of their raids. At least I would be well protected as valuable cargo by
these men. To make sure I was safe, a warrior rode on each side of me at times, shielding me
from harm but also preventing me from foolishly trying to escape, an effort that would amount to
suicide with the noose around my neck. My earlier notion of somehow getting away seemed
absurd when I considered the odds. I counted twenty-six men in the procession, all armed with
bows, lances fastened with banners onto their saddle bags, and carrying an assortment of swords,
including Roman blades and shields taken from my friends. My fate was sealed. Had Decimus’
men faced this group of warriors on even ground, not one of them would have survived.
Considering the fact that my friends might starve, I realized this could still be true. What irony!
I thought, as I watched the sun rise in the east. It seemed paradoxical that an outcast like me
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should be the only survivor among seasoned soldiers, and that I was labeled a Roman pig by my
captors when, in fact, I was actually a Jew. Now I was going to become a Persian slave. What
would they do if they found out I was circumcised and not a Roman at all? Would that make me
more valuable to my new owner or would it make me worthless in Gentile minds?… Soon I
would soon find!
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Chapter Twenty-One
Journey to Ecbatana

It was a monotonous, dusty, and hot journey and, because of my restraints and inability to
guide my mule, far worse than the earlier trip north. Now we were heading east away from the
empire, soon to cross the frontier. Though I was tormented by discomfort, hunger, and thirst,
and an occasional jolt by Awud in front, I tried praying again. Not one of the twenty-six men
seemed to cared a wit that I was drenched in sweat and delirious from the heat. I had all but
given up on the Lord until we made our first stop at a roadside well. Breaking into my effort to
pray, as he galloped up and climbed off his horse, was the one-eyed bandit leader, himself, who
with the flash of his dagger and movement of his other hand, cut my bindings and removed the
noose from my neck. My wrists were raw and bleeding. Several times in the last hour, Awud
had playfully yanked rope, causing rope burns on my neck.
“Awud is a dog,” Hamid announced, reaching up to help me off my mule. “There’s no
place for you to go in this inferno. He knows that. He just hates Romans. I do to, but you’re no
longer a Roman; you are a slave. If you’re thinking about escaping, I assure you the stretch
ahead of us is much worse than what we left behind. You would surely die of thirst and hunger,
if one of my men didn’t bring you down first with an arrow or lance. I’ll have Akhmid or Eblah
tend to your wounds. I don’t want you bleeding all over yourself before we find a buyer.”
“Cheer up, lad.” His good eye winked. “You’re alive, while all those other men are dead. No
one survives the Syrian desert without a horse, camel or mule, water, and food.”
“Thank you,” I muttered dully, as I was led at the point of Awud’s spear to the well.
“Drink your fill, you Roman pig,” Awud’s voice rumbled. “There’s no more wells when
we cross the frontier.”
I was given a large bag of water that looked like the pelt of some unclean beast. This, he
informed me crisply, must last until we reached Ecbatana. I didn’t care at that point about the
law. I was so thirsty I would have drunk water from the trough of a pig. To extend my
allotment, I did what the other men did and drank directly from the well’s bucket and ate a strip
of dried bore meat, both unclean, and, following their barbaric custom, made water out in the
open without qualms. Akhmid and Eblah both dabbed an evil smelling ointment on my wounds
and, removing the sweat soaked turban from my head, replaced it with a clean one. There were
palms surrounding us which looked inviting, and, perhaps for my benefit, the leader allowed us a
short spell in the shade. All of the men grumbled at this delay, anxious to find more plunder up
ahead. Hamid, the only one amongst them with a degree of decency offered me a handful of figs
in his grimy had, which I gobbled down unflinchingly. It occurred to me, as I was led back to
my mules, that it would take a major sacrifice at the temple in Jerusalem to expiate my sins. But,
of course, I thought grimly, I wasn’t returning home.… I was going to Ecbatana to be sold as a
slave. With my mule below me, now my only friend, I fastened my bag of water to my saddle,
clutched my reins, and scanned the terrain around me for an avenue of escape. The mule and
flask were my moorings to this world. Everything else had become madness and folly, directed
by blind destiny or the will of an inscrutable god.
******
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Across the most desolate area of the northern desert we plodded. I was careful not to
guzzle too much water. A full bladder was a handicap on the march. A scarf had been tied over
my face to protect my delicate “Roman” skin, as Uthman quipped, and to keep the sand and dust
from my eyes. My face, neck, and hands were already sun burnt. My crotch was sore from
being in the saddle for so many days. I was growing increasingly apprehensive as we
approached the distant pass promised by Hamid. After a short stop to relieve ourselves, we
continued on beneath the bleak, cloudless sky until we saw a caravan coming in the opposite
direction, silhouetted darkly as we moved around the bend in the road.
“All right men,” Hamid ordered succinctly, “you know what to do. Akhmid, you’re too
fat to fight. You and young Fawad guard the horses, mules, and goods.”
I assumed he included me in the goods. Akhmid and Fawad were quite happy to be
excluded from the raid and treated me well after we dismounted, sat on nearby rocks, and
refreshed themselves with some candied fruit Akhmid had brought along and a flask of wine
Fawad had stolen from the camp.”
“Let’s drink it up quickly,” he coaxed, “before they return.”
I didn’t expect to be included. That they let me sit near them and rest my bottom had
been enough. I was surprised that some of the men began mellowing toward me. Without
comment, Akhmid tossed me several of the candies, as he might a pet dog and, after he wiped its
lip, Fawad offered me the flask. I gulped down several swallows then politely handed it back.
Deprived of such gestures all these miles, I bowed silently, almost reverently, not wanting to
break the spell. These men were unpredictable. Any moment, one of them might say something
vulgar or insulting or flick me with his whip. Judging by Hamid and these two fellow’s reactions
they reminded me of how capricious the Romans and auxilia often were. One moment, they
treated me almost tenderly, and the next moment I was a Roman pig. For the first time since I
was captured, I introduced myself.
“My name’s Thaddeus.” I said, looking into Fawad’s black pupils.
“I don’t care,” he replied, raising the flask, “you’re a slave. When we find a merchant, I
won’t see you again. You’re not a person, you’re property like these horses and mules.”
“Ah, ah, ah,” Akhmid clucked, wagging a finger, “he’s not a slave yet. He’s not
someone’s property. Until he’s sold and branded, he’s free, just like you and me.”
“Branded?” I cried. “I’m going to be branded?”
“It’s not always a brand,” Fawad explained thoughtfully. “The Romans and Syrians mark
people with a hot iron, but the Parthians often use a die that can’t be washed off the skin. They
have a strange faith like the Jews, that offers justice even for slaves.”
Now there’s a thought, I told myself, stroking my chin. Did even Jesus know this fact?
As I sat beside my guards, I found a glimmer of hope in this detail. Did this mean that I
wouldn’t be turned into a eunuch and, as in Jewish tradition, be released from bondage after
seven years? I looked out upon the desert those moments, my eyes and ears drawn by a
commotion, my mind still focused upon what Fawad said. I hadn’t been paying much attention,
but I knew what was happening. I had tried not to think about it. After all, it didn’t come as a
surprise to me. Hamid, Uthman, and Akhmid had discussed making such a raid; it was what they
did for a living. But the reality of it sunk in more deeply when, after only a few moments of
slaughter, the raiders galloped back with several camels laden with goods. This time there with
no survivors. The men’s’ faces and arms were splattered with their victims’ blood. From what I
gathered listening to the heady exclamations of the warriors, the merchant, who was shot full of
arrows, had only seven guards—all of whom were killed or wounded guarding his goods. The
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two guards badly cut were put out of their misery so they wouldn’t suffer on the hot dry sand.
Hamid made it sound like a magnanimous deed. I listened to them extol the virtues of their
banditry as I climbed shakily onto my mule. I was tipsy, and I found their duplicity humorous.
Hamid and his men saw nothing wrong with killing and robbing the accursed Romans soldiers
and greedy Syrian merchants who wandered into the desert. As far as they were concerned, the
Romans and Syrians were the villains, not them. The Romans had allowed the Syrian
provincials to take their land, leaving them only the foothills to plant wheat or raise sheep,
forcing them into starvation unless they took back what was their own. When they went into the
towns to buy supplies, the soldiers had treated them badly. The city magistrates forbade
shopkeepers to sell to desert folk. Not long ago, several of their shepherds were killed by locals,
their sheep stolen and wives and children driven from their camp. The rocky foothills were not
fit for sheep or growing rows of wheat, so, as Hamid believed, there was nothing left to do but
take up the sword.
“One day,” he vowed looking squarely at me as if I represented the Roman Empire, “we,
the desert people, will unite and take it back and drive the foreigners from our land!”
The train of animals and people, with the addition of several stolen camels had begun to
move, as I gathered up the courage to reply.
“I’m not a Roman,” I said, my eyes at half mast, “my names Thaddeus—er—I mean
Judah bar Joseph...I’m a Jew.”
“Thaddeus or Jude, which is it?” Hamid turned in his saddle and trotted back to me, his
good eye narrowing to a slit.
“Pay no mind to him, he’s drunk,” Akhmid said dismissively. “Fawad borrowed a flask
from Saida. He drank almost half.”
“Ho-ho, a Jew soldier, very funny Thaddeus or whatever your name is.” Hamid rode
along beside me, after taking my reins. “Listen to me lad. I know you’re frightened, but don’t
repeat that story to anyone again. No one wants a Jewish slave. You should know that. They
won’t work, they don’t eat pork, they’re always running away. They make terrible slaves!
Being a Jew would make you much less valuable to me, do you understand?”
“Yes sir,” I answered with a burp. “I should not drink wine.” “The truth is,” I found
myself lying, “I was not a very good soldier, and I consider the arena a death sentence. A Jew
also makes a poor gladiator—”
“Enough!” Hamid held up his bejeweled hand. “I saw you fight. Do you want to lessen
your worth in my eyes? Your best chance is convincing me how valuable you are. The truth is
Thaddeus you’re not big enough nor strong enough to be a gladiator, but you have spirit. You
almost gave your life to save those horses and mules. Don’t ruin it by pretending you’re a Jew or
coward. It doesn’t make sense. I haven’t anything against Jews, but I hate cowards. You picked
a good name for your lie. I remember Judah the Galilean’s revolt against Rome. I never knew
him personally, but my father had great respect for the man. Recently the Romans crucified
another batch of them. Nasty business. They’ve done the same thing to us. Trust me, Thaddeus,
Jews aren’t cowards. You Romans have treated both the desert folk and the Jews badly. This
was once our land before you city folk pushed us aside.”
I should have been moved by what he said about my people if I hadn’t seen these
murderers in action. Judah was not admired for his foolishness at rebelling against the Romans,
and yet he embodied, in an exaggerated way, the resentment many Galileans felt toward Rome.
He was a patriot, who loved our stolen country, but he wasn’t a thief and murderer, who robbed
and stole from innocent travelers when they entered their domain. I kept my mouth tightly shut,
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and didn’t crack a smile. Feeling fortunate that Hamid hadn’t believed the truth, I played the
fool, which I was, after drinking all that wine. I could have gotten myself in serious trouble with
these men, if they hadn’t thought it was just was too farfetched to believe. Because of my
foolishness, my head would ring like a gong when the effects of the spirits began wearing off.
My captors now thought I was addled in the head for making such a claim, and Hamid, the
bandit leader, would personally keep an eye on me for the rest of the trip.
When I considered how stupid my admission had been, I shuddered as if a cold wind had
blown over me, which was strange in view of the rise in the desert’s heat. What if they had
pulled down my pants to see if I was circumcised? My secret had almost been revealed when I
was given a new set of clothes and stood there in front of Hamid, Uthman, and Saida with
nothing but my loincloth. Fortunately for me the notion of a Jew being Roman soldier was
laughable. What I said about not being a good soldier was also scoffed at, and yet it was also the
truth. Perhaps, in allowing me to act the fool, God was, in fact, watching over me. If I heard the
voice at that point, however, I would have wanted to ask him again why had I been abandoned to
suffer such a fate?
After our caravan stopped at a small oasis just in time to avoid a dust storm blowing from
the east, Hamid ordered his men to make camp within the refuge of the trees. Akhmid and
Fawad would tend to the camels and mules, tethered not far from the camp. The nomads had
been more enterprising than the Roman guards. Not only did they bring fodder for the animals,
which was carried by the mules, several of the pack animals carried extra water for man and
beast. Like the Roman contingent I had rode with, sentries were posted around the perimeter of
the oasis, but there was no time to set up tents, dig latrines, or build a fire ring in the center of the
camp, since we would be back on the road at first light. I was allowed to sleep beside my mount,
a custom of desert nomads on the prowl. Like the Romans they bedded down near their
weapons, but slept fully clothed with boots on and a dust scarf (keffiyeh) still wrapped around
their face. Always ready for retribution, the bandits apparently did not have a normal campsite
on the march. Though I didn’t have a sword, I clutched a cudgel-shaped board as I slept. The
mule nuzzled my face affectionately with his wet snout as I fell asleep, an action that might have
revolted a good Jew. Hamid stood over me a moment, laughing softly in his beard. Noting my
fondness for my pet, he promised that he would give it to my buyer for free along with the
purchase if I fetched a high price. He not only allowed me to sleep beside Gladius, he had given
me permission beforehand to water and feed my mule.
I could not help but think of Caesarius after these acts of kindness. Caesarius like Hamid
had once been a violent man. Hamid had killed Romans but Caesarius had killed my own people
and, like the one-eyed bandit, his treatment of me contradicted his murderous actions in the past.
These kind of men could be very cruel and yet act tenderly at times, one of the many
peculiarities I had learned about Gentile soldiers and warriors, perhaps the most troubling of
them all.
******
The journey to Ecbatana turned out to be a long, dusty, bumpy trip, much more
uncomfortable than the terminated expedition to Antioch. I could count the ambush by Hamid
and his men as both the end of my first journey and beginning of the second. Now, as we
entered the sand blown and furnace-like pass promised by the bandit leader, we approached the
last milestone of Rome in the east. I shuddered to think we were near the frontier. We would
soon be in the land of Parthians, wild cousins of the Persians, who now ruled Persia, Babylon,
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and Ecbatana. According to Awud, who taunted me constantly, our biggest concern was running
into King Arcases’ imperial forces, which might just commandeer all of our goods, including my
precious mule and myself. That would mean, of course, he reminded me, I would become a
palace eunuch and loose my balls.
Looking through the slit of my facial scarf, I could make out only shadowy figures as we
negotiated the pass. Finally, at one point, a fort loomed up to our right, the last outpost of
Roman authority, normally manned by a cohort of legionnaires but apparently shut up tightly
because of the storm. To get out of the wind and dust, we found shelter against the walls and
beneath the palms and acacias growing in the oasis surrounding the fort. All of us except the
leader remained mounted, while the pack animals and stolen camels were tethered to trees.
Because of its lack of sentries on the wooden parapets and any sign of life inside, I could
scarcely believe that this was a Roman fort, especially after Hamid beat furiously on its gate.
“Those Roman pigs!” he screamed in rage.
“Roman?” I cried in disbelief. “This can’t be Roman!”
Trotting up to me on his horse, Akhmid motioned to an obelisk standing near the building
with Latin inscriptions. “Yes,” he said croakily, “beyond that is Parthia. This is their last fortress
in this armpit of a land.”
Awud turned to me as I contemplated what I might do. “If you’re thinking about calling
for help Thaddeus,” he said, wagging his finger, “don’t. Hamid has a long-standing agreement
with Hermus, the prefect in this hole. He allows us safe passage after we give him some of our
loot. Often he gives us wine and food. Once we brought the wife of a tribune we had taken in a
raid—a beautiful, yellow-haired wench. She made a terrible scene, but it only made matters
worse. Hamid let this animal have her for the night then sold her to a fat wine dealer on the road.
She was worth many camels, but not as much as you’ll bring.”
“Why am I more valuable?” I looked at him incredulously. “I’m small, not strong, and
I’m not handsome. My brothers said I looked more like an Edomite than a Jew.
“Yes,” he teased, “but you’ll make a fine eunuch. Eunuchs are the most valuable slaves!”
“That’s not true Thaddeus,” Hamid gave Awud a warning look. “Men servants are more
highly valued than women. You might not be tall, but you’re not small nor, judging by the
muscles on your arms, are you weak. Don’t forget: we saw you fight! You’re trying to under
value yourself, but I know what sells. Because the Parthians breed like mice, pretty woman and
strong men are common. This is not Rome where your people have adopted the disgusting
Greek habit of using slaves for pleasure. Over there on the Parthian side, you’ll serve the same
purpose as a beast of burden. It’s a matter of business. After so many years, if you save up your
earnings you might buy your freedom. If you’re lucky and have the chance, you might even
escape.” “But not yet.” He flicked me playfully with his whip. “When I make my money and
leave peacefully after the sale, I don’t care what you do. Is that clear?”
“Yes,” I swallowed. “...So why don’t they open the gate?”
“Oh, they’ll let us in.” Hamid said, banging it a few more times. “They’d damn well
better. I’m the only ally he has in this land. I think Rome has forgotten this flea trap. Wait until
you see these poor fellows. Half of them are mad or diseased. Most of them were sent here as
punishment. Many, in their despair, run away into the desert, winding up as bleached bones in
the sand.”
I sensed that Hamid had said that for my benefit. I hoped he was exaggerating about the
tribune’s wife and the conditions of the fort. When the gate finally opened, a raspy voice
challenged Hamid: “Who goes there? State your business!”
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“Open up, you Roman dog,” Hamid demanded, prying at the gate. “You know very well,
who I am and what my business is.”
“We have the plague,” the man spoke indecisively. “You can’t come in. The prefect gave
me orders. I’m sorry.”
“Let me talk to the prefect?” Hamid demanded.
“The prefect’s dead,” he replied in a deadpan voice.
Backing away from the gate as if it was foul thing, the bandit leader pivoted, stepped
away, and raised his hands in a gesture of dismissal.
“Listen up men,” he barked, visibly shaken, “some of you may not have heard that:
Hermus is dead. The compound is stricken with plague.”
“That’s good enough for me,” Uthman exhaled with relief.
“Me too,” Akhmid seconded. “Let’s move on. There’s another a rest stop on the Parthian
side. I never trusted that man.”
“Yes, soon,” Hamid muttered, climbing onto his horse. “When the wind dies, we’ll get
back on the road. We have water and food. We’ll move to the far side of the trees.”
“I think we should leave, period,” suggested Awud “What’s a little dirt. We’ve been in
dust storms before.”
I didn’t believe Hamid’s depiction of Hermus. It was quite possible that he was corrupt
as many frontier officers might be, but I think the bandit leader made up that story about the
tribune’s wife. Regardless of his warning, I would have tried to communicate to Hermus about
my predicament. Whatever chance I had of telling him, however, ended with that one dreaded
word: plague.
One of the reasons for stopping had been to water the horses, camels, and mules. This
might be accomplished at the next oasis as Akhmid and Awud pointed out, but Hamid insisted
that we water them now. After we moved to the other side of the oasis, I witnessed a much more
efficient way of watering the beasts. The Roman method of digging a trough had seemed clever
to me, but the desert men had invented portable troughs made of sheep’s skin threaded together
and staked in the ground so that several animals could line up for a drink. When they were
finished, the troughs and stakes were quickly removed and packed on the camels and mules, the
whole procedure taking much less time than the Roman method I had learned. Because I rode up
front with Hamid’s inner circle of men, I could see the fear on their faces. Despite my
disappointment at not alerting the prefect of my predicament, I shared my captors’ fear of
infection, which was worse for me than being a slave. I hoped that Ecbatana didn’t have the
plague. The men and animals behind us stirred with grumbles, neighs and camel honks, as we
resumed our retreat from the fort.
“What if that Roman dog is lying?” Uthman asked, as we bundled up in our scarves and
detoured back onto the road. “I don’t trust him. He just doesn’t want to barter with us. We
could’ve used some extra wine.”
“It’s possible he’s running low on supplies,” suggested Hamid. “That would explain the
excuse, but we don’t need him. It’s better this way.”
“It’s not better for poor Thaddeus,” Awud snickered.
“I was so looking forward to more candied dates,” Akhmid mumbled wistfully.
“You don’t need candied dates,” snorted Hamid, “your fat enough!”
Glancing protectively back at me, he included me in his final words before our caravan
was swallowed up in the swirling dust.
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“We have wine and plenty to eat,” he concluded with finality. “The most important
reason for seeing the prefect is safe passage. We need his blessing to cross the border. With a
fort full of dead Romans, we have that. This way, regardless of whether or not Hermus played a
trick on us, we don’t have to trade our goods, and young Thaddeus won’t sound the alarm.”
This had been, I thought grimly as I squinted through my scarf, my last chance. Looking
back on this incident, I’m convinced that the sentry at the fort had lied, which suited the oneeyed bandit leader just fine. Perhaps the prefect was fearful of further collaboration with one of
Rome’s enemies. If he had really died, it seemed likely that Rome might one day send a
replacement unwilling to tolerant desert bandits. Now, on my mule, as mere plunder in the
bandits’ caravan, I followed behind Hamid, Uthman, Akhmid, and Awud with little chance for
escape as we crossed the border, through the relentless heat and dust storms of the frontier into
the land of the greatest enemies of the Roman empire: the Parthians.
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Chapter Twenty-Two
The Nomad Mind

Before we reached Ecbatana, the first major city of the Parthian empire, we had made
several stops to feed and water the horses, camels, and mules, eat a frugal meal ourselves of
dried pork, stale bread, and fresh dates from the nearby palms, washed down with well water and
occasionally wine. Between the Roman fort and Ecbatana, we had one overnight stop beneath an
overhanging rock, which provided security and shade. There was always a guard (usually
Awud) watching me at all times and virtually no place for me to go. With Fawad watching me
this time, I was allowed to explore the grotto in back of the overhanging rock. What I discovered
reminded me of the caves Jesus and Simon had explored while he and Joseph of Arimathea
visited Cyrene. I cherished my brother’s letters during his odyssey with this great Pharisee,
especially his account of the ancient pictures scratched inside the caves. Here in the desert
grotto, I discovered pictures of exotic creatures, the kind Jesus had seen when he and Joseph of
Arimathea visited Egypt’s fabulous lighthouse, museum, and animal gardens. Long necked
giants, creatures with long snouts and tusks, and that horned giant Jesus colorfully described
were among beasts that no longer lived in this desolate land. I could also make out in the dim
light the crude drawings of lions, hyenas, and dogs. In some of the drawings primitive stick-like
men chased gazelles and boars with lances n or fought each other with spears and clubs.
“That looks like us during a raid,” Fawad quipped. “I see lions and dogs. What are those
strange looking fellows on the wall?”
“Let’s see,” I answered, removing my turban and scarf, “I don’t know all the names, but
my brother saw that fellow with the long snout, the long necked animal, and that horned creature
in the museum gardens of Alexandria. The animals must have lived in this land before it turned
into a desert. It’s hard to picture this dreary country as being well-watered and forested, but
those patches of green and wells we stopped at in the desert are probably the remnants of their
domain.”
“How do you know so much?” Fawad screwed up his face.
He was a mere youth, with a sprinkle of beard like me, probably younger than myself. I
smiled mirthlessly at him, having no illusions that he might one day be a murderer and thief like
his elders.
“I’m a Jew, not a uneducated Roman,” I answered flatly. “The rabbi Gamalial, in the pay
of Samuel, my family’s friend, taught my brothers, friends and I about our history and even
matters of the Gentile world.”
“Ho-ho-ho,” Fawad broke into chuckles, “no Jew would be marching in the pay of Rome.
Hamid is right. That would cheapen your value on the block. Do you want to wind up as a
laborer for some overseer? Do you know how long those poor bastards live?”
“No,” I gasped, recoiling at the thought.
Akhmid, who had been lounging on a cushion he brought along, joined in our
conversation, as did Hamid, Uthman, Awud and other bandits resting in the grotto.
“He’s right,” the fat man chided, “we don’t know what kind of buyers will be at the
auction. There’s all kinds. Your best bet is to keep your mouth shut and let us find you a good
owner. Hamid and I like you. For a Roman, you’re not so bad. We desert people respect our
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beasts of burden and treat them well. You placed yourself in danger to save them. That makes
you a good Roman, though they’re rare. I’ve watched how you treat your mule.”
“I tell you one thing,” he added, wringing his chubby finger, “your horses and mules will
live a lot longer in our care than if they had stayed with you Romans. Have you noticed how
often we stop to water and feed them?”
“Yes, I think that’s great,” I nodded enthusiastically. “My brother taught me that all life is
sacred.”
“I was listening to you talk about your brother Jesus,” Hamid said thoughtfully. “To be
taken on a trip with a Pharisee like this Joseph was a great honor. Surely his destiny is set for
great things. I hope one day fate will be on your side too, Thaddeus, but now you must accept it
for what it is.”
“You’re going to be a eunuch,” Awud taunted. “Snip-snip-snip.”
“No,” Uthman teased, “he was fearless against our men. He’s going to be gladiator.”
“He’s too small to be a gladiator,” Hamid replied irritably. “You men know that.
Eunuchs are for wealthy potentates and princes. Ecbatana is not Antioch or Alexandria. There
are no ships in harbor or fine carriages for such men. It’s an outpost for caravans where
merchants buy goods, animals, and slaves.”
“Yes, for scoundrels and thieves like us.” Akhmid winked at me. “Leave poor Thaddeus
alone!”
Once again, I sensed, Hamid was stretching the truth. I wanted to believe this rogue, but
he wanted me to be calm and docile when we arrived at the auction. I sensed this before when
he treated me kindly. What worried me now that we were close to our destination was the
description Hamid gave Ecbatana. It sounded, as Akhmid implied, like an outpost for stolen loot
and slaves. If he was trying to give me comfort, he had only made matters worse. What sort of
men would want a slave at such a place?”
After building a fire, Malmut, the cook, sat preparing something that looked suspiciously
like one of the mules. I immediately ran over to the portion of the grotto where the beasts were
tethered to make sure Gladius was safe. Embracing the gentle creature, I almost wept with relief,
but I was furious with the bandits for slaughtering one of the Roman mules.
“I thought we had plenty of food,” I protested to the dirty, misshapen little man.
“Hamid wanted our men to eat fresh meat,” the cook replied with a shrug.
“Mule?” I cried. “You’re eating mule? Aren’t they part of your profit?”
“Mules are worthless in these parts,” he explained patiently. “It’s camels the desert
merchants want.”
Walking up to me with a whip in his hand, Awud said through clenched teeth, “get away
from Malmut. Let him do his work, you Roman pig.”
Hamid appeared suddenly, as Awud backed away into the shadows of the grotto, stating
amiably, “I prefer mules as pack animals over those other filthy beasts. They’re smart,
trustworthy, and predictable, but like lamb and pig, they’re also food. We have no fresh pork,
mutton, even goat, only dried boar and fish. We didn’t kill your mule. Why’re you upset?”
“I think it’s barbaric,” I blurted. “I would rather eat grasshoppers than that poor beast.”
He gave me a menacing look. “If I didn’t need you looking good to buyers, I would let
Awud give you a beating!” Shaking his whip in my face for emphases, he walked angrily away.
I felt completely miserable that moment, though relieved my mule was still alive. Would
they eat him too? I asked myself, withdrawing to a far corner of the grotto. What about the
remaining mules? I wondered, as Malmut sprinkled herbs on the meat. In Hamid’s own words
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they were dispensable. If they weren’t valuable for barter, it seemed likely they might also wind
up as food.
Because of my inability to keep my peace, I had made matters worse for myself. Once
more I was an outcast. I had refused to eat any of the cooked mule, and, thanks to Fawad’s
kindness, was reduced to munching on a few scrapes of dried pork and fish. As a result of the
insult I gave to the cook, I was forbidden any more wine and forced to drink water from my
flask. Later when no one was looking, as we bedded down for the night, the kindly Fawad snuck
me a cup of wine, which I guzzled down quickly in his presence before discreetly passing him
back the cup. After relieving myself in the shadows and splashing water on my face to wash off
the dust, I lie down afterwards on my saddle blanket and fell into a deep, troubled sleep.
As I tumbled into a dreamscape this time, I saw the image of Nazareth’s rabbi before me
rebuking me for eating forbidden food. Behind this portly figure, however, was none other than
Jesus, chiding the rabbi for rebuking a hungry man: “What is unclean, is not what man eats, but
what he does. The law was made for man, not man for the law.” I awakened with a jolt in the
darkness, profoundly moved by my brother’s words. This time there was no ominous message in
my dream. Though it didn’t answer many other questions, such as why God allowed this to
happen in the first place and why so many of my newfound friends died, the guilt of eating
forbidden food was removed from me forever. From this point on, if starving—a strong
possibility if I managed to escape, I would eat all manner of creeping, crawling things to save my
life, with the exception perhaps of mules. My dream failed to wipe away the shock and
heartbreak of that dastardly deed. Rising up, as if still in a dreamscape, I crept down to the crude
animal enclosure built by the bandits to check on the horses and mules. Fortunately for me one
of the guards watching the beasts, realized what I had in mind and allowed me a few moments to
hug Gladius’ neck and comb his coat with a palm leaf I found on the ground. Taking advantage
of this opportunity, I checked the hoofs and legs of all the animals stolen by the bandits,
including the horses, which were being used as pack animals too. Though travel-weary like
myself, the mules and horses were being watered and fed regularly. None of them seemed any
worse off for the wear.
“For a Roman, you are peculiar sort,” the wizened little man declared.
“I’ve been told that.” I laughed nervously.
He reminded me of Ibrim, who befriended me during my first journey, except that this
fellow had a grizzled beard and a cast in one eye.
“I’ve taken personal care of all of the Roman and auxilia’s beasts.” I motioned, patting
Gladius’ head. “This one’s mine. He’s been with me through three battles. He’s my link to
sanity in this world—my one faithful, true friend.”
“Then your also a fool,” he laughed softly. “Soon, after you’re sold at the auction, you’ll
have no friends at all.”
I ambled back to my humble pallet and slept fitfully through the night until first light
when I was kicked awake by Awud, who ordered shrilly, “Up, Roman pig. Our next stop is the
slave auction in Ecbatana!”
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Chapter Twenty-Three
The Slave Auction

The remainder of the trip found me in actually better shape than the day before when I
had drunk much more wine. One cup of wine had helped me sleep last night, whereas the flask
which I nearly finished yesterday made me deathly ill. Though I felt fit, as Hamid wanted me to
be in order to find a buyer, my mind was in turmoil. I was warned by Fawad that I would be
scrubbed clean, my face shaved, and my clothes spruced up in order to make me presentable on
the block. Already in my garish getup, I was dressed for the role. Now I would be groomed for
the auction block. There was no doubt in my mind: I had to escape. It seemed like an
impossible task for me, considering the fact I had twenty-six well-armed men guarding me and a
limitless expanse of desert on each side. Yet, only one or two of them watched me at time.
When I compared Hamid’s relatively small band to the men in black and men in white that had
dogged Decimus’ band, I was not impressed. What would happen if I fled from my captors or
future owner, as just another desert nomad and found myself a friendly tribe? As long as I
wasn’t a Roman soldier, who I wasn’t, the rule of hospitality practiced by Arabs and Jews should
apply. The truth was I had never been a soldier or a Roman; I had always been a wet-behind-theears Jew. A plan grew in my head in spite of the sweat pouring down my face and weariness I
felt: I would find the right moment, flee just as I was into the desert. Hopefully I could somehow
take my mule with me. If I died of hunger and thirst, God had, indeed, abandoned me, and the
voice that promised me that I would live had lied. The notion was irrational and foolhardy, but it
gave me comfort when, at our final stop on the outskirts of Ecbatana, two of Hamid’s men pulled
me off my mount, drug me to a communal well, stripped off my clothes down to my loincloth as
they had the hag’s tent, splashed a bucket of water over me, and sitting me down on a fold-up
chair gave me my first shave.
Traditionally Jewish beards should never be cut, yet my captors shaved my face clean.
The curved dagger they used must have been very sharp. After smearing oil on my face, it was
scraped without incident. When I pointed out that this would make me look like a Roman,
Akhmid explained that being cleanly shaved was the normal way of presenting male slaves. In
their zeal, the bandits had placed fine raiments on me. Because they were now soiled with sweat
and dirt, Akhmid had found a new set of clothes—a sparkling tunic with vest, baggy Persian
pants, loose fitting robe, and turban much grander than before. Akhmid and Hamid thought it
made me look like royalty, but when I looked into the reflecting glass that once belonged to a
Greek matron, I laughed hysterically. Hamid and his men also broke into laughter at my
appearance. I had been mortified when I was stripped almost naked, dressed in brightly colored
raiment, and forced to strut about at the point of Uthman’s spear. What violated my sense of
decency the most, however, was the perfume sprayed on me before I climbed back on my mule.
Looking up at me as I settled in my saddle, Hamid nodded with approval, his men clapped with
delight, and Awud, my harshest critic, said I looked and smelled like a Syrian whore. The fact
was, I looked ridiculous, which made me wonder how I was going to be presented and what kind
of slave I would be. Would I be a mere house slave, as I hoped, or a eunuch guarding a harem?
I had heard stories about slaves being used for pleasure. Around the campfire, members of
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Decimus’ band told bawdy stories about such men. Now, as I recalled these stories, I wondered
if that’s what Hamid had in mind. Was I intended for a depraved eastern buyer? Perhaps this is
why they shaved me and dressed me like a clown. What if a customer went one step further and
had me clipped. I would rather be dead! If it turned out that I would be a butler or attendant
working in a fine house, I would at least not be turned into a eunuch, sold as a gladiator or be
used for pleasure in a rich man’s house.
If my family or friends could see me now! I thought giddily, as Hamid inspected his
merchandise as he might a prize horse. I was guarded more carefully now that we were entering
a city that offered the best opportunity for escape. A horseman, with lance in hand, rode on each
side of me. As I looked left and right with precisely this notion in my head, they glared at me, as
if to say, “Don’t try it, you Roman pig!” I would learn one day that Ecbatana had been a great
city during the Parthian empire, and became an important trading center and crossroads for
caravans from different lands. It had the look of a dirty, untidy town at first glance. There were
stalls and shops everywhere, with temples poking up above the roofs, and merchants mulling
about town. Unlike Jerusalem and Sepphoris with their gleaming white marble buildings,
Ecbatana was, due to the lack of stone in this region, made up of mostly mud brick buildings. As
I looked more closely, however, I could see many whitewashed houses that were similar to
dwellings of my hometown of Nazareth. I wondered, as our procession continued toward the
center of town and our final destination, just what sort of place the auction might be. Feeling
more isolated and alone than ever before, I stifled a scream as I looked ahead and saw the
wooden platform. On the planks stood countless, listless bodies. Below the platform, were
enclosures with all manner of beasts. I reached down to pat my trusty mule, uncertain of his
future too. Hamid’s promise that I might keep him when I was purchased seemed, after his
words and actions, hollow words. I was sad, more than terrified. My life was going to change so
drastically in the coming hour I could think of nothing to say when Hamid ordered two of his
men to lead me to the block.
“Where are you taking my mule?” I broke down finally. “You said I’d keep my mule!”
“You do well on the block, and I’ll do the best I can,” he promised, personally taking the
reins.
The full weight of what was happening fell heavily upon me now. It’s really happening, I
thought, feeling a lump in my throat. I’m going to the block. I’m going to sold as a slave. Then
suddenly and inexplicably it happened. The affliction I had once suffered as a child and once
more as a member of Decimus’ band, returned as we approached the auction block. To the
horror of my captors I collapsed onto to ground, blacking out momentarily as I thrashed about,
until I saw faces looming over me. Hamid, and Fawad, and two other bandits were muttering
excitedly.
“What’s wrong with him?” Fawad asked with concern.
“He just passed out,” Hamid said calmly. “Let’s get him back onto his feet.”
“But he’s foaming at the mouth.” Fawad wrung his hands.
“Yes, yes,” Akhmid, who appeared abruptly on the scene, cried, “he’s having some kind
of fit.”
“I saw this before,” one of Hamid’s men said, shoving a dirty stick into my mouth. “It’s
the falling sickness.
“This ordeal has been too much for him,” Akhmid shook his head. “It’s a wonder he
didn’t slit his wrists.”
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“Nonsense,” Hamid said, wiping my mouth with a rag. “What he went through before
was much worse than this. He just fainted.” “Get up lad,” he ordered as they reached down to
pull me to my feet. “Don’t play dead on me. You’re going to do just fine.”
While the auctioneer called out bids from the audience for some unfortunate soul, I
managed to regain my wits. As strange as it may sound, I just wanted to get it over with. I had
heard horror stories about the treatment of slaves. Perhaps, I told myself light-headedly, I’ll be
lucky and find a kind master. The best-treated slaves, I was told, were in the household. Much
worse off than them were field, mine, and galley slaves. Anything was better than becoming a
eunuch in a rich nobleman’s house.
The two bandits led me up the steps to a wooden platform where a huge, bald-headed and
bare chested black man stood with arms folded. He looked like an executioner more than a
guard. The auctioneer, who was dressed in a bright yellow toga, sported shiny gold earrings and
wore a gaudy silver wreath on his glistening curls. As I waited in line, looking around at the
proceedings, a butler, cook, and, to my surprise, a scribe, were presented on the block. In front
of me waiting for their turns, were colorfully dressed men and women, possibly entertainers,
who had looks of resignation on their faces. There were all types of human chattel around me,
most of them with the same dull expressions. Where I found myself was, in fact, a great staging
area, no different in purpose to the stockyards below us containing all manner of beast. I saw at
a glance four agents in similar attire and bearing, stationed at each corner of the platform,
presenting different categories of slaves. Alongside of each agent stood other big, powerfully
built guards, who might have been in bondage themselves. The most pitiful of the lot, moving,
as the walking dead onto one portion of the stage, were men, women, and children, many of
them presented naked to increase the bid. Paraded out in front of the merchants like cattle, they
were ogled and cheered by prospective buyers. As a blond, bearded giant stood by, the agent,
pulled their hands away from their private parts, auctioning them off one-by-one. A third agent,
with a swarthy slanted-eyed monster beside him, presented a group of gladiators, who wore
animal skins, helmets, and body armor on their legs and arms.
Almost as terrible as the scenes around me, were the sounds of auctioneers hawking
human and animal cargo, the bleats, neighs, and growls of beasts, and those maddened screams
of buyers making bids. Looking back, after all these years, I still shudder at my ordeal. Much of
the commotion around me I scarcely understood. In a far corner of the stage blocked by other
groups stood a fourth agent, with another guard, auctioning more slaves, who, judging by the
swift bid and sale must have been laborers, those poor wretches who toiled in the field or worked
in mines. The household slaves such as myself, I noted fleetingly, wore outfits befitting their
profession, which, after the sale of the butler, cook, and scribe, included a dancer, juggler, and
mime. My costume, “oriental prince,” was the most bizarre of them all. After some
consideration, I could eliminate myself from this class. I didn’t fit into any of any of the other
groups. I was in a class by myself. A multitude of merchants, townsfolk, and general riff-raff
surrounded the platform on which we stood; many of them appeared to be looking directly at me.
The question reeling in my mind was “What kind of slave am I going to be? It appeared as if I
wouldn’t be a gladiator like those men on one corner of the stage. Considering my costume, that
wasn’t likely now. The butlers, cooks, scribes, and entertainers were the most fortunate at the
market. Many of them were plain looking, not beautiful, which was curse on the block. More
immediately, they were allowed to keep their clothes on. For a Jew, the sight of naked bodies
had been disturbing, but the women were the most pitiful of them all. Almost all of them were
attractive, many of them blonds, even redheads, captured from far corners of the empire. A man
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could hide his private parts with one hand, but for a woman it required two hands, which only
made them look more inviting to those in the crowd. I knew that their journey had been longer
than mine. Unlike the frightened, pop-eyed look on my face, most of them had dull, empty
expressions on their painted faces. As I looked out upon the animal enclosures were other
auctions were being held, I also felt sorry for the cattle, sheep, pack animals, camels, and exotic
beasts dumbly awaiting their fate.
“Place the Roman on the block!” the black man boomed.
When my turn came to be placed on the auction block, I was numb with fear. The two
bandits now pushed me forward. Each step I took up the steps to the auction block seemed as
though it would be my last. When I arrived on this smaller platform, a voice from the crowd of
buyers chilled my blood. “Is this a slave at the auction or a prince in fine raiment? Show us the
man!” After seeing all those other poor souls forced to shed their clothes, I knew exactly what
he meant. Looking down at one of Hamid’s guards, who seemed taken back with the man’s
request, I begged him to stop this act, but the two bandits stood by helplessly as the big man
stomped up the steps and, with the auctioneer’s assistance pulled off my garments. Once again,
as I had in battle, I mustered up my courage and fought back.
“Thaddeus,” Hamid called from the crowd, “remember that I have your mule. Don’t
fight those men.”
All I was really doing was flailing my arms and kicking my feet as the big man restrained
me and the auctioneer peeled off my clothes, but I put on quite a show. Spitting like a cat and
using curse words I had heard in the Roman camp, I tried to bite them and scratch their faces, but
while I screamed out my rage, my boots, then my pants came off, followed by my tunic and vest.
The crowd howled with laughter. “Show us the goods!” they chanted.
“Ho-ho,” quipped the guard, “we should sell you as a gladiator!”
“No, not a gladiator,” a voice rang out, “a eunuch. Snip off his balls!”
It was Awud. The two men, who brought me to the block, had slipped away like jackals,
leaving me to my fate. After paying the auctioneer his commission, Hamid was waiting for the
bidding to begin. Because of the reaction from the crowd, it appeared as if I was the highlight of
the auction. The nudes lined up before by the second agent were calm and resolved, a stark
contrast to the maniac on the block.
“Stop this,” a lone voice rang out, “these are people. Leave this one his dignity. This is
unclean!”
My moment of truth had come. Soon the audience would know my secret. What would
happen to me then? Suddenly, as the auctioneer ripped off my loincloth, it was revealed. A gasp
went up from those close enough to see. Afterwards I placed my hands on my crotch but it was
too late. The secret was out!
“He’s circumcised, just like a Jew!” a merchant cried in amazement.
“I am a Jew!” I bellowed tearfully. “I told those filthy beasts!”
“One thousand denarii,” came the merchant’s bid.
“One thousand and one hundred denarii,” came the second.
“One thousand and one hundred,” the auction looked out at crowd, “who will up this
bid.”
Hamid cried out as if to give me comfort, “By the gods Thaddeus, I’ll make sure you
keep your mule, ho-ho, all of the mules, if you wish!”
The crafty one-eyed bandit had led me to believe that being a Jew was a liability for
slaveholders. He had lied! The bids continued: One thousand and two hundred...One thousand
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and three hundred...On and on until the extravagant bidding was limited to a few. I raised my
head that moment, wiped my eyes with a free hand and, after the big guard handed me my turban
and I placed it over my crotch, beheld the multitude of buyers from different corners of the
Roman and Parthian empires. Everyone waited with bated breath as three rich men, a finely
dressed fellow who looked like a foreign prince, a dignified elder wearing raimants similar to
Pharisees in Galilee, and a rough-looking fellow, who looked like a desert nomad, bid against
each other. I feared both the prince and the nomad—the prince because his purchase might mean
my manhood and the nomad, one of the lecherous voices calling for me “to show my goods.”
Even the merchants buying livestock or exotic animals had paused to watch this event.
“Why am I so valuable?” I asked my guard.
The big man, who spoke with surprising intelligence, whispered discreetly, “No one can
predict how buyers react. Your owner told Memzet, the auctioneer, that you were a captured
Nabataen prince. The Nabataens are enemies of the Parthians, which would have made you
valuable as a hostage. That tactic changed when they caught sight of your privates. Now that
they found out you’re a Jew, you’re still valuable. I’m surprised Memjet didn’t leave you your
loincloth and auction you off as a Nabataen prince!”
As he whispered to me, the bidding continued: eight thousand denarii, eight thousand
and one hundred denarii—ridiculous sums, I thought numbly, for a “wet-behind-the-ears” Jew.
At ten thousand denarii, when the crowd had grown bored with the bidding and began to
disperse, the scruffy merchant bowed out irately, leaving the princely buyer and rich merchant
bidding against each other. I was almost certain that the man in fine raiment would outbid the
more humbly dressed buyer. While they continued to bid, the other slaves were auctioned off on
the other side of the platform and the livestock and exotic animal auction continued in the
enclosures below. I looked down at the older man and wondered why I hadn’t made the
connection before. I could tell by his phylacteries and clothes. This buyer was a Pharisee. It
was his voice I had heard earlier scolding the auctioneer for displaying the slaves in the nude.
He was my only hope. If he folded, I might be doomed as Awud hoped and, snip, snip, become
a eunuch, which was practically death for a Jew.
At eleven thousand and five hundred denarii, the younger man waved his hands suddenly
for the auctioneer to pause. “Why do you want this youth?” he asked irritably, he was never a
prince. He’s a Jew. The Romans can’t rule those people. What makes you think you can?”
“The question is,” the elder asked accusingly, “why would you want this young man.
You’re motives are suspect sir. Is it because he’s a novelty? Many Romans and Persians hate
the Jews because of their unruliness. You don’t want this youth, sir, but I do. The reason I will
outbid you no matter how high you go, is that I’m a Jew. How this unfortunate fellow wound up
being on the block is beyond me.” “I will up the bid to twelve thousand denarii,” he looked up at
the platform. “If that’s not enough, I’ll add a thousand more.”
“You’re a tough old nut,” the young man sighed. “I have other shopping to do. He’s not
worth that.”
“Sold!” the auctioneer clunked his staff.” “Urcos,” he barked, turning to the guard,
“bring me a scribe.”
As Urcos helped me into my clothes, I felt dizzy with relief. Dislike of forbidden food,
temperance from strong drink, and modesty had been cast aside for the sake of sanity and selfpreservation. I had been exposed to a crowd of strangers as a pagan prince and then as a
frightened youth wearing nothing at all, one of the worst humiliations for a Jew. Now a rich and
powerful Pharisee had purchased me. It was the best I could have hoped for, and I had been
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delivered from a much worse fate. Nothing mattered but that. The scribe, probably one of many
serving the auctioneers, arrived with quell, scroll and a portable table for signing the document.
Hamid also appeared on the platform, with his inner circle of men, to collect his money. I
noticed that the contract had already been prepared, one of hundreds of such documents this
hour. It was, I noticed that moment, filled out by the seller, buyer, and the auctioneer, who was,
I learned later, paid a commission in addition to his auction fee.
“What is your name sir?” The auctioneer asked, as the elder fixed his seal to the scroll.
The scribe wrote his name above the space provided for the buyer.
“Elisha bar Simon,” the elder answered promptly.
“And your name?” he asked, as the bandit leader turned one of his many rings around and
fixed his seal on the document too.
“Hamid,” he grunted.
For all the auctioneer knew, the ring might have been stolen off a dead merchant, but no
questions were asked as the payment was divided between himself, the scribe, and Hamid, who
took most of the coins. In order to finalize the deal, the two men—seller and buyer—shook
hands, which caused Elisha to wince at such contamination.
“And the mules,” I blurted, looking expectantly as Hamid began walking away with his
gold.
“What mules?” Elisha frowned.
“They’re his property,” Hamid explained, giving me a nod. “I promised him they would
return to him. He’s a good lad.”
“Humph,” the elder shrugged, “I could use a few more pack animals.”
Smiling at me, Akhmid quickly added, “One of them is Thaddeus’ mount. It’s his pet.”
“His pet? Very well,” Elisha stroked his beard with satisfaction. “He even has his own
transportation.” Studying the bandit leader a moment, he added sarcastically, “I won’t ask you
how you came by this youth.”
“I wouldn’t tell you if you did.” Hamid returned his glare.
“Well, I want all of you to know,” Elisha spoke aloud to everyone within earshot, “I do
not own slaves. What you do here is an abomination. Even a slave should have dignity. You
treat your animals better than your slaves!”
Except for a few men, who found his words insulting, the crowd didn’t know what to
make of Elisha bar Simon. No one, not even those who had paid attention to his words, took
issue with him. There was a magnetism and authority about him I sensed immediately that
reminded me of some of the Pharisees I met as a child. Since his insult had not been aimed
directly at them, Hamid, Akhmid, and Uthman took no offense. As an afterthought, before they
left the platform, the three bandits patted my shoulder, touched their foreheads, bowing their
heads in parting, a typical nomad jester I had seen before. I had mixed feeling for my captors,
especially the bandit leader. They were murderers and thieves preying on innocent travelers, and
yet they had kept me alive, fed me, and, unintentionally, found me a kindly master.
I wanted to ask Elisha to clarify his position about slaves. He just told the crowd that he
didn’t own slaves, and yet he just bought me. I was reminded of a custom I had heard about in
synagogue school whereby wealthy Jewish men bought Jewish slaves in order to liberate them.
Saluting my captors one last time, I watched them hasten down the steps of the platform.
Hamid’s raids had proved to be prosperous undertakings, considering the stolen camels, horses,
dead merchants’ goods, and gold paid for me. I felt sorrow for my friends he and his men killed
as well the merchants and attendants left dead on the sand. Though I understood why I was
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captured and why they decided to sell me instead of killing me on that day, my ordeal at the
auction was not so easily explained. Out of nowhere, an elderly Jew began to bid on me, out
bidding everyone in the audience, including a would-be prince. Briefly, I looked up at the clear,
hot sky, and thought about God. The voice had been silent throughout my ordeal, perhaps
waiting for this moment. It promised me that I would survive the storm. It had been right...Yet
it was silent now.
As, I followed Elisha down the steps, through the crowd of buyers and sellers to the
waiting mules, which Fawad handed reluctantly over to one of Elisha’s servants, I bid the young
bandit goodbye, surprised at what he said before he vanished from my life:
“Had you been one of us, Thaddeus, you would have been a great warrior. I consider you
my friend. Peace be upon you, too, Elisha bar Simon. Treat my friend well!”
“Peace be upon you Fawad!” I mumbled, touching my forehead and bowing as I saw
them do.
The Pharisee frowned disapprovingly at this gesture. His caravan was, like the other
processions, assembled at edge of town. As we stood by the road, I watched as attendants lead
several fine horses he had purchased, camels loaded with goods, and the five remaining mules
released by Hamid. To my delight, a fine carriage like the one Joseph of Arimathea had when he
came to pick of Jesus, came to pick us up.
“Please sir,” I bowed subserviently, “I want to ride my mule.”
“Get into the carriage!” he barked. “You’re not a bandit. You don’t think I know how
they obtained you. I thought you understood, Thaddeus. I’ve freed you. You’re not a slave.”
“What? What did you say?” my voice broke. “You freed me? I’m not a slave?”
“You’re one the chosen people, young man,” he wrung a finger. “Act like it. Now, get
into the carriage. We have a long journey ahead of us. At our first stop when we put this dung
heap behind us, I will give you a proper set of clothes.”
“Thank you.” I murmured, my throat constricting and eyes filling with tears.
I sensed I would freed by him. I just needed to hear it from his lips. We climbed into the
cabin, assisted by his coachman. The men, who followed behind and on each side of us, now
mounted their horses. They were, it was obvious, guards similar to Joseph of Arimathea’s
protectors, who would, like Loftus, Strabo, Glychon, and Tycho, provide us with protection on
the road. As I sat in my garish clothes, my turban angled rakishly over my forehead, Elisha
studied me carefully, as if he might be having second thoughts. I could scarcely believe I was
out of the nightmare launched by Hamid’s raid. In truth, however, it had started before that day,
beginning with the battles fought with the desert people, when members of Decimus’ band were
killed off one-by-one. On the outskirts of Ecbatana, where the caravans heading to various
points in the Roman and Parthian empire assembled, Elisha and an attendant helped me out of
the couch, leading me to a large tent where he and his men planned to take refreshments before
the trip. This station and the other tents, I assumed were sleeping quarters, convinced me he was
a pious Jew. Not only would he not sup in this city, he would not dine there as well. I was given
a tunic, pants, and a fresh loincloth and told to change out of my Gentile clothes. While the
meeting tent was empty, I put on my new set of clothes, and then emerged in the bright sunlight
—free.
“Humph, that’s better,” Elisha snorted, as I stood for his inspection. “You looked like a
Persian whore.”
“Thank you.” I bowed.
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“Thaddeus,” he said, gripping my shoulders, “I know you’ve been through a terrible
ordeal. What happened in Ecbatana made it much worse. Until we sup together, I want you to
go back in the tent and lie down. Take a nap. You’ll have dinner, you, my attendants and me,
within the hour. I was angry and wanted to put that stinking city behind me, but it will be dark
before we reach the next rest stop. We’ll still not be in the Roman territory. So we won’t leave
until the morning. I want you rested up and fit for the journey. We have much to discuss.”
“All right, I’ll take a nap. Thank you.” I bowed again, walking backward into the flaps.
Obediently and gratefully, I lie down on a special pallet. Though warm outside, the
silken tent was much cooler. An attendant fanned me awhile until I fell asleep. During my
slumber, I dreamed I was back on the block. A man in the crowd chanted “snip-snip-snip, snipsnip-snip!” Then toward the end of the dream, another voice exclaimed mockingly: “Peace be
upon Thaddeus Judaicus, friend of the Gentiles. Remember, Jude, you are also a Jew!” I
awakened because of the gentle prodding of Elisha, himself.
“Come, eat,” he said, as an attendant helped me to my feet.
Seated around a low-lying table filled with cheeses, breads, and various fruits, were
several men, none of whom was a slave. At one end of the table Elisha was seated, with me
sitting on his right side as if I was an honored guest. My eyes immediately focused upon a
pitcher of wine in front of me. I wanted to lift it up and guzzle it down in celebration. After a
short prayer, in which the host blessed the food, I took a portion of cheese, bread, and fruit.
After practically living off them during much of my journey, I avoided the dates. What I did do
was pour myself a brimming cup of wine and empty it before I finished my meal. At one point,
as I gobbled my food, paused to gulp more wine, then continued gobbling everything in sight, I
realized, after a poke in the ribs, that I was behaving like a pig. These were not Gentiles, I
scolded myself; they were Jews. Those not frowning, smiled mirthlessly or cocked an eyebrow
at me. Setting my cup down, I wiped my mouth with my sleeve and belched involuntarily (both
desert customs), and glanced with embarrassment around the table.
“Thaddeus,” Elisha’s voice broke in softly, “are you all right?”
“Oh yes,” I nodded, “you saved my life. So much has happened in the past week.”
“All right, we’ll get to that.” He studied me quizzically. “You eat like a Badu. We shall
work on that. Something troubles me, Thaddeus. What did that youth mean when he said you’re
a great warrior? Look at me, young man, not at the table. You’re safe now. You have food in
your belly and wine to loosen your tongue. What happened back there?”
“At the auction?” I looked up nervously.
“No, back on the road,” he said with a sigh, “when your captivity began.”
Bolstered in mind and body by my nap and the modest feast set before me, which
included an immodest portion of fine wine, I mustered up the courage to give Elisha and his men
a summary of the events that followed the day I entered the fort of the Galilean Cohort. It
shocked and dismayed, yet greatly impressed my listeners. From the point I broke with tradition
after receiving my father’s reluctant blessing in order to join the Roman army and then Jesus
request that I take this opportunity to learn the heart of the Gentiles (both of which caused the
men to groan and shake their heads), I realized how horrified they would be when I told them
about the first blood drawn. So I softened the blow by telling them about my efforts to enlighten
my traveling companions during our journey with stories about Noah, Moses, Joshua, and King
David. I didn’t tell them that I failed to illuminate them with tales from our holy scriptures nor
share their criticism about our bloodthirsty leaders. I emphasized how thick skulled they were,
however, and how difficult it was to be accepted into their group. For a while, no one
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interrupted me as I went on, skipping past the band’s rest stop, such as at the town of Cana to get
to the important points. I wanted also to skip past the encampment at first imperial station, but I
decided to get it off my chest. I tried to include everything. As Jesus once said to me, “to omit
part would make the whole a lie.” I began with the vision of the crosses, which I had dreamed of
many times before, then the second part of my dream when I rode my white stallion to a clearing,
dismounted, and found myself in the final phase in my dreamscape in a duel with several men. I
knew, of course, that I thought I was asleep at the time when I killed all those men to save my
friends and myself, but Geta’s explanation that I was sleepwalking might be easier for Elisha and
the others to understand. This was my first blunder of the evening. It was at this point, as I
expected, that the first interruptions from Elisha’s men occurred. I remembered the names of
each of them from hearing Elisha give them commands. All of them were polite and gracious.
Elisha said nothing at first. Unlike what I experienced at the Gentile feasts—rude, boisterous,
and cynical listeners, they were all courteous, following the etiquette I had seen during Samuel’s
meals.
Jacob, Elisha’s scribe, the first to raise his hand, in order to preface his point summarized
my account: “You killed six men single-handedly and yet you were asleep. Is that right?”
“That’s correct,” I replied, sipping my wine.
“If you were a sleep-walking,” challenged Jacob, “how was this possible? I’ve seen a
sleepwalker. He walked straightforward, bumping into things on the way. There’s no conscious
thought.”
“Quite a feat.” Eden, the coachmen, stroked his beard. “Are you certain you weren’t
awake?”
“Oh, I was asleep,” I confessed, squirming on my cushion. “You see I thought I was
asleep. I had these experiences before. Jesus called them lucid dreams.”
“Are you serious?” Elisha asked in disbelief. “I think you’ve had enough to drink!” He
took the goblet from my hands.
The other men displayed blank expressions. The Pharisee attempted to explain his own
experience with the phenomena of waking up inside a dream and controlling it, but quickly
dismissed the possibility of displaying super-human feats, which is what I had done that night.
One day Jesus would say to an audience, “The truth shall set you free.” That moment, though, it
was a trap. It didn’t even make sense to me. For one, long moment of silence, I sank in despair.
The wine had, in fact, loosened my tongue as Elisha had hoped. Unfortunately, it had gotten me
into trouble. Before I knew it, I was relating the same fantastic excuse for my actions at the
imperial station that members of Decimus’ band found hard to believe. Because the
sleepwalking version was so absurd, all I had was the truth, but it seemed more unbelievable than
a lie.
In spite of their disbelief, my audience didn’t insult me nor dismiss the story outright, for
indeed it was not finished. Soon, of course, their tolerance would sour. After I looked around
the table and swore by the Most High I was telling the truth, Elisha and his men gasped.
“What Thaddeus?” Elisha sputtered. “You swear? Are you blaspheming God?”
“No,” I almost wept, “I’m desperate. I should’ve known you wouldn’t believe me, yet
my story has only just begun.”
“I think you’re ordeal has addled your mind,” he said, shaking his head. “Why’re you
telling us this tale?”
“It’s the truth!” I cried, springing to my feet.
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“You mean,” Nedinijah, the steward, corrected, “it’s the truth as you see it. A dream can
seem real, but reality is another thing.”
“Excuse me sir.” I waved my hands. “That doesn’t make sense. I thought I was dreaming
when I killed those men. You can’t believe I did it in a dream state. Is it any more believable
that I did this cold sober, wide awake, as fearlessly I did?”
“It’s possible,” Absalom, a guard pursed his lips, “I heard gladiators do some amazing
things.”
“Not possible.” Elisha shook his head vigorously. “Thaddeus isn’t tall, he’s slight of
build and, no offense lad, not very brave.”
“No offense taken,” I smiled.
Laban, the second guard, looked across the table and, stifling a giggle, raised his goblet in
a salute. “I think this youth believes he’s telling the truth.”
There was that word again: believes. I realized, after hearing Nedinijah and Laban, that
they thought I was touched in the head. So I spent a few more moments going over the details of
my battle with the six men—the sword thrusts, dodges, slicing motions, and backward stab,
seeing acknowledgement in Absalom and Laban’s faces.
“How could a Jewish youth know such words?” Absalom’s eyebrows knitted.
“He so much admitted he’s a coward,” Laban said, scratching his head. “Why would a
coward risk his neck unless he thinks he’s asleep?”
“Oh, Moses’ beard,” Elisha groaned, giving me a nudge, “this is going nowhere.
Proceed!”
As prompted, I finished my narrative, deciding to briefly mention our visits to Tyre and
the second imperial way station, quickly explaining the personalities of my traveling
companions, and then launching into the most important phases of my journey with Decimus’
band. This time, the men, who thought I might be addled in the head, kept silent for a longer
period of time. Perhaps, Elisha, the scribe, and the steward thought I should be humored. There
were eyebrows raised and grunts at the descriptions of some of the men. Absalom, Laban, and
the other guards, however, seemed more curious than skeptical, and the laborers, who had
assisted Elisha, now stood by the open tent flap listening intently to my tale.
“And so it was,” I continued, looking fondly at the wine jug, “instead taking the safe road
with towns along the way to refresh ourselves, we were forced, because of that rock slide, to
enter the desert, a place of quarreling tribes and robber bands. According to Decimus and
Caesarius, there should be rest stops along the road with water sources and date palms. Though
it was cooler and more scenic than the interior, the coastal road had been, after all, a rocky,
perilous route. The desert, though hot and dusty, at least offered a flat surface to travel on, which
would be easier on the horses and mules. Of course, we didn’t know then of the dangers ahead.
It turned out that the desert tribes were angry at the Romans. The optio believed that they
resented the new road cut through their domain. A recent murder of a desert nomad in Raphana
had sparked reprisals. Two such encounters occurred for us as we traveled north, and a third, the
worst, by a gang of thieves who, after almost wiping out our band, took me captive to be sold as
a slave.” With this introduction to wet their appetite, I looked again at my empty mug and
watched with silent gratification as Elisha reluctantly poured me more wine.
All of my listeners sat on the edge of their cushions and the laborers by the entrance
pricked up their ears as I related the first attack in the desert, in which Vesto, one of the Roman
guards, and Enrod, a Gaulish auxilia, were killed. Using hand gestures as I had seen Jesus and
the town rabbi do, I explained how I left my post watching the horses and mules to join the fight.
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Seeing my friends besieged by black robed nomads with keffiyehs, brandishing lances, I lost my
wits and chased one of them down. Though, he had already been brought down by Abzug’s
arrow, I stuck my sword in him to prove I made the kill. I gave my listeners these details not out
of honesty but because I had slipped and told them the man had fallen down as I chased him.
Unlike my previous “kills” at the first imperial station, which were plainly self-defense, if I
killed a defenseless man it would have been murder. So I brought back evidence of my supposed
kill, a deed that caused Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah to shake their heads with disapproval, but,
judging by their nods, seemed reasonable to the guards
Absalom raised his goblet in a salute. “You went after him. It wasn’t your fault he was
dead. I would’ve done the same.”
“Yes,” agreed Laban, “you were robbed of your kill.”
“Humph,” Jacob grunted, “you sound like a gladiator. He should never been in that
bunch. He’s been defiled by the Gentiles and must be purified in the temple.”
“Of course.” Elisha nodded. “He knows that.” “Continue.” He inclined his head
thoughtfully. “You’ve captured our attention. Even the Persian laborers are intrigued.”
A quick swallow of wine refreshed my memory. Skipping past the grueling miles
between rest stops, I resumed my story at the point when the second band of men in black
attacked. There was so much action this time it was difficult to give them a clear picture.
Despite my reputation as a fighter, Decimus ordered me to watch the animals again. It was here
that I killed two more men in defense of our horses and mules, before Aulus rode in to cover my
back. This recollection included my first exaggeration. He didn’t cover my back. The fact was,
I was outnumbered by horsemen, and he had saved my life. Once again we lost men: Geta and
Langullus, who were killed on the dune, as our band seemed to make a last stand. What saved us
was the caprice of the nomads. Evidently tired of the effort, they gave up the fight and retreated
into the desert. This time, when I admitted to killing two more men and had proven my mettle,
Jacob and Nedinijah shuddered and Elisha took a long swig of wine. But the guards nodded at
each other in agreement, again raising their goblets in acknowledgment as I resumed my
account:
“The next episode—the death of Caesarius, my friend, and his burial in an oasis, was
followed by our meeting with the men in white, the Kafar.”
“I’ve heard of them,” Jacob mumbled to Nedinijah.
“Yes,” the steward nodded, “—a troublesome bunch!”
“Perhaps,” I replied with a shrug, “but the bandits, who kidnapped me, were worse. The
Kafar or men in white, as we called them, didn’t attack us on the desert or ambush us at the
oasis. It wasn’t a raid; it was a confrontation. Their leader was not looking for plunder. He and
his men were agitated by our presence in their land. We learned that his brother and a tribal
member’s cousins had been killed by the Romans. We were outnumbered this time and caught
off guard. It even appeared as if we would be executed when they forced us to kneel as though
they might just cut off our heads. Fortunately, due to caprice again, they left us off with our
lives, horses, and mules, and yet Decimus decision to travel the desert instead of the coastal route
now loomed as a grave error. Though we had survived two battles and kept our heads, it would
soon be evening. A few of the men still wanted to leave the Kafar’s domain in case they
changed their mind or another tribe decided to attack, but Decimus and the majority of his men,
though filled with misgivings, decided to stay until first light.”
Taking a sip of wine, I thought a moment about what I would say. I also thought about
what I wouldn’t say. I decided not to mention the prophetic dream I had as I napped in the oasis,
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when a voice warned me that disaster would soon strike but that I would be safe and must trust in
the Lord. How would that have sounded to the Pharisee and his associates? Though skeptical of
my faith, the men I rode with had been a superstitious lot. When I told them about my dream,
many of them seemed shaken. Decimus scolded me for my lapse. I had been told countless
times to keep my invisible god to myself. In a watered down fashion therefore, I told my current
listeners that I had a bad feeling about staying the night and that Decimus had decided that we
would travel through the night.
“That’s insane,” objected Absalom. “No one travels in the desert at night.”
“It would seem so,” I shrugged, “but most nomads fear the jinn. According to Ibrim,
whose people came from Arabia, these spirits are mischievous at night. Not only did it seem like
a bad idea to many of the men, but it struck those, who wanted to weather it out, as a waste of
effort. It had been backbreaking work to build our stronghold of palm and acacia trunks. We
were even more worn and hungry than before, yet we were abandoning the only protection we
might have. There in the oasis we were secure in a self-made fort against attack, and we at least
had water and dates to supplement our shrinking rations. Despite their pleas, however, we slept
only a few more hours until the waning moon, then we struck camp, climbed wearily onto our
mounts, and headed north, led by torchlight as the moon continued to wane.”
“There’s no such thing as desert spirits,” Jacob huffed.
“Yes Thaddeus,” Nedinijah scowled, “what a foolish thing to do.”
“It worked,” I looked defiantly around the table. “We rode through the night unmolested
by nomads. Had we stayed at the last oasis, another band of Nabataens may have returned in
greater numbers and wiped us out.”
As I recounted the next episode, tears trickled down my checks, because I knew what
came next. Though it seems irrational now when I think about it, I felt some responsibility in our
decision to leave. Perhaps if we had stayed in our fortress and left at first light we would not
have ran into Hamid’s band when we did. Briefly, almost as an afterthought, I mentioned the
death of Caesarius in the desert and, though it might have been unnecessary, reminded my
listeners that we gave all of the fallen men, including my friend, burials at subsequent stops.
“Nedinijah is partly correct,” I acknowledged the steward. “It seemed foolish to leave our
fort, but it was necessary to move on. We were low on food and the horses and mules were worn
out, yet the effort brought us more quickly to disaster. We passed through the remaining stretch
of desert without incident, but catastrophe waited for us in the hills.”
“Are you all right, Thaddeus,” Elisha gripped my shoulder. “You have been through a lot.
If you wish, we you can finish this at another time.”
“No, I want to get this off my chest,” I said, wiping my eyes. “The end was near...We had
stopped at an inviting grove of trees on the foothills of the mountains of Syria. There were caves
on the slopes that offered sanctuary in case of attack. Soon we would take the turn leading
toward Raphana, our next destination, which was much closer now. For a while it seemed as
though we might make it the coast to finish our journey. Though we had little food, we had
water, shade, and our lives. All seemed well, until the bandits struck.”
“Merciful Lord,” Nedinijah gasped.
“You should write this down, Thaddeus,” the scribe exclaimed excitedly, “Homer would
be proud. He wrote epochs about such deeds!”
“Pshaw, they’re mere legends.” Elisha seemed genuinely impressed. “What Thaddeus is
saying is real life. No youth could make up such a tale!”
“You believe me now?” I looked at him hopefully.
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“Most of it,” shrugged the Pharisee, “—it’s hard to digest. It’s a miracle you’re still
alive.”
“Go on.” Absalom made scooting motions with his hands. “What happens next?”
“They nearly wiped us out.” I heaved a sigh. “It was awful. While I stood watch over the
horses and mules in the meadow, the bandits struck in the forest. I was on foot when the first
horseman broke through the trees. I managed somehow to unhorse one of them, but it took an
arrow from Abzug’s bow to bring down a rider who nearly got me with his lance. I remember
killing another man with one of the nomad’s curved swords, but I was obsessed with protecting
the animals from those thieving men. Had it not been for Fronto, the big Thracian, and Apollo,
the Egyptian, who detoured two of the lancers, I would have been killed outright. As Fronto,
Apollo, Rufus, and Ajax stood back to back, the horseman rode playfully around them like
jackals toying with their prey. Meanwhile the archers, Abzug and Ibrim, took aim at the raiders.
Aulus soon appeared with the wounded Decimus’ arm limply hanging over his shoulder. I was
found of the optio. Next to Caesarius, he had been my best friend. While Fronto, Apollo, Ajax,
and Rufus, held off the bandits, that unpredictability of the nomad occurred at just the moment
when it seemed all was lost. We were, as we had been as temporary prisoners of the Nabataens,
greatly outnumbered. Ajax was struck down by a lance, Apollo was stabbed in the arm, and
Decimus, who was seriously wounded, was being carried by Aulus and Fronto to one of the
caves. As the nomads turned their attention to gathering up our horses, which, after all, was
what they wanted in the first place, Rufus, Ibrim, and Abzug took the cue and scrambled up the
hill too. I was in a daze, as I watched the men escape. All I could think of those moments was
that they were stealing our horses and mules. One of the mules was mine. I love that gentle
beast. As I hung back foolishly, several of the bandits caught sight of me and charged up the
hill. Abzug, who had never showed much warmth toward me, ran down the hill to cut me loose
and was immediately brought down by a lance. After throwing ropes around me, the bandits
netted me like a fish. I was thrown face down over a pack animal, not knowing yet that it was
my mule. With the image of the remnant of Decimus band standing at the mouth of the cave, I
was taken by the bandits, along with the horses and pack animals, into the desert whence they
came.”
My voice trailed off in the distance as I envisioned those men. Had they died of hunger
in the foothills or managed somehow to find a friendly caravan heading to Antioch? I might
never know, but here I was in the company of a rich merchant, just as Jesus had once been. Fate
or the will of God had been with me. Along the way, men had died and, for a brief spell, I had
been a slave. Now I was the friend of a great Pharisee drinking fine wine.
“Go on!” Elisha voice broke into my daze.
Left out of my account were certain facts, such as Caesarius, Geta, Langullus, Apollo,
Ajax, and Ibrim’s murder of unarmed Jews and my disregard for the dietary laws when I ate
dried pork. The last detail was easy for me to ignore. King David had, as a youth, stolen food
from the temple. What was worse—being defiled or committing blasphemy? That I consorted
with Jew-killers was another matter altogether. With the exception of the food and certain facts
about the men, I had tried not to omit details of my ordeals with Decimus and his men and my
treatment at the hands of my captors. Now, at the current point in my account, I would not, for
the sake of their sensitivities, gloss over my experience with the bandits in the desert.
“And so,” my voice rose a notch, “I was hauled like a peace of merchandise to the
bandit’s settlement where I was stripped down to my loincloth and dressed in a dead merchant’s
clothes. Everything the bandits owned, I’m convinced, was stolen from murdered travelers,
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including the rings on their fingers. I was surrounded by men even more uncouth than my
previous traveling companions, and yet I was treated better in my new set of clothes. Unlike the
members of Decimus’ band, they didn’t make fun of me, except to refer to me occasionally as a
Roman pig. There was a short while when Awud had fastened my hands to my saddle and
pulled me along in back of his horse, but for the remainder of the journey to the auction in
Ecbatana, I was allowed to hold the reins of my mule. I even made friends with a youth name
Fawad, and found most of the other bandits congenial during our trip.”
“At one stop, however, as Fawad and I conversed, the bandits raided a caravan, murdered
the merchant and his attendants and stole the laden camels, which they added to their previous
loot. I could not have imagined such carefree, unconscionable killers. Returning with their
bloody swords and plunder, they whooped and laughed as if it had been great sport. I felt great
pity for those dead men but said nothing. Numbed and dispirited by everything that had
happened to me since my odyssey began, I shut it away among all the painful memories of my
past. On we marched over the old caravan road, suffering sudden dust storms and relentless heat
until Hamid’s bandit caravan arrived at a final rest stop not far from Ecbatana . My throat was
parched, I was bone-weary, and uncomfortably warm in my finery as I climbed shakily off my
mule. As I chewed on a few scrapes of dried fish, sitting in the shade of the overhanging rock in
which we found refuge, Hamid had one of the mules slaughtered and roasted to feed his men.
Though I wouldn’t protest the murder of innocent men, this single act epitomized in my mind the
callousness of Hamid and his men. I was almost beaten when I protested this barbarity. The
only thing that saved me from being roughed up by Hamid or his men was the fact that I was,
like the livestock and merchandise, potential profit. They didn’t want to damage their goods.”
“Mule is unclean,” Jacob muttered.
“So is eel,” replied Absalom, “but that’s not why Thaddeus was upset.”
“That’s correct.” I smiled at the guard. “I was like a shepherd to the horses and mules I
watched over when I rode with Decimus’ band. I knew each of them well. They were like my
pets, especially the mule assigned to me. I was thankful the bandits had not eaten him, and yet I
hated the bandits more than ever then. To calm me down, Hamid, the bandit leader, promised I
could keep my mule.”
“Well, he’s still yours,” Elisha said reassuringly, “as are the others. What happened after
that?”
“A lot,” I gathered my thoughts. “.…At first light we assembled on the road to finish the
last leg of the trip. I knew, as we came closer and closer to Ecbatana, that the worst part of my
suffering was about to begin. Arriving at the border between the Roman and Parthian empires,
we stopped at Roman garrison to exchange goods for safe passage and Persian delicacies, but a
guard informed Hamid that the fort was filled with plague. Whether or not this was a fact or an
excuse to avoid further dealings with the bandits, it worked in Hamid’s favor because he
wouldn’t lose merchandise to the corrupt prefect and still could pass over the border
unchallenged. On the outskirts of Ecbatana, before I was taken to the auction block, I was
cleaned up, shaved, and my sweaty garments exchanged for fine raiments from the murdered
merchant’s caravan. All this, as you men know, was but a prelude for what men in the crowd
really wanted to see. From the point I was led up the steps to the auctioneer’s platform is the
worst part of my journey but also the best, because a kind-hearted and generous merchant saw
my travail and rescued me as I stood on the block. After parading for a few moments like a
Syrian whore, my clothes were torn from me, and the price rose higher and higher until only two
men were left to bid on me: a Pharisee and a would-be prince. If I had been purchased by the
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would-be prince, there’s no telling what would have happened to me. I would have been taken
to a distant palace and branded as a slave. I might have even been turned into a eunuch.” “But
that didn’t happen,” I said, looking around at the group. “Thanks be to the Most High, Elisha bar
Simon bought my freedom. I shall forever be grateful.” “I’ll always be indebted to him for
delivering me from a fate worse than death,” I added tearfully, rising to my feet.
Looking down at Elisha, who was embarrassed by this display, I bowed deferentially and
touched my forehead. This gesture, though respectful, was a pagan action. It immediately
caused furrows in Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah’s forehead but struck the guards as amusing.
“You’ve been with those desert folk too long,” Absalom laughed, rising to his feet.
“You’re an interesting lad. I’m glad your ordeal is over.”
“Yes,” Elisha exclaimed with emotion, “and this is a new beginning. You’re a Jew,
among your people, foolish but brave, both stupid and wise—all the wondrous ingredients of
youth unspoiled by days of tribulation.” “For that I salute you,” he gripped my shoulders then
took me weeping into his outstretched arms.”
******
Elisha and his men embraced me as they would a long, lost friend. I knew it was much
more than that. Our tradition protected us even as slaves. On a matter of principle, Elisha had
bought my freedom from my persecutors. Had I been a pagan, he would not have bid on me.
We were both sons of Abraham; he took care of his own. For me this was more proof that we
were better than the Gentiles. I was filled with bitterness but also renewed faith in my religion,
and yet I realized, with mixed emotions, that I had failed in my dream to become a legionary
scribe. Though I was eternally grateful, I also had misgivings about why it was just me and not
those poor Gentile men and women freed that day. I knew that not all Gentiles were bad. In
fact, I believed most of them were good. The fact could not ignored, however, that many of
them like Hamid, the bandit leader, were basically evil. Throughout our history the Gentiles
have persecuted my people, and now I had experienced it first hand.
As Elisha had explained earlier, we would stay the night at the assembly point outside of
town then be on the road. All that mattered to me then was that we were not heading south on
the old caravan road. That was a land of desert bandits—thieves, villains, and murderers. It
didn’t matter to me that we were heading northwest on the Roman highway to Tarsus instead of
journeying to Antioch. I had given up my goal of reaching the Antioch garrison. My destiny,
though not certain, was at least secure in the Pharisee’s care. I wondered, as I crawled onto my
pallet in one of Elisha’s fine tents, when I would see my family again. Reluctantly perhaps,
Jesus had expected me to make the best of my decision to join the army as a scribe. In so many
ways, mostly negative, I had done just that, but would he be proud of my efforts so far? I had
done nothing purposeful. I had been carried along by accident and misdeed, a bystander to my
own fate. I understood the Gentiles’ minds, at least the ones I had rode with so far. If that was a
mission, God has a sense of humor. There had to be something deeper in Jesus’ motives than
humoring his youngest brother. What would trouble me in the days ahead was a notion growing
in my mind that Jesus was thinking of something much more important than personality traits
and the habits of non-Jews. I had already learned about Gentiles from the Romans I had known
in Nazareth. I couldn’t have known then that my experiences among them would toughen me up
for service as an Apostle to my brother and help prepare me for my the mission to the Gentiles as
a disciple of Paul.
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Part III
A New Beginning
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Chapter Twenty-Four
A Vision of Home

Enough wine and food and a feather-filled mattress allowed me to have my first good
night’s sleep in weeks. As I dreamed, which I most always did, I was carried back to my home
in Nazareth where I saw, as an invisible phantom, Jesus at work in the carpentry shop. He was
alone this time, which struck me as peculiar. Despite the implicit warning in the absence of my
father and brothers, I was not yet alarmed. I was just glad that there were no frightful images or
voices warning me to beware. From this point until I awakened, I slept soundly, almost
dreamlessly. I was exhausted both mentally and physically from the nightmare I had suffered,
and I was still asleep when they began breaking camp. The following morning, when the sun
had not yet risen, was a busy affair. I was told to stay out of the way, as the tents were struck,
the campfires extinguished, and the caravan prepared for travel over the northern desert. When I
thought about all the supposed prophetic dreams I experience in my life, including my recent
visions and the voice in the desert, a question swept over me those moments: what if I was
merely addled in the head? I was tired of those fearful sights and sounds plaguing my sleep. I
had enough danger for a while, I told myself, as I climbed onto my mule.
Though Elisha wanted me to climb into the coach for my comfort with him and his
friends, I felt like one of the men when I road on my trusty mule. It was nice to know I could, if
I grew saddle-weary again, have such a refuge, but I enjoyed talking to the guards as an equal,
which had not been the case with the Romans, auxilia or desert bandits. This time I planned on
enjoying the journey. From the moment I left the Galilean fort, my destiny had been in the hands
of others. I had been given my freedom and my life, and from now on, I vowed, I would, when
the time was right, do what’s best for me. For the time being, in spite of my desire for
independence, I was at mercy of my benefactor. After all, I owed him my life. It was decided by
Elisha, his scribe, and steward that I must be purified of my contamination among the Gentiles.
No distinction in this demand was made between Roman, Greek, Syrian, Egyptian, Thracian, and
desert bandits. All Gentiles were impure in the Pharisee’s eyes. Exactly how my purification
would be accomplished was not explained to me, though I was certain that somewhere in this
process I would be forced to visit the temple to sacrifice for my sins.
The guards humored their employer with reluctant nods, but said nothing. Absalom,
Laban, and their associates were not Gentiles like Joseph of Arimathea’s guards, but they shared
the pagans’ free spirit. They appeared, by their reaction to my exploits, to admire military
prowess. Absalom and Laban had made reference to gladiators, and all these big, burly fellows
seemed impressed with my bloody deeds. Not once did they reprove me, as did Elisha, Jacob,
and Nedinijah. Though a Pharisee, himself, Joseph of Arimathea, Jesus’ benefactor, was quite
open-minded to have Gentile guards and tolerant my brother’s eccentricities. Elisha bar Simon,
on the other hand, was set in his beliefs, displaying a mixed reaction to my account. Considering
some of the things Jesus said and did and my brother’s friendship with Joseph’s Nubian and
Syrian guards, there was a disappointing dissimilarity between the two Pharisees, and yet I was
treated well in spite of my flaws. In the beginning I might have been an interesting distraction
for the busy merchant or, at the outset, it could very well have been a spiritual challenge, but I
grew fond of my benefactor and even the religious nick-picking steward and scribe. I had met
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close-minded Pharisees before. Elisha and his friends truly believed I was damaged goods. The
guards, however, especially Absalom and Laban, teased and scolded me at times, but they were
never critical. Of all the men in Elisha’s caravan, I felt most comfortable in the presence of these
friendly yet outspoken men. Where the Pharisee and his associates were more concerned with
my religious failures, these soldiers were concerned with my actions: those flaws, such as
indecision and inaction I had displayed during my journey to Antioch and captivity on the desert.
Though showing miraculous or dumb-luck ability in battle, as Absalom put it, I behaved both
foolishly and cowardly at times. I was given two sets of advice therefore. While the guards
taught me to fight more confidently, Elisha would work on making me a better Jew.
In the past several days of our monotonous yet peaceful ride, I enjoyed those pauses
during rest stops and overnighters when Absalom and Laban showed me their skills as guards.
When Elisha wasn’t looking, they gave me training on the use of the sword, javelin, bow, and
sling. They also taught me gladiatorial secrets that my Roman teachers couldn’t have known,
including using the net to entrap a man’s feet, using the shield as a weapon, and fighting with
both spear and sword. It was during my instruction with the driver’s whip, normally used when
a gladiator is acting as bestiarii, that Elisha caught wind of my training. The guards were
laughing at my comic attempts to twirl the net while cracking the whip, when I heard the
Pharisee’s voice. He must have seen the activity through the trees. By then, however, it was
almost too late. With my nearly perfect memory, the essential moves taught to me by the guards
could be practiced against an imaginary opponent when he wasn’t around. Just like the moves I
learned from the Romans and their auxilia, I would recall almost every detail of my lessons with
Absalom and Laban. With such a gift, the Pharisee would soon test me, as had the guards, but
this time my weapon would be my mind.
“Thaddeus,” he called irritably, “come here!”
“Thank you,” I mumbled, dropping the whip and handing Absalom the net.
As I trotted back to camp, I took stock of my actions. Why, after all I had been through,
did I enjoy playing such games? I had, in spite of my desire to be a scribe, wanted to be a
soldier in the legions. That had been my goal. Now, after all I had been through, I wasn’t sure.
Being a warrior was dangerous. It involved many brushes with death, and yet, as I had as a child
in Nazareth in make-believe attacks, I played the role of warrior with my new friends. At our
numerous stops, when my head was not being filled with points of the law by Elisha, Jacob and
Nedinijah, I was physically trained by Absalom and Laban, through exercises and practice, to at
least play the part. I had admired the big Nubian and Syrian guards who had served Joseph of
Arimathea. Here on the march again, all the Jewish guards, who had seen much of the Roman
world like Joseph’s men, shared my faith and my love adventure. Torn between my family
background and tradition and my original plans that had Jesus and my father’s blessing, I made a
decision that agreed with both my spiritual and earthly side: I would become one of the
Pharisee’s guards, a decision that should please him too.
This decision, however, was rejected out of hand by Elisha.
“What do you think you’re doing?” he demanded indignantly. “I thought you were
reading the scroll I gave you. I hear the crack of whip and there you are with my guards playing
bestiarii. You think I’m stupid lad? You don’t think I know a gladiatorial stance?”
“No sir,” I said out of breath, “I’ve been practicing self-defense, not offense. I know how
I can repay you for you kindness. I could be one of your guards. It’s not dangerous in the
northern desert. I’ll ride along with Abasalom and the others. I could watch the horses and pack
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animals as they patrolled the camp, then, as an apprentice, help guard the caravan during the
march.”
“A guard for my caravan?” Elisha muttered in disbelief. “I have enough guards! Who put
that notion into your head?”
“Absalom said I was good,” I said pertly, “I learn quickly. I get along with your men.
I’m good with animals. Jesus said I have a gift.”
“Silence!” He held up his hand. “You two—Absalom and Laban,” he called through
cupped hands, “I know what you’re up to. Thaddeus isn’t going to be a guard. This stops right
now!”
“Yes sir,” they called back sheepishly.
“I swear,” he muttered testily to himself, “if I didn’t know better, I’d believe those men
were Gentiles!”
“Please sir,” I begged, watching them walk away, “don’t be mad at Absalom and Laban.
It’s my fault. They’ve been kind to me—”
“I know that,” he interrupted irritably, “you have that effect upon my guards. They’re
good and trustworthy men. I’m fortunate to have them. Until I saw them teaching you their art,
I’ve found little reason to scold them. I’m upset with them, but I’m upset with you too. I
wouldn’t have interfered, Thaddeus nor scolded my men for simply training you to defend
yourself, but you already know how to fight. You claimed to have killed eight men! Why do
you need to know gladiatorial tricks? I’m beginning to wonder whether or not Absalom and
Laban had not been in the arena themselves. After hearing your goal of becoming one of my
guards, I’m very disappointed. Already you have blood on your hands. After your ordeal, I
thought you would give up this life. Now you treat it as a sport!”
“As you wish.” I sighed contritely. “I will stop the games immediately.”
“Good lad,” he said, ruffling hair, “you see it for what it is: games. No one can blame
you for trying to survive. David, who would become king, did as much himself. The history of
our people is sprinkled with blood. But my guards are paid to protect my goods. You,
Thaddeus, don’t have to live by the sword. You’re still a youth. You’ve earned our respect.
You have your whole life ahead of you to prove your manhood. I didn’t leave home until I was
twenty, and that was to continue my education in Jerusalem. You took a leap into the unknown
at eighteen to join the legions—a Jew among Gentiles. You’ve taken many chances, but you
must not tempt the Lord!”
I bowed my head in feigned disappointment. I had heard my brother say that once. It
sounded silly then too. How can you tempt God? Already, after a week of travel, I had learned
enough soldier and gladiator tricks. As he lectured me on my blood lust, a thought occurred to
me. What if I softened him on this issue by telling him about my other skills? The concept I had
in mind, of course, was the “soldier scribe” a title that Ibrim once gave me—a marriage of both
worlds. As I crafted a speech in my head, Elisha advised me to give up my wandering and
devote myself to the serious business of life. I was, he sincerely believed, irresponsible—a
wayward and footloose drifter with a shallow goal in life. There was, it was true, no parallel
between Jesus great adventure and mine. His journey was planned and well thought out,
whereas mine was reckless, thoughtless, and filled with travail. I had given my parents much
grief. Fortunately, however, I had wasted only a short span of my life. Surely, after my
unsuccessful experiences, my wanderings must end. Jesus words “Learn the heart of the
Gentiles,” though he was humoring me, had been fixed in my mind. Until the tribulations in the
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desert, I had been unable to shake them. Now, after my dream about Jesus in the carpentry shop,
I wondered if he would feel the same.
Those moments, as I listened to Elisha, I recalled my dream. I knew James had left
home, but where were Papa, Joseph, and Simon? If the dream had been a premonition, it implied
that Jesus was working alone. Here I was, a footloose adventurer, my only concern for myself.
In the company of pagans as both colleague and prisoner, I had drifted faraway from my family
and people. Now I sat with a rich merchant, who wanted to transform me into a Pharisee like
himself. If I didn’t known better it might seem I had gone full circle since leaving Galilee. I
must have been exhausted from my training with Absalom and Laban and those early wake up
calls each time we struck camp. My mind was now wandering over a wide range of topics. As
Elisha lectured me on my foolishness and lack of judgment, I began feeling drowsy. I was
already bored to distraction. I knew I was, at least in his eyes, tainted by my travels, but I wasn’t
stupid. I also wasn’t a liar. Elisha and his associates, and even Absalom and Laban, saw my
physical prowess with the sword and lance in the desert as brave, but I think they believed my
killings in Ecdippa were far-fetched. I saw it in their eyes and the expressions on their faces.
What they all agreed upon was the fact that I had survived a terrible ordeal. “It’s no wonder,”
the Pharisee clucked, “that you’re touched in the head!” Though the guards admired my spirit,
Elisha saw only a reprobate Jew. I was damaged goods. I must prove myself to him, I told
myself. It’s time to tell him about my gifts. As I fought the tug of sleep, my original train of
thought drifted into my head.
“Are you listening to me, Thaddeus,” he asked as I gazed into space. “You’re
daydreaming. Wake up lad!”
“Yes, I’m sorry.” I fluttered my eyelashes as if I had just awakened. “I was just thinking
Elisha...I have not being completely forthcoming. I know what it means to be a Jew.” “You
see,” my eyes widened with illumination, “...I have skills.”
“What skills?” He looked at me incredulously. “Did your Roman friends teach you these
skills? Are they like the skills my guards taught you?”
“No sir, no one taught me these. I was born with them.”
“Humph, I’m listening,” he said, motioning to his tent.
In the background, standing guard over the camels, horses, and mules, Absalom and
Laban saluted me in the Roman manner as Elisha walked briskly ahead through the flaps.
Motioning for me to sit down on one of the folding chairs the desert people used, he sat across
from me with his hands folded as I took my seat.
“What is it that you’re trying to say?” he murmured, pursing his lips. “What are these
skills? I know you’re a clever lad, Thaddeus, but it won’t change my mind.”
“....When I was a child,” I began with deliberation, “I was told by Jesus, my oldest
brother, that I had a special gift—”
“Ah, now it’s a gift,” Elisha snorted, “this should be good.”
I suppressed a frown. The narrow-minded Pharisee was getting on my nerves.
“You see, I have what Rabbi Gamaliel called perfect recall—”
Elisha popped up like a Syrian stick puppet. “Gamaliel, you knew that rascal?
“Yes, Samuel, Nazareth’s rich Pharisee hired him to teach my brothers, friends and me. I
learned the law, the prophets, our history, and tradition from him. He also taught me how to read
and write Hebrew, our sacred language, and Aramean, our common tongue. Gamaliel said I was
a genius. Aaron, the rabbi who replaced him, appointed Jesus, myself, and our brothers to assist
him in teaching class. From Aaron, I learned both Latin and Greek.”
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Elisha’s mouth moved like a fish treading water. “What’re you saying? You-you claim
to know the law and the prophets, when all along Jacob, Nedinijah, and I were teaching you the
Torah? You can speak more languages than me? Gamaliel said you were a genius? Ho-ho, I
don’t believe you. It’s like all that other stuff you’ve told us. Lies—all lies!”
“Please,” I begged, reaching out to touch his robe, “I’m not lying. The reason I didn’t
interrupt you and your friends was out of politeness. I didn’t want to insult you. I remember
how proud Samuel, my family’s Pharisee friend, was. It seemed the least I could do would be to
listen. Really, I learned a few new things from you. I also remember the things Gamaliel and
Aaron told me.” “Test me,” I coaxed him, “go on ask me questions or have me read something
then give me a quiz.”
“You impertinent you man,” he cried, storming out of the tent, “I should’ve left you on
the block!”
Jacob, who had been listening from the flaps, wrung his hands. “No, Elisha, you don’t
mean that. The lad’s mind is addled. His experience was to much for him.”
“Bah,” the Pharisee shouted in the distance, “I wasted eleven thousand denarii on that
fool!”
I collapsed into the chair and wept. By now Absalom, Laban, and Nedinijah had arrived
on the scene. In Elisha’s eyes, I crossed the line. Though I tried to be respectful, in the end I had
insulted my benefactor. Was there no way for me to reason with this old man?
“What have you done Thaddeus?” Jacob studied me. “Have you been lying all this time?”
“No!” I shook my head. “Sometimes the truth is stranger than fiction. I can’t prove to
you what happened on my journeys with the Romans and the desert people, but I can prove to
you the very thing that Elisha won’t believe.”
“I overheard,” confessed Jacob, “I was eavesdropping by the entrance to the tent.”
“Me too,” Absalom, Laban, and Nedinijah replied simultaneously.
“Is it true then?” Nedinijah stepped forward with his arms folded.
“Yes,” I nodded vigorously, “test me. I’ll prove it to you!”
“I’ve never heard of perfect recall,” Jacob mumbled disbelievingly.
“I have,” Absalom said pointing to me. “He remembered everything Laban and I taught
him. You tell Thaddeus something, even the most trifling detail on how to handle a sword or net
and he never forgets.”
“But can he do that with words?” Nedinijah asked, rummaging in a chest in Elisha’s tent.
“Of course,” I answered, waiting calmly in my chair.
Nedinijah found a remote chapter of Moses’ scrolls on the law. With only the book,
chapter, and verse given to me, I recited it perfectly for him in the language of the Israelites.
“Do not make idols or set up an image or a sacred stone for yourselves and place a carved
stone in your land to bow down to. I am the Lord your God. Observe my Sabbaths and have
reverence for my sanctuary. If you follow my decrees and are careful to obey my commands, I
will send you rain in its season, the ground will yield its crops, and the trees of the field their
fruit. Your threshing will continue until the grape harvest and will continue until planting, and
you will eat all the food you want and live in safety in your land. I will grant peace in the land,
and you will lie down and no one will make you afraid. I will remove savage beasts from the
land, and the sword will not pass through your country. You will pursue your enemies, and they
will fall by the sword before you. Five of you will chase a hundred, and a hundred of you will
chase ten thousand, and your enemies will fall by the sword before you—”
“Enough!” cried Jacob. “Even I don’t remember that.”
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“Remarkable,” Nedinijah gasped, looking up from the text. “He said it almost perfectly.”
“That was his memory,” Jacob said, wiping his brow. “Have him read a passage.”
“All right,” the steward sighed, “I’ll pick a hard one.”
After announcing the book, chapter, and verse, I read it in Hebrew in my best voice,
“The Lord said to Moses and Aaron, ‘Say to the Israelites: Of all the animals that live on
land, these are the ones you may eat: you may eat any animal that has a split hoof completely
divided and that chews the cud. There are some that only chew the cud or only have a split hoof,
but you must not eat them. The camel, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof; it is
ceremonially unclean for you. The coney, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof; it
is unclean for you. The rabbit, though it chews the cud, does not have a split hoof; it is unclean
for you. And the pig, though it has a split hoof completely divided, does not chew the cud; it is
unclean for you. You must not eat their meat or touch their carcasses; they are unclean for you.
Of all the creatures living in the water of the seas and the streams, you may eat any that have fins
and scales—’”
“Enough!” Jacob cried again. “We get the point...Thaddeus can read Hebrew and has a
perfect recall!”
Suddenly, Elisha, who had been listening outside the tent, himself, entered, his hands
behind his back, a look of grave concern on his face.
“This is very strange,” he mumbled, stroking his beard, “very strange indeed.” After
deliberating a moment, he paced the floor, and then looked appraisingly at me. “All right,
Thaddeus, you have an impressive memory and can read Hebrew scripture, but what if I asked
you to recite passages in Latin and Greek.”
Searching one of his scrolls himself, he picked a passage on the Lord’s instructions on
sacrifice, the one part of our scriptures I liked least. I had been given a passage about a dietary
law I had broken; now, contaminated by Gentiles as I was, I would recite information on temple
sacrifice. Suppressing a smile, I searched my memory for the book, chapter, and verses. To
impress the Pharisee and his toadies, I recited it in both languages, changing from one to the
other, as I quoted the law, a feat that astounded my listeners even more. It was as if I had cast a
spell over these men of the law and the simple guards who had known my secret all along.
When I was finished, Absalom declared forthrightly “I never liked that passage. It was
bad enough in Hebrew. Thaddeus is destined for great things!”
******
Abasalom’s vote of confidence was echoed by the other guards. Eden, the coachmen,
who hadn’t seen my training with weapons, had heard my recitations and shook my hand as did
Laban and, to my surprise, the Pharisee himself. Taking this opportunity to set the record
straight, however, Elisha told me flatly that he didn’t believe the miracle in which I killed six
men. It was one thing to fight off a pair of men in the desert, he huffed, but dispatching six men
in the darkness while asleep was impossible. This was a lie! I mentally bristled at his insult, but
kept my peace. I would not bring this up again. Nor did I wish to talk about the battles in the
desert and especially my ordeal with the bandits who almost turned me into a slave. From that
day forward, I honored my benefactors wish not to train with Absalom and Laban, but when no
one was looking practiced the moves they taught me on imaginary opponents with imaginary
swords and spears. Since rich merchants used archery to hunt fowl, it didn’t seem wrong to
Elisha that I practiced with the bow. Of course, with my soft-heart, I never fired on live prey.
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Even when I practiced with the sling, which Ibrim had once wanted to teach me, I did so against
melons and gourds.
Later in life, when I found the time, I would write about my journeys: as wet-behind-theears Jew from Galilee, a captive of bandits, and a protégé of a rich Pharisee. During my final
journey, however, it never occurred to me to record these events. Much of what I wrote about
my odyssey, seems frivolous when I compare it with the preceding volumes about Jesus and my
family and the last volume about my mission to spread the Word, and yet it serves the purpose of
showing my readers what shaped me into the Apostle and disciple I would one day become.
There were many great influences in my life, chief of whom was Jesus, himself. Paul, whom I
would also serve, would be ranked second, and I would, of course, list my saintly mother and my
father, as well as my brothers and sisters, and all the friends and associates who touched my life.
Despite his misgivings about me, I should also place high on my list the man who saved
me from a life of slavery: Elisha bar Simon. What made me think less of him at times—his
stubbornness, small-mindedness, and irritability—I could slough as insignificant weighed against
the faults of other men. I learned during our journey to Tarsus to balance my time between my
religious discussions with Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah and my own pursuits. When I could, I
might slip out ostensibly to take a walk or relieve myself in order to practice my military arts or
daydream under a tree. In the tent I shared with Absalom, Laban and the other guards, I began
teaching them everything I knew about our faith. I discovered that they were almost illiterate,
with little respect for the doctors of the law.
Once, after eavesdropping by our tent and hearing one of my lessons, Elisha displayed
another side of himself that I considered unworthy of a man of learning: jealousy.
“Why hadn’t they wanted to learn from me?” he asked petulantly. “All this time they had
a thirst for the scriptures. Why did it take them so long?”
“It’s a matter of proximity,” I replied with a shrug. “We’re in the same quarters. After
my demonstration in your tent, Absalom and the others began asking me questions.”
“But that’s my duty,” he said resentfully, “not yours. Those men never showed the
smallest interest in religious matters.”
“They wouldn’t, would they,” I explained, as delicately as possible. “They’re simple
men. I made the scriptures sound like fun.” “To wet their appetites,” I smiled slyly. “I started at
the beginning, with Creation, the story of Adam and Eve, always a favorite in synagogue school,
followed by epochs such as the Tower of Babel and Noah’s Flood. Except for the patriarchs
such as Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, and the story of Moses and his parting of the Red Sea, which
were quite entertaining, I skipped over the details of the law, which simple men don’t
understand, and highlighted the stories such as the conquest of Canaan by Joshua, the story of
Samson and Delilah, and Samuel’s anointing of Israel’s first king. The scrolls about David and
Solomon show common men that they were great kings but also flesh and blood. The scrolls
about the Prophets, Psalms and Proverbs, on the other hand, show the passion of our people—
what it means to be an Israelite and Jew.” “To reach untutored folk, it is,” I pointed out to
Elisha, “necessary to entertain as will as educate. When the time is right, if it comes at all, tell
them why the law is important before giving them details of that part of the Torah, but never let
it interfere with the Word.”
It was, at this important milestone in our relationship, that I once again treaded upon
Elisha’s sensitivies by quoting one of Jesus most controversial beliefs. The Pharisee, who had
seemed impressed with my approach, now balked at the thought.
“Word?” he recoiled, “the law is the word. Who told you that?”
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“The Word comes from God,” I evaded his question, “as the spirit of the law.”
“What word is this? You make it sound like a living thing!”
“It is a living thing and a constant revelation. The law is hollow without the Word.”
“You preach to me?” Elisha grew agitated. “Who told you this heresy about the Word
and constant revelation? It’s not in the Torah. Did Gamaliel or your rabbi teach you this?”
“No,” it leaped out of my mouth, “Jesus told me!”
This shook the Pharisee more than anything I had said.
“Thaddeus,” he cried, renting his garment, “am I too late? So this is why you have so
little regard for the law. Who is this Jesus who has corrupted your understanding of our holy
scrolls?” “No wonder your mind is befuddled,” his voice shook. “It’s not enough to be a genius
Thaddeus and tell clever stories; you need proper guidance. You must get back on the right road.
I don’t mean the road to Tarsus either; I mean the road back to your tradition and the religion as
written by Moses who gave us the law!”
I decided that moment never to tell Elisha about Jesus miracles as a child and my parents’
unorthodox household in Nazareth. That would be too much for him. At this point, I looked out
of his tent at the men drawn by our argument and realized it was impossible to argue with this
old man. He had saved my life. As long as I was his charge, I must bow to his will. Back in my
town of Nazareth very few of the elders and Pharisees accepted Jesus’ notions of the Word,
constant revelation, and the universal God. Why should Elisha, when even my teachers
Gamaliel and Aaron, found them hard to accept. Because of my mother’s use of herbs to cure
townsmen and my father’s willingness to accept orphans and outcasts into our home, we were
suspect in the townsfolk’s eyes. Now, because of my vanity, like Pandora’s box, Jesus heretical
views spilled out of my mouth.
“Forgive my impertinence.” I replied contritely. “I must keep my opinions to myself.”
“That’s a good lad,” he said, pointing to my head, “but it’s what’s in your heart—spoken
or not—that’s troubling. You believe this heresy, do you not?”
“Yes.” I squirmed. “...I’ll try to do better.”
“You shouldn’t have to try,” Elisha lectured earnestly, “it should come naturally like
breathing.” “It’s written in here and felt in here.” He pointed to my forehead and heart.
“Memorization is fine, but interpretation such as the ones your brother made should be left to
doctors of the law. I also blame Gamaliel, who taught you the Torah. I’ve heard of this gifted
man, but he’s a liberal teacher. Your understanding of our faith was nurtured in you by a
freethinker, after being corrupted by a radical, who perverts the law. Gamaliel should have seen
the heresy implanted by your brother, but it’s not too late. You’re young Thaddeus, with a
brilliant mind. You’d make a fine scribe or teacher of the law!”
I mentally groaned at such a thought but didn’t protest. My decision to bow to his wishes
was much easier than enduring the evils I suffered before. I set my jaw. I must humor this wellmeaning man; I owed him that! When we arrived in Tarsus, however, I would ask his
permission to go home. He would understand that. What I might do on the way was an
altogether different matter. Perhaps I would strike out on my own instead of going home. I
could still find my way to the Antioch garrison and become a soldier scribe…If Aurelian didn’t
have a suitable place for me in his cohort, I could still return to Nazareth, or do as Jesus had done
with Joseph of Arimathea and humor my benefactor in order to see the world.
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Chapter Twenty-Five
Journey to Tarsus

The countryside viewed from our starting point at Ecbatana to our destination at Taurus
was much more diverse than the endless sand dunes and dry, featureless gullies and hillocks I
suffered in the desert. The palms and acacia oases of the Parthian Empire gradually gave way to
forests of cedar, oak, and pine when we crossed over the frontier into northern Syria and the
Roman Empire. There were many small towns along the way that were filled with people
similar in appearance to peasants living in Nazareth. The Roman presence in the north was
much greater than in the south. Processions of legionnaires passed us on the way, and yet there
was not the hostility I had seen in Galilee against the Romans because most of the villagers were
Gentiles, not Jews. During the remainder of our journey, Elisha and his friends continued to
coach me in the proper attitude about the Hebrew faith, and I, in turn, continued to present to the
guards my interpretation of the Torah (minus the law). Like Absalom I hated the letter of the
law. The spirit of the law, which included the Word, was another matter, and yet left out of my
lectures out of respect for my benefactor, was Jesus’ notions of the Word, constant revelation,
and the universal God. As far as my physical training, I knew enough about weaponry to be able
to slacken off on my practice. It wouldn’t do for me to have Elisha see me practicing with my
invisible sword and spear. In addition to my self-styled role as tutor to the guards and devoted
student to Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah, I found time, under the watchful eyes of Absalom and
Laban, to slip away and explore the land. In addition to being my pupils and onetime trainers,
they became, at Elisha’s insistence, my bodyguards. At no time, as I strolled into the woods or
searched for rock art in nearby caves, was I out of earshot or visual range, which was fine with
me. My experience with Hamid and his men had made me fearful of strangers. It was the
absence of such protectors and my own foolishness that allowed me to be captured and almost
turned into a slave.
When I wasn’t with the Pharisee, scribe, steward, or my friends, I would visit my mule to
make sure he was fit and ready for the road. The guard on watch had one less animal to care for,
each time I fed, watered, and brushed him down. Often, I looked after my other mules as well.
One day, as I stood beside my mule with Absalom looking on, a century of Romans galloped
toward on us on the rode. Upon seeing this spectacle, I felt an immediate tug at my heart. This
had been one of my dreams. The officer in front, who rode a big white horse, wore the sideways
helmet of a centurion. I was reminded of Cornelius, the prefect of the Galilean Cohort and also
Longinus, his first centurion. What also excited me was the sight of the centurion’s horse. In
my childhood I had fantasized about such a beast. I had, in my fantasies, a shiny helmet, cape
and sword just like this rider, but most importantly I had his white horse. As we watched them
pass by, I told Absalom about the dreams I once had about my faithful steed. Absalom, though
he was a military man himself, was also a Jew and therefore puzzled by such as dream.
“Thaddeus,” he scowled as the Romans disappeared in a cloud of dust, “I see nothing
wrong with this goal for a Gentile, but you’re a Jew. It didn’t work for you. From what you told
me about your treatment at the Galilean fort and your journey with Decimus and his men, you’ll
never fit in. We guards have a live and let live philosophy of life, and yet we, too, could never
serve Rome by virtue of whom we are: Jews.”
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“But I fought with them,” I argued gently, “and I learned all the important duties of a
soldier, from fighting to setting up camp.”
“You were with a band of misfits,” concluded Absalom. “The only ones in that group you
told me about who were actually legionnaires had been put in charge of a band of veterans,
auxilia, and one inexperienced Jew. You never explained to me about the purpose of this
venture. Why were all these men mustered out at the same time?” “It sounds to me, Thaddeus,”
he said, raising an eyebrow, “you left something out.”
As I stroked my mule, I uttered a nervous laugh. I had no intention of admitting that the
auxilia and veterans murdered fleeing and disarmed Jews. What would that tell him about me?
Consequently, as cleverly as possible, I told him a half-truth, which was, Jesus once explained to
me, also a half-lie.
“The purpose of our trip was threefold,” I replied, gazing into space. “The auxilia being
sent north were being reassigned. The veterans were old men, one still nursing a wound. All
three were being retired. I was sent with them because they didn’t want me at the fort. At first,
therefore, the only misfit in the group was me, yet we learned to work together. I won over all
my detractors in the group, even the ones who couldn’t accept me at first. I mourn the loss of
those men. I’m very fortunate to be alive.”
My teacher Gamaliel had once told his students that the best answer is a simple one. My
answer had been as short and to the point as possible. I also tried to look Absalom squarely in
the eyes without my pupils darting around, which was, Jesus told me, the best indicator for the
truth. The parts I left out about these men were merely lies of omission. Though Jesus believed
these were falsehood, too, what I had told Absalom was the truth. It was true that most of the
auxilia and veterans were being transferred for reassignment or retirement. That was enough.
With the exception of Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto, the fact that they were undesirables, most of
whom had been cashiered from the Galilean cohort and faced uncertain futures, was none of
Absalom’s business. After a moment of silence, he shrugged his shoulders.
To my great relief, he changed the subject entirely. “You and that mule have been
through a lot.”
“Yes.” I sighed. “I love the beast. He’s more than a means of travel to me. He’s my
friend. He goes wherever I go. We’re inseparable.”
Absalom frowned thoughtfully. “What are you going to do when we arrive in Tarsus?
Have you a plan?”
“No, I don’t know what I’m going to do,” I answered candidly. “Before all this,” I added,
pointing south, “I had it planned out: I would be a soldier scribe. My weapon would be the quill,
I would wear the raiment of a legionnaire with a flowing cape and ride a big white horse. Now,
if Elisha has his way, I’ll use my gifts to be a Pharisee like himself or become doctor of the law.”
“You’re not gonna do that, Thaddeus.” Absalom shook his head. “You’re a free spirit,
like me, but the fact is you’re still a Jew. You have, in eyes of Elisha and his friends, blood on
your hands. You’ve been polluted after living a Gentile’s life. The first thing they want to do is
have you purified in the temple. After that Elisha, who has only daughters, will probably take
you into his household and try to mold you into a proper Jew. You’ll never be a proper Jew,
Thaddeus. So before that happens, you must slip away, as I did as a youth. If you can, hire
yourself out to a merchant heading toward Galilee or find a ship going south. If that doesn’t
work out, report to the Antioch fort. Wasn’t that was your original plan? Who knows, after you
give them your story, they might, if nothing else, give you an escort home. Because no one else
from your band arrived at their destination and you’re the only one who survived, you’re sort of
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a hero. The fact is you must, sooner or later, go home. You have people who love you, which is
more than I have. What you do between now and then is up to you, but go home!”
This was, I thought wistfully, the same advice Decimus, Aulus, and Caesarius gave me at
the beginning of my adventure. It was as if this plainspoken guard had read my mind. Absalom
was right, of course, but it was a long way from Tarsus to Nazareth. Much could happen
between. It seemed as if everything I had done after leaving my home was purest folly, and yet I
was excited about the unknown road ahead.
******
A large caravan required more stops than ordinary travel. There were far more matters to
attend to for camels laden with goods. In addition to honoring the Sabbath, added rest periods
and overnight stops were required by the Pharisee because of the rigors of the road. The
northern highway, though much safer to travel than the south, presented many potholes and
uneven cobbles in our path, often making our trip a bumpy and jarring ride. During my
experience on my way to Antioch and as a prisoner in the desert, such stops were relatively few
and far between. Because we were no longer in hostile land, it was much more reasonable to
poke along. For Romans, the most important reason for haste, when riding through unfriendly
territory, was safety, the object being to ride through the day and, with few breaks, stop at night.
As I experienced with Decimus’ company, the rule of daytime travel was broken because our
belief that desert people feared the dark. We also traveled through the night to make up for lost
time. For bandits, of course, there was no actual destination, except base camp. Raids were
made in the daytime and, like most superstitious desert folk, the bandits avoided traveling in the
night and made camp whenever they wished. Unfortunately, for my companions and I, they had
probably been dogging our trail for quite some time. It had only been a matter of time.
We were in a safer climate now, however. There were frequent towns with water and
food, Roman soldiers, in increasing numbers, appeared on the northern highway, and yet we
moved at a snail’s pace, sometimes barely a few Roman miles a day. I understood the
difficulties of caravan travel, but with so many pauses and overnighters on the way, it seemed as
though it would never end. When we approached the port city of Tarsus, I was gratified to once
again see the Great Sea. Unfortunately, it was almost sundown and we were forced to make
camp one more time in order to begin our journey at first light.
I was excited about our destination. Though Jesus never mentioned Tarsus in his travels,
Elisha warned me of the evils of this town. Unlike Jerusalem and Sepphoris, it was, with the
exception of its Jewish quarter, thoroughly pagan. According to my benefactor, Tarsus was an
imperial city, which was a mixed blessing. All of its residents were Roman citizens and had
more rights than non-citizens but also paid more taxes. Counterbalancing the evils that Elisha
saw in Tarsus (pagan temples, profane statues, and public baths), was it’s reputation as a center
of learning that rivaled Athens and Alexandria. Unfortunately, as the Pharisee saw it, we had to
travel through the “evil” part of the city before reaching the Jewish quarter where his client
resided. It was typical of the merchant half of Elisha, who wanted me to purified in our temple,
that he would risk polluting his Pharisee-half in such a town.
I listened to Elisha discuss with Jacob and Nedinijah how we would approach the
merchant Zared bar Ephraim’s estate at the first brush of dawn to avoid the crowds on the main
street, and I suppressed a smile. Perhaps they thought my eyes would be offended by the temple
priests and the naked statuary Jesus had seen in Rome and Greece. I was stripped naked, myself,
and sold as a slave after going through something far more obscene than any sculpture or other
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work of men. It was the Pharisee’s plan to slip in and out, both times at sunrise, to avoid the
traffic of shoppers, tourists, and priests, but I learned from Absalom that night that it was a more
basic emotion than religious scruples: fear. Absalom explained to me before we fell asleep that
word had come to Elisha that the Greek inhabitants of Tarsus were upset about the recent
conscription of Greek men and deferment given Jews because of their religion. Normally, the
Greeks got along well with the Jewish minority, but the Governor of Cilicia required additional
troops on the frontier because of recent Parthian incursions. I had seen first hand in Lower and
Upper Galilee and also the lands north of Galilee how sparse were Roman forces and
remembered Jesus telling me about how the Greeks of Alexandria resented the Jews special
position in Egypt.
******
That night I had another dream. Unlike previous dreams in which I saw dark visions or
heard an ominous voice, the message was peaceful, similar to my recent vision of Jesus working
in the shop. This time, however, my brothers were in the shop with him. They were quarrelling
with each other. Since I had, in real life, seen my brothers squabbling, the scene didn’t alarm
me, until I noticed something I had missed before. My father wasn’t in the picture. “Where is
our father?” I called out to Joseph and Simon. (James, I recalled, was in Jerusalem studying with
Nicodemus.) “Why isn’t Papa in the shop?” I called out again. There was no response, even
when I repeated my questions at the top of my lungs. Suddenly, I was no longer in a lucid
dream. It was as if I was a ghost visiting my previous life. When I tried to embrace Jesus, my
hands passed through him. No matter how much I attempted to get their attention they continued
to argue. Jesus was telling Joseph that he couldn’t leave home yet; he and Simon were needed in
the shop. Joseph had a pack on his back as if he was that very moment ready to take to the road.
Simon, I noticed that moment, was suddenly absent, after slipping away to avoid his chores.
Where were my mother and my twin sisters, I wondered, as I walked toward the house? Tabitha,
our adopted sister was also absent. What had happened to my family while I was gone?
That moment I sensed something much more serious than the quarrel in the shop. My
intention was to open the front door, but when I reached for the handle, I froze, backed away and
called out in a shaky voice, “Mama, Papa, it’s me Jude. I’ve come home. A head popped out of
the window curtains, startling me out of my wits then, like a Syrian puppet, it disappeared
without a word. “Mama,” I cried. “Open the door?” “Who is it Mary?” I heard my father ask in
a rasping voice. “Jude, the great traveler,” she answered with great sarcasm. “Where was he
when you needed him? Soon all of our sons will have left, leaving poor Jesus to manage our
business alone.” “Let me in!” I shouted, pounding on the door. “I’m here now. I’ve come
home!” As I beat on the boards, the scene around me faded to black as dreams do. I tumbled
helplessly through the porthole of sleep, awakening in an almost pitch black tent.
Looking around in the darkness, still grappling with the message in my dream, I saw the
glimmer of a night lantern through the flaps, recognizing the outline of a sentry making his
rounds. I wanted to jump up that very moment, run to the Pharisee, and tell him about my
dream, but that would convince him I was touched in the head. No, I told myself, as I tried
falling back asleep, I would explain the urgency in the simplest terms. I think Elisha would
understand. I’m homesick, which was true. If he plodded along as he done before, I would, if I
had to, slip away and, with my mule, strike out on my own. If it was necessary, I might even
have to tell Elisha about my dream.
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“Dear Lord,” I whispered, “enlighten my benefactor. Give him a sign. Hasten the
caravan so Elisha will get his business done and turn south!”
Despite my misgivings, I fell back to sleep. When I awakened the next morning, I
staggered out yawning and rubbing my eyes. The camp was struck quickly. We all grabbed a
hunk of bread and piece of cheese. I checked on my mule and then, after making water, joined
Elisha and his friends in the coach. I had enough of riding on the hard Roman saddle. The
guards rode up and down the procession inspecting and protecting the caravan. With lanterns
held high to navigate until the first rays of sunlight, Absalom and Laban led us down the main
street, with Eden on top steering our carriage. There were only a few citizens about, which had
been the reason why we left at first light. Now in dawn’s light it was our purpose to reach the
client’s estate before the human traffic was great. As was his habit, Elisha chatted with Jacob
and Nedinijah about the business ahead, as if I wasn’t there, then, on occasion, acknowledged
my presence with a congenial smile or nod.
“Sir,” I blurted as we approached the Jewish quarter, “I regret my foolishness which
resulted in my captivity, and I’m eternally thankful to you for saving my life, but my family
needs me. I must go home!”
“I know Thaddeus.” He reached over to pat my knee. “That’s as it should be. When we
reach Antioch, I’ll arrange an escort to Galilee. Antioch is where I live.”
“Really?” I gasped. “Antioch’s your town?” “The Lord provides!” I closed my eyes.
“Indeed,” Elisha said with a chuckle, “you’ll be home soon.”
“Wouldn’t it be faster if he traveled by ship?” suggested Jacob. “It takes so long to travel
by land.”
“Not necessarily.” The Pharisee shook his head. “It takes time to find passage, and I don’t
want Thaddeus traveling alone.”
I nodded vigorously in agreement. I was, because of my ordeal, afraid to be alone. There
was, of course, another reason why I wanted to travel on land: my mules. It was explained to me
by Absalom that cargo-laden ships wouldn’t have enough room for personal pets. If I wanted to
travel by sea, I would have to leave Gladius and the other mules behind. This I couldn’t do.
Gladius had been my most faithful companion. Everyone, who saw me dote on Gladius in camp,
understood this. I also felt protective of the other mules, who had been with me throughout my
journey. Traveling by ship, I told Jacob politely, was out of the question. Behind my request to
go home was my recent dream, and yet my priorities—protecting my mule and my own safety—
lessened the urgency. In Elisha’s mind I was just homesick. How could I tell him that, based
upon a dreamscape, I thought my father might be ill? Because I hadn’t told him the truth, I
wondered if he would continue moving as slowly as before.
As if he had forgotten what he said to me this hour, he and Jacob discussed possible
business stops in the nearby cities of Mallus and Adana before returning home. They would be
quick trips, Elisha reassured me. I could stay with Zared while they were away. It shouldn’t
take more than a week. I wasn’t surprised. Elisha was a businessman as was Joseph of
Arimathea, my brother’s benefactor. I would be stranded for an indeterminate period of time as
Elisha and Zared, his intermediary, haggled over business and the merchandise found its way to
shops in town. As Elisha sought other clients, my trip home would be postponed even longer.
As we entered the Jewish quarter, I stifled the urge to tell him the truth. How could I explain it
to this narrow-minded man? He scarcely believed my other stories. Would he believe a vision I
had in a dream? I couldn’t wait much longer. I had to try.
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I tried rehearsing the words in my head: “According to a dream I had sir, my father’s
sick. It could be the wine again or something much worse. I heard Jesus arguing with my
brothers who were about to run away. If my father’s sick and Jesus has to run the business by
himself, my family will need me to help in the shop.” It sounded reasonable enough to me, and
it was the truth, but the words never came. I couldn’t bring myself to utter what was, in fact, a
dream. My only other option I realized, if I didn’t want to wait, was to separate my mules from
the other pack animals and slip away in the dead of night—a notion that filled me with dread.
That moment residents of the wealthy portion of the quarter came out of their homes to
gawk at the great caravan as we approached Zared bar Ephraim’s estate. Then suddenly, as the
caravan and coach drew finally to a stop, my impulse to tell Elisha the truth vanished in the
morning breeze. I followed the other men out and stood there as the camels moved ahead into
Zared’s stables before we were led on foot through a smaller gate up to a great mansion on the
hill. A feeling came over me in the chilly Cilician air, as would a warm desert breeze. If nothing
else now, I was in good hands. Wordlessly it seemed, the Spirit of the Lord (or perhaps the
honeyed wine Elisha and his associates shared with me in the carriage) gave me counsel. It
seemed to say stay put, be patient, and bide your time for a short while longer before making
your next move. I just hoped it would be soon!”
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Chapter Twenty-Six
Young Saul

That morning Zared bar Ephraim greeted us in the atrium, along with his wife Anna, and
son Saul, a short, awkward looking youth much younger than myself. After introducing
themselves and waiting for Elisha to introduce each one of us, the tour began. The roof was so
high and the estate so vast, Zared and Anna’s voices echoed as if we were in a large cave. I
remembered seeing the large houses of Sepphoris, including Aunt Elizabeth’s home, but I had
seen nothing like Zared’s estate. Even Samuel’s sumptuous estate couldn’t compare with the
merchant’s magnificent house. Though Zared was apparently a Pharisee like Elisha, his home
looked very Greek. It also, upon second glance, appeared to be overly decorated and immodestly
ostentatious. This was, it was explained later to me, because Anna was Greek, herself, a convert
to our faith. There was statues of various animals lining the colonnaded entrance, not actually
profane as the statuary in Ptolemais and Sepphoris since the sculptures were not in human form,
but, Elisha would whisper to Jacob and Nedinijah, the entry hall looked pagan, reminiscent of the
pantheon of gods seen in Rome. Since many of the Egyptian deities were animals, I could see
Elisha’s point. In some ways, as I studied the beasts, they might seem more frightening than
marble depictions of gods and men. In the center of the atrium was a large indoor fountain with
more animal and also plant sculptures surrounding a bubbling fountainhead spewing water.
From the entrance, where the ceiling of the atrium was a dome painted with floral
displays (which also brought frowns to Elisha and his associates) into the remainder of the house
we were guided by our gracious hosts. Along the corridors were more decorations on the walls:
pictures of fine buildings, deers, and trees. There were big vases everywhere holding potted
plants and servants pausing to bow deferentially as we passed. Naturally, as a youth myself, I
followed behind the older folks alongside of Saul, who appeared to dislike me on sight. At
fourteen he already wore the hairdo and sported the phylacteries of the Pharisee as did his father
and, while I was dressed in a modest tunic and pants with nothing on my head at all, he wore a
similar to-the-ankles garment as did Zared, Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah. That moment I wished
that the casually dressed guards were present, so the contrast wouldn’t be so great. I would learn
later that Elisha didn’t approve of Zared’s snobbery, but the merchant asked that they not be
present during the showing. At one point, after we had been shown the other rooms, including
the fabulous entertainment hall, I could tell that Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah, like myself, were
growing weary of this tour. Since Elisha was a businessman and Zared was one of his best
clients he overlooked our hosts’ airs and the vulgar display of wealth. Yet, when Saul, who had
refused to engage me in conversation earlier, made a disparaging remark about my attire, my
benefactor frowned severely at him and shook his head. Nothing was said, however; that would
be asking too much. Elisha would not have forced me to wear Pharisee attire. That would have
been inappropriate, especially since I had not been ritually cleansed. I was allowed to wear the
same common clothes that Elisha’s guards wore, basically the same outfit for most Gentiles and
Jews, and yet Saul said I was dressed like a field hand. Had he said it loud enough for his
parents to hear they might have disciplined him, but only Elisha pricked up his ear as Zared
chatted with the Pharisee and his friends. He was probably afraid I would say something
outlandish as I had before, but I kept my peace.
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At least in dress, Saul was a parody of his corpulent father. I had never seen someone as
young as him in such attire. It looked ridiculous on his small, bandy-legged frame. I wondered
why he had been forced to wear these clothes when he was really still a boy, and then I
remembered that, in the strictest sense of our religion, a boy became a man at the age of thirteen.
Even the worldly Jesus had never worn such a costume. Instead of feeling hostility for this
youth, I felt sorry for him.
******
In the last hours of morning, after refreshing ourselves in our chambers, we reconvened
with Zared and his small family in the great hall. I was upset that Elisha’s guards were not
allowed in the estate, but Jacob reassured me that the servants’ quarters were quite adequate here
and that they would be fed well. The thought came to me then that no wonder the guards were
rustic men who didn’t respect the law. Once Jesus said to Samuel, the Pharisee, “the law was
made for man and not man for the law.” I would hear these words again as a disciple, but those
moments, as I shared a noon hour meal with our host, all those passages I had already
memorized rotely and Elisha tried making me accept had come to naught. I knew I could never
be like Saul. I could never have imagined that day, after being one of Jesus’ apostles, I would
one day also serve him. When I looked at Saul of Tarsus then, I saw everything I didn’t want to
be. Upon close inspection he was even less prepossessing. With a nose far too large for his
narrow face, close-set eyes, and big ears, his oversized hat and phylacteries only made him look
comical. His voice creaked, a common trait for someone his age, but there was a nasally whine
emitted when he spoke. At the beginning of our meal, he gave the Shema perfectly and his table
manners were excellent, and yet when he engaged me in conversation again all he could think of
saying to me was “Are you going to be a Pharisee too?” “Moses bones no,” I replied, rolling my
eyes. “I’m going to be a scribe!”
Fortunately for us no one heard my utterance. The other diners were too busy munching
delicacies and slurping wine. I had only told Absalom about my original goal of being a soldier
scribe. Had Elisha heard this, he would be filled with misgivings. Saul admitted that scribes
were also important, but the greatest servants to God were Pharisees, who followed the letter of
the law. I giggled hysterically. This time Saul’s squeaky voice turned heads.
“Spoken well, my son,” Zared raised his goblet.
“You wish to be a scribe, eh?” Elisha said, pursing his lips. “That’s news to me.”
“Well,” I stammered, blushing like a fool, “what I meant was if I chose between the two
—”
“Well,” Elisha prodded teasingly, “have you made a decision?”
“No,” I said, sinking in my chair, “I haven’t decided what to do.”
Nedinijah, who was already tipsy, blurted imprudently, “Thaddeus wants to be a soldier!”
“Not so!” Jacob, also in his cups, exclaimed. “He wants to guard Elisha’s camels and
horses.”
“Well, I saw him practicing gladiator moves,” blurted Elisha, with flurry of his hand, “the
net and whip, fighting techniques of the arena. After riding with Roman soldiers, he was
captured by bandits and sold as a slave—”
“Sir!” both Jacob and Nedinijah gasped.
Zared and Anna muttered with embarrassment. Nedinijah whispered something into the
Pharisee’s ear. Jacob quickly changed the subject with an elaborate compliment about the food.
Taking a long drink of wine, I grinned stupidly, munching on a pastry similar to one Aunt
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Elizabeth had served. Afterwards, I took another gulp from my goblet, this time draining my
cup. I couldn’t deny what they said. I wouldn’t even try. As Jesus once advised me when being
teased by James and Joseph, “the more you deny it, the more guilty you appear,” which was how
I felt that moment. In fact, I felt like crawling under the table, yet I gave them all a winning
smile. Though Elisha had actually seen me practicing, the crafty steward had come the closest to
my original ambition of being a soldier scribe. I wondered, as he carried on, whether it was
tipsiness or deliberate design on Elisha’s part to expose me in front of his client. Zared only
scowled at me a few times as the conversation turned back to business, but Saul was visibly
shaken by this news.
“You were sold as a slave?” He looked at me in horror. “You poor fellow. No wonder
you have no aim.”
“I’m all right now,” I patted his wrist. “Elisha,” I added with effort, “saved my life. I’m
indebted to him. Now I just want to go home.”
“Home?” Jacob looked querulously across the table at me. “Where did you say you
lived? Was it in Galilee?”
“Nazareth sir.” I nodded. “We have a carpentry shop there.”
“Never heard of it,” mumbled Nedinijah, “is it a small town?”
“Not that small,” I shrugged.
“Well, the most important thing,” Anna clucked, “is that you’re safe now. Ambition will
come later. You poor dear boy!”
“So, you’ve brought me some of that costly Persian silk,” Zared was saying to Elisha,
“That’s a Greek luxury, but I’m not sure I can sell it here in town. The Greeks are up in arms
about the conscription.”
“I saw no hint of this.” The Pharisee scratched his beard. “I suppose if we entered the city
later they’d of come out to heckle. Are there many Romans in town?”
“Yes,” Zared heaved a sigh, “we have a cohort now, like they do in Antioch, but many of
them are Greek auxiliaries. Right now Greeks don’t like the Jews.”
“Humph, I heard about this,” Elisha mused, sipping his wine, “I wish I’d of known about
this at the auction.”
“Don’t worry my friend.” Zared slapped his back. “I’ll buy your camels and goods. What
I don’t sell here, I’ll sell to neighboring towns. You’re safe here, Elisha. Our Roman protectors
give our quarter great security. I’m just worried about the unrest uptown.”
The dialogue that followed this declaration and the second cup of wine lulled me into a
twilight sleep. Though my eyelids were open my brain was following asleep. Zared, who was
on good terms with the magistrates, advised Elisha to wait for a Roman escort into town. I had
enjoyed the food and drink and, for the first time since my folly began, I felt at peace with the
world. I remembered those treasured naps during my trip to Antioch. This time I had a mattress
filled with goose feathers, and, thanks to the delay, as we waited for an escort, no time
constraints. I would follow the custom of my benefactor and his associates and take an afternoon
nap. Unexpectedly, as our hosts discussed future business with Elisha and his associates and my
eyes fell to half-mast, I felt a tug at my sleeve. Jacob, who sat directly across from me, had been
watching me with amusement.
“Psst! Psst!” Saul whispered.
“Huh?” I gave a start. “…I’m listening.”
“What was it like to be a slave?” His voice whistled in my ear.
“Uh, not good.” I frowned with irritation. “I’m lucky to be alive.”
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“They treated him abominably,” Jacob offered on my behalf. “After wiping out his
friends, they carted him off to Ecbatana where they displayed him like a prize bull—”
The discussion stopped in mid-sentence. Zared and Anna leaned forward and gazed
down the table at me. Elisha, who sat at the other end of the table waved irritably at the scribe.
“That’s quite enough, Jacob,” he retorted, “you’ll offend our hostess.”
“Yes, Jacob,” gasped the steward, “what’s wrong with you?”
“Please gentleman,” Anna spread her bejeweled fingers, “my parents were slaves. It took
my father many years to earn his freedom. I’ve seen terrible things. You can’t offend me.”
“Trust me,” Nedinijah raised an eyebrow, “this was bad!”
“Yes,” groaned Elisha, “it was bad!”
“Hah,” she replied flippantly, “I’ve seen slave auctions before! They’re not pretty.
Life’s not pretty. The Romans once turned most Greeks into slaves.” “Tell me, Thaddeus,” she
addressed me directly, looking down the table, “did they take off your clothes?” I saw that
happen in an auction in Greece. It’s a filthy custom!”
“You were naked?” Saul’s mouth dropped.
“Is this true?” Zared muttered in disbelief.
“Yes, it’s true…along with many other people,” I admitted, squirming in my seat, “but
it’s much worse for women. They have more to hide.”
“Huh? What do you mean?” Saul asked ghoulishly.
“I remember,” Anna stared into space, “they have two things to cover. Men have only
one.”
“Now my dear,” Zared fluttered his hands, “Thaddeus didn’t want to hear this.”
“Well,” Elisha sighed loudly, “thanks to my drunken scribe, the truth’s out.”
“I’m sorry,” Jacob said contritely, “I shouldn’t drink wine.”
“No, it’s my fault,” the Pharisee raised his hand. “I brought the subject up.” “It seems you
have a sympathetic ear in the gracious Anna.” He smiled apologetically at me. “Sometime, if it’s
all right with you, we can tell our host about your experience. It’s quite a story.”
“I want to hear about it now!” Saul said with disappointment.
“It’s all right sir,” I smiled at my benefactor.
Though embarrassed by my experience at the slave auction, everything else that
happened to me during my journey was but blood and gore. Jews were used to this theme. Had
not Joshua and his heirs drenched Canaan with the blood of Gentiles? After giving our hosts the
same summary I gave to my benefactor and his men, I once again prudently left out my dietary
lapses and general conduct, concentrating upon the most important events leading up to my
capture, including my bloody battles with “evil Gentiles,” which appeared to impress Saul very
much. In the telling, I distorted it just enough to appear more like Samson or King David than
the wet-behind-the-ears Jew who killed six men in his sleep. It was much easier to show my
skills when I reached the battles in the desert were I fought on equal terms with my trusty
comrades. Saul’s bright blue eyes, which looked out of place in his olive-skinned face, closely
set as they were on each side of his large nose, grew wide with wonder. When I arrived at the
bandit attack in the foothills of Syria, I performed brilliantly as I tried to protect our horses and
mules, but then, when the mêlée turned against us, the story turned dark. What could I tell them
at this point in my journey? I was no longer a hero. As a prisoner of bandits I was frightened
out of my wits. The rude treatment I received being tied face down on my mule, being dressed
like a Syrian whore, and threatened by my captors brought sympathy from my listeners. I was
now a victim, not a hero, in Zared, Anna, and Saul’s eyes. What they would never find out, of
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course, would be my eating forbidden food. As I began relating our arrival in Ecbatana, Elisha
waved irritably, saying “they know what happened Thaddeus. You don’t have to talk about this
anymore.”
“Thank you,” I exhaled, after emptying my goblet.
Both Anna and my young admirer were both disappointed as we retired to the estate
gardens to walk off our food and wine. Like Jacob I was tipsy. Elisha’s tongue was also
loosened by the wine. I was no longer embarrassed with the subject, just bored and drowsy.
Loose-tongued as I was, I could have rattled on until I fell asleep. For several moments, as we
strolled through Zared’s fruit trees, vineyard, and gardens, I felt my energies returning. As I
glanced around the small, perfectly planned out orchard, I was reminded of Nazareth’s olive
trees that grew wild in the Galilean hills. Nothing in this large estate was reminiscent of my
town. There were, as there had been in Zared’s house, statues of various animals on the grounds,
many of them inset in fountains, standing alongside the garden path or dispersed amongst the
trees. It struck me as peculiar that Zared paraded around as Pharisees when, in fact, he ran a
liberal household and his wife appeared to be a freethinking Greek. What had also surprised and
delighted me was Saul’s reaction to my story. It had upset him that I was bareheaded and wore
common clothes yet he grew excited with my bloody tale.
“What was it like to kill someone?” he asked with morbid fascination. “Did it make you
feel good or bad?”
“That was two questions.” I studied him briefly. “It’s not something I enjoyed, but I’m
not sorry.” “It was self-defense,” I explained candidly. “I had no choice. They were bad men,
and it was necessary to kill those men. I’d do the same thing again!”
“I-I can’t imagine drawing human blood.” Saul made a face.
“Until they forced my hand I couldn’t either. It’s not something I want to do again.”
“All right,” he slowly accepted my explanation, “you defended yourself, but are you
repentant? You seem almost proud of what you did. You have been defiled by your contact
with Gentiles, Thaddeus. It was a situation you should never have been in the first place.”
Though it was basically the same thing Elisha said, I wanted to shake sense into this
pompous youth, but I had to tread lightly with this group. I was a guest in Zared’s house. I had
no intention of irritating my benefactor again after winning his acceptance. I remembered
something Jesus said after he heard me argue with James: the best way to get out of a contentious
argument is to change the subject. That is exactly what I must do. We had straggled behind the
others and Zared was talking loudly about the various types of grapes growing in the vineyard,
so no one caught wind of our conversation. Zared’s portly wife looked back suspiciously, still
curious about Elisha’s protégé but said nothing. That moment, unknown to me, as they looked
our way, the conversation switched back to me. Coincidentally, it was precisely the subject I
brought up with Saul.
“Do you know why I decided to be a scribe?” I asked, picking a likely plum.
“No,” Saul frowned, “those aren’t ripe. Pharisees are more important than scribes.”
“I wanted to be a scribe because I have certain gifts.” I announced, tossing the plum
aside. “It’s what inspired me to strike out on my own.”
“What sort of gifts?” Saul’s eyes widened in disbelief. “You mean god-given gifts?”
“Well,” I said with a shrug, “I was born with them. I have nearly perfect recall, I’ve
memorized our scriptures, and I’ve learned to read and write Hebrew, Aramean, Latin, and
Greek.”
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Taken back by this news, Saul cried, “What? Are you serious? I don’t believe you.
You’re not old enough to have such wisdom!”
“I didn’t say I had wisdom.” I replied quickly. “I have gifts—special talents: an excellent
memory and the ability to learn. I haven’t read Greek philosophy and science and the
commentaries of our doctors of law nor have I learned all that much about the world. Like you
Saul, I have much to learn.”
“Oh,…all right,” his envy subsided, “and faith is more important than knowledge, but
you must still go to the temple for purification. That’s a requirement for orthodox Jews.”
I didn’t have the heart to tell him that I would never be an orthodox Jew. My liberal
interpretation of the scriptures would, in fact, prove to be an obstacle between Paul, the Apostle,
and myself. Suddenly, we looked up from our conversation beneath the plum tree and realized
we had an audience.
“So it’s true,” Anna looked at me in awe, “I’ve heard about such people. God has blessed
you with this Thaddeus. Someday you’ll be a great rabbi or doctor of the law.”
God forbid, I thought, as Elisha flashed me a worried look.
Zared was not convinced. “I’m sorry,” he said apologetically, “I find this hard to believe.
How long have you had these gifts?”
“All my life.” I shrugged.
“Even as a small child?” He gave me an incredulous look.
“Well,...as long as I can remember,” I answered unhesitantly.
“All right,” he said, stroking his beard, “can I ask you a few questions?”
“Of course,” I said pertly.
“Let’s see,” he searched his mind, “What warning did the Lord give Moses as he
approached the burning bush?”
“Don’t come any closer.” I quoted almost verbatim. “Take off your sandals, for the place
where you are standing is holy ground. I am the God of your father, the God of Abraham, the
God of Isaac and the God of Jacob.”
“Very good,” he acknowledged, glancing at Elisha. “Now tell me, Thaddeus, after the
death of Moses, what did the Lord say to Joshua?”
I recited promptly, “Moses my servant is dead. You and the people will cross the Jordan
River into the land I’m about to give to the Israelites. As I promised, I will give you every place
where you set your foot. Your territory will extend from the desert to Lebanon, from the great
river, the Euphrates, and the land of the Hittites, to the Great Sea—”
“Incredible!” Zared cried. “Elisha said you know several languages. You just recited
these passages in the language of Galilee. Can you recite one in Hebrew?”
With little effort, I quoted, in our ancient tongue, the Ten Commandments and then an
obscure passage from Psalms in Greek. After this, to give further prove of my facility with
languages, I quoted my first recitation in Latin and my second in Greek. When I was finished,
my audience stood still and silent in the orchard. Though Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah were not
surprised with my performance, Zared, Anna, and Saul stood staring at me in blank-faced
amazement. I wondered if I might have overplayed my hand.
“He claims he can write in them too,” Saul said petulantly, “let’s test him on this too.”
“As you wish.” I snapped my fingers. “Give me a scroll and quill.”
“That won’t be necessary,” Zared said, folding his arms.
I was happy I had kept the subject of my prophetic dreams to myself. I could only
imagine what Saul and his father would make of this. Anna appeared to be guardedly pleased, as
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our host led us back into the house, but I detected disapproval from Zared and smoldering envy
in his son Saul.
That evening, during a more subdued dinner, Anna smiled approvingly at me but her
husband and son sat in stony silence until spoken to. When I asked Saul if he had a favorite
horse, he merely shook his head. I praised the gardens and orchards and received only a grunt
from Zared. When Anna inquired about my family, I told her about our successful carpentry
shop and confessed to her that I should be there helping out in the business. I remember Elisha
mentioning the fact that Zared was of the tribe of Benjamin, whereas Elisha claimed to be a
descendant of Ephraim. Since I had never given my benefactor my correct name, I couldn’t
boast about my family’s lineage, which would outshine them both. It would make me seem like
a braggart, even a fraud, in their eyes. Though my father and mother are both descendants of
King David and the tribe of Judah, I could never tell them this, when I’m known to everyone as
Thaddeus, not Judah, my god given name.
As we gathered inside the high-walled enclosure of Zared’s large estate that evening
listening to turmoil in the street, we were relatively safe against ordinary thieves and
troublemakers. When the disorder started after the governor began conscripting non-Jews, Zared
hired a dozen burly men to patrol the perimeter of his property and guard the doors of his house.
Added to these sentries were Elisha’s own men, who brought the forces up to forty guards, and
yet Elisha and his associates were effectively trapped in the estate until Rome brought order to
the city. I will never know why Zared resented my abilities. Anna treated me as politely as
possible as the mistress of the house, but my disclosure, that was partly Elisha’s’ fault, had made
me, as Decimus might have said, persona non grata in Zared’s house. After dinner, as we
walked in the garden, I had attempted to make friends with Zared and Anna’s jealous son, but
with the disclosure of my god-given gifts, my effort came to naught.
Saul said a most outlandish thing before we retired for the night. “According to Rabbi
Ichabod of Tarsus,” he scolded, wringing his finger, “knowledge that comes from an impure
heart is a thing of the devil. Truth is greater than mere knowledge!”
“You’re half correct,” I replied calmly. “My brother once told me that truth will set you
free. You, Saul, aren’t free. Knowledge can be used for good or evil. Truth can be twisted by
words. Nothing I’ve learned was given to me by Satan, certainly not my gifts; they were given
to me by the Lord. You, Saul, are not acting righteously now. You’re a prisoner of your narrowminded belief!”
“How dare you speak to me like that!” he shouted. “You’re nothing but a freedman,
Elisha found on in a Persian city—you unclean servant of Gentiles! Who’re you to preach to
Saul bar Zared of the house of Benjamin, you Samaritan pig!”
I wanted to throttle this youth. His words were so off the mark they left me speechless.
If I opened my mouth, I would have said the foulest things, so I did the next best thing: I
laughed. This caused Saul to hiss at me that moment and gave me the sign to ward off the evil
eye, which only made me laugh that much harder. When Elisha happened upon this
confrontation in the garden, he could hear Saul fling several more slurs at me, including
Philistine, apostate, and heretic, sputtering out of his mouth so fast they became garbled. It
seemed as if he had become possessed by a demon.
“Thaddeus,” he cried shrilly, “come here!”
Dazed by the outburst, I followed my benefactor out of the garden, with Saul spitting and
sputtering on my heels. Motioning me on with sweeping motions, he turned momentarily to Saul
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and barked, “We’re guests in your father’s house and at his mercy. Thaddeus did nothing wrong.
You’re behaving badly to your guest. Leave Thaddeus alone!”
I didn’t utter a word of protest nor look over my shoulder. Elisha shooed me out,
uttering, “Go-go-go-go!” Because he would immediately send me to the servant quarters to
spend my remaining time with the guards, I wouldn’t see Saul again for many years.
******
When a house servant escorted me to the servants’compound, I felt great relief that I
would be among friends, but I was sorry that I caused such jealousy in Saul. Elisha explained to
me before he handed me over to the servant that Saul had studied very hard on the road to
becoming a Pharisee, and he couldn’t believe someone like me was so smart. Elisha found it
hard to believe himself. He had showed similar resentment toward me on our trip, yet appeared
to have accepted my failings and now dared to rebuke his client’s son. When I apologized to
him for placing him in this predicament, he told me that it wasn’t my fault but warned me that
many educated people might resent my abilities. It might be a good idea to keep this to myself,
he chided, until I understood the mind of my listeners. This rebuke, cloaked in fatherly advice,
irritated me very much, yet I had gotten off easy. After all, Zared was his client. Elisha was a
businessman, and my manumission from slavery was just an afterthought.
When I entered the austere wooden building where both servants and guards were
boarded, I felt as I was being punished. Absalom, Laban, and Elisha’s other guards were glad to
see me. Absalom told me that he and the others in the compound had eaten lamb and lentils and
drank Syrian wine. I confessed that I had been given fine wine and food, but I was happy to be
away from the pompous merchant, his spoilt son, and prying wife. Because the walls were much
thinner in our quarters, we could hear a gang of drunken Greeks shouting in the street.
“I’d like to get my hands on one of those Greeks!” Laban vowed. “They’ve been carrying
on like that for hours.”
“They outnumber us.” Abasalom shook his head. “I’ll be glad when the Romans arrive.
It’s about time some skulls are cracked that aren’t Jews.”
“It’s outrageous!” I spat, scanning the candlelit interior. “Zared treats his servants and
guards deplorably. I’ve never known such a hypocrite!”
“At least they’re not slaves,” observed Laban.
Absalom cocked an eyebrow. “I don’t blame Elisha for humoring that merchant. He
never treated his guards and servants like Zared does. Not all of his clients are such snobs.”
Along each side of the walls of our quarters were rows of sleeping pallets with chamber
pots beside them. Discarded clothes, as well as trash, lie everywhere on the floor. Windows,
with flimsy curtains, were interspersed at precise intervals between the wooden columns on each
wall, with plank doors at each end of the long, narrow compound. There was, I noted with
dismay, no order whatsoever to this room. The guards and servants played dice, jackals, and
knife toss against a crude target nailed on one of the columns. Many of Zared’s newly hired
sentries were drinking wine and a few were already asleep compared to the servants and Elisha’s
guards.
I felt disgust at the disparity between the rich Pharisee’s estate and the servant and
guards’ quarters. Judging by what Absalom said, Elisha treated his servants and guards as well
in his house as he did during travel. Samuel’s servants and guards slept in the same mansion
with him, and Joseph of Aramathea even treated his pagan guards with more respect. Yet I was,
at the very least, thankful to my host for providing a roof over my head. In spite of the disorder
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and unsanitary conditions, these accommodations, when compared to my living arrangements in
the desert, weren’t bad, and except for the squalor encountered, I felt more comfortable around
these types of men. For several hours before I turned in, I sat with them around a lamp in the
center of the floor telling the guards and my newfound friends stories I dare not tell Elisha,
Jacob, and Nedinijah. Perhaps it was the effect of the wine, but I wanted to tell someone the
truth. So I told Absalom and the others the same basic stories I told in the caravan camp before,
but this time I filled in the details. I told them that my parents not only took in orphans and
outcasts, they took in Mariah, the town witch, and her incorrigible son and Reuben the bandit,
who had once been the blacksmith of our town.
My voice grew husky as I recounted a miracle. “You might not believe me,” I said,
looking around the room. “Even eyewitnesses are in denial.… But the truth is, I have a special
family and a very special brother. I don’t know if Mariah, the wife of the merchant Jeremiah,
was really a witch; she never actually denied it. All my parents knew for certain was that
townsmen wanted to stone her, so we gave her and her son sanctuary in our home. When
Mariah’s house caught fire that night, something miraculous happened. We knew that a gang of
men, incited by Reuben, torched her home. While her house burned, Jesus looked up to heaven
in prayer. We all thought he was mad, and yet from the clear night sky, clouds gathered
overhead. A torrential rain came down, putting out the fire, destroying everyone’s garden except
our own. You can imagine how angry the townsfolk became. We were harboring a witch, and,
according to Rabbi Joachim, Jesus used the power of Beelzebub to make it rain. Had it not been
for the Prefect Cornelius’ men, who escorted her out of town, Mariah would’ve been stoned.
From that day forward, the Romans have guarded our town against the bandits roaming
throughout Galilee, but their protection of Nazareth started that very night. From that day
forward, until recently, our family and its oldest son, have been shunned by many townsfolk—all
because of the refuge we gave to Mariah and her son, the presence of Romans in Nazareth, and
God’s righteous anger upon our town.”
I paused a moment to let my words sink in. Greatly impressed with my candor, my
audience sat with bated breath until I told them about the greatest miracle of them all: Jesus
revival of a dead sparrow by blowing into its mouth. This was a mistake.
“Now Thaddeus,” Laban chuckled, “that’s stretching it. The rain can be explained by
pure chance, maybe your god’s anger, but that’s too fantastic to believe!”
“I think you’ve had too much wine,” observed Absalom, taking my mug from my hand.
“No,” I protested, reaching for the goblet, “I just got started. I’m not drunk.”
“Listen, Thaddeus,” he whispered, glancing self-consciously around the room, “because
of the unrest in town, we must keep our heads. Zared’s guards aren’t going to be much help.”
“You think we might be attacked?” I gasped.
“I think we have to be ready,” he explained coolly. “Being drunk is not being ready. If
those buggers get inside the walls, we’ll need every sword arm available.”
“What about the Romans?” I asked, rising to my feet.
“They’re not here yet,” he said discreetly, placing his finger before his lips. “....Let’s not
frighten the servants. I, Laban, and the rest of Elisha’s guards, including yourself, must be ready
in case of attack.”
“What makes you think that’s going to happen?” I began to panic. “There could be
hundreds of them!”
“You only die once,” Laban whispered into my ear, as Absalom guided me toward the
door.
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I had heard that from Langullus and Fronto. It sounded just as absurd then as it did now.
Suddenly all of Elisha’s guards stood up, their hands poised over their scabbards. To my
amazement, Abasalom led us out of the compound into the night.
“Listen,” Absalom said dramatically raising his arms, “.... the sound of insurrection.”
In the distance we heard shouts. Shushing our whispers, Absalom drew our attention to
the sound of voices, which grew louder in the wind. A mob of Greeks was now, that very
moment, in the Jewish quarter, not far from Zared’s house.
“We’re with you,” Laban set his jaw.
“Aye!” a chorus of guards murmured.
I, on the other hand, was mute as I clutched the handle of my sword. My heart sank in
my chest, my head clanging with the realization: there would be another battle. I could feel it in
my gut. While everyone else had been wiling away the time, Absalom had, in spite of long
hours of inaction, kept himself vigilant, his senses alert to danger and instincts sharp. I had seen
him exit once as I entertained the men, returning with an anxious look on his face. Because of
the behavior of Zared’s guards in the compound I assumed he was checking on the sentries,
which was probably true. I was shocked when Laban told me that many of them were Greek and
Syrians, not Jews at all, whose only qualifications were their size, fierce-looking appearance, and
apparent willingness to fight.
Absalom sent a man back into the compound with the message for Zared’s lazy guards:
stand ready. A second and third man went inside to fetch lamps, and a fourth ran ahead to make
sure the sentries were guarding the wall and gate. Meanwhile, the noise grew louder. They
weren’t far away, Absalom told us, as he handed Laban, one of the other guards, and myself a
lamp and kept one for himself.
“If Zared’s men hear that noise,” he said with disgust, “they’re going to panic. I’ve seen
that type before—idlers whose only experience with battle is brawling in the street. It’s a
wonder they’re not uprising themselves. Who’s to say they’ll even fight against their own kind.
Zared was a fool to hire Greeks.” “I don’t trust them,” he said, shaking his lantern, “they’re lazy
and unreliable.”
“Most Jews won’t fight,” I informed him. “Elisha believes I’m contaminated because I
fought with Gentiles. Tonight I found out that Zared and his pampered son feel that way too.”
“We’re Jews,” Laban frowned. “Don’t forget Joshua and King David.”
“Don’t remind me,” I groaned, “it’s hard to live up to them.”
“Just keep your head,” Absalom counseled me. “I’m going to do my best to frighten
those jackals.”
“How? You mean like Joshua did?” I smiled, recalling the battle for Jericho.
“Yes,” he said with a nod, “and for that we’ll need a great many lamps and torches if they
can be mustered up.”
“We can beat them Thaddeus!” Laban boasted.
“Aye!” the others agreed.
“They’re nothing but rabble,” Absalom informed us. “We might just scare them away!”
As we foraged in the compound for more lamps and torches, the guard sent to check on
the sentries returned with his report: they had run away like sheep. There was in effect no one
guarding the wall. After telling the off duty guards and servants what he had in mind, Absalom
tried shaming them into cooperation. Where they men or lambs? He taunted them. Zared’s
guards who were sober enough to act and about half of the frightened servants agreed to join the
rest of us in the “Jericho attack.” Almost all of the available lamps and a handful of torches used
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for sentry duty were parceled out by our self-styled leader. Gathering in front of the compound,
we awaited our orders.
“All right men,” Absalom cried, “those buggers on the other side of the wall are cowards.
I’ve seen their kind. They’re mustering up enough courage to charge the wall. We’ll be waiting
for them with a big surprise!” “Ho-ho,” he laughed, looking around the group. “Remember
Thaddeus’ story about Joshua—the one about Jericho? Well, this is different men. When ol’
Joshua and his men took that city they were on the outside of the wall. We’re on the inside. We
have to wait for them to knock down the wall!”
Absalom’s lamp gave his face an eerie glow. Though he was brave, his plan of attack
was stupid. It was, I believed that moment, a harebrained idea. Onward we marched toward the
wall facing the street, lamps and torches held aloft, collectively terrified except Elisha’s bravest
guards: Absalom and Laban. Shouts from the street were loudest then. The noise and
commotion made it appear as if the gate would be crashed or the walls would be breached at any
moment. Though made of stone and iron, it sounded as if hundreds—nay thousands—were on
the verge of breaking through. All around Zared’s property, in various sectors of the Jewish
quarters, flames shot up and dark bellows of smoke rose, slowly, into the darkened sky. By the
time we reached the unguarded gate, the torch and lamp bearers had broke away one-by-one,
until only Elisha’s men and myself were left, and yet as the first rioters broke through the gate,
we charged them, lights in one hand and swords in the other.
“Death to the Gentiles!” Absalom cried recklessly.
“In the name of the One God!” Laban cried.
“Yea though I walk through the Valley of Darkness,” I began quoting my favorite psalm.
“Now scream like the Furies,” Absalom commanded us. “One-two-three—Scream!”
I remembered how bereft I had acted during my first attack on the dunes. With my
scariest yell, I joined the chorus of Furies. This time I’m going to die, I told myself, as we tried,
as one unit, to plug the breach. Unlike times before, there was no archers or lancers nor were
there shields or armor to protect us from our foes. All we had were our swords and torches,
which we used frantically, along with our voices in an effort to shock the enemy and make them
think there were many more than the number facing them now. That seemed to work, as we
lunged at the first men to enter Zared’s property. With the gate only partially smashed, the sharp
spikes on Zared’s formidable wall prevented more men from breaking through. Upon seeing this
barrier up close I realized it was foolhardy for some of the invaders to attempt climbing over the
wall, yet several of them, after climbing up ladders threw stones and rotten vegetables down
upon us. With fire and iron, our voices already hoarse from hollering various oaths, we cut down
the first six attackers. I personally, without compunction, sliced off a hand poking through the
remains of the gate, the first to draw blood. I had been hysterical, reacting on fear more than
rage. The other men were angry and gave no quarter to the fools who leaped past the first
shrieking man through the breach. Brandishing our torches in one hand, which were also used as
weapons, Absalom, the other guards, and myself hacked our foes to death.
The battle was quickly over. When the men peeking down from the spikes on the wall
saw this horror, they yelped in terror. Our torches had scorched several of them. Absalom’s
defensive plan had worked. The mob backed away. Many of those attempting foolishly to climb
over the wall scrambled off their ladders onto the street. After the attack, I found myself covered
with blood. I was relieved that our attackers backed away from the wall, but I was numb and
sickened. Though still agitated, they appeared to have given up their effort to break into the
estate. In blood lust frenzy, however, Absalom, Laban, and the other guards, as the auxilia I
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once rode with had done, continued to hack at the dead Greeks, who had broken through. Then,
taking stock of himself, Absalom, drew back his sword and ordered the others to do the same. A
guard was sent to reassure Zared that the attack had been rebuffed and advise him to have his
servants repair the gate in a timely manner. Several of the men on the other side of the wall
promised that they would return in greater numbers to revenge their fallen comrades. One lone
voice vowed to bring the city magistrates, which only brought laughter to the guards. According
to provincial law, trespassers could be dealt with harshly if they posed a threat. If the Romans
showed up right now, those fools might wind up on crosses. There was zero tolerance,
especially in imperial provinces, for civil disorder. I didn’t wish crucifixion upon anyone, even
them, yet I prayed that the Romans arrived soon. We were trapped in Zared’s estate, surrounded
by an angry mob, not knowing how much his uprising might grow.
As we stood guard, a frightened pair of servants arrived in torchlight to repair the gate.
Only the boards had been smashed. As a temporary fix, the servants, nailed on several planks
pell mell onto the frame, then gathering up their equipment fled the scene. Zared’s hired guards
were wandering about like scared children, a few arriving sheepishly, swords drawn, holding
lanterns in their free hands in an effort to make a show of their bravery. Arriving last, moving
fearfully in the distance, as servants held lamps to light their path, were Elisha and his toadies,
the merchant, and his wife.
Lying dead on the ground were six of the attackers, hacked up so badly they were
unrecognizable as men. Once more I recalled that day on the dune when the Roman auxilia
displayed the same savagery. The difference was that Elisha’s guards, like myself, were Jews. I
expected our host and my benefactor to be grateful that we had prevented a mob from attacking
them and destroying Zared’s estate, but I would have a rude awakening.
Farther away, near the entryway of the house, as Zared, his wife, and guests approached,
stood several servants and a smaller shape that might have been Saul. Absalom shouted
furiously, while pointing at the absentee sentries and guards, “Those slinking jackals were
nowhere to be seen while we fought these men. You wasted your money hiring those cowards.”
Unfortunately, at the very moment, as Absalom was defending our bloody deed, the Romans
arrived finally in the Jewish quarter, the commotion overshadowing his protest. We could hear a
trumpet sound and officers barking orders in the distance, screaming, and the clatter of swords.
It was over for those fools, but it had just begun for us.
“Oh, how dreadful,” Zared clasped his pudgy hands. “Don’t come any nearer Anna. I’m
glad Saul isn’t here!”
“What happened to those men?” she clamped a hand on her mouth. “Why is Thaddeus
covered in blood?”
“They’re all covered in blood,” Jacob gasped. “This is a butchering sight.”
“The Romans were coming Absalom,” Elisha scorned his chief guard. “If only you
waited just a little bit longer.”
“If we had waited,” snarled Absalom, “those men would’ve ran straight for the house.
Many of them had swords and some had torches. By the time the Romans came to the rescue,
they could’ve set fire to the house and slain you all!”
“I had my own men to handle this,” Zared muttered dully. “Where are they? Where are
the men I hired?”
“He told you,” Laban said with great contempt, “they ran like frightened lambs.”
I hadn’t butchered those men; I had only cut off a man’s hand, but I stood there with the
other guards in support of the bloody deed. Perhaps, Absalom, Laban, and the others had carried
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a long-standing grudge against Gentiles, but it was no different than what happened on the dune.
I had been horrified at first after Apollo and Ajax’s bloodlust, and yet I understood it now. I was
truly contaminated this time. Despite my break with Elisha, which, after that night, was
permanent, I knew I had not acted through evil intent. Jesus once told me that if you do evil
even in your heart, you have sinned. Using this same logic, it would seem that if you actions
were pure you hadn’t committed a sin. I can’t speak for the others nor did I know what was in
their hearts, but I wouldn’t apologize for my actions that night.
“Tell me Thaddeus.” Elisha focused his lamp upon me. “Did you help them do this?”
“Yes,” I said forthrightly, “those Romans in the distance couldn’t have stopped the men
charging through the gate.”
“You enjoy the fight, don’t you?” Nedinijah said with scorn. “You’re covered with
gore!”
“So are we, steward,” Laban pointed at himself. “He’s a brave lad. Joshua’s band were
covered with blood too. Thaddeus told us about our warrior leaders. You Pharisees and scribes
won’t fight yourself, yet you condemn and call polluted one of your own who does.”
“Be that as it may,” Elisha’s voice shook, “Thaddeus is no longer welcome in our
company. I saw him smiling just now. He has no remorse.”
“If Thaddeus goes, so will I!” Absalom stood forth defiantly.
“That goes for me!” Laban appeared by his side.
I don’t remember smiling, but if I did smile it was due to shock or hysteria. The other
guards muttered indecisively amongst themselves, but most of them nodded in agreement with
Absalom and Laban. Zared took Elisha aside and whispered shrilly to him: “get rid of that
heretic!”
“He’s not a heretic,” Elisha defended me lamely, “he a troubled youth. I’ll take him with
us as far as Antioch. After that he’s on his own.” “The rest of you men can make up your mind
what you want to do when we arrive in Antioch. It’s where I live, and I may just retire after this
trip.”
This statement caused more mutterings, and yet no one protested his threat. I would learn
later that his guards felt betrayed. They had saved the life of their master, who even now sided
with the merchant who had treated them like unclean Gentiles in his house. Now Zared saw us,
especially me, as reprobate Jews. He reproved his hired men in our presence, but almost as
afterthought. He would not dare fire them until a Roman contingent was established in the
Jewish quarter. I was sad that my benefactor had turned on me, but I considered Antioch to be
my final stop anyhow. That it would be Elisha’s final stop, too, at just this moment in time,
caused me some concern. Had I been a deciding factor in his decision to retire? I wondered.
Perhaps the normal burdens of travel had merely caught up with him. He was an old man now.
How could one, prodigal youth cause a rich Pharisee merchant to retire? A speech swelled in my
throat, but it was not what he had wanted to hear:
“I am, who I am. If I feel remorse, it’s not because of my desire for self-preservation or
protection of my friends. I have never committed murder nor do I relish killing men. I will do
so again if I’m threatened, which is righteous in the eyes of God. My regret is that I have
disappointed the man who saved my life, but I regret more than anything that I have abandoned
my family in Nazareth to seek adventure in the Gentile world. I have learned that there are good
Gentiles as well as good Jews, just as there are bad Gentiles and Jews. I won’t apologize for
being who I am. I hope I improve with time. Like wine I will either turn to vinegar or improve
with age.”
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The guards burst into laughter. Even Jacob and Nedinijah smiled with mirth. I
understood the old man’s stance. I doubt very much if Joseph of Arimathea would have reacted
differently than Elisha. Of course, during his travels with this great Pharisee, Jesus would never
have shed blood. My benefactor explained himself very well:
“You are who you are. I agree that men must fight to protect themselves and others, but a
righteous Jew resists evil. In the days of our fathers, it was righteous to fight an enemy invading
our land, but you were not fighting for your people or protecting your home. You aligned
yourself with Gentile soldiers for the adventure and sport. This is not resisting evil! What else
could one expect? Consorting with such men was bad enough—it’s, in fact, ritually unclean, but
you fought with them, you drank and ate with them, and you’re proud of the warrior’s life. You,
Thaddeus, have no intention to walk righteously if you have no remorse. Without a change of
heart, there’s no sense in bringing you to the temple for ritual cleansing. You can compare
yourself to wine, if you wish, but I find your attitude reprehensible and unconscionable. After
what you did tonight, I wonder if you grinned like an ape when you killed those other men!”
“That’ll be enough!” Absalom cried. “I have served you faithfully for many years without
complaint but this is wrong! Everything you said about Thaddeus is small compared to what
your own guards have done. We’re men who live by the sword. We, not Thaddeus, killed most
of those men on the ground, and we’d do it again. Thaddeus is a good lad. His only mistake was
trusting his fate to Roman soldiers. Look what it got him. From that point, everything that
happened was forced upon him, including the battles he fought. In the end he was captured by
bandits and sold as a slave. Please sir, give him some credit. He has a good heart. That’s how
to read a man!”
“We’re with you, Absalom,” Laban spoke up. “Thaddeus is our friend. I’ve never known
such a lad!”
“Aye!” the others chimed.
Elisha said nothing more that night. He and his toadies followed the torchlight of
servants back to the house. As if they had been faithfully guarding the estate all this time, the
night sentries were marching around in the darkness holding lanterns and spears in each of their
hands. Now that the commotion had died down in the distance, Zared sent a message, hastily
written in lamplight, with one of night guards to the Romans rounding up troublemakers,
requesting an escort for Elisha and his company out of town. I listened to him dictate his
message to a scribe, including clarification from the officer in charge on whether the Romans
would be guarding the Jewish quarter now or was this only a temporary measure. I remembered
how well the Romans guarded towns in Galilee after the last insurrection. Knowing how much
they liked order I would have been surprised if they hadn’t remained in force around the clock.
It was Laban’s opinion that a detail of Romans would arrive at the house within the hour. But
we wouldn’t tell the frightened Zared this. “Let the fat merchant stew!” Absalom whispered in
my ear. We had only contempt for Zared and his house.
It was left up to the merchant what to do with the dead men. Elisha’s guards refused to
help clean up the mess. As I walked with them back to the compound, we freely discussed the
implications of what happened tonight. I learned something important about Absalom and the
others that hour. All of the other homicides committed by Elisha’s guards against potential and
actual threats had been done swiftly and on the sly. Usually the very appearance of the
Pharisee’s fierce-looking guards was enough to deter criminals. For the first time since they
began their service to Elisha, however, they were caught with blood on their hands. Since he
depended upon their protection, the Pharisee would not dismiss his protectors, and yet he singled
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me out for rebuke. I might not approve of mutilating corpses, but I agreed with my friends that
we acted righteously. The Roman cohort, of course, would see it the same way as would the
magistrates in Tarsus, so there would be no investigation of the killings of the malcontents on
Zared’s property. With nothing more said, the corpses lying near Zared’s gate would be hauled
away by relatives or, if no one came to claim them, buried in the morning somewhere on the
grounds. We would be leaving as soon as an escort could be arranged with the officer in charge,
which was quite fine with me.
Though it might take awhile, I was going home. I had made many friends during my
travels—all of them Gentiles. Now I would ride on my mule with fellow Jews and men of the
sword. The irony of this situation, after being told time and time again that a Jew could not be a
soldier, emboldened my spirit. I felt sorry for my one-time benefactor, who had become my
greatest critic, yet it was because of the loss of his good opinion, not anything I had done. He
was an educated man, who lived in a narrow prism of right and wrong and black and white, when
in fact, as I knew for certain now, the world was made up of shades of grays and degrees of right
and wrong. A deed, such as killing another man, could be right if it was done to save one’s self
or another, but also wrong if you enjoyed the kill; nevertheless, the effect was the same. I had
killed first and foremost to preserve life. At the command of the Lord, himself, was not the great
Joshua a murderer of innocent women and children? On his own right, could not a lesser man be
both good and bad? What if he simply stole to feed his family? Was that also not right and
wrong and black and white. Jesus might not agree with me, for he had gone one step further and
told me that you could sin even in your heart. Yet, even though he upheld the law, he had
reminded me that the spirit was more important than the letter of law. Unlike the Pharisee and
his kind, he saw good in almost all men, regardless of whether they were Gentiles or Jews. I
realized, before I fell asleep that night, that the most important thing I discovered about the
Gentiles was not merely their differences from us, but how much we were all alike. I had
learned enough, I told myself with satisfaction.... It was time to go home!
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Chapter Twenty-Seven
Fallen From Grace

A company of Romans arrived at Zared’s estate at first light, awakening everyone with
shouts, the clop of horse hoofs, clatter of armor, and a persistent pounding on his door. Not
waiting for the servants to arrive, the optio and his men had stormed unannounced through the
gate onto the grounds. Torn from sleep, I followed my grumbling friends and Zared’s frightened
guards and servants out the door, where several dismounted legionnaires stood with hands on
sword hilts, scowls etched on their square jawed faces, obviously irritated with this assembly of
Jews. I immediately recalled the Romans at the Galilean Cohort, who gave me the same hard
looks. Decimus and Aulus also came to mind, a haunting reminder that not all Romans hated
Jews. I couldn’t see Elisha and his men, but I was certain that this commotion had been our
wake up call. There would be no polite amenities for Zared’s household. The smell of smoke in
the air reminded us what happened last night. The Jewish quarter’s protectors and our escorts
had arrived.
I heard the optio shouting into the rich merchant’s face: “You Jews are nothing but
trouble. You won’t serve the emperor yet you want him to protect you. You won’t even let us
into your houses for fear we might pollute you. Will, let me tell you Zared whats-his-face,
you’re the ones doing the polluting. If I had my way, I’d turn those Greeks loose on you.
Thanks to your invisible god, who told you that you were better than other folks, we had to kill a
mess of Greeks last night and will be crucifying the others we caught today.”
Turning to Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah, who arrived belatedly on the scene, he asked in
an equally rude tone, “Are you the Jews I’m suppose to accompany out of town?”
“We are sir,” Elisha said, bowing nervously.
“Then what I said to him goes for you,” he wrung his finger. “You people are nothing but
trouble! Get your men and animals on the street. We leave within the hour!”
I felt very sorry for my onetime benefactor, but I also sympathized with the optio, whose
cohort would crucify scores of Greeks. Though Anna arrived on the scene shortly after her
husband, I wouldn’t see Saul again, which suited me just fine. Nowhere on the grounds did I see
the men the merchant hired to guard his property. In place of these idlers would be surly soldiers
posted at various points around the Jewish quarter. Elisha had turned away from the crude
Roman officer and was ordering his attendants and guards to get their business done and
assemble the horses and mules in front of the estate. Like the other men, who had just been
rudely awakened, I gazed around at the tumult with sleep-drenched eyes. Following Absalom’s
prodding, I made water as Elisha directed (onto a nearby tree), fastened on my sword, and,
following the other men’s’ example, strapped a saddle onto my mule. This time we were given
day old bread, goat cheese and mere water to drink as we stood by our mounts, waiting for the
carriage, which would lead our procession out of the stable gate. I was very glad to see my mule
and my other pack animals, which were my property thanks to Hamid, the bandit leader’s
contract. It’s strange that this bad man had done such a good deed on my behalf. Jesus was
right, I thought, hugging his neck and stroking the other mules, there’s good in all men, even if
its only small amount. I was light-headed with relief now that we were heading south. Hearing
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Aden the coachmen whistle to his team, we climbed onto our saddles, gripped our reins, and,
giving our mounts a gentle kick, followed the carriage from the mansion and onto the street,
where a large company of square-jawed legionnaires rode single file on each side of our small
procession. In the front of the carriage rode the optio, sword in hand, shouting obscenities at the
residents lining the street.
“You brought this on yourselves, you sons-a-bitches!” He waved his sword in the air.
“You won’t serve, you won’t pay homage to our gods, you shrink from our shadows if they cross
your path. You think we’re unclean. Well, the next time there’s a conscription remember those
men hanging on crosses in your quarter. That’s unclean! Why should Greeks, Romans, and
Syrians die for the likes of you!”?
As the optio aired his contempt, I reached down and patted by mule. The gentle beast
had a calming effect upon me. The legionnaires riding on each side of our procession, with
horseman guarding our front and rear, enveloped us with a grim yet determined escort. Absalom
had chosen to ride next to me. Ahead of us and behind us, proceeding side-by-side as we
followed the carriage out of town, rode the remaining caravan guards, probably on their last
journey with Elisha bar Simon. Behind our procession, trotting with the extra horses, were my
four other mules, now unburdened from heavy loads. On each side of the road, looking on with
mixed feelings were residents of the Jewish quarter, suffering verbal abuse by the optio and his
men.
“He’s really upset,” Laban shook his head.
“All our escorts are,” I replied, watching a horsemen flick his whip at a bystander.
Absalom looked over at me with a frown. “I’ve never seen Romans carry on like that!”
“I have,” I sighed, recalling my own experience. “During my journey from the Galilean
Cohort, when they found out I was a Jew, they teased me about my diet and mutilated part.
That’s another issue. I heard that optio’s line before, many times. Of course, not all of them are
like that. I was treated well by a few Romans. Some of them are decent men.”
“I’ve known a few.” Laban looked back thoughtfully.
“Well, he’s not one of them,” Absalom jabbed his finger. “He’s a Jew-hater. I’ve seen
his kind before.”
“Perhaps,” I reflected with a shrug, “but you can’t blame those men who rounded up
those Greeks. The men who’ll be crucified today were angry because of conscription. The Jews
of Tarsus, like those everywhere, won’t fight. They’re exempt from serving in Caesar’s legion.”
Both Absalom and Laban nodded in agreement. I lowered my voice so that only they
could hear. “I’ve given this much thought. Here’s how I see it. Since Jews are being protected
by Rome and won’t fight for it, it’s understandable why men, who do have to fight, don’t like
them. I would resent this myself. I’m sure you agree.”
“I suppose,” Absalom raised an eyebrow, “but that’s our job.”
“Right, we get paid for it,” Laban snorted, “but I see your point: they’re slackers and
cowards.”
“That was just one reason Romans and Greeks don’t like them.” I then raised a second
finger. “They’re also snobs, yet reap the rewards of wealth and power, many of them living like
patricians in their fine houses. Considering our strict laws, Jews must shun aspects of Roman
and Greek culture they consider tainted. Pagan religion, unclean food, and crude amusement are
out of bounds. This snobbery is seen as unreasonable to soldiers especially, since they have to
fight for Rome and pay homage to their gods.”
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“It’s also a matter of common respect,” Absalom decided. “Recently, I saw one of our
people spit on a statue. It was of a town notable, not even a god. The young fool could have
been arrested or given a good drubbing if caught.”
I thought about this a moment. “I recall an incident in which such a slight almost caused a
riot—all because of hotheads in our town. My brothers James and Joseph’s friends deliberately
provoked the Romans guarding Nazareth. They were beaten by our guards. My father
interceded and almost got a drubbing himself.”
I looked around guardedly at the escorts alongside of us. “Those men are no different
than other soldiers,” I confided discreetly. “Romans are annoyed by our peculiarities and our
invisible god, but our religion and diet don’t bother them nearly as much as our actions.
Sometimes it’s not just physical reactions from Jews, it’s the very expressions on their faces.”
“Like hatred?” Absalom turned around in his saddle. “I’ve seen that before. Everywhere
I go. It’s worse down south.”
“Yes, hatred,” I inclined my head, “and revulsion and shock.”
“Like Elisha’s reaction to you,” observed Laban with a chuckle. “I can see it in those
folks’ eyes.” He pointed to a few recognizable Jews alongside the road. “The Romans have just
saved them from the Greeks, yet there’s not a smile among them!”
“Humph, they’re in shock,” Absalom grunted. “Those Greeks tried to burn them out.”
I studied their faces a moment. “I see hatred for Romans in the Greeks too, especially in
the youths. They’re the ones who start trouble. For the Jews, however, it’s always been there.
In spite of Rome’s efforts to appease them, after giving them a privileged status, which exempt
them from conscription and protects their religious freedom, Jewish hotheads revolted several
times in Judea and Galilee. In other words, some Jews will fight if it means killing Romans and
overthrowing their rule.” “How one-sided is that?” I asked sarcastically, extending three digits
from my hand.” “Cause number three, and the most important,” I said, watching a legionnaire
gallop by to scold a heckler, “the Romans fear Jewish hatred. How many times have radicals
made things worse for other us? I’ve lived all my life in Galilee and have personally seen how
unreasonable they are. The most recent uprising was small in comparison to Judah’s rebellion,
and yet our town required Roman protection like the Jewish quarter in Tarsus does against the
Greeks—this time from our own people! Like that optio, who talked to Zared so disrespectfully,
most of Nazareth’s guards had little respect for the town elders and ordinary people—all because
of that few.”
“It’s hard to believe we’re still the chosen people.” Absalom sighed.
I smiled sadly, replying, “The Pharisees and scribes believe we’re being tested as we
have been tested throughout our history, and someday when the Messiah comes we’ll be back on
top.”
“I find this hard to accept,” insisted Absalom. “The Joshua you told us about was an
Israelite, not a Jew. We’re not the same people now.”
“The Gentiles have ruled us for a very long time.” I said reflectively. “Most of our people
have accepted their plight. The Romans are merely irritated with our habits and ways. It’s that
minority you see in the crowd—the few, who try to speak for the masses that are worrisome. No
matter how much trouble it brings us, the hotheads amongst us will push Rome too far,” “and
bam!” I socked my fist, “down will come the boot!”
“He’s got this all figured out, doesn’t he?” Laban looked back at Absalom
“Aye,” Absalom said with mirth, “not only Jews but those Gentiles as well.”
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“It’s perfectly plain.” I held up three digits again. “There are three main reasons why
Romans and other Gentiles hate Jews: they’re troublemakers, they have privileges other people’s
don’t have, and they think they’re better than them.”
“Fear, jealousy, and resentment,” Absalom snapped his fingers, “—a deadly brew.”
“You have said it,” I quoted Jesus oft said expression. “One day Rome will grow weary
and crush us all!”
“It’d be nice if that Messiah came soon,” Laban said light-heartedly, “we need a
deliverer, but until then, I’m minding my own business.”
“Me too!” I sighed.
“At any rate,” Absalom chuckled, “let’s not hold our breaths.”
A strange, light-headed feeling came over me, that I know now as illumination. One day,
I would understand fully, beyond my own eloquence, what that word, Messiah, bantered about
really meant. For now, I agreed fully with my carefree friends. I was still only eighteen during
the last days of my odyssey, and yet I had done what few men would do in a lifetime. After
being given my education by a renowned rabbi, I had talked my parents and oldest brother into
letting me strike out on my own. I had befriended and fought with both Gentiles and Jews. I
understood what it meant to be a Jew, but I also understand the Gentile’s mind. I was gratified to
find out that there were other Jews who had little in common with our stiff-necked people and,
like me, cared not a wit about the details of the law.
******
During our journey to Antioch, I saw my benefactor only a few times. For the remainder
of our trip, I was shunned by the Pharisee and his friends. At the beginning of our flight, which
in fact it was, I was comforted by my friendship with Elisha’s guards.
The procession through the Jewish quarter was peaceful enough. The residents of the
Jewish quarter were not happy with the attitude of their protectors, who cursed them and
threatened them with whips, but they must have understood the Romans were here for their own
protection. When we reached the Greek portion of Tarsus, the hecklers came out in force. The
optio must have sent word to headquarters. Within the hour, reinforcements arrived to clear the
road ahead. As in the Jewish quarter, the optio scolded the hecklers, this time threatening them
with swords and spears. The vilest insults were shouted from townsmen along each side of the
street, but it was those fool-hearty men, who threw rocks and rotten fruit that brought swift
retribution from the horsemen.
“Bring those men up,” the optio screamed. “I will make examples of those agitators.”
My heart was pounding loudly. My poor mule had been pelted with rotten fruit, and
Absalom had been hit in the arm with a rock.
“What are they going to do?” I whispered to Laban.
“I know what I’m going to do!” he exclaimed drawing his sword.
“Put that away.” Absalom turned in his saddle. “Let them do their job. The Romans
have zero tolerance for this sort of thing. This going to be bloody.”
Before he was even finished talking, horsemen rode directly into the mulling crowds,
knocking down onlookers as they rooted out two of the men who had been spotted throwing
rocks. Dragging them rudely to the front of the procession, which we witnessed because of the
bend of the road, the optio barked out an order: “take them to the other men awaiting
punishment!” Wisely, to avoid a riot, he refrained from having the men flogged, yet turned to
those protesting the arrests, shouting in a loud voice, “Let this be a lesson to all of you. If you
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don’t break it up and go home, you’ll suffer the full of weight of Roman justice.” “Sallust,” he
called a guard, “when I give the signal, ride to the fort. Tell the prefect the citizens are rebelling
and we need more men—a full cohort this time.”
This announcement had an immediate effect on those with earshot of his voice.
Notwithstanding hothead Jews, most subjects knew when the Romans meant business. We were
relieved to see the crowd begin to disperse, but I would be glad to put Tarsus behind us once and
for all.
“Will they be crucified, like the others?” I looked apprehensively at Laban.
“I don’t know,” he shrugged, re-sheathing his sword. “They’ll crucify the men who set
fires. That’s the Roman punishment for fire-raisers.”
Absalom glanced back with a scowl. “They might just nail them up too. I’ll be glad
when we’re out of this stinking town!”
As we approached the city limits that moment, I looked over at Absalom. “I hope they
don’t abandon us. We need an escort through all of this province. They conscripted everywhere
in Cilicia.”
“Damn foolish idea,” he grumbled.
“It’s made it worse for everybody,” I replied anxiously, “Roman, Greek, and Jews.”
When we passed the milestone for Tarsus, I was greatly relieved. The additional men
returned to the garrison, but our escort continued in full force. Suddenly I was very tired. The
urgency I had felt earlier after my dreams about Jesus working the carpenter’s shop alone then
him quarreling with Joseph and Simon, had been replaced by my resolve.... It might take awhile
but I was going home!
“Greeks have always hated Jews.” I said, drowsily, “Gamaliel, my teacher in Nazareth,
told us that men born in Tarsus and other imperial cities are Roman citizens. For those
conscripts born in other towns in Cilcia, this isn’t true. Like other provincials, except the Jews,
they are not regular soldiers; they’re auxilia. I rode with several of them. They’re bitter men.
They’re paid less and treated with less respect, and yet they have to serve twenty-five years
before they can retire, whereas citizen soldiers have to serve only sixteen.”
“Humph,” grunted Laban. “That’s one reason to mutiny. They should be mad at the
Romans too!”
Absalom pivoted in his saddle, smiling grimly. “Oh, they’re mad at the Romans, and the
Romans are mad at us for getting them into this mess.”
“Hah,” snorted Laban, “mostly, they’re scared. Can’t blame’em. They’re sitting targets
on their mounts.”
“So are we!” Absalom raised an eyebrow. “Roman infantrymen are safer than auxilia.
Our escorts know that. I’ve seen soldiers lock their shields together and mow down their
enemies, while the cavalry are picked off one by one. Those citizens of Tarsus are lucky they
didn’t face that.”
“Never saw it, just heard about it.” I emitted a yawn. “.... A gang of murdering thieves
were terrorizing Galilee. I’m thankful the Romans protected our town. I trust them more than I
do Syrians and Greeks.”
“I don’t trust any of them.” Laban made a face.
“It’s a cruel circle.” I said reflectively. “The Greeks are upset with the Romans because
of the levy. The Romans are mad at the Greeks for making trouble and mad at us because we
made the Greeks upset. But the Greeks have always resented our special status with Rome, and
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most Roman soldiers have resented this too. Even if there hadn’t been a problem in Tarsus,
they’re both upset with the Jews. We can’t win.”
“I see your point, Thaddeus,” Absalom nodded. “I didn’t know auxilia were treated so
badly in the legions, but those Greeks were stupid for running amuck. The smart thing to do
would be to leave town beforehand or slip away during the march—not go on the rampage. Now
they might be crucified as examples to other troublemakers. How stupid is that?”
“I’d rather take an arrow rather than get hung up on a cross.” Laban shuddered.
“The question is,” I directed my voice to Absalom, “are these men going to ride a ways
with us—at least to the next province.”
“I don’t know.” He shook his head. “They’re under orders. We’ll know soon enough.”
In a city which Elisha had wanted to visit on the way back to Antioch, but which we
passed through this hour, it was quiet at first. Absalom’s warning, “we’ll know soon enough,”
hung in my mind. For several moments, we lapsed into silence conscious of the escorts’ fidgety
movements, wondering when they would turn back and leave us alone on the road. By the time
the roadside was filled with onlookers, we were halfway through the town. After several
moments, after riding through hostile clumps of townsmen who had not heard the warning given
in Tarsus, then hearing the optio repeat almost the same words at each hot spot, our nerves were
jangled. In the countryside travelers moving in the opposite direction glared at our procession,
but said nothing. When a group of young men, being escorted by Roman guards, passed by in
the opposite direction, our escorts raised their spears in salute.
“Nasty business, eh Clodius?” the optio called out.
“Aye,” Clodius replied, shaking his whip, “all because of that trouble on the border.”
“Half of these scurvy dogs will turn and run when they get the chance.”
“Rome never rests,” the optio laughed, glancing back at the procession. “A while back in
Galilee they were having trouble with Jews. I pulled duty escorting a mess of them out of town.”
Clodius studied our procession as they rode past. “Whoa,” he exclaimed, looking into the
carriage, “got yourself a rich one! Who’re those other fellows—his slaves?”
The optio looked back us, snarling with disdain. “Not slaves,” he grunted, shaking his
head, “guards—more Jews. Can you believe it? Killed themselves of bunch of Greeks in
Tarsus. They’re lucky we’re not nailing them up!”
As they chatted a spell, the contingent surrounding the conscripted Greeks sat restlessly
on their mounts. The Romans were in no mood for mutiny. The unfortunate conscripts dare not
utter a word. Several of them were bruised and bleeding with bandages on their heads. Clodius
and our optio discussed Rome’s problem with the Parthians a few moments as the two
processions halted on the road. I gathered from their brief conversation that this was a serious
matter. I wanted no part of it. When we had resumed the march, an hour slipped by, and a
second batch of the levy under guard passed by without incident. Fields of wheat and orchards
in this rich province sat unattended as we rode unmolested toward Syria. Except for the bark of
a dog in the distance and crows flying overhead, there was an unsettling peace. It was, both
Absalom and Laban observed, too quiet. Unable to avoid Cilician cities that sat beside the
highway leading south, our procession had encountered its first hostile gazes since leaving
Tarsus in the last town, and yet, because of the presence of Roman legionnaires and auxilia
everywhere, not one townsmen dare heckle us after the optio gave them a short, abbreviated
version of his previous speech. It appeared as if greater Cilicia would not become another
problem area as had Galilee; at least this is what the optio told his men. It seemed as if our
concern that we might encounter Roman and Jew haters on the road seemed unfounded. The one
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exception seemed to make a mockery of our fears. An old man and his wife appeared by the
roadside and cursed the Romans for taking their sons. Laughing wickedly, the optio rode into
the wheat field to chase them away. It was a playful gesture this time, however. Everyone
laughed as the elderly couple ran like the furies back to their farm. Cracking his whip, the optio,
reared up on his white horse, then galloped back onto the road. Remembering an old dream of
mine of having such a horse, I sighed with contentment, as I patted my mule, knowing I wouldn’t
trade him for the finest steed.
We spoke very little as we listened to the Romans tell bawdy jokes, many of them aimed
at us, wondering if they would abandon us when we reached Syria. Though most of the citizens
in Cilicia hated both the Romans and the Jews, Absalom reassured us that we would be much
safer in Syria where Greeks and Jews behaved themselves and the imperial garrison ruled with
an iron fist. I almost laughed at his statement after recalling the problems Galilee had in the past.
Normally, considering the mettle of Elisha’s guards, I wouldn’t have been worried, but
now, because of the unrest in Cilicia, even Absalom, Laban, and the other guard were nervous.
The landscape changed gradually from farms and groves of trees interspersed with gentle
hillocks to rocky terrain, with forests of cedar and oak and running streams—a perfect place for
an ambush, Laban reminded us. We had taken only two brief stops to rest our mounts, refill our
flasks at communal wells, and eat a frugal meal. The further we moved from Tarsus, the less did
we fear trouble. The dark, hostile looks transformed gradually to curious or simply unfriendly
expressions, until at a town close to the border of Cilicia a handful of villagers we encountered
gave us inquisitive frowns but mostly blank, disinterred stares. During our travel I didn’t have a
chance to talk to Elisha nor did any of the guards. Even during our rest stops, he and his friends
retreated to a hastily set up tent from whence he sent word that they didn’t want to be disturbed.
He was still angry and in shock over our bloodlust, even though we fought to save their necks.
When we finally stopped, it was evening, and we had just passed an important milestone: Syria.
Nearby there was an imperial station, but none of us planned to trade our mounts. The Romans,
who never become attached to their horses or mules as we Jews, made the exchange. They also
took provisions, which they begrudgingly shared with us. That night, after the tents were set up
around a fire pit filled with burning logs, both Roman sentries and Jewish guards, stood watch in
shifts, as we bedded down. Absalom advised me not to attempt communication with Elisha until
he was ready. I was too exhausted to really care.
That night I had another dream about Jesus working in the shop, but this time, as I
hovered about the scene as a phantom, I saw a face I had not seen in my dreams for many
months: Tabitha. She looked out at of the shop, as if she saw me, but when I called to her she
looked away with a sad look on her small face.
“Tabitha, it’s me Jude,” I shouted.
“No,” another familiar voice replied, “you are Thaddeus Judaicus. Your hands are
covered in blood.”
Looking around toward the road, I saw my old friend Uriah. My mother, other brothers,
and sisters appeared, as I looked toward the house—all frowning at me and shaking their heads.
Nowhere in my dream, however, did I see my father. Jesus smiled at me, however, and, with no
malice in his calm gaze, said, “I need you little brother. Come home Jude!” The words jolted
me awake as I lay in the darkened tent. He had said I need you, not we need you? Was Papa
ill...or worse? I pushed that thought from my mind. What did any of my silly dreams mean? If
something had happened to my father wouldn’t I have seen it in my dreams? This could also
mean something good, I told myself, as I sat there on my pallet. What if the business was going
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well or, at the very least, a large order had come in, which required everyone to pitch in, even
Tabitha...Then again, I thought, feeling the chill of doubt, why was Jesus working alone in my
dream? This implied that my brothers weren’t helping Jesus and that something had happened to
our father.
I realized, as I tried to go back asleep, that the camp was too quiet. Neither a bird nor a
cricket could be heard.... Something was going to happen. Mischief seemed to be afoot.
Springing up, my hand gripping my sword, I awakened Laban. Because we couldn’t trust the
Roman sentries, Absalom was on watch with some of the other guards, so I awakened the
remaining men in the tent.
I knew what was happening. As we emerged near the smoldering fire, I looked through
the smoke and saw Absalom and the other guards standing there gazing at the road. It was not
quite dawn. The sun was just breaking over the distant hills. The Romans had ridden away
quietly in the dark.
“They stole away like jackals,” one of the guards grumbled.
“Well, we’re in Syria.” Laban shrugged.
“Yes, they fulfilled their bargain.” I sighed.
“I’m not surprised at all,” Absalom said with disgust. “We watched them leave. Good
riddance. At least they didn’t try to steal our horses and mules.”
After walking over to check the animals, Laban tossed dried brush into the ring and
stoked the embers of the fire. Elisha, his attendants, and his servants were stirring in the other
tents. Now that dawn was imminent, the guards decided to break camp. Immediately, upon
Absalom’s signal, they took down the goatskin tents, fed and watered the animals, and saddled
their mounts even before our morning meal. While Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah ate their cheese,
bread, and dates in the Pharisee’s tent, the guards, servants, and I shared our provisions around
the fire. After a jolt of wine from one of the guards, my tongue was loosened, so I shared my
thoughts with the men.
“When I awoke I was afraid it might be an ambush. This happened to me at an imperial
station in Galilee. That’s when I killed all those men. I’m glad it wasn’t an attack. I’ve had
enough of killing. I don’t know if I’ll be able to tell my family about what I did. Strangely
enough, though, I think Jesus will forgive me.”
“Oh yes, the miracle worker,” Laban said sarcastically. “If he had been there he would
have turned them all into stone.”
I was disappointed that he didn’t believe my account of Jesus’ miracles, but touched that
he remembered one of the stories I told to the guards.
“Lot’s wife was turned into a pillar of salt, not stone,” I explained politely. “Her sin,” I
added slyly, “was that she didn’t believe.”
“Believe what?” Absalom asked, taking two long swigs from the flask.
“The Lord!” I cocked an eyebrow. “Don’t you remember Sodom and Gomorrah being
destroyed and how God warned Lot and his family not to look back?”
“Oh yes, I like that one,” he replied, wiping his mouth. “It’s one of my favorites.”
“Tell me, Jude,” Laban gave me a challenging look, “do you believe Jesus got his power
from God?”
I was hoping no one brought this subject up. This troublesome question had been
debated even by members of my family. When I told the guards about Jesus miracles during our
journey to Tarsus, all of them had registered looks of disbelief. My Jewish companions were no
more gullible than my Roman friends.
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“I can’t answer your question.” I exhaled nervously. “I’ve told you what I saw Jesus do
with my own eyes. I won’t blame you if you don’t believe.”
“That’s good, Thaddeus” Laban said, taking the flask, “because I don’t. None of us do.
Mind you, I’d like to, I really would, but I don’t believe in miracle workers. Maybe someday our
deliverer will have god-like powers, but not a carpenter from Nazareth.”
“Nazareth?” grumbled one of the guards. “I’ve heard of that town. What good could
come out of Nazareth?”
One day I would hear Bartholomew, the oldest disciple, say such an outrageous thing.
Looking back now, I realize that the difference was I didn’t know, myself, who Jesus was then.
Nevertheless, I bristled with irritation that moment. Not only did these men think I was a liar but
they had little respect for my town. Prudently this time, I changed the subject, which suited them
just fine.
“How long do you think it will take to reach Antioch?” I asked, looking around at the
group.
“That depends,” Absalom answered thoughtfully. “We were riding more quickly than
normal because of the escorts. Now we’re on our own. Elisha may slow down the pace and
have us take more breaks. It depends upon the caravan master.”
“Caravan master,” I pondered, “is that what he’s called? It almost makes us sound like
slaves.”
Several of the guards laughed sourly. Absalom and Laban smiled wryly at me as I took
another swig from the flask being passed around the ring. It must have been the wine talking.
The wine skin was almost empty. As we chatted in muted tones, the guards, who appeared to
have an uncertain future themselves, seemed also to be tipsy. For several moments before Elisha
and his friends made their appearance, we discussed, in good humor, what lie ahead. “Would
there be anymore troublemakers on the road?” and “What was going to happen to Elisha’s
guards if he retires?” were the most important questions discussed around the fire. Though I was
worried about trouble on the road, I had nothing to say about their futures. They were all good
men. I hoped they would all find employment as guards elsewhere, but I couldn’t imagine any
of them fitting into the Jewish community I grew up with. What was going to happen to them? I
wondered, as I thought about Elisha’s views. If they had lived during our bloody, warlike past
they would fit right in, but how could our current religion accept Jews who fought for pay? They
were mercenaries—hired swords.... But then, I realized with a shudder, I had blood on my hands
too.
When Elisha appeared in the dawn light by the fire, he startled us. The glow of the sun
breaking through the trees bathed his whiskers, cap, and raiment with golden light, giving him an
unearthly, celestial look. In the background the servants were dismantling the remaining tents
and Jacob and Nedinijah were discussing something with Eden, the coachmen. Without a speech
or explanation of any kind, he pointed to the horses and mules, who were saddled and ready, and
told the nearest guard to prepare for travel, not knowing we already were. The fire was doused
and the camp was left, as it was when we arrived at the imperial station. Unlike the last stations I
had visited, no one came out to greet us or bid us goodbye, perhaps because we were Jews rather
than Romans. When we were back on the highway south, our spirits were high. I knew I would
have a headache from the wine but I felt safe and secure in this group. Soon, I reminded myself,
I would on the road to Galilee.... I was going home.
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Chapter Twenty-Eight
The Roman Escorts

There would be one more incident before we reached Antioch. It seemed almost surreal,
much like one of my dream experiences. After riding for a long while, in which I learned that
Jewish guards told bawdy tales too, I grew drowsy. The couch ahead of us rattled on without
stop for several hours and the guards took turns riding fore and aft of our procession. A few
times I rode back to check on my other mules, and I once rode ahead of the procession until
Absalom ordered me back in line. Everything was going well as I dozed in my saddle. Laban,
who rode beside me then, would nudge me once and awhile, but finally I actually fell asleep.
I don’t remember the transition from wakefulness to slumber. It happened so subtly that
when I heard shouting and commotion around me it felt like a dream. When I opened my eyes, I
saw Laban, Absalom and the other guards engaged in a melee with a band of Greek auxilia. This
realization didn’t come at once. I recognized the assortment of uniforms typical of those types of
soldiers. They wore a variety of armor, helmets, and weapons. It was obvious they were Greek
by their language. What designated them, however, as auxilia were the words: “You Jewish
dogs won’t serve in the army but you’ll guard a rich Pharisee! Give us your horses and mules.
You can walk to Antioch!” I would learn later that they had followed our Roman escorts, aware
of who sat in the couch. Elisha, Jacob, and Nedinijah, who looked like Jews, were therefore
easily recognizable. For this reason it was, for the rest of us, guilt by association. Not only were
we greatly outnumbered by the auxilia but we were in the middle of nowhere. The nearest
imperial station was hours away.
So far no blood had been shed. The leader of this band, a swarthy, olive skinned fellow
who looked more like a Nubian than a Greek, waved a curved Nabataen blade and continued to
shout his requirements. We were to climb off our mounts, the rich Jews must get out of the
coach, hand over the carriage, animals and goods, and walk away. Or, he added after a pause,
we can stand and fight and be slaughtered like pigs. To be stranded this far from a town or
Roman protection seemed dangerous but not nearly as dangerous as staring death in the face.
Despite the leaders threats, however, Elisha, himself, was behaving stubbornly and the two main
guards, Absalom and Laban, like me, refused to give up their mounts. It was obvious to all of us
that under the pretense of righteous indignation at the Jews special treatment these men were
merely thieves or we would already be dead. Laban whispered to me those moments, “it would
be worse if they were conscripts.” I loved my mule but would I fight to the death for him?
For a few moments, as we hesitated, the other guards remained mounted too and the men
in the coach wouldn’t budge. It seemed profoundly foolish to me even though I was party to the
delay. What was the Pharisee thinking? When the dark leader galloped up to the carriage and
began pounding on the side with his fist, Absalom’s natural protection for his master and his
associates took effect.
“Wait,” he called out, “don’t harm them. We have other valuables. Elisha has gold.
Will that suit you?”
Elisha remained silent. I’m quite certain he was upset, and yet he didn’t protest as the
leader thought this over.
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“He’s right,” Laban spoke up, “gold is more valuable than horses and mules. What
would you want with that big coach?”
“Listen,” I raised my hand, “it’s not true what you said about Jews, at least not all of
them. The Romans won’t let us join the army, even if we wanted to join. I know; I tried and I
was treated badly. I wound up being sold as a slave. Our religion has too many restrictions. We
are obliged to worship our God only and do what he commands, which includes not eating pork
and other foods. The men in the carriage are not the rabble who curse Roman soldiers and their
auxilia. They support Rome and they support you. Please, take the gold, but leave us our horses
and mules. Leave those old men alone.”
The leader nodded. “Humph,” he muttered aloud, “it’s true: gold is more valuable than
horses and mules.”
My heart had been beating so loudly, I could barely hear my own words, but now I felt
light-headed with relief. Elisha now stepped out of the carriage with the bag of gold. The leader
motioned for one of his men to retrieve the offering. What decided the issue, though, came
unexpectedly from the distance when a signifier’s horn blared. I recognized it immediately: help
had arrived. The Fifth legion, we would soon learn, on its way to the East, crested a distant hill.
Before the man could fetch his gold, Elisha retracted the offer and scurried back into the couch.
As the legion approached, voices erupted “You there, what are you doing. What is your
standard? Centurion send a force after those men!” The Greek auxilia, lightly armed, had a head
start on the Romans, and quickly fled the scene.
Elisha stuck his head out of the couch, “That was quite a speech, Thaddeus. If those
Romans hadn’t appeared it might have worked. I’d be out of half my profit but we wouldn’t
have to walk and face more bandits on the road!”
“It’s all I could think of saying,” I replied, trotting up to the carriage. “I’ve looked into
the faces of those kind of men. Murder wasn’t there goal. They merely wanted plunder, but if
those Romans hadn’t shown up and we had balked, they would’ve killed us all and took what
they wanted.”
“Will it worked,” Elisha said, climbing shakily back out of the coach.
Jacob, Nedinijah, and the two servants followed him out of the carriage. As the legion,
its standards fluttering in the breeze, approached, an officer with a gilded, red plumed helmet,
and scarlet cape broke from the ranks, riding up in a cloud of dust. Because the carriage had
stopped on the side of the highway, the Romans easily marched past, as their leader looked down
from his mount. As a show of respect, we dismounted to stand by the Pharisee.
“I am Fabius Valerius, legate of the Fifth Legion,” his deep voice resonated. “We knew
what was afoot from the top of the hill. Who were those men?”
“They didn’t give their names sir,” Elisha bowed deferentially. “They looked like auxilia
that have turned to banditry. I’ve seen it before.”
“Aye.” Fabius frowned severely. “If it were possible Rome would not trust the likes of
those, but we’re short of men—citizens to be precise. None of those dandies in Rome or the
provinces want to serve. The Latin league is a ghost of its former self. Where is your escort?”
“They left this morning,” Absalom exclaimed, “stole away like jackals in the dark.”
Fabius seemed to think this over a moment then replied, “We’ll be marching through
Antioch, and you could ride with us. Of course that would just slow you down. Would you like
it if I sent some of my men ahead as escorts?”
“Yes,” Elisha bobbed his head, “we have our own guards but, considering the unrest,
we’d appreciate additional men.”
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******
Because that rogue auxilia might be lurking about, everyone thought Fabius’ offer was a
great idea. I didn’t realize then how much it would change my friendship with the Jewish
guards. I assumed that they would, as military men themselves, have much in common with the
Roman escort. I also thought that my effort to protect Elisha and his friends would help me
regain the Pharisee’s good graces, especially after Fabius was giving us added protection for our
trip. I was, I would soon find out, wrong on both accounts. I had learned much about the
Gentile mind, but I had underestimated the narrow-mindedness of Jews.
That first hour, of course, after the legate came to our rescue, I was confident that my
status would improve with both the Pharisee and my fellow guards. We would be like one big,
happy family again. An order was given by Fabius to the first centurion to pick six mounted
legionnaires. It was done rather pompously for our benefit. Since infantry moved much more
slowly on the march than horsemen or carriages, we would proceed first. In effect, as Laban
pointed out, we had an entire legion behind us as protection as long as we didn’t travel very fast.
Resuming our journey as instructed by the legate, we moved in front of the legion with a
clear road ahead. Upon the signifier’s horn, Fabius barked the order to resume the march.
Gradually the slowly moving legionnaires with the their banners and remaining cavalry riding
alongside to guard their flanks fell back further and further as we continued our journey,
becoming a speck in the distance, until we were alone and the marchers disappeared entirely
from view. For a short while it almost seemed as though the legate had played a joke on us. The
promised escort failed to arrive. Then suddenly, Absalom reported seeing clouds of dust on the
highway and called a halt to the coachmen to allow the men to catch up. Soon the riders were
closing in, their helmets glistening and caps fluttering in the wind. The legate had assigned
Roman cavalrymen, not auxilia, to us. Because of the substantial number of guards watching
over Elisha and his men, we no longer worried about bandits or angry Greeks, especially with an
entire legion marching on the same road.
During this special time, the Romans introduced themselves to us. Elisha had been so
happy at the prospect of a second escort he forgot to ask them their names, but, as we rode south,
introductions were exchanged between the Romans and the Pharisee, scribe, steward, and guards.
The four Romans were in high spirits because of this break in the rigors of the march. At this
point, I identified with Elisha’s guards, and had every intention of sharing the duties of protector
and sentry with them. When the Romans chatted with us, I joined in as just another one of the
men, a status that was unclear in my previous company of men. Always to Decimus, Aulus, and
the auxilia I had been, in spite of my efforts, the wet-behind-the-ears Jew. The optio was always
protective of me as had been my friend Caesarius. Though my Jewish friends thought I told tall
tales, they never made fun of me. More importantly, they had begun accepting me as one of
them on equal terms. Marcellus, the leader of the four legionnaires, who, like Absalom, was
merely the dominant personality of the group, reminded me of Cornelius, the prefect of the
Galilean Cohort.
One night, as we sat around the campfire after the Pharisee and his associates turned in,
we discussed the reason for Fabius’ presence on the Roman frontier. Marcellus’ dark eyes
caught the glow of the blazing fire. After sharing a swig of Absalom’s flask, his deep voice
lulled me into drowsiness. “The Parthians and the Romans contest the Eastern provinces. Right
now, because of recent Parthian raids, a Roman presence is required near the frontier. This
means building additional forts and patrolling the northern border of the East…” On and on the
details of border policing was given by Marcellus to saddle weary men. Soon, because of the
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wine and my sleeplessness caused by my concern for my family, I began to nod off. I don’t
know how I managed not to fall off the log. What jolted me awake was the voice of Absalom
next to me and a jab in the ribs.
“Psst, Thaddeus,” he whispered, “that’s rude—wake up!”
“Whew! I must’ve drifted off,” I mumbled, shaking myself awake.
“Tell our Roman friends about your exploits!” Laban called across the flames.
To make up for my rudeness, I gathered up my wits, sorted through my thoughts, and told
them the story I shared with Elisha’s guards. From the moment I bid my father and oldest
brother goodbye in Sepphoris, through the long journey in which I slew six men at the first
imperial station, and the trip through the desert, including our battles, in which I killed three
more villains, until my ordeal after the bandits attacked our company and hauled me off into
slavery, I recited my odyssey from memory, almost non-stop. Sobered by their apparent interest,
I attempted to paint a picture in their minds. With the same exaggerations I made for Elisha’s
guards, I embellished certain events. Remembering how it tainted my account with the guards, I
left out those details that made me look like a coward or a fool. Unfortunately, in my haste, I
blundered into the miraculous nature of an event, which Decimus and Caesarius had advised me
to avoid. Unlike, the Jewish guards or the auxilia I rode with, the Romans didn’t interrupt me,
waiting politely until I reached the end. For all their criticism, the Jews had accepted my story,
but disbelief registered on the Roman’s faces. Octavius, a wiry-looking fellow with small,
darting black pupils, doubted my account at the imperial way station completely.
“See here my good fellow,” he said reproachfully, “that first battle you fought was
impossible! In all my years with the Fifth, I’ve never heard of such a thing. You couldn’t have
been asleep while you killed those men!”
“Yes, Thaddeus,” Nabalus, a portly, beefy jowled soldier, who reminded me of Aulus,
laughed at the thought, “Ho-ho, a slight fellow like you, killing six men in his sleep. That’s quite
a tale!”
“I said I thought I was asleep,” I tried to clarify. “I’m telling the truth.”
“So explain to us,” Sergius, a gray-haired veteran, challenged. “How did you manage
this? You, a wet-behind-the-ears Jew, given god-like powers? No one, even Caesar, could
perform such a feat!”
Caught off guard, I sputtered, “It-it’s not impossible. It was a miracle. Eyewitness saw
it. It happened just like a said.”
“All right, Thaddeus.” Octavius leaned forward, slyly. “So tell us—where are these
eyewitnesses? They’re dead aren’t they? Dead men make poor witnesses. You said you were
asleep. Perhaps, in fact, you dreamed all this up.”
The Romans laughed at his play on words, but the Jewish guards, who had heard my
story before, were silent. There were frowns on Absalom and Laban’s faces during this
exchange. Had I embellished the facts too much? What a fool, I am! I cursed myself, after
seeing their disdain. Though Elisha’s guards accepted my story, what made me think Roman
soldiers would believe my tale? I could think of nothing logical to say. Remembering
something Jesus told me, I blurted, “All things are possible with the Lord. God watched over us
that night. He’s been protecting me ever since!”
“Ah, that explains it.” Nabalus snapped his fingers. “His God saved him. Tell me
Thaddeus, did you pray before you killed those men?”
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“No,” I spat irritably, “I didn’t pray. I wasn’t afraid. I thought I was asleep. Why would
I make up such a tale? God let all those other men die, yet let me live. I don’t know why He
kept me alive. I’ve been haunted by this question ever since.”
“Humph,” Marcellus muttered, cocking an eyebrow, “I don’t believe in the gods. They
never did anything for me.”
“Aye,” Octavius set his jaw, “it’s nonsense. You live, you die, you rot. The gods have
nothing to do it, because they don’t exist. Life ends at the grave.”
“Oh, I believe in Mithra,” Sergius piped, looking around the group. “That’s a soldiers
god, but I doubt very much he can protect us in this world.”
“Right!” Nabalus nodded thoughtfully. “It’s the next world that counts, not this one. It’s
a big comfort when facing death in the battle.”
My ears pricked up suddenly. “What did you say?” I bent forward to focus on the tipsy
legionnaire.
Nabalus repeated his words lowly as if I was addled in the head. Everyone laughed
heartily. I was surprised that Elisha didn’t demand we keep it down. It was as this point that I
once again broke a cardinal rule. I was, after our first discussion, eager to change the subject,
and the temptation to talk about my invisible God was always great.
“You believe in an afterlife,” I began carefully, “and that your god is a savior?”
“I do,” Nabalus jerked his head up and down, “saved in the blood of the bull.”
Sergius nodded his head too. It’s difficult to explain my next emotion. I had no idea then
that Jesus, my brother, would essentially be a blood sacrifice, for he once explained to me during
a walk in hills of Nazareth that we were saved by living righteous lives. How could any member
of our family understand the notion germinating in my mind? Yet here it was, years before the
resurrection, in crude fashion, the notion of salvation from a more primitive manifestation of
God. What struck me as significant then, however, was that word “save.”
“Do you believe you should be righteous in order to go to paradise?” I posed the most
important question.
“I surely do,” Nabalus set his jaw. “I never killed a man that didn’t need killing nor stole
another man’s woman when he was alive.”
Once more Sergius agreed. The circle of men burst to guffaws. Ignoring the humor in
Nabalus’ reply, though, I posed the most important question: “Did you know Nabalus and
Sergius that the Greeks and Romans worship an unknown god?”
“What in blazes is he talking about?” Octavius looked at Marcellus.
The other Romans also murmured amongst themselves, while the Jewish guards shook
their heads in dismay.
“I heard about this god,” Marcellus said thoughtfully. “It demonstrates to me how
muddle-headed the Greeks are about such matters. We Romans included it on the list just to be
polite.”
“No, it was added to the Greeks pantheon because of a need in pagans,” I blurted,
“reassurance of one god, not hundreds of lifeless stone idols. Though it’s thought out crudely,
Mithra is just one more example of a universal god we all share.”
“Hey, Thaddeus,” Absalom whispered shrilly into my ear, “stow it. They’ll never accept
our religion!”
“It’s too late,” observed the guard beside me, “he really stepped into it this time. Let’s
see if he can get himself out.”
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“No,” cried Absalom, slamming his fist down on my knee, “he’s said quite enough! That
stuff doesn’t even make sense to me. Elisha would think he’s a heretic if he heard this talk.”
Reacting to the commotion in our corner of the circle, Marcellus stood up in my defense.
“The lad obviously can’t hold his wine, but that nonsense bothers you much more than it bothers
us. We Romans have seen every manner of deity, some of which are far stranger than your god.
All men think their particular god’s the best.”
Hoping that this meant he forgave my indiscretion, I stood up, walked over and, in the
Roman fashion, gripped his forearm. “I should not have brought that up. The other Jews don’t
believe that. It’s something my brother believes. I beg the pardon of my Jewish and Roman
friends.”
“You didn’t do anything that serious lad.” Sergio stood up, stretched and swaggered over
to pat my back. “What you Jews believe is better than what some of those filthy Syrians believe.
They sacrificed children, not bulls, to their gods.”
I shuddered at the comparison. As I looked down at Absalom, Laban and the other
Jewish guards, I realized I had made a terrible mistake. It was they, not the Romans, that were
confused, agitated, and irritated by what I added to our religion. The Romans merely thought I
was tipsy or addled in the head. I had noticed, as we gathered around the fire, a forced effort on
the part of the guards to be polite to Flavius’ men. Except for Absalom and Laban’s efforts to be
cordial, however, the Romans had sat down on one side of the ring and we on the other. There
was, therefore, at the very beginning, a predisposed feeling of distrust, even hostility between
Gentile and Jew. Now, sober or not, I had, in less than a hour, not merely offended my friends
but made them resent the Romans that much more.
******
Now that the Roman escort were all standing, they saluted us cordially then ambled off to
their tent. I was left with the Jewish guards who had witnessed a side of my eccentricity I had
rather they hadn’t seen. When the Romans were safely out of earshot, Abasalom took me to
task.
“Thaddeus,” he said with great conviction, “never bring this up again! I may not be a
good Jew; in fact, until your talks about the Holy Scriptures, I was pretty ignorant, but I don’t
appreciate you comparing our god with Mithra or that unknown god of the Greeks. We’re the
chosen people; you said so yourself, when we discussed Abraham, Moses, and King David.
Those men are Gentiles—pagans. They’re nice fellows, we must get along with them, but they’ll
never join our faith, especially when you throw in that rubbish about the unknown god.”
“I should’ve keep my mouth shut,” I confessed miserably. “That stuff’s even hard for me
to believe. I don’t know why I brought it up, but it was a mistake. I promise never to mention it
again!”
“Well, that’s good enough for me.” Laban sprang up and shook my hand. “You’re a good
lad—a bit soft in the skull, but you’ve a good heart. When you get home to your family, get
your head straight. You’re damn lucky to have a place like that to go. There’s nothing wrong
with being a carpenter, Thaddeus, but don’t let that brother of yours put anymore nonsense into
your head.”
Laban tapped my forehead to make his point. I resented Laban’s condescending words
and gesture. The other guards gave me expressions of irritation, disbelief, and disgust. Absalom
appeared to display all three.
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“For now,” he said, a snarl playing on his lips, “a word to the wise: don’t preach to
Gentiles. These Romans had a sense of humor, but not all Gentiles are so polite. It’s bad enough
that our god is invisible—we accept that, but that nonsense about the unknown god only
confuses their infidel minds.”
I said nothing this time; I was much too upset. Indeed, I took great offense at the reaction
of these men. I thought that these hardened guards were more open-minded, but underneath they
were still small-minded Jews. I had been reminded about Roman cynicism too. I should have
known better, and wasn’t surprised with their reaction. Except for Sergius and Nabalus’ belief in
Mithra, which had seemed to be significant at the time, I really had nothing in common with
them. They at least hadn’t taken me seriously and, like Decimus and Aulus, accepted my
differences, whereas Elisha’s guards had been shocked and dismayed by what I said. If I was
close enough to Nazareth, I would have struck out at first light on my own. Unfortunately, I
wasn’t even in Galilee yet. I needed my protectors and my benefactor (if that’s what he still
was). I would try to make peace with all of them. Perhaps time would heal the rift. I regret
saying that I wasn’t sure about the universal god, whom I merely dubbed “unknown.” It was
central to Jesus’ interpretation of our faith. I only said that to appease Absalom, and it only
made me seem more foolish to these men. What I wouldn’t do was apologize for who I was. I
had come a long way from the backward, timid soul who left his family in Nazareth. I wasn’t
going back to being that person again; I was simply going home.
******
During the remainder of the journey, the Jewish guards were civil enough to me but it
seemed forced, perhaps to impress the Romans, who found me amusing after that night around
the campfire. My “farfetched tales” had caught up with me. Elisha’s guards began treating me
like an outsider. From that day forward, our campfires were reserved for drinking and bawdy
jokes, with no more serious discussions or outlandish statements made by me. Ironically, I was
more comfortable now around the Gentiles than the Jews. Elisha, himself, spoke very little to
me, but for appearances sake greeted me occasionally when we came face to face. Once, when I
apologized for causing him distress and asked him if we could make peace, he gave me a
withering look, and replied “Peace? There’s no peace in a reprobate’s heart!” At least he didn’t
call me a heretic. I knew, of course, that if I admitted I had been tainted and sought purification
in the temple, all might be forgiven, but a simple apology wouldn’t do. I couldn’t understand
why he wasn’t also angry with his guards. Perhaps he didn’t expect all that much from hired
swords. I knew nothing of his family. Had he thought of himself as a father figure to me? If so,
I was a dreadful disappointment.
Unlike the down-to-earth personalities of Decimus and Aulus, the handpicked Romans
loaned by Fabius were young and arrogant. Despite their sense of humor, a proper distance was
maintained between Roman and Jew during our journey. I didn’t notice this until after that night
around the fire. Though they might think I was a bold-faced liar about my exploits, the Romans
didn’t take my religious discussion seriously, yet it was my preaching, not my exploits, that
bothered the Jewish guards the most. It seemed as if I lost ground with each group—Jew and
Gentile alike, until the following day, as we rode along quietly on the highway leading to
Antioch, when Marcellus galloped up. With his cape flowing and armor glimmering, he
epitomized the mounted Roman knight. I would learn later from him how significant were
legionnaire cavalry. It was the duty of the non-Roman auxilia to ride along the flanks of a march
in support of the infantry, but Marcellus and his friends were part of special mounted force in
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Fabius’ legion. That day, when he motioned for me to break formation and ride with him, the
Jewish guards were surly, riding along glumly in line. Perhaps it was the uncertainty of their
futures that bothered them or maybe they were still troubled by what I said last night. The other
guards, who had given me hostile looks before, were face forward, but Absalom and Laban, who
had been riding close by, glared fiercely at me as I followed Marcellus to the end of the march.
“Tell me the truth,” he spoke discreetly, as if his words might be carried in the breeze,
“did you really kill those six men? Do you people really worship the unknown god? The other
Jews appeared to believe that story about the killing yet were shocked by your claim. I might not
share the hatred for your people I saw in Cilicia, but I don’t care for Jews in general, never have.
You’re different, Thaddeus...Even if you didn’t kill all those men, you’re not like other Jews. I
can see it in your eyes and hear it in your voice.”
“Marcellus.” I looked over at him. “If you can judge men by their eyes, what do you see
when I tell you this: “I killed all those men, because my god has protected me throughout my
long journey. Why I don’t know, but I know he’s the unknown god of the Greeks and Romans.
Why would I tell such an amazing thing, if it weren’t true? Jesus, my brother, once told me that
you can tell by someone’s expression and movements whether they’re lying. Do you think I’m
telling the truth?”
Marcellus thought a moment, then gazing ahead to the procession, nodded faintly. I
could scarcely believe my eyes.
“I won’t admit that to the others,” he said after an intake of breath. Exhaling, he added
with deliberation, “...I saw an empty pedestal in Rome. I didn’t read it, but it seemed strange, as
I rode past, sitting there between two of Rome’s gods. I can’t even recall who the other deities
were, there’s so many of them, but I remember that pedestal. I heard the Jewish god is invisible
and has no name. This has always struck me as very strange—”
“If there’s only one god,” I replied carefully. “Why does he need a name? If he’s all
seeing and everywhere, like the wind or stars in the sky, he needs no earthly monument, but trust
me Marcellus, our god isn’t really invisible. He walked in the Garden of Eden. He fashioned
man in his own image. This is what our holy scriptures tell us. The reason that he’s thought to
be invisible is that we aren’t allowed to see his face. That’s why Moses, our great leader, hid his
face before the burning bush—”
“Burning bush?” Marcellus gasped.
“Yes,” I nodded enthusiastically, “that was one more manifestation of god. God is
everywhere and in everything...He’s universal!”
“Ho-ho, you have the gift of speech,” he said with a laugh. “Are you trying to make me a
Jew?”
I smiled at his question. “Jesus once reminded me that once we were all not Jews. Noah
wasn’t a Jew and neither was Enoch, who was taken straight up to heaven without dying. Adam
and Eve, the first couple weren’t Jews. Therefore, you don’t have to be a Jew to believe in the
one god.”
The greatest heresy had slipped off my tongue: our god is not merely unknown, he’s
universal. I knew I had made an impact upon this man. I now believe that some men and
women are predisposed to accepting wisdom. Marcellus was such a person and a Roman at that.
Giving his horse a slight kick, he galloped ahead, calling back from the corner of his mouth,
“More about this later. Not a word about this to anyone.”
“Of course!” I replied in a constricted voice.
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I wasn’t sure why it mattered to me or why I wanted this Gentile to believe in my god.
Was it to save his soul or just to show off? I liked this fellow. He was nothing like some of the
other Romans I had befriended. Though his mannerisms reminded me of Cornelius, I never
knew a Roman who expressed interest in learning about my god. I wondered if it was just idle
curiosity. Perhaps he was just toying with me like some of my previous traveling companions. I
would soon find out.
******
When I returned to the procession of Jewish guards, Laban gave me a suspicious look.
Absalom turned in his saddle and glowered at me. In the past two days, a distance had grown
between the Romans and the guards. It was an unspoken hostility not apparent at first, the first
glimmer appearing during the first campfire we shared together.
“Pretty thick with that Roman, aren’t you?” Absalom snarled.
“He wanted to talk to me,” I replied defensively. “What’s wrong with that?”
“It’s beginning to seem,” he spat angrily, “you’re more Gentile than Jew.”
“Nonsense,” I bristled, “ever sense that night by the fire, Elisha’s guards have treated me
like an outsider, you especially, Absalom. The other Romans don’t like any of us. Marcellus is
the only one in our group who’s decent to me.”
“What did he say to you?” Laban joined in gruffly. “You talkin’ heresy again?”
It was as if the rustic Jew had read my mind, so I reacted rashly, “I’m sorry, but that’s
none of your business.”
“Watch you words lad,” Laban said venomously, “you’re taking to your betters.”
I looked around at both of them, taking in the other guards as well. “Oh, I thought you
were better than me, but I was wrong. You’re not my betters. You’re narrow-minded just like
most of the other Jews in my life. The only open-minded and pure-hearted Jews I know are my
parents and oldest brother.”
“You mean that heretic Jesus,” Absalom sneered. “Are you certain Thaddeus that you’re
even a Jew?”
A sudden wave of rage came over me that moment. Almost instinctively my hand went
to my sword. Both of the guards saw my reaction and immediately burst into laughter, which
made me even angrier. If Octavius hadn’t spotted this potential altercation, I don’t know what I
would have done. Octavius’ high-pitched call alerted the other Romans, including Marcellus, all
of whom galloped quickly up to the scene.
“What’s going on here?” barked Octavius. “Why’s Thaddeus drawing his sword?”
“I’m all right,” I tried to reassure him, “—a slight disagreement.”
“It’s none of your affair,” Laban growled, “mind your own business!”
“What sort of disagreement?” inquired Marcellus. “And it is our business. We didn’t ask
for this assignment, but we’re here on behalf of the Legate of the Fifth Legion. We’re
representatives of the Emperor. I’ll thank you to keep a civil tongue in your head!”
Absalom gave Laban a warning look, forcing himself to respond politely, “We appreciate
the legate’s kindness. It’s been a long journey for Thaddeus and us. We simply had a difference
of opinion.”
Marcellus nodded curtly, but didn’t press the point. “Thaddeus is a good lad,” he changed
the subject. “He has a good heart. He would make a fine soldier, if he didn’t have a family
waiting for him in Nazareth.” “Let’s keep our tempers in check.” He gave me a studied look.
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Though I didn’t mean it, I mumbled an apology to both the Romans and Jews. All this
took place as we continued our march. In a delayed reaction, Elisha had stuck his head out the
window to ask one of the Romans what was going on. He was not angry, just curious. I didn’t
catch Sergius’ reply, but I could hear the Jewish guards grumbling under their breaths:
“Representatives of the Emperor? Hah—what horse dung!... Those Roman dogs!...Who do they
think they are?” Those fools, I told myself. These were imperial guards. I cringed at their
seditious talk, which became progressively worse. Fortunately, Absalom had the presence of
mind to quietly scold the men, but I knew the warning Marcellus gave Laban only made matters
worse. Once again the irrational desire swelled in me to strike out on my own at the first
opportunity. What calmed me like a warm wind on a cold day was the realization that we were
but a few days ride to Antioch where I would bid goodbye to my benefactor and head home. I
still wasn’t sure what would happen in the city when I broke company with Elisha and his
guards. Would I attempt the coastal route home, and be able, through Elisha or perhaps
Marcellus influence, accompany a small Roman escort to Galilee? Surely, the landslide that had
blocked this road should have been cleared by now. I might even have to travel alone. If I took
the coastal route, it would much safer than the highway through the desert but it would take my
mules and me a much longer time. The quickest way, of course, was by ship, and that was out of
the question if I couldn’t take along my mules.
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Chapter Twenty-Nine
The Imperial Fort

When we arrived at our destination, I was apprehensive yet excited about the prospects
ahead. I once had the ambition of joining the legions as a scribe. Though I had wanted to be
stationed in Galilee, the prefect had sent me with a band of misfits to Antioch. That is when my
journey began. The skirmishes we shared with rogue auxilia and bandits had not prepared me
for my ordeal as contraband after my band was attacked in the desert, and yet I survived all of it,
even the auction in which I was sold as a slave. Now, after being rescued by a Pharisee and
finally reaching my original destination, the same opportunity enticed me as I contemplated a
visit to the imperial fort. After the ordeal in the desert, my goal had changed: I wanted to go
home....Or did I?
As we rode down a sloping highway through the hills, the first wondrous thing we saw
was the sea, glimmering like a jewel in the distance. My heart seemed to catch in my throat. I
remembered Jesus letters describing the Great Sea. His ship had almost sunk, and yet he had
prayed until the storm ceased. Jesus had traveled with his benefactor Joseph of Arimathea to
several distant ports, but all I needed to do would be to take a short voyage to Joppa, and I would
almost be home. This thought was intriguing but also farfetched. I had five mules now. Even if
they allowed me passage with my beasts, I couldn’t afford the fare. So that left me with only
two other choices: attempt to visit with Aurelian, the prefect of the imperial garrison in hopes of
becoming a scribe or somehow make my way back to Nazareth. On all accounts, the question
was how?
Ahead of me at last, as we entered the port side, was Antioch, the third largest city in the
Roman Empire. An endless panorama of white marbled buildings on each side of the cobbled
road dazzled my eyes. As the carriage rolled down the main road into the city, the horses and
mules slowed down to a trot. With bated breath and pounding heart, as I sat fidgeting in my
saddle, Marcellus rode up suddenly, giving me one short command, “Thaddeus, fall out. I must
have a word with you.”
Without hesitation, I broke formation and galloped back to the end of the procession. I
could imagine how this looked to the Jewish guards. It was a good thing they couldn’t hear what
Marcellus had to say.
“Listen to me Thaddeus,” he said sternly, “I heard the Pharisee talking to his friends
inside the carriage. He said: ‘Thaddeus has blood on his hands and in his heart. He’s more
Gentile than Jew. I would have paid his passage home, but I’ve wasted enough money on that
lad. When I reach my estate, I’m retiring. We will all go our own separate ways.’” “That about
sums it up,” he added with a sigh. “It appears as if he’s washed his hands of you? What did you
do to anger him so?”
“Oh, it’s a Jewish thing,” I replied with a shrug. “Because of the blood I shed and my
contamination from Gentiles, he wanted to have me purified in the Temple, but he knows that
I’m not repentant. All I want to do is go home. I think he’s disappointed that I didn’t show him
the proper enthusiasm. The truth is, I’m not the least bit sorry for my experience. I admit it was
a plunge into the dark to attempt to join the legion. This bothered him very much, not me. The
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truth is, I’m disappointed in him too. When I taught his guards about our holy scriptures, he was
jealous. He scarcely believed it when he discovered I had almost perfect recall.”
“What do you mean?” Marcellus cocked an eyebrow. “Are you talking about your
memory? You memorized your holy scriptures?”
“Most of them,” I looked over at him hopefully. “In different languages too. I know it’s
hard to believe, but I’ve always had this gift. I thought it might help me get a job as a scribe—”
“Are you serious?” He frowned in disbelief. “If that’s true, I know who would hire you
in a flash!”
I was stunned by his statement. Removing his helmet, he ran a hand through his black
curls and pointed to a distant point in the city below. “That’s the imperial fort,” he announced
with a sigh. “If what you say is true, Thaddeus, our legate—any of Rome’s generals—would
need such a gift.”
“Listen, my friend,” I reached out eagerly, “I can prove it to you. Give me any
document. I will memorize it then quote it back to you in Greek, Latin, Aramean, and Hebrew.
If I were to study the Parthian language awhile, I would learn that too. There are patterns to
languages. I once learned from my teacher that if you listen to a group of men for a long enough
time you will hear all the important words of his language.”
“All right,” he said, pulling a scroll out of his saddle bag, “this might convince me. Read
this and then quote to me its contents in all the languages you claim to know, beginning with
Latin.
It was a copy of Virgil’s Aeneid. At the time, however, I had never heard of this great
writer. Perhaps it was too profane for my curriculum. I will never forget Marcellus reaction
when, after a few moments, I quoted a passage in Latin almost verbatim:
“There will be others to beat the breathing bronze with greater skill and grace. So others
too will draw out living faces from the marble, argue legal cases better, better trace the motions
of the sky, and so pronounce the cycles of the stars. For you, O Roman, it is due to rule the
peoples of your Empire. These are your arts: to impose peace and morality, to spare the subject
and subdue the proud.”
To prove my point, I followed this quotation up with its Greek, Aramean, and Hebrew
equivalent. When I was halfway through the Hebrew version, however, he held up his hand,
befuddled and agitated.
“Stop!” He sputtered. “That’s impossible. I can see why your benefactor, an educated
man, found you insufferable. I’ve never heard of such a thing!”
“No offense Marcellus,” I said accusingly, “but you just did. That’s exactly the attitude I
suffered from Elisha.”
We had fallen back from the procession down the highway. Traffic in front of us and
coming in the opposite direction was much greater than what we encountered in Tarsus. This
gave us time for our discussion. I listened to the legionnaire mutter to himself awhile as he
clutched his reins.
“All right,” he grumbled, placing his helmet back on his head, “I’ve heard it with my own
hears and seen it with my own eyes, but we deal in maps more than scrolls” “What about map
coordinates?” he asked, reaching into his saddlebag, “can you memorize those?”
“Awe, that’s easy,” I pshawed, twirling my fingers. “It’s much simpler to memorize
labeled drawings, which is what maps are, rather than abstract symbols.”
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“Humph, I scarcely understand you!” he grumbled, rolling his eyes. “My nephew’s
almost as old as you. Where did you learn those words—in a collegia, surely not in a rustic
school?”
“I learned it from Gamaliel, a great teacher and scribe.”
“Never mind this,” he said, stuffing the map back into his saddlebag. “I don’t know this
Gamaliel fellow, but have you even heard of Virgil, Rome’s greatest poet?”
“No, but my mind’s like a sponge,” I answered with a twinge of vanity.
“Well,” he replied with an intake then exhalation of breath, “I don’t think Aurelian, the
prefect of the Antioch cohort, will need your services, unless he dismisses the scribes he already
has. It would be rare for any garrison not to have more than one scribe in fact. Even so, your
gifts would not be needed as much in a garrison. The prefect of the Galilean Cohort should have
known that. Trust me, you would be wasted at such a post.”
My expectations sank.
“It’s just as well,” I said with resignation, “I’m going home.”
My ambition still burned. I felt very disappointed that moment as he lapsed into silence.
I was both surprised and alarmed with his response, as he returned to his original point.
“Is that what you want to do?” He looked at me slyly. “I’m not sure a prefect will need
your services, Thaddeus. For a legion on the march, such as Fabian’s, it’s quite another matter.
Fabian is a legate—a full general, much more powerful than a prefect at a garrison. He
encounters all sorts of foreign magistrates and leaders. He might even create a special position
for someone like you.”
“But you don’t know that as a fact.” I studied his expression. “Cornelius said almost the
same thing.”
“Did Cornelius know about your special talents?” Marcellus pursed his lips.
“No, I think he was just humoring me,” I reflected, recalling his words. He said,
‘Aurelian should have need of someone like you,’ but there was nothing in our orders about
that.”
“His words don’t sound like mine at all,” Marcellus shook his head. “I’m not humoring
you. I believe you. After everything you’ve told me, including your memory, I think you’re an
extraordinary lad.”
“I greatly appreciate what you’re saying,” I chose my words carefully, “but I have to go
home. I’ve been gone too long. My brother needs me.”
“How do you know that?” Marcellus’ eyebrows knit.
“I’ve had these dreams,” I explained uneasily. “I know what you’re going to say, but in
my religion dreams are often warnings, even prophecy.”
“Now Thaddeus,” he laughed amiably, “are you telling me now that you’re a prophet?
Dreams aren’t real; they’re fantasy—nothing more. You don’t have to go home. You want to go
home. I can’t blame you. I’m telling you what you can do, not what you have to do.”
“Of course, Marcellus,” I replied uncertainly, “...I guess I really haven’t made up my
mind.”
He gave me one last bit of advice before motioning for me to return to the march. It
threw me so completely off course I was speechless and could only nod my head.
“Take my advice Thaddeus,” He reached over and gripped my shoulder. “Say goodbye to
these narrow-minded Jews. Go with us to the fort. We’ll wait for the legion to catch up. It
shouldn’t take long. You can make up your mind soon enough.”
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As I galloped to catch up with the others, I realized his offer of support, if that’s what it
was, tempted me greatly. After all I had gone through and my dream about Jesus in the carpenter
shop, I was still lured to the role of soldier scribe. Was I insane...or just plain stupid?
******
I felt some regret for losing the friendship of the Jewish guards, but, after the nasty way
they behaved, I wouldn’t apologize to them for hurting their feelings. As soon as I appeared to
be in league with the Gentiles, they turned on me like jackals. Elisha was another matter. In
spite of his stubbornness and the way he treated me, he had been my benefactor, who rescued me
from slavery. As the coach pulled up to the imperial fortress to drop me off, I realized this action
was a clear message from the Pharisee: I had chosen the Gentile world—now get out! The
guards remained on their horses as I gathered my mules and climbed back on my mount, holding
the attached lines. Marcellus and the other Roman legionnaires waited as I bent over in the
saddle to bid goodbye to my onetime patron. Looking out of the carriage window he scowled at
me as I gave my speech. While I held onto the makeshift lines attached to the mules, Octavius,
Sergio, and Nabalus assisted with three of the lines, and Marcellus took a hold of the fourth.
“I owe you so very much,” I told Elisha. “I’m sorry I disappointed you, but I must live
my own life. I had planned on joining the army as a scribe. I know you don’t approve of that.
I’m not sure what I shall do now. Whatever it is, I’ll never forget what you did for me. If not for
your great charity, I would have suffered a fate worse than death.” “Thank you,” I added with a
bow. “Please don’t think so badly of me. Perhaps one day, when we meet again, I’ll be someone
you can be proud of. Maybe then I’ll have earned your respect.”
“Thaddeus!” He held up his hand. “I’m an old man, not well. By the time that day
comes, I’ll have returned to my fathers,” “but I will do one thing for you,” he said, gripping my
sleeve.”
“What is that?” I caught my breath.
“A wise rabbi once said to me, ‘do not curse a youth for foolishness, but hope for the best
and give him your blessing. I never had a son, only daughters—all married and living far away
in Cyrene and Greece. My wife has been dead many years. If I had a son, who I disapproved of,
I would heed the rabbi’s advice. So I give you my blessing with this counsel: ‘It’s not enough to
just know who you are; you must also know what you are. You’re a Jew, Thaddeus, a son of
Abraham, nothing will ever change that.” “A thought came into my head,” he added, patting my
wrist, “perhaps it came from the Lord... I have a strange feeling that, if I live long enough, I
might hear your name again. You’re an extraordinary young men, Thaddeus, but you’re still
very young. Go home. You’re family needs you more than Rome!” “Shalom!” the Hebrew word
for peace was his last word.
Looking beyond me at the Romans waiting in front of the imperial garrison, he nodded
politely at them, a frown playing on his face, then called curtly to his coachmen: “Eden, let’s go
home!” After the crack of the coachmen’s whip, the carriage lurched forward, continuing down
the main road leading to the Pharisee’s estate.
Another one of those many moments of truth in my life confronted me as I road
indecisively toward the Antioch Fort. This time it was not caused by confusion or fear; it was
caused by temptation. My mind was drawn to the prospect of fulfilling my dream by becoming a
soldier scribe, but in my heart I knew I must go home and put this long, eventful odyssey behind
me once and for all. As I road toward my Roman friends, I felt it coming—the dreaded falling
sickness. The figures of the men on their horses became blurred in my vision, their voices
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sounded far away, and I grew light-headed in my saddle, until, losing consciousness, I tumbled
off my mule. On the way down, I heard Marcellus shout, “Thaddeus, what’s wrong?” Then I
blacked out before hitting the ground. The next then I remember is the sound of voices again
and faces looming overhead. A board or twig was jammed into my mouth as they discussed my
malady. One or more of them must have been tending the horses and mules. I heard them
whinnying and snorting in the background as Marcellus wiped my face with a cloth. Strangely
enough, my first concern was not for myself but for my mules.
“What’s wrong with him?” Octavius called out.
“It’s the falling sickness,” Marcellus answered with certainty. “One of Fabius tribunes
had it. They sent him home. Caesar, himself, would fall down occasionally and foam at the
mouth.”
“Just like poor Thaddeus,” Nabalus said with concern. “He’s lucky he didn’t break his
neck.”
“Poor Thaddeus,” murmured Sergius, “he can’t be a soldier now.”
Even in my dulled state of mind it was like a thunderclap. I had been reassured by my
earlier Gentile friends that this was a sort of blessing. After all, Caesar had led legions and
conquered Gaul. For me, however, it wasn’t the same. I wasn’t Caesar; I was a mere youth. As
quickly as that, my problem seemed solved. My father had once warned me that it would never
work. It would prove dangerous for me. I might fall off my horse during such a bout. Even if I
managed to control it somehow as I have done unconsciously so far, I would, as my father also
believed, make a fool out of myself in front of important people. Not everyone was awed by the
falling sickness. Though it occurred infrequently, it came during times of stress or panic. As I
listened to my newfound friends, I heard a straightforward consensus: joining the Antioch Cohort
wasn’t a good idea.
Rising shakily onto my legs with Marcellus and Sergius’ assistance, I was helped onto
my mule. Octavius, who had held the reins for me, wrapped them around my wrists for support.
As Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus led the other mules after mounting their horses, Marcellus
rode along side of me protectively. When we reached the large wooden gate to the fortress, he
shouted to the sentry on the wall, “Quintus Marcellus for the Prefect Aurelian on behalf of
General Fabius Valerius.”
“Fabius Valerius?” the sentry mumbled incredulously. “Where is your legion soldier?” he
barked irritably. “I see five men, four horses, and five mules. Do you have orders from the
legate?’
“Yes, I do.” Marcellus answered, pulling a small scroll from his cuirass. “Fabius sent us
ahead as an escort for a party of merchants.”
“Lintullus,” the sentry called down from the parapet, “open the spy-hole and check this
out.”
When we arrived at the great door, Marcellus dismounted, walked over with his orders,
and presented them to the man on the other side. The spy-hole opened and, after the scroll was
accepted, hastily inspected, and shoved back out, quickly slammed shut. After a brief moment,
as we heard footfall up and down a staircase, the door creaked open. We entered as one
company, rows of idle legionnaires on each side of our procession. It gave me some consolation
that Marcellus included me in his group. I was also gratified that he didn’t answer the sentry’s
challenge with “Fabius sent us ahead as an escort for a party of Jews.” Perhaps he did this for
my benefit. Jewish men were not popular now in Syria and Galilee. After my performance in
front of the fort, I wondered why I was accompanying the Romans into the compound and, for
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that matter, how I was going to make my way home. Yet, because I was accepted as one of
them, I felt more comfortable now, praying quietly under my breath that the two events—
entering the fort and finding my way home—were somehow connected. After another bout of
the falling sickness, my prospects of becoming a soldier scribe seemed bleak. I decided, after a
little coaxing from my protectors, to keep my mouth shut and wait for Marcellus to report in.
“There are couriers going back and forth between forts all the time,” he explained lightly,
as I was helped off my mule. “I’ll discuss your situation with the prefect. It’s important,
Thaddeus, that he understand your problem. It’s nothing to be ashamed of. Many great men
have had the falling sickness. I just hope I can find you someone to accompany you south. If
not, stay with us until the legion arrives in Antioch. Fabius has more than enough men.”
“Thank you, Marcellus,” I said, feeling my throat constrict.
Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus still didn’t know what to make of me, but they had been
patient and treated me decently during our trip. I would miss my new companions, especially
Marcellus, who I considered my friend. I had no illusions, however. It had been a great and
terrible adventure in which I survived my foolishness. Except for the wisdom I gained, the only
thing I had to show for it was five mules. Now, I thought with resignation, it was time to say
goodbye and go home. As we stood close to headquarters with the horses and the mules, an
optio scolded us for blocking the human traffic in the compound. As they had also done in the
Galilean Cohort, hundreds of men stood around idly those moments appraising our small
company. Some of them wore full uniforms as if they were ready for the march, while others
stood in sweaty tunics or with bare chests after returning from the drill field or laboring in one of
the many work gangs that maintained the fort and the Roman roads in and out of town. Most of
the men were in the background, loitering in front of their barracks, awaiting assignment for
work details, sentry duty, or the afternoon meal. Almost all of the idlers who stood around us
were merely curious but a few, with folded arms, glared with suspicion or hostility at the new
arrivals. Suddenly, elbowing his way through the press of men, a hulking figure and friendly
face appeared. Close behind him, a second man I also recognized darted past him, calling out
my name, “Thaddeus, it’s Thaddeus. He’s alive! He’s alive!”
“I can scarcely believe it,” I gasped, “Ibrim and Fronto.” “Good to see you!” I cried,
embracing Ibrim and then the big Thracian.
“You know these men?” Octavius asked in surprise.
“Yes, indeed.” I gazed in wonder at them both. “They were members of the company
from Galilee.”
“I’m Lucius Octavius.” the Roman bowed politely. Turning, he pointed to his associates.
“This is Marcus Sergius and Felix Nabalus. We’re members of the First Cohort on special
assignment for Fabius Valerius, Legate of the Fifth Legion.”
I realized that Octavius had said this for the benefit of our audience, but Fronto was
unimpressed with this decorum and Ibrim gave him a studied smile.
“I don’t have a fancy Roman name,” the Thracian snorted, “it’s just plan Fronto. Right
now Ibrim and I are awaiting orders, ourselves. We thought young Thaddeus would wind up
dead or a eunuch in a Persian court. Thank you for bringing him back.”
“This is fitting,” Ibrim bobbed his head. “It was during a Roman escort that he was lost!”
“Oh, we aren’t his rescuers,” Octavius explained quickly. “Some rich Jew bought his
freedom, a fellow named Elisha. We were assigned the duty by Fabius to escort the Jewish
merchant and his friends to Antioch. We’ll rejoin the Fifth when it arrives.” “Right now we’re
concerned about Thaddeus getting another escort home.”
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Sergius and Nabalus nodded in agreement. I noticed an amused reaction from Ibrim as
he looked up at Fronto. The big Thracian grinned and burst into laughter. For a moment, I was
worried that this reaction would insult my Roman companions.
“It’s not funny,” Sergius scowled. “The lad can’t make that trip alone.”
“Yes,” piped Nabalus, hands on his hips, “he’s got the falling sickness. He needs proper
looking after until he gets home. That old Jew left him high and dry at the gate.”
“Then, praise the gods, his worries are over!” Ibrim clapped his hands.
“How so?” Octavius cocked an eyebrow.
“Because,” Fronto grew serious, “Thaddeus survived three battles with cutthroats and
bandits and was taken captive by a band of thieves. By the will of the gods, he escaped bondage
and finally arrives at his post none the worse. The story about him being set upon by cutthroats
while the rest of us escaped and killing all those men by himself has made him a legend in this
fort. I saw him fall down once at an imperial station, shortly after his miracle. Yet I was with
him when he fought bravely in two more skirmishes in the desert and he never had an attack.
Who cares if he has the falling sickness? Caesar had it, and he conquered Gaul. If the lad wants
to go home, I don’t blame him, but he doesn’t have to.”
“What do you mean I don’t have to?” My heart leaped in my chest.
“He means just that,” Ibrim stepped forward boldly, “and that’s not all. Aurelian talked
to all of the men who survived that day and we all said the same thing: Thaddeus could have
joined us in the cave but he chose to stay and save are animals. It was a fool’s errand to say the
least, but this one fact won our hearts more than those nine men he killed—”
“Nine?” Octavius mouth dropped. “Not six but nine men?”
“Yes, we, who lived, saw it with our own eyes—all of it. My friends, you might not
believe this, but Thaddeus has a perfect memory. You tell him something, and he doesn’t forget.
The gods help him—it must be dreadful to carry all those facts.”
“Aye!” Fronto rubbed his jaw. “Decimus taught him to use the gladius under an hour. He
remembered all the moves. He learned to throw a javelin too, almost as well. He’s a natural, he
is.”
“Marcellus told me about his memory.” Sergius gave me a look of great respect. “But it
was hard to believe the rest...” “So it’s true.” The old soldier gripped my shoulder. “You really
did that stuff. By the gods, Thaddeus, Aurelian would be insane to send you away.”
“The question is,” Nabalus said, patting my back, “what do you want, Thaddeus?”
“Tell us.” Octavius’ dark eyes narrowed thoughtfully. “Do you really want to be a soldier
scribe?”
“I-I don’t know.” I heaved a sigh. “...I had a dream in which Jesus my brother was
working alone in the carpenter’s shop. My father and our brothers were nowhere in sight. He
toiled alone. This left me with the feeling that my father was sick and our brothers had gone
their own ways. I believe the message in my dream was plain: come home.”
The five men stood silently digesting this information. An idler, among the growing
crowd, called out excitedly, “Its him—the miracle boy. He’s alive.”
“Impossible,” a second man scoffed, “he was taken by slavers. No one comes out of that
alive.”
“No, it’s true,” a familiar voice shouted. “That’s Thaddeus, the Reaper, in the flesh.”
I recoiled at this title but was overjoyed to see Rufus lurching forward with outstretched
arms. By then, many other soldiers in the fort had been alerted to my appearance. I embraced
Rufus, one of my favorite companions on first trip to Antioch, happy that he had also survived
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the desert. I was afraid to ask about the others. Ajax, Abzug, Enrod, Caesarius, Geta, and
Langullus were dead, but Decimus and Apollo were merely wounded. Had they survived their
injuries?
“Rufus,” I found my voice, “it’s good to see you!”
In his haste, the noble Gaul must have vaulted to the scene. “We didn’t know what to
think when they carted you off into the desert,” he said out of breath. “It’s true, Thaddeus, you’re
alive. Your god has protected you!”
“God, what god is this?” Roman escorts grumbled amongst themselves, “.... Who is this
Thaddeus, the Reaper who killed nine men?”
The truth was, of course, I had killed eight, not nine, men. One of them, whom I
pretended to kill, was already dead when I reached him. Fortunately for me, only Decimus,
Aulus, and Caesarius knew my secret. As Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus listened with interest,
Front, Ibrim, and Rufus told me how they stood there watching the bandit procession disappear
with its human cargo, certain that was the last time they would see me alive. Though they found
refuge in the cave, they fell into dire straights themselves as they lived mostly off of locusts, figs,
and wild berries, until reaching Raphana, the next major town. Game was almost non-existent in
the desert, but the townsmen offered them bread, cheese, and lamb. Fortunately for Apollo, his
wound was treated successfully by a crone, whom townsfolk thought was a witch. Decimus’
condition, however, grew worse. I felt my heart drop in my chest, as I watched Rufus pick up
the thread of discussion.
“Decimus died there in the village,” he said in a broken voice. “His last words to Aulus,
were...find Thaddeus. I let him down. You and the others must find him...bring him back.”
I wept quietly a moment, then, feeling their scrutiny, tried to compose myself. “And
where is Aulus?” I looked hopefully into Rufus’ eyes.
Another period of silence followed. I braced myself for more bad news. This time it was
a stranger who came forward with the information. A youth, not much older than myself,
stepped forth. “Aulus never returned to Galilee. He’s in a work gang. He told me about you,
Thaddeus. He loves you like a son.”
Suddenly I heard footfall in the gravel behind me. A strong hand fell on my shoulder. I
turned and there he was: the only Roman from Galilee left alive after that terrible day. Though it
seemed unmanly, I reached out impulsively for the old soldier, embracing him in my arms.
“Aulus, dear Aulus,” I said in a strangled voice.
“There-there, lad,” he said, patting my back, “let’s not make a scene. I’m glad to see you
too, but I’ve much to tell you. I’m not the man I once was. That desert changed me. Changed
all of us. Poor Decimus died. Apollo, I think, went mad. We never saw him after we left the
desert town. But here you are, Thaddeus, no worse for wear.”
“What were you going to tell me, Aulus?” I asked, as he pulled away, “why didn’t you
return to Galilee. What happened to you after that day?”
Gripping my shoulders firmly, he ruffled my hair, and then playfully tweaked my cheek.
“You’re a strange one, you are. Scarcely have a beard, yet you’ve been through so much. Well,
I’ve had enough of it, Thaddeus. My time in the army’s practically up. I’m taking that farm
Rome promises vets. I’m going home.”
“What else, Aulus?” I pressed him, “why’re you quitting the legions? You’re friends are
in Galilee. That’s where you have served all those years.”
“It’s like this, lad,” he came straight to the point. “This turned out to be a one way trip for
me. I’m being reassigned—something that happens all the time in the army, but I’m not staying
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in Antioch. I was promised a plot of land by Longinus, the First Centurion of the Galilean
Cohort. Cornelius agreed to this if I stuck this last assignment out.”
“So why didn’t you leave immediately?” I looked at him in amazement. “You could’ve
been back in Galilee by now.”
“He was waiting for you to return,” explained the young soldier. “Fabius needed a gang
boss for the roads and Aulus volunteered.”
“That’s Albus, one of my men,” Aulus said good-naturedly. “I’ve told him a lot about
you.” “I didn’t tell him everything,” he added with a wink. “Every man has secrets. I’ve got
mine.”
In the Roman manner this time, I gripped Albus’ forearm, and smiled. “Is that true,
Albus? Did he tell you about me?”
“He did indeed,” Albus beamed.
“I’m going home,” Aulus murmured, “… you should go home too.”
Once again I was torn between two possibilities. In the near background Octavius was
trying to get my attention: “Thaddeus, what’re going to do? You must make up your mind.”
Before me a man, whom I respected very much, was telling me to do what the Roman escort
expected me to do, and yet I was still tempted. Do I stay or do I go? To make matters worse or
better, if I chose the former, Marcellus appeared suddenly in front of the prefect’s headquarters.
I wondered what he told Aurelius after reporting in. Had he told him about my exploits?
Perhaps, Aurelian had already heard the rumors circulating about my “gifts.” Would it change
Marcellus’ mind? He had dismissed the notion of being a soldier scribe outright after my attack.
“I told them what happened in front of the fort,” he began in a somber voice, “but I also
explained to him what you had gone through. More importantly, Thaddeus, we talked about you
returning to Galilee with an escort. He promised to look into it. Right now, he wants to chat
with you.”
“About what?” I blurted. “Is he considering bringing me aboard?”
“I’m not sure.” Marcellus shrugged. “I told him about what you said, but Aurelian’s
difficult to read. Fabius says what he means, but I’m not sure about that fellow.”
Octavius walked up to him that moment with a sly grin on his face. “It’s true Marcellus,”
he declared clapping my back, “all of it. These men marched with him. They’re eyewitnesses.
It seems as if our young Thaddeus is not only brilliant, he’s also fierce. His mind is fathomless,
they say. He killed nine men after learning the art of war. I wonder what Aurelian would say if
he knew this.”
“So it’s true…” He turned to Octavius.
Octavius nodded, as did Sergius and Nabalus. Fronto, Ibrim, and Rufus beamed, but
Aulus shook his head with dismay as I followed Marcellus into Cohort headquarters.
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Chapter Thirty
Aurelian

I was trapped by the truth, a victim this time of my own success. A voice inside me,
perhaps the Spirit of the Lord, told me I must go home, and yet my ambition, guided by Satan,
wanted me to stay. After passing between two young tribunes with snarls on their boyish faces, I
found myself in the chamber of Plautus Junius Aurelianus, the Prefect of the Antioch Cohort.
Inexplicably, the prefect, himself, was momentarily absent from the room. In an antechamber,
the prefect was distracted in his conversation with another officer, who bore the rank of primus
pilus—first centurion, as Longinus did in Galilee.
Marcellus took this opportunity to whisper into my ear, “Do you want me to tell them
what I just heard?”
“No.” I answered promptly. “.... I’m very tired.”
“Good,” he murmured, as the two tribunes craned their ears, “Caesar had men to cover
for him. You, who would be a scribe, have only yourself on the march. Such a lapse might even
prove to be your death.”
Moving quickly into his chambers with the primus pilus at his side, Aurelian stood
appraising me, while the larger, darker man, stood stiffly aside a confused look playing on his
face.
“Before we begin,” he handed me a detailed map, “I want you to memorize these
locations. I heard rumors about you, Thaddeus, but I must see this for myself.”
“Very well,” I took the scroll casually, “this is easy compared to a document. I will
duplicate it on another scroll if you please.”
After a brief period, I handed the map back to him. I took the quill and inkwell offered
by a servant, drew a close facsimile of the map on a blank sheet, then handed it pertly to the
prefect.
“There,” I said with a crooked smile, “a squiggle here and squiggle there. Nothing to it
sir!”
The two men studied my effort, comparing it to the original map, then, in apparent denial,
the prefect threw the map down and handed me a scroll from a shelf nearby. It was a copy of
Caesar’s battle campaigns in Gaul.
“Latin, my second favorite language,” I replied glibly, “how many pages do you wish me
to memorize.”
“This is amazing sir,” the centurion muttered under his breath, “not only did he include
the rivers, landmarks, and roads, but he included all of your notes in the margin and spelled
everything perfectly, foreign names even I stumble over.”
“All Gaul is divided into three parts,” I began quoting Caesar, after setting down the
scroll. “One of first part belongs to the Belgae, the second part includes the Aquitani, and the
third are called the Gauls—”
“All right,” Aurelian snapped his finger impatiently, “that’s quite enough. I never liked
that boring work, but it’s required reading.” “All right,” he sighed in resignation, “you do in fact
have a perfect memory.” “I’ve heard rumors about you, Thaddeus,” he said drumming his fingers
on his desk. “Commodus, my first centurion, has told me what is circulating in the ranks now.
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One of them, a big Thracian auxilia, referred to you as the Reaper—a strange name for a slight
fellow like you. While assigning a work detail for the roads, Commodus also met with one of
the survivors of that dreadful ordeal in the desert, a fellow named Aulus, who seemed reluctant
to corroborate the gossip given by the auxilia that were there. He could have been retired by
now and on his plot of land, but he stayed on to make sure you were safe. It’s his opinion that
you should return to your family. Marcellus is of the same frame of mind, which seems peculiar
after the praise they both gave me about you. Your memory is a very valuable commodity in the
army, Thaddeus. I’m very impressed with what I’ve heard, especially from the lips of my first
soldier, but I’m concerned about your falling sickness. Many people consider this to be a divine
illness, but it can be a liability. Another rumor I heard from Commodus is that, after less than an
hours training, you killed six men. That other stuff I heard from my men—you’re ability to
comport yourself in battles, survival in the desert, and, from Marcellus, your exploits with that
rich merchant are impressive. No one can deny your qualifications as a soldier. I am however,
more impressed with your mind. The mind, after all, is our most important weapon.” “The
question is, lad,” his voice lowered, “is this what you really want? I see doubt on your face. I
might even call it wisdom.”
I did the only thing I could do without throwing my dream away altogether; I
equivocated.
“I want to follow my ambition sir. I think I could be a great asset to the legions. But a
greater voice calls me—I think it’s God—”
“Oh yes,” interrupted Aurelian, “I heard about that. You’re talking about the Jewish god,
aren’t you—the one you associated with the unknown god.” “Only the Greeks would think of
that.” He uttered a sour laugh. “Please continue,” he directed, snapping his fingers.
Momentarily shaken by his disclosure, yet pleased with the chance to prove myself, I
tried gathering my wits as he watched me squirm.
“It’s not just my god,” I replied carefully, “I understand that Rome recognizes all gods,
but if I forsake my family in their hour of need, what kind of soldier would I be? Perhaps, if I
hadn’t had my dream, I wouldn’t hesitate. As it is, I go to a greater calling.”
“Humph,” he said with a frown, “for your god or your or family? What greater calling is
there than serving Rome?”
I felt trapped by his question. I didn’t want to appear indecisive. If I answered “Rome,”
I was contradicting what I just said. On the other hand, if I insisted on the importance of my god
and family, I would be sent away. My better half wanted to go home, and yet I was tempted to
stay. Dropping my eyes to the floor, a suspicious action that Jesus had warned me against when
answering a question, I was torn between the two alternatives. Aurelian gave me a thoughtful
look when I looked up, motioning with the flurry of his hands for everyone else to leave the
room. That moment after Marcellus, the First Centurion, and two tribunes exited his chambers,
we were alone. The question I left unanswered, hung thickly in the air.
“I hadn’t heard about your dream,” Aurelian pursed his lips. “Tell me about it.”
“Oh dear,” I groaned, “...the dream.”
“Yes,” he barked, “don’t be wavering, lad—out with it!”
I related, as briefly as possible, my vision about Jesus working in the shop alone then
gave my interpretation of the dream. The meaning was simple: I must go home and assume my
duties in the family business.
“Did Jesus ask you to come home?” he asked, motioning for me to sit down.
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I could scarcely believe what was happening. Descending into a cushioned chair very
similar to the ones in Samuel the Pharisee’s house, I felt deeply honored that he was talking to
me casually, man-to-man. I understood, from my own experiences, that this informality by such
an important host displayed the greatest respect. Furthermore, I realized, as a servant brought us
both mugs of wine, that Aurelian was actually talking to me as an equal.
“Jesus would never ask me to return,” I answered finally. “It was he who sent my on my
mission in the first place.”
“Mission? What sort of mission?” inquired the prefect, taking a swig of wine. “I thought
you wanted to be a soldier scribe.”
“Oh yes,” I gave way to enthusiasm, “I dearly wanted that. Ibrim called me that name.
Jesus tried to make the best of my goal for my parents’ sake, by giving me a special task…”
Aurelian cocked an eyebrow. The words caught in my throat. I took a gulp of wine, as
he waited for me to explain. The wine took hold of me and made me bolder.
“All right, here goes,” I took another sip.” “Jesus wanted me to learn the heart of the
Gentile,” the words flew carelessly out of my mouth. “I think he was disappointed that I wanted
to join the legions,” “and yet,” I struggled with a burst of revelation, “it was part of a plan, my
destiny...perhaps his own.”
“That doesn’t make sense, Thaddeus.” His eyebrows knit together. “What sort of destiny
do you think you have? And your brother, what does he mean by “plan?” Clarify this please.”
“It’s difficult to explain,” I responded, draining my mug, “I have learned much about the
Gentile mind. In many ways I don’t think they’re different than Jews, yet this must be what
Jesus meant when he instructed me to learn their heart. He never explained to me how it would
fit into a plan or what exactly my destiny would be.... He speaks strangely at times, so I gave it
no more thought, until now.”
“Strange, very strange indeed. Tell me about this Jesus,” he said in an offhand manner.
“Aulus told me that you have great respect for your brother. Why is he so different from other
men?”
“.... How do I begin?” I searched for words.
This question had haunted me all my life, and now, here, in the Prefect of the Antioch
Cohort’s chamber, I was tempted to tell him everything that I had held back from my Roman and
auxilia friends.
“You hesitate, Thaddeus,” he said, motioning for the servant to pour me more wine, “... I
won’t be angry with you for telling the truth. I can always tell when someone is lying—by his
gaze and the way he fidgets with hands. Why are you afraid to tell me about your brother?
What are you holding back?”
His gaze locked upon me. Without hesitation now, I gave the prefect a summary of the
Jesus I knew as a child and as a youth. From the moment when my oldest brother released the
sparrow from his hands after bringing it back to life, through the dark hours when his prayers
caused the skies to open in Nazareth in order to quench the fire set to Mariah’s house, through
the letters about his journey with Joseph of Arimathea that recorded wondrous events, until those
quiet years when he settled down as a carpenter and occasionally said strange and incredible
things, I painted a picture with my tongue of a child, youth, and young man, that, if I had not
been in denial and understood the prophecies better, would lead to no other conclusion. To the
prefect, a practical minded and irreligious Roman, of course, my words caused immediate mirth.
“Ho, ho, you rascal,” he laughed, raising his mug, “you dare tell a Roman prefect such a
tale. If Cornelius had heard that story, he would never have let you go. He would’ve called you
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mad.” “Are you mad, Thaddeus?” His expression suddenly darkened. “Is this your way of
squirming out of a job—make the prefect think your mad?”
“No, no,” I sputtered, “I-I wouldn’t make that up. You asked me to tell you the truth, and
I told you the truth. Even Cornelius knows Jesus is special. Ask anyone in Nazareth whether or
not Jesus made it rain. Most of them who heard him speak, think he’s touched by God.”
“There’s that word again,” Aurelian waved irritably, “God. There are many gods,
Thaddeus. I don’t believe in any of them. Are you trying to tell me that your brother is divine?”
I wanted to say “Yes” that moment, but that would be going too far for the prefect, so I
shook my head, and began fidgeting again with my hands.
“Ah hah, caught you again!” He pointed accusingly, a smile belying his words. “Look me
in the eyes, lad. What you meant to say was Yes—am I correct? Jesus must be a demigod at
least after performing the miracles he did.” “Of course,” he added dismissively, “I don’t believe
a word of it, but it’s quite a tale!”
I could tell that the prefect was slightly tipsy, and so was I. Laughing hysterically, I
nodded obliquely. “I’m sorry you don’t believe me sir, but it’s true; Jesus isn’t like other men.”
“Well,” he stood up abruptly, “I’m certain that’s true, but we’ve gone off the subject,
Thaddeus. The question is simple: do you still have the same goal from that first day you set out
with Decimus and his men?”
“Well, yes.” I said, rising shakily, “but it’s not that simple sir. I explained my dilemma to
you. I will regret it till my dying day, and yet I must go home.”
“Very well,” he said, gripping his fingers behind his back and pacing the floor, “I respect
your wisdom. I wish I could’ve had a son like you. But you’re a peculiar young man.”
“You’re very kind,” I muttered faintly.
Trying not to fidget anymore and look at the floor, I felt overwhelmed by the implications
of everything the Aurelian had just said. Stopping at one point to drain his mug, he walked
around the desk and placed an arm on my shoulder.
“First let me say that, even if I had not heard about your exploits or that fantastic story, I
think it’s extraordinary that a Jew would want to serve in the legion. It’s frankly unheard of in
the army. I know that you weren’t lying about Jesus either. You believe in his divinity. That’s
troubling, but it’s another matter. The question is, after hearing all this from men I trust and
admire, do I let someone like you walk out of my life?”
“Uh, I dunno sir,” I blushed as he stood there, looking into my eyes. “I feel torn...I wish
Jesus was here right now to tell me what to do.”
“I’d like to talk to this fellow,” he said with a grin, “but you mustn’t depend on someone
else’s blessing. You have to make your own decisions, Thaddeus, based upon what’s right for
you.” “The fact is,” he added, dropping his arm and moving back behind his desk, “you’re too
young to be a soldier scribe. Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper—how preposterous! Come back
when you’ve finished helping your family’s business—in, let’s say a year or so when your
conscience is not prickled my indecision and your mind’s clear.” “Remember what I told you,
Thaddeus,” he added thoughtfully, as he rang the bell on his desk, “you’re the master of your
destiny, no one else. I’m a career soldier in Caesar’s army. If not in the East, I shall serve in the
west. I can wait!”
Rummaging around his desk, he found a small scroll that had already been prepared but
was unsigned. “Here,” he murmured as he stamped his insignia on the document as his aides
entered the room, “I wrote this down after considering Aulus’ words. All I needed was an
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interview with you to make up my mind. When you’re ready, go to the Galilean Fort and present
this to the prefect.”
“I don’t know what to say,” I said huskily, tears gathering in my eye. “I can go home and
help my brother, but I can still come back?”
“That’s what I said,” he replied, reaching out to grip my forearm. “Don’t lose that scroll.
You have a future on my staff if you choose.”
“Thank you sir,” I bowed, giddy with excitement.
“And Thaddeus,” he said snapping fingers, “Aulus explained your change of name,
which he and Decimus felt would help you to fit into the army. Suspecting what I had in mind,
he decided to come clean. Perhaps he thought it might eliminate you from service so you might
safely go home, but I think he trusted me to make up my mind. I’m not like some of my peers,
Thaddeus. I judge a man by his worth, not his race. You can use that other name if you wish,
but I wrote your real name on the scroll. Be proud of whom you are. Your parents are lucky to
have such a son!”
The two tribunes, who had never been properly introduced to me, now stood at attention
in the chamber. I would learn one day that they were aristocratic youth sent by patrician parents
in order to perform their military service before settling down in Roman society. Aurelian, like
many officers, who worked their way up through the ranks, had contempt for such dandies, and
yet he had treated me almost as an equal. Arriving that moment after a short delay, as I stood
beaming foolishly in front of his desk, was Quintus Marcellus, who saluted the prefect smartly as
had the tribunes. I backed up, in imitation of what I saw the tribunes do before, and, slamming
my fist to my chest in the military manner, pivoted and followed my friend out the door. When
were out of earshot of the prefect’s office, and among my Roman and auxilia friends awaiting
the results of my interview with Aurelian, Marcellus began asking me questions.
“How in Zeus did you pull that off, Thaddeus? Did I hear him correctly? Did he offer
you a future position on his staff?”
Before I could answer, Fronto lumbered up, a grin spreading across his bearded face,
shouting, “Good news, Thaddeus, the first centurion gave us our orders: we’re going back to
Galilee. We’re all going home!”
“That’s good to hear!” I exclaimed. “Now look what the prefect gave me!”
Aulus, Rufus, and Ibrim beamed happily as I exhibited the scroll.
“May I see that?” Marcellus reached out.
“Yes, Thaddeus,” Fronto said excitedly, “let’s have a look.”
It seemed unusual that the optios of the fort were absent now. By now, several hundred
men were gathered around us in an undisciplined crowd. Carefully untying the ribbon,
Marcellus unrolled the small scroll and read it aloud for all to hear.
Plautus Junius Aurelianus, Prefect of the Antioch Cohort
To his friend Julius Arrius Cornelius, Prefect of the Galilean Cohort:
Greetings and salutations:
I have met Judah bar Joseph, whom his friends call Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, and
I’m greatly impressed. Much had happened to him after you sent him north to join the Antioch
Cohort. He has proven himself in encounters with renegade auxilia and bandits. Eyewitnesses
have recorded his prowess with the sword and javelin and testify to his bravery in battle, but it is
his mind that I value the most. Men, whom I trust, claim he has the gift of learning languages
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and is quick of wit. I personally saw him recreate a complex map that I let him read after
glancing over it briefly then tossing it aside. So that he may have swift passage to the Antioch
Cohort, I enclose on this scroll my personal seal, for the adventurer known to his associates as
Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, whom you know as Judah bar Joseph, brother of Jesus, the
Carpenter of Nazareth, when he is ready for his service to Rome.
******
Considering the rumors they generated, Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim thought I might be
sworn in immediately upon arriving at the fort, but my auxilia and Roman friends were glad that
my plans had been delayed. I wasn’t ready. My first responsibility was helping Jesus in the
carpenter shop. Marcellus, Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus had seen me succumb to the falling
sickness and had worried about my fitness to serve, whereas Aulus had thought, from the
beginning, that I should return home. The old soldier, even before my first attack, had made this
decision. And yet all eight men seemed pleased and congratulated me on receiving the scroll.
Though proud of their praise, I doubted that I would be using it soon.
That night I stayed in the visitor’s barracks with my Roman escorts, and Aulus and my
auxilia friends returned one last time to their quarters in the fort. It was necessary to rest our
mounts and make preparations for the journey south. A requisition document given to us by the
first centurion would provide us with supplies for the next morning. In spite of the Roman
military custom of changing mounts at every station, I would be allowed to keep my five mules,
four of which would carry light loads of supplies and our military issue tent.
After a hearty stew, which tasted suspiciously like pork, and freshly baked bread, we
finished our wine and turned in for the evening. I would much rather have spent the evening
with my old friends. Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus were cordial to me, but only Marcellus
engaged me in further conversation as the four of us lie on our pallets.
“Had I not known better, Thaddeus,” he remarked with a yawn, “I might think you were a
demigod. Hercules started out like you. He was, according to the Greeks, once a mortal, who
did miraculous deeds. I heard that from one of the tribunes in Fabius’ staff. Of course, it’s all
nonsense. There are no gods, only lying priests. That said, I don’t think even Hercules
performed some of your feats.”
“Which ones?” I asked, sensing mockery in his voice.
“All of them,” he answered with a yawn. “What I heard is incredible. You really
impressed Aurelian. You better hope Fabius doesn’t get wind of this. He’ll have you
conscripted like those Greeks.”
“Oh, he can’t do that!” I tried making light of it.
“Yes, he could, Thaddeus,” Marcellus said with conviction. “As a famous general, he can
do pretty much what he wants.”
“I suppose you’re right.” I sighed uneasily. “He seems like a nice fellow, but the
conscription in Cilicia made it that much harder on the Jews.”
“It was necessary.” Marcellus seemed to shrug in the dark. “Pure blooded Roman citizens
refrain from serving, sometimes paying men to serve in their places. Even the plebian classes of
Italia would rather flee into the country to avoid the levy, which leaves legates such as Fabius to
rely on conscription of provincials, even non citizens for the auxilia. Many hungry and
unemployed men welcome this opportunity, but not Greek and Syrians, who’re citizens of the
empire.”
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I was growing sleepy. Marcellus’ deep, resonant voice grew faint, as I dozed off a
moment, until I was jerked awake.
“If I were you, Thaddeus,” I heard him say, “I wouldn’t be in the fort when Fabius
arrives. If he gets wind of your feats, he might want to talk to you before you depart. In the
presence of Aurelian and his attendants, who seem convinced of your feats, it could prove to be
awkward. You might wind up as another conscript.”
“Huh, when will he be arriving?” I bolted up into a sitting position.
“Shush, you’ll wake the others!” He laughed softly. “I have a hunch Fabius will make
camp on the outskirts of town. That’s generally the custom with marching legions. There’s no
room here. We don’t want to upset the locals, especially the citizens. At first light, get up
without delay and fetch your friends.”
“What?” I began to panic. “I didn’t see what direction they went in the camp. I don’t
even know where they’re at.”
“Calm down.” He reached out to pat my arm. “Ask one of the guards on watch. Wake
me before you leave. I’d like to see you off. I also want to be awake in case Fabius pays
Aurelian a visit.”
That an eminent general such as Fabius might take an interest in me should be flattering,
but the very idea I might lose my freedom like those poor Greeks filled me with dread. Fabius,
after all, was marching off to battle fierce Parthian warriors. I had enough of that!
No sooner did I lie back down on my pallet than Marcellus had fallen asleep. I mumbled
a prayer then, rolled over on my side, and gradually, in spite of Marcellus’ warning, and the
chorus of snores I suffered in our quarters, drifted into a dark, troubling sleep. In my dream this
time, as I approached my home in Nazareth, I heard the sound of women wailing. The shop was
empty. None of my family members were about, and yet I saw townsmen filing from the street
in front of our house and up to the door. There was old Samuel, being assisted by his steward,
Aaron the rabbi, Ezra, Naomi and their daughters, and several other neighbors and friends. The
sky overhead was dark, and I felt cold. When I began moving toward the house, I moved like a
phantom, which was true for many of my dreams. I zoomed up past those at the front of the line,
unseen and unheard, and I called out, “Please, tell me. Is this a vision of what is or what will
be?” When I entered the house and saw my mother enter my parents’ room, I was fearful and,
passing my tearful brothers and sisters, approached the source of their grief slowly with
trepidation. I rephrased the question: “Is this prophecy? Can it be undone?” I must have cried
out in my sleep. Suddenly, I was awake and Marcellus was shaking my shoulders, cursing me
for startling him out of his wits. The other men had jumped up too, and stood glaring at me in
the lamplight, muttering in disbelief.
“Thaddeus,” he cried, “you’re lucky my sword wasn’t handy. That was the most awful
caterwauling sound!
“Is he daffed?” growled Octavius.
“I had a nightmare...another vision.” I explained, still grappling with the dream.
“A vision is it?” Nabalus grumbled. “Were you being chased by monsters, lad. You
scared us half to death.”
“I was back at my home...I think my father was sick, then I woke up—”
“Enough already!” Octavius held up his hand. “We all have nightmares. I dreamed I was
being crucified once. What’s worse than that?”
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Sergius trotted across the floor and opened the door. “I wonder if a sentry heard you,” he
muttered, looking out. “Fortunately, we’re the only ones in these quarters. Some of these fellows
get pretty nasty.”
Marcellus sat back down on his pallet, running a hand through his hair. “Let’s get some
sleep men,” he uttered, casting me a weary smile. “No more visions, Thaddeus. You’re going to
be up bright and early.”
“I’m really sorry, Marcellus,” I said pleadingly. “Please believe me. I’ve had this vision
before. It’s the reason I have to go home.”
“Yes, that’s what I gathered,” he replied thoughtfully. “Considering your malady, it’s just
as well. If your family’s carpentry business does well enough, you might be freed up for service
to Rome. But some things won’t change, Thaddeus. You’ll still have the falling sickness if you
report for duty. I’ve seen this sickness firsthand. It’s unpredictable, there’s no warning, and you
never know when it’ll occur. On the march or during a battle, it could prove disastrous. It might
even cost you your life!”
“That might never happen, Marcellus,” I confessed, staring into space. “...I have this
feeling that Jesus has other plans for me. Once I return, I might never see the legions again.”
“Oh you’ll see the legions again,” he reassured me, “Rome’s here to stay. The question
is, Thaddeus, where will Aurelian be. That man’s ambitious. He’s a sly one. I’ve seen his kind
before.”
“I’m certain,” I said, with forced sincerity, “he’ll forget all about his silly promise.
Nazareth’s a long way from Antioch and the imperial fort. ”
“Humph, let’s hope so.” Marcellus slumped wearily onto his pallet. “Now let’s get some
sleep.”
“Yes, Thaddeus,” grumbled Octavius, “clear your head of that rubbish. Think of
something pleasant before drifting off: a pretty wench, a meadow with deer scampering about or
a table set with fine food. No more outbursts!”
Even after Marcellus’ sound logic, I would treasure my scroll. It was, if nothing else, a
token of honor, given to me by an imperial prefect. I tossed and turned awhile on my pallet,
filled with foolish, stubborn pride. Though I was embarrassed by my outburst, I was much more
troubled by its cause. In spite of the premonitions in my dream, I was haunted equally by my
journey, still in progress. Who knows what might happen on the road home? For me to fall
asleep, Jesus had suggested something different than Octavius’ recommendations. Thinking of
girls and fine food, as Octavius proposed, would not work for me. My brother suggested that I
perceive, in my mind’s eye, a clear, cloudless sky. It had seemed like a silly idea. How in the
blazes could anyone think of such a thing, I thought groggily. It was like concentrating upon
nothing, and yet I tried, as I had before, blanking out my thoughts, which is essentially what
Jesus meant. The effort gave me a headache this time, so I switched to another dreamscape Jesus
finally gave his blessing to: my great white horse. Galloping toward me, without saddle or reins,
he continued on his way, and in his place, trotting slowly in the distance, appeared my five
mules, signaling my decision to return home. I grew increasingly dowry as I pondered my fate,
until I was again fast asleep. Unlike before, however, my head was filled with nonsensical
imagery—the sort of dream I needed most that night. Tomorrow was a big day.... I was finally
going home!
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Chapter Thirty-One
Farewell to Antioch

At first light, Marcellus shook me awake, but this time gently, a smile on his chiseled
face. Turning to rouse the others, he called out in a singsong voice, “Arise soldiers of Rome, we
must greet Fabius when he arrives, and you, young Thaddeus, must be long gone before then.”
The twinkle in his dark eyes told me that he was exaggerating the danger. In all probability, I
tried to reassure myself, General Fabius had more important matters on his mind, and, judging by
the scroll he gave me, Aurelian would keep this secret to himself. The problem, of course, was
that it wasn’t a secret to the rank and file of the fort, and Aurelian’s first centurion might tell the
general, himself. By that time, I planned on having loaded the mules with my friends help, and,
after a hasty breakfast, be on the road with my traveling companions at dawn.
All went well the first hour. After being given a frugal meal of cheese and bread by the
cook, who was preparing the morning meal, we looked up the duty officer and presented him
with my supply requisition. My Roman friends helped me load my mules, which required only
two of the pack animals and then helped me lead them to the staging area close to the gate.
Patting one of the gentle beast’s neck, Marcellus suggested that I keep them fresh, by riding a
different mule each day and taking turns with the loads. All five animals now stood ready for the
journey. The only thing I needed to do was find Aulus and the auxilia and wait as they were
assigned horses for the trip. I was certain, because of their enthusiasm, that they would be ready
and eager to get on the road, but in this calculation I was wrong.
As I stood chatting with my Roman friends, the first rays of dawn flew past, and muster
was announced by the signifier’s horn. According to Marcellus, this was not the procedure on
the march. It was unwise for a commander to alert the enemy he was present. Aulus and the
auxilia had yet not arrived. I could care less about the signifier’s horn, but I had been surprised
by the differences in Aurelian and Cornelius’ commands.
“They didn’t do that in Galilee,” I remarked with a yawn. “I’m fond of Cornelius, but his
garrison didn’t seem as efficient as Aurelius’ fort. They stuck us in smelly tents and we ate slop
from a big pot. Here they have wooden barracks and a regular mess. Optios in Galilee would go
around and scream through the tent flaps to waken the men. The walls of this fort are mortar and
stone, while in Galilee they are wood poles driven into the ground. The prefect here lives inside
the compound in his own building, but Cornelius’ headquarters are in Sepphoris, over a mile
away.”
“You can’t blame Cornelius,” Octavius sneered, “it’s that tight-fisted governor down
there.” “By the way, Cornelius methods are normal and proper for Roman legions and cohorts.
Most forts, especially provincial forts such as Galilee, are made of wood, and the cooks, who
slop food into soldier’s plates, are picked from the rank and file. Wooden barracks have always
been an option, especially if the governor of a province is stingy like Gratus. To the best of my
knowledge, Aurelian is the one out of step. I admire his stone fort and the fact he hired a
cooking staff, but it sometimes takes an optio’s cudgel to waken sound sleepers, and there’s
nothing wrong with goatskin tents, which are standard procedure for legions on the march.”
“Very interesting,” I smiled wanly, “but where are my escorts? The idea was to slip out
of here at dawn. At least Aulus should have arrived by now.”
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“Well,” Octavius said, with a chuckle, “after that blast, they’re awake. Unless you know
exactly where those men are, you’ll just have to wait.”
“That was an oversight,” I grumbled. “I wish I could find their barracks. Maybe they’re
drunk. Those auxilia really like wine.”
“Everyone likes wine,” quipped Sergius.
“You stay put,” Marcellus gripped my shoulder. “We’re waiting for Fabius to come
through the gate, but it might take hours for him to arrive. All your men have to do is throw on
their clothes and grab a quick meal. You’ve got your supplies and animals ready. It shouldn’t
take long to requisition horses.” “By the way,” he asked, reaching though the enclosure to pat
one to the mules, “why don’t you requisition a horse. They’re a lot faster and more comfortable
than these beasts.”
“I’ve grown attached to them,” I said, looking fondly at my mules. “We’ve come along
way together, especially the gray one there. He was the second mule assigned to me on my
journey and he’s still with me. I don’t know what I’m going to do with the others when I reach
Nazareth.”
For those moments as we chatted, I was reminded of a simple fact: most of the soldiers I
rode with were good men. I include Romans and auxilia together in this bunch. Of course not
all soldiers were nice people. In the desert, I had won over the veterans Geta and Langullus, but
I wouldn’t include Apollo and Ajax in that group. Yet, over all, there was an honesty and
directness in my Gentile friends. Toward the end, even the Egyptian and Greek had begun
accepting me. The crises in the desert had forced us, in a hostile land, to get along as fighters, if
not friends. Whereas I sometimes saw a paternal quality in Caesarius, Decimus, and Aulus, the
auxilia displayed an almost child-like curiosity about me. The Romans had my best interest at
heart, but to the auxilia I was, at times, entertaining. I told them fabulous stories about my
people and said many strange things, and yet the miraculous feat I performed in camp couldn’t
camouflage my general inexperience. I was, from the beginning, a reluctant warrior and many
times got on the other men’s nerves. Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim insisted on calling me Thaddeus
the Reaper, but I never felt comfortable with this name. I was more than anything else a novelty
in the group—a Jew who wanted to join the legions. All things considered, I became the mascot
of the band. Now I had more protectors: Marcellus, Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus. Like my
other Roman and auxilia friends, Marcellus had grown fond of me, but his associates were more
ambivalent. I had gotten on their nerves, too. Not having seen and heard my abilities
themselves, it was difficult for them to believe the stories told about me. Even now, as I stood
by the fence, I felt conspicuous. I had seen a mixture of incredulity and awe in the Antioch
soldiers’ faces, but most of them, I was certain, could have cared less. At this point, I halfwished that I was anonymous so that I could slip away with my friends unnoticed and begin the
journey home without incident. The other half—the soldier scribe, as Ibrim called me—was
proud of my fame. In spite of the dangers and tribulations of my odyssey, that part of me
dreaded returning to my humdrum life in Nazareth.
As the soldiers began lining up for breakfast, I grew anxious. This time, unlike yesterday
in front of the prefect’s headquarters, the men were more interested in their morning meal.
Outside of a few curious looks, I saw a blurry-eyed and bristly-faced assortment of men. Most
of them had that glassy-eyed look of men freshly torn from sleep. Those not yawning and
stretching or in a morning trance, glanced irritably in my direction, but there were no comments
or salutations. Perhaps, I thought with a twinge of disappointed, I had given myself too much
credit. No longer basking in the reputation of Thaddeus, the Reaper, I was once again an
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outsider. While trying to discern the faces of the men joining the breakfast line, I listened to my
companions discuss the march ahead of them. What would it have been like to ride with Fabius’
staff into enemy territory? I wondered those moments. Would I have been a brave soldier scribe
or show my cowardly side again? Idly, I considered this adventure as I watched men shuffle
past, until, lulled by their mutterings and grumbles, I saw my four escorts in the distance. As
they approached I was gratified to see that they were carrying their gear and weapons. By the
expressions on their unwashed faces and their unsteady walk, it was obvious that they had been
celebrating last night. I had seen drunken men before. What offset my disappointment at their
foolishness was the fact that they each carried the same small sack of provisions that the duty
officer had the cook prepare for us. They wouldn’t have to stand in line for breakfast. All they
had to do was saddle their horses, fill their saddlebags, climb onto their mounts, and off we
would go!
Marcellus frowned severely at them. “Are you men fit to travel?”
“Fit as a Syrian whore!” Fronto guffawed.
“Don’t worry,” Ibrim grinned mischievously, “we always ride drunk.”
“Is that true, Thaddeus,” Marcellus asked from the corner of his mouth.
“Well, . . . sometimes,” I answered reluctantly.
“This isn’t good,” Octavius said accusingly, “they should be sober. The duty officer
better not see that!”
“I’m not worried about them,” Marcellus replied discreetly, “I’m worried about
Thaddeus. Will they be able to function as escorts?”
“They’ll be all right,” Aulus said good-naturedly. “I’ll keep tight reins on them.”
“You’re a regular legionnaire,” Sergius said reproachfully, “you should know better.”
“Oh, I didn’t drink that much,” he explained quickly. “You don’t have to worry about
me.”
“It’s true,” I defended Aulus, “he was second-in-command during our journey from
Galilee, helping to keep the men in line.”
“Yes, Aulus is a good man!” Rufus piped.
To prove their fitness, Fronto, Ibrim, and Rufus swaggered up to the three horses brought
out to them, hastily saddled their mounts, filled their saddle bags, and though it took more than
one try for each of them, climbed onto their horses. Aulus seemed to take his time in this task
and yet, because his legs weren’t wobbly and hands didn’t shake, he was in his saddle first. This
helped to alleviate Marcellus, Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus’ fears.
“All right men,” Marcellus said sternly, “don’t fidget, hold your reins firmly, and give the
proper salute when you pass the duty officer.
I wasn’t certain if he was totally serious. Marcellus’ smile belied his disgust with my
new escorts. As the attendant opened the gate, we rode out of the enclosure with Aulus in the
lead. After reaching down and shaking each of their hands, I bid the four noble Romans
goodbye with a proper salute. I would miss Marcellus the most. I wondered if I would ever see
him again. As we trotted out the main gate, I looked back and waved at the four Romans.
Turning forward, I watched Aulus bend down with his orders from the watch. He was
immediately handed a requisition, before the orders were passed back. The requisition for
supplies at imperial stations was even more important than his orders. The two documents were
then shoved into his saddlebag. Upon saluting the optio, he turned in his saddle, pulled up on his
reins, until the straggling auxilia and even more slowly moving mules caught up. I found myself
riding behind our self-appointed leader. When we were on the road, he ordered me to retrieve
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the guideline from the tipsy Fronto. When the five of us were clear, the duty officer ordered the
sentries to shut the gate. I trotted back quickly, took the line from the Thracian’s shaky hand,
and fastened it to my saddle. Once again, we were on our own, our numbers much smaller than
before, but this time we were not taking the dangerous desert highway where calamity had struck
several times. Despite my resignation and the peace I felt now that I was going home, I had
mixed emotions. I knew I was doing the right thing, and yet bittersweet reflections filled me as I
glanced back at the Antioch fort. Was this the end of my odyssey, I wondered, as we trekked
silently toward the coastal route winding south? The old Roman highway had been a long,
bumpy ride, but it was much safer than the desert route. By now, of course, the rockslide that
forced us to take that dangerous detour would have been cleared, but who knows what else might
lie in our path? If nothing else, I consoled myself light-headedly, looking back protectively at
my beasts, I own five mules, I have my own sword, and I’ve learned to drink strong wine.
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Part IV
The Road Home
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Chapter Thirty-Two
Reminiscence

As I Looked ahead to my future, I was again filled with doubt. Aulus, Rufus, Fronto, and
Ibrim would return in good graces to the Galilean Cohort, while I returned to the life of a
carpenter’s apprentice, exactly what I had hoped to escape. Apollo, the only other survivor of
our original journey, had a less certain future. Though the unpredictable Egyptian never liked
me, ridiculing me every chance he had, I felt sorry for him. The fact that he had not been present
to see us off was our first topic on the road south.
The men were sullen during the first mile south, partially because they were suffering the
effects of wine. I was not certain about Aulus. Perhaps he was thinking about his friends
Decimus and Vesto, who had not survived. It seemed unfair that a rogue like Apollo would live
while all those other good men died in battle.
Clearing my throat I asked off-handedly, “Will Apollo recover from his wound?”
Rufus, who rode behind me, snorted. “Who cares?”
“I don’t,” Fronto said gruffly. “I never trusted the man.”
“He would’ve killed you if he could!” Ibrim called out from the rear.
“Don’t worry Thaddeus,” Aulus finally replied, “Apollo’s wound wasn’t bad. He
decided, like you, to go home. His wife lives in Alexandria, which is probably where he is
now.” “For the time being,” he added, looking back from his saddle, “the Galilean fort will be
our home.”
“Aye,” the others muttered reflectively.
“But young Thaddeus is going to be a carpenter,” Fronto grumbled.
“Thaddeus doesn’t want to be a soldier.” Rufus heaved a sigh. “.... He’s going home.”
On that note, we rode awhile in silence on the highway heading toward the coast. The
auxilia seemed disappointed with my decision. I was too, but I knew I was doing the right thing.
I would be glad to see my family. In a delayed reaction to the subject, Aulus now said in my
favor. “Thaddeus is lucky. I’m glad he has a family and home.”
“Someday,” Ibrim said in jest, “I’m going to pay our carpenter a visit. I might need one
of his mules.”
“What are you going to with those beasts?” Aulus glanced back at me.
“I’m not sure,” I said with sigh, checking the line tied to my saddle horn. “Towing four
mules it tricky, but once I get them home I’ll let Jesus and my father decide.”
“You decide for yourself!” Aulus snapped. “You’ve spent these months becoming a man;
don’t let anyone speak for you lad, not even your father and brother Jesus in spite of his fine
words. Those mules belong to you; you’ve earned them!”
Taken back by his support, I was also offended by his words. Ambivalence was one of
my curses. I could understand Aulus’ sarcasm about my oldest brother. I gave Decimus and him
the impression that Jesus was a demigod by my fantastic tales, but a son’s duties to his father,
especially a Jewish father, should have been understood by my friend. On the other hand,
Aulus, with his Roman pragmatism and soldier’s logic, was absolutely right about two things: I
was a man now, and the mules were my property to dispense with as I saw fit.
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Glancing back again at my mules, I nodded thoughtfully. “You’re right, Aulus. The truth
is, I’m not sure how long I can stay in Nazareth. It’s not only my mules and Roman gladius I
take home, I bring mental baggage as well. I have, as Jesus wanted, learned much about the
Gentile mind. One thing I learned is that they’re not that different than Jews, but the differences
are important. I’ve eaten forbidden food, killed men in anger, and said and done many other
things that my people consider unclean. I have no intention of going to the Temple to expiate
my sins as Elisha wanted, and yet, for a while at least, I must return to my life as a carpenter’s
apprentice and dutiful son. That’s not going to be easy. What the legate offered me in Antioch
is greatly tempting. In spite of the dream I had and my desire to see my family and friends, I’m a
different person now. I can’t go back to that quaking, immature youth who left the Galilean
fort.”
“Now, now, you’re still a youth Thaddeus.” Aulus shook his head. “You’re not that
changed by your friendship with us. After all you’ve been through, you have a good heart.
You’re still a good lad. You have a good family and folks that love you. A soldier scribe is a
fine thing, but that’s important too. The army is our family, not yours. What I meant was that
you must stand on your own two feet. If you must be a carpenter, be your own man. If you
decide to take Aurelian up on his offer, just make sure it’s what you want. You’ve earned the
right to decide for yourself, but you’re young, Thaddeus. You have plenty of time.”
“That he has,” Fronto mumbled.
“Hah,” Ibrim declared, with a flourish of his hands, “eighteen summers is a mere pittance
in the wheel of time.”
“The question is, Thaddeus” Rufus asked half-seriously, ‘are you a good carpenter?’”
“.... No,” I admitted after some thought, “my heart’s never been in it. But then neither
have my other brothers. Only Jesus shares my father’s love of wood.”
Ibrim, who rode next to me awhile, pulled out a small metal flask.
“Tell us more about this brother of yours,” he said, allowing me the first drink.
It struck me as strange that moment that I had told Elisha’s guards and the prefect of the
Antioch Cohort, himself, about Jesus miracles and yet failed to tell these men. They were all that
was left of twelve men, who had helped shape my life. The spirits touching my tongue were
strong and vile. Though I lost my breath a few seconds, my eyes watered, and I was
immediately light-headed from the spirits, I forced a smile as I returned the flask.
“Well, let’s see,” I muttered, gathering my wits. “... I was instructed not to bring this
subject up.”
“About your brother Jesus?” Ibrim frowned.
“Now Thaddeus,” Aulus looked back thoughtfully, “Decimus didn’t want you to preach.
He said nothing about him.” “You think very highly of your brother Jesus.” He raised an
eyebrow. “He’s a good man. I’d like to meet him someday, and I’d like to shake the hands of
the man who raised such sons. You’re fortunate to have such a family to go home to, but you
must make your own way in life.”
“My own brother was my family,” Rufus reflected aloud, adding, “...I have no family
now.”
“I have only sisters,” Ibrim said drowsily. “I haven’t seen my people in years.”
“Well, I’m an orphan,” grumbled Fronto. “My family and people are slaves!”
Already after only a short while during our trip south, because of too much wine and not
enough sleep, my riding companions were weary and out of sorts. I also detected a spiritual
malaise. I knew we wouldn’t make very good time today. It would be a long journey ahead. If I
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had read my dreams correctly, poor Jesus had a great burden now. He needed my assistance,
and, in spite of my ambivalence, I missed my family sorely—Jesus the most. Unfortunately,
because we were traveling the coastal route and the sense of urgency seemed obviously absent in
my friends it was going to take a long time. I could do nothing to expedite our trip. As before,
because of the boredom of travel and camp life, they expected me to entertain them. This time,
however, I wouldn’t be talking about my people’s history. What I would tell them was not
written in our holy scriptures. It was something I personally witnessed: Jesus sermons, miracles
and the letters of his wondrous travels. How could I possibly describe him to their untutored
minds? The very thought of Jesus and my family had made me homesick. There were times
during my travels with Elisha and his guards and back at in Antioch when I was on the verge of
tears. I wished we had some wine instead of Ibrim’s spirits. Perhaps, I thought hopefully, that
crafty Ibrim had managed to slip a flask or two of good Greek wine into his saddlebag. I had
been foolish in drinking his concoction, because now, I too was out of sorts with spiritual
malaise. Nevertheless, I told myself stout-heartedly, glancing around appraisingly at my friends,
the hour has come. I will tell them what I know of Jesus, my brother, but this time I wouldn’t
mince words. I would tell the truth. I doubted very much that they would believe my fantastic
tales. If nothing else it would enliven their flagging spirits and generate an interesting
conversation for us until we stopped for the night.
******
Because we weren’t traveling through hostile county and were so close to the coast, we
drew together in an undisciplined group as the mules trailed behind me, returning to single file or
two-by-two formation only when traffic met us head-on, until finally, at a slow pace, when I
reached a climactic point, we stopped altogether off the road.
Drawing upon my God-given memory, I started at the beginning of Jesus life.
“Before I start,” I warned them, “no one believed what I told them about Jesus. What I’m
about to tell you, I didn’t even share with Aurelian, not that it mattered, since he wouldn’t
believe me either. But it’s the truth. I couldn’t have dreamed up such an incredible tale. The
fact is I can scarcely believe some of the story myself. There were times during my childhood
when I would stuff my fingers into my ears, close my eyes tightly, and sing loudly, in order to
shut out his babbling. Jesus was always a strange boy. It’s hasn’t been easy being the youngest
brother with him at the top. As the oldest son, he was always treated specially, and yet half the
time he was not doing his chores like the rest of us; he was wandering the hills alone, talking to
himself. The only time he played with us was when he was playing physician, curing all manner
of small beasts, even dogs, of sickness and maladies. Yet, in spite of what we learned from him
about nature and healing, my brothers and I thought he was deranged.”
“Then one day,” I paused, searching my memory. “Jesus found a small sparrow in
mother’s garden, half dead, on its last breath. Usually he would apply various herbs to affect a
healing. Many times the dog, cat, or small animal just needed food and rest. That day, however,
his efforts to revive the bird had failed, so he began blowing air into its tiny beak, an act that
horrified James, Joseph, Simon, and me. I was tired of Jesus airs and strange ways. My father
had been repairing the rabbi’s roof that day. When I told him what Jesus was doing, he took me
by the hand and hurried back to our house. The rabbi, of course, was shocked by this unclean
act. I was certain that Jesus would finally get punished. He was long overdue. When my father
and I arrived in the garden, however, my mother just stood there, with my twin sisters cringing
behind her skirts, a look of astonishment, perhaps horror, on her face. Something wonderful was
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about to happen that would forever change our lives. Jesus, who had been holding the small
birds in the palms of his hands, raised his arms, and released the sparrow into the sky. In his
peculiarly deep, though child-like voice, he said: ‘Fly away sparrow. Fly to my Holy Father’s
kingdom and tell Him I know the secret!’ ‘Secret, what secret? Did you tell him Mary?’ asked
my father, flashing Mama an accusing look. ‘I told the boy nothing,’ she shrugged, comforting
the girls, whose mood had turned to fear. ‘Jesus is playing a children’s game.’” “But it wasn’t a
game,” I looked dreamily at the heavens. “...Jesus had performed his first miracle.”
“No, Thaddeus,” scoffed Aulus, shaking his head, “that would make him a god.”
“Or demigod,” Rufus offered thoughtfully. “Many men have such gifts. You’ve heard
about Hercules, Aeneas, and Achilles. Look what they did!”
“Now Rufus,” snorted Fronto, “when’s the last time you saw a demigod in the flesh, let
alone one that’s a child?”
“Yes, Thaddeus.” Aulus looked around at the group. “Surely that sparrow must’ve been
alive. The dead, whether beasts or men, don’t return.”
“Really?” the Gaul replied airily, “What about the Phoenix rising from the ashes or
Osiris, whose body was torn asunder yet returned to life.”
“You don’t believe that nonsense.” Aulus made a face. “Apollo, the Egyptian, told us
those stories. He wasn’t serious. In fact, he was drunk. You’re not even a Roman or Egyptian,
Rufus. Why would you say such a silly thing?”
Rufus and Fronto broke into laughter and Aulus suppressed a smile, but Ibrim gave me a
curious look. “Why would Thaddeus lie?” he muttered, sipping from his flask. “...Let him finish.
There’s more to his tale.”
Already Aulus and Fronto doubted my words. Aulus would, as he had before, only
humor me. Rufus had obviously spoken in jest, and Ibrim appeared to be slightly intoxicated,
which seemed to discount the sincerity of what he just said. Because it would only get more
fantastic for these men, I was hesitant about continuing. Despite their disbelief, I had succeeded
in two of my goals. The subject, if nothing else, gave us something to talk about, and I had
awakened them from their malaise. Unfortunately, they didn’t take me seriously. I couldn’t
blame them, of course. I hadn’t believed it myself.
“Go on, lad.” Fronto reached over to gave me a nudge. “This is getting interesting.”
“Yes,” Rufus suppressed a smile, “we enjoy your wild tales.”
“Why?” I sighed with disappointment. “You don’t believe me—none of you. I’m not
making this up. I’m not addled. I saw it with my own eyes.”
“I believe that you believe,” Ibrim declared with a belch. “My mind’s open. Let’s give
poor Thaddeus a chance.”
Was Ibrim serious? I wondered that moment. In the past, Rufus had shown the most
interest in my stories. Though he just poked fun at me, he had seemed to be half serious. That
moment, on their way back to the fort, a contingent of Roman cavalry galloped toward us. As
the wind blew northward, a cloud of dust began rolling our way. The optio riding in front raised
an arm, jerking his thumb sideways, as if to say, “Move aside!” Reacting quickly, Aulus gave
his horses a kick, “All right men,” he barked, “let’s not block the road. Thaddeus can finish this
story as we ride.
“Very well,” I said with a nod, “but I’ve only just begun.”
“Where are you men headed?” the optio bellowed through cupped hands.
“We’re going home,” Aulus answered cheerily, “to Galilee, southward along the Great
Sea.”
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“You’re wise to take the old road,” he cried, as they rode past, “the desert route is no
longer safe—a highway of cutthroats and thieves. The Nabataens and their allies are up in arms.
It looks like we’re going to have to wipe those rebels out.”
“You mean Fabius, Legate of the Fifth Legion.” Aulus nodded, shielding his eyes from
the sun. “I wished he’d been there before. We lost eight men there. Good luck—all of you.
They’re a murderous lot!
“Thank you,” he called back as they continued on their way, “have a safe journey. Give
Longinus, my old friend, my regards.”
Hearing that familiar name, my homesickness swelled in my chest. Longinus, a hardbitten Roman centurion, like his prefect Cornelius, had befriended my family. He had seemed
skeptical about my desire to join the legions. I wondered what he would think of me now. As I
sat daydreaming in the saddle, I was jerked awake when Ibrim tapped me with his bow, and
resumed my narrative where I had left off.
“...We were stunned both by what Jesus had said and done.” I said, glancing protectively
back at my mules. “I wanted to believe that the bird that Jesus supposedly brought back from the
dead had really been in the dark sleep and awakened naturally as many creatures do. Perhaps it
had merely been knocked senseless after slamming into a tree. It was even possible, I reasoned
as we stood in silence that day, that Jesus did, in fact, revive him,” “...but it was much more than
that,” I added wistfully. “Jesus had brought it back from the dead.”
“Incredible,” Ibrim mumbled.
“Yes,” I confessed, “it’s hard to believe.”
For a moment, our small procession halted again, this time at a fork in the road leading to
the sea. The four men sat uneasily in their saddles with baited breath.
“When Jesus spoke those haunting words, my father took him aside to talk to him alone.
James, Joseph, Simon, and I snuck down to the meadow where they stood. I remember my
father questioning him severely about his outlandish claim, but the most important thing I heard
that morning I still find troubling.
“Jesus?” he looked into my brother’s blue eyes. “Did you really bring back that dead
bird?”
“Yes, father,” he answered without hesitation, “through the Holy Father, I brought him
back.”
“So it’s true,” father said, raising his eyes to sky. “….It has begun. Thus sayeth the
Lord!”
“Mother of Zeus!” Aulus gasped.
“Let him continue,” Fronto raised a hand, “...this is getting good.”
Feeling the Thracian’s powerful hand on my shoulder, I cleared my throat, brushed a tear
away from my eye and continued my story:
“After that day, Jesus wandered around in a daze, talking to himself, and becoming a
spectacle to our neighbors and friends. Most the townsfolk simply thought he was addled in the
head, but Joachim, the town rabbi, thought he was a blasphemer and heretic, driven by Satan’s
power. The hostility of townsfolk grew after they heard Joachim’s fiery sermons. Though it
began with the incident of the sparrow, Jesus was not totally to blame. Our family had always
been considered eccentric. After Mariah, the town witch, was threatened with stoning, our father
gave her and her delinquent son Michael sanctuary. On behalf of the townsmen who had rallied
in front of Joachim’s house, a small band of roughians led by Reuben, the tanner, vowed to burn
down our house. Before they could act upon their threat, however, Cornelius, prefect of the
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Galilean Cohort, sent men to spirit Mariah out of town. The prefect also insured us that our
family would be protected by his men. After Rueben and his cohorts, in defiance of the Romans,
set fire to Mariah’s house, Jesus prayed for rain. The skies opened up those moments, flooding
the gardens and collapsing the roofs of many homes. Reuben and his band became outlaws that
night. This event, together with the unrest in Galilee, created a permanent presence of Roman
sentries in Nazareth and neighboring towns. Though most Nazarenes begrudgingly accepted our
protectors, many townsmen remained resentful. Though it all seemed to have started when Jesus
cured that bird, several elders blamed Joseph, his father, who had shielded a witch, collaborated
with Romans, and sired a heretic son.
“Because of the resentment in Nazareth, we had few friends. To find customers requiring
carpentry, Papa was forced to go to other towns. His sons became outcasts in town. Just when it
seemed as though everyone had turned against us, however, Samuel, a venerable Pharisee,
befriended our family. Not only did he help find clients for Papa’s business, he found a remedy
for one of our family’s problems: Jesus. It was decided that Jesus would accompany Samuel’s
nephew Joseph of Arimathea on his trip, thereby removing this reminder of our family’s
eccentricity and also giving Jesus a chance to see the world.
“With his controversial son out of town, things quieted down for our family. Father’s
business increased, and his family’s prestige gradually began to return. Jesus’ journey with
Joseph of Arimathea shaped his views about religion and the nature of God, and yet the letters he
sent to our family were considered too heretical to share with anyone else. In deed, Jesus said
many strange things, but mostly his letters were filled with information about his experiences
and the places he had seen. In company with Joseph’s guards, he visited the Pharos lighthouse
and museum in Egypt, the great buildings of Greece and Rome, and seen countless other
wonders most Galileans would never see. During his trip, as explained in his letters, Jesus’
notion of a universal God for Jew and Gentile alike was shaped. This belief, shared by the
Prophet Isaiah, seemed to have been proven by his discovery of the pedestal for the Unknown
God in both Greece and Rome. Jesus had written many controversial things in his letters, but
this notion of the universal God bothered James and Joseph the most. When Jesus returned
home and shared his views with listeners, the reminder of his heresy was rekindled in their
minds. After all the Lord came to the Chosen People, not pagans and Gentiles. Had not the Jews
been given the Promised Land?
“Make no mistake, my friends,” I said, slapping my knee, “by the standards of Pharisees
and rabbis, Jesus was and is heretic. For me the most incredible things in his letters were not his
views. I had heard Jesus talking strangely many times before. It was those miraculous things
forced upon him during his odyssey with Joseph of Arimathea. The third and fourth miracles
after incident of the sparrow and the fire at Mariah’s house occurred during his voyage to Greece
and later on route Rome when their ship almost capsized at the sea. Jesus tamed both storms
with his prayers to God. Unfortunately, this caused jealousy among the Pharisee’s sons,
Matthias and Levi. When Jesus claimed that the pedestal to the unknown god was proof of the
Gentile yearning for a universal god, even the Pharisee, his benefactor, rebuked him. He found
Jesus questioning nature annoying at times. Yet later, during a visit to one of Joseph’s clients in
Gaul, Levi, his youngest son, grew gravely ill. Close to death, Levi lingered in the dark place as
Jesus again prayed to God. The physician called in to heal Joseph’s son had applied all of his
medicine and science but it took but a few words from my brother to bring him back to life.
Joseph was jubilant, and yet his oldest son Matthias was resentful of him, saying to Jesus, “who
do you think you are Beelzebub Lord of the Flies?” The jealousy that he felt for my brother
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boiled to a head one day in Simon of Cyrene’s garden when he physically attacked my brother.
Jesus believed Matthias would have killed him. Once more, however, he called upon the Lord,
this time to cast out the demon in the Pharisee’s son—”
“Ah, it is like the jinns,” Ibrim muttered to himself.
“How many miracles is that now?” Fronto turned to Rufus.
“Six,” Rufus muttered in disbelief, “...that’s more than Hercules!”
“Continue,” Aulus said hoarsely.
“There’s not much more,” I exhaled wearily, “at least not of a miraculous nature.
Though he behaved himself, Matthias was never the same after his exorcism. Levi became
Jesus’ friend. During this visit, Jesus and Joseph’s guards explored the caves near Simon of
Cyrene’s estate where they found writings of the Old Ones, the people who lived in Cyrene
before the arrival of the Greeks from Thera. Jesus was interested in all knowledge, from the
most insignificant leaf lying in our yard to the Pharo Lighthouse, which he and Joseph’s guards
visited in Egypt. Nothing escaped his awe; everything, he believed, was part of the Lord’s
design.
“When Jesus returned from his odyssey he was different, much more mature, and yet, in
the most important ways, he was the same. He had learned, among many things, to keep his
opinions to himself until the right moment. The mystical glow in his blue eyes when he left with
Joseph of Arimathea would return at times, but he had learned to laugh at himself. The urgency
in his grasp of God and our religion was replaced by conviction and patience in what he
believed. I’m still not sure of his plan or what he might do with his life, but he no longer took
himself seriously. He accepted, with determination, his responsibility as the oldest son, working
faithfully to learn the trade of carpentry in our father’s shop. To the annoyance of James and
Joseph, he quickly mastered this craft as he did everything else. As he assisted Papa in the shop,
he met new and old clients, who saw a side of him none of us had seen. Instead of walking the
hills in dreamy meditation or irritating townsfolk with strange speech, Jesus concentrated on
being a good carpenter and becoming, to all appearances, an ordinary brother and son.” “This
then,” I almost whispered, “is the Jesus I left behind in Galilee...I pray to God that what I fear the
most has not turned our world upside down—”
“What are you saying?” Aulus interrupted. “Is Jesus all right? Is someone ill?”
“If my dreams are correct, yes—my father!” I looked away, fighting back tears.
“I’m sorry we can’t go faster,” he consoled gently. “We’re taking the safest route. We’ll
try to cover as much time as we can on the coast.”
“I dunno,” Fronto mumbled, scratching his beard, “I think you made a mistake. Those
mules aren’t as important as your family. You’re lucky to have one. I would’ve sold them in
Antioch and found passage on a ship.”
“They’re all I have to show for this,” I replied, patting my mule and glancing protectively
back at the others. “I was nearly killed during my odyssey—several times. I was treated horribly
by those men and almost made a slave...Yet I don’t regret it.” “I would never have met you,” I
said, looking around at the group. “My brother once told me that true friendship is often more
valuable than family. Blood is not the only bound. I will miss Decimus, Caesarius, and the
others. Perhaps, if you’re still at the Galilean fort, I’ll see you men again. I don’t know if I’ll
join Aurelian as a soldier scribe, but I’m glad I became the owner of five mules. I can’t conceive
of not bringing these faithful beasts home.... They’re one of the miracle experienced in my life.”
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“Thaddeus,” Aulus replied hesitantly, “...we’re not all staying in the Galilean fort. I’m
retiring. If my orders are worth the paper they’re written on, I might get a plot of land
somewhere in Galilee or Judea. Aurelian’s seal is on the scroll.”
“I haven’t made up my mind,” Fronto seemed conflicted. “According to our orders, it’s
up to us.”
“Well, I came too close to death this time.” Rufus shook his head. “I might just muster
out and work the docks in Joppa, until I manage passage to Gaul.”
Ibrim, who appeared to be inebriated, laughed foolishly, waving his small hands. “I am
not a shepherd. I’ll never return to the herding or farming, like my kinsmen—never. The army
is all I know.”
“Our family befriended a shepherd named Oudeh,” I reflected for his benefit. “They
seemed to be a happy lot, but the townsfolk in Nazareth think they’re all a bunch of thieves.”
“Oudeh?” Ibrim made a face. “I have a uncle with a similar name. Odeb was a drunkard,
who beat his wife, and chased off his children. He was an evil man!”
Ibrim was becoming progressively drunk, ranting about his hatred of his family but also
about his mistreatment in the army. Fronto pointed out teasingly that he, like his uncle Odeb,
was becoming a drunkard too. Nothing was said about my narrative, however. Until this small
talk had died down, I was certain that they were dodging the subject. Then, so typical of my
Gentile friends, they began idly commenting on the fantastic tales of my brother.
“Well, I’ve said enough about him,” I said, shrugging my shoulders. “.... What happened
after he came home might seem rather boring.”
“Like I said before.” Aulus gave my mule a pat. “I want to meet this miracle worker. If I
get myself a little plot of land, maybe he can build me a house.”
“You don’t believe me,” I concluded glumly. “Very few people do.”
“As Ibrim said,” he quoted him, “I believe you believe it. We Romans have to see things
for ourselves.”
“I want to believe you,” I heard Fronto utter, “but it’s too fantastic to believe.”
“What is real?” Ibrim muttered aloud. “The mind plays tricks on us. The heart is our
greatest guide.”
What Ibrim said was true. In fact, Jesus had said as much himself. I glanced back at
Ibrim with a smile. I knew Aulus wasn’t serious about Jesus building him a house. Like Rufus
and Fronto, he looked very tired, worn out by his service to Rome. Perhaps to drown his own
unhappiness, Ibrim had taken to strong drink. I said a prayer for my friends. I felt sorry for
these men, especially Aulus, who would be given a pittance for his long service. As the road
narrowed sharply and we could smell the Great Sea, our small band lapsed into silence, each of
us wrapped in our own thoughts. Had I made an impact upon them with my stories about Jesus?
I asked myself. So far the answer seemed to be no, but then as Rufus’ horse trotted up alongside
of me, he leaned discreetly to the side as he held his reins, and I heard him say in a low voice as
if he didn’t want the others to hear, “I believe you Thaddeus. When you go home to Nazareth,
I’m going home too. I’m finished with the army—this life isn’t for me, but I have a feeling our
paths will cross again. I think someday I will meet your brother too. This god you speak of has
given him great power. I want to know this man!”
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Chapter Thirty-Three
The Coastal Route

We arrived in Laodicea, a city that would become important in my years as a disciple of
Paul. At this stage in my life, I knew only that we had to travel through it to reach the imperial
way station in order to requisition stores. When we arrived, hungry and travel worn and looked
down at the beautiful seaside town, it was rejuvenating. We broke into friendly banter that
moment now that we had reached the first major milestone in our journey south. Though
smaller than Tarsus and Antioch, it’s white temples and sundry buildings stretched into the
surrounding hills and down the seashore jewel-like against the evening sun, now setting in the
west. Disregarding the standard policy for official military business of going directly to a
Roman way station, which was a league down the coast, we stopped by a shop and purchased
five flasks of quality wine. Pooling our meager wages, we also purchased fresh lamb, bread, and
vegetables to supplement what we would later requisition. We were fortunate to arrive just
before the shops closed for the evening. Fronto bought sweet meats from a vendor on the street,
which would provide us with a fine dessert. Too often the imperial storeroom would dole out
foul-tasting Syrian wine and food. We would, of course, receive our supplies from the duty
officer, but tonight, instead eating the dried fish, cheese, and stale bread issued, which was the
normal meal at imperial way stations, we would eat fresh food and drink Greek wine and, upon
arriving at the way station, pack the issued rations away to snack on later between stops.
On the way through the remainder of town, after using the cloaca and ignoring the
unfriendly glares of townsfolk lining the street, we began drinking almost immediately. Because
of our dirty, motley appearance, mismatched attire, and mix of horses and mules in our band, we
probably looked like a band thieves, rather than soldiers of Rome. Fronto and Rufus were
boisterous, shouting insults to surly onlookers. Ibrim playfully swatted a man with his whip.
Until we reached the city limits, the auxilia continued to behave badly. Aulus and I tried
calming them down to no avail. Luckily for us we didn’t run into magistrates or Roman
legionnaires in town. That night, after setting up camp, we built ourselves a roaring fire, cooked
ourselves a decent supper, and got properly drunk on good Greek wine.
Out of military habit, we were able to set up camp, but the results were much to be the
desired. Aulus made sure that he and I shared a tent, hastily raised on poles with half of the
required tent pegs provided for the trip. Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim planned to sleep out in the
open if they were too drunk. Tied expeditiously to nearby saplings, the horses and mules were
allowed to forage in a nearby field. Because of the attitude of the men, I suspected there would
be no sentries tonight. We had, Fronto boasted tipsily, a night of festivities ahead of us. Rufus
and he would swap bawdy tales, and I could tell some of those stories they liked so much. I was
sure Ibrim would say some strange things as he had before, and even Aulus, after emptying half
his flask, might share a few jokes. As we laughed at each other’s foolishness, the fire ring
provided by the station was filled with the available lumber and kindling lying about the camp.
The sharpened stick for the fire spit was speared with hunks of lamb, dropped in its supports, and
turned by each of us as we ate fresh bread, ripe plums, and drank our wine.
That evening, after the sun had set and we had eaten our fill, I realized that I was the most
sober of the bunch. The truth was, I could scarcely talk, and when I was asked to expound more
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tales of my demigod brother I humored them by telling them about the sermon he gave to the
townsfolk after returning from his trip. It must have sounded like gibberish. In spite of my
excellent memory, I barely remember the words. I do remember looking around and seeing the
other men, even Aulus, lying on the ground were they tumbled, too drunk to make it to their
pallets. I also remember being sick and vomiting my dinner in the nearby woods. Even in my
drunken state I was worried about the lack of security in our camp. Not long after I attempted to
rouse Aulus, a sentry from the Imperial station did, in fact, appear on the scene, scolding us
severely for our laxity in camp.
“Whose in charge here?” he barked, looking with disgust at my friends.
“No one,” I answered with a belch. “We’re being transferred to the Galilean Cohort.”
This was, of course, a lie, but it seemed insignificant considering the trouble we might be
in. Walking around with a snarl on his bristly face, he kicked each of them with his boot, and
then when that didn’t rouse them, prodded them with his sword.
“This is disgraceful,” his voice rose in indignation. “You have posted no guards. You
haven’t even set up camp properly, and not a one of you could, if he had to, stand a post.
“That’s not necessary,” I remember saying, as I tapped them one-by-one. “These men
have been through a terrible ordeal. We’ve lost over half our number in the desert. I almost
became a slave. You’d be drunk too if you were treated like those poor men. I’m young; it
doesn’t matter so much, but what do they have to look forward to?”
I had been sober enough to deliver a fine speech. For a moment, as he walked up to me
as though he just might just rap me with the flat side of his sword, I forget my own prowess with
the gladius and cringed with fear. But then, after sheathing his sword, he studied me a moment.
His chiseled features, which seemed set in anger, softened, until I saw the vaguest inkling of a
smile.
“How old are you?” he asked, glancing back at the others.
“Oh, I’m not so young,” I squirmed under his scrutiny. “I’ve seen more than eighteen
summers. What I’ve gone through has added years onto my shoulders. I even have the makings
a beard.”
My effort at being droll that moment caused him to utter a sour laugh, but he wasn’t
amused.
“What’s a lad like you doing with the likes of them?” He motioned with his head.
“Auxilia!” he spat the words. “Never known one yet who wouldn’t knife you then steal your last
mite.”
“They’re good men,” I came to their defense. “They’ve been through hard times. We all
have. Please don’t report them to your superior.”
“I’m the superior of this station,” he stuck out his jaw. “After waking me up in the middle
of the night, one of my men reported that there were no sentries in your group. I don’t care if
you men drink yourselves into oblivion. You must post guards!”
“I’ll stand watch sir!” I piped, clicking my heels together smartly.
I noticed at that point, by his helmet and scrolled cuirass, that he was an optio. An
expression of incredulity came over his face now as he considered my statement. It seemed as if
my fear had sobered me up enough to stand at attention, chest thrust out, and eyes forward, yet
the hard-bitten Roman looked me up and own as if I had lost my wits.
“In your condition you really think you could stand a post until morning?” He asked with
a straight face.
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At first, I thought he might shake his head and walk away. Then, when I failed to
answer, he broke into knee-slapping mirth. I was so greatly relieved I didn’t care that it was
done at my expense. I’ve been laughed at by better men than you, I told myself, joining in his
banter.
“No,” I answered, playing the game,“...I’ll be unconscious by dawn. I must rouse some
of the others, so we can take turns.”
“What?” he cried. “You think you can awaken the dead?”
The optio inspected the sleeping men again. Three of them—Rufus, Fronto, and Ibrim—
lie pell-mell around the fire, mouths agape and snoring loudly, lying exactly where they fell.
Aulus, the only one who made it to the tent, lay half in and half out, still clutching a flask. When
one of his men appeared that moment, he joined in the mirth.
Between guffaws the optio managed to ask, “What’s your name lad?”
“Judah bar Joseph,” I blurted. “I mean Thaddeus Judaicus—my Roman name.” I added,
cupping my mouth. “You see I’m drunk sir,” I quickly apologized. “Excuse my mistake.”
“Hah! That’s a Jew name,” the second Roman cried. “By Jove,” he pointed accusingly
with a grin, “you’re a Jew!”
“Is that true lad?” the optio raised an eyebrow. “Don’t lie to me. That was a slip of the
tongue.”
“All right,” I confessed, “I’m not a Gentile, but I’m a loyal Roman.”
“Are you serious Jude Thaddeus?” he asked, after considering my revelation. “…You
people hate us. You’ve rebelled enough. What would possess a young Jew to join up? The
legion’s no place for a Jew. You’re not even required for the levy. There’s no such thing as
Jewish conscripts. Are you daft?”
The name he labeled me with, Jude Thaddeus, would be used in later years. Now,
encompassing my two sides, Jew and Gentile, it seemed strangely appropriate. The words now
poured out in my own defense: “I wanted to be soldier scribe. I’ve done well as soldier, killing
many men. After being captured by bandits, I was sold as a slave then purchased by a rich
merchant, who gave me my freedom in order to make me a proper Jew. Yet I opted for the army.
When I finally arrived in the Antioch, Aurelian, prefect of the fort, wanted to hire me for his
staff. Unfortunately, I had been summoned to return home to my family business. I’m returning
this very day with my friends to Nazareth, but someday I plan to rejoin. A man is born into his
race, but its up to him which master he serves!”
It was the most controversial thing I had ever said. My family and neighbors would have
been shocked at some of things I had said and done in my misadventures as a Roman soldier;
now, to impress these Romans, I had boasted killing men and vowed allegiance to Rome.
Nevertheless, it was immediately effective. The capricious mood of the station guards, so typical
of Roman soldiers, changed that moment. My words, which seemed like heresy to me now, had
cut short their laughter and turned their smiling faces to looks of esteem. Reaching out one-byone to grip my forearm, they appeared to acknowledge my loyalty to the legions.
“My name’s Argos,” the first Roman introduced himself finally, “and this is Salva, one of
my men.”
Salva bowed differentially. I was speechless, bowing in return, touching my forehead, as
I had seen Ibrim do, to show my respect.
“My men will widen their patrol tonight,” Argos explained indulgently. “You sleep it off
with the other slackers.” “Take my advice young man,” he said in parting before he and Salva
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disappeared into the darkness, “go home to your people. The Roman army’s no place for a
Jew!”
“Argos,” Salva could be heard in the distance, “I think I’ve heard everything now: a
Jewish soldier of Rome!”
******
The rude station guards were typical of Rome’s soldiers, and yet my Roman protectors
said basically the same thing. I was, in spite of my comportment, barely able to make it to my
pallet, yet the words spoken by Argos were imprinted in my mind—Go home to your people.
The Roman army’s no place for a Jew!” Recalling the title he gave me, I giggled foolishly,
swiping at imaginary foes with my sword.
“Jude Thaddeus,” I murmured drowsily, “I like the sound of that—just right for a warrior
Jew.” “Take that you swines.” I hacked at the darkness. “Death to infidels. You’re tangling with
the Reaper…A lot those sonsabitches know!”
Amused by this turn of events, I made water on a nearby tree, crawled into the tent next
to Aulus, and fell into a deep untroubled asleep. There were no prophetic visions or dark images
in my head this time, just that nonsensical fabric of dreams that are quickly forgotten the
following morning. The urgency of my helping Jesus with the family business had not left me.
My first thought, in fact, was the foolishness of our actions last night, yet matters could have
been worse. When I awakened, I was the only riser. It was the first time I had experienced this
phenomena since leaving home. Everyone had drunk heavily last night. After drinking, eating
too much lamb, and cramming my stomach with Fronto’s sweetmeats, I had finally thrown up,
an event that reduced the ill effects of the wine. When I confronted the station guards, it gave
me a level of sobriety over the other men who drank themselves to oblivion around the fire.
Because of my purge, I was not lying unconscious like the others on the ground. The problem
that hour was to rouse the men and get us back on the road. Though I joined in eagerly with
them yesterday when I was handed my own flask of wine, I had great misgivings this morning
about the precedent we had set. Is this what our journey south would be: one long, meaningless
drinking bout until I parted with my friends and returned home?
Wasting no more time deliberating, I walked around gently kicking and shaking my
friends. Aulus, who lie half-in and half-out of the tent, appeared to be in the exact same position
he was in last night. He was snoring heavily and muttered groggily when I gave him a shake.
Though grumbling and making snorting noises, none of the men were motivated until I shouted
“Wake up, it’s time to break camp!” shrilly through cupped hands. Though I was, myself,
feeling some effects from last night, I managed, as they stirred, to lead the horses and mules oneby-one to the water trough provided by the station. It appeared as if they had eaten enough of the
wild wheat growing in the field. Decimus had once explained to us that not all imperial stations
provided fresh mounts, so I was glad to see the horses, as well as my mules, fit and ready for the
march. Unfortunately, my traveling companions weren’t. It was only after I had led the final
mule back and tethered it with the others, that one of the men stood up, cursing loudly about a
ringing head.
“Someone stole my wine!” Fronto roared. “I had another stowed in my saddle bag.
Those Roman dogs!”
“No one took your flask,” I called cheerily, as I returned to camp. “I had a discussion
with the optio and one of his guards. They were angry that we hadn’t posted a guard, but I
calmed them down. We must grab a bite to eat and get back on the road heading south.”
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“Who made you the leader?” he grumbled. “You drank as much as me. Why’re you
grinning like an ape?”
“Because,” I replied, sticking a finger in my mouth, “I was sick. We all drank too much
wine last night. I got rid of most of my mine. You men promised me that we would have a
speedy journey home. I’d like to reach the next imperial station before dark.”
“Oh, is that right your highness.” He bowed comically. “I forgot you’ve been favored by
the prefect. Perhaps we should take a vote.” “Hey, men,” he bellowed, looking around the camp.
“Everyone who wants to put Thaddeus, the Jew, in charge, raise your hand.”
“Leave him alone,” Aulus called weakly, “he’s the only one us worth a mite.”
I ran to him that moment, concerned that he might be ill. He was having trouble just
sitting up. I needed help with the overweight Roman, but Rufus and Ibrim could scarcely rise up
themselves. Reaching down, with Fronto’s belated help, I raised him slowly to his feet.
“Are you all right?” my voice trembled.
“I’m fine Thaddeus,” he murmured hoarsely, “...just a damn fool. I let things get me
down.”
“You’re a fine soldier,” I reassured him, “I’m proud to ride with you.”
“Aye.” Fronto seconded. “I’m a damn fool too.”
“No,” I said, patting his shoulder, “you’re all good men. I will miss you sorely when I
return to the shop.”
“You’ll not be happy, whittling wood,” the Thracian said glumly. “It’s in your blood.
You’re a natural. I’ll never forget what you did that night. Six men were struck down by one
sword. Look at you. Thaddeus; you were captured by cutthroat thieves, sold into slavery, and
bought by a rich Pharisee. Aye, fortune blessed you, yet you gave up a life of ease to ride with
us.”
Though that was only partially true, what he said about fortune was one hundred percent
correct. I’m not sure whether or not Fronto was referring to God when he said fortune blessed
me, but I realized now that He had been watching over me all along. In my darkest hours, I had
doubted him and not given him credit for saving my neck. Now, I found myself in need of
God’s help. I had four debilitated men, two of which were not fully conscious, to get ready, on
their horses, and on the highway so that we might reach the next milestone before dusk.
After much effort, Fronto and I got Rufus and Ibrim onto their feet, while Aulus walked
shakily to the station for stores. I had absolutely no intention in trading in my mount, and there
was nothing mentioned about fresh horses, which pleased me very much, since this would take
that much more time. When Aulus began walking back with a large sack of provisions, I took
part of his load. I noticed, to my dismay, that there was more wine in one of the sacks, but said
nothing. If the men wanted more wine they would simply buy it on the way. What I was most
concerned with was Aulus’ color. I had seen the shadow of death before: in my childhood friend
Nehemiah and in Caesarius’ face: an ashen shade, with bloodshot eyes. Aulus moved sluggishly
as they had. I handed him a piece of cheese, hunk of bread, and flask of water, but he refused
politely, taking only a swallow of water after stuffing the food into his saddlebag along with the
flask. After Fronto and I loaded the tent, equipment, and provisions onto the mules and made
sure that Rufus and Ibrim made water and ate the frugal morning meal, we stood there wolfing
down our own morsels of food. I was thankful that Fronto had heeded my plea. He seemed in a
hurry now. During those moments, as I tethered the mules’ reins and harnessed the guide line to
my saddle, the big Thracian shepherded Rufus and Ibrim onto their horses and told them to stay
put. It took two of us to get Aulus on his horse. He sat shakily on his mount and was in no
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condition to lead us the rest of the way nor were Rufus and Ibrim, who would need watching too.
Because I took control of the mules, which always followed behind horsemen, the honor of
leading us would go to Fronto, the second most sober member of our group.
“I’m sorry I was such a grouch,” he said, struggling onto his horse, “You gotta get home.
I know that. We’ll make better time when we’re back in Galilee. I’ll take the guideline when
you get tired.”
“Thank you, Fronto.” I replied contentedly. “The delay’s my own fault. I could’ve taken
a ship, but I was worried about my mules. The truth is I have no desire to travel on ship. My
brother asked God to still the waters. I might not be so blessed.”
“Well,” Fronto called back cheerily. “We had a late start, but it’s not yet noon. Even if
we don’t reach the next station by sunset, we should find another town.”
“It could be worse,” I piped, patting my mule. “I could’ve taken a ship, but, given my
luck, it might’ve sunk. On the other hand, if it’s a choice between a ride through a dirty, dusty
desert filled with bandits and a long, crooked road, with towns along the way and the sweet smell
of the sea, I’ll take the coast!”
Fronto laughed for my benefit. Like the others, he was feeling the effect of last night.
Because I had to watch the mules, I asked Rufus to watch Aulus. He rode in front of him and
could see the expression on his face. Unfortunately, however, he and Ibrim were barely able to
stay in the saddle themselves. My greatest fear at this point was that the old Roman would fall
off his saddle as Caesarius had done—this time tumbling over a cliff into the sea. When I called
a temporary halt and suggested that we tie him to his horse, Aulus, himself, came awake and
balked at the notion.
“Calm down, Thaddeus,” he said weakly. “I’ll be all right. I overdid it last night—too
much wine and food. Don’t worry, lad, I’ll be all right.”
“Then one of us should be on your right,” I insisted. “This stretch isn’t so narrow. While
I tow my mules, you men could ride two-by-two.”
“Very well,” Rufus heaved a sigh, “it’s all the same to me.”
“I’ll ride on Ibrim’s right,” Fronto said, backing up his horse. “He’s ready to fall out of
his saddle too.” “You feeling better?” He paused to study the Gaul.
“Better,...not good.” Rufus grunted.
“I know what you mean,” he said with a shrug. “We’ve all been foolish.”
“Well, I don’t need a baby sitter,” Aulus grumbled. “Ibrim’s in worse shape than me.”
Ibrim said nothing as Fronto shifted to his right.
“Please Aulus,” I reasoned sternly. “Face it: you’re not well. At least wrap the reins
around your wrists. There’s no soft sand to tumble onto here, only rocks. Some of the shoreline
has cliffs!”
The procession halted a moment. Aulus looked back at me, a frown playing on his
sallow face. Rufus reached over protectively to place the reins in his hands. With some effort,
Aulus did as I asked. I noticed, after following my own counsel, that Fronto, the Gaul, and even
the wobbly Ibrim did the same.
“All right, no more dawdling,” Fronto barked. “We gotta a long ride to the next station.
Let’s keep moving.” “Wake up Ibrim,” he snapped. “Keep that strap on your wrists. Hold fast
to your reins!”
With that said, we gave our beasts a kick and resumed our journey south. For the longest
period of time, in what seemed to be a test of endurance, we trudged along the coast, rarely
speaking to each other. I heard a few complaints, a great amount of grunts and groans, and one
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loud oath from Fronto when his horse was startled by a dog running across the road. No one
would be in the mood for conversation, until we stopped for the night. It was fortunate that I was
sick and purged myself before I fell asleep. Aulus, Ibrim, and, to a lesser degree, Rufus, would
feel the effects of our festivities for several hours. By a process of elimination, Fronto had
become our leader, which made good sense, since he was by far the biggest member of our
group, and could hold his wine. I was quite happy that the big, normally good-natured, Thracian
had taken control of our group. Considering how little time I spent in my effort to join the army
and the many years my friends had served in the service of Rome, I belonged at the rear of our
procession watching the mules. They were my responsibility, no one else’s, but I hoped that
Fronto would keep his promise and take over the line for a while. For more leagues than I
wanted to count, he prodded us along, making sure our stops were just long enough for us to rest
a spell, eat our rations, feed and water the horses and mules, then get back on the road. During
the long ride south, Fronto, with Rufus and my help, kept Aulus and Ibrim in their saddles,
which was not easy when we reached the steepest portions of our trip. There were times when
we looked over the side and saw a sheer drop to the rocky shoreline below. Rufus managed, in
spite of his own discomfort, to remain a buffer between the tottering Aulus and those steep cliffs
on our right, and Fronto reached over on occasion to grip Ibrim’s tunic to hold him steady on his
horse. Meanwhile, I was being worn out by the constant effort of towing the mules and
managing my own mount.
Finally, at our third stop of the day, in which we took advantage of a roadside well and
watered both ourselves and the horses and mules and snacked on our rations, Fronto took over
the towline when we got back on the road. By that point, Ibrim was in much better shape and
Aulus, though he still required close watch, seemed less wobbly on his horse. When I took my
place next to Ibrim, I was, in effect, leading the march. It was my job to keep the pace and watch
out for the next milestone along the road. Unlike Fronto, though, I would not bark at the men
when they didn’t move fast enough. The Thracian was still in control. In fact, before we made
camp for the night, Rufus, then Ibrim, himself, at Fronto’s insistence, took turns towing the
mules.
We arrived near the town of Tripolia, travel-worn and out of sorts. No one cared what lie
over the hill. We had reached the first imperial station since leaving Laodicea. The temptation
of Greek wine and rich food were always waiting in nearby towns, but tonight we needed solid
Roman rations and a good night’s sleep. There would be no reverly this time, especially for poor
Aulus, who had to be carried to his pallet. After a sparse, hastily eaten meal, we sat around the
fire discussing the fate of our friend, now sleeping fitfully in his tent.
“He doesn’t look good,” came Fronto’s gravelly voice. “After that business in the desert
he was never the same.”
“Humph,” grunted Rufus, “no one’s been the same. He drank too much wine last night,
more than even me. That didn’t help.”
“We all drank too much.” Ibrim stared blankly into the fire. “Thaddeus was lucky he got
sick.” “Next time I act foolishly,” he added, raising up two fingers, “I’m doing it myself.”
“That’s disgusting.” I made a face.
“It works,” he said, tossing a twig into the flames. “If I had been conscious, I would’ve
done it last night. This morning I thought my head was going to explode!”
“Not a bad idea,” Rufus replied thoughtfully. “I’ve seen Romans stick feathers down
their throats to make them vomit, but fingers are better.”
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“Disgusting,” I insisted. “...What about you Fronto?’ I looked across the fire. “You didn’t
get that sick.”
“Oh, I felt sick.” He laughed softly. “I just didn’t show it. I also didn’t drink as much.
Aulus out drank us all!”
The question hung unspoken a moment as we thought about our friend: “Would the old
Roman survive the long trip?” Glancing back at the tent, I chose my words carefully, “...If Aulus
will come home with me, I think my mother might be able to cure him. If not her potions, my
brother’s prayers should work. Jesus has a special relationship with God. He once told me that
the faith of a mustard seed could move mountains.”
“A mustard seed?” Fronto made a face. “You have a very strange god. Why would he
bother with that broken down old soldier?”
“That’s very unkind,” I bristled. “Do you remember the incident of the sparrow?
According to Jesus, God watches over all of his creation.”
“Bah,” spat Fronto, “He hasn’t helped us so far!”
“He saved my life!” my voice creaked up a notch. “All along, from Galilee through that
awful desert, he kept me from harm. Considering the odds against us, I think he watched over
you and the others too.”
“Words!” Rufus said with great bitterness. “Why did my brother Enrod die? He was a
good man. So was Vesto. Those desert people nearly wiped us out. None of our men deserved
to die in that stinking place!”
“You don’t understand my faith,” I tried explaining. “....We take the good with the bad.
Job, a righteous man, was tested by Satan and proved to be worthy. Good men are tested, some
of them die, but if we try to live a good life we are rewarded.…The body dies, yet we live...”
My voice trailed off in wonder. Not yet comprehending Jesus’ doctrine of eternal life, I
thought about I had just said. What was I trying to say? The four men looked at me with
dumbfounded expressions.
Ibrim studied me a moment. “Thaddeus, that doesn’t make sense. I’ve listened to you
talk about your god, whom I think is a fine fellow, but he has done very little for you. That other
Jewish fellow you mentioned, Elisha, saved you. My people have hundreds of gods, not one of
them worth a mite. I believe in what I see. If it’s Aulus time, he will die,” “and that’s that!” He
snapped his fingers.
“How do you explain me killing all those men at the imperial station?” I tried a different
tact. “You really think I could’ve done that all by myself.”
“Yes.” Ibrim nodded. “I’ve seen stranger things before.”
“He’s a natural warrior,” cried Fronto, “just stubborn. I once saw a gladiator kill ten
men!”
“Ibrim! Fronto!” I raised my hand in dismissal. “You’ve never seen anything like that—
neither of you. Ibrim, you told me you thought I was possessed by a jinn. What is it, man—luck
or the Jinn? It can’t be both. If my god can’t do it, evil spirits can’t either.” “Trust me.” I stood
up, looking around the group. “My mother can help Aulus. She pulled Reuben, my family’s
onetime enemy, and my friend Uriah from death’s door. She’s been treating townsfolk for years
with her potions and herbs. After Jesus saved that sparrow, he changed. His prayers began
helping others too. You’ve never seen anyone pray like him. He told the storms to cease,
brought back the Pharisees son, and—something I saw with my own eyes—opened the skies
over Nazareth to put out the widow Mariah’s fire—all through prayer. When I return home,
Aulus is coming with me. You men are welcome to our hospitality. I want you to meet my
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family and my family to meet you. Mostly, I want you to meet Jesus, my brother...You’ve never
known anyone like him!”
******
That night, after the others crawled onto their pallets, I was tempted to sleep in the open
next to fire as some of the men did last night. Aulus groaned and muttered to himself in his
sleep. It upset me very much, especially when there was nothing that I could say or do. The
second tent wasn’t much better; the auxilia snored loudly and often made wind. For a long
period of time, I sat there by the fire, wondering if my boast had been foolish. What if Jesus
resented my presumption? What if my father was ill, as I suspected, and mother had no time for
my friend? My family might be going through hard times right now. For that matter, our
neighbors wouldn’t like me bringing a band of unwashed Gentile into town. Our association
with soldiers had been bad enough for us. Because we befriended the guards assigned to our
town, we had been called collaborators. Now I was bringing auxilia to Nazareth. With the
exception of Aulus, these men weren’t even Romans. They were loud, unruly, and uncouth men.
Of my four friends, I worried about Fronto and Ibrim the most. Fronto would suffer no fools.
Ibrim, if given the chance, would say the most outlandish things. Only Rufus held his tongue in
mixed company. If Joseph was still living at home and James happened to be visiting when I
returned, I might have a serious problem. My older brothers wouldn’t take kindly to their
presence in our home nor would the town elders approve. As always, I had been impulsive and
stupid. Aulus was very sick. I wanted to help him, but I shouldn’t have promised that to the
men.
As I lay down on my blanket by the fire, I was resigned to the fact that Aulus might not
last through the night. In spite of my fears and misgivings, I tumbled into a troubled, fitful sleep.
Once again, after many weeks, I dreamed I was standing in front of my house afraid to go in. I
saw Jesus alone, working tirelessly in the shop. This time there was not one living soul about. I
wanted to go inside the house but it was too terrible to consider. I refused to consider the
obvious implications. “Jesus!” I called this time. The second time I tried getting his attention
my voice caught in my throat. “Oh, Jesus!” my mother shrieked from inside, “come quickly!”
Jesus ignored my presence entirely and ran into the house...That was all this time. I awakened
from my brief nightmare perspiring and out of breath. I had lain close to the fire, but I had
broken into a cold sweat. Jumping up upon shaky legs I stood there, staring into the darkness,
feeling helpless that it was going to take so long. Pacing back and forth for several moments, I
clinched my fist, muttering to myself, “I’m such a fool! I’m such a fool!” I could have taken a
ship. I would be home in a few days, but no I had five mules and wanted to ride with my
friends!
As I stood contemplating the dark, I was suddenly shaken. The imperial way station at
which we requisitioned supplies had been small, having only three guards, two of whom
appeared to be old men. There had been no optio, just a surly youth with buckteeth, who didn’t
believe we were Roman soldiers until Fronto showed him the requisition. We had been so
exhausted we barely ate our rations and drank only a few swallows of wine. But that was before
sunset. Now there was blackest night, with only a smoldering fire for light. We were on our
own out here. What had happened to these men, I wondered, as I prudently tossed branches and
twigs into the ring? Our journey south was nothing like our journey north, when I rode with nine
energetic, if not argumentative auxilia and veterans, presided over by three strong, hard-bitten
Romans who managed to hold together the fragile alliance, in spite of Apollo and Ajax’s efforts
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to tear us apart. In the end, which came finally in the desert, we were united, fighting like
brothers against overwhelming odds. Now, we had no optio (Fronto could hardly be considered
a leader), and the last Roman appeared to be at death’s door. Everyone, including the Thracian,
was going through the motions, just to get by. Not only were we down to five travel worn,
dispirited men, but we hadn’t posted sentries around our camp, because no one cared.
Here we were, I thought, with a shudder, in the middle of nowhere, without so much as a
lantern to light our camp. That moment, as I considered the dangers of our position, I heard a
voice. It was muffled and indistinct at first. Startled by this sound, I pulled my sword.
Crouching down, I looked cautiously around the camp.
“Thaddeus! Thaddeus!” Aulus called faintly from his pallet.
Running over and throwing open the flap, I looked into the tent. Realizing it was too
dark to see, however, I ran back to the fire ring and lifted up a burning branch to use as a torch.
In the eerie glow, lying where we dumped him, his black pupils glazed and face covered with
perspiration, Aulus reached out plaintively. “Water lad,” he pleaded, “gimme water.” Scurrying
frantically around the camp a moment until I found a flask, I placed it in his trembling hands,
watching expectantly as he guzzled it down then splashed water over his face and neck.
“Listen lad,” he said hoarsely, “this illness will pass. It’s the fever. I got it in that
infernal swamp in Egypt. It comes and goes. I heard what you promised those men, but it’s not
necessary. I’ll be back, fit as a mule in a few days. When we ride into Tripolia our next stop,
find an herb dealer. Black wart root is a sure cure for swamp fever. Already I’m feeling better,
but black wart will hurry things along.”
“Praise God,” I muttered thankfully, “it’s good that you sweat Aulus. I’ve seen my
mother treating townsfolk, and this is a good sign. I’ve heard of this fever; it can be treated. We
didn’t know what was wrong. Now it has a name: swamp fever. Potions can cure ill humors and
poisons of the blood. We’ll find a physician in that town.”
“Black wart root.” He exhaled raggedly. “That’s all I need.”
“Of course,” I replied, gratified that he seemed better. “You must be famished. We
requisitioned rations this evening.”
“Well,” he said weakly, “I could used a bite of cheese and bread.” “I’d like to turn over
my pallet. It’s soaked with sweat.”
Startling me half out of my wits, the shadowy hulk of Fronto stood silhouetted against the
fire. “Here, I’ll give you a hand,” he said, reaching down, as I helped Aulus to his feet. Rufus,
who must also have been awakened, appeared that moment, as did Ibrim, blinking stupidly in the
light.
“By the gods,” Rufus said in disbelief, “we thought you were done for. Look at you
standing on your feet.”
“Sit him down here away from the fire,” I directed, pointing to a log. “Aulus is hot
enough. One of you please fetch our bag of food. I hope we still have some fruit.”
After he sat awhile enjoying the night air and munching on his bread and cheese, we
guided him back to the tent.
“This isn’t catching Thaddeus,” explained Aulus. “It’s not the plague. You can sleep
next to me if you wish.”
“No,” I said, shaking my head, “you were thrashing around quite a bit earlier. I’m going
to bed down out here. Someone has to be on watch.”
“That’s right,” Fronto slapped his forehead, “we didn’t post sentries.”
“Incredible,” grumbled Aulus. “What have we come to?”
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“All right.” The Thracian shrugged. “When we reach the station near Sidon, we’ll take
turns. We have four good men we can rotate.” “No offense, Aulus,” he said, guiding him gently
onto his pallet, “you just rest.”
“No offense taken.” Aulus laughed wanly. “It would be different if the station was close
by. Those guards at this station are useless. Humph! Old men and a boy—what’s the army
coming to?”
“Ah, he’s coming around,” teased Ibrim. “That’s proof he’s going to be all right.”
I looked around at the others. “In Tripolia, we must find a physician. Aulus needs a
special medicine.”
“Black wart,” muttered Aulus, “that’s all I need!”
******
Aulus slept peacefully that night, as did we all—comforted by the apparent improvement
of our friend. After a hasty meal, we broke camp, did our business, and climbed cheerfully onto
our mounts. Everything seemed much better now that the Roman might be on the mind. The old
soldier still needed watching as he sat on his horse and I wouldn’t feel comfortable until we had
purchased some black wart root. Unfortunately, after Rufus and I rode ahead to find this drug,
we could find no physician or herbalist. Tripolia, a sleepy town, much smaller town than
Antioch or Laodicea, still appeared to be asleep. Considering the hour, this was probably true,
but I still felt like pounding on a few doors. I was very disappointed, and Aulus wasn’t happy
with our report, but I promised him we would find his medicine in the next town. Sidon was a
fair-sized city, Fronto declared. Surely we could find black wart root there.
The ride to Sidon, which required two rest stops, brought back our fears temporarily
when Aulus became querulous, which grew to delirium at times, until he had rested up enough to
be helped back onto his horse. When we reached our next station, however, our optimism
returned. Not only were there several guards, who regularly patrolled the camps, but Sidon was
nearby, right over the hill. While the others stayed in camp with Aulus, Fronto and I rode into
town to find a physician or herbalist.
At first no one in the seaside town had heard of black wart root. We had a difficult
enough time just find a physician at the late hour. Then, right before sunset, we found a shop on
the corner of town where a one-eyed Syrian sold all manner of pharmacopoeia I recognized
immediately from my mother’s collection of herbs.
“You wish to inflame the passions, get rid of illness, or poison a friend?” his voice trilled.
“Uthmar has what you need.” “Come, come,” he beckoned a long finger-nailed hand, displaying
yellow teeth as he smiled. “Uthmar has many wonderful herb to make one happy, well or dead!”
Under normal circumstances as Jew, I would have shrunk from this evil place, but these
were not normal circumstances. I was no longer a typical Jew, and I had no compunction against
dealing with this man, especially with the big Thracian by my side.
“We need black wart root,” I informed him coldly. “Were you serious about selling
poison to customers? I find that hard to believe.”
“If the Romans get wind of it,” Fronto growled, intersecting two index fingers, “it’s the
cross!”
“Ho, ho” Uthmar forced a laugh. “It was a joke. All my friends and neighbors know my
wit. You seriously think I would break the law?”
“Yes, if you don’t get caught.” Fronto plunked down a few coins. “Black wart—now!”
“Oh yes, for the fever.” he rubbed his grimy hands. “I have a fresh batch.”
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“All right Uthman,” Fronto gave him a wry look,“we won’t tell the Romans about your
black art.”
The dark, ugly root looked like one of the items my mother found in Nazareth’s hills.
Uthmar advised us to boil it in water and make the patient drink it three times a day, until the
fever passed. We thanked him cordially, took our precious root, and began looking for fresh
vegetables in town. When we returned to camp, we didn’t mention the wine Fronto purchased
and hid in his saddlebag. We agreed that, until we made better progress in our journey, wine
would be reserved for celebration, perhaps when we reached Galilee or one of the major towns.
Fresh leeks and a handful of overripe fruit supplemented our moldy bread and dried pork (which
I pretended was lamb) issued by the stationmaster. Though we had more protection here, we had
been issued better food at the last station. What made up a little for the paltry stores was the
availability of fresh mounts this time, which I declined, and the normal issue of spirits, which
Fronto sparingly doled out. Everyone promised to forego festivities and rest up for the journey
ahead.
Following Aulus instructions, I cut off a small piece of black wart root with my knife,
placed it in Aulus helmet after removing its lining, and boiled it over the coals. Though he
claimed it tasted like camel piss, Aulus drank it without protest. We had, he pointed out, as I
wrapped it carefully in the cloth Uthman gave me and tucked it in my saddlebag, enough root to
cure a company of men. The truth was, of course, Aulus still looked sickly after the fever left
him. During the several stops and few overnighters we complimented him on his color and
spunk, but we knew he was not the same Aulus who left Galilee months back. During our short
breaks, we tried to keep it brief to meet my time constraints. Everyone knew I about my bad
dreams and my concern for helping Jesus in the shop. During our overnighters, however, we
made the best of our time. I told them more about my people’s history, occasionally adding an
anecdote from my childhood, and Ibrim would say something strange or Fronto share a coarse
tale, but the Roman remained silent and listless, speaking only when prodded. Rufus, the only
one in the group affected by my attempts to share my faith with them, still thought Jesus was a
demigod like Hercules or one of his tribal gods.
When we reached Ptolemais then turned east, we had arrived squarely in Galilee. By
then, root or no root, Aulus was a mere shell of a man. Though it broke my heart, I wouldn’t
repeat my boast about my mother’s cures nor would I imply that Jesus could save him by prayer.
I had every intention of asking them for help, but I was afraid Aulus might not make it. Even
during our celebration at the last imperial camp, the Greek wine we allowed ourselves, couldn’t
drown the truth: Aulus days seemed numbered. Would he fall dead off his mount as had
Caesarius? With each mile, he struggled just to hold onto his reins.
With the greatest anticipation, as we traveled through Galilee, I also wondered what
awaited me in Nazareth. Was my father ill? As my dream implied, had my other brothers flown,
leaving poor Jesus to mind the shop alone? And what would the townsfolk think of my friends
when we rode into town? …. I would soon find out!
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Chapter Thirty-Four
Return to Nazareth

On the road from Sepphoris to Nazareth, I grew anxious about how we might be
perceived. After our many harrowing exploits and the long journey from Antioch, we looked
very much like a band of cutthroats and thieves. We were a sight: a giant Thracian, wild-looking
Gaul, shifty-eyed Ibrim, and sickly Roman ready to fall off his horse. Trailing behind on his
trusty mount, guarding his other four mules, was me, the long lost son: Judah bar Joseph,
Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper, or, as Argos dubbed me, Jude Thaddeus—I wasn’t sure. On the
other hand, as we approached Nazareth, I wondered what my friends would think of my home
and town. I had told them a lot about my oldest brother and family members but very little about
where I grew up. What could I say to men, who, like myself, had seen great cities, such as
Tarsus and Antioch?
According to my father, Nazareth had grown considerably since he, mother, and Jesus
returned from Egypt. My father’s carpentry business had been meager, which forced him to
travel to surrounding towns for business. Gradually, the community grew, acquiring a
blacksmith, potter, and even a tanner, and yet it remained small and insignificant compared to
other Galilean towns. We still had no magistrates as they had in other towns. The few
Pharisees and elders living in Nazareth had given us our law, along with the Roman sentries
posted during those years of unrest. When I mentioned the name of my hometown, few people
in the north had even heard of it, and for some of the men I met at the fort in Lower Galilee it
drew a snarl. Since that day when my father gave sanctuary to Mariah, whom many thought to
be a witch, and that fateful fire in her house, a contingent of Roman legionnaires had been
required to protect my family and keep order in our town. The number of soldiers grew after
Abbas and his gang began attacking merchants and travelers in Galilee, but the Roman presence
had begun in the hills surrounding my house after the townsmen attempted to stone Mariah and
burn down her house. The spectacle of sentries riding though Nazareth and patrolling its hills,
gave our family an element of notoriety, if not fame, and our backwater village an importance far
greater than its size. For outsiders learning about this out-of-the-way center of Roman control, it
seemed a great to do about nothing. What was so special about this backwater town? In the
future words of the disciple Bartholomew (whom we once knew as Reuben, the blacksmith),
“Can any good could come out of Nazareth?” From someone like Reuben who had bitter
memories of this close-minded village this question was understandable, but those moments, as
we approached the home of Joseph the Carpenter, I could only remember how wonderful my
childhood had been.
One day the name Nazareth would be spoken reverently by followers of the Way, but on
that day of my return, my place of birth seemed so much smaller than before. The drab, white
houses clustered randomly throughout the village said nothing about the two great miracles Jesus
had performed or the generosity of my parents toward our town in spite of its treatment of us
over the years. Until you entered my backyard, you couldn’t see Nazareth’s lush green hills,
look beyond the cliff to see the Plain of Jezreel or glimpse the shepherds below. Nor, at first
glance, could you see the fine house of Samuel, the rich Pharisee or the synagogue he built for
the town where Aaron, the new rabbi, taught both boys and girls.
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This morning, as we entered Nazareth, an old man ambled toward us. I recognized him
immediately as Habakkuk, one of the few elders who had befriended Jesus. I waved to him, but
her merely frowned, which was understandable considering our dirty, travel worn appearance
and the four mules trailing behind. I told my friends who this old man was, but I didn’t attempt
to put names on the houses we passed. I sensed that hostile eyes watched our passing, but I kept
my eyes forward those moments, until we reached the southeast corner of the village where my
family lived. The very first person to look out at the road and catch sight of us was none other
than Jesus, himself. My heart leapt with joy. My first thought after seeing his happy face, was
where was Papa? Was he all right? Then I wondered where my other brothers where. Climbing
off my mule, I ran to him. For a few moments, I rudely forgot my traveling companions. All my
attention was focused upon the countenance of Jesus, the carpenter. He wore, as always, a
homespun tunic, bleached white beneath his carpenter’s apron, reaching to his knees and
fastened around his waste by a strip of cloth. There was, as when I last saw him, a well-groomed
beard on his tanned face. His hair was cut neck length in the fashion of many Galileans, a style
he would abandon later during his ministry. There was sweat on his brow like any ordinary man
and that enigmatic smile he would carry throughout his life.
As he set his awl aside and rushed toward me, a gasp went up from my friends waiting
unannounced on the road. The morning sunlight played tricks on our eyes, for as Jesus came
forward, his blue eyes blazed like jewels and a strange light caught his light brown hair. He
embraced me, as he never had before. Jesus loved me in spite of my folly, raising me up in a
bear hug, bouncing me up and down affectionately before setting back on my feet.
“Jude, Jude,” he cried, “you’re alive and well, praise the Lord!”
“I’m sorry I didn’t come sooner,” I blurted immediately. “Much has happened to prevent
me from returning home. Please tell me, is Papa well?”
“Papa’s been sick,” Jesus chose his words carefully. “...He’s much better this week.
He’ll be so glad to see you, Jude. Because Abner insists that he stay off his feet for a while, he
feels helpless. It makes him angry when people make a fuss over him. We’re just thankful that
he’s alive.”
“Where are our brothers?” I asked, scanning the yard. “Why aren’t they helping you?”
“Much has happened since you left,” he confessed, heaving a sigh. “You recall James
departing shortly before you left on your trip. Now Joseph wants to make his way in the world.
He resented James flight from responsibility and, of course, your decision to leave. He feels put
upon and trapped. Fortunately, James came home for a visit, but the truth is he ran out of funds.
Because of our family’s crises, Papa had forbidden Joseph to leave as you and James had done.
Because James needs income now, I sent him along with Joseph to buy lumber.”
“Is James going back to Jerusalem?” I frowned. “We could use him in the shop?”
“Sooner or later,” he said, looking into the future, “James will go back to Jerusalem, and
Joseph will strike out on his own. I’m just glad James accompanied his brother to Sepphoris. In
Joseph’s frame of mind, he might not return.”
“Where’s Simon?” I asked, glancing around the shop. “Is he resentful too?”
“Yes, but mostly with me,” he answered with a shrug. “He was helping me a few
moments ago. I don’t know where he is now—” “Jude,” he interrupted himself, “are those men
on the road your friends?”
“Yes.” My hand flew to my mouth. “I totally forgot. Let me introduce them.”
By now there were a few more idlers on the road gawking at the Gentiles: the
quarrelsome Gideon and his son Eli walking alongside of Eleazar, a neighbor of Joachim, the old
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rabbi. Feeling like spectacles in their saddles, my friends frowned at the townsmen as I
introduced each of them.
“This fine fellow is Fronto,” I announced, pointing first to the Thracian, “this blond
haired rogue is Rufus, next to him Ibrim—”
“Welcome to Nazareth,” interrupted Jesus, “but who is this poor man. He looks ill.”
“This my friend Aulus,” I quickly replied, “he’s recovering from the fever. I was hoping
Mama might help.”
“Bring your companions into the house,” he added with a whisper, “away from our
nosey neighbors.”
“That’s not necessary,” Aulus said weakly, “your neighbors will be offended if Gentiles
enter your house.”
“More offensive to the Lord,” Jesus said, raising an eyebrow, “have been my fellow
townsmen. Would that there were no Jews and Gentiles, but only one race.”
We were all in a hurry to get into the house. The first thing my friends did, however, was
tend to their mounts. Jesus promised to make sure that water and feed would be provided to the
horses and mules shortly. Tying them to the posts by the road, they reluctantly parted from their
horses. Likewise, I was concerned about my mules. I felt indebted to them. Throughout the
long journey, they had been my constant companions. I was gratified to see Jesus, grab a water
pale in the garden, hail a trio of boys standing by the road, and pay them from his own purse to
water the beasts. Directing them to our backyard where the unpicked grasses grew rampant now,
he gave them a few extra drachmas to feed them too.
Meanwhile, as the boys went about their tasks, we gathered, as five bedraggled
wayfarers, in the house. Mama, who had been tending to Papa, ran to me, arms outstretched,
with the twins Martha and Abigail close behind. Both Tabitha and Uriah were absent, which was
disappointing. A smell of herbs, Mama’s potions, hung in the air, reminiscent of a sick room.
Papa rose from his bed that moment and, with Simon’s assistance, was led into the kitchen.
“My son, my son,” he exclaimed, “you were lost to us, but you have returned?”
“Mama, Papa, Simon, Martha, Abigail,” I cried, “I’m so glad to be home!”
I embraced them singly and then in a crowd hug, in which everyone was hugging me at
once. Afterwards, Jesus eased Papa down into cushioned chair. Reacting almost as quickly on
Aulus’ behalf, with my mother’s help, I gently seated him into a second chair. Turning to my
dirty, travel-worn friends, I introduced them one-by-one to my family. Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim
bowed awkwardly. Aulus nodded feebly, as a mug of fruit juice was placed in his hand. After
the introductions, I presented each member of my family to my friends. I noted once again that
Tabitha and Uriah, my friends, who had also been part of our family, were not present in the
room. After reading my expression, Jesus explained briefly that Uriah was now living with
relatives in Jerusalem but promised to one-day return. To my surprise, I also found out that
Tabitha had returned to the house of her uncle. He needed someone to help him with his bakery,
and now paid her a wage.
With Martha holding a pitcher and Abigail dispensing mugs, the remaining four travelers
eagerly drank Mama’s famous pomegranate punch. Unwashed and smelling of the road, my
friends had felt self-conscious at first, not knowing what to make of such hospitality from Jews.
Then, when my saintly mother sat them down at our family table and fed them fresh bread,
cheese, raisins, and figs, they remembered what I told them about my family’s generosity, smiled
and gave me thoughtful nods. In spite of his illness, Aulus managed himself well during his
meal, but Mama had been studying him closely since the four men entered our home.
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“How do you feel sir?” she asked, reaching out touch his forehead.
“Please have no fear,” he said, looking around the room, “it’s not the plague, merely a
recurring fever I picked up in Egypt.”
“Swamp fever?” she inclined her head.
“In deed mistress.” Aulus sighed, shaking his head. “I’ve been taking black wart root. I
feel much better, but I’m weak and so very tired.”
“I’m well aware of that root,” she pursed her lips. “It works all right, but it can’t replace
rest and a good night’s sleep.” “How much water have you been drinking?” She reached across
the table to check his pulse.
“As much as possible.” He shrugged. “It’s hard to keep track.”
“You must drink lots of water,” she said with great emphasis, “and in your condition you
should be in bed, not on the road!”
Once again, as so often in the past, I felt great pride for this woman. Behold, I wanted to
shout to my friends, this is my mother! I could see respect in their eyes, but also amusement at
her motherly scolding of Aulus and immediate demand that he lie down in the room and take a
nap. Sitting there, in her white homespun dress and blue veil, her still youthful face radiated
compassion for all of my weary friends.
“Before you men leave, you’re welcome to rest as long as needed. I know in my heart
you have helped keep Jude safe. Jude’s friends are our friends.”
“Mistress Mary,” Fronto spoke respectfully, “you and your family are gracious. You
have a pure heart, but we saw how your neighbors looked at your house. Our presence will only
cause problems—”
“Nonsense!” Mama raised a delicate hand. “We’re already considered peculiar by this
town. We live by God’s laws, not man’s. My son Jesus taught us that.”
As she directed Simon to prepare a pallet for Aulus, the old Roman began objecting in a
thin voice. With Jesus and Simon’s assistance, he was settled in a corner of the room. That
moment, Jesus slipped out quietly to check on our horses and mules. Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim
sat quietly their hands folded after finishing their meal. When Jesus returned, he reported to us
in a muted voice that two of the boys were drawing water for the horses and mules from the
community well. A third boy continued to bring handfuls of grass to the hungry beasts. Jesus
and the townsfolk had watched us ride into town and seen me on my mule, but I hadn’t yet told
my family that the four pack animals also belonged to me. After hearing about the progress of
the boys tending to the horses and mules, we breathed sighs of relief. As I write these words,
I’m reminded of Jesus’ love for God’s creatures. My earliest recollections of my oldest brother
include his devotion for injured birds and animals. That moment, as he re-entered the house, I
recalled that day he released the sparrow into the heavens. Though they accepted, at face value,
my miracle at the imperial station, my friends found that story hard to believe.
“Thank you Jesus,” Fronto spoke for the group.
“Those beasts are worn out,” observed my brother. “They need several days of rest.”
“They will be rested at the Galilean fort,” explained Rufus. “If we decide to muster out,
they’re our property. I might keep my horse.”
“A horse is better than a camel,” mused Ibrim. “It’s faithful—like a woman, only it
doesn’t talk back.”
“So are mules.” I gave him an indulgent smile. “I once dreamed of a big white horse. I
would gallop swiftly, with my flowing cape and shiny helmet, waving my sword or lance. Now,
I wouldn’t trade my mule for a herd of Rome’s finest steeds.”
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I was tempted to tell my family about my own “herd” but held my tongue. As I thought
about Ibrim’s quip, I couldn’t help chuckling to myself. Fronto and Rufus also laughed under
their breaths. Ibrim always had a rejoinder. My mother, in her innocence and judging by the
look on her face, had probably taken him literally. This seemed humorous too. With the word
“camel” uttered from Ibrim’s lips, I was reminded of my adventure in the desert and all of the
other harrowing episodes leading up to my captivity by a bandit band. Scooting down the bench,
I reached across and patted Papa’s shaking hand. He had been listening to me intently, frowning
with disapproval at Ibrim’s tasteless quip.
“I have much to say,” I whispered to him. “You’ll scarcely believe it, Papa. I’m lucky to
be alive!”
“I’m looking forward to it,” he murmured, a wheeze following out of his mouth.
“Oh, he’s a brave lad,” Rufus declared.
“A natural!” exclaimed Fronto.
I smiled into my mug, wishing that it was wine. “.... I didn’t start out brave,” I confessed.
“Who does?” Ibrim laughed softly. “By nature, men aren’t heroes. No one’s born brave.”
“Excellent point,” I said thoughtfully. “My first brave act was done while I thought I was
asleep…. After leaving the fort, I was frightened—terrified in fact. Already I doubted my
mission. I was a mass of jitters. Was I making a big mistake? Decimus, our optio, told me as
much. During our journey through Galilee, I felt out of place—a Jew among Gentiles, and yet
gradually I made friends with these men. Including myself, there were thirteen of us at first:
three Romans (Decimus, Aulus, and Vesto), three retired veterans (Caesarius, Langullus, and
Geta), Fronto, a Thracian, Rufus, a Gaul, Ibrim, a Badu, Abzug, a Syrian courier, Ajax, a Greek,
and Apollo, a wily Egyptian. I wish you could have met them all—even Apollo. He was a very
strange man. He survived the journey, too, but returned to Egypt. Our first important stop, the
imperial station near Ecdippa, was eventful. It was during our stay at this camp that a
remarkable thing happened...”
Pausing a moment to gather my thoughtless, I caught Jesus’ gaze. I wasn’t sure what his
look meant. Was it a look of expectation? Perhaps in his infinite mind, I thought light-headedly,
he already knew!
“This might be hard to believe,” I exclaimed, looking around the room, “but it’s true. I
didn’t dream it up. My friends will bear witness to it. It was a miracle, and it happened this time
to me!”
Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim nodded, Aulus mumbled, “Aye!” Simon, the twins, and my
parents, sat in rapt attention, hanging on to my every word.
“At the way station,” I continued, picturing it in my mind, “we exchanged mounts, made
camp, and ate a frugal meal. Next to us, in the adjacent camp, there was a band of rowdy auxilia.
Worried by my lack of experience and perhaps a little tipsy, Decimus decided to teach me a few
sword strokes, such as thrusts, parries, and also the use of the shield, which I paid careful
attention to. That night, after falling asleep, I had one of my dreams. I won’t give the details
about it now. It’s really a different matter. I’ve already told these men about it; it seemed silly
to them. It’s the fact that I thought I was dreaming that’s most important. When I returned to
camp, I encountered several of our neighbors. Their swords were drawn. For a reason I will
never know, they were going to attack. Perhaps they thought we had valuables or wanted to steal
our mounts. Thinking I was asleep, however, I played the hero and, to make a story short, killed
six men—”
“No, Jude, say it isn’t so!” Mama wrung her hands.
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“Dear Lord,” Simon cried, “that’s incredible!”
“No, it’s terrible!” she wailed.
“Begging your pardon, ma’am” Rufus came to my defense. “If Jude hadn’t done it, we’d
all be dead. Those men would’ve got the jump on us.”
“But he has blood on his hands!” She looked at me in horror.
“Mary, Mary,” Papa spoke up, “our ancestor David shed blood. Joshua wiped out whole
towns, including women and children. Jude fought for his life. To make him blameless is the
fact he thought he was asleep.”
“Mama’s just in shock,” explained Jesus. “She remembers Jude as a child. He’s a man
now. Let’s let him finish his tale.”
“You really did that?” Simon’s eyes were popped wide. “My brother, the warrior!”
“You beastly fellow,” scolded Martha half-seriously, “you would admire him for that.”
Abigail tittered inside her hands, which made me feel better. Only Mama had been taken
back at first. Now, as she moved next to Papa, and was comforted by his palsied hand, she
sighed with resignation as I resumed my account.
“...After the incident at the first imperial camp, I became known to the men as the
Reaper. Decimus and Aulus had already given me a Roman name to make me fit in better when
we arrived in Antioch at our new post. So, from then on, I was Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper. I
hated the title. I never said so. After all, my role had made me more popular with my new
friends. The only two members of our group who resented my pretensions—and that’s what they
were—were Ajax and Apollo, who almost caused a mutiny once. Apollo had his own sinister
reasons but Ajax resented Decimus’ leadership. Earlier, at one point near a small town, the
Romans and veterans faced off with the auxilia (Ajax, Apollo, and for that brief hour my friends
Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim). The truth was, I was a coward and ran like a lamb along with
Caesarius, Langullus, and Geta up the hill. Of course, this was before I had my dream and
became Thaddeus Judaicus, the Reaper.” “You see,” my voice cracked, “...it all started with that
dream.” From that day forward, I had to prove myself. Occasionally I was tested by some of
the men. Geta was convinced I was sleepwalking when I killed those men. Apollo and Ajax
thought it was a fluke, and Ibrim thought I was possessed by a jinn. Both Fronto and Rufus
claimed—I think in jest—that I was a demigod like Hercules. My old friend Caesarius and the
Roman guards, though respecting my abilities, understood what I wanted from the legions. I
never wanted to be warrior; my weapon would be the quill. It was my friend Ibrim, who put a
name on it: a soldier scribe.
“There’s no such thing of course,” I smiled at Ibrim.
“… Aurelian thought so,” Ibrim mumbled.
In delayed reaction, Fronto raised a hand in protest. “I didn’t jest, little warrior. I think
you’re a natural. Caesar had the falling sickness too.”
“What did you say?” Papa came alive.
“The falling sickness,” Rufus blurted. “It struck him that night after killing those men.
“Yes,” piped Ibrim, “it also happened to Thaddeus at the slave auction and when Fabius’
men brought him to the fort.”
“Dear Lord!” gasped Mama. “You fell? I knew that would happen. Were you injured?”
Papa grasped his forehead. “I told the boy, but he wouldn’t listen. He shouldn’t even be
on a horse.”
“There-there, Papa,” Abigail said, patting his back, “don’t excite yourself. Jude’s all
right. God has brought him back to us.”
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I drew in a breath then exhaled. “The fact is I never rode a horse. They gave me a fancy
name, but I rode a mule. He’s my faithful friend.”
“You’re so…different,” Mama struggled for words.
“No.” Jesus gave me an enigmatic smile. “They changed his name, not him. Thaddeus
Judaicus was his Roman name.”
“Yes,” I replied without equivocation, “Decimus and Aulus gave it too me. I went along
with them. They were my protectors; I owed them my life. But I’m Jude once more. I never
gave up my old name.”
“Well,” Jesus suggested light-heartedly, “it’s common for some Jews to have two names.
Thaddeus has a good ring to it. You can be called by both! ”
Aulus called weakly from his pallet, “Go on Thaddeus, tell them the rest. The best—or
worst—is ahead. Thaddeus gives much credit to his god, but he’s lucky to be alive!”
Jesus stood up and looked down at our parents, who were conflicted by my report. When
he looked at me, he nodded, as if to say, “It’s all right. Tell it all!” But I decided to abbreviate
the story. They didn’t need to hear all the sordid details about our journey north.
“…. We made a mistake,” I resumed wistfully. “We took the wrong turn—the Devil’s
detour. Aulus had ridden ahead and discovered the road blocked by a rock slide. We could’ve
turned back to Galilee. In fact, we should’ve taken a ship in the first place. But we took the
desert route instead, a relatively untested highway. At first, as we took the detour through the
canyon, we told ourselves we’d be better off not traveling that narrow, rocky, and hazardous road
by the sea. As soon as we reached the desert, however, we regretted this decision. We were
beset by darkly clad camel riders brandishing long pikes. I was supposed to watch the horses
and mules during the melee, but I felt as if I was behaving as a coward, so I did something
foolish. Screaming and gyrating as though I was bereft of my senses, I chased one of the nomads
down the sand dune. He felt dead in his tracks from a neck wound, but I stuck him with my
sword in order to be credited with a ‘kill.’ The respect I had gained among the men when I slew
those men had begun to wane. When I displayed my bloody sword to them, it once again proved
my bravery in combat. Unfortunately, we lost two good men that day—Vesto and Enrod. We
buried them in an oasis at our next stop. The remainder of our journey through the Syrian Desert
was fraught with danger. I’ve never been so hot and uncomfortable in my life, but I felt closer to
the men. I had gained even Apollo and Ajax’s begrudging respect. Not long after this episode,
we were attacked by a second band of men in black, this band on horses, brandishing spears as
wells as large curved swords. Once again, I was ordered by Decimus to guard the animals.
During this battle, the horsemen were more intent on stealing our horses and mules. While the
others fought hand-to-hand with the nomads, a trio of riders swooped in to take the beasts. I was
able this time to kill two more men. With his bow, Aulus brought down a third. During the
fighting on the dune, both Geta and Langullus, two of the retiring veterans, were cut down,
bringing our number down to nine. At this point, I was fully accepted as a warrior in the group.
Though cowardly by nature, my concern for the horses and mules had steeled my nerve. Again,
it was either kill or be killed. I didn’t enjoy killing all those men, but the fact was I knew how to
use my sword.
“During the remainder of our journey, which was considerable, we lamented the loss of
our friends. At another oasis Geta and Langullus were hastily buried. Not long after our second
battle, as we rested in the shade of yet another patch of green, we were surrounded by
Nabataeans, angry over the murder of two of their men. They were, we understood, like the
previous desert people, already upset with Romans for their incursion into their land.
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Fortunately, Ibrim proved to their leader that the arrows killing his men weren’t Roman. Thanks
to his quick thinking, we weren’t slaughtered. Fearful that we might be attacked again, it was
decided that we would travel at night. We knew that they were superstitious about attacking at
night, but we also wanted to get to the next town before we ran out of supplies. Though it was
much cooler traveling at night, it was much easier falling asleep. We were exhausted and forced
to fasten ourselves to our saddles. Caesarius, the first of our band to befriend me, had been worn
out and sick. Decimus and Aulus tried to shepherd us safely to our next stop, but they were worn
out too. We had grown careless before, straggling in a long line on the endless road until the
optio would bring order to our procession, but in the darkness, the natural time of sleep, it was
enough just to keep awake. No one heard the thump in the sand or noticed the empty saddle. I
don’t remember who first sounded the alarm. Somewhere back in the darkness poor Caesarius
had fallen off his mule. The old warrior had probably died in the saddle before tumbling off. At
the last stop before arriving in the Syrian hills, the fifth member of our band to die in the desert
was buried. After watering our horses and eating handfuls of moldy bread and figs, it took all
our strength to bury Caesarius in the root bound soil. I will never forget the kindness of this old
man. He was a constant inspiration to me, the first member of our band to advise me to go
home.”
Pausing to look around at my listeners, I noted the drowsy look on my friends’ faces.
Aulus was already asleep, snoring peacefully in the corner of the room. Contrasting the men’s’
deadpan looks were the expressions on my family’s faces. My parents had been shocked and
dismayed, but, like Simon and the twin girls, now showed great interest in my story. They must
have sensed what was coming next. I had left out my vision in the desert that warned me that we
must press ahead. Briefly, when I reached that part of the narrative I wanted most to forget, I left
out much of the details. For a moment my voice caught in my throat.
“Is this when it happens?” Mama asked tearfully.
“Yes…soon.” I swallowed hard. “…Once again, after eating what food we had left, we
watered our poor beasts and let them forage in the meadow. As the other men rested in the shade
of the forest, I stood watch over the animals in the nearby field. We were within a day’s ride to
the next town. No one expected trouble on the edge of the desert. In spite of our hunger and
weariness, we were encouraged we had made it this far,” “but then,” I said, my voice breaking,
“they came. They swooped down like jackals upon us. They were simple bandits this time,
intent on stealing our horses and mules. It happened quickly, yet I managed to bring down a
horseman after grabbing his lance. While they circled the men on foot jabbing at them with their
spears, Ajax, the Greek, was killed and Apollo was wounded. Already, several of the bandits
were leading away the horses and mules. I was so upset about this, I lost my head. I saw Aulus
helping Decimus up to a cave up on the hill. Rufus and Fronto, though fighting bravely up until
then, took the cue. Ibrim and Abzug, after shooting the remainder of their arrows at the
attackers, followed the others up the hill. Only me—foolish me—stood my ground. Though it
was hopeless, I stood screaming at them in rage, until they roped and threw a net over me. The
only bright spot in this black nightmare was that they tied me to my own mule. Unfortunately, I
was fastened to the beast face down. The last things I remember before this point, was Abzug
being impaled with a lance. The Syrian courier, whom had been one of my greatest critics, for
reasons I will never know, lost his life trying to save me from capture.” “Jesus is right,” I added,
looking at my brother, “God works in mysterious ways.”
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“Here, little brother,” Jesus said, handing me a mug, “that’s quite a tale. You must write
all this down. God brought you out of this. He has a purpose for you, Jude. Do you see that
now?”
I took a long swig, wishing it were wine. “I guess so,” I said with a sigh. “…I didn’t see it
then. I wasn’t sure I’d even survive that afternoon. It was a horrible ride. You can’t imagine
being facedown on a sweaty mule, bound like a fish in a net. I didn’t know what they were
going to do with me. Would they sacrifice me to one of their pagan gods, like the Druid and
Syrian priests? Perhaps they would make me a camp slave as nomads often did to survivors of
their raids… Or, I thought, recalling something I heard earlier around the campfire, would I
taken to a slave auction and sold to the highest bidder.” “You know what that means?” I looked
at Ibrim.
Ibrim smiled sheepishly. He had been part of the conversation in which Apollo told me
about the custom of turning young men into eunuchs. I was glad that no one asked me to explain
my question. Quickly, I changed the subject by sharing with them words I heard in the desert:
“‘Jude, Jude, God hasn’t forsaken you,’ a voice chided me. “Don’t forsake Him!’ I
knew, in spite of my ordeal, that I wouldn’t die. But just how much would God test me? Look
what he allowed Satan to do with Job. I wanted to blame Satan for my treatment. I had never
met such cruel and callous men, and yet, when we arrived at their camp, Hamid, the bandit
leader, protected me against the hostile women of the village. I was, he reminded his men,
valuable cargo. Though I was chained to a post and left there for several hours, I knew I was
safe. Hamid would make sure I was protected. The next day, after sleeping fitfully in a sitting
position, my wrists were torn, lips cracked, and throat was parched. I was fed meat and cheese.
A pale of water was splashed over me before I was brought into the tent of Saida, the village
crone. After two of Hamid’s men stripped me down to my loincloth, the crone dressed me in the
garb of a dead merchant killed in a previous raid and placed a gold laced turban on my head. It
was, at that point, that my worst fears materialized: I was being transported along with the
bandits stolen loot to the auction of Ecbatana beyond the Roman frontier.”
“Oh-h-h,” wailed Abigail, “how dreadful!”
“Jude, a slave,” muttered Mama, wringing her hands. “Po-o-or child.”
“You should never have gone on that trip.” Papa wrung his finger. “You’re place was
with your family, helping me in the shop.”
“Let him finish.” Jesus smiled understandingly. “There’s much he has to tell.”
Jesus placed his arms on Mama and Papa’s shoulders. Taking another long swig of
punch, I thought longingly of wine. After reaching out a moment to embrace my parents one by
one, I resumed my account where I had left off.
“… I was allowed to ride my own mule on the trip, which gave me great comfort, but
Awud, my personal guard, tied a rope around my neck and every once in a while playfully gave
it a yank. We made four more stops, two of them overnighters, before reaching Ecbatana. The
first one was a spur of the moment affair. Hamid ordered his warriors to attack a distant caravan
laden with goods. While they galloped into the desert to attack the caravan, I was left behind
with the portly Akhmid and young Fawad, who plied me with wine as we waited for them to
return. In their own capricious way these men had befriended me. They found me entertaining,
as the Romans and auxilia once did. As strange as it sounds, I understood Hamid and his men.
Except for Awud, who might have been displaying a personality trait, it was nothing personal
with the bandits. This was business, just like the camels and merchandise stolen from the dead
merchant and his attendants. When, in desperation, I tried to tell them I was really a Jew, they
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wouldn’t (and didn’t want to) believe me. How could a Jew be a soldier of Rome? They
reasoned. They thought I was just trying to keep myself off the block, which was, true, but a
foolish thing to tell my captors. Fortunately, they didn’t believe me. If I was a Jew, Hamid told
me, I would be worthless as a slave. I would also be dead. Awud made a cutting motion across
his throat to make his point. My only hope, if the conditions had been right, was to escape.
Unfortunately, there was no hope for that. For much of the trip, I had a rope around my neck or
tied to my wrists, and even when Hamid took pity on me and let me ride unrestrained I knew
there was no place to go. If I ran off and managed not to be filled with arrows or spiked with
lances, I had no water or food. The northern desert was totally desolate, and I would die of
hunger and thirst on the hot sand.
“At a rocky outcrop that would give us shelter from the sun, we encamped for the night.
I remember it especially for it was here that they slaughtered and ate one of my mules—”
Papa’s eyes popped wide. “Your mules? You brought mules.”
“Whoops,” I said, grinning at Jesus, “I forgot to tell you about that. They were once
ridden by Caesarea, Geta, Langullus, and I. Two of the original six mules were pack animals. I
sort’ve inherited them when we were captured by those men.”
“What are we going to do with five mules?” Mama looked at me in dismay.
“They’re Jude’s property,” Jesus came to my defense. “Let’s let him finish his story.
Let’s not interrupt him anymore”
“Are you all right dear?” Mama whispered to Papa. “Is this trying for you?”
“No, no,” he said, wringing a palsied hand, “let him continue. “Hah, don’t worry about
me. You should see ol’ Samuel—he’s ninety years old!”
“Amazing,” I paused to reflect. “He told us he wouldn’t die until Jesus went on his
mission. We still don’t know what that means—”
“Psst, Jude!” Jesus motioned impatiently. “Stay on the subject. Let’s not bring that up.”
“Do you men want anything more to eat?” Mama whispered to Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim.
“No mistress,” Fronto answered for the others, “we’re just fine. Perhaps a little more of
that punch.”
As I gathered my thoughts, Abigail filled our mugs. While Jesus slipped out to check on
the horses and mules, Mama took the opportunity to check on Aulus, who slept soundly in spite
of the noise. I wondered what James and Joseph would think of all this. I was glad they were in
Sepphoris to buy supplies. Already, I had brought up many controversial things. My parents
and sisters still seemed to be in shock. Yet Simon, who had been so silent during my summary,
raised his mug in salute. At Jesus signal, as he took his seat, I resumed my story.
“…When we reached the Roman garrison near the border, I dreaded what lie ahead. It
seems amusing upon hindsight that the Romans refused to open the fort to Hamid. The sentry
behind the door told them that the fort was filled with plague. More likely they were tired of
dealing with the bandits. At the last stop before reaching Ecbatana, I was shaved, bathed, and
dressed in fine clothes stolen from the recently murdered merchant. An even finer turban was
placed on my head, and I was sprayed with a costly perfume. All this was done right before
entering the city so that I wouldn’t be a sweaty mess when I was presented for the bidding, but
by the time I was dragged up to the block I was a mental wreck. Hamid reminded me of his
promise that I would keep my mules, which seemed ludicrous considering that I was a slave.
Slaves had no rights—everyone knew that. This fact and the possibility I might be turned into a
eunuch caused me to faint before we reached the steps. Mercilessly, my captures revived me,
handing me over to a big black guard, who placed me on the block. Immediately, the auctioneer
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began the bidding. Not long after the auction for me began, someone in the audience cried out
“Show us the goods!”
“You know what that meant,” I said, looking at my friends. They shook their heads with
sympathy. I was tempted to eliminate this detail from my account. My parents didn’t need to
hear this. It seemed too delicate an issue for the girls’ ears. Seeing Jesus nod, however, I let
myself mentally relive that terrible hour.
“The big black guard held my arms as the auctioneer peeled off my clothes. I fought with
all my remaining strength, but this time even the loincloth came off. Unlike the poor women, I
saw stripped naked on the block that hour, I had only one place to hide and even that was denied
met as the auctioneer pulled away my hand. I had heard that Jews were not valuable as slaves
because of their obstinate nature. In spite of this notion and general dislike of Jews by many
people, the crowd hooted and cheered this revelation. There were many offers called out from
the audience below, until, at one point, only a seedy-looking fellow, who looked like a Syrian, a
rich old merchant, and young man dressed like a prince were making bids. It didn’t look good
for me when the Syrian merchant dropped out of contention, leaving only the elderly man and
prince. Remembering what my campmates had said about eunuchs in princely courts, I was
afraid that he would outbid the old man,” “but—praise the Lord,” I raised my hands and stared
into space, “the merchant offered a great sum of money that even the prince wouldn’t meet.”
Mama and the twins wept softly. Simon giggled foolishly, and Papa shook his head in
disbelief. Once again Jesus, clear-eyed and expressionless, motioned for me to continue. My
friends, who were weary from travel and had heard this story before, fought the onslaught of
sleep.
“…You see,” my voice rose for effect, “the rich merchant was a Pharisee. His name was
Elisha bar Simon. Not only did he purchase me, he immediately manumitted me. Living up to
his promise, Hamid gave me my five mules. I bid goodbye to my captors and followed my
benefactor into freedom. From the beginning, however, the Pharisee had plans for me. He
believed, with some justification, I had been tainted by life among the Gentiles. Elisha, Jacob,
his scribe, and his steward Nedinijah scarcely believed my claim of killing all those men, yet I
proved to them that I had special gifts. The Pharisee and his friends were greatly impressed, but
still looked upon me as if I were damaged goods. He and his friends believed the only thing that
could save me was purification in the temple. Despite my knowledge of the Torah and grasp of
our history, Elisha attempted to educate me in the proper way, with great emphasis on the law. I
felt that he overly stressed parts of the Torah. It didn’t matter that I had proven my knowledge of
the scriptures to him. I had neglected the details of the law. In his mind I obviously didn’t
practice them. When he found out that I was illuminating, on my own, his guards about our
nation’s history, he was quite upset. They had never shown the least bit of interest in religion
until I came along. The reason was simple, I tried delicately to explain; he had never made it
interesting for his men.
“To show their appreciation for my stories and offset the boredom of travel, Absalom and
Laban taught me a few gladiatorial moves they had learned from Gentiles. They had been
skeptical of my boasts of killing all those men, but were awed by my quick memory and wit.
Elisha had been furious that his men taught me those moves. Though he forbid me to join them
in any more practice sessions, I had memorized them enough to practice quietly on my own. I
tried to live up to his standards, but he was unreasonable. Occasionally, when I forgot myself
and reverted to my Gentile ways, he would scold me or, at the very least, raise an eyebrow or
shake his head. Despite my many lapses, however, I hadn’t done anything irreconcilable in the
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Pharisee’s eyes. That occurred when we arrived at the house of Zared, a rich merchant in Tarsus.
Almost immediately, this man offended my sense of justice by the way he treated Absalom and
the other guards. Although, they were Jews, themselves, he refused to allow these rustic men
into his house. I said nothing about this, even when Zared’s son Saul criticized my own clothes
and asked me if I planned on being a Pharisee like himself. Careful not to be bated into
disclosing just how much of a heretic I was, I tried to change the subject, but Saul was fascinated
with my adventures. In his cups, Elisha let slip my ordeal as a slave, which brought sympathy,
as well as morbid fascination to Saul and his mother. The fact that I had been stripped naked on
the block, though shocking to Anna, reminded her of her parents’ experience as slaves. When
Elisha insisted on changing the subject, Saul and his mother were disappointed. I was certain I
had won their pity more than their disdain. Perhaps recklessly, seeking their respect, I moved
back in time, relating my ability with the sword. After all, I reasoned, Jews were used to blood
and gore. Joshua had killed untold Canaanites. I killed but a handful of Gentiles. At first this
appeared to impress Saul, but after our sumptuous dinner, as we strolled in Zared’s gardens, his
attitude changed. He noted, as we discussed my feats, that I was unrepentant for shedding blood.
The fact was I might not enjoy killing in general but I wasn’t sorry for killing all those men. So
once again, as Elijah, Jacob, and Nedinijah, and his parents walked ahead of us, I changed the
subject. This time I made the mistake of mentioning my gifts. I mentioned it casually to Saul, as
if it was but a trifling affair. I told him I had nearly perfect recall, had memorized our scriptures,
and could read and write in Hebrew, Aramaic, Latin, and Greek. When he grew jealous, I
downplayed it by saying that I had much to learn. It was the understanding of scriptures that
mattered the most. This seemed to appease him for a while, until Zared and Anna caught wind
of our conversation. Saul’s mother looked at me with awe, exclaiming that I would be a great
rabbi or doctor of the law. Zared found it difficult to believe me and gave me a few tests. They
were so elementary I almost laughed, and yet Zared, too, seemed impressed. When we returned
to the house, however, I sensed resentment from Zared and mounting envy from Saul.
“That evening, during a more subdued dinner, only Saul’s mother smiled approvingly at
me. Elisha and his sycophants looked upon with jaundiced eyes. Polite conversation about my
family and its carpentry business was light. I asked Saul if he had a favorite horse and he merely
shook his head. Only a few words between the Pharisee and the merchant about the turmoil in
Tarsus broke the icy silence.
“Before we retired for the night, Saul’s resentment erupted in a most absurd claim.
‘According to Rabbi Ichabod of Tarsus,’ he scolded, knowledge that comes from an impure heart
is a thing of the devil. Truth is greater than mere knowledge!’
“I replied to him words Jesus once said to me, ‘Truth will set you free, and you, Saul, are
not free. Knowledge can be used for good or evil. Even truth can be twisted words. My gifts
were given to me by the Lord! You’re not acting righteously now. You’re a prisoner of your
narrow-minded belief!
“And Saul shouted ‘How dare you speak to me like that! You’re nothing but a
freedman, Elisha found on in a Persian city—you unclean servant of Gentiles! Who’re you to
preach to Saul bar Zared of the house of Benjamin, you Samaritan pig!’
“I almost throttled this youth, but instead I began laughing, which was much worse. Saul
flung more insults at me, including Philistine, apostate, and evildoer. His words became garbled,
his face reddened, and eyes bulged as if he was possessed. Belatedly at that point, Elisha came
to my rescue, scolding Saul and telling him to leave me alone, but the damage had been done that
night…It seemed as though Zared’s client, Elisha, had brought a heretic into his house.
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“That night, while Zared’s family and his guests slept in feathered pallets, I was escorted
to the servants compound. I was, in Latin terms, persona non grata. I was not offended by this
gesture. I was relieved to be among friends, away from the fat merchant, prying wife, and
spoiled son. While I sat in their midst telling about my experience, however, we could hear
yelling and screaming through the compound’s walls. It was distant at first, but the noise grew
louder and louder, until it sounded as if it came from the nearby street. From the unemployed
rabble of Tarsus, Zared had hired men to guard his estate. These fellows kept to themselves in
the compound, huddling fearfully in one corner when the uprising began. Sure enough, though
as the Jewish guards and myself held fast, they shrank from confrontation when rioters stormed
the gate, and the servants were nowhere to be seen. Without the Romans, we would be greatly
outnumbered. As the angry Greeks rammed the gate, it was just a matter of time before the
boards cracked and they were on the grounds. We had to think fast. Absalom had been inspired
with my story about Joshua’s tactics against the Canaanites. So each of us carried a torch in one
hand and sword in the other as had Joshua’s men and, in place of the warriors trumpets, began to
howl like demons. This tactic served to pump up Absalom and the others, but had little effect
upon our foes. When the first planks gave way, hands poked through and were immediately
chopped off. This action, not the noise, stopped the first charge cold, but several rioters had
managed to scale the wall on ladders, unimpressed with the ruse. While two of us guarded the
breach, the remainder of the guards attacked the invaders, killing each one of them before they
reached the ground. The carnage was swift and, at least for the time being, effective.”
“Dear ghost of Abraham!” Papa groaned.
“Still holding my bloody sword when Zared’s household appeared at the entrance of the
estate, I stood amongst the others. Though I was sickened by what happened, I once again felt
delivered from death. Like the auxilia in the desert, Absalom, Laban, and the other guards
continued to hack at the corpses in blood-lust frenzy. Unfortunately for my image, this is what
Zared, Anna, Elisha and his staff saw. I was, like the others, splattered with blood and still
clutched my sword, which seemed justified considering the threat, and yet Zared, who lumped
me in with the others, was looking at me when he rebuked us for this act. Ignoring his own
guards, who appeared only when the threat had passed, he scolded us for our display of blood
lust. Absalom’s protest that his men ran like frightened lambs fell on deaf ears, as Zared ranted.
It was as if it didn’t matter that we saved his household from being slaughtered; we had offended
their sensibilities with this unclean act. The actions of Elisha’s guards, with whom I was
associated, were indefensible even to the Pharisee, who thought he had understood his men. For
me it was the age-old problem of guilt by association. I wondered then how many of those men
captured in Galilee during the last insurrection were simply caught up in the moment, innocent
bystanders, whose only crime was stupidity, like mine. There I was in Tarsus with my bloody
sword when I could have just stayed home.
“Fires had sprouted up from several mansions in the Jewish quarter. Shortly after the
first attempt, a new batch of rioters stood outside Zared’s walls. Perhaps they were unaware of
what happened to some of the last agitators. This time a torch was thrown in, then a second and
third. Zared’s guards, feeling important, tossed them back over the wall. Several of them
marched around holding spears aloft as if they had been protecting Zared’s house all along. The
angry Greeks had become fire-raisers, a more serious crime in the eyes of Rome. All those men
caught by the legionnaires, with or without torches, however, would be crucified for public
display.
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“Upon hearing a distant trumpet, the back and forth toss of torches ceased. Martial
shouts were followed by screams of terror as rioters were finally caught. Peeking through the
shattered door, I saw the sheen of armor and flare of torches. Those not slain on the spot were
being rounded up for execution. I shuddered at the thought. Elisha’s guards and servants
retreated to the compound, as Zared led his family and guests back into the house. I thought I
saw the silhouette of Saul standing in the doorway. Word was passed to us, after we settled into
the servants’ quarters and sat staring at each other awhile, that Elisha and his company would be
leaving at dawn.
“At first light, Absalom made sure we had all made water and eaten a sparse breakfast
before climbing onto our mounts. A surly, foul-mouthed optio announced to all of us, the rich
merchant and Pharisee included, that we Jews were more trouble than we were worth. Nothing
was the same after that night. Of course Zared had finished his business with Elisha. Elisha, as a
consequence of the sullying of his reputation, informed his guards he was finished too and would
retire in his home city of Antioch. The Jewish guards could go their own way if they wished. As
for me, he was sorry he had ever bought my freedom. Absalom tried reassuring me that he
didn’t meant it, and the old man was just distraught, but I knew it was much more. Elisha had
finally come to realization that I was beyond repair. He said as much within earshot as we rode
out of town—”
“Typical rich Jew,” Fronto blurted in my defense. “It didn’t matter what the lad had been
through or that he was fighting to save his neck!”
“Aye!” Rufus and Ibrim seconded.
Papa nodded with approval. “Who needs Pharisees and rabbis,” he grunted.
Simon came up and gave me a brotherly hug as I gathered my thoughts.
“… On the way to Antioch, which ironically had been my destination in the first place,
we had two escorts: the original Roman escorts that guarded us until we left the province and,
after riding unguarded for always after they made their exit, a foursome of legionnaires loaned to
us by Fabius, Legate of the Fifth Legion. During our journey, I made another mistake; this time
in the eyes of Elisha’s guards …I befriended Fabius’ men.
“Marcellus, Octavius, Sergius, and Nabalus were fine soldiers. Of the four legionnaires,
though, only Marcellus became my friend. The others, like some of the auxilia and Jewish
guards I rode with, thought I was an oddity. When I confided my tales of military prowess to
this new batch of men, I received the same looks of disbelief. For Marcellus, I was never sure.
It was, after all, a fantastic tale. What the young legionnaire did believe was my ability to
memorize at a glance what I read and recite in different tongues. He was greatly impressed.
Unfortunately, my association with this Gentile cost me my status with Elisha’s guards. I tried to
rekindle my friendship with Absalom and Laban but they now agreed with their employer: I was
damaged goods. Elisha also refused to talk to me. The only exception to the shunning I received
came from Eden, the coachmen, who passed messages from the Pharisee to me.
“When we arrived finally at the Antioch fort, I bid goodbye to my onetime benefactor.
Absalom as the others looked on in stony silence. In the end, Elisha wished me well. There was
not much I could say that I had not already said. Just as we turned to enter the fort, it struck me
again: the falling sickness.
“That makes only three times during my journey that I had an attack.” I sighed, watching
Papa and Mama shake their heads. “That’s not bad considering all I’ve been through. Marcellus
advised me to call it quits then, but I knew I had to confront Aurelian. It had been, after all, my
purpose from the beginning.” “From here,” I added, pointing to Fronto, Rufus, Ibrim, and Aulus
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lying on his pallet, “the story returns full circle to my old friends. This remnant of my original
band found me inside the fort. Aulus like Marcellus felt I should return home. Half of me
wanted that too, but the other half—the fool-hearty adventurer, wanted to give it one more try.
Despite the doubts about my reception from Aurelian when I began my odyssey, the prefect
agreed to chat with me about my amazing gifts. After testing my memory, as Elisha and
Marcellus had done, he made me an offer I could scarcely believe. I told him that I must go
home and help my family, but he made a counter-offer that, when I had my fill of civilian life, I
could return to him wherever he might be in the empire and serve him as a soldier scribe. From
this point, after bidding Marcellus and his associates goodbye, I left with my friends Aulus,
Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim—my destination Nazareth, their destination ultimately the Galilean
fort. The coastal highway, which we avoided before, was a long, circuitous journey. During this
time we caught up where we left off with our friendship. Aulus became ill, and our journey took
on a new urgency, but here we are. To end this tale for my weary, saddle-sore friends, I must say
that I have no intention of ever returning to the army. It was an honor offered to me by Aurelian,
but I made my decision. This is my home…This is where I belong”
At that point, Simon, Abigail, Martha, and Mama rose up, arms outstretched. Though too
infirm to bolt up like the others, Papa was led by the arm by Jesus to where I stood. Together, as
my friends looked on with amusement, they gave me a group hug.
“Have you had enough adventure my son?” Papa asked, ruffling my hair. “Are you ready
to settle down and work in the shop?”
Overwhelmed with emotion, I replied for his benefit, quoting Elisha’s words, “Yes, Papa,
your irresponsible, footloose son is home!”
“Now isn’t that nice?” Fronto grinned at Rufus and Ibrim. “What a great family our
Thaddeus has!”
“Jude…” Aulus called from his pallet,”…his name is Jude.”
******
After our display of emotion, Mama turned her attention to Aulus, her new patient. Papa
was led back to his own sick bed by Martha and Abigail. The remainder of us walked out the
back door into the yard. Having finished watering and feeding the horses and mules, the children
employed by Jesus stroked them affectionately as they would prize pets. While the beasts
browsed idly in the yard, they picked handfuls of the weeds and grass, laying it affectionately
below their snouts. Among the horses and mules that were tethered to tree stumps and bushes,
two old goats and one small lamb wandered unfettered—a wondrous sight!
“I’m proud of you Naphtali, Simeon, and Hezekiah.” Jesus patted the boys’ heads. “I
couldn’t have done better myself.”
“Moses’ bones,” giggled Simon. “Wait till Papa sees this!”
“They’re not hurting anything.” Jesus laughed, singling out my mules. “These five
fellows belong to Jude.”
“Yes, we remember the story,” Simon said, stroking a large black stallion. “Which one is
yours, Jude? You always wanted a white horse.
Singling out my gray, sad-eyed mule, I hugged him then proceeded to caress the
remaining four. “I’ve given up on that goal.” I sighed wistfully. “I wouldn’t trade any of these
gentle beasts for a horse. Mules may not be fast, but they’re faithful. They’re smarter than
horses too.”
Fronto and Rufus laughed at my comparison.
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“So these are yours?” Simon looked around at my friends. “They look tired and worn
out.”
“They are tired,” Fronto said, stroking his horse, “but they’ve got life. I don’t know
about the others, but I’m keeping this beauty!”
“Me too!” Rufus nodded, patting his mare.
Rufus dun colored horse was of moderate size for military issue, as was Aulus dark gray
mare. Fronto’s assigned mount was a large, brown steed with white markings on his forehead
and feet. What had struck me as humorous was the fact that Ibrim, the smallest member of our
band, owned the biggest of the horses: a great black, shiny stallion, who seemed no worse for the
wear.
“I wouldn’t take a king’s ransom for this horse,” he said, giving him a pat. Looking back
thoughtfully at us, he added light-heartedly, “I made a decision on the road. I’m returning to my
people. I might become a sheikh after galloping up on this fine beast.”
“What?” Rufus’ eyebrows shot up. “You would become a Badu again?”
“I told you.” Ibrim sighed. “I am a Badu—at least my father is. I was only joking about
going south…. I remember my father talking many times about our people—warlike desert
tribes, who plundered caravans and even attacked the Roman fort in Arabia. My family in
Galilee weren’t desert people; they had fields of wheat and barley. Mama’s people also raised
cattle and sheep. My father gave up wandering, settling down with her in order to have many
children and a roof over his head. I’ll probably find me a rich Syrian or Greek wench myself and
do the same.”
“That’s better.” Fronto nodded with approval.
“What happened to your family?” Simon asked, gazing at his horse.
“That’s a long story.” Ibrim shrugged. “I was thinking about settling somewhere else—
not in Galilee. My mother’s dead. I never got along well with my father and his new wife.”
“Well, I’m not going home,” snorted Fronto. “The army’s the only home I’ve known.”
Rufus made a face. “Mine too, but a fellow can change. I’ve had enough of this life.
I’m going to work the docks in Joppa instead of risking my neck for those people.”
“What will you do after that?” Jesus smiled faintly. “Will you go home to Gaul or stay in
Galilee and serve Rome?”
“Perhaps neither.” Rufus frowned. “…How did you know I was from Gaul?”
“Jesus knows everything.” Simon declared quite seriously. “You wouldn’t believe what
our brother knows.”
Rufus gave Jesus a knowing look. “…Oh, I think I do. Jude told me a lot about you.”
Jesus smiled enigmatically. I’m certain, though I couldn’t have understood it then, there
was a reason why the four men accompanied me to Nazareth. They were, because of my stories,
predisposed toward my brother, Rufus most of all. Now, as we dallied pleasantly in our
backyard, who would have believe that these rustic men would one day, like myself, become
disciples in the service not of Rome but of the risen Christ.
Suddenly, breaking the tranquility, our ears pricked up to the sound of shouting in our
front yard.
“There at it again,” Simon groaned.
“What does he mean?” I asked Jesus, as we sprinted into the front yard.
“Please,” he called back to my friends, “this is not your fault. The townsmen are aware
of your presence. They have forgotten the hospitality of our ancestors, when Moses, a stranger
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in the land of the Midianites, was befriended by Jethro and his daughter Sephora. But you are
more than strangers now; because you are Jude’s friends, you’re ours too.”
By the time Jesus had finished speaking, however, the four auxilia had entered behind us
into garden area where the townsmen had gathered to protest the presence of Gentiles in our
house. Simon was correct. Nothing had changed since I left home.
There were several familiar faces in the crowd, most notably Gideon, a quarrelsome
elder, Ichabod, a local merchant, Malachi, the weaver, and my onetime, fair-weather friends
Boaz, Jethro and Obadiah. I was relieved not to see Caleb, himself, and any of the other
townsfolk my parents had won over since the Romans left our town. For that matter, James and
Joseph’s friends were absent, there were no women in the group, and Aaron, the town rabbi, was
not present in our front yard. Perhaps knowing that Jesus would deal with our critics, Mama had
not shown up nor would Papa leave his sick bed for such a confrontation. It was, upon second
glance, a small group. I sighed with relief, as Jesus confronted the men. Simon stood beneath
the plum tree, studying this assembly. In the background lingered my friends, arms folded and
jaws set, ready to take them to task.
“Jesus!” Gideon pointed accusingly. “What are they doing in your house? They’re
Gentiles. Why is Jude dressed like those men? He rides into town with soldiers, wearing
Gentile clothes on an army mule. For years we suffered the presence of the Romans because of
your family.” “Now he brings them back!” He wrung his finger. “Why did he bring those men
into our town?”
“What’s the matter with that old goat?” Front growled.
“It’s all right,” I called back discreetly. “He’s the town grouch. It’s just his way. Jesus
will shoo them away.”
“These men are our guests,” Jesus voice boomed. “They brought Jude back to us. We’re
grateful to them, as you should be for one of your own. Have you forgotten hospitality to
strangers, who offer friendship? You fear Gentile pollution, but you forgot the custom of our
fathers.” “Worry about your own households.” He scanned the other men’s faces. “This
household lives by God’s, not men’s rules. Read the holy scrolls. Recall Jethro the Midianite’s
hospitality to Moses. Jethro was a Gentile. Are you better than our fathers?”
“Words,” Gideon snarled, “always words! What about the law?”
“The law was made for men, not men for the law,” replied Jesus, shielding his eyes from
the sun.
I had heard him say this before and I would hear it again as a disciple. At that point, this
piece of heresy caught the five men off guard. Gideon and Ichabod grumbled amongst
themselves a little longer, but Eleazar, his son Malachi, and Caleb’s sons said nothing. As
onlookers, more curious than self-righteous, they soon departed. Eleazar looked back, as they
retreated, a frown playing on his face, yet he nodded faintly in acknowledgement. Boaz gave me
the military arm-on-chest salute we exchanged as children, imitating the Roman guards tramping
through the hills. Though I wasn’t sure whether it was done in mockery, I returned the salute. I
felt both Jesus and Simon’s arm on my shoulder then. Two of my brothers accepted me for who
I had become. It remained to be to seen how this would be seen when James and Joseph
returned. As we entered unabashedly through the front door, Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim were, out
of respect, silent, but broke into guffaws when we were inside the house.
“You put the hex on them!” Ibrim chortled. “Jude told us about your powers.”
“Yes,” Rufus exclaimed light-heartedly. “We saw it as we rode up. Your eyes flashed
like lightning. Yet your words drove them away.”
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“I was shielding my eyes against sunlight.” Jesus seemed to blush. “Blue eyes have that
quality. So do my mother’s, and other Jews. I notice, dear Rufus, you have blue eyes too.”
“But that’s normal. All my people do.” He studied Jesus. “It’s not common among
Jews.”
“Aye.” Fronto gave a nod. “You’re the first one we’ve seen with blue eyes.”
“You look Greek, as do your sisters,” Ibrim blurted. “Is your mother Greek? Mine was
Greek. Apollo had a Greek mother too.”
“Don’t mind him,” Aulus called from the corner of the room. “He has absolutely no
manners. Our presence in your house is causing trouble with your neighbors. Soon we must be
on our way.”
“Nonsense.” Mama waved her hand. “You are a sick man, Aulus. You have a fever, and
your color is bad. In a few weeks, when you recover, you can leave. You will surely die if you
leave now!”
Sometimes, to save her patients, Mama was brutally honest. The truth was, however,
Aulus was correct. The six men who visited our house were just the beginning. Word would
spread that we had Gentiles in our house. No one had to remind me about how narrow-minded
were many of Nazareth’s men and women. When Mordechai, Samuel’s chamberlain, came to
visit us that afternoon ostensibly to welcome me back, he tried not to show his alarm after
meeting our guests, yet he left hastily after his visit as if he was on unhallowed ground. It was
true that Fronto, Rufus, Ibrim, and Aulus were pagans, but for a conservative Jew such as
Mordechai it was much more. The auxilia and Roman patient “smelled, looked, and acted like
Gentiles” he would later confess. That hour, as Fronto, Rufus, and Ibrim sat in our kitchen
discussing their plans, Aulus was administered more of the root purchased in Sidon and an herbal
drink from Mama’s garden. Jesus, Simon, the twins, and I sat at the same long table, also in
quiet conversation. Fronto wasn’t sure whether he should muster in again. In spite of his fine
words, Ibrim wasn’t sure either. Unless he turned to banditry like some of his kinsmen in
Arabia, he couldn’t afford to settle down. Rufus, however, appeared to have made up mind to
quit the legion, work out his passage in the docks, and begin traveling the world. Ultimately, he
surmised, he would probably wind up back in Gaul, but like Fronto and Ibrim he really didn’t
have much of a plan.
I felt a pang of longing when I heard Rufus say he wanted to travel the world. I didn’t
envy him, though. What could an uneducated, rustic Gaul do to earn his passage except manual
labor at low wages? For that matter, I looked across the room at Mama’s ailing patient: what
would happen to poor Aulus, a broken down Roman soldier who had been in the army all his
life? Knowing that he was in good hands, the auxilia rose up from the table and thanked my
mother for her hospitality. They would, Front explained, stop at the Galilean Cohort and let their
mounts rest up a spell longer before making up their minds. Jesus, Simon, and I helped them
prepare their horses for travel. Mama packed them snacks to eat and made sure their flasks were
filled with water. To worsen our reputation with on looking townsfolk was the send-off we gave
them in front of our house.
I felt as if I might never see these fine men again. I was choked up about our farewell.
As I stood by the gate and watched them ride out of our backyard on their horses and onto the
road, several men and women stood silently in front of our house. There were no protests or
catcalls. The townsfolk seemed to be shock. Before the three men rode away, they saluted me in
the Roman fashion. Fronto raised up his sword. Groaning in dismay, Jesus raised his hand in
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response, deeply conscious of the spectators gathering yet also aware of my sorrow those
moments.
“You’ll see them again,” he said simply.
“How do you know?” I asked, as we watched them disappear.
“Have you forgotten?” piped Simon, slapping my back. “Jesus knows everything!”
“We can’t change how our friends and neighbors think,” Jesus explained to me as we
walked back into the house. “You’re home now, Jude. Be patient with them. Remember what
Joseph of Arimathea once told me during our travels.”
I remembered the quote in his letter from Rome. In his preaching as Apostle to the
Gentiles, Paul would say this to his disciples too: “When in Rome do as the Romans do.” For
me, as a Romanized Jew, however, Jesus advice would have a novel twist. He was telling me,
now that I was home, that I must begin acting like a Jew…. I had no idea yet how very difficult
that might be.
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Chapter Thirty-Five
Back to Normal

In the days following the auxilia’s return to the Galilean fort, I was re-introduced to
carpentry. With a little prodding and occasional scolding, I fell into the rhythm of the job.
Because of my uncanny memory it all came back to me, and I found myself working side-byside with Simon under Jesus’ tutelage, as if nothing had changed. Aulus’ fever passed and he
gradually regained his strength. Reminiscent of Mama’s treatment and Papa’s sanctuary given to
Reuben was our family’s actions toward the ailing Roman. As before, he was kept in Jesus’
room to avoid disclosure to sudden visitors in the house. Once in awhile, during the week
following my homecoming, Papa’s old friend Ezra or a customer would show up for a visit and
no one would be the wiser. When James and Joseph returned, however, everything changed for
the worse.
Inexplicably, the two had been gone for several days. Our parents had been worried they
might not return at all. Though Jesus tried not to show it, he was, he confided to me shortly
before their return, more concerned about the reception Aulus would receive. James and Joseph
had finally accepted the fact that Reuben would be a patient in our house until he was able to
strike out on his own. Aulus, however, unlike Reuben, was not even Jew. He was, in Joseph’s
narrow mind, a hated Gentile—a Roman to boot. For James, whom Jesus worried about less, it
would simply be a great annoyance. Nothing could be as bad as our ordeal with Reuben, who
had once been our family’s enemy. Aulus, a simple Roman soldier, had taken care of me during
my travels and deserved their respect. Jesus would be able to placate James, but not Joseph, with
this logic when they arrived unexpectedly in front of the shop. A large cart filled with lumber
and other supplies and harnessed to pair of donkeys sat in the background. Not far away, I could
see two more mules similar to my own pets tethered to the fence. Shielding my eyes against the
glare, as did Jesus and Simon, I cringed as two shadows stood silhouetted against the afternoon
sun.
“Uh oh,” Simon mumbled, laying down his awl, “it’s them!”
“Moses bones,” I groaned, “they’re back!”
“Don’t worry,” Jesus reassured us, “let me explain everything. Don’t frown Jude. Greet
your long, lost brothers!”
“Shalom, James and Joseph.” I presented my best smile.
Joseph held back a moment, as James rushed to give me a hug.
“So, you’re still alive,” he cried, patting my back. “We were afraid you wouldn’t return.”
“I was afraid you wouldn’t return!” Jesus scowled. “You’ve been gone over a week.
What took you so long?”
James glanced back at Joseph as if he wanted to get the story straight. “Papa told us to
pay Uncle Zedekiah a visit. I’m sorry it took so long, but the lumber merchant was ill.”
“Yes,” Joseph jumped in quickly, “ We had to wait for his son to arrive and cut fresh
wood.”
“Which is it?” Jesus raised an eyebrow. “What caused the delay? Was a visit to Uncle
Zedekiah the cause or was it the sick merchant’s fault? Zedekiah is a wealthy man with fine
food and wine. Since it shouldn’t have taken that long to cut lumber, you obviously dallied at his
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house all that time.” “Do you remember what I told you about telling the truth?” he looked at
James.
When James didn’t answer, he turned to Joseph, who shrugged his shoulders and stared at
the ground. “A half truth is the same as a lie.” He took us all in at a glance. “There is no common
ground between truth and lies.”
“Zedekiah was glad to see us,” James exhaled nervously, “but we shouldn’t have stayed
so long.” “I’m sorry.” He looked up into Jesus’ eyes. “…It won’t happen again.”
“That’s good enough for me,” Jesus gripped his shoulder. “What about you?” He turned
to Joseph. “Have you learned a lesson out of this?”
Joseph, who had always resented Jesus authority, was less contrite. “We are men, not
children. Was it our fault the merchant was ill and the merchant’s son is a lazy oaf?”
Jesus shouted angrily, “It’s your fault, Joseph, that you never admit that you’re wrong! I
sent you and James to Sepphoris for business, not pleasure. After we unload the lumber and
supplies, you two return the mules, donkeys, and cart to Menalech before we have to pay
another day’s rent!”
He handed James more coins to cover the delay. Joseph managed to mumble “Shalom!”
to me that moment as Simon and I trotted out to the cart. I know he wasn’t glad to see me. We
had never liked each other very much. In spite of my willfulness as a child, however, James had
grown to accept my peculiarities as he did Jesus’ strange ways. When I left home, Jesus had
been Papa’s right arm. Now because of Papa’s illness, he was in control of his brothers.
Unfortunately, that very moment, Aulus, who had decided to stretch his legs in the backyard,
was spotted by Joseph patting one of my mules. It had been just a glimpse between the house
and shop, but Joseph caught it immediately and flew into a rage.
“Who is that man on our property?” he cried, stomping his foot. “He’s dressed like a
Roman. Are those mules in our backyard? What is going on Jesus? Is that man another one of
Mama’s patients? Is that Gentile living in our house?”
“There are people walking up and down the road, looking at our house,” James said
indignantly. “Now we know why!”
“You shall meet Aulus later,” Jesus explained, several boards balanced on his sturdy
shoulders. “That man watched over Jude during his trip and helped bring him safely home.
He was very sick and is on the mend, so you will treat him kindly, as we do all our guests.”
“Guests,” protested Joseph, “is that what he is—a guest? Explain to me, Jesus, why does
Mama bring sick people into our house? This time it’s a soldier, one of Jude’s Gentile friends.
We’ll be shunned again for housing that man. We’ve finally got our reputation back, and Jude
brings a Roman soldier home! When will it stop?”
Though visibly upset, James said nothing as Jesus set down his load of lumber and took
Joseph to task.
Jesus pointed at him accusingly. “You selfish soul! Have never learned charity? It’s our
family’s way. It seems as though we alone carry on our fathers’ tradition. Once all men were
Gentiles. You, despite everything you’ve seen and heard, still separate men between Gentile and
Jew. This is mean-spirited. In God’s eyes there are only believers and non-believers—good and
evil. Have you learned nothing in our house?”
“I’ve learned one thing,” grumbled Joseph, “I can no longer live in this house and
backwoods village. I must make my own way!”
“And you?” Jesus searched James face. “Will you be leaving again?”
“Soon.” James nodded. “I only returned for a visit.”
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Jesus was visibly upset with this mutiny. “We’ve talked about this before,” his voice
broke. “You must at least wait until we build Samuel’s new stables. There’s so much to do!”
“Stables,” I whispered to Simon, “we’re going to build stables?”
“Uh huh.” He nodded with a sigh.
My letter from Aurelian flashed into my mind. Samuel was a very rich man. I could just
imagine how grand this project would be. The very thought made me also think of wine. How I
needed a cup those moments. In spite of my sudden dread for this occupation, I felt sorry for
Jesus. Not one of his brothers cared a wit for carpentry. If Uriah had not gone to live with his
relatives in Jerusalem, he might be here now helping in the shop. I could not have imagined then
what Uriah’s fortunes would be one-day, but I would sorely miss him in the coming days.
As Simon and I showed our solidarity with Jesus by quickly returning to work, James and
Joseph went into the house to greet our parents but also to avoid being in the shop. James had
said only a few words on the subject. ‘Soon’ for him could mean a week, a month, through the
summer or, hopefully, until the stables were done. For Joseph, however, who was in a state of
rebellion, he might leave at any time.
“I can’t force them to stay,” he confided to me. “It was Papa who forbade them, and he’s
ill. At least for a while James is back. I’m thankful that Papa can leave his bed, and he seems to
be on the mend, but Ira, Samuel’s new physician, visited us the week before you came. He
believes that Papa’s heart is failing him—”
“Oh no!” I cried.
“He’s doing better.” Jesus held up his hand. “That’s not the point. Our problem is our
brothers, especially Joseph, who might leave us in the lurch.”
“I hate them,” Simon interrupted, “because of them, we have to work much harder. If
they leave, we won’t be able to finish Samuel’s stables.”
“Hate no one, not even your enemies.” He counseled Simon. “I’ve almost given up on
Joseph. I’ll try to reason with James. Many times, Simon, when you were shirking your work, I
was alone in the shop.”
“I’ve helped you more than them!” he replied defensively, pointing to the house.
“That’s like comparing a little with nothing at all.” Jesus laughed softly. “I also need your
enthusiasm. Your heart’s not in this either. I’ll be depending on you and Jude one hundred
percent.”
I felt badly about Jesus’ plight. I hadn’t helped him at all and had no right to cast stones,
but, like Simon, I felt great resentment for Joseph and James. A memory came to me that
moment, as I looked around the shop.
“I dreamed of this!” I exclaimed, snapping my fingers. “On my journey back, I had
dreams of you being alone in the shop and one with you quarreling with our brothers. Papa was
missing in the picture, which made me believe he might be ill, which he is. Uriah was also
missing as you worked alone. I couldn’t see Tabitha. I can’t wait to see her again. ”
“It’s happened again, didn’t it?” Jesus looked at me thoughtfully. “I can’t explain the
battle you had at the imperial camp, but that was prophecy, Jude. It took awhile, but it led you
back to us. It’s here where you belong.”
My heart sank, but I knew he was right. Feeling Jesus’ heavy hand on my shoulder, I
promised myself that I would never abandon him again. If I stayed in Nazareth, I would see
Tabitha again, maybe Uriah if he returned. If I ran off again to take Aurelian up on his offer, I
would leave Jesus practically alone. I wouldn’t see my family and friends for a long time.
Sooner or later, James and Joseph would leave. Because Simon was not happy with this kind of
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work, Jesus couldn’t depend on him either; he might leave too…. But not me! I thought,
returning Jesus’ stare.
With our hands on each other’s shoulders, I said, “I’m staying, Jesus. You can count on
me.”
Jesus shook his head vigorously, replying shortly, “Don’t promise what you can’t control.
We’re all in God’s hands. He has a purpose for us—Jude and Simon. For now, we’re
carpenters. Tomorrow, God may changes His plans. Now let’s get back to work!”
Though I couldn’t possible know it, Jesus hinted that God had plans for him. God also
had plans for me that had nothing to do with carpentry or the Roman cohort. I would be torn
between my “Gentile” half and “Jewish” half the rest of my life, but on that day I made my vow
to Jesus such a notion was the furthest thing from my mind.
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Chapter Thirty-Six
Tabitha

After a few weeks of recuperation, Aulus insisted upon returning to the Galilean fort to
receive his mustering out pay and, after finishing his convalescence, retiring on the farm
promised by the prefect. Unceremoniously, to avoid drawing attention to our guest, he was
spirited away at first light with an escort. He gripped my forearm in the Roman manner, then
gave me an uncharacteristic ‘Jewish’ hug, promising one day to return. I would meet him again
during Jesus’ mission, but as he rode away with the legionnaires that morning I fought back
tears. In spite of his promise, I was afraid his days were numbered. In spite of Mama’s efforts,
he hadn’t fully recovered. That would take months, she insisted. Aulus was still a sick man, a
mere shadow of what he once was. “You shouldn’t be traveling in your condition,” she scolded
him. “You might forget to take your medicine and won’t get your proper rest. You certainly
don’t belong on a horse!” All this he listened to politely, patting her careworn hand, but his
mind was set. Guided like an old man out of the house by Jesus and her, he was helped by
Simon and me into his saddle. After a brief salute, which I returned, he followed his escorts
back to the fort. Our family gathered around the table that morning to pray for his health. Of all
of the Gentiles I had known, he turned out to be my best friend.
During my friendship with Aulus and Decimus, I had learned to be a warrior. During my
apprenticeship with Jesus, I would learn to be a carpenter. Those years before I left on what my
parents now call “Jude’s Folly,” I had simply been going through the motions. Now, after
returning home, I was taught to shape, not merely glue or sand wood. Instead of being restricted
to the task of roughing out a chair or table leg with a scraper, I was allowed, under Jesus’
watchful eye, to finish a piece of furniture from beginning to end. James, Joseph, and Simon, in
order to earn the wage Jesus insisted on paying us, also fell into the rhythm of the work. For the
time being, James postponed his return to Jerusalem and Joseph promised to wait awhile before
striking out on his own. During our work on Samuel’s stable, which would not be remunerated
until it was finished, we worked on smaller orders. Each of us was expected to finish a particular
piece of the furniture for clients. After helping Jesus and my brothers complete a large order for
a Pharisee in Cana, the work slackened off a little, allowing me, during my free time, to pay a
visit to Jared’s bakery where Tabitha was also learning a trade. Tabitha had scorned me for
leaving on my foolish trip and sill seemed upset with me when I found her in the shop. I laughed
with delight when I caught site of her serving Ephraim, the potter. Her dark chestnut curls were
tied up in a bun to prevent her hair from mingling with the dough as she toiled, she wore a
splattered apron, and there were flecks of floor on her nose and chin—all the telltale signs of the
occupation her uncle always displayed when waiting on customers in his store.
When I told her about my misfortune during my journey, her attitude gradually softened.
While growing up together, I had, after all, told her many tall tales. Teasingly, her first words
when I finished an abbreviated summary of what I told my parents were “You expect me to
believe that? Hah, I bet you spent all that time with a Syrian whore!” Though taken back, I was
not surprised at her coarseness. In those years of our youth before I left on my trip, Tabitha had
begun exhibiting a wild streak. It had caused Mama much grief. She had even threatened to
send Tabitha back to her uncle if she didn’t behave. Tabitha had practically been adopted into
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our family. It struck Mama as unseemly that she was flirtatious with me in her own house.
James and Joseph were jealous, Simon was envious, and yet Papa seemed amused. It appeared
to be innocent enough until Tabitha and I began taking walks into the hills. She was aggressive
and bold. Fortunately for us one day, Jesus, not Mama or Joseph, appeared suddenly on the path.
I was embarrassed, but also thankful that we were merely seen that moment holding hands. Had
Mama known about our walks, she would have sent her away, but Jesus gave us a sad smile and
said nothing to us. He had already warned me about encouraging her flirtation. Joseph would
have informed on me if he knew, and Simon, who couldn’t keep a secret, might also have told.
Mama, however, was not completely fooled. As if she could read Tabitha’s naughty expression,
she gave her one last warning: Leave my son alone!
It appeared, at least up until the time I departed, that Tabitha had taken her threat
seriously. When I bid everyone goodbye that day, she was tearful and smiling bravely at me.
Uriah was sad too. I made no promises to anyone. I had no idea when I was going to return. I
was so caught up in my great adventure I didn’t consider how this might affect my friends. Now
that I was back, I saw that old mischief glowing in Tabitha’s eyes. Since she had gone back to
work in Jared’s bakery, it seemed obvious that her wild streak had returned. I wondered then if
her employment might have something to do with a lapse in her behavior. I would never admit it
to my family but I was taken by her spirit. She had a naughty sense of humor but a good heart.
Most importantly, she appeared to adore me, following me and my friends around like a faithful
dog, until her budding youth when our friendship was much more. I’m half convinced that this
is one of the reasons my parents, especially Mama, protested very little about my decision to
leave.
Very soon, during our reunion, Tabitha grew serious and began probing me for details
about my treatment from the bandits and experience on the slave block. I had glossed over this
and, in fact, told her it was not fit for her delicate ears, but this only made her laugh and poke me
in the ribs.
“Come on, Ju-ju,” she used my private nickname, “don’t be shy. Did the bandits treat
you badly? Did they parade you around like a prize pig?”
“Yes to both questions.” I frowned. “You’re being insensitive again, Tabitha. It’s not
funny. I was stripped naked on the block, and the bandits treated me like another piece of stolen
goods.” “On the subject of pigs,” I added as Tabitha’s eyes widened in disbelief, “I was fed pork
by the bandits, who also slaughtered one of my mules.”
Tabitha’s eyes filled with tears, either for the rebuke I gave her or what I just said. “Ah
hah, he has mules.” She forced a laugh. “My friend is rich!”
“Five mules are hardly rich.” I shook my head. “I’ll never be rich, Tabitha…I have this
feeling I’m going to do something… I don’t know what it is. I had hoped my future would
include travel to far off places. It seemed for a poor carpenter’s son that my best chance was
using my memory and skills as a scribe, but I was wrong… My destiny begins here in Nazareth
as Jesus’ apprentice, working with my brothers in my father’s business.”
“You’ll be a great rabbi or doctor of the law,” Tabitha said with exaggerated sincerity.
“You…and Jesus. Everyone in Nazareth knows that!”
“The problem is,” I exhaled deeply, “none of my other brothers—James, Joseph, even
Simon want to stay. I didn’t either. In spite of Jesus’ dedication, I’m convinced that he has a
purpose far greater than any of us. He won’t admit it; he’s too loyal and much too caring to
abandon his family and our shop for his own goals.”
“Oh,” she replied airily, “what goals are those?”
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“I don’t know.” I shrugged. “…Whatever they are, they’re not in Nazareth, maybe not
even Galilee… Jesus has a special purpose in the world. Even he doesn’t know what it is.”
I couldn’t be sure how sincere Tabitha was at this point. Did she really believe my
fantastic tale? Perhaps, she was just in shock. There was still sarcasm and a touch of bitterness
in her tone. She had changed greatly from the little waif we once thought was a boy. Because of
her precociousness, she had never fit into our family, as had Nehemiah and Uriah. She had once
been shy and innocent. When she talked now, it was with great animation, that made her seem
superficial. Her small hands moved restlessly as she gestured, her big green eyes darting crazily
in her head. After we chatted a spell about the good old days, Uncle Jared suddenly appeared in
back of his shop. Welcoming me back curtly from my trip, he reminded Tabitha of the order
they had not finished. As a homecoming gift, he gave me a loaf of freshly baked bread. It
seemed as if Jared had mellowed somewhat. Tabitha, who was being paid a wage, didn’t appear
to be mistreated. I was a little worried about her behavior now that she back in her uncle’s
house, but I was satisfied with our meeting. She seemed to have forgiven me for going away and
thought well of me in spite of my folly. There was still that spark in her gaze. Her sense of
humor, which had grown coarse, was still sharp. Despite her apron, hair scarf, and flecks of
flour and dough on her face, she was lovely and vivacious. Yet I wasn’t sure about my feelings
toward her now. She was the only girl I had ever known in Nazareth. What I knew of human
love was based upon my family. For several years Tabitha had been part of that family. Now, as
I Iooked anew at my childhood friend, a whole new dimension to my life in Nazareth was
kindled. Did I love her like a man loves a woman…or that moment was I merely feeling lust?
For several moments, we reminisced about out childhood. Hearing her laughter and
seeing the glow of her green eyes, I was reminded of the little stray that arrived at our house
pretending to be a boy so that I would accept her in my gang. By Jewish standards, she was a
woman now, and yet not so long ago she was torn between acting like a girl and tagging along as
a tomboy, as we romped in the hills. Just when I had a chance kiss to her wine colored lips, her
uncle appeared in the front of her shop, hands on hips, an indulgent grin on his face.
“Tabitha,” he said with a sigh, “you can see Jude later when we’ve finished our orders.
Please come inside.”
Clutching the sack of rolls Jared had given me, I bid them both goodbye. The morning
promised great things for me. Just as they retreated into the bakeshop, however, I ran right into
Jethro, Obadiah, and Boaz, those same three fair-weather friends who arrived at my house a short
while ago with Gideon and his friends. All three of these youths were bigger than me. Boaz, in
fact, had grown into a giant of a man. I was certain, after the hostile looks I received from Jethro
and Obadiah, I would have trouble with them today. They frowned at me as I walked up yet said
nothing, and Boaz greeted me with his characteristically crooked grin, slapping my shoulder as if
I was a long lost friend.
“Jude, Jude,” he bellowed, “we heard about your trip! Simon told us you wanted to be a
soldier—”
“Simon has a big mouth.” I corrected, holding up my hand. “I wanted to be a scribe, not a
soldier.” “When did he tell you that?” I looked at him with dismay.
“That day after you left.” Jethro offered, folding his arms. “Is it true that you rode with
Gentiles and pagans?”
“It’s a long story,” I answered carefully. “…. I also rode with a Pharisee and his Jewish
guards.”
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One of those moments of truth I had throughout my life now faced me. If I told them the
truth that I planned on being a soldier scribe, even if I told them only half the story, I would have
to admit I had rode, lived, and fought with Romans and auxilia. Jesus had told me to always tell
the truth, and yet he had, himself, told curious townsmen very little about my trip. Was this one
of those times, I wondered, when I must lie to protect my family’s reputation? We had enough
scandal in the past. It had taken my parents years to regain their standing in town. Sooner or
later, however, my story might have to be told. I had already told Tabitha. Knowing Simon,
who could never keep a secret, he very likely told one or more of his friends, and Jesus when
asked a direct question would be compelled to tell the truth.
“We’re waiting,” Obadiah goaded challengingly, his hands on his hips. “What do you
have to hide?”
“Yes, Jude.” Jethro pressed his forefinger into my chest. “Out with it? Is it true; have you
turned Gentile?”
“Don’t do that?” I glared at him.
“Yeah, Jethro,” Boaz seemed to come to my defense, “don’t rush him. “Come on,” he
said, giving me a nudge, “out with it—tell us about your trip with the Romans. Did you fight
any battles?”
After a little more coaxing, I told them just enough, which was a summary of what
happened, similar to what I told Tabitha minus a significant portion of when I was captured and
my experience as a slave. Jethro, Obadiah, and Boaz would only make fun of me if I told them
about some of the things done to me by my captors and treatment on the block, so I stressed the
best elements of my adventure and the battles fought with my friends. The result was mixed
among my audience, which was more than I expected. I deliberately downplayed my miraculous
display of swordsmanship at the first imperial station, which I knew they wouldn’t believe. Even
when I left out certain details and only elaborated upon the two encounters in the desert, Jethro
and Obadiah expressed disbelief in the story. Despite this reaction, they looked at me with
newfound respect. Perhaps, knowing my cowardly nature before, they were merely in denial, but
Boaz seemed to believe every word.
When I returned to the shop, I was in high spirits. Not only had I rekindled my
friendships with Tabitha, it appeared as if I had won respect from my one-time friends too. That
day we learned from Mordechai, Samuel’s chamberlain, that Samuel was feeling better and
wanted to give me an official homecoming similar to the one he gave Jesus. I had mixed
feelings about this good news. So far, I had been welcomed back by several visitors to our
house, including Ezra, Papa’s best friend, who had, like everyone else, except Tabitha, been
given a summary of my exploits. Tabitha now knew almost as much as my family. Ezra had
greeted me warmly in the kitchen, but couldn’t hide his shock at my adventures. It was, Jesus
had pointed out when giving me advice before my trip, those subtle gestures—eyebrows
twitching, beard scratching, and earlobe yanking—that gave away a listener’s true feelings. Ezra
has exhibited all three gestures before making his exit from our house. Even when my story was
downplayed, it was impossible to hide my obvious contamination among the Gentiles. What, I
wondered, might leak out when I was Samuel’s honored guest?
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Chapter Thirty-Seven
Samuel’s Homecoming Feast

The event held in my honor at Samuel’s estate filled me with misgivings. I reminded
both Jesus and my mother that most of our friends and neighbors might not understand my
association and exploits with uncircumcised pagans, but we felt obliged to attend. Samuel had
supported my parents when most of the townsmen had turned against them. He was, considering
the many projects he has given our carpentry business, a benefactor for our family. He was
responsible for introducing his nephew, Joseph of Aramithea to Jesus and encouraging his
nephew to take Jesus along on his travels, which, along with his loyalty to our family, helped
both my parents and Jesus’ reputation in town.
“Drink lots of wine,” Simon whispered to me, as we walked as a group to Samuel’s
house.
“I plan to!” I said from the corner of my mouth.
Jesus looked back at me that moment as if he had overheard this exchange, but he said
nothing. As he and Mama guided Papa by his frail arms, Jesus, like Mama, was more concerned
with Papa’s health. Against the physician’s advice, Papa insisted on attending Samuel’s party.
Jesus and my parents were, I was certain, also concerned about the guests at Samuel’s feast. If
Ezra’s reaction was any indication, the dining hall would be filled with curious and suspicious
townsfolk. Fortunately, only my family and, thanks to my big mouth, Tabitha, knew the full
story. According to Mordechai, Samuel’s chamberlain, only those townsfolk considered to be
our family’s friends had been invited, yet there were men, walking among the guests, who had
recently protested the presence of Gentiles in our house. Tabitha had been invited because she
was once a member of our household, as were Jethro, Obadiah, and Boaz, accompanying their
parents, who were now on good terms with our family.
In away, I wished my friends hadn’t been invited. If wine loosened her tongue, as it often
did to mine, Tabitha might disclose details about my ordeal. I should never have divulged those
embarrassing details to her or bragged to Jethro, Obadiah, and Boaz. I didn’t want my fairweather friends to make a big fuss about my fighting skills or the guests at the party to know that
I had been paraded naked, like a prize pig, on the auction block.
In spite of my misgivings, I was proud to have Tabitha at my side as our party paraded up
to Samuel’s house. Now that Tabitha lived with her uncle and was a young woman, Mama had
been forced to accept her as my special friend. Everyone in our group, family and friends alike,
were in a happy, carefree mood. It was, in one respect, as if I had never left. Though I felt
different inside, Nazareth—it’s people and buildings—were exactly the same. Unfortunately,
James and Joseph, always complaining and finding fault with their plight in life, also hadn’t
changed. Although they enjoyed Samuel’s feasts, they acted as if it was all a great chore.
Before we left the house, they had been instructed by our parents to put on a good face for my
benefit. Their main grievance was against Jesus but they also resented me. I had been allowed
to traipse along with Gentiles on an apparently aimless adventure, not following the law,
returning contaminated and unrepentant; yet here I was the guest of honor at Samuel’s feast.
Joseph, of course, was especially resentful. At least James, like myself, had struck out awhile on
his own, while he had been forbidden to leave. James, for his part, though he had been studying
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the law in Jerusalem and dutifully returned to help in the shop, received no welcoming party. I
couldn’t blame them for their resentment; I just hoped they, like Tabitha and loud-mouthed
Boaz, held their tongues.
On the way there, which took time because of Papa’s insistence on walking on his own
two legs, a few young people tried fishing for information but Jesus fended them off with his
clever wit. When Jethro, as expected, asked what it felt like to kill a man, Jesus answered him,
in the Jewish manner, with a question, “How would you feel, if it was you?” Malachi, perhaps
influenced by his father Eleazar, asked a more serious question, “Will you be purified in the
temple after your association with Gentiles,” and Jesus gave him an answer I would one day hear
as an apostle, “the temple won’t wipe away your sins. Whitened sepulchers appear clean but are
decayed and corrupted within.” Then suddenly big, lumbering Boaz, appeared with his parents
by the road, and hollered, “There’s Jude, the warrior, who fought the desert people and killed
two of their men!” To Jesus and my parents’ dismay, it was Simon, who cried out, “No, Jude
killed eight men, six of them at one time!”
This would set the tone for the conversation at our feast. As we approached Samuel’s
estate, I noticed that the venerable Habakkuk was walking alongside of his friend Ebenezer and
his wife. Several other elders and their wives had, in fact, joined our procession. By the time we
arrived at Samuel’s great oak door, our assembly had grown considerably. Already, thanks to
Jethro and Malachi’s questions and Simons boast, there was an undercurrent of discord in our
ranks.
“Is it true?” Ezra asked Papa as we waited to be seated in the main hall. “Did Jude really
do that?”
“Simon, you dolt!” Papa snapped.
“Malachi’s correct,” Ichabod, the merchant, said in a kindly voice. “Jude has spilled
much blood.”
“Joseph’s not well.” Mama hugged Papa protectively. “Let’s not dredge this up.”
“That remark about whitened sepulchers,” Habakkuk murmured, as he took a seat across
from Jesus. “…. You didn’t mean the temple, did you?”
“Remember.” Jesus bent forward discreetly. “…. It’s merely stone. Men built the
temple.”
“Where did you read that?” Habakkuk bristled. “That’s not written in the Torah.”
“The Spirit moved me,” Jesus whispered faintly. “…You understand that.”
“Yes, of course,” the old man nodded, stroking his beard, “…the Spirit…I remember.”
Jesus had been referring to that time, shortly after returning from his journey with Joseph
of Aramithea, when he gave a sermon to the townsfolk and came to that part about the Book of
Life. Habakkuk, who had questioned him the most that day, gradually mellowed in his
disagreement with Jesus on several of Jesus’ heretical views. When he asked, as he had just then
in Samuel’s house, where Jesus found this information, Jesus explained that it was revealed by
the Spirit, which he explained that day was the living Word of God. Greatly perplexed,
Habakkuk had asked Jesus if he was in the Book of Life, and Jesus told him that he had nothing
to fear. Those earlier words from Jesus’ sermon, though unsaid, were understood in the old
man’s eyes.
Because I sat close to Jesus, I heard this exchange. Habakkuk nodded silently. I’m not
sure whether anyone else heard their words. Soon, in a quivering voice, as two servants held him
up by his elbows, Samuel was saying the Shema, then, after garbling through it, signaling for his
chamberlain to give us a speech. In the company of our family’s friends, Mordechai officially,
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in glowing terms, welcomed me back to Nazareth. For the remainder of the meal, our host
reclined on a couch, too weak to sit for even a short while. I had been nervous after hearing all
the chatter in the room, but I felt suddenly peaceful that moment. My family had a great
Pharisee as its benefactor. What did I have to fear with Jesus as my brother? Throughout my
perilous journey, thoughts of him had comforted me and kept me from going mad. Had we been
alone I would have embraced my oldest brother. In all his infirmities Samuel had kept himself
alive because of a vow he made the day Jesus left on his odyssey. He promised to stay alive
until Jesus went on his mission. No one, apparently not Jesus, himself, knew when and what that
would be. Yet it occurred to me that moment that this day was not far off. Not long ago,
Mordechai, the chamberlain, and Abner, Samuel’s first physician, had admitted to my parents
that Samuel was living by God’s grace.
I realized then that something was happening to Jesus now that I was home. After I
worked hard at my job in an effort to live up to his expectations, I noticed this change. Perhaps,
I had reasoned, my enthusiasm had taken a load off his mind. Mama told me that my return had
been like a balm to him. What I saw tonight, however, was something more. That dreamy look I
once saw in Jesus’ eyes had been absent for a long time. Now, here at Samuel’s feast, his eyes
flashed. Had that brief, discreet conversation with Habakkuk brought it back? Or was it
something else? The Jesus I had seen in my visions had been under great duress. For the first
few days after I returned, there was a worried, almost frantic look on his face as we worked to
meet the schedule, but, as I applied myself in the shop, that expression soon disappeared. “Jude,
the little warrior, is back!” he would tease me. With all four of his brothers helping him in the
carpentry business, how could we fail?
Habakkuk could not have known Jesus was, in fact, the Living Word. For that matter, no
one, except Jesus, himself, could have fully understood what he meant by the Holy Spirit.
Learned men, for all their knowledge of the Torah, were blinded by tradition and details of the
Law. Yet the Book of Life, in which was written his name, Habakkuk chose to believe. This
moved Jesus greatly as he saw illumination in the old man’s eyes. That day at the feast, I could
not imagine what Jesus purpose or mission in the world would be or know how much our efforts
would be accelerated to the meet deadlines Jesus set for himself, but I knew those moments, as I
listened to Mordechai speak, that the day was coming…. It was just a matter of time.
As I thought about Jesus quiet discussion with Habakkuk, Tabitha whispered foolishness
into my ear: “Jude, the Gentile killer!”
“I’m no such thing,” I whispered defensibly. “Many Gentiles are my friends!”
Jesus elbowed me gently, placing a finger before his lips. Malachi, who sat beside
Habakkuk had overheard me too.
“What did Jude say?” he muttered to Ebenezer. “Did he say that he has Gentile friends?”
Ebenezer looked across the table at me and shrugged. “I’m going deaf, Malachi. Mostly,
I see lips moving and heads nodding. If he was in the company of Roman soldiers, of course he
was among Gentiles!”
During this muted exchange, I could hear the chamberlain extol my great adventure.
Perhaps, at Samuel or my parents’ request, he gave no details of my trip, only a vague outline of
how I began my journey with fellow travelers in Galilee and, after traveling to Tarsus with a
merchant Pharisee, wound up returning whence I came. Polite applause followed. No one
believed this watered down summary of my adventure. I was certain that the topic of
conversation might gravitate to Jesus, if Habakkuk chose to discuss Jesus’ heretical words, but
the old man sat in thoughtful silence, as the servants brought our food and poured our wine. It
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was, during the munching, slurping, and burping at Samuel’s feast, that the whispers back and
forth about Papa’s sickly pallor and his errant son, erupted sporadically into remarks and
questions aimed at my father but mostly at me.
“Joseph,” Jubal called from end of the table, “I heard your shop’s doing great now that
Jude’s back.”
“Yes, yes,” Papa replied thinly, “he’s a great help.”
“You think you’re going to make a carpenter out of Jude?”
“Yes, yes, a fine carpenter.”
“You don’t look good.” I heard Mama say.
“Welcome back Jude!” Naomi, Ezra’s wife, chimed.
“Yes, Jude,” Nathaniel chortled, “you had yourself quite a romp. I heard you’re quite
handy with the sword!”
“Well, I suppose,” I said, looking into my mug, “…. I learned a few tricks.”
“I’m not surprised,” muttered Jesse. “Had his own band of rascals, that Jude. He’s a sly
one—a real scrapper!”
“Awe, that’s not true,” Tabitha purred into my ear, “Ju-ju’s a lamb.”
“Well,” Jared, who sat next to Mama commented, “I think he’s a fine lad. He’ll be a fine
carpenter someday!”
Though I appreciated his support, I cringed at the thought. Jared, Tabitha’s uncle, after
years if being a drunk, was one of the few speakers who were sober. Most of the others sounded
tipsy. Some of them grew obnoxious.
“Is what Simon said true?” Malachi asked, gulping down his wine. “You really kill those
men?”
“Yup,” Ichabod said with a belch, “eight of’em, that’s what he said.”
“Humph,” snorted Caleb. “Jethro said it was only two.”
“Simon’s a fool,” I muttered to myself. “Why’d he tell them that?”
“Which is it, Jude,” Ichabod’s friend Adonijah called out, “two or eight?”
I recoiled at their scrutiny. Jesus patted my hand as more diners commented on my
adventure with Gentiles. When I remained silent for a few moments, Jeroboam and Isaac began
asking James and Joseph questions about my journey. I tried filtering it out by humming to
myself. Though I was feeling my wine, I managed, with Jesus restraining hand, to hold my
tongue, but I was greatly annoyed with many of Samuel’s guests.
“Why are you humming to yourself?” Tabitha asked with a giggle. “You sound
deranged.”
“They want me tell all,” I looked into her green eyes. “Promise me you won’t tell what I
told you, Tabitha!”
Mama bent forward, after yanking my shirt, and whispered to Tabitha and me. “Don’t
say a word—not one word!”
“I won’t.” I sighed. “Simon will do it for me.”
“Me neither,” promised Tabitha.
“And why not?” Boaz, who was eavesdropping, piped. “He should be proud!”
“Hah,” snorted Jeroboam, half-seriously, “eight men aren’t so much. Samson killed more
men than that!”
“Samson wasn’t very bright,” grumbled Caleb. “He was fooled by a woman…blinded
and made a slave.”
In an attempt to redirect the conversation, Mordechai stood up and spoke directly to Papa.
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“Joseph,” he said, glancing sympathetically my way, “you have a fine bunch of sons.
They’re all going to be fine carpenters.”
“Not Jude,” crowed Boaz, “he’s a warrior!”
“Shut up,” Horib scolded his son, “that’s quite enough!”
“Jude is an amazing lad,” Papa was saying weakly to Mordechai, “and he wants to move
on.... It’s too soon for him to relive his ordeal.”
“Ordeal, what ordeal?” Malachi looked around the table. “I thought it was an adventure.”
Papa slip was as great as Simon’s. Not only did I kill eight men, I had suffered an
‘ordeal.’ On the one hand, I would have to relate the miraculous even at the imperial station. On
the other hand, I would be forced tell them about my humiliating experience as a slave. Neither
of these episodes did I want to explain. Ebenezer, who could scarcely hear, himself, was, like
Mordechai, and some of the other guests, also sympathetic, and yet he only made matters worse.
“Jude,” he said, raising his mug, “tell them in your own words what happened on your
trip. Get it off your chest!”
“Yes, get it off your chest,” Ichabod seconded.
“Tell us what really happened.” Malachi sneered. “Did you really kill eight men?”
Several other voices echoed their sentiment, including a few of the wives and their
children. At that point, Jesus stood up, conflicted by his own belief to always tell the truth, and
shouted: “Silence! The intention of this feast is to welcome Jude back into our town. It’s not an
inquisition. Enough of the story has been told. Looking back into your lives, don’t you have
memories you want to keep to yourself? How many of you have done hurtful things to your
family or neighbors or done embarrassing things you’d rather forget. The Lord knows Jude’s
travail, just as he knows each of your distress.” “Let us toast Jude for coming back alive and well
and rejoining our town!” He raised his mug in salute.
Everyone, even my critics, stood up then and held up their mugs. Afterwards, after a
closing prayer by the chamberlain, the guests filed out gradually, many of them squeezing my
hand or patting my shoulder. Jesus had shut them all up by reminding them of their own secrets.
He had also made them feel ashamed. From that day forward, only my family and Tabitha,
daughter of Jared, the baker, knew of my ordeal. The miraculous aspect of my killing of eight
men, which no one would believe, was also kept secret. Our host and his chamberlain received
everyone’s thanks and well wishes as they left the hall. Taking him aside, I thanked Mordechai
especially for his judiciousness in how he told my story. Samuel’s guests now returned to their
humdrum lives. On the way to our humble home, Mama and Jesus again guided Papa on the
dusty road, James and Joseph chatted with their friends, and I walked in silence beside Tabitha
holding her hand.
******
The first thing that I did that evening, after walking Tabitha home, was check on my
mules. The enclosure we had built for my five beasts was working out quite well. Fortunately,
all five mules were males, so the herd would remain small and not become a burden to our
household. There was abundant grass on our property as well as other succulent plants for
fodder. The three boys Jesus hired to feed and water the animals had been eager to exploit their
business success and returned frequently, themselves, to check on my mules. Upon entering the
gate, the first one I fed a handful of grass to was Gladius, my personal mount. After stroking the
faithful mule awhile, I gave my other animals the same treatment. Because of the outcome of the
party (thanks to Jesus), I felt at peace, especially here with my pets. Absorbed those moments
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with memories of my journey, I stared unseeing into space. I was, because of God’s design and
perhaps a bit of blind luck, alive today. What kept me sane, however, were thoughts of my
family…and Jesus working in the shop.
That moment, quite coincidentally or by plan, a shadow stretched across the ground. One
day, I’m certain now, it will stretch across the world. That day he was still Jesus, my oldest
brother. He stood there in the yard, a distinctive silhouette against the evening sun. He had been
studying me that moment. Shutting the gate behind me, I walked toward him.
His first words were, “I don’t know who I am, Jude…. I never told anyone this. It would
make people think I’m insane. The truth is I think God has a plan for both of us. What it is,
though, is in God’s mind.”
“I thought you knew everything,” I laughed softly. “…You don’t know who you are?
You’re Jesus, the carpenter of Nazareth.”
“For now, Jude.” He laughed, draping his arm around my shoulder, “…But we’re on
God’s time. He controls our steps.”
******
That night, after supper, all of us sat at the kitchen table discussing Samuel’s feast.
James and Joseph, though occasionally gloomy, had stopped complaining, at least around Jesus.
Accept for the discussion at the party, in which they tried dodging questions about my trip, they
let the subject drop. Not once, in fact, since I came home did they openly criticize my
association with Gentiles or ask me more questions about my ordeal. Simon apologized to me
for his lapse of judgment but no one scolded him after his show of remorse. Martha and Abigail
had looked at me with awe before. I wasn’t sure whether it might not also be shock. But I was
just Jude again. I was home to stay now. On that evening when Papa was still with us, they
were young girls again, giggling and teasing me about holding hands with Tabitha. I was glad
Tabitha no longer lived with us. If I courted her, as I planned on doing, it would be awkward,
much like romancing one of my sisters. It would be no more acceptable to Mama than it had
been before.
Papa reclined on a special cot Jesus had improvised for him that allowed him to both lie
down, and when a lever was moved, notch up the cot until he was in a sitting position. In my
lifetime I’ve never seen anything like it again. Jesus explained that it would be too expensive to
recreate and make a profit. Until he left us, in fact, we built inexpensive furniture, repaired
broken pieces, and worked on larger projects such as Samuel’s new stables, which gave the
business the greatest revenue. When the topic changed to business, however, we grew
increasingly drowsy.
“Have you worked on the stables again?” Papa asked, as we sat drinking our punch.
“Tomorrow, Papa.” Jesus reached down to pat his shaking hand. “I must first take
measurements for the gates. They’ll be completed soon. Our latest project was finished
yesterday. We’re on schedule, Papa. James, Joseph, Simon, and Jude have been a big help.
We’re free to finish the stables now.”
“We’re not free; we’re Jesus’ slaves,” Joseph whispered to James.
No one seemed to have heard him except James and I. As Papa and Jesus discussed the
plans for completing Samuel’s stables, which Jesus designed, himself, Joseph cupped his hand
over James’ ear to elaborate on his grievance. I was impressed with my oldest brother’s ability
to sketch out precisely the design we had followed. Now that this project was nearly completed,
I wondered anew if there was anything Jesus couldn’t do. Though he might not lie, he had
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stretched the truth about James, Joseph, and Simon’s help in the shop. At most, their work was
adequate, when they were actually working. They kept their complaints to themselves, but did
no more work than was necessary, slacking off when Jesus wasn’t around. Most seriously, was
the probability that none of them wanted to stay any longer than they had to before going their
own ways.
Once more I felt sorry for Jesus, vowing once again, as I watched him humor Papa that I,
Jude, his youngest brother, if no one else, would stand fast. In spite of their marginal efforts and
tacit obedience, our brothers were shirkers, who had no intention of staying put. Jesus must have
felt their resentment, especially Joseph’s. Yet against my advice, he refused to inform on them.
It would, he explained to me in private, only make them more resentful if he told Papa. So here I
was, I thought, sitting with the people who mattered most in the world. How could I be
conflicted and feel such peace? James and Joseph were plunged into gloomy silence and Simon
guzzled down punch as if it was wine, as I tried to keep a happy face. Mama paused in her
conversation with Jesus and Papa, to comment on my progress in my work. How ironic I
thought, as I thanked her, wishing, like Simon, that I could get tipsy tonight. Because of my oath
to Jesus, I was a prisoner, if not a slave, in the shop. I was still an apprentice. In the near future,
however, I would, Jesus promised, become a full-fledged carpenter…. Moses bones! I mentally
groaned. My life was not my own! For Jesus had a great destiny; I knew this now. When that
day came, as I knew it would, I would be forced to stay. I was certain that Joseph would leave at
the first opportunity and James would return to his studies with Nicodemus. Without Jesus
restraining hand, even Simon might strike out on his own, as I had, leaving me alone in the
business. Since Papa’s health only seemed to worsen, I might become Nazareth’s only
carpenter.
I shuddered at the thought, and yet strangely enough, as I contemplated what, in my
normal frame of mind, should be a dreaded fate, the possibilities this afforded didn’t seem that
bad. Jesus had taught me all the basics of woodworking. He had more faith in me than I did
myself. To my surprise, I was turning out to be a fair carpenter. Someone had to keep the
business going in order to take care of my family. Why not me? After all, there was, in addition
to my parents and sisters, Tabitha and my mules to consider. When I compared what I had in
Nazareth to what I might have riding as a soldier scribe with the legions, it seemed clear enough
—a known future was weighed against an uncertain path. Nevertheless, the wanderlust of seeing
the world would return at times, as I toiled at my work. The thought that I might one day strike
out on my own again would take a hold of me and fill me with mixed emotions. I would recall
my adventures with my Gentile friends but also my ordeal with Hamid and his men, balancing
the good with the bad. At one point, I had only my mules as friends. My dreams of Jesus and
the carpenter’s shop had kept me from going mad. When Elisha, the merchant Pharisee, rescued
me from slavery, I felt as if I had been given second chance. My desire to return home to my
family was, for a while, my only goal, until Aurelian, prefect of the Antioch Cohort, made me a
tempting offer. After all my disappointments, I could, whenever I had enough of Nazareth,
return to him with the promissory scroll, given to me before I left the Antioch fort, to fulfill my
fondest dream. I didn’t have to return next month or even this year. There was still time. The
scroll was open-ended…or so I thought.
“Jude, Jude,” Jesus broke into my reverie, “…. come down to earth. You’re home now,
not on the road…”
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Awakening from my daydream, I looked up from the table at his smiling face, realizing
as I sat amongst my family that Jesus was right. It was where I belonged. I was home, and that
is where I must stay.
******
In the months following Samuel’s feast and subsequent to my return home, my brothers
and I continued to work as apprentices to the oldest son. I convinced myself to give up my
dreams (at least for awhile) and became, to James and Joseph’s disgust, Jesus’ right hand man. I
toiled diligently during this period. When I wasn’t in the shop or with my family, I was with
Tabitha or my mules. When I wasn’t with them, I was strolling the hills of Nazareth,
occasionally in the company of my fair-weather friends, Jethro, Obadiah, and Boaz, who
continued to question me about my adventures. I would give the same “safe” answers during
each meeting, until finally, their visits grew infrequent and they ceased probing my past. In fact,
except a few random visits by Boaz, the visits ended completely. It appeared that I was still
tainted in the minds of Gideon and his friends, but most of the townsfolk of Galilee left me
alone. Gradually, they accepted me, without questions or quizzical looks. Unfortunately, I
hadn’t accepted myself. Who was I now—Jude the carpenter or Jude the adventurer, a young
man who killed eight men? For brief moments my mind would return to the dusty roads of
Galilee, desert of Syria, and sojourn with the merchant Pharisee to Tarsus where I met Saul. It
seemed understandable that I missed my Gentile friends and even the narrow-minded Pharisee
who saved my life, but why did I think about Saul of Tarsus? My future was here in Nazareth.
Why did I ponder upon a lost dream? That my future would include that strange young man
would never have occurred to me, and yet I thought of him often. I also thought about
Aurelian’s scroll.
I had begun to pray for guidance, especially in the company of my pets. Of all the
compromises I had made in my service to Jesus, they were non-negotiable. I would not, as
James suggested, sell them to Menalech, just because he had the facilities to take care of my
mules. My pets would not be rented out as pack animals as Menalech would do; they were
retired from such hard labor. They had earned a long rest. James told me that my beasts were
my link to my past and I had to break the link to move on, but Jesus, himself, said no such thing.
Like me, he loved animals. The very thought of the Temple sacrifice made him sick. The fact
was, of course, my mules were a link to my great adventure. They had, along with my dreams
during my ordeal, kept me sane.
Though I had to relinquish my dreams of becoming a soldier scribe, each day I spent with
my family, Tabitha, and my mules, reminded me of how fortunate I was just to be alive.
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Chapter Thirty-Eight
The Return of Uriah

Uriah, an old, true friend, arrived in Nazareth with his wife to take up residence with
Joachim, his father, who had once been the rabbi of our town. They would have slipped into
Nazareth almost unnoticed if Noah, Joachim’s neighbor, hadn’t noticed them enter the rabbi’s
house. Joachim, a recluse, was rarely seen, except the fleeting times he strolled in the garden in
his backyard. He still had a few friends and made peace with some of the elders of the town,
including Aaron, the new rabbi, but kept to himself, tending his garden. When Noah told Esau, a
town busybody, about Joachim’s visitors, Esau paid a visit to the rabbi’s house, himself.
Shocked by his discovery, he ran down the street to alert the town. Fortunately for Joachim and
his guests, the first person spotted in the distance was Jesus, who happened to be strolling armin-arm with Mama in the front yard. Drawn by the commotion, James, Joseph, Simon, and I left
the shop as Esau arrived panting and out of breath.
“Uriah’s home,” he shouted through cupped hands. “He has a wife now. You won’t
believe what I found!”
Jesus waved his hands irritably as he arrived panting and out of breath. “Esau,” he cried,
“shut up, and come into the house!”
As he followed us through the door, I was excited about the news, wondering why Uriah
had not visited us first. “What,” I muttered to Simon, “could Esau have discovered at Joachim’s
house?” After Papa thrashed Joachim for besmirching Jesus’ good name, members of Joseph’s
family were not welcome in the rabbi’s home. Though Papa expressed his regrets, he hadn’t
once apologized for his behavior, and yet, according to rumors, Joachim was contrite with
everyone else.
“Well?” Mama forced a smile. “Speak up, Esau. Why’s Uriah avoiding us?”
“Begging your pardon Mary.” Esau dropped his eyes. “Uriah wishes to come, but he’s ill.
He doesn’t want Jude and his onetime family to see him this way. Between him and his father
Joachim, Uriah’s poor wife Veronica has her hands full.”
“Sick? Are you certain?” I sputtered. “Joachim, not Uriah, was the one who is sick?”
Esau shrugged. He was, it was obvious, holding back the truth. “Years ago,” he seemed
to ramble, “Joachim had a stroke. He regained his bodily health but remained addled, until he
made his peace with God, “now this,” he sighed deeply. “…The poor man!”
“Yes, yes,” Mama waved dismissively, “we all know how poor Joachim is. We heard he
made his peace with Joseph, too, but he never told us. What is wrong with Uriah, Esau? What
did he look like? Was he on his feet?”
Esau came right out with it. Tears gathered in his small, furtive eyes. “Uriah thinks he
has leprosy,” he exclaimed. “After the townsfolk hear about this, they’ll burn down Joachim’s
house!”
“Dear Lord,” James shook his head, “Uriah’s a leper!”
“Leprosy?” Papa yelled from the other room. “Did someone say leprosy?”
“It’s all right, my dear,” Mama called, “I’m looking into this. I’ll be there in a moment.”
“Abraham’s Ghost!” Joseph groaned. “Why did he come back? Why didn’t he stay in
Jerusalem? We’re all doomed! Uriah has brought death to our town!”
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“I-I can’t believe this,” I clasped my forehead. “Uriah with leprosy. Please say it’s not
true!”
“Yes, it’s true.” Esau looked at me miserably. “Your friend returned like a curse! Uriah
belongs in the Valley of Lepers, not here in Nazareth. That moron, that selfish fool—he’ll taint
us all!”
Abigail and Martha were weeping softly to themselves. Simon stood in the background
wide-eyed with terror. Esau mumbled something under his breath, probably a prayer. He then
whispered hoarsely, “I’ve got to warn the town. I must spread the word!” In near hysteria
because of our dilemma, he turned and headed for the door, until Mama grabbed his sleeve.
“Stop him, Jesus!” she screamed.
“Lemme go,” he implored, “I have to tell them.”
“Wait, you fool.” Jesus gripped his wrist. “You’re not going anywhere! You mustn’t go
spreading that rumor. It’ll be the end of Joachim and his son.” “Please sit down, Esau. Martha,
get him some punch.”
“No-no, I need to see Aaron, the rabbi,” he muttered fearfully. The counsel must
convene.”
“Stay—sit down!” Jesus led him to a stool.
Mama was suddenly calm and had that look on her face.
“Humph,” she pursed her lips. “What did he look like when you saw him? Are they
certain it’s leprosy? There are many maladies that resemble this disease.”
“He had purple splotches all over his face and hands.” Nathan shuddered. “He was an
absolute horror when I looked in!”
“Did he actually say ‘I have leprosy’?” I felt a surge of hope.
Esau shook his head. “No, his father said it.”
“But Joachim’s not right in the head.” I frowned. “You took the word of a lunatic?”
Jesus placed a restraining hand on Esau’s shoulder to prevent him from bolting toward
the door. Mama sat at the table in deep thought a moment, gazed out the window a moment in
meditation, then sprang up suddenly and slapped her knee.
“Ah hah,” she cried, “it’s not leprosy. Lepers don’t have purple spots, but there are
maladies that do. I shall come at once.” “You shall come with me Esau.” She snapped her
fingers.”
“You shall do no such thing!” Papa appeared, painting and apoplectic at his door. “Boys
—stop her. Uriah should know if he has leprosy or not. You mustn’t go into that house!”
“Jesus, watch Esau. James and Simon,” she directed, “take your father’s arms. Joseph,
your heart is weak. You must lie down.”
“Mama’s right,” Jesus said thoughtfully to Esau. “Uriah has been staying with relatives in
Jerusalem. Where could he have caught such a thing? He probably has a common skin disease.
Many poor men and women with rashes and spots have been cast out only to die of hunger and
despair. Uriah’s very sick. Let us pray that it’s not serious.”
“How can they so sure?” Esau asked as we walked out the door.
“Because,” I piped, “Mama’s a healer, and Jesus knows everything!”
******
Papa had been so agitated Mama gave him a potion so he might sleep. Martha and
Abigail would watch over him while we were gone, but we left the house with great misgivings.
According to Samuel’s physician, Papa needed absolute bed rest. His heart couldn’t take much
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more strain. Despite our concern, Mama had no choice. Uriah needed her help. More
importantly, Esau must understand that he didn’t have leprosy. If the townsfolk found about this,
they might set fire to Joachim’s house. They would certainly drive Uriah and his wife out of
town. Her mission was therefore not merely to care for our friend; it was to prevent frightened
townsfolk from doing a terrible thing.
On the way to the rabbi’s home, Esau was under guard, virtually our prisoner. Old Ethan,
in crotchety movements, ambled toward us, glancing suspiciously at each one of us. As we
approached our destination, Noah looked out from his front yard and hailed his friend. Soon
gossip would spread that something wasn’t right at the old rabbi’s house. The question was, I
thought, my heart hammering in my chest, what was wrong with Uriah? Was Mama and Jesus
correct: Was it just a skin disease or other malady? What if they were wrong? What if it was
leprosy?”
When we arrived in front of Joachim’s house, Jesus knocked gently on the rabbi’s door.
For several moments we waited for a response. We felt self-conscious standing out in the open
in plain sight of Joachim’s neighbors. Someone whispered hoarsely and unintelligibly inside the
house through a crack in the door, the sort of sound a leper might make when trying to talk. Of
course, I dare not share this information which I learned from my Gentile friends. The thought
made want to flee from the scene. James, Joseph, and Simon were already looking fondly in the
direction of our home. Esau, under the guard of my brothers, was frozen in terror. Meanwhile,
as a crowd gathered near Joachim’s house, Jesus impatiently hammered on the door. Our fears
mounted that moment. Noah remained in front of his house, his arms folded, nodding politely as
he chatted with Gideon, the chief gossipmonger and three other men. Soon more townsmen,
who got wind of our visit to Nazareth’s hermit, gathered by the roadside gawking at our family,
Ethan, standing amongst them, raising his gnarled cane to punctuate his remarks,
Giving us some comfort, as they stood among these idlers, with looks of concern more
than suspicion, were representatives of our family’s friends: Habakkuk, Ebenezer, and Nathaniel.
Esau looked as if he might call out to them, until I doubled up my fist in front of his face.
“Not one word Esau,” I whispered threateningly. “You heard what they said!”
“Stop looking so frightened,” Mama scolded, pointing at the onlookers. “They’re picking
up on that!”
When the door finally opened, she insisted that only Jesus and she enter the house. This
was quite all right with James, Joseph, Simon, and Esau, but I felt duty bound to greet my old
friend.
“No, Jude.” Jesus placed his hand on my head. “We shall go in first. The neighbors are
watching. They’re suspicious of our visit. All of you go into Joachim’s back yard. You can see
Uriah and meet his wife later after we find out what’s wrong.”
“What if you and Mama catch something?” Joseph asked in trembling voice.
“Don’t worry,” Jesus reassured him, as they entered the house. “Uriah doesn’t have
leprosy. It’s important that Mama help Uriah and, for Joachim and his sake, squelch rumors in
our town.”
“How can you be so sure? James called after him.
“Because he’s Jesus,” I said, looking over my shoulder. “Right Simon?”
“Right!” Simon nodded bravely.
******
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As we waited in the backyard, we could hear townsfolk, even a few women now, talking
excitedly in front of Joachim’s house. Because of the many fruit trees and tall bushes in the
rabbi’s backyard, we were safely hidden from view. What struck us all as significant was how
well tended Joachim’s garden was. For someone we thought was deranged, it contained many
different kinds of vegetables and herbs growing neatly in rows—nothing one would expect in a
crazy man’s yard.
When the back door finally opened, we ran up to Jesus as his head popped out.
“What is it? What is it?” James cried frantically.
“Calm down.” Jesus sighed wearily. “It’s not leprosy. It’s something else.”
“Thank the Most High,” I held my hands prayerfully.
“Little brother,” Jesus cautioned. “It’s not natural to have purples spots. Mama thinks it
might be something he ate. I have a feeling that it’s more than that.”
“How serious?” Joseph seemed concerned.
“It’s serious.” Jesus emerged from the house and looked around the group. “It’s Uriah’s
blood. While you men hid in the garden, Veronica ran to fetch Samuel’s physician. When he
has examined Uriah, he will be able to tell us more.” “For now,” he said, looking squarely Esau,
“you must go tell those people that Uriah doesn’t have leprosy. Ira, the physician, will have
more information, but for now please make this plain to them.”
Noticeably relieved, Esau bobbed his head obediently, opened the backyard gate and
went out to the crowd.
“Can I see my friend?” I looked at him hopefully.
Jesus spoke to all four of us then. “Uriah’s very sick. He’s lying on his pallet. Wait
until the physician leaves. Uriah feels self-consciousness about his appearance and isn’t thinking
clearly. We need to have Ira’s judgment before you walk home.”
“Phew-w-w,” James exclaimed, wiping his brow, “he doesn’t have leprosy. That’s a
relief.”
“Yes, nothing’s worse than being a leper.” Joseph nodded in agreement.
“Well, I have to make water,” piped Simon. “I can’t wait very long.”
Picking a likely plum from a low-hanging limb, I munched on it abstractedly, wondering
what was wrong with Uriah’s blood. It sounded serious, but it was much better than being a
leper. It seemed incredible that Uriah had a wife. He was much too young to be married. In a
more relaxed mood now, James and Joseph irreverently discussed my portly friend. Joseph
thought Veronica must very ugly, and James thought she must be with child. There had to
reason why someone would wed someone like Uriah.
“What if they’re in love?” I came to his defense. “Uriah’s very smart. There’s more to a
person than his appearance. I’m happy for Uriah. With a family like his, he deserves a chance!”
“Yes, indeed,” James said obligingly. “Let’s hope he’s all right.”
“Hah! What could it be?” Joseph tried making light of it. “It’s probably something he
ate.”
James laughed nervously at his jest. I sighed deeply. “Jesus made it sound serious,” I
reminded them. “Uriah’s really sick. Leprosy is the not the only thing the townsfolk are worried
about. I just hope Esau can convince the it’s not the plague.”
“Whoever heard of such a thing?” James shook his head. “I remember him being stung
by a scorpion and almost dying. Leave it to poor Uriah to have purple spots!”
“I can’t wait,” Simon declared, withdrawing into the garden, “I gotta make water!”
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As we lingered in the garden, I mentally inventoried Joachim’s plants, impressed with the
sheer variety of the vegetables and herbs. For several moments, I listened to James and Joseph
whisper back and forth. At one point, after watching Simon relieve himself in the corner of
Joachim’s backyard, I found a tall bush and made water myself. James and Joseph also took
pleasure in sprinkling Joachim’s plants. I couldn’t blame them. Joachim had been our enemy. It
was true that we had once suffered greatly because of his machinations, but it seemed to me that
anyone who could create such a garden couldn’t be all bad.
Finally, the back door opened, and Ira, Samuel’s new physician, emerged with a grave
expression on his face. My heart sank as he focused upon me.
“Uriah’s quite ill,” he announced solemnly.
“Well duh,” Joseph whispered to James, “we knew that.”
Ira frowned at him. “I saw this malady before. It may run its course after much rest, but
for the time being Uriah’s spots mark him out in many folks mind as a leper. I spoke briefly to
several of the elders. They trusted Samuel’s old physician, but Samuel’s favoritism toward your
family make them suspicious. One of you should have brought me to Joachim’s house
discreetly. I told Jesus and your mother this. Your family shouldn’t have made a spectacle of
yourselves. The elders want to see Uriah for themselves.”
“Camel dung!” Joseph cried.
“This is nonsense!” James stuck out his jaw.
“So what do we do now?” I shook my head in dismay.
“I don’t know about you men,” Simon declared, “but I’m going home!”
Jesus and Mama emerged on the porch at that point, greatly troubled. Ira bowed
graciously when Jesus held out a handful of coins but refused his fee.
He placed his hand on Jesus’ shoulder. “I’ve done nothing but give you bad news,” he
uttered glumly. “The potion will calm him down and make him sleep. Without any more
symptoms than purple spots, all we can do is wait.”
Mumbling his thanks, Jesus motioned silently for us to follow him out the garden gate.
Ira joined our procession as we left Joachim’s backyard, calling out irritably to the elders,
“Shows over folks. I told you ‘Uriah doesn’t have leprosy.’ It’s a simple blood disease,
hopefully not serious, so you can all go home.”
“Why can’t we see him?” Gideon shouted from Noah’s front yard.
“Yes Ira,” Ethan cried, shaking his cane. “What’re you hiding? Is it catching? Did
Joachim’s son bring our town the plague?”
“How many times does he have to tell you?” Jesus raised his arms. “He said it’s a simple
blood disease. It’s not contagious. Now go home!”
“If it’s not catching,” Jesse grumbled, “why don’t they bring him out?”
As we walked toward the road with our backs to Joachim’s house, the crowd gasped.
Esau made the sign to ward off the evil eye. A few of the wives in the crowd screamed, and one
hysterical woman turned and ran. There, emerging from Joachim’s home, braced on each side
by his father and wife, was someone we didn’t recognize.
“Unclean! Leper! Leper!” shouts rang out.
“Uriah,” I called in a quivering voice, “…is that you?”
“It’s me,” he croaked.
The normally, bouncy, corpulent little youth, could barely walk. He was covered with so
many purple spots, he did, in fact, look as if he had the plague or something unspeakably worse.
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“It’s not catching,” Joachim said in a rasping voice. “Veronica, his wife, hasn’t caught it.
It came upon my father, and he didn’t have the plague. Instead of condemning my poor son,
pray for him. The spots will go away. Please leave us alone!”
“Listen, my friends,” Habakkuk called out to the crowd, “if Jesus and the good doctor say
it’s not leprosy or the plague, then I believe him.”
“I believe him too!” Ebenezer nodded vigorously
“And I!” Nathaniel said, walking away from his friends.
When the three elders parted company with the crowd, the others began to disperse. Ira
had already crossed the road to begin the short trek back to Samuel’s estate. I tried to say
something more to Uriah. Joachim smiled and mumbled his appreciation but shook his head as
he and Veronica, Uriah’s wife, led him back to the house. One day Veronica would play a role
in Jesus’ ministry. That day, as it had happened before, a strange look came over my brother’s
face.
“What’s wrong Jesus?” I asked him as we walked home.
“I’m not sure.” He glanced back. “…It’s like when I saw Longinus and Cornelius. Like
them, I know I’ll see her again.”
“Of course,” Mama said wearily, “you’ll see her tomorrow when I visit my patient.”
“No,” Jesus shook his head, stroking his beard, “I mean later…in the future.”
“How far in the future,” Mama gave Jesus a worried look, as we approached our house.
“Next month, next year—what exactly do you mean?”
“This time, Mama,” he confessed, taking her hand, “I don’t know.”
“Uh oh,” Joseph whispered to James, “Jesus is talking strange again!”
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Chapter Thirty-Nine
The Bosom of Abraham

When we arrived home, Martha and Abigail were weeping and wringing their hands.
Papa was nowhere in sight. Mama ran immediately into their room and let out a chilling scream.
All of us knew immediately what was wrong. Suddenly everyone, except Jesus who managed to
keep his head, were wailing and gnashing their teeth.
“Make him better, Jesus, your prayers are strong,” she begged pitifully.
“I can’t,” he said, weeping silently, “…Papa’s dead. He’s now in a better place. You
shall see him again. We will all see him again…Let us gather around him and offer our prayers.”
“Words, always words,” Joseph spat. “We should never have gone to Uriah’s house. It
was too much for Papa’s heart.”
“It was his time,” Jesus said calmly, “the Lord’s will.”
“Hah,” James cried bitterly, “you don’t know that. Why did he take our father and not
Joachim and his fat son?”
Mama pulled the blanket over Papa’s face as James, Joseph, and Simon wailed and
gnashed their teeth, then fell piteously on top of him, sobbing uncontrollably as Jesus and I
looked on. Upon this act of finality, our brothers ran into the backyard, overcome with grief. I
was numb with grief, myself, yet I followed Jesus example and kept my head. I wanted to
comfort Mama, but I didn’t know how. Her longtime husband and confidant was dead. When I
reached down to comfort her, she turned and spat at me like a cat.
I had never seen her like this. Her voice sounded like a curse. “Bah!” she hissed. “James’
right. Why would God take Papa, a righteous man and not that old rabbi and his son? You
should never have left Jude. You were always a willful child. It was too much for your father’s
heart!”
“Mama,” Jesus said in my defense, “that’s not true. Papa gave his blessing when Jude
left, and he’s returned—”
“Hah,” she cut him off bitterly, “and how long will it be before he runs off on another
adventure? Oh yes, I heard him boasting to Simon. Did you know that the prefect of Antioch
offered him a job. Of course you do Jesus; you know everything. I’ve seen that wonder-lust
look in Jude’s eyes—”
Mama caught herself, brought her fist up to her mouth, and let out a muffled scream.
Despite her present delusion, she was more observant than I had imagined. Though I wasn’t
trying to brag to Simon at the time, I shouldn’t have told him about the scroll Aurelian gave me.
Simon couldn’t keep a secret. I should have destroyed the scroll, but I couldn’t. Mama’s
suspicions were correct: I was still tempted. The scroll was, despite everything I endured, a
trophy, symbolizing a turning point in my life. When I attempted an apology, it caught in my
throat. All I could manage was “Uh, I’m sorry.” For an indeterminate period, as my mind reeled
with her rebuke, I listened to Jesus’ prayer, which sounded almost too eloquent for the occasion:
“Lord, you who created the heavens and earth and made man and beasts, accept the soul
of this righteous man, the husband of our mother, our father, and faithful friend of many, that
someday we shall join him in paradise….”
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On and on Jesus prayed, covering a long list of Papa’s deeds on behalf of family and
friends, until Mama had heard enough. Raising her hands and shaking her head, she rose up
shakily with our help.
“Jesus, Jesus, Joseph is right this time—enough with the words. We know your father’s
in heaven. Must you go on so? Let me have my grief,” “…alone!” she added, pointing to the
door.
“Very well.” Jesus bowed.
I was now doubly stunned. First Mama rebuked me, now Jesus. She was obviously not
in her right frame of mind. We returned to the kitchen and sat down at the table deeply troubled.
After a short while, our brothers and sisters (who had fled to the front yard) straggled dejectedly
into the house, but no one, not even Jesus spoke. Our Jewish custom of burial loomed ominously
in our minds, unsaid but hanging as a shadow in our small house. Although the preparation of
the dead and funeral ceremony itself were sacred and reverential, the burial was an awful affair.
According to custom, we had one day to bury Papa. That was a law of our people. I remember
how everyone scrambled around frantically to organize the funeral and burial of my friend
Nehemiah. What followed this haste to get him into the ground was a gloomy ceremony—one
of the worst memories of my life. The Romans, on the other hand, I learned from Decimus and
Aulus, were in no hurry to bury the dead. This was true, I learned, for other pagans as well.
According to Fronto, the Thracian ceremonies he recalled were almost a festive affair. For the
Romans, the corpse was, as in Jewish manner, washed and dressed in its finest clothes, but lie in
state for eight days, instead of one, allowing a transitional period as relatives and friends paid
their respects. Upon the eighth day, instead of being rushed through a funeral, patricians and
plebeians alike were paraded to the funeral pyre or burial site accompanied by musicians,
mourners, and guests. In addition to my friend’s burial, I had witnessed a few townsfolk and my
aunt’s funeral—none of which were anything but a grim display of grief, rather than the
celebrations given by Gentile peoples. Of course, I kept these heretical thoughts to myself.
As Mama carried on in the next room, Jesus stood up, now fully in charge. His voice
carried the authority it would have when James and I were his disciples. This time there was no
grumbling from James and Joseph.
“James, go inform Rabbi Aaron. Joseph—you go to Ezra’s house. Mama will need his
wife Naomi. You Simon and Jude must spread the word. Don’t simply go to our friends houses;
go to Gideon and his friends’ houses. This includes Joachim’s house. Uriah might not be able to
attend, but he deserves to know.” “When Mama calls you to the room, you Martha and Abigail
must give her your support. You must be strong. All of you must be strong during this dark
hour.”
******
And so it happened—the day we had dreaded: Papa’s weak heart had finally given out.
Many would say that he had gone to the Bosom of Abraham—an ill defined place where the
righteous dwelled. Though rabbis and Pharisees believed in an afterlife, as did the common
people, the Jewish concept of heaven had, until Jesus explained it, seemed strange and
inadequate. There was Gahenna, called Hades by the Greeks, the abode of wicked souls, more
clearly defined by the Torah, and a dark, mysterious place called Sheol where both the righteous
and unrighteous dead were kept, but no Elysian Fields, as in Greek mythology. Before Jesus
defined the afterlife for his family, then for his disciples, who spread the doctrine of eternal life
to Jews and Gentiles alike, the afterlife had been a shadowy realm. Even during that hour, as we
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began our grim tasks, and in spite of Jesus vision imparted to us of Paradise, I was unsure where
our father was. I had felt the same way when Nehemiah died and, for that matter, when those
filthy bandits butchered and ate one of my mules.
Where did they really go? I wondered fleetingly, scanning the sky, while following
Simon down the main road. Was it up there in the sky, as Jesus implied, when he raised his eyes
heavenward to pray….Or was the Land of the Dead located in the underworld as many pagans
believed? After all of my talks with Jesus and his efforts to turn me into a right-thinking Jew, I
was thinking like a Gentile again. Because of my association with Roman, Greek, and Eastern
pagans, cynicism had tainted my views. Not one Gentile had accepted my harsh, invisible god. I
had seen too many men die with little or no ceremony to not feel cynical myself. Nevertheless,
regardless of my doubts and despite the mystery of death, I knew the Sadducees were wrong. It
didn’t end with the grave. However strange and unknowable it might be, there was an afterlife.
Jesus, though not clear about the matter, had said so, himself…Papa was there now waiting for
us.
When I related my thoughts to Simon, he laughed hysterically at my foolishness. We
were on a gloomy, unchartered course in our lives. Simon was the least philosophical person I
had ever known, the last person for which to air such views, but I felt a sudden, comforting
illumination in sharing my feelings with him.
“What does it matter, Jude,” he scoffed, “right now, in this life, Papa’s dead.”
“No, only his body,” I insisted, “the Spirit is immortal. Jesus told me this. Wherever
Papa is, he’s at peace. There’s no dark sleep, Simon. Death brings peace.”
One day, as a disciple, I would share this insight with Jesus. Simon seemed to feel little
comfort at my words. At each house we stopped at, we took turns delivering Jesus simple
message: “Joseph, the carpenter, our father, is dead. Please be at the synagogue by noon.”
Everyone we contacted, even Papa’s enemies and fair-weather friends, showed some level of
shock, sadness, and disbelief. For Samuel, a benefactor for our family, we were afraid that the
news might be too much for him, so we left the message with Mordechai, his chamberlain, who,
after renting his tunic, openly wept. Several of our friends also wept. We were aided in our grim
tasks by the three boys who watered and fed my mules. I gave them a few coins, instructing
them what to say to the townsfolk in their sector of the town. After completing their errands,
James and Joseph also joined us in our mission. For the remainder of that hour the four of us
covered the remainder of Nazareth. When we were almost certain that every household had been
notified, we returned home. From a distance, we heard that eerie wail women: Mama, joined by
two or three of her friends, we could not tell whom. Jesus told us to wait in the shop, until it was
time for the funeral. After meeting the rabbi at the synagogue for instructions, several men
would volunteer for grave-digging, while the remaining townsfolk would visit our home to pay
their respects. As my brothers and I waited in the shop for this first ordeal to be completed, we
were hailed by visitors from the road. Men and women who had shunned our family in the past
were now our long lost friends. It made me sick. Where were they when Papa was alive?
In spite of my excellent memory, everything seemed muddled that day. In accordance with
Jewish custom, Papa had been washed, dresses in best garments, then wrapped in a shroud—all
of this done without my brothers and my help. Even Jesus was prevented from interfering with
this important rite. Except in later years during Lazarus’ funeral, I never heard so much wailing
from women, and it didn’t stop at our house. All the way to the gravesite near Samuel’s estate,
and during the ceremony conducted by Rabbi Aaron at the synagogue, women who had never
visited our house wept and pounded their temples. Several of Papa’s men friends rent their
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clothes as a sign of grief, but never carried on like that. I remember Jesus praying at the
gravesite as he had for Nehemiah and, of course, Aaron’s eloquent sermon, and I was surprised
to see the old rabbi in the synagogue paying his respects. All my thoughts, however, became
jumbled that moment Papa was lowered into his grave. After it was all over, I, like my brothers,
walked around in a daze.
Our father was dead. Mama was a mental wreck. Our home was visited by a stream of
mourners, many of whom had never been our friends. Even considering the crises our family
faced in the past, these were the darkest days of our lives. James and Joseph now felt trapped in
the carpenter shop. On the very day of the funeral, out of earshot of Jesus, I heard them talking
about leaving home. Even Simon threatened to run away. If it hadn’t been for the promise I had
made to Jesus, I would have been tempted myself. The scroll given to me by Aurelian beckoned
me now. It was a way out of this humdrum life. Yet, during the prescribed period of mourning,
as disheartened as we felt, we tried to comfort our mother as much as possible and stay close to
home. Throughout it all, Jesus must have known about our feelings. On the third day of
visitation, several unexpected townsmen arrived at our house. Jesus had closed the carpenter’s
shop during this time. Fearful that his brothers might rebuke Mama’s guests, Jesus gathered us
together and led us into the backyard. I entered the enclosure and stroked each of my pets,
focusing my attention upon the one that carried me so far. James, Joseph, and Simon reached in
that moment to pat a mule, while Jesus chatted lightly about human nature.
“Tell me,” he asked, raising two fingers, “Why does it take death to bring us together?
What is it about simple folk that brings the best out of them at such a time?”
“Hah!” Joseph tossed his head. “We’re not together. Many of them are the same, meanspirited souls!”
“Yes, Jesus.” James made a face. “I saw Ethan approaching our house, and what’s that
old bag of wind Gideon doing in our home? They’re not Papa’s friends!”
“Perhaps guilt.” I shrugged my shoulders. “Why else would they come around?”
“Just maybe,” Simon suggested half-seriously, “they want to make sure he’s dead.”
“Shame on you,” Jesus cuffed Simon playfully. “No one hated that good man.” “….
Jude’s right,” he added thoughtfully, patting my mule, “guilt, as much as sorrow, brought them
to our house. And that is a foundation…a beginning…. Do you not remember our special
holiday, the Day of Atonement?
Suddenly, at what seemed like an inappropriate time, Jesus uttered something that he
might one day have said to his disciples: “Guilt, if it leads them to contrite hearts, is a good
thing. If not put right by righteousness and good deeds, it festers and hardens the heart. So it
was with Ramses and Herod. Greater are those, who confess to God to unload their sins, than
those who grind their teeth with puffed up pride. Such bravery is a hallow game…”
His voice trailed off to a faint whisper. As I look back, I realize, that, reworded
differently throughout his ministry, Jesus had said much the same thing to his disciples. He had
just given us a brief sermon on forgiveness of sins and salvation that had nothing to do with the
Day of Atonement, but that moment in the mule enclosure it sounded utterly strange.
Joseph had been correct. “Whoa, where’d that come from?” he asked, looking around
the group. “Didn’t I tell you?” he grinned. “I saw it coming. Jesus is talking strangely again!”
“Yes, it’s true.” Simon nodded. “You can see it in his eyes.”
“Jesus,” James said with concern, “that came out of nowhere. Ramses, Herod…puffed
up pride? What’s that about?
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“Huh?” Jesus grunted, blinking his eyes, as if awakening from a nap. “I…I’m sorry, that
did come out of nowhere!”
As James and Joseph retreated to a corner of the enclosure and muttered amongst
themselves, Simon studied Jesus dreamy expression. Despite everything I knew about my oldest
brother, I still wondered if he might be addled in the head.
“Jesus,” I whispered, “are you all right? You’ve been under a lot of strain. Are you
talking to your Father again, like those times you wandered the hills?”
“Not talking, Jude,” he murmured with a nod, “I was listening. You know my mind.
You’ve had your share of visions, have you not?” “I’m sorry,” he interrupted himself, “This is no
time for preaching. It’s at least an hour until noon. Let’s all take a walk.”
“Well…all right,” I shrugged.
Simon looked at him in disbelief. “A walk? Right now?”
“I must talk to you,” he explained softly, “It’s important. Come, let’s go to my favorite
spot.”
Caught off guard by his change of mood, James and Joseph stood there in the yard with
blank looks on their faces. Simon and I trotted after Jesus as he led us down the Shepherd’s trail,
up the side path, past Jesus’ special cave to the lookout point he had chosen as his favorite spot.
Grumbling under their breaths, James and Joseph followed reluctantly in the distance. I had a
feeling that Jesus might say something else strange at this point. He had that look in his eyes,
but this time he was clear and straight to the point.
“My brothers,” he called out, as James and Joseph approached, “one day I will have to
leave Nazareth. You must decide which one of you will become the carpenter in my place.”
We were speechless a moment as he explained his vision. “The Lord has put me on
notice: when I hear his call I will leave. I will know it as a sign: it will come with a messenger
into town. Then I must go!”
His four brothers groped for words. We were beside ourselves with anger and shock.
Simon clutched his forehead in utter disbelief, Joseph threw a tantrum, pounding his temples and
kicking up dust, and James let out a loud, wounded howl. I felt as if I might faint as I had in the
past, but it passed as I sat down on a rock.
“Great beard of Moses,” I groaned, “I knew this was coming. We all knew!”
“It’s nonsense!” James shouted, “This doesn’t make sense. How could you even
contemplate leaving now that Papa’s dead?”
Jesus gazed into the unknown. “It’s not my design… It’s God’s plan. Until that day we,
the sons of Joseph, the carpenter, must work hard and save money to care for Mama, now that
he’s gone.”
“God’s plan—what rubbish!” spat James.
“I had this feeling.” Joseph shook his head in dismay. “That look in his eyes…all those
silly things he says. Now this!”
“You said one of us is going to be the carpenter,” Simon gave Jesus a trouble look.
“That’s certainly not me. James, Joseph, or Jude can do it, not I.”
“Will it’s not me!” James snarled.
“Nor I!” Joseph stomped his foot.
“Well,” I said to myself, “after that silly promise I made, I guess that leaves me.” “When
are you leaving,” I tried being calm, “…a week, a month, a year? Why are you telling us this
now?”
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“I won’t know the hour or day,” he explained, looking squarely at me. “You must be
prepared.”
“Jesus,” I replied, looking away in terror. “Are you talking to me? When you say you, do
you mean me or us? Simon is useless, and James and Joseph won’t stay.”
James, Joseph, and Simon nodded eagerly at my accusations. That moment, he placed a
hand on my head as if he was giving me a blessing.
“Don’t worry little brother,” he spoke cryptically now. “You have a purpose too—I’ve
known this for quite some time.”
“What purpose is this?” I asked, feeling a surge of hope.
Did this mean I didn’t have to be a carpenter?…Or was this another way of telling me I
would one day take his place? I decided, with fleeting hope, not to press the point.
“Tell us Jesus,” James came forward anxiously, “who will it be? I must finish my studies
with Nicodemus. I’ve told you this.”
“That goes for me.” Joseph stood beside him clinching his fist. “I have my own plans!”
“Humph!” I looked around at my brothers. “It can’t be Simon; it must be me!”
“Oh, Simon is going to surprise all of you,” Jesus said, ruffling his hair. “He’d be a fine
carpenter if he set his mind to it.”
“No, I wouldn’t.” Simon shook his head.
“Don’t worry my brothers.” He took us all in at a glance. “The Lord will decide.”
“Could this be years instead of months?” I probed. “What if God waits a long time?”
“So be it!” Jesus raised his hands.
“That’s good enough for me,” I heaved a sigh.
“Me too,” Simon agreed.
“I guess it’ll have to do,” James muttered to Joseph as Jesus led us down the trail.
“It’s rubbish!” Joseph cried.
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Chapter Forty
The Call

For a while, Jesus warning hung like a dark cloud over our lives. Gradually, when it
seemed the day of his departure would never come, the dark cloud faded. The subject of him
leaving on his mission was rarely brought up. As we toiled at carpentry and the business brought
in a substantial income for Mama’s future, life went on as usual. After a few visits by Mama and
Jesus, Uriah’s strange malady had vanished. He appeared with his wife Veronica one morning,
fully recovered from his spots, in the company of his father Joachim, who was, after so many
years our enemy, his old, querulous self. He expressed his sorrow for treating us so badly and
his gratitude for Mama and Jesus’ care. I could scarcely believe that this apparition was the
same babbling incoherent man who had been filled with so much hate. Jesus gave Mama credit
for brining the rabbi and his son back to health, but I was convinced he had a hand in their cure.
Out of gratitude, perhaps, Uriah insisted on helping us with the business. Though he was
all thumbs working on wood, Jesus accepted his offer graciously. We needed all the help we
could get. We were short-handed when James and Joseph finally left home. With little warning,
during a busy time for us, they departed suddenly during the second year after Papa’s death,
which was Jesus admitted to me, longer than he expected them to stay. After visiting Sepphoris
many times to buy lumber and supplies, James and Joseph had met upstanding Jewish girls.
Joseph would work in his father-in-law’s prosperous pottery shop helping him to run his
business, and James took his new bride to her relatives in Jerusalem where he would ply his trade
as a scribe while attending Nicodemus’ school. I might never forgive them for leaving us in the
lurch, but our loss was now balanced by Uriah. When not at home with his wife and father, he
was in the shop talking about old times. If nothing else, he was a morale booster for me. As he
had in our youth, Uriah made me laugh.
Reminiscent of those old times, were the walks that Uriah, Tabitha, Simon, and I took
during the Sabbath or on breaks from work, but it wasn’t the same. Our lives had changed too
much. Uriah’s wife was with child—that’s all he could talk about, and Simon often used our
walks as an excuse to nap under a shady tree. To make matters worse, as we walked hand-inhand, Tabitha showed displeasure that Uriah followed us around. It excited me, yet, for Uriah’s
sake, made me sad. I had been courting Tabitha for a quite some time, yet I wasn’t ready to pop
the word. I loved her—that was certain, but those words, “Would you be my wife,” would trap
me forever. Uriah seemed happy enough with his portly little wife, but I wasn’t ready for
marriage. My onetime ambition to be a soldier scribe, apparently a lost cause, haunted me.
Occasionally, I would look longingly at the scroll Aurelian had given me, and think about my
Gentile friends. In it’s hiding place beneath the carpentry shop it sat temptingly, waiting for a
day that might never come. Driven by my loved ones in Nazareth I didn’t want to abandon and
the promise I made to Jesus, I stayed on, as did Simon, biding my time. Simon, like myself, had
no intentions yet of settling down, and yet, as we worked at our trade alongside of Jesus, that is
exactly what it seemed like were doing. I had become a competent carpenter, and Simon, despite
everyone’s low expectations, had also proven himself in the shop. It appeared that with the
exception of our tragic loss of Papa and despite the desertion of James and Joseph, whom I never
really liked, things were back to normal. There was Mama, the twins, Tabitha, Simon, Uriah,
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and, whether it was welcome or not, most of the familiar faces of the townsfolk passing by the
shop. It was bittersweet for me, but mostly sweet. I might not have fulfilled my dreams, but my
life had a comfortable pattern and I was around people I loved.
Then one day, when Simon and I had almost forgotten the vision given to Jesus by God, a
dusty traveler dismounted in front of our house with a sachel slung over his shoulder. After
tethering his horse to the fence in front of our house, he waved to us. Not since the day in our
garden when Jesus brought the sparrow back to life had I seen that look on Mama’s face. She
had been picking weeds. Though eligible for marriage now, the twins had remained at home to
keep her company. They were watering the vegetables and herbs that day when the messenger
road up. Uriah had not paid us his daily visit, so it had been uncommonly quiet that hour.
Sensing that this man was important, Simon and I were right behind Martha and Abigail as the
man called out.
“I’m looking for Jesus of Nazareth,” he said hoarsely. “Are you he?”
“No,” I shook my head.
“I’m not either,” Simon uttered a nervous laugh.
“Who is this man?” Mama yelled. “What does he want with my son?”
Suddenly it was my son, not one of my sons. That special bond she shared with her
oldest son, and no one else, surfaced that moment. Jesus walked up slowly, his blue eyes blazing
in the sun.
“I am he,” he announced with resignation.
“This is for you,” the courier said with a bow.
“Martha and Abigail,” Jesus said, looking back at the twins, “get this poor man a mug of
juice and a loaf of bread. I’ll send for Naphtali, Simeon, and Hezekiah to water and feed your
horse.” “Come my friend.” He led the way. “You’re welcome in our home!”
“What does it say? What does it say?” Mama asked wringing her hands.
Pulling a scroll from the sachel, Jesus read it carefully before returning it to the pouch.
He was very calm, and there was unspoken resolution in his eyes.
“What’s your name sir?” he asked the stranger as we entered the house.
“Amos bar Jonah,” answered the courier. “I’m a friend of the Baptist. Because I have a
horse, he sent me. I wanted to make it here before sunset. Something incredible is happening,
Jesus. The prophet wants to see you. He has waited a long time for this moment. He baptizes
people in the Jordan River, promising that another is coming who will baptize them with the
Holy Spirit. It’s all there in the letter. He said you’d understand.”
“Dear Lord!” Mama cried, collapsing into Martha and Abigail’s arms. “I hoped it would
all go away. What will we do without you, Jesus? Do you really have to leave?”
“The Baptist calls,” he answered simply, “and I must go.”
“Whose the Baptist?” Simon blurted. “You once told us you would be called by God.”
“He’s our cousin,” Jesus heaved a broken sigh, “God’s messenger—the forerunner. He
signed the letter “John, the Baptist.” “It has begun,” his eyes fell on me, “…The day will come,
when I shall call upon you!”
There was a dramatic edge to Jesus’ voice we had never heard before. He had often
mentioned the Holy Spirit, but he had never mentioned the messenger or forerunner. The notion
of baptism was not new to our people, but John had taken it to a new level. We were too shocked
to even ask. Jesus had done so many strange things throughout his life; this was just one more
thing to add to the list. It was the simple fact that he was leaving, perhaps for good, that Mama
couldn’t accept. Once again, inspired by the moment, that surge of adventure filled me.
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“Let me go with you,” I cried. “You can become a great rabbi. We’ll see the world
together while you preach. Simon can take over the shop until we return. What a great journey
that will be!”
Simon’s mouth dropped. “Wait a minute. I might have plans of my own.”
“Come on!” I jumped up and down excitedly. “You can do it. Jesus has faith in you. The
adventurer’s life isn’t for you!”
Mama’s eyes were wild with despair. “You’ve always been a strange boy, Jesus. I’ve
never understood God’s plan. We’ve had a good life, haven’t we? You should get married, raise
a family here in Nazareth like all young men, not leave on the say-so of Cousin John. He was an
incorrigible son for Aunt Elizabeth. He’s never been right in the head!”
“Mama, listen to me,” Jesus voice was tinted with irritation, “we talked about this. You
never listened. Cousin John knew this was coming. Our friends Samuel and Habakkuk knew it
too.”
“What is coming?” she asked tearfully. “Explain it to me again. This all seems like a
monstrous joke!”
“I’ll send for you later,” he said to me. “You can’t abandon the shop; this is a busy
month. Comfort Mama; this is hardest on her. You and Simon must work in the shop. Our
family needs your help. You told me you’d stay, and I expect you to keep your promise.”
“Are you serious about sending for me?” I whispered faintly.
“When the time is right,” he reassured me.
Simon, who must have felt left out, said nothing as Jesus held our sobbing mother in his
arms. I felt an uncomfortable excitement in Jesus’ assurance. I dare not ask him for fear he
might dispel my hope. For the first time, since I discovered that I, like Jesus, had special gifts, I
knew that I was part of Jesus’ destiny. Just what exactly this might be I couldn’t imagine, but
that mixture of fear and euphoria I often felt on my journey with the Gentiles soared tenfold that
moment. As we sat around the table with Jesus for the last time, watching John’s courier finish
his snack, I wondered how Cousin John could possible fit into Jesus’ mission. Amos was, upon
closer inspection, a filthy beggar of a man. Was this the kind of rabble John was attracting? I
asked myself, still reeling from Jesus’ promise. Surely he would be a great rabbi or doctor of the
law. From what I had gathered from my parents, John had ran away to join a band of desert
hermits and was, the last time anyone saw him, spouting prophecy about the end of the world.
He had become a wild man, wearing animal skins and eating locusts and honey, as he traveled
from town to town. Now he waited for Jesus by the River Jordan, baptizing and calling for the
repentance of sin. How could this mad man possibly fit into Jesus’ plans?
******
While gathering up his meager belongings, Jesus reminded us how Abraham, Moses, and
King David bowed to God’s well. Should he, a simple carpenter, do any less? Mama, Simon,
and the twins continued to argue with him, but I sat there quietly contemplating what Jesus had
meant. How long would I have to wait before I joined him on his adventure? Surely, great
things were in store for my brother. Then something occurred to me that both the courier and
Jesus had overlooked. An idea burst in my head.
“Amos,” I addressed the filthy man, “you brought only one horse. Just how is Jesus
supposed to travel to Jordan—walk?”
“Oh, we were told that you have mules. We shall borrow one for Jesus, unless he wishes
to ride my horse.”
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“Oh really,” I pursed my lips. “I don’t mind loaning one of my mules. Just tell me how
I’m going to get it back.”
“I don’t know,” he said with a shrug. “We didn’t plan that far.”
“Well, I have a plan,” I proposed slyly. “I will ride with you to the river, then, after Jesus
meets John, return with the borrowed mule.”
Jesus, who had been stuffing his knapsack, was listening with amusement. Mama, to my
surprise, thought this was a good idea.
“Yes, Jude is an experienced traveler,” she praised me. “Take your sword my son. There
are bandits down there.”
“Out of the question,” Amos shook his head. “John told me to bring you—alone. I will
pay him for his mule.”
“You crafty fellow.” Jesus wrung his finger at me. “What’s going on in that thick head?”
“Please, Jesus,” I pleaded, as Mama stood by my side. “Judea is much more peaceful than
Galilee. It’ll take us two days at the most. If we leave early in the morning, I could make it back
to Nazareth the next day. I want to make sure you’re going to be all right. To be honest, I don’t
trust John—”
“I don’t either,” Mama whispered to me. “When you get there, talk Jesus into coming
back home.”
“This isn’t a trick,” I glanced at Simon. “I won’t leave like James and Joseph did. I’ll
stay put until Jesus calls!”
“Promise me,” she sputtered in my ear. “This is not what God planned!”
“I can hear you Mama,” Jesus laughed gently. “I know this is difficult to understand.”
“It’s new territory,” he struggled with the words, “but you must be patient. Jude will come right
back. I’m going to return, too, but on a visit. I belong to God now.”
“Very well,” Amos grumbled, “load your knapsack, Jude—for at least four days, not two.
We’ll leave at daybreak. I’ll throw my roll in your floor if you folks don’t mind. Of course, I
don’t mind sleeping outside.”
“No, no,” Jesus waved his hands, “you’re our honored guest. Mama can fix us a humble
pouch of food. You can join us for supper this evening.” “Until then,” he announced, looking
around the room, “let’s pay our friend Samuel a visit. He’s been waiting for this for a long
time.”
Simon was downcast. One day he would become Nazareth’s only carpenter. He would
marry a comely girl and have several children, but, that hour, I knew that he felt unimportant. I
had my great adventure, James and Joseph had set out on their own, and now Jesus was about to
venture forth on the greatest adventure of his life.
“Don’t worry,” I said, patting Simon’s shoulder. “You and I are a team. I’m coming
home. If I don’t see Tabitha this afternoon, tell her I’ll be right back.”
As it turned out, however, I ran into both Tabitha and Uriah on our way to Samuel’s
house. Tabitha was sullen after hearing the news that I would accompany Jesus to the river, but
seemed satisfied that I would return. She thought it was a silly idea for Jesus to go traipsing off
to meet a wild man in the desert. Like Mama, Simon, and the twins, she questioned his
priorities. Until he became a rabbi like Aaron or famous scribe, his place was at the head of our
household as the oldest son. Tabitha’s sudden wisdom irritated me. Though Uriah chattered
foolishly about the dangers of bandits, he didn’t scoff at Jesus’ mission as Tabitha and Mama
did. Martha, Abigail, and Simon walked along in moody silence.
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When we reached Samuel’s house, Mordechai took Jesus aside and insisted that the
unwashed courier remain outside. Knowing how devout Samuel and his household were, Jesus
couldn’t argue with his request. Amos was quite happy to return to our home so he could check
on his horse. To avoid being in Samuel’s smelly chambers, Simon and the girls volunteered to
go home too, but Jesus ordered them into the house. Tabitha had slipped away unnoticed before
we entered, and Uriah chose to wait for us in our yard. This would be, I realized that moment, a
solemn hour for Jesus’ family.
As Mordechai led us in to greet Samuel, whom we hadn’t seen in many months, we were
shocked to see how far he had declined. The room around him smelled like medicine as well as
herbs to hide foul odors. The remnant of the once formidable Pharisee lie in the shadows, his
withered, heavily wrinkled face caught in the bedside lamp’s glow. His black, hawk-like eyes,
his only semblance humanity, traveled across the room to Jesus, who stood in the forefront of us,
waiting for recognition.
“That day has come,” Samuel rasped, raising a skeletal finger. “…Now I can die. Come
here Jesus, so I can give you my blessing before I breathe my last.”
“Dear faithful friend,” Jesus murmured, clasping his hand. “You promised to wait until
that time. Today a courier arrived with a message from my cousin John. He waits at the Jordan
River. I knew at once it was my time.”
“John, you say,” Samuel searched his memory. “…He’s that crazy man in the desert.
Why would you want to meet him?”
“Fear not Samuel,” Jesus said gently, “the Lord’s with me. I’ll be in good hands.”
“I don’t understand, Jesus,” he objected querulously. “You should become a great teacher
or rabbi, not following a lunatic in the desert.”
“I’ll follow no man. John will baptize me, and we’ll part company at the river’s edge.”
“Well that’s good,” the old man cackled. “I’ve heard some troublesome things about that
man.” “But tell me,” he grew serious, “why would you, Jesus, need baptism? You’re without
sin.”
A gasp went up in the room. Jesus seemed to cringe. No one would speak of this after
today. It sounded outrageous, but it was true. It seems ironic to me now that Samuel believed
this but didn’t understand who he was. None of us did. Wordlessly, at first, Samuel reached up,
as Jesus knelt, to place his palm on his head. Nothing was said for a full moment, as he began
the blessing. Though his voice was thin and weak, it was articulate. We clearly understood what
he said:
“In the name of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, the prophets, and David, the King, I bless you,
Jesus of Nazareth. Something great awaits you. I know not what it is. I wish I could be there to
see you make your mark, but I’m tired and worn out. It’s time to go to my fathers. Kiss my
brow, prince, that I may sleep. I go to a better place.”
And, in what was a miracle in timing for Samuel, the old man smiled at Jesus and
breathed his last.
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Chapter Forty-One
Another Adventure

There would be no grand send-off this time for Jesus. It was still dark when we climbed
onto our mounts. First light—that first glimmer of day—was just brimming in the east. There
seemed to be no one about at such an hour, which was a good thing. How could Jesus explain
this foolishness? To me, it just another adventure, but for Jesus, who felt that his rendezvous
with John was commanded by God, it would be perceived as one more example of his heresy.
There would be, we understood, no way to hide Jesus sudden absence from visitors and clients.
If nothing else, it would be seen as irresponsible, which it was. It would also strike many of our
family’s critics as suspicious, especially when he wouldn’t return home. All this was bad
enough, but the fact that he would not be able to attend Samuel’s funeral, would strike them as
unconscionable. Jesus couldn’t win.
I was excited, but also frightened for his sake. After getting dressed, Jesus, Amos, and I
ate a frugal meal of cheese and bread, washed down by punch, and tiptoed out the door. Simon
and the twins stumbled groggily from their pallets to see us off on our trip. To avoid creating a
commotion, Tabitha and Uriah had said their goodbyes to me last night. The last thing Mama
said to me, after a tearful scene with Jesus, was “Talk sense into him, Jude. Bring him back!” I
felt comfortable on my mule, but, in spite of the extra padding I provided Jesus, he sat uneasily
in his saddle. As I record this episode with amusement, I’m reminded of Jesus’ stoic attitude. It
was no wonder that his disciples were “infantry” and not “cavalry.” I could think of nothing to
say to Mama as she shrilled once more in my ear “Bring him back, you hear me?” Jesus must of
have been disgusted with her. Mama was, I know now, in denial—blinded by love. In hindsight,
this seems incredible after her visitation by Gabriel, the miraculous birth of Jesus (which I still
find hard to believe), and the events surrounding their flight to Egypt. During our departure from
Nazareth, she was merely annoying. Jesus mind was made up. None of us wanted Jesus to
leave. Why did she carry on? I was making the best of a bad situation: another adventure, this
time to see the famous wild man in the desert, who was none other than our cousin John.
All went well at first. Mama didn’t call out impulsively nor had Tabitha or Uriah shown
up impetuously to send me off. Unfortunately, though, as quietly as we crept out of town, Noah,
Joachim’s nosey neighbor, appeared suddenly in his yard holding up a lamp.
“Jesus, Jude,” he shouted, “is that you?”
“Oh, this is just great,” Jesus groaned.
“Where you going at this hour?” Noah’s voice was tinged with suspicion.
“Well, so much for secrecy,” I looked at him nervously. “Now the whole town will
know!”
“Let me do the talking,” Amos said calmly. “Jesus might tell him the truth”
“He will tell him the truth,” I blurted thoughtlessly. “Jesus can’t lie!”
Amos surprised me. “I’m escorting them to a sick relative in Sepphoris,” he announced
in a haughty manner. “The question is, my good man, what are you doing out at this late hour?”
Noah appeared to accept this reason for our departure, but I was certain he would spread
the rumor that we snuck out of town in the dead of night.
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******
I was glad that Amos knew how to reach our destination. I was familiar with roads in
Galilee, but the dusty path the courier took us on, I sensed, was not on any Roman map. After
only a few Roman miles, the sun brimmed a distant hill, throwing light on our trail. What we
saw spreading south looked inhospitable.
“So, we’re heading toward the wilderness in Judea,” Jesus observed wryly. “Leave it to
Cousin John to pick such a place.”
I was in a cheerful mood. “The Syrian desert is worse,” I said amiably. “Vultures avoid
it, even snakes.”
“Oh, John didn’t pick it.” Amos laughed. “It picked him. It’s where he got his vision.”
“Hah,” I snorted, “there’s that word again.”
Jesus appeared to be praying again. He was a walker, not a rider. I felt sorry for him, but
he had brought this on himself. Finally, after an hour had passed, Amos began chatting with us.
To fill the void, he gave us a summary of John’s career. Considering his vast mind, Jesus might
already have known this, but I found Amos’s summary interesting. It reinforced my concern
about Jesus associating with this man. It appears as if the rumors were correct: John had run
away to join a bunch of hermits. This group of holy men called themselves Essenes. They lived
in a remote corner of the desert, away from normal Jewish tradition, which they rejected because
of their own vision of our faith: a war between light and darkness, which culminates into a final
encounter at the end of time. It sounded like nonsense at first, John later confessed, but the
Essenes gave him a refuge and place to gather his thoughts.
“You make him sound like a fugitive.” I interrupted. “Was he on the run?”
“Jude,” Jesus chided, “let the man speak.”
“John was running from himself,” explained Amos. “You’re aware that he abandoned his
heritage and left his mother’s estate unattended. Many people thought he was mad for that. It
was, they said, irresponsible and reckless.”
I thought of what Jesus was doing and suppressed a smile. Amos’s summary worried me,
especially after hearing skepticism in his voice.
“It’s true,” Amos glanced back as Jesus, “most holy men are slightly mad. Elijah and
Jeremiah probably were. John once admitted to me that before he got his calling, the Essenes
saved him from destruction. They taught him discipline and the proper way to pray. They also
taught him one of their most important rituals: cleanliness. John rarely bathed until joining their
band. Those people bath three or four times a day. He might not look like it in his skins and
rope sandals, but he abhors uncleanliness now. He washes himself countless times in the River
Jordan to prepare sinners for the Deliverer.”
After hearing that word, the hairs on the back of my neck prickled.
“How very strange,” Jesus said, glancing at me. “John has interpreted baptism in a whole
new light.”
“Yes,” Amos sighed. “I think the Essene practice of bathing has much to do with what
John is doing now. I was baptized myself. After I told him I was a courier, he jumped at the
chance of sending me to you. He wants to make you a convert like me.”
“A convert to what?” I asked, shaking my head in wonder. “Just exactly what is he
preaching, Amos? Is this a new religion? What is John up to?”
“Jude,” Jesus scolded, “you’re being rude!”
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Amos laughed at my questions. “Let me see,” he mused, scratching his head, “…Just the
other day, several Pharisees and priests came to test our prophet. Already, John is considered a
heretic. They had come all the way from Jerusalem to trap him into speaking blasphemy. They
tried to trick John, but he was too smart for them. At one point, as we grew fearful for our
prophet, a priest asked John who he was. He answered, ‘I’m not the Christ.’ He used a Greek
word, unfamiliar to many of us. We have a word for our nation’s deliverer: the Messiah. He
explained to us later that they’re same man. When the priests questioned him further, John
shouted into their faces, “I am the voice of one calling in the wilderness, ‘Make straight the way
for the Lord.’ Often John acted deranged. Many things he said in the past we didn’t understand,
but we understood these words. He was talking about the Deliverer, the Messiah—the Christ.
Yet his answer confused the learned me that much more. Wringing his fat finger at John, a
Pharisee asked, ‘Why do you baptize these people, if you’re not the Christ?’” And John replied:
“I baptize you with water for repentance, but after me will come one greater than me, whose
sandals I’m not fit to untie. He will baptize you with the Holy Spirit and with fire!”
Amos’s appearance belied his quick wit. He seemed to savor that last line. Reigning in
his horse, he looked back, waiting for our reaction. It didn’t make sense to me. Jesus had halted
his mule. He sat there, staring into the direction of Judea, a frown playing on his face. I could
barely hear him. Bending sideways in my saddle, I heard him say, “I have no doubts now….
John quoted Isaiah—another sign!”
“Well, I have doubts,” I confessed. “Isaiah has said a lot of strange things. James once
pointed out to me that he contradicted himself about our people’s expected deliverer. In one
passage he claims that he will be despised and rejected and in another his will come like a
conquering king. Which one—‘Holy Spirit’ or ‘fire?’”
“You don’t understand Jude,” Jesus said irritably. “How could you understand the
mystery given to our family by God? It’s just now dawning on me!”
I know now that even Amos, in spite of being John’s disciple, didn’t grasp the
importance of Jesus’ summons to the river. In fact, the courier appeared to have doubts about
John, too. John, himself, must have expected a warrior king, who would rid our land of
oppression. Did he want Jesus to join in his heresy against our religion?... Or was it something
else?
******
Plunged into silence for an hour or more, we continued our journey. I was greatly
troubled by this exploit. That’s exactly what it appeared to be: an exploit—a rendezvous with a
mad prophet in the wilderness of Judea. I had quickly lost my enthusiasm. My excitement for
the trip eroded with each mile. None of this made sense to me, despite Amos’s explanation.
Jesus and John were opposites in almost every way. After passing from southern Galilee into the
province of Judea, I was reminded at first of the desolate expanse of the Syrian Desert, but it was
not the same. There were little towns instead of oasis for us to stop and rest at. The Judean
peasants were no different than the Galileans. We always found a communal well to water our
beasts and, at one stop, even given fresh bread by a farmer who pitied the wayfarer. It was at
this town, in fact, that we made camp for the night in order to arrive fresh the next day.
There had been no sign of the bandits my Gentile friends and I had feared in Galilee.
That would occur the following day. When we made camp not far from the farm on the edge of
the small village, Jesus sat in moody silence. Using his fire-making kit with expertise, Amos
made us a small fire from the dried limbs and twigs gathered near town. The bread, grapes, and
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cheese Mama packed for us was wolfed down by Amos and I, but Jesus ate little and took only a
sip of water.
“Your brother is upset?” Amos whispered to me.
“No, my brother is foolish,” I whispered back.
“I can hear you.” Jesus looked up dreamily. “I’m not upset or foolish. I was praying.”
“You pray with your eyes open?” Amos frowned. “I always close mine.”
“Simon had trouble with that, too” I snickered, chewing a grape. “It’s easy. I can do it
anytime. Simon’s not too bright.”
Jesus gave me a tolerant smile. “Amos,” he chose his words carefully, “…I’m worried
about Jude. I don’t like him going home by himself—”
“Don’t worry.” He held up his hand. “I might not make the trip again—I have to rest my
horse. John will send someone. There are other men with horses encamped by the river.”
“I don’t need an escort,” I bristled. “I brought my sword.”
“You had an escort before,” Jesus reasoned. “It’s dangerous out here by yourself.” “Don’t
argue, Jude. You’re not traveling alone!”
“He’s right,” Amos nodded, lying back on his blanket. “I have a sword and fast horse, but
even I, a courier, don’t like riding alone.”
“Really,” I said distractedly. “How long have you been a courier?”
“Longer than I would like to remember.” He yawned. “Now that I’m with John, I’m not
sure what I’m going to do.”
“You’ll make the right decision,” Jesus spoke drowsily. “…Tell me more about the folks
at the river.”
“There’s a constant wave of pilgrims,” Amos replied thoughtfully, “rich, mostly poor,
some riding, most walking, a few even in fancy coaches, and, the day before I left we were
visited by those priests, Pharisees, and doctors of the law. I’ve spent so much time in the saddle.
I have no wife and children. John’s band are my family now.”
“I haven’t seen my cousin in many years.” Jesus replied as I drifted off to sleep. “I
always knew he would be a servant of God…”
Once again, as so many times before, I found myself in the midst of a nightmare. This
time, unlike previous nightmares, I didn’t know I was dreaming. The discussion of Cousin John
implanted the seeds of a dream in my head, which I believed was prophesy. Suddenly, it seemed
as if I was transported to a river, which I had never seen before. In fact, except for the trip my
family took to Jerusalem in which Jesus had discussed the Torah with priests and scribes, I knew
little of Judea. The first glimpse of it had not been impressive, but it was much better than the
Syrian Desert. Now, however, I found myself in a long list of supplicants, marching toward
Cousin John, who stood in the river baptizing lost souls. He was tanned as dark as a nomad. As
described by Amos, his scraggly beard and wildly knotted long hair was accentuated by animal
skins and rope sandals. I was not afraid yet, just annoyed. I heard him pray quietly for each of
them, dunk them, and then send them on their way. When it was my turn, though, the dark,
sinister eyes in John’s sun tanned face flashed brilliantly, and a snarl played on his lips.
“You, spawn of the Gentiles,” he roared, “defile this holy place. You don’t believe.
Your heart has been corrupted by Romans, Greeks, Syrians, and Egyptians. You’re polluted.
You bring your pollution to the river. You I shall baptize permanently!”
Dunking me into the cold water now, he held me down with both hands. Clearly his
intentions were to drown, not baptize, me. I looked up from the depths and could see his
maniacal face break into a fiendish grin. I screamed and thrashed about, but John had
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overpowered me. The last thing I remember before I awakening by the fire was his voice
shouting, “I am a voice calling in the wilderness…” Then I awakened with a jolt looking into
Jesus’ face. His blue eyes glowed in the firelight, contrasting John’s dark pupils, and instead of
shouting into my face he was saying over and over again, “Jude, Jude wakeup!”
Amos stood in the background, a mere shadow against the low-hanging moon, clucking
“Ho, I bet that woke the farmer up!”
“Jude,” Jesus said, as I sat up and looked around, “was it another bad dream. Were you
on the road again—the bandits, the slave block?”
“Whoa, dear me,” Amos muttered, “he went through that?”
“Little brother,” Jesus persisted, “was it that other dream…the one about the crosses.
Was that the one?”
“No, not this time.” I answered, glancing at the flames. “I dreamed I was at the river.
When it was my turn, instead of baptizing me, John held me down. He had the face of a demon.
I think it was a sign!”
“It was just a dream,” Jesus tried reassuring me. “It wasn’t prophecy this time Jude. It
was a plain old nightmare. I’ve had enough of them myself.”
“Me too,” Amos chuckled, “especially after drinking rot-got wine.”
In desperation, I clutched Jesus robe. “It was a sign I tell you! You mustn’t follow that
man. He’s not right in the head. I know it, and Mama and Samuel know it. Even Amos thinks
he’s mad!”
“It’s a different kind of crazy,” explained Amos, “divine madness they call it. John’s
really no threat.”
“Listen Jude,” Jesus said, shaking my shoulders, “you can’t understand this now. I barely
did. But I know who I am now. Don’t worry, I’m not following John…Though the forerunner,
John’s following me!”
“What did you say?” Amos looked at him in disbelief. “That doesn’t make sense.” “You
are special, Jesus,” he struggled with the words, “I saw that immediately…. Just why does John
want to see you? You aren’t like other men…”
Amos was close to the truth. How is that this stranger sensed what I should have plainly
known? All I could think of was that Jesus was going blindly into the unknown, which was true.
By the campfire we had witnessed Jesus wrestling with his divinity. I know this now. God, not
John, the Baptist, was guiding his steps. One day his statement that John would follow him
would be born out, but that hour I was confused. What did all this mean? None of it made any
sense. I had left home with Jesus and our guide excited but filled with misgivings. Now
tomorrow filled with me dread. I was convinced that my nightmare had been a warning. I
couldn’t understand why Jesus was throwing away his life. With his gifts, he could be anything
he wanted. What future did he have with that man? That night, as I tried fitfully to go back
asleep, I knew that things would never be the same. Blinders had been on my eyes. They were
the same blinders afflicting the woman who bore him and almost everyone who knew Jesus, the
man.
When we broke camp, I was groggy from lack of sleep. I could see that Amos was
troubled too. A great urgency filled us. It was as if something momentous was going to happen
to the world, and we would be the first to know. Gobbling down another snack prepared for us
by Mama, we climbed hastily into our saddles, still munching on our bread and cheese, and
continued in a fast trot south.
“The sooner we get to the river,” Amos grumbled, “the better!”
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******
Great expectations gripped me, yet the ride south had been uneventful. After a few stops
to water our horses, rest, and chew on a few figs and grapes, we reached a point in the road
where we could look ahead and actually see the river but it was still a distance away. Riding
toward us, were three horsemen. The instincts instilled into me by my Gentile friends came into
play immediately. I drew my sword. Amos drew his sword too. Though he had no weapon,
himself, Jesus showed no alarm as they approached and insisted that we put our swords away.
“Begging your pardon, Jesus,” Amos demurred, “I’ll hide it under my cloak, but I won’t
re-sheath it. Jude, your handy with the blade—you do the same.”
“I plan to.” I said, gripping the hilt.
“ God is protecting us,” Jesus reassured us. “Would He allow anyone to stop me now?”
“Yes,” I said flatly. “Didn’t you once tell me not to tempt the Lord?”
On that note, the three men galloped toward us with swords raised, whooping like Badu
on the attack.”
Amos and I attempted to flank them on each side. It was an age-old method of deflecting
a charge. Each of us would attempt to dispatch the riders on the left and right, while the center
horseman charged straight toward Jesus, who just sat there waiting for the attack. Amos proved
to be an able-bodied fighter clashing swords with the first bandit as I swung my blade at the
second. To my horror, Jesus continued to sit calmly on his mule, as if courting death. There was
no time to even call out to him. Neither of our opponents were seasoned swordsmen. Though
they rode horses, they were even dirtier and more bedraggled than Amos. They must have been
desperate to attack one travel worn courier and two men on mules. To our surprise, the central
horseman, reined his horse up on its hind legs, startled by the play of light in Jesus blue eyes. I
had seen this effect before. It had unsettled my Gentile friends when Jesus greeted us in front of
our house. This time, however, it was more than that.
Jesus raised two fingers as if blessing the men. “We have no money,” he informed his
attacker, “what you do angers God. Call your men off my companions and be on your way.”
The dark stranger, though initially startled, laughed loudly. “You are a bold one to sit
there without a sword and order me around. You will give us your horse and mules, and we’ll let
you live.”
The other two men, now given an excuse to stop fighting, drew back and waited for a
response. Fearing for Jesus safety, Amos and I began to dismount. Because Jesus had no sword,
himself, he might be swiftly dispatched by his attacker. What Amos and I didn’t know yet,
though, was that God was, in fact, protecting us. In the distance, a whirling pillar of sand and
soil, which the desert people called a sand devil, appeared suddenly on the road south.
“Cover your eyes,” I called to Amos.
Jesus had already covered his face, but, as Amos and I escaped the pillar, the other three
men were caught off guard as the choking funnel engulfed them. Jesus rode away from it coolly,
his face hidden in his hood.
“See,” I called back as we galloped away, “don’t tempt the Lord!”
“Will they follow us?” Amos asked fearfully beneath his scarf.
“No,” I replied light-headedly. “Those people are superstitious. They probably thought it
was an evil spirit. The desert people call them jinns.”
“I dunno,” Amos looked back nervously, “that was more than a jinn!”
“You really believe that?” Jesus gave me a disappointed look. “I once told you that
prayer could move mountains. You should have more faith!”
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“I’m sorry,” I sighed wearily. “This is lot for me to take in. I was really worried about
you for a moment, but I should never have doubted you. I’m sure God sent that sand-devil. You
always told me he works in mysterious ways.”
I was trying to make light of it, but Jesus was right. I had, since we began our journey to
the river, shown a lack of faith. It seems likely to me now that Jesus, with all his powers, read
me like a scroll, but he rarely ever showed it. That day, as we approached the Jordan River, his
smile returned and he chatted with us, perhaps to soften his momentous meeting with John.
He called to our courier, who rode ahead of us in moody silence: “Amos, do you
understand why our people sacrifice animals and offer God the first fruits?”
“Yes.” He turned in the saddle. “In my line of work, I have to know how to read. I’ve
read the law, but I find these scrolls tedious. I much prefer reading about the prophets and our
heroes. The law, especially its rules for sacrifice, wasn’t written for simple men. It was written
for priests. The last time I visited the Temple I was a little boy.”
“Well said, Amos!” Jesus laughed softly. “What about you little brother?” He looked
over at me. “You’ve stored much information in your thick head, much of it nonsense. Given
your disgust for this custom, do you think sacrifice to expiate our sins is necessary?”
“Well, I understand the meaning behind it,” I searched for words, “like Amos, I think it’s
a priestly matter. Simple folks do so many things in the name of religion automatically. I think
that the law—rules of living and sacrifice—should be simplified so they can understand.”
“You have said it!” Jesus clapped his hands. “The law and sacrifice must be clarified so
that all can share in God’s grace.” (A shadow, as though a cloud passed over, fell over his face.)
“…And something else beyond the sacrifice!” his voice caught in his throat.
“Hey, are you all right?” I reached over and shook his arm.
The Spirit of the Lord moved Jesus. “Something wonderful and terrible came into my
head,” he struggled, “nothing will ever be he same!”
“Look!” Amos pointed to small ant-sized forms moving to the river’s edge. “We’re
almost there!”
From that moment on, until meeting Cousin John, Jesus remained in a daze. Nervously,
Amos kept looking back at us. I was beside myself with anticipation as we rode down the long
winding trail, dismounted by an old acacia tree and made our way on foot to the scene. John was
saying to a convert, “I baptize you with water, but another will come to baptize you with the
Holy Spirit,” when he looked up and caught sight of Jesus standing in the crowd.
His dark eyes flashed in his sun tanned face with fearful purpose, he pointed a long finger
at Jesus, and cried out in a booming voice, “Behold! The Lamb of God who takes away the sins
of the world!”
Shaken by his words, I watched Jesus, whom Samuel claimed was sinless, being baptized
like all the others, as if he was a convert. I could scarcely believe my eyes. When he had
finished dunking Jesus, they said something to each other I couldn’t hear, Jesus walked out of the
water toward those waiting in line, and John called to his disciples standing in our midst, “He
must increase, and I must decrease. He is your teacher now.”
“So,” Amos said, turning to me, “that’s why your brother gave us that sermon. John is
mad! Is he saying that his cousin is the lamb—the sacrifice to God?”
“Yes,” I answered in a constricted voice, “but how will I explain this to our mother? She
wanted me to talk him into coming home. This looks very permanent.”
“Oh, your brother’s not coming home,” he informed me solemnly. “I don’t know what
John has in mind now….This is a whole new game!”
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Chapter Forty-Two
Who is Jesus?

The day that John the Baptist singled out Jesus as the Lamb of God was the beginning of
my brother’s ministry in Judea and Galilee, yet it was not clearly understood by John’s
followers, who had expected another King David to deliver them from oppression. According to
Amos, John’s courier, even John’s closest disciples, Andrew and Philip, whom he suddenly
handed over his successor to, were caught off guard. Following Amos’s dirty finger, my eyes
were led to these important men. The Apostle John would record this as a great event—the
fulfillment of scripture, but at the time, as we looked on, it was an awkward moment. As
Andrew, Philip and John’s other followers watched Jesus approach, dripping with water, his hair
plastered onto his face, they seemed embarrassed. It couldn’t have been as impulsive an act as it
must have seemed to them. John must have had this in mind when he sent for Jesus, and yet
Amos and I saw surprise and even disappointment among everyone present. Was John
abandoning his role as his followers’ spiritual leader or merely giving Jesus two of his best men?
More importantly, for the bigger picture, what did this mean? Just who was Jesus suppose to be?
Why did John call him the Lamb of God? For a few, familiar with scriptures, this claim implied
that Jesus was the long-awaited Messiah.
Amos and I discussed this quietly amongst ourselves as Jesus, John, his disciples, and
four other men stood chatting on the riverbank. There was no question that the Baptist had
caused controversy again in the minds of onlookers not yet committed enough to join. Those
very moments, we saw a man climb onto his horse and ride off at a gallop, either to inform the
authorities about this heresy or, if he was a convert, spread the word. Normally, Amos explained
to me, John would either awe or anger his listeners. He always put on quite a show. Yet, with
the exception of John, himself, we saw little excitement for Jesus among the other men.
Much later, after joining up, myself, when I had a chance to talk to Jesus’ first apostles, I
was not surprised by their doubts. Until he actually assumed the role given to him by his cousin
and began to preach, they weren’t impressed. Of course, they didn’t know him as I did. John’s
closest disciples like all his other followers were simple men. How could they fathom that Jesus,
who replaced the Temple’s sacrifice, was the offering for our sins? Though he had been singled
out as the Lamb of God who would take away the sins of the world, no one except the Baptist
made the connection that day. John’s closest disciples, Andrew and Philip, were especially
troubled. They were to set aside the fiery wild man of the desert for a man they didn’t know.
What did this strange, blue-eyed mystic have in mind for them now that they had abandoned
John? It seemed almost laughable at first. Then it sunk into the disciples’ minds and spread
throughout the congregation: This was not merely another dramatic flurry of words by the
prophet. This was the man John had promised them. For those who were knowledgeable
enough to understand what it meant, this was hard to digest. I would learn later that a few
Pharisees in the crowd would inform the Sanhedrin about John’s claim. That day, however,
despite what Amos told Jesus and me about John’s detractors, no protests were shouted after
John’s announcement, only a low, murmur of discontent and doubt among the skeptics in the
crowd. No one clearly understood the Baptist choice of successor, if that’s what he was, nor had
the prophecy of the coming savior, even to learned men, ever been clear. Even Isaiah appeared
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to equivocate. Almost as an afterthought, John had introduced his cousin as Jesus of Nazareth
but gave him no title that moment. Most of those standing by the river barely heard the
introductions made between John, his closest disciples, and Jesus, which struck me as strange
and somewhat rude. In the ranks of observers and the recently converted the questions were
more basic. It had been a sunny day as John went about the business of preparing lost souls for
the Deliverer and suddenly, out of nowhere, Jesus arrived to be baptized too, but as the Lamb of
God. There was, mingled in with the general reverence shown the prophet, confusion and
discontent among men and women in the crowd. According to Amos, the Pharisees had been the
most vocal, and yet they appeared to be in a state of shock. Pointing his dirty finger again, Amos
singled out the Pharisees that today—finely dressed, pious Jews, with phylacteries and oiled
beards. I wasn’t surprised. In Nazareth our family’s worst critics were these men. Cupping my
ear I could hear them clucking like hens back and forth.
“Humph, who is this Lamb?” the first man asked
“I heard John call him Jesus,” answered a second man. “In Hebrew it’s Yeshua. John’s
name is Greek too.”
“Really?” the first man muttered, “I heard of this rascal John, but not Jesus. What’s the
Baptist up to now?”
“Word is,” claimed a third man, “Jesus is the prophet’s cousin.”
“Yes,” a fourth man replied, “and his poorer cousin too, a Nazarene—a carpenter at that!
“He doesn’t look like much,” a fifth man joined in. “Look at John’s ‘Lamb.’ In stead of a
chariot with an army of angels, he rides in on a mule!”
The five Pharisees laughed smugly and, as John’s followers frowned disapprovingly at
them, continued their conversation in muted tones.
I bristled at what these self-righteous men were saying. Amos had only contempt for
Pharisees, but he understood why Jesus might be vulnerable to their barbs. Jesus, he confided
thoughtlessly, didn’t even look like a Jew. He didn’t fit into this crowd. In spite of his
appearance and mannerisms, my new friend appeared to be somewhat educated. Many of the
illiterate Jews, he observed, couldn’t grasp all the subtleties of the prophet’s sermons, and his
disciples were barely literate, themselves. John, who was thoroughly versed in the scriptures,
often used fancy words and said strange, startling things, and yet he tried to get the basic
message across, ‘Repent, the Kingdom of the Lord is at hand.’ During such times, many in the
audience still had dumbfounded expressions. He would stop, if necessary, to explain himself
again and again, at times irritated by their thick-headedness. This new declaration, “Behold the
Lamb of God,” Amos believed, would be much more difficult to explain.
I was, like everyone else, unable to interpret what I saw and heard. Although I had an
excellent memory and consequently a working knowledge of scriptures, I had never taken the
prophets seriously and I cared not a wit for the law. During these moments, I recalled my days
in synagogue school and time spent as a student of Gamaliel, a great scholar who would one day
challenge Saul. Contrasting Joachim and even the kindly Aaron’s narrow interpretations and
Elisha the Pharisee’s, was Gamaliel’s presentation of the Torah, Prophets, and Writings, which
comprised the Tanakh, our holiest scrolls. He made an effort to make the Tanakh interesting and
significant to our lives, so we wanted to learn and think for ourselves. It was Gamaliel who gave
me the greatest foundation of my knowledge, and yet it was Jesus’ simple teachings that were the
greatest inspiration in my life. Jesus, who could quote scriptures effortlessly, never preached
redemption or quoted points of the law, but in one momentous event he had turned our holy writ
upside down.
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What would Rabbi Aaron’s congregation think if they caught wind of this? It would
probably be considered heresy. Samuel, who had given Jesus his blessing before he died, might
have considered this a blasphemous act. Simple folk, as those at the river and those back home,
had enough trouble comprehending just ordinary scripture without being given such a shock. I
wouldn’t try to explain to my family that Jesus, as the Lamb, replaced the sin offerings of the
Torah and was, by inference from the prophet Isaiah, John’s promised Messiah. This notion
struck me as barbaric, and I rejected it outright. I refused to plague my mother and family with
the truth of Jesus’ folly. I decided that I would tell them that he had joined John in his mission to
bring sinners to repentance, which was half true. The words John uttered during his baptism of
converts were proof of that. Not knowing what Jesus had in mind next, I hoped he would come
to his senses when he discovered what a ragtag band of misfits many of these people were. The
question was ‘How could I, who was not in John’s inner circle, break Jesus away from that
man?’ Would my brother, in his frame of mind, even listen?’ After my nightmare about John, I
was afraid of him, still half convinced my dream was a sign.
Amos claimed that there were prostitutes, thieves, and beggars in the ranks of uneducated
peasants and a number wealthy townsmen, including Pharisees and even scribes, who found
John’s preaching and baptism a diversion in their boring lives. Until John sent him to fetch his
cousin, he admitted that he had also been impressed. Who could not be overwhelmed by the
prophet’s message? He had never heard anyone preach like that. But John had talked about a
remote, heaven-sent, Deliverer (or so he thought), not a man riding in on a mule, who was flesh
and blood. How could he convince his followers that Jesus was the long awaited Messiah? Was
Jesus not born of woman, the son of simple folk, and from a backwater town? That a simple
carpenter was the promised Deliverer was impossible for Amos to digest. He had thought that
John might convert my brother as the others, even make him a prophet, like himself—not make
this wild claim. Though I had great respect for Jesus’ miracles and gifts and resented Amos’s
remarks, I couldn’t argue with him. With my excellent memory and education I was well versed
in scripture. It didn’t add up. Except for one obscure passage about a ‘Suffering Messiah,’ most
believers didn’t accept, Isaiah wrote about a conquering hero. All rabbis told their congregations
about this man. I could remember both Joachim and Aaron, his successor, telling us to be
patient; someday a Deliverer would come and throw off the yoke of the Gentiles. Now John
called the Messiah the “Lamb.” Was Jesus being deceived by him? He dropped everything to
run off and meet this man.
“What John did today is very strange,” Amos concluded, folding his arms. “Like you,
Jude, I’m familiar with Isaiah, and none of this makes sense. I stopped awhile during my travels
to listen to the “wild man” in the desert, and a few days ago reluctantly agreed to bring Jesus
back. There was something appealing about his promise of salvation and deliverance from sins.
The world, especially for the poor, is a hard and unfriendly place. Of course not everyone agree
with John’s visions. Most learned men, like the ones you heard today, walk away shaking their
heads after hearing his shouts. Many of them are insulted by his words. Yet to those simple
folks, including myself, John has a very persuasive way about him that’s sometimes intimidating.
He’s patient with his listeners, but he allows no one to disagree with him. His eyes bore into you
and his voice seems to grab your very soul.”
“He’s sounds deranged,” I snarled, “not at all like the John I once knew.”
“Humph,” Amos grunted, “he’s not like the John I knew! The day he sent me to bring
Jesus to the river, I wanted to protest. It sounded unreasonable. Why had he sent me to fetch
that carpenter, whom he now calls the Lamb of God? How would he fit into John’s plan? Now
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this. He had promised us that a deliverer was coming, not a kinsman from a small, barely known
town. I guess I’ll stick around to see how this turns out, but this isn’t what I had in mind.”
Like Amos, my mind was in turmoil. Amos was obviously not a convert yet, but what he
said about John, added to what I had seen and heard today and the nightmare I had last night,
caused me great concern. I remember a friendly, carefree cousin, who had once comforted me
after the loss of my friend, but that person had changed. He had abandoned his heritage to join a
band of hermits, who had a totally different conception of our faith. Now he seemed to be
ushering in a new age. Just what kind of person was this John? What did he want with Jesus?…
Would he make him a heretic too?
******
To make matters worse that day, was Jesus’ decision to hike into the desert and pray. I
learned this when I tried to get his attention. I knew I couldn’t discourage him from this
undertaking, even though Mama had asked me to do just that. I had to at least try. At this point,
however, as I walked over finally to ask him what were his plans, he grew testy.
“Jude,” he said irritably, “you agreed to return when I reached my destination. “This is
not your business. You must go home now, and tell our family that I will be gone for forty days
and nights. During this time, God will fill my mind with His plans.”
As I stood there in stunned silence, Jesus continued to converse with John, Andrew,
Philip, and other followers. Strangely enough, I was the first to hear this bit of news. John and
his disciples were shocked when they were told. It sounded so absurd I broke into hysterical
laughter.
“Did you hear that?” I giggled, walking back to Amos. “He’s going into the desert and
pray!”
“What?” Amos cried in disbelief.
Suddenly things had become even stranger. Jesus departure into the desert for forty days
and nights would delay the mantle John had placed upon him. It confused John’s followers that
much more, especially Andrew and Philip. It certainly confused me. It would prove impossible
to explain to our mother when I returned home. Amos and I couldn’t hear the conversation
between Jesus, John, and the other men, but the expression on their faces told us a lot. Jesus had
that otherworldly look on his face I had seen before, and it was obvious that his listeners were
very upset. It appeared, though, as he turned away briefly to mingle with the crowd, that his
departure was imminent. I was afraid to interrupt these hallowed moments or embarrass Jesus.
He had a look of resolution on his face.
“It is rather peculiar,” Amos commented. “John introduces him as the Lamb of God.
Now this. I don’t understand your brother. Why go into the desert? Why would God test him
like that? That place is dark and unfriendly at night. In the daytime there’s no water or shade.
There are wild dogs, even lions in the hills. Even John doesn’t go there. What purpose does it
serve?”
I was at a loss for words. “I don’t know,” I answered, shaking my head, “…I must talk to
him—get him away from those men.”
Amos frowned at me. “How? Your brother’s a big, strong man, at least a head taller than
you. His mind’s made up, Jude. Do you plan on tying him on his mule to bring him back?”
As the men conversed, we remained on the sidelines discussing the crisis. I was not a
part of this drama. It appeared as though Amos was having second thoughts too. Finally, after
quietly arguing with Jesus, John called to my brother as he walked away, “God’s here and now,
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Jesus. Not out there. You’ll die of thirst and hunger in the wilderness. This is madness; you’re
walking into the desert without food or water. Wait awhile—tomorrow, perhaps the next day
when you have provisions. Please, Jesus, stop and think this out!”
Jesus, however, straightened his shoulders and began walking toward the wilderness. I
could scarcely believe he was leaving now, without food or water and at the noon hour—the
hottest part of the day.
“I’m not afraid,” he called back to us, “the Lord will provide! Don’t worry John,
Andrew, and Philip—The Lord is speaking to me. I shall return. Please, Amos, accompany my
brother back to Nazareth. I’ll call him when I need him. Until then Jude, stand fast. You too
will serve the Lord!”
“Jesus,” I shouted, “you don’t have to do this. Leave this place. Come home with me.
With your powers, you can do anything you want!”
Jesus whirled around angrily that moment as John and I followed after him. “Stop this—
both of you,” he snapped. “Listen to your own words, Jude. Do you really think God will
abandon me now?” “Please, believe me John.” He looked at the prophet. “I must do this. You
know God’s will. When I return from the wilderness, I will come for you. Continue to spread
the word!”
I stood there between John and Amos, watching my brother traipse into the desert,
without water or food, a fool’s errand to say the least, and yet I sensed that moment that he
would survive. I knew Jesus better than anyone there. I was certain, in spite of my doubts, that I
was witness to something important. What exactly that was I wasn’t sure. What caused me
much distress was the dilemma Jesus placed me in. How would I explain all this to my family?
Our mother would suffer greatly. Jesus might pay us a visit someday, but not to stay. Amos,
who could make no sense of John’s claim, placed his arm around my shoulders to console me but
said nothing this time. I felt like weeping. As I stood beside my new friend that hour, I knew
that Jesus was no longer ours. The mission Samuel predicted for him had come at last. It
appeared as though Jesus, my brother, belonged to the world.
…The Beginning
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